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Oral evidence

Taken before the Energy and Climate Change Committee

on Wednesday 10 June 2009

Members present:

Mr David Anderson Paddy Tipping
Colin Challen Sir Robert Smith
Anne Main Mr Mike Weir
Judy Mallaber Dr Alan Whitehead

In the absence of the Chairman, Paddy Tipping was called to the Chair

Witness: Mr Andrew Simms, Policy Director and Head of the Climate Change Programme, New Economics
Foundation, gave evidence

Q1 Paddy Tipping: Thank you for joining us as our
first witness on our Low Carbon Technologies in a
Green Economy Inquiry. Obviously you have
already done a great deal of work on this. I was
particularly interested in the paper A Green New
Deal. It would be helpful if you set out what you
think are the headline issues in that.
Mr Simms: Thank you. We see it as being a necessary
and eVective response to what we described as the
triple crunch, one of those crunches being the credit
crisis or the debt crisis, if you prefer that way of
describing it; the second being what we have to do in
the face of tackling imminent climate change; and
the third being the resource crunch, which even some
of the most conservative voices in the field, such as
the International Energy Agency, are finally
conceding is almost upon us, either in terms of
problems within the industry around production
capacity, in which they envisage there being a
squeeze regardless of the global recession around
2013, or, more importantly perhaps, the fact that
they have now conceded that we are on the cusp of
the global peak, plateau and long-term decline of oil
production. So we see it as those resources
underpinning almost everything we do from the way
we produce our food, the way we run our business,
the way we get around, almost everything from the
moment we get up in the morning to when we go to
bed at night, that there is a need for a massive
environmental transformation of the economy and
that in delivering that massive environmental
transformation of the economy, we have the
opportunity to provide a parachute to the broader
economy in the context of the current recession. As
we still do not know exactly how long the recession
is going to last and how deep it is going to be, we also
see that there are multiple wins in doing this in that
we think by investing for the medium to long term in
the vital environmental industries—energy
generation, new forms of transport, new ways of
doing agriculture—we will find new investment
opportunities which are less volatile, more secure
and safer homes for our savings and for our
investments; we also see that it is an opportunity to
tackle some long-term, engrained social problems,
such as energy poverty. We refer to the fact that in the
original new deal brought in by President Roosevelt,

in the aftermath of introducing his 100-day
programme of measures, one saw, over a number of
years, the most rapid compression of income
inequality in the United States that that country has
ever seen. So we see it being driven by unavoidable
environmental and resource dynamics; the current
context of the economic recession giving us
problems that we have to solve in any case; and we
see it as being a massive opportunity for things that
are unavoidable but will bring that most rare of
opportunities in politics of a win, win, win situation.

Q2 Paddy Tipping: I hope you do not mind my
saying this but I saw the economic context, the
diYcult economic international climate, as in a sense
one of the drivers behind the report, and you have
acknowledged that. I just wondered whether in
tactical terms it might have been better just to look at
a narrower green focus, rather than having so much
emphasis on the banking crisis. Clearly that is not
your view.
Mr Simms: I would tick two things to that. First, a
mistake the broader environmental movement, we
believe, has made for a very long period of time has
been to underestimate the importance and the role of
the City of London. An example of how that plays
out in practice would be that up in until the crash,
and in fact it is still the case, one of our largest banks,
the Royal Bank of Scotland, is also Europe’s largest
investor in the old-fashioned fossil fuel industries
and the fact that that bank has now fallen into public
ownership means that the Government has the
ability, the capacity, the strings, to pull on its
investment priorities. One might see there being
some kind of poetic justice if one of the largest of the
failed banks that is still one of the heaviest investors
in old-fashioned fossil fuel technologies were turned,
for example, into a green investment bank. I am
aware that there have been a few proposals of that
nature around. The second thing to say is about the
volatility and the instability induced by the banking
crisis and the need for the kinds of reforms that will
capture for the public purse the legitimate income
that it deserves. Many of these problems and
solutions are linked because when we are looking for
sources of funding to invest in environmental
transformation, some of the banking reform around
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tax havens and transparently are not the whole part
of the picture but certainly part of the picture. The
fact is that there is a perversity in the way in which,
as awareness of climate change as a problem has
risen, so too has the amount of money going into the
old-fashioned fossil fuels industries through the City
also pointed to the need for some fundamental
banking reform. We have covered quite a broad
church and we have looked at the role and the need
to regulate exotic financial instruments, for example.
One might think that that is tangential to this but we
also saw it as being symptomatic of a banking system
that had started to exist for its own ends and rather
as a service to the wider productive economy.

Q3 Paddy Tipping: The Government already has a
fiscal package to stimulate the economy. How green
is that?
Mr Simms: We have been particularly critical of the
so-called green stimulus package, and we think for
good reason. First of all, at the first time that it was
described in the Pre-Budget Report, when we
stripped away all the current existing spending
commitments and looked at what was actually new
and additional as an actual green stimulus package,
we ended up with a figure equivalent to about
0.0083% of GDP, which struck us as being small
compared to the International Monetary Fund’s
estimate of the amount of money that had been put
into bailing out the banks, which they estimated at
about 20% of GDP. I would want to give credit for
the fact that that amount of money that was new and
additional as a green stimulus package rose when we
got to the budget, and it rose to 0.09% of GDP. We
were also disappointed because of some of the
additional measures that were announced in the
budget such as the commitment to extract a further
two billion barrels of oil from underneath the North
Sea, which we calculated would roughly generate the
amount of greenhouse gas emissions equivalent to
the UK’s entire emissions, including aviation and
shipping, for one year. I think I said at the time that
it struck me as a balanced budget in that anything
good that it did for the environment, it also equally
undermined in other ways. We also pointed out, and
it has been separately pointed out by the likes of the
bank HSBC, that the overall scale of investment in
what we might term environmental transformation
in the UK was very small compared to a wide range
of other countries, including France, Germany,
China, South Korea and the US, and that we seemed
to be way down the league, and it seemed to be an
open goal that was being missed.

Q4 Mr Weir: That was the point I was going to raise
about international comparison. Can you tell us
then in your view what you think the Government
needs to do to address that problem and bring us up
more to the international comparisons of what is
being done?
Mr Simms: I think we need a widespread programme
of investment, starting with the low-hanging fruit of
the building stock where most jobs are to be found,
where it is likely because of the way that resources
and labour are procured that the maximum value

will be retained within the UK economy. There are
various estimates of the sorts of amounts of money
that we would need to spend. I noticed the
economist, Paul Ekins, part of the Green Fiscal
Commission, has estimated a ball-park figure of
about £10,000 per home. I believe the Conservative
Party has estimated something in the region of
£6,000 to £6,500 per home and that this level of
investment, drawn from a wide range of sources
would generate vast amounts of potential
employment. I am also interested, given the
decisions which are currently being made about
increasing our generating capacity in the UK, that
Deutsche Bank have pointed out that for every
pound or euro worth of investment in the new green
decentralised renewable technologies, you generate
between two and fours times as many jobs as you do
investing in the old-fashioned, centralised, energy
technologies. I think it is with the building stock and
energy eYciency where we begin and then we move
rapidly on to the transport system. I would like to see
a fundamental shift of investment out of the
infrastructure which supports the wasteful private
motor car and into more mass transit and public
transport systems because this clearly seems to be
the future, and the energy generating system itself, so
incentives of the kind which have been pioneered
and delivered successfully in Denmark and
Germany and across the Continent for getting the
mainstream renewable technologies up and running
at a range of scales; and low cost credit being made
available to the various parts of the renewable
sectors, which seems like a diYcult thing to do in the
context of a recession which some people would
blame on the availability of low-cost credit. If you
want to get a newish industry up and running, there
is no short-cut to making available substantial
amount of credits. Walking there this morning, it
struck me as a historical example that what it took
to get what was then the new kid on the block as an
energy source, oil, up and running in the face of what
was dominant at the time, coal, took about 50 years
to get the capital to shift over from one source to the
next. I am mindful of the fact that we have less than
a decade to eVect the same kind of shift today. The
idea that it will happen as a natural process of
market changes I think is fantasy. I think it is going
to talk large, bold statements from the Government.
It does not just mean public money. That means
making an environment in which it is easier, for
example, for our savings and our pension funds to
see the renewable sectors as a natural home, and a
fairly secure home as well. I think it means
innovations with financial mechanisms like green
bonds, which could be done at a local, regional and
national level. It also means making some big
decisions about priorities; for example the ball-park
figure of there being £20 billion hanging over a
reinvestment programme for Trident would seem to
be another major decision of public priorities that
the Government has to grapple with
Chairman: Let us keep narrowly focused.

Q5 Judy Mallaber: You have referred to this
obviously already but in your report you say that
you think the UK so far has largely missed out on the
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boom in green collar jobs. You particularly refer to
Germany; you have already mentioned what is
happening in America and we have heard about
China again in the last couple of days. To what
extent do you think we are missing out? Is it a
competition between countries? Will we lose out if
we are not jumping in on the technology now or are
there plenty of jobs to round everywhere and what
do you think is the potential for us in terms of job
creation?
Mr Simms: I think one of the important things as
part of the global picture is that in all countries there
is enormous potential for generating jobs at the local
level. There is one thing which I find particularly
humbling and I sit as a judge on something called the
Ashden Awards for Renewable Sustainable Energy.
I am mindful of the fact that from China to India and
a range of other developing countries, including
some in Africa, the innovation at the local level of
renewable technologies is astonishing and the
capacity for job creation enormous and for human
development profound. I do think that we have been
missing the boat in the UK. I do not see it as
primarily an international competition; I do see it as
absolutely vital in creating a range of jobs from the
low, medium to high skilled in an economic
circumstance in which unemployment is on a
dramatic upward curve. So I certainly see it as being
the absence of a larger and more comprehensive
skills and training programme in the UK to get
people who have the skills, which range from
implementation and maintenance of the range of
renewable technologies right through to the
scientific R&D side at the other end of the
employment scale, and that we are missing an
opportunity because it is an employment-rich
process. I think we should be seeing the visible
evidence of the rehabilitation of the UK’s building
stock right now; we should be seeing the signs; we
should be seeing it all around us, and we are not.

Q6 Judy Mallaber: Have you done any estimates of
the potential job creation?
Mr Simms: We are actually working on that right
now. We will have a piece of work finished by the end
of July, which will put some numbers on the
employment return on investment in diVerent energy
forms. I am very happy to make those figures
available as soon as we have them.

Q7 Judy Mallaber: Will that also include an analysis
of what skills or a lack of them you need to develop
and also whether there are any areas where many
have missed the boat?
Mr Simms: It will to some extent; it will not be an
absolutely comprehensive regional analysis of what
is where because we do not have the resources to do
that at the moment. It is going to look at what the
relative employment creation potential for relative
investment in the diVerent technologies will deliver.

Q8 Colin Challen: We have some league tables of the
value of the green stimulus as part of the overall
financial stimulus that countries around the world
have sought to deliver or have announced. I think

the UK green element came quite low down in that
international context. I think “career” was at the
top.
Mr Simms: It was, that is right, at 80% of its green
stimulus.

Q9 Colin Challen: But we are not always comparing
like with like, are we? I am just wondering if you
have a more advanced or sophisticated league table
so that we can really say where the UK is. It talks in
the paper this morning about Chinese investment in
Seoul for example. Is there a more sophisticated
analysis?
Mr Simms: The most sophisticated analysis that I
have seen is the one done by HSBC, which is a huge
global bank with vast resources which unfortunately,
from our perspective, dwarf the resources that we
have. It is quite “caveated” and there are quite a few
footnotes in the HSBC league table, which attempt
to deal with the issues of non-comparability but that
is the most sophisticated analysis that I have seen to
date. It is extremely diYcult to get more detailed
breakdowns. It is a substantial exercise and the
information is not always in the public domain.
Unfortunately, that is the best that I have seen so far.
Paddy Tipping: Let us move on and look at some of
the specifics in the report.

Q10 Dr Whitehead: In your report you have put in
what, I think it is fair to say, are some eye-catching
slogans such as, “every building a power station”
and “a carbon army of workers”. What analysis
have you done and how would you convert those
slogans into practical policies? Taking, for example,
the “every building a power station” slogan,
presumably you would envisage that involving
many, if not most, domestic properties and
presumably commercial properties generating their
own heat and power over a short period of time.
How would you envisage that would be eVected?
Mr Simms: I think the context for this—and
obviously I am not the first person to say this—is
that we are dealing with a situation in which, in the
space of a few short decades, we are going to have to
go entirely renewable. We can argue exactly over
what “renewable” means but we are going to have to
get there. The building stock is one of the largest
energy users and one of the largest sources of
greenhouse gas emissions. It is the place where we
can not only make some immediate gains but we can
also, importantly I think, help to educate people
about their wider energy use. We see it as having a
multi-function, if you like. The simplest and most
obvious thing is the low-hanging fruit of energy
eYciency. It is still the case that vast swathes of our
building stock are energy-ineYcient in that they
waste a lot of the energy that they use. That is step
one. Step two, and this is extremely site-specific, is to
be able to audit buildings to see which are going to
be the most appropriate for renewable technologies;
it will be diVerent in diVerent places. We do not
envisage that every house will have its own ground
source heat pump and solar panel and windmill and
all the rest of it. The task is to audit the building
stock to see what is going to work where. We know
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that solar works diVerently, depending upon the
angle of the roof and the direction of the roof, so that
is the challenge, I think. It is also not the case that
we see each individual building as having entirely to
generate its own electricity, because that would not
be an eYcient application of renewable technologies.
Some of the work done by one of my colleagues who
is sitting behind me at the moment from Greenpeace
points to the fact that one of the most important and
eYcient scales is a community sized grid structure.
We do see the need for diversifying away. We are not
advising that we get rid of the National Grid; we
actually see that there is some potential in having
large scale grids, but we do see that there are huge
gains to be made through decentralising energy,
ultimately down to the household level but not to the
point where every house has to generate all its own
energy. In many circumstances, houses will be able to
become net suppliers of energy to the grid,
depending upon their site and the implementation of
the appropriate renewable technology where they
are. In the answer to your question, there is a level of
detail which I do not think it is going to be practical
to go into today but I am very happy to follow up
after the meeting. There are detailed strategies for
CHP; there are detailed strategies for solar; and
there are detailed strategies for energy eYciency.

Q11 Dr Whitehead: I understand that. The slogan
“every building a power station”, in a sense you have
already slightly retreated from that in terms of
indicating that that is not really the case. Secondly, I
suggest you rather gloss over the social and
legislative elements of that inasmuch as your
suggestion sounds as if people will be required, or
buildings will be required, either communally or
individually to produce their own energy. Would that
be done by direction or by stimulus or by incentive
or by encouragement?
Mr Simms: Can I say that I absolutely do not mean
to retreat from that. I find it hard to think of an
example where a building would not be able to
generate some of its own heat or power. Through
intelligent re-design, through retro-fit and certainly
when starting from scratch with new build, I think in
almost every circumstance you are either eVectively
generating power by using less and freeing up more
to be used in other places or actually being able to do
it directly. In terms of how we do it, I think there is
going to be a mixture. We are certainly going to
improve things through standards—through
technical standards and building standards. The
speed with which available sources of part subsidy
for installing existing technologies is used up tells us
that there is a suppressed demand for people to do
this. I think there is a huge need to clarify and make
simple information around the planning procedures
that you do have to go through available to people.
In investigating the potential for doing things on the
house in which I live in south London, I have found
it extremely diYcult to get simple and clear
guidelines about what you can do straightforwardly
and what you need to get permission for. I know
there are some initiatives around to make that easier.
This is a simple answer but I think it is going to be a

combination of all of those things. I think we do
need to tighten up on our building standards. I think
we do need to have subsidies and incentives available
for installation. I think ultimately, as Britain seeks to
meet its own emissions targets, that these are thing
that are going to have to happen anyway.

Q12 Dr Whitehead: For example, currently there is
I think a total of 80,000 solar thermal collectors on
people’s houses over the entire life that commercially
available solar thermal collectors have been placed
on people’s houses. That number is being increased
about 6,000 or 7,000 a year.
Mr Simms: You need government action on this.
Germany, Denmark and various other countries in
Europe stand testimony to the fact that if you want
to go to scale, you have to have government support
for it and that has to be substantial.

Q13 Sir Robert Smith: I had better declare my
interests. On the Register of Members’ Interests, the
most relevant one to this inquiry is my shareholding
in Shell and my role as Vice Chair of the All Party
Group on the OVshore Oil and Gas Industry because
my constituency in the north-east of Scotland is
heavily dependent on it. In the funding of your
scheme, you have talked about a windfall tax on the
profits from oil and gas companies. I just wondered
which profits you saw the windfall tax going on.
Mr Simms: The profits registered and posted in the
UK where we are concerned.

Q14 Sir Robert Smith: They are global profits and
not from the North Sea?
Mr Simms: Personally, I would see any sorts of
profits that could legitimately be taxed in the UK as
being ripe for a windfall tax. When one talks about
a windfall tax, it tends to imply that it is a one-oV and
I suppose I am thinking of a recurrent model. I am
thinking of Norway’s example as being an
interesting way in which you can take something
which is a double windfall in one sense in that it is a
sort of geological windfall and also the way that the
exception of the sudden and relatively short-term
dip in the price has been generating significant
profits. That is an intelligent way to make the best
use of a declining resource to pay for the transition
away from dependence upon that source, which has
been nurtured over a long period of time.

Q15 Sir Robert Smith: You are obviously very keen
to see the outcome of the green deal and achieving
the new housing stock and the retrofitting and
funding. I am just wary of simple solutions that say
there is a pot of money lurking that could be capped
painlessly. Obviously the Norwegian model is about
hoarding their own resource from the North Sea and
you are talking about a tax on any company that
happens to register its profits here. I wonder how
long that company would continue to register its
profits here if the tax regime became unattractive.
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Mr Simms: There are two points on that. One is that
the argument that one would not do the right thing
simply because you would have capital flight to a
weaker regulatory environment can be applied in all
circumstances.

Q16 Sir Robert Smith: It is not the right thing; if we
have capital flight, we do not get the money in.
Mr Simms: The fact is that where the fossil fuel
industries are concerned, they register in London
and New York, for very good reasons, and,
depending upon how it was done, I do not envisage
the market centre for the fossil fuel industry shifting
overnight to somewhere in sub-Saharan Africa or
Asia. I just do not think that is a realistic possibility.
I also do not see the windfall tax as being the only
source of income, but I do see it as being a legitimate
one and a trick that we have missed. I think in fact
Norway has been able to build up on a per capita
basis an astonishing national security safety net for
whatever slings and arrows the global economy or
the global environment throws at it. I think in the
dying days of North Sea oil, particularly in North
Sea oil, when we seem not to have experienced
lasting benefit from the golden days in the Seventies
and Eighties, we have one last chance to put it to
some good, and do that in a way that matches the
focus of the spending with the nature of the source
of the funding, if you like, but we certainly do not see
that as being the only source of money.

Q17 Sir Robert Smith: Have you looked at when the
Chancellor last hit the North Sea with tax changes,
the loss of investment that came to the North Sea as
a result?
Mr Simms: We have looked at a number of
international examples and we were interested to
find that China, for example, had used a windfall tax
on its own sources, that the US had done it in the
1980s, and that windfall taxes have been used
successfully on a number of occasions.

Q18 Mr Anderson: Can you put a figure on how
much you would expect to raise in windfall tax?
Mr Simms: I can, but I would like to come back to
that with you because we last looked at it in detail a
few years ago. We do have a report called Hooked on
Oil, which has some figures in it. I could not give you
the figures oV the top of my head but I would be very
happy to forward that.

Q19 Paddy Tipping: Let us move on and pick up a
point that you were making earlier on, which is
about the local networks and decentralisation of
generation. How would you get that into place and
how would we fund it?
Mr Simms: Fortunately, and I am sure the
Committee is aware of this, there is a number of
quite successful examples, such as Woking, that have
already been there, and there is a level of detail,
knowledge and understanding of how to work
through local authorities. That is not my
specialisation but that has been looked at in great
detail. Again, the report I referred to earlier that
Greenpeace produced on decentralised energy has

wrestled with some of the diYculties of planning. I
have referred the Committee to that report, and also
to the work of some of the renewables trade
associations that have been looking in great detail at
the planning obstacles and the planning hurdles to
doing that. What was the second part of your
question?

Q20 Mr Anderson: Let me just take that on a bit. In
your report you say that this is going to cost £50
billion. Where is that money coming from?
Mr Simms: Where is the money coming from? There
is a range of estimates on what we should be
spending at the moment. I noticed that Lord Stern,
with the percentage of GDP he thinks we should be
spending on eVecting this transition, has come up
with a figure that translates to about £11 billion a
year. I noticed the Sustainable Development
Commission have quoted £30 billion for the next few
number of years. We have quoted the figure of £50
billion, which is also the figure that IPPR came up
with in one of their reports. Where is this money to
come from? I think it is to come from a range of
sources. I think it is to come from public, private and
individual sources. We have alluded to the
Government now being in a position, through public
ownership or substantial public involvement in
some of the major banks, to be able to influence their
investment portfolios. We see there being an
important role of leveraging private resources into
this process of transition. We have alluded to the
windfall tax. We have also alluded to the role of
green taxation. Here there is a problem and I do not
understate it because it is something that is always an
issue with the Treasury. We think to win the public
case for increased green taxation, that taxation
would have to be hypothecated; it will have to be
linked to the desired outcomes, otherwise it is very
hard to win the argument in public; people might
think it is just another form of backdoor taxation.
We see as being perhaps the biggest win encouraging
some of the major institutional investors, like the
pension funds, to start looking to the renewable
technologies maybe not as being opportunities for
spectacular returns but as being opportunities for
safe, secure and long-term returns. I think one of the
greatest challenges we have in the investment
community is lengthening their time horizons and
the investment in environmental transformation and
energy transition is certainly one of those. We also
see there being great potential for innovative new
financial mechanisms, such as green bonds. We have
written to the Secretary of State, Mr Miliband,
advising that the Government might like to consider
a green investment task force that would bring
together a range of institutional investors and
individuals ranging from banks that have specialised
in this area, like HSBC, Rathbone Greenbank in the
UK, a sustainable investment forum, to look at the
scope for innovative new bond and gilt-like
mechanisms to raise funds, some of which may
appear on the public borrowing books and some of
which would not. I have alluded earlier to Trident,
perhaps slightly flippantly; I did not mean it to be
that way because I think there are some very real
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political decisions that do need to be taken where
major capital items are concerned, like Trident,
which have huge opportunity costs, should we
continue to go ahead with something like that when
we know we have the challenges of environmental
and energy transition in front of us. I would see there
being a mixture of public, private and individual
sources. If I found available a pension product that
was specifically dedicated towards investing in
renewable energy technologies, I would choose it. I
cannot actually find one at the moment. Someone
will now turn round to me probably after this
meeting and give me a list of seven but I have not
found one yet. I think there is an appetite for it and
I think there is actually quite a diverse range of
sources that we can go to.

Q21 Anne Main: Briefly, going back to your
potentially hypothecated green taxes, can you give
me an example of such taxes that you think would
be reasonable and how would they be explained to
people, given that in the billing of gas bills and
electricity bills people are not terribly aware of how
the break-up currently is worked out on the green
part of the tariV? Can you be a little more specific on
that because “hypothecated green taxes” is a very
overarching statement.
Mr Simms: I would start with what we have already
discussed. I would start with the windfall tax. The
basic rule of taxation, as we see it—

Q22 Anne Main: I was thinking more of on the
individuals rather than on big companies.
Mr Simms: The principle I would begin with is that
we should tax more of what we want less of and less
of what we want more of. On that basis, I think we
should be looking at eVecting and encouraging a
shift away from the private motor vehicle towards
mass transit, for example. I see at the moment the
current scrappage scheme as being a perverse
incentive to keep us locked into an energy-intensive
form of transport. I think one of the biggest mistakes
that the Labour Government made was to abandon
the fuel duty escalator, when this government came
into power, in eVect. I would like to see that healthily
restored because the very poor do not have cars
anyway very often and rely upon under-funded and
over-crowded public transport.

Q23 Anne Main: That is so: unless you have public
transport in place, people are not going to opt out of
their cars, in which case then who is going to put the
up-front funding for all this big investment in
additional transport? Where is that coming from?
Mr Simms: I think I have alluded to a number of
diVerent sources.

Q24 Mr Weir: I will just make the point before I ask
my question. The comment about cars is wrong in
rural areas. There is a huge diVerence between rural
and urban areas.
Mr Simms: I would agree with that.

Q25 Mr Weir: The point I would like to ask you
about is decentralised energy. Starting on
decentralised energy, fine—no great problems with
that—but you talk about ensuring grid connections.
The National Grid raised concerns about small,
decentralised schemes, feeding tariVs and such like,
relating to the way they balance the grid and the
diYculty of knowing when energy is going to come
in from these small as opposed to the large stations.
I wonder if you have done any technical research on
how you deal with the inflow of small amounts of
energy from decentralised projects or from
individual homes on to the National Gird, which as
you said earlier would still have to exist?
Mr Simms: That is a very specific and technical
question. I would like to point you afterwards
towards a number of pieces of work which have dealt
with it in detail. I would say, though, that the flip side
of that is that one of the good things which a more
decentralised system has to oVer and a system in
which we are evening out household demand by
having a higher take-up of household level
technologies is that you actually even out the peaks
and troughs of demand on the grid. One of the things
that a more diverse system has to oVer is probably a
more stable grid because you do not get the shocks
to the system in quite the same way.

Q26 Mr Weir: The grid at the moment has to turn on
and oV positions depending on the amount of energy
that is coming into the grid and they have balancing
and tripping charges. Their point is that if they do
not know when this energy is coming on, they cannot
control it; they cannot turn it on or oV to allow the
grid to function properly, which could lead to
power outages.
Mr Simms: I think there are two levels at which you
can ensure against that. One level which is being
looked at a lot at the moment is the potential for, at
the other end of the scale, a more interconnected
European grid, which is fed into by a range of the
more renewable technologies that operate on a high
degree of reliability at a macro scale, whether it is
tidal or wind, which can even out supply at a large
level down to evening out the peaks and troughs at
the local level. Again, I would say it is a particularly
technical area, not one in which I am expert, and so,
rather than giving a half-baked answer, I will come
back to you later and refer to the work that some of
my colleagues who deal with those questions work
on.

Q27 Sir Robert Smith: Mr Simms, you made the
point that there should be more investment products
aimed at green investment, green jobs, and at
pension products. Do you think what is missing
perhaps still from getting those products really up
and running is the confidence that governments and
international organisations, such as the European
Union, have a longer term commitment to delivering
on this agenda so that those investments will make
a return, in a sense, getting the carbon price and the
forward carbon price high enough actually to make
it attractive and send a signal that energy eYciency
really will pay in the long run?
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Mr Simms: It is a huge issue and a huge problem.
The carbon price and the rollercoaster ride that it has
been on has led I think to despair and utter
confusion in the renewables sector. There is a
number of diVerent ways in which you can perhaps
underwrite a carbon price and taxation is one of
them. Another way you could do it is by having a
more serious and tighter cap, which will force the
price. If we are to align our eVorts with the science
of climate change at the moment, as well as the
impending nature of the peak oil debate, that is
something we should do anyway. Leaving it to the
way that the market has been operating at the
moment clearly has not worked for a lot of people
and it absolutely has to be addressed.

Q28 Colin Challen: You have spoken of many
interventionist measures which appeals to old lefties
like me, but we have only just touched now upon the
ETS. Do you think that the ETS can actually play a
valuable role in a green stimulus package?
Mr Simms: There are three things about the ETS. It
is all about the cap, as far as I am concerned. A tight
carbon cap is needed to drive a price signal which
will make any diVerence. I think the ETS was badly
designed at the outset; it had too much hot air in it
and clearly malfunctioned on that basis. I think
some of the ways in which the ETS and the carbon
market play out in practice in terms of how one
accounts for emissions reductions also has the
potential for a lot of leakage in the system. Purely
relying upon a price that, depending upon what the
external circumstances are, can ping around like a
pinball is not enough to build the replacement
energy infrastructure that we need. I am neutral
about at what level the price would generate the
necessary change. I do not think anybody really
knows. Lord Stern has talked about £40 per tonne
but I do not think we actually know because it is very
hard to take a guess on how markets operate. I think
the ETS, probably, if it functions well, if it has got a
decent cap, if you drive the leakage out of the system,
is probably part of the solution but it is certainly not
going to work even of itself

Q29 Dr Whitehead: Just briefly, in order to make a
number of the issues that you have raised work, you
have suggested very briefly that the low-intensity
grid needs to be completely reconfigured and that, by
the way, there should be an eVective European
supergrid in order to even out the electricity supply
from renewables, which is obviously substantially
greater than the interconnectors, and implies a grid
system. My calculations are that, roughly speaking,
those measures alone would be about £60/70 billion
to introduce and would take about 15 years to do.
How does that square with your timescale and your
other proposals as far as upgrading is concerned?
Mr Simms: I think one of the other things we say in
the report is that we do not believe that we can
achieve what we need to achieve purely through
substitution of new energy sources and through the
implementation of the best available energy
eYciency; that we see that demand management has
an important role to play in this as well. I cannot

remember whether we actually mention it in detail in
the report, but we have suggested, for example, a
demand reduction obligation being placed upon the
utilities to drive some of those changes.

Q30 Dr Whitehead: What percentage? What does
that mean?
Mr Simms: That means that where the UK is
concerned, based on the work, for example, of
people like Kevin Anderson of the Tyndall Centre on
climate change research at Manchester University,
for the UK to play its part in meeting a reduction in
global emissions, which is in line with the science, to
prevent us flipping past the temperature band of
2 degrees, the UK needs to hit year-on-year emission
reductions of between 6 and 9%. So the culmination
of all the diVerent initiatives that we have been
advocating are designed to get us to that. I have to
say, when I came into this meeting, I was slightly
nervous about getting a range of detailed questions
on things like this because the report (I should have
said at the outset) was the product of eight diVerent
people writing it, and I think it is fine to mention that
the particular proposals relating to the grid structure
were from my colleague Jeremy Leggett, in whose
area of expertise it is. So, again, on that particular
question, I would like to make a note of it and come
back to you after I have consulted with my
colleague, whose work area it is.
Paddy Tipping: Many of us know Jeremy. We are
going to talk a bit about carbon capture and storage
and other technologies.

Q31 Mr Anderson: You do not mention carbon
capture in your reports, as far as I am aware. Do you
think it has a role to play in developing a low-carbon
economy?
Mr Simms: The issues to do with carbon capture and
storage are in the way that we have touched on
mutual priorities around the table, so far. I do not
rule out carbon capture and storage and I believe
that we have to look for the most sure, guaranteed
and eVective ways to both reduce emissions,
generate the electricity and get the power that we
need to run the country. There are many question
marks that hang over carbon capture and storage. I
think it is right that people have argued that, should
we consider any new coal-generating capacity, those
plants should come ready. I note that the ones that
have been discussed at the moment (I think the
figures show) are geared up to capture somewhere
between one-seventh and one-quarter of emissions
from new plant. I think the signal it sends from the
UK, for us to be considering a new generation of
coal-fired power stations which are not completely
ready to capture and store their own carbon, is a bad
one for a developing world and countries like India
and China, which sit on vast reserves of very dirty
brown coal. I would prefer strongly that the UK did
not go down the route of new coal-fired capacity
because I think we have got to bite the bullet and
jump. That said, it is also still very early days for the
technology. I have spoken to people who work in the
industry who refer to the fact that the geological
safety and soundness of structures after you have
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taken out X% and are thinking to use them for
sequestration is still not a thoroughly understood
process. So I think we should be cautious before we
trust to it too much.

Q32 Mr Anderson: What about the demonstration
projects to test this?
Mr Simms: I have no problem with the
demonstration project. What I would have a
problem with is the use of demonstration projects as
a slight-of-hand with which to introduce a wave of
new coal-fired generating capacity which cannot be
guaranteed will be eVectively incorporated with
comprehensive carbon capture and storage. It is
diYcult, and the politics of it, I think, have been
somewhat opaque to date. I think the eVort that it
took to get to the point of insisting that any new
plant should be ready even with the trial element is
demonstrative of some of the power struggles that
have been going on behind the scenes, which makes
me nervous.

Q33 Sir Robert Smith: I can see where you are
coming from, obviously, if we build a whole
generation of power stations on the assumption of
technology that is not there, but the handling of
carbon, the use of carbon and its storage
underground has been used a lot in the States in
terms of oil recovery. So there is quite a lot of
understanding of carbon. Are we going to stop
China and India using coal? Do we have to succeed
with carbon capture and storage if we are going to,
as a global world, tackle climate change?
Mr Simms: I think the UK has to be a beacon. We
have to set absolutely the highest standards in
everything. We have to use the greatest creativity and
imagination to set an example of how much is
achievable. Actually, it comes down to that most
politically unpalatable issue, that however you look
at it—and I know we are talking just about energy
and climate change here—energy underpins a whole
range of other ways in which our ecological
footprint, not just talking about carbon, vastly
outweighs that which the planet can legitimately
take. So it is not just about redesigning an energy
system so that we can keep going on as usual; there
are fundamental issues about how we need to reduce
our ecological footprint in order to be able to
equitably share the planet and hold up models of
development for India, China and Latin America to
plausibly emulate. I think behind that I suggest that
there is a kind of deeper re-engineering required than
merely how we wire the grid and how we pour energy
into it. We often forget that linked to our energy use
is a range of other forms of unsustainable
consumption that aVect everything from our
fisheries to our forestries to how we mine things from
the earth. The analogy I would draw is this: that
there seems to be a perception still, I think,
surprisingly prevalent in the debate around energy at
the moment, which reminds me of the transport
debate in the 1970s, when the mantra was “predict
and provide”. We thought that all you had to do was
to guess how many cars the market and the
population were going to kind of wish on to the

roads and then build the roads to meet them. In a
finite planet we cannot do that, and I think where
energy is concerned it is not a game of “predict and
provide”; it is a game of working out how we can
align our energy use to what our ecosystems can
provide and what they can safely absorb without
triggering catastrophic environmental breakdowns.
I think it was James Hansen, the world’s leading
climate scientist, who said that we need to be aware
of exactly what the stakes are here: that we are on the
cusp of consigning to history the climatic conditions
under which civilisation emerged. It is not a game of
just keeping our energy supplies flowing to power a
“business as usual” economy; it is about a deepening
profound and fundamental re-engineering of how
we use energy and other resources too. I sometimes
feel that the way that we approach is we are looking
for the latest magic, sort of, silver bullet or
technological fix, forgetting that magic is exactly
that—it is an illusion; it is a stage game. I fear that
whilst I certainly do not rule out that carbon capture
and storage have got a role to play I suspect that it
is part of a deeper narrative in which people really
want to keep “business as usual” ticking over.

Q34 Mr Weir: I understand what you are saying
about the energy use, but obviously the debate about
energy has split, in many ways, the green camp, if
you like, between those who are purely renewables
and carbon capture and now, it seems, some in
favour of new nuclear build. How do you feel about
nuclear power stations?
Mr Simms: To be fair, there is a very small minority
of people who have environmental credentials who
have said that. Some people who have been reported
as being nu-converts have merely got to the point of
saying that they think everything is so dire that they
really just do not care any more. When you look at
the science of it and the degree to which even an
ambitious programme of new nuclear could
substitute/provide for, its contribution really is not
that great, however you look at it. I think Colin
Campbell from the Association for the Study of
Peak Oil points out that we already passed the peak
of economically viable, high-grade ores for the
nuclear industry anyway. We tend to think that
nuclear is an infinite supply, and it is not; it is bound
by geology in the same way that other conventional
sources of power are bound. I would take a simple,
pragmatic and economic argument and say that
what we need to do is a bangs for buck argument.
What are we going to get in terms of maximum
carbon reductions? What are we going to get in
terms of maximum output for what we invest? What
are we going to get in terms of security of supply?
When you apply those arguments (and we last
looked at this in detail in 2003 in a report that we did
comparing the potential contribution of micro-
renewable sources with nuclear) we came to the
conclusion that when you factored in many of the,
often, hidden costs of nuclear power the unit price
was extremely uncompetitive, and it came at the
bottom of a long list of alternatives. There is another
piece of very interesting work—tantalising work
because there is very little to compare it to—done by
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an analyst in the field called David Fleming, who has
worked out that when you do a full life-cycle energy
analysis of potential new nuclear and you look at the
energy involved in its long-term safe storage,
construction, mining, etc, etc, nuclear can provide
no more energy than you will need in its full life-cycle
to manage its mining, building, decommissioning
and long-term safe storage. In other words, it does
not make a net contribution in the long term,
notwithstanding the fact that per unit of output it is,
I believe, uncompetitive in the long run. That is
without touching on the various security arguments,
which I think are profound and important as well
and tend to be rather glossed over.

Q35 Colin Challen: One of the great technologies of
the future, on which the EU spends more money on
research and development than it does on renewable
sources of energy, is fusion. Would you support that
kind of approach?
Mr Simms: Would I support the investment?

Q36 Colin Challen: The investment that the EU
spends directly on R&D in fusion outweighs what it
spends on renewable R&D. Is that the correct
approach? Is it the right priority?
Mr Simms: It is the old joke, is it not, that we are 20
years away from getting economically viable fusion,
and we have always been 20 years away from getting
it. We are at the stage now where we have got to do
things now. I grew up as a child under a Conservative
government that was always telling us that we had to
make tough choices in how we allocate our
resources. We need to be making these changes now.
I think that means that the priorities for our
investments and our spending need to be geared
towards implementing what we know works and
implementing what we know, pound-for-pound,
investment generates jobs. Jobs are very important
at the moment. One of the problems with those sorts
of technologies—and nuclear in particular—is that
it is extremely capital-intensive. Yes, of course, it
creates some jobs but in comparison to more
decentralised renewable energy forms it creates very
few jobs. So I think if we are looking for multiple
wins in terms of carbon savings, in terms of security
of energy supply, in terms of creating jobs,
renewables are going to win hands down again and
again and again. So I think if we are increasingly in
an era in which we see a squeeze on public finances
across the industrialised world, those tough choices
get even tougher. I would say we need to focus our
resources on the renewable sector.

Q37 Colin Challen: That logic would apply to R&D
in a whole range of potential new products and
services, would it not? It does not just have to be
fusion; we do not have to stay within the energy
sector. If the immediate challenge is climate change
and renewables have to be developed and so on, you
could say: “Let’s, at least temporarily, stop R&D in

a whole range of areas to focus our attention on the
task-in-hand.” Is that something that you would
advocate?
Mr Simms: It is terribly hard to make this argument
without it sounding somewhat alarmist, but I think
you cannot under-estimate the nature and the scale
of the problem that we face. Since, when you are
talking about profound environmental change, it
happens at a diVerent timescale to us sitting and
having meetings and even conducting inquiries of
this nature, it is quite hard to connect with the reality
of that, but I would go back to Jim Hansen’s words
and say that we have a period of time, a desperately
short period of time (and we calculated on the basis
of emissions trends and the latest work of the IPCC
that we have, roughly, assuming that emissions do
not rise any further, until the end of about 2016)
before we flip over into a new, more profound phase
of risk, where it is no longer, to use the IPCC’s
criteria, likely to stay below that critical 2 degrees
above pre-industrial times temperature rise. So I
would say we have got a period of less than a decade
in which all our eVorts need to be geared towards
eVecting this great transition, this great
environmental transformation, of our economy. I
do, yes, think we should put other things aside and
focus not entirely exclusively but largely on that
eVort. I am reminded of the challenge that Britain
faced during the Second World War when we had, as
an island nation, a huge challenge to radically reduce
our consumption of resources and preserve our
energy supplies. At that time you saw the lead being
taken by public buildings at a national level and at a
local level; you saw highly visible demonstrations of
people in public oYce opting to save energy and use
transport systems that were low on energy
consumption; you saw public buildings being turned
over and publicly demonstrating how they were
radically cutting their energy supplies. I think we
need to make and perhaps need to see some evidence
in the public domain, in circumstances which I know
elected oYcials are interested in, of leaving behind
the diYculties of the last few weeks and leading by
example. I think there is a great chance to do that.
That has taken us into a slightly diVerent point.

Q38 Paddy Tipping: Before we go into the current
political problems we are going to stop at that point,
Andrew. Thank you very much for coming. I noted
that you walked here, but that might be due to other
problems. Thank you very much for coming. That
has got us oV to a good start. You promised that you
will supply a number of pieces of further
information and, in particular, the study that you
will publish at the end of July. Thank you very
much indeed.
Mr Simms: Yes, and thank you very much. I
apologise for not being an expert in every single
competence the Green New Deal covers, but part of
the purpose of writing it was to bring together a
range of expertises covering finance, energy and
climate change, precisely because we thought they
needed to be brought together. If the Committee
would like to follow up on those points we would be
delighted to provide follow-up information.
Paddy Tipping: Thank you very much.
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Witness: Dr Douglas Parr, Chief Scientific Adviser and Policy Director, Greenpeace, gave evidence.

Q39 Paddy Tipping: Douglas, thank you for joining
us. I know you have heard all of the discussion this
morning; inevitably, we are going to cover some of
the same ground so, I guess, you have had an
opportunity to think through some of the potential
responses. Let me start where we started with
Andrew about the Government’s green stimulus.
Has it gone far enough?
Dr Parr: No, it has not, and the scale of the challenge
that was referred to previously is clearly one where it
is going to require considerable amounts of money
in order to make that transition, not obviously just
in direct expenditure but in creating the frameworks
and facilitating investment by the private sector and
by individuals as well. As I understand it, we have
got about £1.5 billion from the collected stimulus
packages and Pre-Budget Report and Budget. We
would say that the annual investment would need to
be, certainly, over £10 billion.

Q40 Paddy Tipping: What more needs to be done?
You have talked about extra money, going to £10
billion, but give us some specifics about what you
would like to see as part of the package.
Dr Parr: Let me split that into a number of diVerent
sectors in terms of energy. Firstly, as has been
referred to, the building stock. The level that has
been invested by the Federation of Master Builders
on the back of the Oxford University research is that
we need about £5 billion a year every year up to 2050
to bring the building stock up to standards that
would be compatible with an 80% cut. (I would say,
actually, we probably need to go to about a 100% cut
in the energy system in the UK but, okay, for 80%,
£5 billion a year.) That does not have to be public
investment, it should bring in private investment,
but for a number of sectors, including public sector,
social housing and so on, and some of the hard-to-
treat homes, then public sector money is going to be
very important. Secondly, the power system. Clearly,
we are going to need a lot more wind and we are
going to need a lot of oVshore wind. Now, we
welcomed what the Government did in the Budget
which was to give extra support to oVshore wind
and, hopefully, get the first mega-oVshore wind
farms moving. We very much welcomed the
announcement on the London Array. However, to
get a lot more of it then we are going to need
considerable extensions of the grid out to the
strategic areas oVshore that have been identified in
round 3 and beyond. That is investment up front and
that is a regulated investment but, nonetheless, it is
investment of some size. We would also support, as
was alluded to, strategic connections with other
countries which allow management of
intermittency; for example, say, connections with
Norway allowing the use of dispatchable renewables
in their hydro system. The cost of renewables
through the renewables obligation—we actually
prefer a feed-in tariV but can understand why the
industry at this point in time prefers the renewables
obligation, at least for the major projects—will
continue to have a cost and it will have a cost as we
get more and more renewable energy on to the grid.
Thirdly, I would say, in the built environment, we see
that it is important to move to district heating

because of both the opportunities for energy saving
through CHP which that oVers and, also, through
the strategic opportunities that that oVers in the long
term as we switch to lower-carbon forms of heating,
because it is much more straight forward to convert,
for the sake of argument, 25,000 installations serving
1,000 homes each than it is to engage with 25 million
individual houses with some owner-occupied, buy-
to-let, etc. So those are three examples; there would
be others in the transport sector, like electric
vehicles, and so on.

Q41 Judy Mallaber: We have been talking about
international comparisons. How do we compare?
Are there any other countries that have gone beyond
the hype that we should really look at? We are
visiting Berlin and Copenhagen shortly; are they
going to give us good examples of what can be
achieved?
Dr Parr: One of the things I would say is that
international comparisons should not just stick to
governments but examples of what is going on below
the country level. I am sure that Copenhagen has
recently announced that it is going to aim for zero
carbon by 2030 and it accepts that it will not be able
to do that all within its borders and it will go to
oVsetting, but those oVsets have to appear, I think,
within 50 km of the Copenhagen borders. So it is not
some obscure oVset project in a developing country
far away where we are not quite sure what is going
on; it is happening on the spot—an excellent
example.

Q42 Judy Mallaber: Is that just talk or are they
actually doing it?
Dr Parr: I think they are doing it. Another example
from Copenhagen is the introduction of cycling
policies over a number of decades which they have
calculated have saved about 90,000 tonnes of
carbon, and where they now have between 30 and
40% of trips inside Copenhagen done by bicycle.
That is the kind of modal shift that would be
welcome in a number of cities around the UK.
London is a bit of an exception, but many cities
around the UK could benefit from that kind of thing.

Q43 Judy Mallaber: Are we way behind other
countries?
Dr Parr: I think in terms of a cultural shift on
transport we are really behind. We have really got to
get to grips with the poor quality of our building
stock. I think it is EST, observing that we have some
of the worst building stock in Europe and that we
need to do quite a lot just to get to the sort of
standards that we see in other countries. On
renewables, the EU does its charts of renewable
energy, and I think until the last one I saw we were
only alongside Malta and Luxembourg in the low
level of renewable energy that we have, which given
the renewable resources that we have, particularly
oVshore, is a crying shame. So I think, on a number
of measures, you can say yes, we are behind. I
have to say that—and we are not usually people
who like to give credit to governments—credit to
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Government; they are starting to take the bull by the
horns on, particularly, oVshore wind. So that is
good, but there is plenty more that could be done.

Q44 Judy Mallaber: On the creation of green collar
jobs (a favourite theme of this development), IPPR
have done a report for you relating to jobs from
oVshore wind. Have you done any work in other
sectors and have you done any estimates of what is
the potential for the creation of jobs?
Dr Parr: The only work outside of that is the work
which, I hope, you have also seen on energy
eYciency in the building stock, and how cost-
eVective it is in terms of generating green jobs,
where, I think, for every ƒ1 million of investment we
get about 8 to 14 directly created jobs and between 9
and 40 indirectly created jobs. The comparison I like
to give is that by energy eYciency you do not just
create a one-oV fiscal stimulus, like you get through
VAT, but you get a fiscal stimulus every year, for
every year, because of the savings in fuel that you get.
So I think, particularly in energy eYciency, those
indirect jobs are really quite important. They are
much bigger features than they are in comparison
with other jobs. In direct answer to your question,
those are the only two sectors where we have direct
jobs.

Q45 Colin Challen: I think we can all accept that
there are a lot of new jobs to be created in the green
and environmental sectors. Does your analysis
extend to looking at the net balance in job creation
or job losses for the UK economy? If we save energy
and have demand management, and we use things
longer, then you could have a green recession. To
take one example, if we all decided that we would
hang on to our old cathode ray tube TV sets and not
buy the new flat-screen TVs, and everybody ends up
throwing away perfectly operational functional
CRT TVs, that puts people out of jobs in one sector.
Why do we not just hang on to things for longer? But
then what impact does that have on jobs?
Dr Parr: Yes, I understand the point you are making
and it is a complex macroeconomic analysis which,
I am afraid, we have not stretched to. We did discuss
it with the consultant in the course of the report on
energy eYciency and recognised that, broadly, the
job eVectiveness (if I can put it like that) of energy
eYciency work is generally recognised to be better
than other forms of public expenditure in creating
jobs. However, it is very diYcult to put figures on
those.

Q46 Colin Challen: In your analysis, obviously, there
is a lot of focus on renewables and so on, and energy
eYciency. Have you given suYcient weight, do you
think, to how you cope with job losses in the
impacted sectors which are, shall we say, redundant
in the new economy?
Dr Parr: I am aware of work that has recently been
published by the UK about the eVect of an
accelerated uptake scenario for the EU-wide 20%
renewable energy target, which of course translates
to 50% of energy in the UK. Their assessment is that
an accelerated uptake scenario compared to what is

currently the collection of renewables policies in
place would generate, I think (I am sorry, the
number has slipped my mind), millions of jobs
across the EU when taking into account the
macroeconomic eVect that you talk about of losing
jobs elsewhere. I am sorry that number has slipped
my mind; I would be quite happy to forward the
report to you.
Paddy Tipping: That would be helpful.

Q47 Anne Main: You have mentioned on several
occasions some of our older housing stock being
totally ineYcient in terms of energy. Do you think
more could be done, perhaps, in creative ways such
as having a green tariV within Council Tax bands
should properties be brought up to a particular green
standard, which might encourage those who are
entitled, potentially, to grants to invest, because they
would then see an ongoing reduction in Council Tax
bands? Do those sorts of schemes exist anywhere
that you know of?
Dr Parr: I have to say I am not an expert on this but I
do know that there have been some experiments with
that—I think Braintree is one of the district councils
that have attempted to do this. It is, in fact, one of
the recommendations in the report that was done for
us by Impetus Consulting, because it may not appear
to be economically rational and cost-eVective but,
actually, in the psychology of it people wanting to get
a reduction in their Council Tax is worth a lot more
than any number of grant schemes. They just see
that as something that is an important thing to do
and, you know, somehow getting one up on
everybody else. So, actually, operating through taxes
that are not particularly well-liked, shall we say, is a
very cost-eVective way of looking at it.

Q48 Anne Main: We hear about increasing taxes or
making green taxes, but this would be a tax
reduction, in eVect.
Dr Parr: This would be a tax reduction and,
therefore, sits in people’s brain space in a diVerent
place to a grant-making arrangement.

Q49 Anne Main: Do you think that could be
extended to even within industry and businesses
whereby this green incentive was given to employees
to operate in a greener fashion—be it travel and so
on? I am looking more for carrots than sticks. I am
hoping you might suggest a few carrots.
Dr Parr: In the business sector it is clear that the
barriers that SMEs face on energy eYciency and
building stock is very similar to those that are faced
by individual householders. I guess an equivalent
reduction in business rates would be an eVective way
of generating interest in energy eYciency, because
the key thing is to get it taken seriously at senior
management level. So that would be one way of
doing it. As for businesses trying to stimulate
“greenery” amongst their employees, I would have
to think about that a little harder, because I think
there are some complexities there about double
counting, and so on.
Paddy Tipping: Let us move on to talk about another
area: oVshore wind and marine renewables.
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Q50 Mr Weir: Your report suggested that between
23,000 and 70,000 jobs could be created in oVshore
wind, and the Government in their Investing in a Low
Carbon Britain introduced, in a new low-carbon
investment fund, a targeted investment of £405
million and, also, proposals for the increase in
ROCs. How do you think that will impact on
oVshore wind and marine renewables?
Dr Parr: I think there are a number of issues around
us getting hold of those jobs for the UK. Some of
them sit with financing, but quite a number of them
sit elsewhere. Let me talk about the financing ones,
first. First of all, you have got to get the support
mechanism right, and it would appear that the
people who are going to do large developments of
oVshore are comfortable with the renewable
obligation. So the banding of the renewable
obligation may well be adequate. I think we will have
to see going forward whether that actually does do
the job, but, at the moment, that seems to be there.
The other two barriers are the straightforwardness
of the planning system and being sure about grid
connections. I have referred to that as one of the
areas that does need some form of financing, the grid
connections, and probably from the public purse, or
at least spread over bills, as it currently is for the
onshore grid, and the existing mechanisms will
probably be adequate.

Q51 Mr Weir: There is an ongoing problem already
with grid connections with onshore wind and
transmission charges. Do you think that that needs
to be really looked at for oVshore wind as well, or is
that going to be a barrier to developing oVshore
wind and, particularly, marine renewables, which
will often be in fairly inaccessible areas?
Dr Parr: My understanding is that the barriers to
connection which have been experienced onshore
are now being tackled; if not to the total satisfaction
of wind farm developers at least it is ameliorating the
situation. OVshore there is due to be a diVerent
regime, and the precise configuration of that regime
is still to be established whether it will eVectively be
a national grid or the Scottish operators extending
their networks or whether it will be some kind of
private oVshore transmission operator. It is an
uncertainty that does not help, it has to be said. I
think for wind farm developers themselves the other
uncertainty is about whether if they construct their
wind farms there are actually going to be cables to
connect them, and that is why there is a significant
importance in strategic upgrade as identified by, at
least, the National Grid south of the border, because
if you know that a certain area of sea is going to be
important for oVshore wind development then every
individual scheme having to connect its wind farm to
the shore is not a very cost-eVective way of doing it,
and is a slower way of doing it. If a number of small
cables going on a point-to-point basis from the farm
to the shore was, instead, replaced by a very large
cable going through to one place, then you save the
taxpayer, eVectively (or, in this case, the bill-payer)
quite a lot of money and you increase the certainty
that those developers have got that they will have a
market for their product. It seems to me that that is

something that should be taken up very speedily by
Ofgem. There are no real barriers to that happening;
there is no legislative barrier; it is a question of
getting the mindset and the process right.

Q52 Mr Weir: I think your point about connection
is the diVerence between connection charges and
transmission charges; connection charges have
already been dealt with but there is still a serious
problem over transmission charges. If you are
suggesting, rather than a point-to-point position,
you are going to have one cable does that not suggest
there is going to have to be intervention to decide on
the location of wind farms by central government or
Ofgem rather than by allowing the individual
companies to decide where they can best site the
wind farm? Is that going to lead to less development
around the coast?
Dr Parr: I think if government has got the scale of
ambition then not necessarily, no. We already see
that there is, to some extent, intervention by saying:
“Here are the potential sites for round 3”, so in the
licensing arrangements for oVshore wind some level
of intervention is already there. Does that mean that
those sites which are not within round 3 that
developers want to develop are disadvantaged? I
suppose the answer is yes, but at the moment the
worry seems to be that we are not going to get
around to getting the stuV that we have identified
built rather than that there are lots of other
developers gagging for sites that are not within the
rounds.

Q53 Mr Weir: What about other marine
renewables—tidal and wave power and such like? Is
there anything else government needs to do to ensure
that they are developed?
Dr Parr: I think you touch on a very important point
because if I look at the UK and its position globally
then marine renewables—wave and tidal stream, in
particular—are those where we have a strategic
advantage that no other country in the world has
got, and we could be the crucible of creating, of
course, an industry for ourselves but, also,
contributing globally a technology that will
otherwise not be made as cost-eVective as we could
make it. In terms of what government needs to do,
first of all, again, you have the same kind of
considerations that we have with oVshore wind. We
need the support system. I know that the banded
ROCs are quite helpful. The Scottish Government
has gone further, which is, of course, always
welcome, but again the same kind of barriers as
apply to oVshore wind apply to marine renewables,
which are surety over grid connection, some
opportunities for testing components where some of
those connection charges are, perhaps, not levied (a
demonstration place like in Orkney), and ensuring
that the planning regime is reasonably predictable.
Beyond that, again, the same set of issues apply as to
oVshore wind, but in the sense that if we want to get
hold of those jobs then it is about getting hold of the
supply chain and making sure that the kit is
manufactured here through the development of
ports, through the development of the infrastructure
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which supports the industrial sites, to making sure
that the manufacturing capacity that is in the UK
and the skills that are already available for
conversion to marine renewables are made available.
The diVerent thing about the other marine
renewables, other than oVshore wind, is that because
it is at an earlier stage of development then we need
to ensure that there is money available for the
demonstration phase. One of the saddest things that
I have heard is about the marine renewables
development fund which was allocated 50 million
for this territory, and I understand only a few million
of it has actually been spent. It seems to me that if we
are a little bit more creative and, perhaps, a little bit
more flexible about how we choose to spend that
money then, yes, we will be able to spend it.
However, that is not the object of the exercise; it is
actually doing two things: one is, hopefully, you will
get some return on that, but you would also give a
lot more confidence to the marine renewables
industry that this is a Government that means
business and is not going to be hamstrung by
bureaucracy in trying to make it happen.

Q54 Dr Whitehead: You have suggested in your
report that a £5 billion investment per year in energy
eYciency, mainly in households, would lead to very
substantial emission reductions and substantial
long-term job creation. The Government has
proposed a £1 billion energy saving programme. I
assume you would consider that to be somewhat
inadequate in view of your own proposals?
Dr Parr: Yes, I do. I stress that not all of this money
has to be public sector money; it does not all have to
come from the public purse, but in terms of kick-
starting it, particularly in the current economic
climate, it seems to us that public sector, social
housing are going to be best places to start, for two
reasons. One is that the market is not particularly
tight at the moment. When we launched that report
we had support from the Federation of Master
Builders who told us that in the first quarter of this
year they estimated about 90,000 people have been
laid oV from the building trade, which is a
horrendous number. Those people who are semi-
skilled or, at least, used to the building trade could
be redeployed with minimal training (the Director
General’s estimate was about 3–5 days, typically, of
training) to allow them to become part of the
workforce that would deliver this energy eYciency
“revolution” that we do need to see in our building
stock. The other area where I think we have a
strategic shortfall is that about 30% of our homes are
hard to treat—principally solid-walled. It seems to
me that because they are hard to treat they need
almost a special strategy all of their own. There is a
real opportunity, and I would do it in a two-pronged
way: one would be to target particular areas and see
if the existing technologies can be reduced cost of
installation by doing whole areas at a time, getting
contractors to move in, if you like, and do those
areas (social housing would be an excellent place to
go), and the other places that we do need R&D, or
RD&D in this case, are to see if we can improve the
existing technologies, not merely whether we can

find a better foam because that is not where a lot of
the cost is—a lot of the cost is actually in the
installation—and whether there are more eVective
ways of installation than, frankly, what I
experienced on my house, which seemed to be
extremely slow and time-consuming; just in the way
that the Germans have found more eVective and
cost-eVective ways of installing solar thermal and
solar PV than we seem to be able to manage over
here, because, again, the cost of solar PV and solar
thermal is not just the panels, it is about the cost of
installation. They can do it much more cheaply than
we can.

Q55 Dr Whitehead: But a £5 billion per year
programme, as you have suggested, whilst you also
underline that this would be a question of starting by
concentrating on social housing, hard-to-treat
housing is also only a minority in social ownership.
Dr Parr: Right.

Q56 Dr Whitehead: Therefore, that would imply a
large entry, possibly district by district, into private
sector housing.
Dr Parr: Yes.

Q57 Dr Whitehead: How would that be achieved?
Would it be by incentives? Would households be
directed to raise their eYciency? Would there be
other methods of persuading people that this was a
way to go forward?
Dr Parr: Again, I see there being a number of
strands. First of all, the agent for much of this has to
be the local authority because, potentially, quite
invasive building work is not going to be liked by
people on the back of utilities, who are generally
under-trusted, and I think there needs to be a local
agent, which in this case would be local authorities.
Match that with mapping of the quality of the
building stock, which the Energy Performance
Certificates around Home Information Packs give a
platform for. I think the example from Kirklees
shows that they are able to do a street-by-street,
house-by-house approach. I would like to see one of
the schemes that was included in London’s package,
which was the Green Concierge Service, improved,
enhanced and rolled out proactively as an oVer. Just
to elaborate for those who do not know that scheme:
essentially, this is for people who have money that
they want to spend on their property but do not have
the time, energy and information to sort it all out for
themselves. The Green Concierge is someone who
comes in, gives the advice, says what needs to be
done, and actually manages the project. So that
unpicks some of the potential barriers. Ultimately,
because quite a lot of this is owner-occupied, this has
to be a fairly concerted push, coupled with, yes,
grants even for those people, and Council Tax
reductions to make the incentives worthwhile, and,
if you like, social pressure from around there. I
would also like to see regulations on refurbishment
so that for significant refurbishment they have to
meet not only building standards but the house as a
whole has to meet certain standards. It is no good
putting a highly energy-eYcient extension on a
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house where its loft is not insulated. Have I got the
whole package in my head? No, but there are a
number of strands that you can see would have to be
part of the package, in particular tackling the owner-
occupied sector where you would not have to use
private cash.

Q58 Sir Robert Smith: I will declare another interest
as an Honorary Vice President of Energy Action in
Scotland, a fuel poverty charity. Every year in Warm
Homes we go into houses to promote insulation, and
one of the most depressing visits was to a semi-
detached house getting cavity wall insulation where
I said to the installer: “What are you doing with that
chain?” “We have to put that chain down to make
sure the neighbour does not get any insulation
because they don’t want it”. We all talk the talk
about how it is the low hanging fruit, but it is not
hanging quite as low as we want. Do we not have to
have quite an education campaign as well to give
people the confidence to allow these intrusions into
their houses because in the long run they will benefit?
Dr Parr: Yes. I think it is too easy to think about a lot
of these things as technologies, and every technology
has a social context, and every technology—whether
you are talking about new forms of agriculture or
whatever—has a social interaction. I think that there
are ideas where you can provide that “nudge”, like
evidence on bills about how other people in the street
are doing and how poorly they are performing
compared to others. In the end that means nothing if
they do not care about it. So my personal preference
would be not to go down the coercive route unless
other routes have been explored. In the end, that
might be necessary but I think the dynamics of social
pressure, when everybody around in the street is
getting their own house upgraded, should be enough
to get most people to play ball.

Q59 Sir Robert Smith: I was thinking of someone
trying to get a condensing boiler and the installer
says: “Ooh, you don’t want one of those new-
fangled things; it’s far too diYcult to maintain”.
There is a big education exercise out there still.
Dr Parr: Yes, I do not disagree with that. I did cite
the Federation of Master Builders, but they are quite
upfront about the relatively low level of skills of
some of their members in being able to deliver this.
So, training, yes, and education, yes, has to be a
component of it, absolutely.
Paddy Tipping: Let us spend our last few minutes to
talk about carbon capture and storage.

Q60 Mr Anderson: In your evidence to us you
mentioned that you are concerned that the
development of CCS would possibly impede
opportunities for renewable energy. Can you expand
on that?
Dr Parr: Yes, I think there are two areas where we see
that potential: one is the level of support that carbon
capture and storage would require from the
taxpayer. As I see it, both of the main parties are now
advocating something where it is paid directly by
either the taxpayer or by bill-payer rather than by
the utilities. In a world of finite resources you would

have to worry about whether that would be taking
money from other incentive schemes for other
technologies. So that is one area. The other area is
that we see the future of the power grid as one that
is rather more dynamic, responsive—“smart” is the
conventional term. Again, as we understand it,
carbon capture and storage would have to be run
pretty much at base load to make the most of the
investment. So the potential for conflict with very
large amounts of renewable energy on the grid is
there, just as identified by EDF in their submission
on the renewable energy strategy.

Q61 Mr Anderson: Is not the reality that if we want
to keep a balanced energy mix and we want to
maintain base load then coal is an inevitable part of
that mix? If we accept the fact that we cannot go on
in the way we have then we have got to develop CCS,
we have to accept the inevitability of burning coal?
Dr Parr: I think we have to look at where we are in
the development of CCS and where we will be in, say,
another decade, because the work that we did jointly
with WWF and done for us by Pöyry Energy
Consulting says that over the period to 2020 if we
meet our targets that we have committed to under
the EU Directives, both on energy eYciency and on
renewable development, then there is, as things
stand, no current need for conventional generating
capacity over that timescale. I think for CCS we have
to be very clear about what our objectives are in
developing it, and for the moment there is no
absolute need for us to develop new coal capacity
with or without CCS.

Q62 Mr Anderson: Can I just be clear on what you
have just said? If everything is done by 2020 there
would be no need for conventional—are you saying
we will not need coal, we will not need gas, we would
not need—
Dr Parr: We would not need new gas, we would not
need new coal. That was done for us by Pöyry
Energy Consulting, and I would be very happy to
send it to you.
Mr Anderson: I would be very happy to see it.

Q63 Colin Challen: Just on clarity of objectives for
CCS, what would you say would be—if we had to
have it—an acceptable rate of capture? Some people,
in my view, are selling CCS on the basis of anything
over 50%. I am not sure if the Government has
reported on its consultation on definition yet but
what would be your definition of CCS if it were to be
part of the mix?
Dr Parr: I do not think we have come up with a
figure; we have not got to that stage. I think if we
were to come up with a figure, the considerations we
would have are: when is this power station going to
be operating (assuming it is a new one), and when it
is going to stop, given the commitments we have to
reduce emissions over the period to 2050? The reason
that we have been very focused on coal and coal-
fired power stations, just like Heathrow third
runway, is that it is building in infrastructure that
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will have a very long-term carbon footprint. Now, if
we talk about a new coal station (say it is fully fitted
with CCS and it is not a demo), if it is fully fitted with
CCS presumably a new coal station would only be
built in something like 2020 or 2025 even, and for
existing stations that would mean it would be
operating well into 2050. What would any residual
emissions look like compared to emissions that we
know are going to be very hard to deal with, such as
from aviation and from some of the building stock?
What is left at the end of that? So that is the sort of
context in which we think: “Is there an acceptable

figure for CCS?” given what I have said previously
about whether the UK, in particular, has a need for
it, which is not clear to me.

Paddy Tipping: Thank you very much for that. You
promised us a couple of pieces of information and
we would be grateful if you could let us have those.
If there is anything else that you think “I should have
told them that” it is still not too late to drop us a
note.
Dr Parr: Okay.
Paddy Tipping: Thank you very much for coming.
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Witnesses: Mr Adrian Wilkes, Chief Executive, and Mr Danny Stevens, Policy Director, Environmental
Industries Commission, gave evidence.

Q64 Chairman: Good morning and welcome to the
second evidence session on Low Carbon
Technologies in a Green Economy inquiry. Thank
you for coming this morning. Perhaps you would
like to introduce yourselves to the Committee.
Mr Wilkes: I am Adrian Wilkes, the Founder and
current Chief Executive of the Environmental
Industries Commission.
Mr Stevens: I am Danny Stevens, the Policy Director
for the EIC.

Q65 Chairman: Perhaps I can start by asking you
what you think the main objectives and priorities
should be of any green stimulus.
Mr Wilkes: We have been arguing ever since we
launched in 1995 that the environmental industry
per se was going to be a growth industry. When we
launched, the projections from people like the
OECD were that by now this industry might be
worth £500 billion. The latest figures the government
released through consultancy research puts the
market at £3 trillion so some of our predictions were
cautious, shall we say. It is clearly a growth industry.
I think it is very important to make the point that
there are some very distinct sectors to it. I know your
focus today is on low carbon technologies and I
would just say that there are these other very
important sectors to the broadly defined
environmental industry namely water management
(that is a very big sector) and waste management and
then you have smaller sectors like air pollution
control (the people who make the particulate traps
that go on all of our London buses for instance); the
technologies that clean up dirty land so that we do
not build on green belt but build on brownfield.
There are these technologies all round the world that
are going to be used if we are going to have a quality
of life, not just in this country but globally. So you
have this massive market place; it is probably about
40 or 50% low carbon and renewables and 50 or 60%
of the others at the moment. Of course all countries
as they aspire for better quality life and a cleaner
environment are tackling all these problems. Low
carbon is very important and is probably now going
to be the fastest growing sector so this inquiry is very
timely. To answer your question specifically, we
would encourage a green new deal and indeed the
government’s industrial activism and new industrial
strategy in this area to embrace all of these sectors
and not just to focus on low carbon because the
whole world is going to need to clean up. Water

management is going to be probably one of the
biggest issues in its own right but is totally
interrelated with the problem of climate change.
Britain has an opportunity in all of these sectors and
we must not ignore those.

Q66 Chairman: Do you have a view on the size and
range of such an opportunity stimulus as far as low
carbon recovery is concerned?
Mr Stevens: Do you mean what the size of the
stimulus should have been?

Q67 Chairman: Yes.
Mr Stevens: What we saw out of the budget was
disappointing. It did not measure up to what EIC
was calling for. We were calling for an overall £10
billion stimulus, as Adrian says, for the whole
environmental industry and not just the low carbon
sector. We saw a £1.4 billion stimulus of new money
announced in this year’s budget which is in addition
to money that was announced in September for
mobilising private sector investment. The money
that EIC was calling for was for direct government
spending to stimulate demand. A lot of the money
announced in the budget is very welcome, for
example £100 million on improving insulation in
social housing, £100 million (which I understand will
be increased following announcements this week for
new homes) but at higher energy eYciency
standards. What that level of higher energy eYciency
standard is remains to be to seen. That is welcome
money but the vast majority of the money was about
either mobilising private sector funding or trying to
stimulate supply. Whereas a lot of what EIC has
argued for over the past 15 years and the money we
were calling for as part of the budget is to actually
stimulate demand. It is all very well and good having
money for innovation etc which, as I say, is welcome
but unless there is a demand there for when those
technologies are commercialised and brought to
market it is superfluous (that might be too strong a
word to use, but I think you get what I mean).
Mr Wilkes: I would also point out that we were
criticised by some people in government for being
unrealistic when we called the budget timid and
inadequate, a headline that was picked up by The
Guardian in their coverage. However, I think we were
timid in calling for £10 billion, which was mainly in
the area of energy eYciency, because you had the
Sustainable Development Commission, as you all
know, who called for a £30 billion stimulus and the
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TUC for a £25 billion stimulus. The figures from
HSBC which compare stimulus packages from
around the world show that ours is minute compared
to Korea, America and China. China is putting
hundreds of billions of extra dollars into promoting
this sector through their stimulus package. I think
the SDC analysis of the stimulus has shown that if
our stimulus package had compared to Obama’s in
terms of promoting the low carbon sector then our
stimulus would not have been £1.4 billion, it would
have been £45 billion a year.
Mr Stevens: I think it is also worth pointing out that
a large amount of the money announced in the
budget was focussed on large scale projects, the
carbon capture and storage demonstration projects
and big renewable energy projects which again,
whilst welcome, the vast majority of the low carbon
industry currently in the UK are small and medium
enterprises. For example, one of the thresholds for
actually receiving funding from the four billion
euros through the European Investment Bank is for
projects of a value of over 25 million euros. For small
companies developing these new, innovative
technologies—whether they are for buildings or
improving the eYciency of transport—that level of
funding just will not register.

Q68 Colin Challen: Can we just clarify what is mean
by environmental industry? I am sure you have
criteria for your membership which defines it, but
the reason for my question is that in a pre-budget
report last year the government said that over the
next three years £50 billion from the public and
private sectors will be invested in low carbon
economy measures. Then you find, reading the fine
print, that it includes just about anything at all which
might be a bit less carbon intensive than something
else, so you could include CCS if you wished, or you
could even include a new coal fired power station
with CCS, always provided it was a bit more eYcient
than the previous model. What is your definition of
the low carbon stuV and the environmental stuV
which is a wider definition I would imagine?
Mr Wilkes: I see the point you make; I have the same
figures as you are referring to. When the government
say they are spending £50 billion in the period 2008
to 2011 they include transmission and electricity
infrastructure which was £7.6 billion of that total;
public transport was another £23.2 billion of that
total.

Q69 Colin Challen: This is not new money, is it?
Mr Wilkes: There was some new money added in the
pre-budget report.

Q70 Colin Challen: Not £50 billion.
Mr Wilkes: No, absolutely not. We are here to say
that the government should be doing far more in this
exciting area, exciting economically as well as urgent
in terms of environmental and climate protection.
We published what we called a Green Jobs Growth
Strategy back in January which I will let the
Committee have. In that was our breakdown of the
broadly defined environmental industry. We make it
clear that there are three key sectors, the traditional

environmental technology sectors: waste
technology, water treatment technologies, air
pollution control technologies. Certainly 15 years
ago when we launched EIC the renewables energy
industry was quite small—now it has been growing
rapidly of course—and it is that sector which we
calculate at about 50% of the overall industry
picture. Then there is also the one which is
amorphously defined as the carbon management
industry. When you look at the Committee on
Climate Change’s Report on which technologies are
going to help and when you look at the UK trade
and investment analysis of which markets are going
to grow rapidly and where the UK has comparative
advantage, you will see that the energy management
in the sustainable buildings area which we defined as
the carbon management industry, is about 15% of
the total and growing. That is a roundabout way of
answering your question which is that the
government’s £50 billion included a lot of what I am
sure many of us would not define as environment
industries.

Q71 Colin Challen: You mentioned the HSBC Green
Rebound report which, as you correctly say,
suggested that South Korea is investing 69% of its
overall stimulus package into green technologies. We
are at 7%. Have you had chance to analyse why this
diVerence exists or what the Koreans are actually
doing? Perhaps they are also bending definitions; we
do not know for sure, do we? Have you had a chance
to do that?
Mr Wilkes: Not in the detail that would probably
satisfy you but I would say that that package
includes money for aVorestation; quite a big chunk
for that. There is also a big chunk for water
management or water pollution control which
probably is not that surprising bearing in mind that
they probably do not have the advance regulatory
structure that Europe and Britain have put in place
over the last 20 years. Just as an aside, I have
obviously been involved in this industry for close on
20 years now and every year I go up to our industry’s
trade show which was called the Environmental
Technology Show. Way back in the early 1990s the
Koreans were coming in on inward trade missions
via their embassy and via what is now called UK
Trade & Investment. It was very, very clear that they
had identified this as a growth sector in terms of
future prosperity, creating jobs and exports. They
were coming over here to glean knowledge and, dare
I say, with no disrespect to Korea, picking up ideas
and possible technologies for exploitation.

Q72 Colin Challen: Since we are in the European
Union that does impact on our environmental
policies. Could you suggest how capital from the
European Investment Bank could be better used in
the UK?
Mr Stevens: As I understand it the European
Investment Bank has two mechanisms of funding.
One is through direct funding which is what I
mentioned before, the projects are above 25 million
euros which is a rather large size of project.
Unfortunately for the proportion of our
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membership involved in the low carbon industry—
energy management, carbon management—that
level of funding simply will not register. Whether
that funding needs to be through the European
Investment Bank or another means, it does need to
be directed at innovation within SMEs and not just
these huge, large scale projects. Also, as I understand
the second mechanism for funding through the EIB
is intermediated loans through the banks. I am not
an economist or expert on how bank funding works,
but there is a question mark in the current climate
against exactly how that is enforced and how you
make sure that the proportion of the four billion
euros that will be delivered through the
intermediated loans will actually be appropriately
delivered through the banks.
Mr Wilkes: Just to add something, Mr Challen, in
light of Danny’s earlier comments there is a focus
there on these being massive projects—big wind
energy projects and maybe support for nuclear and
carbon capture and storage—and I think one of our
key messages would be that in tackling climate
change let us grab the low hanging fruit very, very
quickly. You will be aware of the McKinsey cost
curve and various other studies, all of which show
that if you have £10 to spend you can get a better
return by focussing on energy eYciency in the short
term rather than very expensive in terms of cost per
ton of carbon abatement on some of these other
technologies.
Chairman: We have mentioned the question of
market and demand so we now turn to the market
for low carbon technologies.

Q73 Dr Turner: For the purposes of my questions I
define environmental industry as low carbon,
principally electrical generation. The UK’s industry
in that regard looks a little sad compared with other
international competitors, noticeably Denmark and
Germany. Their industries, particularly the
German’s in solar and wind, are worth many times
more than the value of our own industries. Can you
tell us reasonably briefly—I know it is a complex
answer—why you think this is?
Mr Wilkes: I ought to have made it very clear when
I was defining the environmental industry that we
represent 300 companies who provide
environmental technologies and carbon
management solutions. I think you will be hearing
from the trade associations who represent
renewables sectors. I have a fascinating document
which I would encourage the Committee to have a
look at, it is from the German Embassy, a study
commissioned on investments for a climate friendly-
Germany. They refer to a German programme called
the Meseberg Programme where the government
intervene and subsidise. I am mentioning this
because it links back to the earlier questions about
the size of the green stimulus in our budget. It
predicted that this government programme was
going to create 17 billion euros of additional demand
from German climate change technologies and that
would increase their GDP by 20 billion euros a year

and create 200,000 jobs. As an outsider, so to speak,
looking at the renewable sector, Germany has done
very well.
Mr Stevens: I would just pick up on the point
defining the low carbon industry as just electrical or
energy generation, I think that would be a mistake; it
has to be a lot broader than that. Energy supply and
decarbonising energy supply through renewable
technologies is obviously important and we would
fully support that but do not have it as part of our
membership base. The energy eYciency, carbon
management, energy management has to be the first
priority with all climate change and energy policies.
It is the cheapest way of meeting climate change
targets, it is the most cost eVective way of doing so,
it oVers the most immediate returns (whether in
building, industry or transport). Energy generation
should be part of the low carbon industries but the
first priority has to be the energy eYciency and the
carbon management industry. To answer very briefly
the question about why Germany has a lead, I think
it is because they were able to acknowledge the
potential value of the industry in years to come and
they got there first. First mover advantage rules in all
cases in environmental policy. With the natural
resources that the UK would have had to build up a
domestic renewable energy industry, it is a shame
that we have missed that opportunity. The reason
why Germany now leads that market is simply
because they got there first.
Mr Wilkes: I missed a very important quote when I
was quoting from the German report. Of course
what the British Treasury will say is, “Oh well, we
can’t aVord it in these current times”. Other than
talking about additional demand for their
technologies in export markets, 200,000 jobs, nearly
two billion euros in subsidies needed to implement
the Meseberg Programme will result in a national
debt lower by 180 billion euros.

Q74 Dr Turner: Let me suggest to you that a
reasonable accurate re-phrasing of your answer
would be that the German example is a good case of
government intervention to guarantee a market for
the new technologies through feed-in tariV regimes
et cetera, et cetera or the provisions of the German
renewable energy act. Do you think this is an
example which might be followed by other
countries? Do you think it would benefit us if we
took similar measures?
Mr Wilkes: I think from day one we have argued in
line with commentators like yourself, the OECD and
experts all round the world, that first mover
advantage creates a lead in these growing markets
and the reason the government had to intervene of
course is because the environment is not costed into
our market mechanism and therefore we have to put
the market right by government intervention and
that is either through regulation, subsidies or taxes.
I totally agree with you; thank you for rephrasing
our answer.

Q75 Dr Turner: Have you seen any sign of the UK’s
government doing anything in that regard to any
eVect in order to stimulate the market?
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Mr Stevens: I would always pick the example of the
zero carbon homes and the zero carbon non-
domestic buildings. Depending on how you define
zero carbon there is obviously an element in terms of
the energy generation, but that is a good example of
government policy, providing a long term policy
framework for meeting a climate change target and
as far as I am aware no other country in the world
has committed to zero carbon homes in the timescale
that the UK has done so and equally non-domestic
buildings by 2019. They are significant challenges
but they are welcome examples of government
policy making before our international competitors.
If we are successful in scaling up the house building
industry to actually achieve that target then the
business opportunities domestically and also for
export are absolutely huge. That was an example of
big business opportunity for the UK; highlighted by
David Miliband back in March when he was
launching the UK Trade & Investment’s low carbon
marketing strategy. The devil is obviously in the
detail—depending on how you define zero carbon
and the level of energy eYciency standards it drives.
I think there are still question marks around that and
concerns that it could be watered down, but broadly
speaking as a high level example I would use
buildings.
Mr Wilkes: In terms of an overall government
approach I think our answer would probably be a bit
premature because of course this month the
government is due to publish its Low Carbon
Industrial Strategy. I hope that it will be a lot more
comprehensive and more vigorous in terms of its
level of government commitment and action than
previous initiatives. We have been pushing for an
industrial strategy to promote this industry for 15
years. The first initiative that the Labour
government actually took on coming into oYce was
to establish something called the Innovation and
Growth Team which was an array of industry
experts and senior businessmen. They made a
number of recommendations, many of which were
not really followed through. Then the Commission
on Environmental Markets and Economic
Performance was established. Again we have not
seen a lot of actual follow-through. However, on
some other key areas we have focussed today on
government’s role in terms of regulation and
taxation but then there is public procurement. It is
40% GDP; we have been pushing for 15 years for the
Government procurement oYce—and it keeps
changing its name of course—to do far more to
create an initial push to some of the technologies in
this area. Very, very little has happened, if anything;
I think they have targeted light bulbs or something.
Then on skills training, there is supposed to be a
special environmental industries skills council; I
have not heard what has happened, I do not believe
much progress has been made in that area. As to
exports, if you look at UK Trade and Investment its
focus of resources in this area has been pretty
minimal; their budgets have been cut in recent years.
It is not just about government’s role in terms of
regulation, there are all these support mechanisms to
help British industry seize this opportunity.

Q76 Dr Turner: So your report is that they could do
far better.
Mr Wilkes: I am afraid so. Now is the time to grab
this opportunity because as we analyse what other
governments are doing with their stimulus packages,
other governments have woken up to this
opportunity, even Korea.

Q77 Sir Robert Smith: I was going to comment on
Mr Stevens’ remark that energy eYciency is the low
hanging fruit; energy eYciency does seem the
obvious first target and the right strategy. We have all
been espousing that for a long time, but if it is a low
hanging fruit it is very firmly attached to the tree and
we still have a lot of policy instruments to actually
try to get it oV the tree and then make full use of it.
Mr Stevens: I think that is true but there are positive
examples, as I say, of government policy that is
trying to drive improvements in energy eYciency: I
come back to the zero carbon homes and non-
domestic buildings example. The most important
thing with that is that it does actually drive the
highest standards of energy eYciency. To draw an
example from Germany again, their current
standards in terms of energy eYciency are actually
significantly higher than how we would define zero
carbon in the UK. The Carbon Reduction
Commitment is another positive example of
government policy from a high level perspective of
trying to drive energy eYciency in non-energy
intensive organisations and trying to make energy
and carbon management a boardroom issue. To date
it is not because those organisations that will come
under the CRC their energy bills are something like
1% of their total overheads. There are examples, but
the most important thing is that they do actually
drive a high level of ambition.

Q78 Sir Robert Smith: One other thing that we
picked up from the Danish Economic Advisory
Council was that when you start to have these
diVerent instruments they can interact with each
other and you can get yourself in a financial muddle.
They were pointing out that Europe has gone down
the road of emission trading for electricity
generation, therefore if any national government
now steps in with a stimulus for a low carbon
electricity generation, that subsidy will leak across
the whole of the European Union because in
producing the lower carbon generation in your own
country through a national stimulus you then alter
the market in emission trading certificates which is
fluid market across the whole of the European
Union. We do have to be careful about where we mix
and match diVerent stimuluses.
Mr Stevens: Yes, I would agree, but again coming
back to the point which I think applies to everything
we are talking about is making sure that policy is
ambitious enough to drive the changes that we need
in all sectors of the economy. The emissions trading
scheme sadly to date has not been ambitious enough
to drive the emissions reductions that are required
and to stimulate a high enough carbon price that
encourages investment and makes investment in low
carbon alternatives cost eVective. It remains to be
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seen whether that happens in phase three which will
start in 2013, but again it is coming back to that main
point, it is just driving the highest possible level of
ambition.

Q79 Judy Mallaber: You said a while ago that now
is the time to really get going on this but we are also
obviously, as you know, in the midst of recession. I
know you have done a survey of your companies;
can you tell us what the eVect of the recession is and
also which sectors have experienced the biggest
impact?
Mr Wilkes: The EIC, other than being a lobby group
for the industry, created something called The EIC
Environmental Investment Network which is
designed to bring investors together with companies
looking for funding. The Environmental Investment
Network rang up several hundred companies and
got answers from 151 companies and out of them
57% said that they were struggling to raise finance in
the recession. Not surprisingly, here is a headline
from the New York Times in April: “Clean Tech’s
future dims as financing drops oV”, and then a report
from Ernst and Young showing that Clean Tech’s
firm raised just $277 million, down 63% compared to
2008. So raising finance at this point is a significant
challenge. I think that then throws back, dare I say
it, a bit of onus on government. If you ask investors
what they want, they want certainty about the
regulatory regime, because the regulatory regime
drives demand. If you then look at these figures and
see a decline, you can then ask questions about what
government can do and they could get the emissions
trading scheme—going back to the earlier
question—working properly with a high and
eVective price for carbon. The British Government
could follow the example of the Irish Government
which I believe, when it bailed out the banks, insisted
that the now publicly subsidised banks in Ireland
support the environmental sector.

Q80 Judy Mallaber: Was your analysis then about
whether they were having diYculty in getting finance
or about what was happening to their production
and sales?
Mr Wilkes: It was both.

Q81 Judy Mallaber: Did you analyse it by sector?
Are there some sectors within the industry that are
doing better than others? Are there some that are
being more favoured by the banks than others?
Mr Wilkes: I do not have those figures to hand but
I will ask the people who did the actual details and
send them to you.

Q82 Judy Mallaber: Thank you, that would be
helpful. Des asked the question earlier about our
exports in comparison with environmental
industries exports from other countries like
Germany. Have you done an analysis of the value of
environmental industry imports, what is coming into
this country?
Mr Wilkes: No.

Q83 Judy Mallaber: You do not know if that is
available.
Mr Wilkes: We operate on a budget of £400,000 a
year and we are not in a position to do what
government departments should be doing. We have
asked questions of government departments about,
for instance, have they done an analysis of the job
creation potential in these sectors. I am not aware
that any part of the British Government has done
that analysis; it is a very pertinent question.

Q84 Judy Mallaber: It is not something that your
members have come to you and asked why we are
not able to produce stuV in this country and it is all
coming in from overseas? Has that not been an issue
that they have talked to you about?
Mr Wilkes: It is an underlying issue all the time
which is why we argue for the British Government to
put in place the regulatory framework and support
for not so much R&D which is largely there but the
next stage, the demonstration, taking to market
stage of commercialisation and then public
procurement support. That is why we go back to the
fact that it would be helpful to have an overall
package and we hope the low carbon industrial
strategy will embrace all these diVerent ways of
supporting the industry. I would encourage you to
ask government if they have got those figures on
imports because we do import a lot.

Q85 Chairman: Certainly if you are able
subsequently to provide the Committee with any
further thoughts on that we would be grateful.
Mr Wilkes: We will have a look.

Q86 John Robertson: I know you have not done the
comparison but what about cost eVectiveness? Is it
cheaper to import than to buy the stuV here?
Mr Wilkes: That is another good question. It
reminds me slightly of how, dare I say, oYcials way
back in 1995 in the Department of Trade of
Industry—which I thought was designed to help
British industry grow—would say, “We do not
actually need a domestic environmental industry; we
can probably buy all our technologies from abroad”.
To go back to our central argument that we are in a
£3 trillion market place today possibly on the
projections of the recent government study reaching
£4.5 trillion by 2015; that is a lot of jobs, exports and
a lot profits.

Q87 John Robertson: I appreciate that but you still
have to be competitive. If you have a £3 trillion
business then you want to get your part of it, but to
get it you have to be profitable and you also have to
be cost eVective to people who want to buy your
goods.
Mr Stevens: The most important thing is to make a
good domestic industry profitable and competitive,
so that the UK has the export opportunities to grab
a share in that £3 trillion market which will grow
every single year. If the science of climate change is
anything to go by and hopefully what will be an
ambitious agreement at Copenhagen in December of
this year, the future of the global economy has to be
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low carbon. The key challenge for the UK is what
size of that market it wants to take from its own
domestic industry and the challenge therefore is
making the domestic industry competitive. The
main objective is to tackle climate change but the key
challenge is making sure we do so using UK
technologies which will create UK jobs.

Q88 John Robertson: The point I am trying to make
is that there are constituents who want to buy goods
so they can save energy and they are not going to
worry about where it is made; they are going to buy
what they can aVord.
Mr Wilkes: I think in a way what you are doing is
setting a challenge to the companies in this sector to
be cost eVective and internationally competitive. I
would refer you to this UK Trade and Investment
report from October of last year which actually lists
by sector where the UK has relative advantage and
energy management, as I mentioned earlier, is a huge
sector, the fourth largest in the British market place
at the moment at 26 billion. That is one of the ones
where the UK has relative advantage.
Chairman: We are going to have to move on now. We
have mentioned low carbon homes and energy
eYciency a little earlier. Colin, would you like to ask
further questions on that?

Q89 Colin Challen: Do you agree with the definition
of a zero carbon home that the government is using?
Mr Stevens: They have not actually decided on it yet.
They consulted earlier this year and the responses to
the consultation and final decision on exactly how
you define zero carbon has not yet been decided. The
proposal was that the energy eYciency requirements
in Part L of the Building Regulations would be
equivalent to Level 4 of the Code for Sustainable
Homes. There would then be an additional bit added
on; up to 70% of the net carbon emissions of the
home would be achieved by “carbon compliance”
solutions which would be, for example, on-site
generation, micro-generation technologies etc. Then
the further 30% would be the various proposals put
forward. They have basically listed a whole range of
allowable solutions of oV site generation which does
not necessarily have to connect to the home directly.

Q90 Colin Challen: Have you detected any signs that
the building industry, despite the recession, is
already shaping up to meet this as yet undefined
target?
Mr Stevens: When I say that it is undefined, it is
important to remember that that is the target for
2016; we will actually get to 2016 via a trajectory
through improvements in Part L of the Building
Regulations. The first change will come in next year
which will be equivalent to Code Level 3 of the Code
of Sustainable Homes. In 2013 it will go up to the
equivalent of Code Level 4 and then will stay at that
point in terms of energy eYciency and the actual zero
carbon part between 2013 and 2016 will be achieved
through the carbon compliance and allowable
solutions. For obvious reasons the building industry
is facing problems at the moment and it is a
significant challenge for the industry to actually

deliver on those improvements. We recognise that it
is a significant challenge but our key message is
making sure that the target and these incremental
changes in 2010 and 2013 are not watered down in
any way. It is a challenge but the business
opportunities that it can create both in terms of a
domestic industry and for export far outweigh those
challenges. A point we made in our written evidence,
the importance of government intervention in trying
to stimulate the industry, particularly in the current
times, I think we have called for all additional social
housing to achieve the zero carbon standards in
advance of what is required through regulation for
the commercial side of the industry in order to
stimulate that demand and start building up a skills
base that is necessary to deliver on target.

Q91 Colin Challen: The new build from 2016 will be
a tiny fraction of our existing housing stock which
will be around for decades to come. Is the
government really doing what it should be doing to
retrofit?
Mr Stevens: No, not yet. In terms of the domestic
and commercial building stock, existing buildings
are certainly the biggest challenge. In terms of policy
and also the size of the emissions reductions that are
required, there are some examples of government
policy within that space. There is the Carbon
Emission Reduction Target which is an obligation
on energy suppliers to meet a carbon emission
reduction target within their energy supply—but it is
not ambitious enough. It is very much the low
hanging fruit. Whether it is through low energy light
bulbs or whatever it may be, that will change
through legislation to be expanded out to include,
for example, smart metering to be included as part
of the energy suppliers’ obligation. They can install
smart meters as a way of actually meeting that target
which I guess is questionable because you can install
a smart meter but it does not actually require any
emission reductions. The Carbon Emission
Reduction Targets would then evolve into the
community energy saving programme and the Great
British Refurb that we have heard a lot about,
making our existing homes zero carbon by 2050.
Those are positive examples.

Q92 Colin Challen: How positive is positive? I was
reading only the other day that despite the fact that
this new target for energy suppliers something like
200 million CFLs have been handed out for nothing
but nobody, it seems, has actually asked the
question: who is using them? Are they being used at
all or are they just being put on a shelf? That is
something that should be looked at very closely
because it suggests that the electricity companies are
saying, Here are some low hanging fruits; we are not
going to bother following it up but it does get us oV
the hook for more diYcult challenges because they
can they play in the saving for all of those light bulbs
as if it was actually being saved.
Mr Stevens: Yes, I absolutely agree.
Chairman: I think we will take that as a statement
rather than a question. Julie Kirkbride?
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Q93 Miss Kirkbride: Can I ask a bit more what we
mean by a zero carbon home? Looking at the brief
we have this thing about PassivHaus standard in
Germany but what does it mean in the UK and in
Germany? What would it be?
Mr Stevens: PassivHaus in Germany is an energy
eYciency standard for new homes. It is equivalent to
Level 4.5 of the Code for Sustainable Homes. In
terms of our target for 2016 we will get the equivalent
to Code Level 4. The Germans, in terms of energy
eYciency in new homes, are actually further
advanced than the UK in terms of regulatory
targets. I think approximately 8000 homes have
currently been built to the PassivHaus standard to
date.

Q94 Miss Kirkbride: Are you talking about just the
construction or are you talking about the
maintenance of them afterwards? Was it their
construction that was carbon free or the running of
them that is carbon free?
Mr Stevens: The use of the building. The Building
Regulations as I understand it, will include, for
example, the net carbon emissions from the home
and that will cover the use of appliances and what
have you within the home. How you actually
regulate the use of the home after it is built in 2016
is a significant challenge but in the domestic side of
the stock that is not perhaps so much of a challenge
because we move into new homes and the actual use
of the building does not really change significantly.
The big challenge in terms of that will come with the
2019 ambition for non-domestic buildings. That is a
huge challenge in terms of defining zero carbon
because of the huge range of diVerent types of non-
commercial buildings that there are but also the use
of the building, once it is built to a particular
standard, might change significantly. It might be a
non-energy intensive use for 10 years and then
somebody might buy it and change its use and
therefore increase its emissions.

Q95 Miss Kirkbride: We have been talking about low
hanging fruit for most of the morning, but what is
the big gain if we were to talk about converting
existing properties as well with better carbon rating
stuV inside the house? What kind of energy and
carbon cuts can we make from an adaptation to our
housing stock? Can you give us a gradation as to
what we can get at this level or that level or what we
can get at the higher level if we were more serious
about looking at our domestic energy consumption?
Mr Stevens: In existing homes?

Q96 Miss Kirkbride: Yes.
Mr Stevens: I do not have any exact figures to say
that if you installed a low energy light bulb in every
room in the house you would achieve this and if you
attached a wind turbine to it you would achieve that.
The challenge really is finding a way of incentivising
householders to actually make those improvements.
As I say, I cannot comment on exactly what you
would achieve and at what level by installing
whatever technology it may be. The key is that the
government has to find a way of incentivising

householders to actually make those energy
eYciency improvements. That is a big challenge and
I do not know whether you do it through regulation
or financially or through tax incentives. They have to
find a way of doing it.
Chairman: Can we now move to thinking about the
specific low carbon technologies that will be
involved? DECC’s memorandum to this Committee
focussed on five particular technologies: carbon
capture and storage, oVshore wind generation,
marine energy, nuclear energy; and low carbon
vehicles. We have a few questions about that
particular area. Mike Weir?

Q97 Mr Weir: The first question is, do you think
they are the right technologies for the government to
be focussing on?
Mr Stevens: Yes and no. No because it excludes a lot
of what we have been talking about in terms of the
carbon and energy management industry and the
building technologies as well. Buildings are a huge
proportion of our emissions and one of the sub-
sectors that the Government acknowledge has good
growth potential but it is not picked out as one of the
key technologies that will actually be supported
through the Low Carbon Industrial Strategy which
are the technologies highlighted in the
Government’s Investing in a Low Carbon Britain
report which picks out the areas that it sees as growth
technologies, growth markets that the low carbon
industrial strategy due this month will support of
domestic industry. Most importantly is the carbon
energy management industry. It is a glaring omission
that the Government has not identified that sector as
a big growth area or as an industry that does not
require the same level of support as the other areas
that you have identified.
Mr Wilkes: If you start looking at all these studies—
which all seem to point in the same direction—if you
invest in fuel eYcient vehicles, fuel eYcient homes,
general energy eYciency of appliances you get much
more carbon saving for your pound invested, going
back to your cost eVectiveness point, than you do if
you are investing in bigger projects.

Q98 Mr Weir: One would presume that if the
industry truly wants to go green it is going to invest
in much of that technology on its own without
government intervention. Do you think that will
happen? Will they take more action in that sphere?
Mr Wilkes: I have been involved in environmental
issues for 25 years and so many times I have heard
the same argument. Industry was going to go green
after the Euro elections of 1988 and the 1990
Environment White Paper and there are people of a
certain mindset in government (it used to be the DTI
but now seems to reside in the Treasury) who think
that we just need to send a signal to encourage
people. British industry and industry around the
world will not invest in environmental protection
unless government require them to do because it is
not in their shareholders’ interests; it is a market
failure. They can oZoad the costs of pollution—
whether that is water pollution or climate
pollution—onto us, the society, free unless
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government intervenes whether with a regulatory
standard or tax or whatever. I do not have any faith
and I remember looking at the figures of one of our
country’s leading water companies which is
incredibly environmentally sound and they
marketed themselves for many years as
environmental leaders. However, when you looked
at how much they spent—it was probably about a
billion pounds a year of our money—on
environmental protection, 99.9% of that was
regulated expenditure. The voluntary bit was minor.
I have never been a believer that voluntary initiatives
in this area will overcome the imperative of
satisfying the shareholder so governments have to
correct the market failure.

Q99 Mr Weir: We are not going to get command
economy in the next week. Can we look at some of
the things the government is doing, carbon capture
and storage in particular? What potential do you
think it has to contribute to a low carbon economy?
Mr Wilkes: Can I just pick up on your point about
command economy? America led the way in the
environmental industry in the 1980s and 1990s and
created three million jobs in air pollution control and
water pollution control through putting in place
regulations to control pollution. Was America a
command economy? No. Free market economies
know that sometimes they have to regulate—this
building has seen enough bankers recently to
understand that regulation is an important role of
government. We do not represent companies in CCS
but what I do know is that it is incredibly expensive.
All the cost curves point us in the direction of putting
far more money into energy eYciency.

Q100 Mr Weir: Do you accept the government’s
view that new nuclear power stations could make a
significant contribution to tackling climate change?
Mr Wilkes: This is a personal opinion rather than
one from our membership. I cannot see how we can
put the responsibility on generation after generation
after generation to look after our waste, particularly
bearing in mind the cost of that. We have seen the
rising costs that are associated, about £90 billion
now for cleaning up our current nuclear power
stations. I think it is immoral to pass on that
responsibility, until we know we have a safe way of
disposing nuclear waste.

Q101 Mr Weir: I would not disagree with that but
you did not really answer the question. We were
talking about reducing carbon emissions. Leaving
aside the question of waste, do you feel there is a
suYciently reduced carbon emission from the
power stations?
Mr Wilkes: It clearly would although there are
questions about the carbon input and you need to
speak to experts like Dr David Lowry in terms of
carbon input, in terms of constructing, the mining
and the processing of the uranium, and is there not
a big question about whether the world has enough
uranium. I am not expert; I am voicing personal
opinions.

Q102 Mr Weir: What about low carbon vehicles
then. There is obviously a big push onto electric
vehicles. What sort of infrastructure do we need for
these? What would we need to do to our energy
supplies to make truly low carbon?
Mr Wilkes: We are talking about three sorts of
technologies here. There are biofuels, which are the
current focus; and there is increasing attention being
paid to electric cars and fuel cells. We never believed
in picking technologies I should say. I think we
should put in place the framework and then allow
companies to come forward with what is most cost
eVective and satisfies the consumers. Hydrogen is
going to require an awful lot of electricity, as are
electric cars. There is the interesting new algae based
biofuel technologies that have been researched a lot
in America and China, sadly not here; I think there
is one small project in this country.

Q103 John Robertson: I should declare an interest in
that I am chair of the Nuclear Energy Group in
Parliament so you will not be surprised if I totally
disagree with what you said about nuclear. From
what you have been saying it appears to be energy
supply versus energy eYciency here. Or is that just
because that is who you represent? You are giving me
the impression that you feel that that is where the
government should be spending most of its finances
and that supply can take care of itself.
Mr Stevens: It is not one or the other, it is both. It
has to be both. Decarbonising the power sector and
decarbonising our energy supply has to go hand in
hand with actually reducing the energy that we use
in the first instance. I think the first priority has to be
energy eYciency because it is the cheapest and most
cost eVective way of meeting various targets. In all
of these examples that we have just talked about we
need a mix of diVerent policy mechanisms and also a
mix of diVerent technologies. Going back to the low
carbon vehicles, the short answer to the question
about electric vehicles is that there needs to be a vast
new infrastructure and it is a big challenge which
again needs to be combined with decarbonising the
power sector. Also that, and low carbon vehicles, has
to be part of a mix of diVerent technologies as well.
It is no use trying to pick winners and saying that
electric vehicles or hydrogen is the future. Let us
hope we can move towards electric vehicles by 2050
but the reality is that that is not going to happen
within the next couple of years and certainly the
contribution it might make to our 2020 targets will
increase but it is likely to be minimal. That again
needs to be supported but with a mix of biofuels.
That is where the immediate opportunity lies.
Everything needs to be a kind of technology mix.
Going back to the carbon capture and storage, just
to illustrate the points that we are making and our
disappointment that carbon and energy
management are not actually supported as part of
the Low Carbon Industrial Strategy, BERR
themselves actually published figures alongside the
draft provision document for the Low Carbon
Industrial Strategy that suggested that carbon
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capture and storage was actually 17th out of 23 sub-
sectors within the environmental industry for its
growth potential, several places behind energy
management and building technologies was third.
Mr Wilkes: Wind and alternative fuels were first and
second. We certainly do not want to paint a picture
that we can live without energy and therefore low
carbon energy supplies are vital.

Q104 John Robertson: Would you not accept that for
things like carbon capture and storage to be
financially worthwhile and viable is quite a few years

Witnesses: Mr Gordon Edge, Director of Economics and Markets, British Wind Energy Association,
Mr Philip Wolfe, Non-Executive Director and Mr Martin Wright, Chief Executive, Marine Current
Turbines, Renewable Energy Association, gave evidence.

Q106 Chairman: Welcome to our second set of
witnesses this morning. Welcome to Philip Wolfe,
Gordon Edge and Martin Wright. I would be
grateful if you would introduce yourselves to the
Committee.
Mr Edge: My name is Dr Gordon Edge; I am the
Director of Economics and Markets at the British
Wind Energy Association.
Mr Wolfe: I am Philip Wolfe, the recently retired
Director General of the Renewable Energy
Association, now a non-executive director of the
Association and the REA represents renewable
energy across all of the diVerent technologies and
renewable heat production, renewable power
generation and renewable transport fuels.
Mr Wright: I am Martin Wright; I am the Managing
Director of Marine Current Turbines Limited. I am
also the Chairman of the Ocean Energy Group
which is a sub-sector of the Renewable Energy
Association and as such I am also on the Board of
the REA.

Q107 Chairman: I will start by asking you what
impact you think the government’s green stimulus
will have.
Mr Wolfe: We have to say to start with that we are
pleased to see the government moving in the right
direction and moving towards a more coherent mix
of policies in the sector. Having said that, my view is
that it is still too half-hearted and still too disjointed.
Too many of the policy measures do not mesh well
together and there is still an insuYcient
understanding of the need to develop the market,
particularly here in the UK, as a pre-requisite to
achieving a good business model that the industry
can mature with. By way of example perhaps and
one of the reasons for inviting Martin Wright to this
is to look at the marine renewables industry. This is
an industry at the very early stage of development. It
is a very promising industry and it is an industry
where, at the moment, the UK has arguably a world
leadership position. In fact it is an industry at exactly
what the British wind industry was at just as the
market started to become commercial. At that stage
we, as a country, dropped the ball. We failed to

down the line yet and that really what you are telling
us today is that we really have to start yesterday and
today is an important starting point. We have
technologies out there that we want to invest in.
Mr Wilkes: That is a good summary.

Q105 Chairman: Thank you very much Adrian
Wilkes and Danny Stevens for you evidence this
morning. We would be very grateful if the
documents to which you have referred could be
referred to the Committee.
Mr Wilkes: Of course. We will come back to on the
question of our survey.

realise that we needed to adopt a new approach as
the market was becoming commercial; that we
needed in principle to make the UK commercial
market attractive and that that would bring industry
and investment with it. We are now at exactly the
same stage with the marine renewables and in some
danger, I would suggest, of dropping the ball in the
same way. It is now important that we make market
conditions attractive for companies like Marine
Current Turbines so that there is a business in which
they can start to actually build commercial sales and
thereby attract investment and thereby create
employment opportunities in the UK. At the
moment we still do not see a suYcient coherence of
policy across the diVerent sectors that make us really
confident that that is going to happen here in the
UK.
Mr Edge: From our point of view what is really
important about the stimulus in the budget is
unblocking what has already been put in place and
particularly the renewables obligation which has
been very successful in bringing forward
development of wind on and oV shore and in that
way we are very pleased with the targeted support
that was being proposed in the budget, upping the
multiple for oVshore wind, trying to access more
capital with the European Investment Bank for
onshore wind. If those are successful it will have just
the right kinds of eVects. What we need most in
building the industries here in the UK is a strong and
stable market. We think the interventions were quite
good in building the confidence that the market that
has been set can be accessed. I have a slightly
diVerent view on the marine renewables. There is a
missing link but it is only really one bit of the puzzle
which is really missing, which is that gap between the
demonstration and the commercial phase. At the
moment wave and tidal in England, Wales and
Northern Ireland will only get two ROCs per
megawatt hour under the banding regime; the Scots
are looking at three and five for tidal wave
respectively. Up to that point the UK is doing pretty
well in its research infrastructure, in the support for
those initial research and demonstration phases, but
there are a couple of key gaps. If we could fix that
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one big gap then we would have the whole suite and
therefore that becomes the strong basis on which we
can build an industry. I am a little bit more optimistic
but it still is a very key bit of the puzzle that is
missing.

Q108 Dr Turner: The only thing I disagree with is
that it is a very big gap. In other areas of innovation
it has long been identified as the Valley of Death
which companies have to cross between having a
product and turning that into a market product.
That is precisely where the marine industry is at at
the moment. I would like to ask Philip and Martin
what you would like to see put in place by the
government—because this definitely needs
government intervention—in order to create a
sustainable market for marine devices which will
enable investment in that industry to make it
happen.
Mr Wright: Before coming directly to your question
I would just like to add a little bit of background to
the position. There is indeed in any technical
development the knowledge that you have the Valley
of Death to go from the stage where you get a
commercial product to where you have actually got
past cash burning and the need for investment and
businesses and those previous investments are then
safe. At the moment that situation, which would
have existed anyway, is exacerbated by what is
happening in the financial markets. The background
against which we are trying to do something which
requires massive amounts of capital is that those
who are supposedly going to support it in a form of
VCs, their investment is down 70 to 80% and they do
not want to go into long lead time, high capital cost
sorts of developments that these are. Secondly, you
do not even have the project finance in the projects
going forward. That has dried up, so any notion that
the utilities are somehow going to play in this area
needs to be set against the fact that they are having
to use their balance sheets in other areas because
they are not getting the project finance and the
hurdle rates have gone up. If you add to that the fact
that you have the goal of “We got two ROCs under
wave and tidal, now there are two ROCs for oVshore
wind” I have to say the conversations with financiers
are very short. You do not get a chance to finish your
coVee because it is just a no-brainer for them. If you
are then looking at a VC to invest behind companies
such as ourselves, people like Pelamis and others
coming forward, they are looking at this and saying,
“How long have I got to fund this nightmare? When
do I actually see projects working?” As they cannot
see the projects working this has the ricocheted eVect
coming back. I believe you have to see the situation
in the whole and realise that the shortage of capital
really turns the tap oV anyway where we are. There is
a need to set a market mechanism which absolutely
starts to turn the capital on and there is a willingness
for people to really look at the projects. We have
talked about the ROC mechanism and my view is
that you do not need to be Einstein to realise that if
you are getting two ROCs for oVshore wind—there
was the Ernst and Young report on the costs of
oVshore wind now and the costs going forward—we

are at a point where roughly we are twice the cost of
that at the minute, which I have to say is nothing to
apologise about, that is a superb position to be in at
this stage in the industry, there is everything to play
for. However, that means that we are going to need
at least four risk premium; we have been saying five.
There is no signal of that so you have an own goal
from the budget. The second thing is of course that
we have this disparity between England and Wales
and Scotland and a further disparity in Scotland
between wave and tidal. The message coming out in
Scotland to investors is very simply: we want wave
but frankly we are a bit marginal about tidal. It is
very, very confused. There needs to be a very strong
signal; that is one of the areas you can look at. The
MRDF has been sitting there and people are asking
why it has not been used. The answer is that we set
up the university education for a child and then did
not think about getting it from the cradle to that
stage. The costs that companies like ours are having
to face in terms of consenting before you can enter
the MRDF are very high. They are uncertain
because you do not know if you are actually going to
get the consent from the Crown Estate as well having
got the environmental consent. Everything is
wrapped up in barbed wire and it really needs
looking at in a way to say to the financiers that this
is worth their while coming in and this is where we
want their money to go. At the moment it is not a
great pitch.
Mr Wolfe: I think therefore there are two main
things that are needed. One is help with all of these
start up costs, the whole issue of consenting in a new
technology; this is all unknown not only to us in the
industry but also to government and there needs to
be far more help with that. Secondly there needs to
be a very much more visible revenue stream that
investors can back and that would either mean a
much higher multiple extended over a long period of
time or even moving to something more like a tariV
mechanism where you just know what the income
stream is going to be for the life of the project.

Q109 Dr Turner: We have established that there are
some very severe problems at present. What I would
like to hear from you is what you think the prize is if
we can solve these problems? What is the prize in
terms of gigawatts of energy from tidal stream, for
instance, in how many years? Also what are the
industrial and economic benefits that it can bring if
we can untangle the barbed wire?
Mr Wright: As far as tide is concerned you are
looking at somewhere between 10 and 20 gigawatts
identified that you could put in place in the UK. The
numbers for wave are actually rather higher though
the resource is further oVshore. Worldwide there is a
very, very large market to play for, largely in the mid-
latitudes which is where you would see these
conditions typically. The UK leads in both wave and
tidal with the emerging technologies. If you follow
on the size of the projects that are going to come in
you have a prize to go for which is every bit equal to
the likes of oVshore wind and you think of how the
multiplier eVect down through our economy where
the skills are not just in the bit that we are doing at
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the moment which is fundamentally the design, but
this is using industrial assets, it is using its large
engineering, we have port facilities and all the rest of
it which are important and underused at the
moment; they are sitting there as underused assets.
Then there is shipping. I have to say that the people
who are going to clear up on this at the moment are
sitting largely in Holland; they have the capabilities.
We have the ability to actually start building some of
that ourselves because there is going to be a need for
installation vessels. We have to build them; we have
to target the right machines in the right market. We
are going to have to man those. There are on-going
operations and maintenance which will follow from
that. Of course, once you have got that capability
you have an export base. Whilst you are looking at
small technologies at the moment there is a necessity
for a supply chain to come from that and that
knowledge base is the basis of your export. There is
interest in us already. The US are looking at this,
seeing what they can do; the Canadians are very
interested in what is going on here; you have Chile,
you have New Zealand, you have Korea, you have
others. Someone is going to pick this up and is
thinking about it in integrated terms, of what that
supply chain could mean. Once you start thinking
about the nature of these projects this is definitely a
big scale industry.

Q110 Sir Robert Smith: You mentioned Pelamis, but
what was it that the Portuguese market had that
made it sensible for them to buy Pelamis and the UK
market not?
Mr Wolfe: They had this long term visibility of the
income stream. They guaranteed a tariV for the
output of these devices at a level that made sense
financially and they guaranteed it for the duration of
the project. They had this long term visible revenue
stream that we are now asking for in the UK.
Mr Edge: I think it is worth bearing in mind that the
Portuguese have had that tariV for quite a long time.
There is only the one project with Pelamis. There is
actually more development work going on in the UK
because we have all the support infrastructure that I
alluded to, research funding and so forth. If we get
that rather big chunk which both REA and ourselves
have been banging on about for a considerable
amount of time, in fact government admitted that
two ROCs per megawatt hour was not enough in the
Energy White Paper and said there should be more
support forthcoming which has not materialised. If
we can get that right we have all the other bits which
will make Portugal look like small fry, but it is
important that we get that rather vital bit.
Chairman: Let us now look at some of that potential,
particularly as far as wind is concerned. Mike Weir?

Q111 Mr Weir: Wind energy contributed 2.2% of the
UK’s energy supply in 2007. What proportion do
you think it will contribute by 2020?
Mr Edge: In the region of 25% of electricity from
wind; a more than 10 fold increase.

Q112 Mr Weir: Do you think there is anything the
government needs to do to stimulate a domestic
market for wind power?
Mr Edge: It has stimulated a market for the power
itself through the Renewables Obligation and that
has, as I alluded to earlier, brought forward a lot of
development work. Indeed, we have successfully
brought forward something in the region of one-
third of the projects that we need to get to the 2020
target. Onshore if you add up what is operating, in
construction, with consent and a proportion of what
is in the planning system, you are already talking
about 11,000 megawatts of onshore wind. This has
already been identified and you are talking about 14
or 15 to get to the 2020 target. OVshore, once round
three has been awarded, there will be 40,000
megawatts of sites in process. We do not have a
problem in terms of identified sites; it is about
bringing them through the consenting system and
making them happen. It is much less about
providing the market and more about making sure
that the obstacles to that element are removed.

Q113 Mr Weir: What particular obstacles do the
industry find? Is it to do with planning? Is it to do
with the grid? What are the problems?
Mr Edge: Onshore planning is a still a huge problem.
We are still waiting word from the renewable energy
strategy that there will be some developments on
that. Under the renewable energy directive the
government needs to be putting forward how it is
going to be removing planning obstacles; that needs
to happen. The grid also is a very big issue. We were
very pleased to see the development around the
ENSG report. The plan has been formulated to
develop our onshore grid to accept the power both
from on- and oVshore wind and from nuclear. We
think there is some work to be done on evolving the
enduring regime for the oVshore transmission; we
are working with government to make that happen.
All the bits are in play, we just need to drive through
some of the issues.

Q114 Mr Weir: We have had conflicting evidence
about the eVect of transmission charges, particularly
on renewables. Is that a problem that your members
complain about or have a particular problem with?
Mr Edge: Some people feel that there is an issue with
transmission charges in the north of Scotland. We
think that there needs to be an element of cost
reflectivitiy in transmission charging but it does not
need to be as punitive as it is at the minute. There are
other changes that we might want to see in terms of
the way the grid is charged but we think that is not
going to make a massive amount of diVerence in
terms of how much could be brought forward.
People are still bringing forward a lot of projects in
Scotland despite the system we have in place.

Q115 Mr Weir: How much of that is because that is
where the wind is, if you like, rather than because
you are establishing a particular wind farm? Maybe
Scotland is the best place, irrespective of the
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transmission charging regime. Is that an element of
it or does the transmission charge regime not really
make a great deal of diVerence?
Mr Edge: When you have the excellent wind
resource that you have in Scotland it is natural to try
and develop projects up there. I think it is important
to note that you do need to build a grid to get that
wind resource. The issue for us is that wind is the first
technology on the grid system ever in the UK to
actually pay for its own grid. All previous
technologies have had the grid paid for under the old
CEGB system and there has not been that kind of
massive grid extension for 50 years. Now it is being
extended for us essentially, we are expected to pay
for it. It has to be paid for by someone eventually
and that has to be the end consumer. However, do
you pay for it by charging wind farms and they have
to have a higher income for it or do you pay them
through some other way? We do not mind, just give
us the grid, but if you are asking us to pay for it then
give us enough income to pay for it.

Q116 Mr Weir: Is there a potential similar problem
with marine?
Mr Wright: There will be. To put it succinctly, the car
industry did not pay for roads and that is how I see
it. I think it is a question of whether we want this sort
of energy or not. If we do then we have to facilitate
its route to market. There is only so much that the
industry itself can pay for.

Q117 Mr Weir: Are there similar consenting issues?
Mr Wright: Yes, the consenting issues are very
similar at the moment. It is notable that our costs are
much higher on the consenting because of the
environmental issues. Those will fade in time but
there still seems to be considerable lack of evidence
coming out which would reduce the hurdles that you
have to cross elsewhere.

Q118 Sir Robert Smith: I have a quick question on
the Danish economists that we met and their theory
that with the next round of emission trading for
electricity generation being open across the whole of
Europe, any other financial stimulus into low carbon
electricity generation by a national government in
eVect is a subsidy to the whole of the European
Union and not just to that national government
because of the way you interfere with the emission
trading market.
Mr Edge: That is only if you are stupid in setting
your targets under the Emissions Trading Scheme. If
you take into account the fact that you have
renewables there and you have a target (it is set in law
under the new Energy Directive), you calculate
targets you need to go to under that scheme. I find
that argument very bizarre.
Mr Wolfe: I feel in the short term the cost of carbon
is not the primary driver for new renewables
capacity. There are specifically targeted incentives
for renewables which provide the primary drive and
therefore the carbon factor is a second order rather
than a first order factor.

Mr Edge: It is also worth pointing out that it is not
just the carbon benefit. There is security of supply
and developing domestic industries and rural
development which are not captured by carbon
price. It is important, therefore, that you target extra
support on renewables because that gives you those
extra benefits.
Chairman: We have mentioned a few problems, let us
now look at some non-economic barriers, planning
and other factors, so far as wind is concerned. Judy?

Q119 Judy Mallaber: You have already said quite
firmly that planning was a problem. Do you think
the new proposals, the Infrastructure Planning
Commission and the National Policy Statements,
will help overcome some of those problems?
Mr Edge: For onshore wind the short answer is no.
The IPC will only address projects over 50
megawatts in England and Wales and the number of
those that you have already had you can count on
the fingers of two hands and there are not that many
others left that would go through that system. The
question then becomes: does the National Policy
Statement that comes out of this system have a
material impact on decisions at local authority level?
We do not think it has been given enough force in
order for it to have an overriding impact on those
decisions. We would anticipate that we will have to
continuously appeal against decisions to the
planning inspectorate and indeed the secretary of
state. We do not like that; that takes time and money.
We much prefer local authorities to have incentives,
that they find it a beneficial thing to have wind farms
in their local area. We would like to see the business
rates that are paid by our members being seen by the
local authorities in the UK. The only financial
benefit communities see from having a wind farm is
a voluntary payment by developers, whereas in
countries like Portugal and Spain local taxes go to
the local authorities. People understand that that
wind farm on that hill equals that swimming pool.
That becomes really powerful. They want that
because that aids their community. We do not have
that link at the minute.

Q120 Judy Mallaber: Do you think that is the only
way of getting over the objections that we all
understand? If we have about 50 letters of objection
to a wind turbine it is quite diYcult for a local
authority to resist that pressure. You think that a
strong financial incentive link is the way forward.
Mr Edge: It is a powerful one because it then builds
up a constituency in favour who are vocal about it.
The point about all the letters of objection is that it
is those who are against who are the ones who get up
and down and shout and write letters; the people
who are pro tend to be quite laid back and say, “Sure,
it should happen” but they do not get out there and
do so. If you actually give people good incentives to
say that if they do not actually support this, they will
miss out on this development. I think that is going to
be really powerful.
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Q121 Judy Mallaber: Are there other ways of
overcoming objections, for example noise or the
thought that it will be very noisy is one powerful
issue that people raise? Are there things about that
which you think the industry could do more on? In
my area we put a lot of money into trying to restore
an ancient historic windmill which is rather ironic as
people do not like modern wind turbines. Is there
more the industry could do to promote the cause, do
you think?
Mr Edge: There is not much more we can do to
provide the evidence base. What else can we do?
Mr Wolfe: It is important to pick up on a point that
Gordon already made and that is the extent to which
the National Policy Statements become a factor in
the local planning considerations and that is still not
strong enough. If the National Policy Statements
became eVectively binding on the local planning
process and then you took out of the local planning
inquiries a whole lot of issues that that have already
been decided at national level and the local planning
inquiry then focussed on only the local issues and did
not revisit a whole lot of issues that have been
resolved time and time again, that would just help
speed the system up. It would not necessarily change
the results but even speeding it up would be a very
positive move for the industry.
Mr Edge: I think it is also important for oVshore
wind. The IPC have been taking projects of 100
megawatts or more into consideration. We had a
very good presentation in our oVshore wind
conference last week by the chair designate of the
IPC who came across very well and gave us a lot of
confidence that they are taking on board the issues
and that this will speed up the consenting process
and make it simpler. That is essential if we are going
to get the kind of enormous quantity of oVshore
wind projects through the consenting system that
need to be done for the 2020 target.

Q122 Judy Mallaber: What sort of timescale in the
planning process do we need to get it down to for it
to be financial viable to a major oVshore project?
Mr Edge: At the moment you are talking about a
whole surveying and consenting process which takes
in the region of five or six years. We need to halve it
essentially.

Q123 Judy Mallaber: Then it becomes potentially
financially attractive.
Mr Edge: It is more of a market confidence issue and
becomes a bit cheaper. People can see these projects
going into the system and know that in two or three
years’ time they will be coming out, and therefore
they can plan to build factories to supply that.

Q124 Judy Mallaber: How much of the delay in
achieving planning consents are a result of concerns
about radar interference? How big an issue is that?
Mr Edge: We reckon that 4500 megawatts of projects
are held up in the system due to issues around
aviation radar of various kinds. I think it is
important to note that the industry and government
departments across the board have signed up to this
memorandum of understanding to tackle the

technical issues. We feel a bit disappointed that
government so far has not stumped up money to
help us drive those technical solutions. Once they are
in place and proven then our industry would be
ready, I am sure, to contribute to the rollout of some
of that in order to alleviate issues around their
particular projects. For instance, the Whitelee
project of Scottish Power Renewables paid for an
extra radar in order to mitigate eVects on Glasgow
Airport. It can be done but we need to have the
technical solutions in place in order to have that
investment and that is what we are missing at the
minute.

Q125 Judy Mallaber: Is it the planning issues that
are the most problematic? How much of an issue is
the general recession?
Mr Edge: That is having an impact on independent
developers who rely on project finance. We surveyed
our members earlier this year for precisely this
reason and we found a market of two halves, those
companies with large balance sheets that could get
corporate finance and indeed large utilities have
been able to access the bond market. It is possible
and they are going ahead. People who require banks
to lend them money are having a real problem. The
fact that the UK government is attempting work
with the EIB and UK banks to bring forward an
intermediated loan scheme of about a billion euros
to support this is good news. I think it is also
interesting to note that if we do not play our cards
right with that scheme we could fail to support
London as a financial centre for this which has been
a real motor for potential growth here. We need to
rebalance our economy. It is still important that the
financial services sector is strong and we have built
quite strong links in this area; people in banks based
in London have built up teams and so forth. If we
can use this money from the EIB to help support
them across the board—not just two or three banks
as might be the case—then we have a real
opportunity to support a really important part of
development change in the UK.

Q126 Sir Robert Smith: If we get all the things right
on planning, infrastructure, the grid and everything
else and it really takes oV, and the target that has
been set for marine renewables looks like being
achieved, how much of a barrier will it be to actually
get the service side—the sub-sea vessels—to actually
manage the cable laying and the installation? Will we
have the support vessels and so on there to actually
achieve that goal?
Mr Edge: The industry says that if you want
something in five years, tell us you want it and we can
supply it. It really is a kind of how long is a piece of
string question. If there is a clear enough signal that
that is the market and that is what the demand will
be, then they will invest to make it happen. It is really
important that that market stability and confidence
is there and that will also help to bring down the
costs as well because people will be investing,
particularly in oVshore wind, in the capacity to
decouple oVshore wind from the onshore wind
market, from the oil and gas sector which are directly
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competing for things like vessels. Once you reach
that critical mass then you can really concentrate on
costs. Until then it is a real struggle.

Q127 Chairman: I have a vision in 400 years’ time of
a latter day Noel Edmonds leading a team to restore
an ancient wind turbine.
Mr Edge: It would be ironic if it was Noel Edmonds.
Chairman: Perhaps we can move on to discuss other
technologies now, green energy, carbon capture and
storage, low carbon vehicles and other technologies.
Des Turner?

Q128 Dr Turner: Do you think the government is
focusing on the right areas? It is promoting carbon
capture and storage, oVshore wind, marine energy,
nuclear and low carbon vehicles. Do you think those
are the right areas to work in?
Mr Wolfe: I think it would be ill advised of the
government to seek to pick a limited number of areas
and assume that they are going to get to the right
result through doing that, particularly in the
renewables field. Clearly oVshore wind has a higher
medium term potential than any other individual
technology, but that does not mean that just
focussing on oVshore wind will deliver what they
need to deliver in renewables. In fact it will fall a very
long way short of that. Historically government has
neglected, at its peril, the whole issue of heat
production and renewable heat is a very, very
important sector. It is important for the areas that
you were talking about with the previous witnesses,
the built environment in particular, and our
expectation is that actually renewable heat can
achieve a very significant proportion of the 2020
targets that we now have. It is very important that
that is part of the portfolio, but not one of the ones
you just listed, Mr Turner. We think it would be
inappropriate just to focus on a limited number of
technologies. I think it is very unfortunate that all of
those technologies that you listed are, if you like,
energy supply side technologies. It is very important
to increase the level of demand side activity; it is very
important to increase the proportion of de-
centralised energy within the mix, not to the
exclusion of centralised of course but as an adjunct
to centralised, particularly because by doing that
you can also bring forward energy eYciency that we
all agree is the most important aspect of
sustainable energy.

Q129 Dr Turner: Staying with the supply side for the
moment, we have already established from your
previous answers that marine energy has the
potential to be a highly significant contributor to our
energy economy. It has also been established that
there are barriers to its proper implementation.
Would you like to comment on those barriers, and in
particular what is your feeling about the consenting
process for marine projects and the implications of
the new consenting regime set out in the Marine and
Coastal Access Bill which means that all marine
projects eVectively will be dealt with under that
regime as opposed to large oVshore wind which will
go to the IPC?

Mr Wright: The answer is that anything which
presents the investors with something diVerent and
makes the investment more diYcult is going to be a
barrier. It is not just the fact that you have to get
through this; it is the fact that it puts oV anybody
being willing to play the game because, very simply,
those who are looking at marine energy now see the
application of the technology and are willing to
invest in the technology. What they are not willing to
invest in is a Whitehall two-step. It is as simple as
that. Our view is that the barriers at the moment are
because you are dealing with multiple agencies; you
have the regulators in there on the environmental
side who are following the European directives or
whatever that are in place. We have to get to a
position where, whatever is done with these early
projects, actually pays oV in terms of giving suYcient
evidence to reduce the consenting barriers going
forward. I can speak obviously from our own
experience; I am not so sure about the wave. We have
a programme running which is that after a long
amount of baseline data and with a machine now in
the water producing water of its actual eVect, to date
the message is that there is no measurable impact.
That is improving confidence but it has not had any
impact on the sort of scoping and the requirements
we are going to have to go forward to the next
project, et cetera. It is hugely important that it does
start to have much quicker feedback loops in that
regard. If we look at the Marine Bill as well, concern
in the Marine Bill is driven from the conservation
side with a presumption—which we are concerned
about—that doing anything in the sea so far as
marine energy is concerned is going to have a
negative impact. In fact, we could be having a
positive impact and that is not properly in the
thinking. Very simply, we know that the fisheries, for
instance, are being devastated and in a very parlous
condition. At the very least we are going to be
providing areas where there will not be any fishing.
Why is that not seen as a positive? It has worked
around the Isle of Man; it has worked wherever you
have closed fisheries. You get a very, very quick
return on that biomass and that is what we are going
to need. Paradoxically everybody knows that the
best thing that happened to the North Sea fisheries
was the Second World War because it basically gave
us large areas of no-go. Our concern is that there is
legislation coming through in the form of the Marine
Bill which is based on the presumption that what we
are going to do is going to damage and we need to
ensure that there is proper feedback from the
evidence. I want to see that and I want to see the
costs come down and for there to be basing decisions
going forward for marine energy and on evidence
which is clear and coming from the early
developments.

Q130 Dr Turner: Given that the lower limit for
referral to the IPC is 100 megawatts and marine
projects are not likely to be of that scale for some
years to come, anything over a megawatt in terms of
marine energy at the moment could be considered
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strategic. Would you rather see those projects being
referred to the IPC for consenting rather than going
through the Marine Bill process?
Mr Wright: Very simply yes, if it is going to move it
more quickly. I did not mean that you ignore the
science around it but there are questions as to where
the benefit comes in that and who should be paying
for it and where that is shared. I think there is an
industry issue there which is to get to the point where
we do not have the shackles around us. To make it
very simple, we have an extremely good relationship
after a long with time with the regulator in Northern
Ireland but I know we are starting at almost ground
zero again with a diVerent regulator sitting in Wales.
This is not comfortable for someone who is trying to
get a bit of pace into an industry and to make sure
that we are applying capital sensibly. It is just the sort
of thing that will slow it down.

Q131 Dr Turner: You have pointed out—I suspect
quite rightly—that it is counter productive in wider
environmental terms because the greatest threat to
marine ecosystems is climate change and one of the
greatest weapons against climate change is
decarbonising energy and using the marine resource.
Would you agree?
Mr Wright: I think the reality of the driver is
something else which is the European directives, in
particular I have to say, the precautionary principle.
It was put in place for all good reason but it has a
paradoxical outcome. The outcome is that if you are
trying to do something new then because it is new
and its eVects are unknown you should not do it
because that is the precautionary principle. It is
incredibly diYcult to get the new things moving and
you have to fight extremely hard for that because of
the application of it. Because that is European law
the regulators have the problem that they could be
infracted by the European Commission if they do
not put procedures in place which absolutely give
them the paper trail and the process trail which says
that we have done everything to sit by the
precautionary principle. That is their greatest fear
and so it is much easier for those bureaucratic
organisations to say no or to load up the costs et
cetera than it is to cut through. I think the problem
is the European law and the way that is couched.
Mr Edge: The Marine Bill has been a very long time
coming and we have been engaging over the past five
years. One of the key things that we, the REA and
other members of the Seabed Users Development
Group (the grouping of the people who are
developing the seabed) is this focus that the Marine
Bill should be about sustainable development and
not purely about conservation. We were really
pleased that the government took that on board and
actually the Marine Bill, as written, going into
committee has that focus. We are fearful that certain
siren voices will sing and backbench MPs will line up
and say that this is a conservation bill and it should
be about conservation when it really needs to be
about sustainable development. We are hopeful that
it will be defended going through the process and
that it comes out the other side still with the focus on
sustainable development. The MMO with a

sustainable focus should be okay for development.
We did argue for the IPC taking it and we were
rebuVed in that. So long as the MMO has that focus
then it should be okay but we are fearful that if it is
taken away it just becomes a conservation body and
that would be wrong.

Q132 Dr Turner: Philip, do you think the balance of
the Bill is right?
Mr Wolfe: There is always a high degree of
uncertainty. In principle I would support the points
that Gordon has made and I do think it is very
important that it is used as a development tool rather
than as an out and out conservation tool. I think in
principle we are on the right track but there is still
too much uncertainty really.
Chairman: The Bill is in its third session next week
so it is on-going. Can we move to energy eYciency
considerations? The phrase “low hanging fruit” has
been a frequent metaphor employed in the
Committee today. I do not know whether you want
to mention low hanging fruit, Mike.

Q133 Mr Weir: I will desist from mentioning it. We
have heard a lot about the low carbon building
programme. Do you have a view on how it could be
expanded to deliver a cumulative target of 12 million
upgraded homes by 2020?
Mr Wolfe: I think our perspective is that the low
carbon building programme has had an unfortunate
history for a variety of reasons and in a way I think
we would be happy to see it being replaced with the
new renewable energy tariVs, the feed-in tariVs for
electricity and the renewable heat tariVs. We think
those will prove to be a far more eVective mechanism
than what was eVectively a grant programme for
some of the same reasons that we talked about in
respect of other technologies, that it gives a visible
income stream to the people installing the project
and that should open up finance for new projects. We
would see the primary mechanism for delivering
these 12 million homes as being the tariV mechanism
rather than the low carbon buildings programme.
We would see it as being a very important way of
addressing the part of the market that again you
talked about in the earlier evidence session and that
is the existing homes that are already there. Of
course the zero carbon homes will start to impact on
new build but the vast majority of the building stock
that will be there in 2020—come to that, that will be
there in 2050—is already built and it is therefore
fundamentally important that policy mechanisms
address the existing building environment and the
tariVs can do that.

Q134 Mr Weir: Is it not also the case that greater
insulation or micro-renewables or whatever in a
home might also help address that and it is wrong to
just go on tariVs as the only solution?
Mr Wolfe: If I gave that impression then I should not
have done. It is fundamentally important that the
two are addressed together and I am pleased to say
that I think our industry has a very good track
record of that. I have personally installed renewables
in my house and I am now oV the gas grid because I
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heat my house renewably. All the suppliers who
came in and made proposals to me made it quite
clear that it would be wrong to go through this
without first insulating the loft adequately, without
first insulating the cavity walls and all of those
things. The installers in the sector are very familiar
with that. I think the tariV mechanism will have
incentives to ensure that one tackles energy eYciency
as well. It is fundamental that the two progress hand
in hand.

Q135 Mr Weir: You touched on the zero carbon
homes target, do you think that could be important
in driving investment, development and job
creation?
Mr Wolfe: I think it could be. The uncertainty about
what a zero carbon home means is very unfortunate.
Some of the suggested definitions of zero carbon are
eVectively misnomers. Some of the definitions that
have been advanced would allow one to build houses
pretty much the way you build them today and then
eVectively oVset emissions through remote energy
eYciency or renewables projects and I do not think
that is the spirit of what the words zero carbon home
would mean to the sort of person who is buying one.
If someone buys a zero carbon home I think they
would rightly expect that they will not be using any
net fossil fuels; they should have a net zero fossil fuel
bill and if actually they find that this zero carbon
home uses quite a lot of fossil fuels but has some kind
of nominal share in an oVshore wind farm
somewhere else, I think that will not have consumer
buy-in. It is very important that the definition of zero
carbon homes is not drawn as loosely as some of the
suggestions that have been put forward.

Q136 Sir Robert Smith: Mr Wolfe, you have been a
consumer in the market of turning your house into a
renewably heated home. How easy was it to get
access to eVective advice and information on the
options available? You are probably a very informed
consumer, but would the average consumer find it
easy to embark on what you did?
Mr Wolfe: I had almost hoped you would not ask
that question. The correct and honest answer is that
it was really quite diYcult. If I were not as committed
as I am, I am sure I would not have gone through the
process. It was really quite hard and I think it is
incumbent partly on government but also on us in
the industry to make that much more
straightforward, to provide one-stop-shops that will
hold consumers’ hands all the way through the
process.
Chairman: Can we finally turn to the issues of the
extent to which skills and training will be an
important element and the ability of those
developments to either benefit or be impeded by the
fact that there is a skills and training base available.

Q137 Judy Mallaber: I was interested that the
BWEA evidence talked about us having
considerable expertise and manufacturing
capabilities from areas like aerospace and certainly
one of the Aberdeen MPs, when we had a downturn
that was aVecting Rolls Royce, also suggested their

skills could be used in the oil and gas industry. There
is a suggestion that we do have a lot of capabilities
and expertise, but the REA is also saying that we
need to have a major investment in training and
education. Is there a suYcient skills base, either
transferable or skills that we currently have, to be
able to develop a low carbon economy, or do we have
a big gap and if so where is it?
Mr Wolfe: We think there is a substantial skills base
but in many cases it will need a degree of retraining
to apply people who have been used to and trained
in one sector to move into renewables, in many cases
a related sector. I will let Gordon speak about the
large scale wind, for example, which is a very
promising area, but referring back to what we have
been talking about—the renewables in the built
environment—that can be installed in the case of
electrical systems by electricians and in the case of
heating systems it will be installed by heating
engineers. These are people who last week would be
installing a gas boiler and next week should be
installing solar panel systems and heat pumps. In
principle they will need a degree of re-training to be
able to do that but it can be the same people. I am
not concerned about a person shortage, the
important thing is to ensure that the people who are
already out there now get the retraining that is
necessary to enable them to support the growth in
the renewable sector. Our submission was calling for
that training input, not for growing an entirely new
employment base.

Q138 Judy Mallaber: Would the same apply to
wind?
Mr Edge: What we find in wind is a need for
technical skills across the board right from lower
level skills right through to PhD scale design
engineering type capabilities. In the short term we
need a lot of maintenance engineers. We are putting
up a lot of wind turbines, we need thousands of
people to be able to go out and fix them when they
go wrong and maintain them.

Q139 Judy Mallaber: Those would be new people.
Mr Edge: Yes, but we are faced across the board with
shortages of people with technical skills. There is a
key challenge in just getting enough people into the
power sector or indeed other forms of engineering
technical areas. There are fewer young people going
into those stem subjects—science, technology,
engineering and maths—and we have a key
challenge to bring people to the table to do technical
subjects. If we can do that I think the renewable
industries have an advantage: we are a bit sexy and
we help save the planet. My members are turning
away new graduates who do not have the right skills
and training because they just want to get into our
industry and they are really short of people who have
the right skills, training and experience. We have an
immediate gap there which we are hoping to fill with
various training programmes. We are working very
hard to bring forward an apprenticeship programme
so that we can have those people to do the
maintenance; we are working with higher and
further education colleges to bring forward the right
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courses at the right level. At the end of the day we do
have a very key issue around the energy workforce in
existing sectors and a lack of supply of young people
with the right training coming in.

Q140 Judy Mallaber: To what extent is that a job
that the industry is seeking to address or is it a job
for government? How do they relate together? How
are the current structures working or not working to
try to fill the gaps?
Mr Edge: We are working with EU skills, the sector
skills council in the power sector, setting up a
national skills academy for power. We are feeding in
what we need and the levels that we need. We are
working on the planning for the academy so that it
helps bring forward the right number of people at
the right level. We are working with our colleagues
in the wider power sector to address common
challenges. I think that needs to be done that way; we
need to grow the pie for the entire electricity industry
of which we are a key part.
Mr Wolfe: We are also, together with BWEA,
supporting a project and IPPR just doing a study on
what the skills landscape is likely to be for the next
decade or two so we can answer these questions with
a rather more informed background.
Mr Wright: To give you a view from the marine
sector, bearing in mind it is pretty embryonic, we can
get engineers to come in and we largely train them.
We bring in the right sort to work within our
company. To support them it is notable that they are
really sitting in Germany or Denmark because we
have a lot of connections with the wind industry and
wind components. When you want the expertise in
very detailed bits of software or certain components,
that is where it sits. It is worth reporting that because
we do not have that sitting within other parts of our
industry. The second area where there is a shortage
is, in our view, in the marine construction side. There
is no doubt that the Dutch have the strength and
depth in terms of the way they bring people into that
industry. They have very capable equipment but they
have very capable people as well right the way
through from the crews to the captains of the ships,
the project managers et cetera. It is diYcult to find
that. You will find consultants and you will find
people who have been in other parts of the marine
industry, but you will not find that cohesive
capability to the same extent within the UK.

Q141 Judy Mallaber: Who needs to be doing what
to fill those gaps and make it happen? Are we on the
right path?
Mr Wright: To my mind it all comes down to the fact
that if you create the market then it will come. That
is the evidence of German and German wind. It is
the same in Denmark. The critical thing is to create
the market. Put the fundamentals in place that say
that this is the place to play and if it has the right
structure to it then the supply chain will appear
because it makes sense to do it locally as well.
Mr Wolfe: That answer does not apply just to
marine renewables; it applies across the board to all
of the areas we have been talking about.

Q142 Judy Mallaber: You also talk about the
importance of raising awareness of the requirements
of a sustainable economy but Gordon has quite
rightly said that it is potentially a sexy industry; you
have a natural advantage to attract people. You have
the market so you can ensure the jobs will be
available. Do we still need to do a lot of work in
terms of education about the importance of the
requirements of the sustainable economy?
Mr Edge: It is obvious as far as I am concerned. I
saw an advert that was on the television over
Christmas trying to encourage young children to
take up these subjects at school and they were using
wind turbines as a key enticement. It is fertile
ground. People know it is part of the future but the
pathways in are not clear and that is to do with the
training landscape. It is hideously confused; there
are thousands of diVerent bodies who have a role. I
have a full time person sitting in the audience here
working on this since November and she is only just
getting to grips with all the diVerent bodies that are
out there and she keeps popping up with new ones
every day.
Mr Wolfe: I agree with Gordon on that. I don’t think
we need government to be lecturing people about the
importance of this. What they could and should be
doing is showing them by example how important
they take it to be and we would like to see
government, in its own very substantial estate for
example, using a far greater proportion of
renewables than they do at the moment. They are
lagging when they should be leading.
Mr Wright: To add to that, I actually think it is a
generational thing. I think the younger generation
coming through have actually got it far better than
we have. They see the links. It is not just about
climate change, it is about security of supply. They
are well educated and looking at economic systems,
they are looking at what the future geo-politics will
be. You only have to be in the schools to realise that
they have absolutely got it. We are the ones that are
not recognising it to the same extent.

Q143 Judy Mallaber: I hesitate to ask this after what
Gordon has said about how diYcult it is to get in,
once it is established that people reckon there will be
a job in this industry are we looking at needing to put
on more generalist courses so we are turning out
generally trained engineers or whatever it might be,
or do we actually need to have far more very specific
focussed courses which are relevant to diVerent parts
of the industry.
Mr Edge: We need a bit of both. One of the things we
are focussing on is those courses that take you from a
general engineering degree through to something
that people can take on, like MSc type courses.
There is a need for that. Whether you also need to be
doing degrees in renewable engineering, there is an
argument for and against that. We just need more
engineers at the minute. We would love to be able to
work with them to bring them to the kind of skills we
need specifically in our industry. We just need more
engineers, full stop.
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Mr Wolfe: I think renewables need to be part of the
general education system. On the whole the very
specific skills individuals need tend to be built up on
the job. It is not something you are necessarily going
to learn in a classroom.

Q144 Judy Mallaber: Are you getting women into
the industry?

Mr Wolfe: Yes.
Chairman: That is a good note to finish our evidence
session on this morning. Philip Wolfe, Gordon Edge
and Martin Wright, thank you for your evidence to
us this morning. May the wind blow on your wind
farms, the tide come in on the wave machines and the
sun shine on the photovoltaics. Thank you for your
evidence today.
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Q145 Chairman: Good morning and welcome to our
evidence session on Low Carbon Technologies in a
Green Economy inquiry. I believe Mr Wilde is
unfortunately delayed but I hope you will
understand if we make a start as we have a
substantial number of questions to get through. I
would be grateful if you could introduce yourselves
for the record.
Mr Williamson: Mark Williamson, Director of
Innovations at the Carbon Trust.
Ms Spain: I am Marian Spain; I am Director of
strategy at the Energy Saving Trust.
Mr Lewis: Rob Lewis, Renewable Energy Strategy
Manager at the Energy Saving Trust.

Q146 Chairman: Perhaps I could start by asking you
what you think the main objectives and priorities
should be of any green stimulus. What would be the
priorities in your view for such a programme?
Ms Spain: I think the perspective of the Energy
Saving Trust is always on the domestic scale and the
consumer scale of energy eYciency so that has
probably helped to frame a number of points we
might make. One of the key objectives of this type of
stimulus package which perhaps has not been picked
up as robustly as it might be is to think about the
demand management end of future technologies. A
lot of the investment to date is going into the supply
side but even within the supply side of future energy
generation a lot of the thinking to date has neglected
the opportunities for small scale generation such as
micro-wind and so on. That is perhaps a theme we
will continue to return to at risk of repeating
ourselves ad absurdum, but I think there is a very
real issue to think about, to take a very strong signal
from the work of the Climate Change Committee
where they make it very clear that in order to hit 80%
carbon reduction targets we cannot aVord to only
think about one solution. We need a range of
solutions from energy eYciency and demand
management through new systems of generation,
through to new technologies to deal with the carbon
we still generate such as carbon capture and storage.
The main issue for us is to make sure that a
technological investment package does not neglect
technologies that meet the consumer need as well as
business need.
Mr Williamson: It is worth diVerentiating between
measures which can have a short term economic
stimulus—which is clearly one aspect of your
question—and also perhaps what we might think of

as medium to longer term measures and activities
that can deliver economic benefits in the broader
term. I think there are clearly some activities and
much needed investment of support which meets
both those needs, both as a short term economic
stimulus but also creating longer term economic
benefit and of course carbon savings. In itself, just
focussing on what we can do in the near term to
address the current economic climate and create a
green recovery does not get us as far as we need in
terms of putting us on a path towards our 2050
targets. There are clearly some things in the short
term that both create jobs and stimulate the
economy and tie into our longer term carbon targets.
A great example there is in the construction sector.
The building sector has been incredibly hit by the
economic downturn. We know we have massive
challenge with the existing building stock in terms of
the significant proportion of emissions which come
from buildings and indeed the extent to which those
are predominantly from the existing stock. Clearly
there are things that we could do that would both
create and support the re-generation of the
construction sector in the short term that would
clearly also set us on a path towards our longer term
targets. We can go into those in more detail if that
would be of interest. There are also some priority
sectors that we see having economic benefits both in
the short and longer term as well as delivering
carbon savings. OVshore wind is a technology that
we have looked at in some detail and I hope that
Committee members have had a chance to see a
report we published this week on how and whether
the UK should prioritise low carbon technologies
and, if so, using what framework. James has now
arrived and he will be able to give us more insight
that. I think it answers some very relevant aspects of
your questions. To think that we can just stimulate
the economy in the short term with a recovery
package and get all of the low carbon technologies
that we need on track is not right. There are
measures that we must invest in now and certainly in
building the next generation of lower cost, more
scaleable technologies which is absolutely vital
towards our medium and longer term targets.

Q147 Chairman: How would you prioritise between
those two particular issues, the short term
immediate stimulus issue and the long term
investment issue in terms of what a package might
look like?
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Mr Wilde: We have done a little bit of work on that
prior to the budget coming out. You are absolutely
right, there is the short term problem of how do we
save carbon now versus long term future, and also
balancing the economic stimulus eVect in the context
of the new deal. We put together a series of about 13
concepts that could span those two areas. A couple
that came out very strongly on short term stimulus,
carbon now and jobs right now were loans to the
private sector and to the public sector, given the
shortage of capital in the market place. The
government subsequently decided to do that and put
£100 million into their fiscal stimulus package. That
could be extended. When we did the original analysis
we thought that you could put in £300 million over
two years into interest free loans and that would help
you save about £500 million per annum and create
about a thousand jobs, as well as saving a lot of
carbon (about five million tons of CO2). Another big
opportunity we identified was in the building
industry with public procurement and public sector
leadership. There are display energy certificates now
for all public sector buildings. There are about
40,000 buildings with those certificates. One could
enforce or mandate that all public sector buildings
implement the cost eVective opportunities linked to
those certificates. In doing that you would save
around a billion pounds per annum on energy bills
and save about 23 million tons of CO2 and really
stimulate the supply chain in the buildings industry
which, at the moment, is one of the hardest hit
sectors. Those were two measures we thought—
carbon now, getting a stimulus happening straight
away—were very sensible things to do. On the
technologies for tomorrow, getting ourselves ready
for economic growth longer term, we start moving
into low carbon technologies and the government
did put £405 million into a technology fund to invest
in that kind of area. The kind of concepts we came
up with there were wind and, as Mark was saying,
wind is a critical opportunity for the UK if we are
going to be a global lead market for wind. It is not
necessarily clear that the manufacturing would need
to happen in the UK to meet that global need
market. By integrating innovation support and
manufacturing support one could create a lot of
domestic jobs, in fact increase the likely job number
from about 40,000 to 70,000 out to 2020. That is a
longer term plan. We are talking about investing
several hundred million pounds over 11 years but the
gains are very significant. You would leverage in a lot
of private sector capital in doing that and attract
inward investment of turbine manufacturers and
then the associated supply chain will develop in the
UK. Other example is marine, an earlier stage
technology but there are significant funding gaps in
that technology area. One could fill those funding
gaps and help stimulate a long term market where we
really have comparative advantage; 25% of all the
global developers of marine are in the UK and we
have the best resource base in Europe—and
probably in the world—in marine. The other big
opportunity area we highlighted was in VC. In
venture capital there has been a big move of money
away from early stage investments, particularly ones

with high technology risk. The cleantech sector in
Europe has really been hit hard. In 2007 investment
rates were round about £285 million a year; in the
last year it was £85 million. That kind of drop oV has
not happened in the US. There has been a real
conservatism in Europe and one could put public
sector funding into VC to make sure that those
emerging businesses are not lost. We do not want to
end up with a lost generation of businesses. This is
something we suggested to the government and they
have recently announced a fund of funds which
would try to fill the gap more broadly outside the
cleantech sector. One question is how quickly that
fund of funds could be set up because we are literally
in a situation where businesses are being lost right
now because people are not putting equity
investments in. There are compromises between long
term and short term but I think, as Mark was saying,
it is not a substitute for the right long term policies
being put in place. I think the next couple of weeks
will be critical in deciding both what our overall
strategy is versus the budget and also our industrial
strategy to make sure that we gain some of the
economic benefit out of this transition to a low
carbon economy
Ms Spain: I think the danger is that minds
immediately leap to new technological solutions and
the need for investment in new things. We have just
been doing some work in the south-west where
barely half of lofts and cavity walls are insulated so
the housing stock has not even done the things that
are so common now that we barely think of as
technology. If those lofts and cavity walls were
insulated in the next three years we would create
11,400 jobs now and save bill payers in that region
£154 million, so that is £154 million not spent on
energy that goes back in as an economic stimulus.

Q148 Judy Mallaber: There has been an estimate
that only 7% of the UK stimulus package was green
(whether that is an accurate assessment or not I am
not qualified to know) compared with Lord Stern
having recommended 20%. What scale of
expenditure do you think was required?
Mr Lewis: I would tend to agree with Lord Stern’s
figure which was around £11 billion, 0.8% of GDP.
When you compare the scale of investment in green
initiatives compared to the £2.3 billion that the car
industry received in stimulus funds you actually get
to see a sense of where the government’s priorities
still lie. Obviously there were some positive things
like the extension of the Low Carbon Buildings
programme to come out of the green stimulus and
the budget but actually, whilst we see those, we
actually need to see a step change in the scale of
investment in these kinds of initiatives. On the other
side, when you are looking at non-green initiatives—
non-green parts of the stimulus package—it cannot
just be a business as usual getting you to invest in the
traditional industries and the car industry which
have historically been big CO2 emitters. We need to
massively ramp up that scale of investment in green
technologies and some of the points that have been
made and then create a shift in where we invest in our
economy.
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Q149 Judy Mallaber: How politically realistic do
you think it is for multi-billion pound packages—
you are talking about expanding it hugely—during
an economic recession?
Ms Spain: To reinforce a point that Rob made, it is
not just about investing in new green technology, it
is about making sure that investment in a range of
existing business technologies such as vehicles is
done with a very firm green agenda. So it is not
spending more money, it is spending the same money
on the right things. An example of where we think
there has been a huge missed opportunity in the
recent package was the car scrappage scheme which
could have been defined in such a way as to require
that the new vehicles bought with that public
investment had a significant lower CO2 emission. As
a colleague of mine put it, at the moment you could
trade in your 10 year old mini for a range rover and
increase your emissions hugely, whereas it would
perhaps have been reasonable and people would
have expected government to put some sort of signal
about the fact that this investment should also lead
to lower emissions as well as the vehicle industry
stimulus.
Mr Williamson: My perspective on the matter is that
we are not investing suYciently in a move to a low
carbon economy and in fact the green stimulus is a
once in a generation opportunity to focus funds with
that dual opportunity to both rebuild the economy
and move us towards that trajectory that we need to
be on for low carbon. Where those objectives in
terms of stimulus and green objectives do align then
we should have done everything we could. I would
argue that some of the opportunities—certainly
some of the ones that James has mentioned—have
not necessarily been followed through so, for
example, the extent to which we could significantly
upgrade the existing public sector building stock has
not happened to the extent that it could have done
and that may be a missed opportunity. There are of
course parts of the stimulus package which has
broader objectives than just the low carbon
economy that clearly do not align and I think
potentially a missed opportunity there was when we
make broader investments in the economy as part of
the stimulus there was an opportunity to have a
green focus on that so even though it is not
necessarily related to low carbon if there is a public
procurement or industrial investment you can
potentially have a lower carbon and a higher carbon
way of meeting those aims and we have perhaps
missed an opportunity to add in some filtering
criteria to all of our investments to say that we are
re-building the economy so let us make sure that we
choose the lowest carbon option in investing.

Q150 Dr Turner: We have talked about the £405
million of new funding and we have talked about the
£4 billion of new capital from the European
Investment Bank which was a budget
announcement, but to the best of my knowledge not
a single euro has changed hands yet. Indeed I believe
that we are waiting for the publication of the
Renewable Energy Strategy and the Low Carbon
Industrial Strategy before we will have any idea how

it will work in practice. Do any of you have any
views on the ways in which the £405 million should
be used in practice and the access to capital from the
European Investment Bank?
Mr Wilde: On the £405 million I think the couple of
areas I mentioned before would be prime
opportunities, oVshore wind kick starting those with
the innovation of the manufacturing clusters that are
required. They have already been put in place in
Bremerhaven and they have a really sensible
integrated strategy of setting up factories, setting up
port facilities, linking it to a test site that could
become the long term oVshore wind development
site. We could replicate that in a couple of locations
across the UK with that £405 million. There is also
marine, filling in those funding gaps would be a
sensible way of using that money. In other areas as
well, things like biomass heat, there are significant
cost eVective opportunities for biomass heat; grants
to get that moving would be very sensible as well in
lieu of the renewable heat incentive coming along
as well.

Q151 Dr Turner: You do not diVerentiate between
oVshore wind and marine in that context and are
suggesting throwing a large amount of it at oVshore
wind. However, there is a big diVerence because
oVshore wind has got its two ROCs; oVshore wind
has got its market and can therefore get investment.
Marine has not and therefore needs very much more.
Mr Wilde: They are fundamentally diVerent
technologies. They are at diVerent stages of
technologies as well. We are talking about investing
up to £75 billion over the next 11 years in oVshore
wind, a very significant investment and large scale
deployment of a technology that really needs to
learn as well to bring down the cost. In marine it is a
very diVerent technology. We are not necessarily sure
which device is going to win through. The costs are
significantly higher than for oVshore wind so it is still
at the proving stage; it is still firm farm and there is
absolutely a funding gap. There is a funding gap for
the development of new concepts that are still in the
lab; there is a funding gap for the first farm as well.
Those first farms are going to be at a completely
diVerent order of magnitude to the oVshore wind
farms. Two ROCs in terms of an incentive
mechanism would not be suYcient to make those
investments fly for the first farms.

Q152 Dr Turner: What incentives do you think
would be suYcient to generate the first tidal stream
farms, for instance? Secondly, I have not heard any
suggestions from any of you about access to the
European Investment Bank funds.
Mr Williamson: In terms of the first tidal stream
farms, we have worked in the marine energy space
for about six or seven years now. We have analysed
the economics extensively and we have a
methodology for looking at any wave or tidal stream
device and comparing apples and oranges to some
extent under a common methodology to say what
would the pence per kilowatt hour cost of this device
be in a current or future scenario. We are able to say
which of these devices could be most eVective under
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what conditions with pretty robust assumptions.
The first point to note is that there is a range of
devices both on wave and tidal. They vary in their
actual attractiveness in terms of the longer term
economics and of the two categories of technology
tidal is the more cost eVective than wave at the
moment. Tidal is probably around 15 pence per
kilowatt hour; waves is probably north of 20 pence
per kilowatt hour in our assessment of central costs.
Both of those need to come down a long way. With
the ROC support that is in place for tidal stream it
may well be that we can see cost eVective
developments over the next five years. The problem
we have had is that we have not had devices with
suYcient time in the water for people to be able to
build their first full scale model and indeed their
second, third or fourth full scale device to actually
validate that. The government has a Marine
Renewables Deployment Fund which has not really
been spent to date because devices have not got that
far. One of the major gaps is support to help devices
that have got their sub-scale prototype to be able to
build that first full scale device, to get the three
months in the water to understand how it works and
therefore be able to qualify for that fund. There is a
proving phase if you like to say, “Does this work at
scale?” It is this Valley of Death concept that often
gets talked about with innovation where you come
to build your first of a kind demonstration but the
risks are still too high and the public sector funding
has disappeared. It is about picking the right devices
so that we do not waste public money, but putting
very targeted support to help those best devices
make that leap.

Q153 Dr Turner: What about the European
Investment Bank? I cannot get an answer from any
of you on that.
Mr Williamson: From my perspective one of the
biggest issues of the current downturn has been
access to project finance for building large scale
renewables projects. The change that has been made
to enhance the renewables obligation for oVshore
wind to put it up to two ROCs on a short term basis
definitely helps the economics of those farms. If you
are a project developer that is not a utility and
therefore does not have a big balance sheet to use for
accessing the financial markets, getting access to the
bank financing that you need to build a large
oVshore farm is either much less available and
certainly much more expensive than it was prior to
the credit crunch. We have seen projects being
delayed and I think we will continue to see that over
the next year and beyond. Potentially the European
Investment Bank can play a role in terms of
providing finance for promising and potentially
commercially viable farms whose returns have been
damaged by the cost of financing.

Q154 Dr Turner: How do you think that is actually
going to happen in practice? Put yourself in the place
of an SME who was about to build, say, the first tidal
stream farm project which would have a total cost of
£50 million. That would qualify for what we know
about the European Investment Bank fund so far

but what would actually happen when they knocked
on the door of the European Investment Bank?
Would they need government sponsorship? How
would it work in practice?
Mr Williamson: I am not familiar enough with the
European Investment Bank criteria so I would not
be able to answer that.
Ms Spain: The other area where there are
opportunities for that kind of stimulus and one of
the technologies that we would wish to back in
future would be small scale wind. Tomorrow we will
be publishing the results of our trials on small scale
wind, the first ever UK trials we have done of this
work in situ. We have actually been pleasantly
surprised by where there is the scope and the title of
the report is Location, Location, Location which
kind of says it all; in the right place wind is better
than we thought it might be. Domestic scale, small
scale wind is an area for economic investment partly
because of the opportunities for energy generation
but it is also one of the areas where the UK actually
has a number of SMEs who are manufacturers of the
kit. Germany already dominate the European and
world market for a lot of the domestic scale micro-
generation but for small businesses in the UK there
are real opportunities there as both manufacturers of
the wind installations but also installation and
maintenance. Modelling work we did a year or so
ago suggests that we could get to about two million
installations relatively easily across a range of micro-
generation creating about 11,000 jobs. Those jobs
are relatively certain because it is both the
installation and the maintenance on-going. That is
where we would prioritise investment. Whether or
not a small scale wind manufacturer could access the
European Investment Bank I am afraid I could not
tell you either.
Chairman: I think the door of the European
Investment Bank will remain unlocked for the time
being. Perhaps we could move to look at low carbon
technologies more generally and policies to support
them, and particularly the question of picking
winners or whatever we might like to call it. Charles?

Q155 Charles Hendry: I was intrigued by the paper
which the Carbon Trust produced last week and the
suggestion that there should be a fundamental shift
of policy approach and the government should not
be technology neutral but it should start to pick
winners. One of the facts of picking winners is that
you are also picking losers and so in boardrooms
around the country where you talked about
biomass, wind and marine there will be cheers going
up. However, in other companies which are involved
perhaps in solar thermals, solar PV, energy from
waste, biogas, heat pumps, geothermal, biofuels and
a whole range of other areas they are going to be
saying that they have been put on the back burner.
Are you essentially saying that the support should be
withdrawn from those areas because you do not see
them as being likely to deliver the success and the
change which you think can happen in other areas?
Mr Wilde: There is a very significant opportunity in
the move to a low carbon economy both
domestically and internationally in the markets for
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these new low carbon technologies but I think it has
to be recognised also that it is a very significant
challenge to take a leadership position in any given
technology area. It does separate along the lines of
the two technology types we talked about before.
One can create multiple options in early stage
technologies because they are relatively immature
and need investment in the orders of tens of millions
to keep that option alive. Once you start moving to
large scale supported development we are talking
almost an order of magnitude more investment. The
UK puts in about 1.2% of all R&D spend in low
carbon technologies globally. We are not going to be
able to take a leadership position with all low carbon
technology development. This is a global game and
a lot of other countries are taking a very significant
leadership in diVerent technologies. In that context
it does make sense to prioritise where the UK invests
both in order to reach our carbon targets because
some of these technologies will not be developed
elsewhere that we preferentially need. We do have
the largest resource base for marine; others will not
be prioritising it the same way that we could. Also,
from an economic benefit perspective, where do we
really have comparative advantage? There are 50
diVerent technology families out there. If we try to
support all of them we will not support any of them
very well potentially. It is better to focus and create
the right type of environment for business to invest
and make it attractive to invest in the UK. Having
prioritised technology families, the next critical
thing is having customised policy for that specific
technology area. The commercial and technical
barriers are fundamentally diVerent for each
technology type and those policies need to cover the
technology push, so your R&D support, the proving
funds that Mark was talking about before and then
the barrier removal. There is no point proving a
technology if you cannot connect it to the grid or
other types of planning barriers et cetera. Then you
also need to create the right pull mechanisms,
whether that is an incentive mechanism or whether
that is just clarity for the market as to how to use this
particular piece of equipment. It is really important
to customise technology support. Neutral
mechanisms essentially often favour the most
mature technology and disfavour the less mature so
you are making choices by doing that.

Q156 Charles Hendry: That support would only go
to the technologies which you suggest should be
highlighted.
Mr Wilde: Absolutely.

Q157 Charles Hendry: There will be no support for
the other technologies where you did not feel that
Britain should be trying to seek a global leadership
role.
Mr Wilde: I think that is right. What we have done
to date is to look at six representative technologies
and really try to understand where they might come
out on that prioritisation in terms of need for that
technology and meeting carbon targets and whether
or not it is going to be available elsewhere in time,
and then also the comparative advantage we might

have and the net economic benefit. There are 50
technology families, as I said; you cannot make a
fundamental decision on that prioritisation unless
you have looked at all the technologies. At the
moment we have not said that one should not be
supporting this technology over another. For a
number there is actually a choice; that option might
seem compelling once you have compared it to all of
your other options. However, just like a business
needs to prioritise which of its business development
opportunities it looks at, we need to do that if we are
really going to take a leadership role and get
comparative advantage out of the move to a low
carbon economy.

Q158 Charles Hendry: The last time we tried doing
this we built an airplane which was commercially
unviable and there is always an anxiety about
picking winners in that way.
Mr Wilde: Absolutely.

Q159 Charles Hendry: I realise the priorities will be
slightly diVerent this time, but in terms of how it rolls
forward and the actual drive for change, what will
they be? Would it be enhanced ROCs? Is it feed-in
tariVs for smaller scale technologies? You have
referred to the Marine Renewable Deployment
Fund and said it is not really being spent. Are those
the sort of drivers or are there new drivers which
need to be introduced as well?
Mr Wilde: On the first point about picking winners
and how do we learn from the past, we did look
historically at the development of policy in general.
You are absolutely right, in the 1960s and 1970s
there was a move to pick winners, pick specific
companies and support them. Then you have almost
got a lock into that company and you have no
competition in your policy support for innovation.
In the 1980s, 1990s and early 2000s there was a move
to pure market mechanisms which were very
eVective in a number of ways, particularly driving
down costs in the private sector. However, that
technology neutrality, as I have mentioned, makes
choices in the RO; oVshore wind did not prosper and
onshore wind did and actually could have made
excess returns as a result of the policy mechanism.
Moving to a technology focussed policy stimulates
competition within a technology family. It is not
about not having competition. It stimulates
competition between device types. As Mark
mentioned, there are loads of diVerent device types
in marine. In terms of the types of policy
mechanisms for that customised support, it varies
fundamentally by technology depending on the
need. Solid state lighting is a really interesting
example that we looked at; it is very important from
a carbon perspective for the UK; it is a very
significant cost eVective opportunity over an above
CFLs (the latest low carbon technology). So LED is
really important. They are going to commercialise
by 2014. The private sector are putting a lot of
investment into LED technology and the large
manufacturers are doing this despite their
incumbent position in the current technology in part
because LED display manufacturers in this market
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need to defend their position in the market as a
whole. There are major global manufacturers are
putting that investment in any way; it is going to
happen by 2014. There are niche opportunities for
the UK, particularly in the luminaire designs, so we
could help stimulate luminaire design. The types of
policies we need are the ones that will unlock the
barriers for implementation of LEDs and get them
in fast because we need cost eVective energy
eYciency as soon as possible, ideally all
implemented by 2020 across the building stock. The
types of policy for that area is maybe looking at the
way building regulations look at lighting, looking at
the way information is put on lighting so that you
can make a comparable decision on the relative
benefits of LED lighting versus other types of
lighting. It is far less incentive mechanisms; it is
targeted policies for that particular technology with
its particular barriers. Some might need incentive
mechanisms; others do not. It depends very much on
technology and it does go across those three
categories I talked about before: the technology
push, barrier removal and incentive mechanisms.
Mr Lewis: Although I would agree that we need
some focus in terms of investment on research and
development, we also need policies which do
support a wider range of technologies, for example
things like the zero carbon homes and maximising
on-site renewable energy, use of regulation and also
providing financial support to people to enable them
to invest—communities and individuals—in
renewable technologies. Some research we did last
year showed that there could be a 5% cut in carbon
emissions through micro-generation technologies by
2030. It is important that we focus on it and allow
communities and individuals to invest as well. We
also need to provide them with the impartial advice,
support and information that they need to enable
them to make the decisions which are best both
economically and environmentally. Also we need to
focus on energy eYciency measures. A big one is the
solid wall insulation. We still have not really cracked
that, how we are going to roll this out into the
millions of properties that have solid walls in this
country. Unless we can really invest in things like
solid wall insulation and work out how we are going
to make it work, then we are going to be missing
huge opportunity to reduce the UK’s carbon
emissions.

Q160 Mr Weir: Just following up on that, you talk
about micro-generation in the domestic sphere, but
one of the problems I found was that local
tradesmen had great diYculty in understanding
some of these technologies. I was told I would have
to rewire my entire house probably to get a windmill
to work but nobody was quite sure how it worked
and how to do it. How do we get over that problem?
Ms Spain: I think you have hit on one of the big
barriers to the creating demand end. There is a
danger when we think about investment in that we
immediately think we need new technology. A lot of
the investment we need at the moment is to create the
market demand for the technologies we already have
or to make those technologies more consumer

acceptable. I think micro-generation is a good
example of that. The barriers that people tell us they
come against in micro-generation all the time are,
first of all, financial. That is a bit of a no-brainer
because not many people are prepared to invest
£10,000, £15,000 or £20,000 without a second
thought. Even those who are financially able are still
looking to government to send a signal that they
should be investing so they are looking for interest
free loans—they are not looking necessarily for a
direct capital subsidy—so there are issues around the
finance. There are issues around information, people
are not understanding it. I think your comment on
builders is an absolute prime example and it is
something we come up against over and over again.
People have taken the decision to do this, they phone
our advice centres, they talk to our staV and
understand what they need to do. They then cannot
find anyone competent to do the work. So another
investment opportunity is to think about the skills
and ability of the small building industry because
they will be the people who actually do most of this
work. The micro-power certification scheme is
starting to include things there; they are looking
more and more at the competency of the installers
and the appropriateness of the technology, but there
are not enough people coming forward to be certified
at the moment. Another stimulus opportunity we
have missed so far is not necessarily public
investment in builders changing their skills but
public signals, long term policy intents and long
term targets which will give the industry the
confidence to invest itself.

Q161 Mr Weir: Following on from that, you also say
in your recent report that the government must take
a role in low carbon technologies through public
procurement. What sort of things should they be
doing to do that?
Mr Lewis: Firstly I think a lot of public buildings are
excellent base loads for things like CHP systems. We
should be looking at public buildings and
government should obviously be setting the example
and doing a massive, upscaling of their eVorts in
terms of both making their buildings more energy
eYcient but also looking to promote these
technologies and looking at the viability of things
like CHP for their buildings. That would be a good
starting point. Also they have the money to invest
more in long term measures that will benefit them.

Q162 Mr Weir: How far through the public
procurement process should this go? For example, a
lot of emissions come from transport and the
government here have a policy for making more
government transport electric cars or hybrid. The
Scottish Government have a target for making all
government vehicles electric vehicles by 2020. Are
these the sorts of things the government should be
pursuing and how eVective do you think they would
be in reducing emissions?
Ms Spain: I think there are three reasons why
government should do this. One is the sense of
leadership that the people we talk to tell us over and
over again, that if the government really wanted us
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to do this then they would be doing it themselves. I
think there is a sense of giving visible leadership.
Even if the immediate government action is
relatively small in carbon terms, the signal it sends to
the domestic consumer market is very powerful. The
second issue is just reinforcing one that Rob made.
The presence of a large building, something like a
school or a community centre, is the stimulus to
make community scale generation, district heating
and so on. It is part of the stimulus of bringing the
community together. It is also needed in
technological terms to help with the demand
management and the loading across generation and
power use. I think the third area which we have not
perhaps thought a lot about is the market
transformation potential and the government fleet is
a good example of that. We see this with business
fleets. Fleets that are invested in either by business or
the public sector become the consumer fleet in the
second hand market, so if government is investing in
low energy cars those cars not only become the norm
for the people who use those in their working day,
they then become the cars that the normal consumer
buys on the second hand market.
Mr Lewis: One of the things that is often overlooked
is behaviour change. While I think it is great that
government is investing in electric vehicles and
putting together the infrastructure to enable that to
happen, we also need to look at a modal shift, getting
more people to cycle and walk for example where
possible. Very little investment has gone into
actually doing that.

Q163 Mr Weir: You mentioned the public buildings
at the centre of a district or community scheme, but
again schools are built by local authorities by and
large so obviously we have to get the local
authorities involved here. A local authority I am sure
will tell you that there is a cost implication in any of
this and they are all under budget restraints. Does
the government need to take that into account and
give local authorities a better deal for incorporating
these schemes within their buildings and perhaps
social housing attached to it?
Ms Spain: There are already incentives for schools to
invest in low carbon technologies. There are low
carbon building programmes for schools and
communities, so it is not necessarily about a capital
investment. When feed-in tariVs—as we hope them
to be designed, certainly as about to be consulted
on—will be at a scale such that community groups
will benefit as well as individuals, that is where I
think there is a crucial element of the feed-in tariV
process. So I do not think it necessarily needs more
capital investment. Thinking about local
authorities, a lot of the issue there is about awareness
of the people who actually make the decisions. A low
carbon culture has not yet trickled down from
central government to local government so there is
again an eVort of not just investing cash in the
decision making made by local authorities on
investment, on planning decisions and on
community leadership. That is another area where it
is not a case of spending money, it is just a case of
government sending the right signals.

Mr Lewis: It is still not central to everything local
authorities do. Some local authorities really get the
whole climate change agenda into sustainable
development, reducing carbon emissions, but others
just have not embraced it and it is not intrinsic and
mandatory that they do at present.

Q164 Sir Robert Smith: In this shift that you are
looking for towards incentives, I am presuming you
still believe that the bigger picture of emission
trading and trying to get a price on carbon is a
crucial pull factor. In trying to pick the right devices
or focus government support or kick start things do
you think the machinery of government has the right
tools to be able to deliver that wish that you have for
it, and do you think the resources are there within
government to actually deliver eVectively the agenda
that you are trying to suggest?
Mr Wilde: The technology focussed approach I was
describing before is exactly in line with the Stern
Review view of the world. You need to the carbon
markets to set a price for carbon and that is driving
cost eVective opportunities or near market
opportunities essentially. You need the barrier
removal, the regulation of information and then you
need technology support. The technology focussed
policy approach covers both those, the regulation of
information and the incentive mechanisms to get
that technology viable under the carbon price within
the carbon market. The government’s ability to
deliver is a really important question. When one
looks at the integrated solution for any given
technology area it really does become all-
encompassing and covers the remit of a number of
diVerent government departments. If one looks at,
say, fuel cell micro-CHP you would have to look at
the kind of incentive mechanisms that might be put
in place and the proving funding if you wanted to do
a demonstration programme for fuel cell micro-
CHP would fall under DECC but building
regulations are a potential barrier for micro-CHP
and that falls under CLG. Getting coordination
across government is one of the challenges when you
look at overcoming all of the obstacles for the
development and commercialisation of any
technology. The other key issue is really having that
level of accountability and leadership so that the
private sector can have confidence in making those
very significant long term investments because they
need to know that this market is going to be around
for a while and that the government is serious about
unlocking all of those barriers. In oVshore wind with
the complexity of the number of actions that need to
be put in place historically the private sector have
not been prioritising it; it is under 5% of their
revenues of all of the key players across the supply
chain. They will be able to respond if there is a clear
market, and the market will be sizeable if we decide
to push in the direction of oVshore wind. They are
only going to invest at the scale that they need to—
30 factories in each element of the supply chain,
around about five billion in the factories, more than
manageable for the kinds of companies we are
talking about; there are only two turbine
manufacturers in the oVshore wind market at the
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moment—if they know that this market is going to
be around and the government are going to unlock
all of those barriers and there is a clear plan for
doing so.
Chairman: We would like to come to oVshore wind
and renewable electricity in a moment.

Q165 Dr Turner: The government have traditionally
shied away from picking winners but I totally agree
with your analysis, James, that we have to, if not
pick individual winners, at least focus on technology
areas. One of your raisons d’être is to advise
government, do you feel that government is taking
your advice?
Mr Wilde: It is interesting because it is a direction we
are moving in gradually in any case. Things like the
CCS competition in a sense would prioritise CCS.
We need to take a step back and explicitly decide
whether we are going to prioritise small scale wind
and all of these other technologies and then when
have prioritised them we really need to make a move.
It has started to happen. Historically that language
of picking winners has had a negative reaction.
Actually I think the recession and this shift to
starting to think about how can diVerent countries
prosper in the transition to a low carbon economy
has moved thinking across government, across key
stakeholders, NGOs. This approach is logical and
there is very little opposition to it but the challenge is
how we make it real and make some of those diYcult
choices that we referred to earlier. It is diYcult to
make those choices and they need to be objective and
fact based.
Mr Williamson: It is vital that the evidence that leads
to those decisions is seen as robust and to some
extent independent—independent from the political
process and independent from interest in industry in
terms of incumbent industries in particular—and
that raises questions as to who is best to do that
analysis and how best that sits. You need to have a
clear view on where that analysis is carried out and
the extent to which it has visibility both politically
and with industry but also independent from that.

Q166 Dr Turner: Do you think we are going to see
some of the fruits of this analysis next week when the
strategies are published?
Mr Williamson: We can certainly hope that some of
the technologies that have come out in the
technologies we have looked at in terms of oVshore
wind and wave and some others will be part of a
wider support package.
Mr Wilde: What I would also say is that I would
hope there is an acknowledgement that we need to
take that step back from explicit prioritisation across
all 50 technology families; it is a significant eVort to
do that but it needs to be done quickly.
Chairman: I think we need to move on now to talk a
little bit about oVshore wind and renewable energy.
Charles?

Q167 Charles Hendry: We have talked a bit about
the hard choices and choosing technologies. There is
another issue about how you realise the targets. You
have talked about 29 gigawatts potentially of

oVshore wind; the government talks about 33
gigawatts and the BWEA talks about perhaps 20
gigawatts because of supply constraints. Is there not
a bit of an elephant in the room here about having
wonderful sounding targets but no road map for
how you are going to deliver them? If you make a
comparison with nuclear, the OYce of Nuclear
Development has set out a road map and you can
look at any particular month and that is what should
be done by now. However, with these we are going
to be out there at 2017 with a challenging target and
wondering what to do about it. Should we not have
a road map from now for how they are going to be
reached in order to believe that those targets are
actually realistic in the first place?
Mr Wilde: I could not agree more. You are
absolutely right, it is extremely challenging. Our
central estimate of what is required is 29 gigawatts.
That was based on 10% of heat coming from
renewable sources, 10% from transport, both
relatively conservative actually. That leaves 40% for
electricity. When you look at what the other diVerent
technologies could deliver you could need 29
gigawatts of oVshore wind, you could need 36 or you
could need about 23, but the fundamental answer is
that 23 gigawatts—the lower estimate—is a step
change in investment and the kind of actions and
road map it will need is very similar. In terms of that
road map there are a number of critical elements that
need to be on there for oVshore wind. As I said
before, the investment could be up to £75 billion. It
is a relatively immature technology; people are
basically putting large onshore turbines oV the sea.
The have not optimised the installation and
maintenance, et cetera and the reliability of these
turbines. You can reduce that capital investment by
about £14 billion if you help them innovate and get
to a sensible learning curve. You can also reduce that
amount by about £16 billion by making the most
cost eVective sites available and that is something the
government should take leadership in. There is a
very significant variation in the viability of the
diVerent sites based on the depth, distance from
shore and the wind speed; there is a £16 billion price
tag on that. We have talked a little bit about the
incentive mechanism. There needs to be longevity in
that incentive mechanism. Importantly as well it
needs to be at the right level but it also needs to be
tapered down as the cost reduction happens because
otherwise we would be over-rewarding the
technology and putting increased cost on the
consumer. That is not a good thing. Also electricity
prices have been fluctuating; a year ago they were
double what they are now, over £80 per megawatt
hour and now they are round about £40 per
megawatt hour. Unless you index to electricity prices
and allow for those variations again you could get a
stop-start approach and the road map would be
invalidated. The grid is critical. Far less
reinforcement of the main stream grid is required
than what one might imagine, particularly if one can
eVectively manage and share the existing grid.
However, one does still need to make connections
from the shoreline to the main grid infrastructure
and ensuring in the road map that there are no delays
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in making that happen is absolutely critical. There
should be clear time lines for making that occur. The
industrial component is key, as I mentioned before,
because a large part of the supply chain—the turbine
manufacture and all the ancillary supply chain could
come in from continental ports. We need get the port
infrastructure right, stimulate inward investment of
turbine manufacturers, get the rest of the supply
chain co-located with those manufacturers, give
them an impetus to get involved in that innovation
challenge as well in the process and get some
competition around it. That would really help to
increase job numbers in the UK and our estimate is
that it would go up from 40,000 to 70,000.

Q168 Charles Hendry: You talk about need, but we
also need to be persuaded that it is a realistic
objective, that it can be delivered.
Mr Wilde: Yes.

Q169 Charles Hendry: What we hear is that there is
a real pressure on the supply chain; there are not
enough ships, there are not enough cranes, there is
not enough skilled labour, there are not enough
turbines, the price of turbines and basic equipment is
going up because of what is happening in the United
States and demand there, and a whole range of other
pressures including financial pressures on the market
at the moment. What do we need to do to try to
ensure that that target can be reached because there
are an enormous number of elements in there?
Mr Wilde: Absolutely. I think your analogy of the
road map is absolutely right. If there is a clear
market that is sizeable the private sector will invest
in this market and at the moment they are not
because, as I mentioned before, it is under 5% of the
revenues of any member of the supply chain. Turbine
manufacturers are making very nice returns out of
onshore wind and big growth markets like the US
and China. Why would they prioritise oVshore wind,
which is a higher risk technology and there is not a
clear market yet? If there was a clear road map and
there was clearly going to be a significant amount of
investment over the next 11 years they would invest
in it. When you actually talk to the industry the
numbers involved are not scary for them. I
mentioned before, it is 30 factories in each element
of the supply chain; they could invest in that and it
would take a couple of years to build; it would take
£4 billion to £5 billion to put those factories in place.
If this was an attractive market the supply chain
would respond.

Q170 Dr Turner: We have been talking about what
is needed to fulfil the renewable energy target and the
bulk of it is clearly oVshore wind for the foreseeable
future. However, how much do you think, given the
right circumstances, other technologies—notably
marine technologies—can contribute to that target?
Mr Wilde: In our estimate we have had around 11
gigawatts of onshore wind coming in. It is still a very
important technology. Obviously there are
limitations on where we can site it, but onshore wind
is a crucial technology in meeting the targets. The
issue with marine is that it is an early stage

technology and is still at that proof of concept phase,
it is still first farm phase. The real expansion of
marine one would expect post-2020 but it will make
a contribution by 2020. They are some of the central
technologies in getting this to the renewable
electricity component. If you look at the renewable
energy strategy other technologies like micro-
generation make a contribution as well but again
they are at an earlier stage at the moment. There
might be options for some of them to come in more
aggressively if they are proving more cost eVective.

Q171 Dr Turner: How much scope do you think
there is for enhancing the contribution of these
technologies if we get the support and incentive
mechanisms right?
Mr Williamson: If we do not get the support and
incentive mechanisms right in something like marine
then you are not going to see any contribution by
2020. I think the 2020 target is incredibly helpful to
drive us on this first phase of our move to the low
carbon future but clearly we also need to invest in
things that continue to deliver significant carbon
reductions beyond 2020. Wave and tidal stream are
examples of technologies that are a very good fit for
the UK in terms of resource, skills and capabilities
and can contribute to 2020 to some extent but their
benefit is beyond that point. It can make a
contribution but I think we should also remember
that it is vital that we simultaneously invest in some
of those next generation technologies. To give
another couple of examples of technologies that are
very important perhaps to 2030 but not to 2020 and
where the UK has some strengths is in something
like next generation solar technology. Solar
technology in principle is very attractive even in a
not particularly sunny country like the UK. It works
well. There are a number of factors, if not an order
of magnitude too expensive. However, the next
generation of solar may well be based on organic
materials instead of silicone and in fact in the UK we
have some really distinctive academic and industrial
strengths in plastic electronics and some of the
underpinning science that will make that happen.
We firmly believe that the UK could be a leader in
the next generation of solar cells which will be hitting
the market in the run up to 2020 and really making
a major contribution beyond that. So although 2020
is a vital target we must not miss these other
opportunities to build on our world class academic
base and address this issue which we spend a lot of
time in the Carbon Trust working on which is that we
are very good at the science but we have not done
particularly well at getting that science to market.
We are using a number of mechanisms and measures
to help get good science from UK universities to
market more eVectively through ideas like business
incubation, helping get science on a commercial
footing and so on. Beyond 2020 is important but we
also have to use our capabilities in bringing these
next generation of technologies to market.
Chairman: We are running up against time a little bit.
I am anxious to make sure we ask you all the
questions that befit your knowledge and wisdom.
Mike, could I ask you to lead on specific low carbon
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technologies? The DECC memorandum that we
received focuses on five. We have talked about wind
generation, marine energy, nuclear energy, low
carbon vehicles and CCS.

Q172 Mr Weir: Both the UK and the EU seem to be
putting a great deal of faith in carbon capture and
storage to help towards a low carbon economy.
What do you feel about it?
Mr Lewis: I do not think it would be right to put all
your eggs in that basket. I was recently talking to
somebody from the Climate Change Committee and
we see it as important that we invest in carbon
capture and storage; I have no arguments about
that. If we build all these coal fired power stations
and CCS is not economically or technically viable by
2020 we are not just going to be able to shut those
power stations down. We do need to heavily invest
in these other technologies. I would concur that on-
and oVshore wind is going to be a huge part of that.
A couple of other things, we have mentioned about
the potential of small scale wind, solar and the long
term grid parity could be reached by 2013, so the
actual potential for people to install that quickly
without issues to do with planning is very high. Then
also CHP according to Pöyry’s report Securing
Power last year there is huge potential in the
industrial sites for CHP and generating electricity
for householders. Finally, I think we also need to
focus on demand management. We have talked a lot
about how we are gong to generate the energy but
firstly we need to ensure that we are using electricity
far more eYciently through more energy eYcient
appliances and perhaps fewer appliances although it
is arguable whether we can achieve that. Secondly,
we need to look at things like dynamic demand,
actually how we use the electricity. I think that will
become increasingly important with an increase in
renewables in the UK to actually make sure we use
the electricity in a clever way.

Q173 Mr Weir: Of the five technologies mentioned
nuclear is very controversial. What is your view on
whether nuclear has a part to play in a low carbon
economy?
Mr Wilde: The Carbon Trust’s view on nuclear is
that it is a commercial technology and therefore it
needs to compete on a competitive basis but the
obvious issues linked to nuclear need to be sorted
out, in particular the planning around the sites and
the dealing with the waste afterwards. If it can
compete on a commercial basis and be a viable
technology it does have a role in a low carbon
economy.
Ms Spain: We are also neutral on nuclear, I think it
is fair to say. A consumer insight that we have from
some recent market research looking at people’s
opinions of green tariVs where the energy companies
are selling apparently green energy sometimes at a
premium under the current regulations, of the people
we spoke to about 75% of people would like to be
able to choose green energy, about 64% of them
would be prepared to pay a little bit more but they
do not think that that includes nuclear. Green does
not equate with nuclear in the public opinion. I do

not think that is the sole driver for public policy but
I think it is important that we take into account some
of those issues of public opinion and also the
potential for pull, the consumer demand for more
renewable energy would not include consumers
wanting to buy more nuclear.

Q174 Mr Weir: Rob mentioned the problem with
CCS and building new coal fired stations, and many
of us are worried by this apparent position we are
getting ourselves into where we either have nuclear
or new coal stations to provide a base load for
renewable technologies. I was just wondering what
your view was on that. Is that a problem we are
getting ourselves into? Are you confident that
renewables—onshore wind, oVshore wind and all
the rest—can provide our energy sources?
Mr Wilde: Managing the grid and dealing with
intermittency or variability is an important issue.
When you add the 29 gigawatts, 11 of oVshore and
11 of onshore you are into 40 gigawatts of wind in
total. This is a significant proportion of the overall
electricity generation in the UK. In terms of
managing the grid that then raises two essential
issues. One is can we meet peaks in demand long
term; the other is whether we can meet the short term
balance of the grid. Both can be dealt with at those
kinds of levels. Long term it is generally blowing
somewhere and the term is capacity credit. So you
can have the same probability of meeting that long
term peak in demand. Basically 40 gigawatts allows
you to displace six gigawatts of conventional
generation. So there is a credit to wind; it will
contribute to the probability of meeting those long
term peaks in demand. The important issue there is
that you do then have some conventional generation
that is generating far less most of the time and you
are saving a lot of carbon because the turbines are
generating far more than the equivalent of six
gigawatts of capacity for the rest of the year. So you
have conventional generation that is sitting idle
more than it would have done and you need to pay
them more as a result. That is a cost increase for wind
and that is equivalent to a cost increase of about 7 or
8%. We have allowed for that in all our calculations.
The short term balancing can be done as well and
that is a cost increase of about 7 or 8%.

Q175 Mr Weir: Balancing the grid is an interesting
point because both of you have made the point that
micro-generation has a part to play, but when I
visited the National Grid they expressed concern
about micro-generation and feed-in tariVs, about
how they knew what energy was coming on the grid
at any one time and how they perform that
balancing act. With a conventional power station
and an oVshore wind farm or whatever have a fair
idea of when energy is coming on but from small
micro-renewables it is much more diYcult. Do you
have a view on that and how that problem is dealt
with?
Ms Spain: I can entirely understand that perspective
but I think it is perhaps a mindset of thinking about
what our energy generation and usage mix is from a
slightly diVerent perspective. I do not think we
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would claim that micro-generation will ever be the
solution to energy supply; what it will do is reduce
the demand on the grid, not necessarily sell into the
grid. There is a sense from the National Grid that
micro-generation will not work because we cannot
guarantee how much it will create. What we can
work out is how much demand reduction there will
be because we will be drawing less oV the grid and
the models are pretty robust now. There is enough
micro-generation in place for us to start to have a lot
more confidence in what it will actually do. The
other issue for bodies like the National Grid who are
thinking about meeting that demand (this is going to
reiterate a point we have made several times) is not
to forget the demand management side of the
equation. If we are looking at future energy supply
the thinking of bodies like the grid at the moment
tends to be where do we get the new supply from.
The other half of the equation is how do we reduce
the demand. Our headline figure on this just from the
domestic sector, if domestic emissions are 40% of the
carbon emissions current technology just about
achieves 60%. If we did everything we could with the
current technologies with the British housing stock
we could reduce that 40% by 60%. It is a chunk; it is
not a nice to do add-on. It is a significant part of
demand management. I think that is one of my great
concerns, that we immediately start to think about
how we increase supply or how do we find
alternative supplies rather than asking how we
reduce the amount of supply we need in the first
place.
Mr Lewis: I think that problem is also reflected in the
fact that the grid is very old and not set up in a way
which would deal with renewable energy as a whole
and also micro-generation. It is symbolic of the fact
that we need to invest heavily in the whole grid
infrastructure and that is both because of micro-
generation but more because of the decentralisation
of energy and renewable technologies such as big
scale wind and marine perhaps in the future.

Q176 Mr Weir: That is a fair point but the grid point,
if I understood it correctly, was not worry about
where we get the energy from but worry about the
tripping mechanisms that exist within the grid at the
moment where they can turn oV power stations if
there is too much energy in the grid or whatever.
What will happen when the use of micro-generation
is expanded?
Ms Spain: Micro-generation is never going to be
more than about 5% of the energy supply mix; it is
significant but it is not going to make or break the
grid. We know where most of it is. We will know
increasingly where most of it is because the vast
majority of people do not think micro-generation
will be involved in the feed-in tariV. It will be
relatively easy to build not just the model but the
actual factual note of where the systems are. We are
also finding out increasingly what power these
systems are actually generating. The report I
mentioned earlier on small scale wind trials, part of
that is not only looking at how they are performing
but part of the report also looks at how much energy
they could generate. What the report tells us that

about 450,000 households in the UK could benefit
from micro-wind and that if all of those households
had micro-wind on its average performance it would
generate about 3450 gigawatt hours. I have been
asking my colleagues several times in the last few
days what that means in terms of a power station. It
is about three; it is an average of three coal power
stations. We can model now how much energy it will
generate and as these things become taken onto the
market we will know for sure where they are and how
much is coming in. It is an issue we need to get over
and it is not an insurmountable barrier.
Mr Lewis: One of the ways we can also overcome
that is by encouraging people to use the electricity
that they generate on site. The way in which we can
do that is through feed-in tariVs, actually rewarding
people to use the energy, so you pay on generation
and you therefore save a significant amount of
money through not having to import that electricity.
That will also help to decrease the problem you have
mentioned.
Chairman: Can we briefly turn to how we meet all the
targets as a result of these discussions and
innovations in technology? Robert?

Q177 Sir Robert Smith: Obviously the target for the
country is overall on energy and a lot of the
conversation has been about electricity. DECC have
suggested that we need to power 10% of our
transport by renewables in 2020. Do you have any
thoughts as to how this should be achieved in terms
of which technology solutions? Is it biofuels? Is it
electric cars? Or is there another way?
Mr Williamson: Like the broader low carbon
question in general, transport specifically is another
of these areas where there is a portfolio of options
where we need a number of diVerent technologies to
come together. I think in the run up to 2020 biofuels
will certainly play a major role and the renewable
transport fuel obligation is designed to ensure that
they do. Clearly there has been a range of
sustainability and broader concerns around
biofuels; they are very serious and should be looked
at seriously and further action is required to address
that. We do see a next generation of biofuel
technologies coming on line in the period before
2020 but also beyond which can generally oVer
carbon savings we believe in a cost eVective way and,
most importantly, without having the sustainability
concern. A great example is making use of waste
biomass to create fuel. We are looking at a number
of exciting technologies which could potentially take
waste that would otherwise have gone to landfill and
generated methane and converted that into a
component that can be blended alongside
conventional fuels to de-carbonise part of that fuel
supply, along the lines that current biofuels are. The
carbon benefits, when you are avoiding methane
emitted in landfill and using that to displace fuel, are
incredibly strong, much better than first generation
biofuels. We are working on a number of
technologies that can potentially deliver much better
lower carbon biofuel solutions in the run up to 2020
and beyond. Looking further beyond, there are
technologies again where the UK has a real strength
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in its academic base that could really change the
game. There has been quite a lot of media focus on
algae biofuels, deriving fuels from simple algae plant
forms. We do actually have a really strong scientific
base in that technology. If algae can work—the big
challenge there is on practical viability and the
economics—it can be grown on land that is not used
for food crops; it can use waste water rather than
fresh water. In terms of the sustainability and carbon
production criteria it could be a phenomenal
improvement on current biofuels. So we do see a
range of next and next-but-one generation biofuel
technology which we think have real promise.
Currently that needs to be complemented with major
improvements in the fuel eYciency of the existing
vehicle fleet and we still think more can be done to
ratchet up the requirements put on the automotive
sector to improve vehicle eYciency because I think
there is much more innovation that can still come to
market there in terms of light weighting and engine
enhancements. Electric vehicles have clearly
received a lot of prominence as well and again there
is a significant infrastructure and cost challenge
associated with those and of course they are range
limited. None of these in their own right will get us
where we need to be, certainly in the longer term
more pressing carbon targets, but there are genuinely
technology options that we can see getting us to 2020
and beyond.

Q178 Sir Robert Smith: Are the right levers in place
at the moment?
Ms Spain: Certainly in terms of vehicle eYciency we
have just missed an opportunity in the new EU
regulations where the regulations will not maximise
the technological potential there is. There is
technology available to get vehicles down to about
80 milligrams quite easily but current recently re-
defined EU legislation will not require that. In policy
terms we have missed an opportunity to drive
technology and I think to reinforce what Mark has
said, perhaps even before we start to think about
new fuels there is more to be done on fuel eYciency
and perhaps also more to be done on demand
management. Again we leap into how we make
vehicles more eYcient; the other part of the policy
mix needs to be how do we think about where we do
not use it vehicles, when we think about travel policy
in its broadest sense.
Mr Lewis: I think it is hard sometimes to take the
government target seriously. We are talking about
10% of transport by 2020 on renewables but at the
same time we are heavily subsidising people like
Land Rover to make new cars and they have
historically been huge emitters of carbon, very
ineYcient so we really need to have a more holistic
view on it. I would re-emphasise Marian’s point on
modal shift being really key. About 60% of car
journeys are actually under five miles so we need to
make a significant proportion of those change the
way that people use transport, getting them on to

trains rather than flying, especially domestically, and
then also again encouraging a modal shift onto bikes
and walking.

Q179 Mr Weir: We have talked a lot about micro-
generation technologies. Which of them have the
capacity to be zero-carbon and how much could they
contribute to the UK’s targets?
Mr Lewis: We mentioned 5% carbon reduction by
2030. That was based on the growth potential of the
micro-generation report which was done in a
consortium including ourselves and also BERR at
the time. The technologies which would be zero
carbon would be solar thermal and PV. They are the
main zero carbon ones you think of. Then you also
have things like heat pumps which obviously use
electricity but as the grid de-carbonises ground
source heat pumps and air source heat pumps
especially will become more and more beneficial in
terms of carbon reduction. We have mentioned the
potential of wind, especially stand alone turbines, as
having real potential in rural areas, especially in
places like Scotland. We have mentioned CHP
especially industrial sites and looking at where we
have big base loads. I do not think it is just micro-
generation, I think we also need to look at
community scale renewables and community action.
We did a report this year called Power in Numbers
which looked at the potential for action at a
community scale and that includes both micro-
generation and things like CHP.

Q180 Mr Weir: Given the current economic
situation are you seeing a continued take up of these
new micro-technologies?
Mr Lewis: In terms of the low carbon buildings
programme which we administer we actually are
seeing no slow down in take up of micro-generation
although we are still talking at quite a small amount
of take up. I think that will significantly increase
when the feed-in tariV comes in. Where we have seen
a decrease, according to my colleague, is on phase
two which is community, businesses and charities
where people are failing to get the financial support
to meet the additional funding required to put in
slightly larger installations.

Q181 Sir Robert Smith: You mentioned PV was zero
carbon but do we not have to be realistic in this and
look at the life cycle of all these technologies and
recognise that that has to be built into our
understanding.
Mr Lewis: I agree. I was just talking about during its
usage that it is zero carbon, but pretty much
everything we manufacture has carbon in it so that
addresses the broader issue that we need to de-
carbonise everything starting with manufacturing
and generation of energy.
Chairman: Thank you, that is a good final summary
of the overall imperatives that we need to face over
the next few years. Thank you, James Wilde, Mark
Williamson, Marian Spain and Rob Lewis for your
extensive evidence this morning.
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Q182 Chairman: Welcome, Dr Clarke. You have us
to yourself for the next three quarters of an hour.
You are our fifth witness but you are covering the
same area all by yourself. Perhaps you would like to
introduce yourself for the record.
Dr Clarke: I am Dr David Clarke, Chief Executive
of the Energy Technologies Institute which I will
henceforth call ETI for simplicity.

Q183 Chairman: Could I invite you to start by
reflecting on the main objectives and priorities of
any green stimulus? What do you think should be the
areas of concentration of the green stimulus and
what would be your view about the relationship
between short term stimulus and longer term
investment?
Dr Clarke: If I could start by saying that to my mind
across this whole space there are three critical issues
and that plays into what you are talking about. The
first one is in terms of deployment of new energy
technologies, what we are talking about here is very
much a mass scale deployment, this is not niche
application. The first thing to recognise from the
point of view of stimulus is that the deployment
across the breadth of the UK is really going to relate
to major industrial groups and they can provide
both the deployment capabilities but also the
support in terms of operation and maintenance on
whatever the systems are that we end up talking
about. The second thing is that having said that
those companies do not necessarily have the
innovative ideas and the technology base in some
cases to actually put that capability into practice to
start with. There is a big challenge in terms of having
to find ways of making sure that innovation gets
pulled through from small and medium enterprises
and from academia in a collaborative win-win way
into those companies. The third thing very much I
would say is around the support side—this is
probably the most critical issue across the piece –we
have to have sustained support for long term
incentives around energy deployment but also
around the skills development and the regulatory
framework that goes with it. So those are the three
things I think are the key items in actually taking the
green economy forward in the UK but each of those
is amenable to a diVerent kind of stimulus approach
and a diVerent kind of set of incentives. I think it is
very diYcult to give you one answer when actually
we have to look at this in the round and find
incentives and mechanisms that hit all of those
three areas.

Q184 Chairman: We will perhaps look at some of
those more specific incentives in a moment. Overall
what is your view of the extent of the UK stimulus
package? We have heard already this morning about
the issue of the size of the UK stimulus package
compared with what Lord Stern recommended in
terms of 20% of stimulus package compared with
estimates of 7%. Bearing in mind what you have said
about the diVerent forms of stimulus which may be
required, how do you think that stimulus package is
targeted within that 7% and do you think that 7% is
suYcient for the purposes that you have outlined?

Dr Clarke: I guess I look at it from the point of view
of whether it is actually 7%. If I looked at what
would probably be classed as a stimulus package it
probably is about 7% and at that stage I would say
it is inadequate. If I then looked at everything that is
going on in the UK across a whole range of diVerent
mechanisms which actually support or can support
some of the three items I have said there, I think we
will probably find we are more in the 20% territory,
certainly in excess of 10, heading towards 20. I think
the challenge we have is to get the coherency and the
strategy across all of those areas such that we
recognise that it is a much bigger number than 7%.
In doing that I am not suggesting for a minute that
we should have some kind of single plan that says
that everything has to fit into this and here it is laid
down centrally because it is not just practical to do
that on the scale that we are talking about, but what
it does require is a very clear overarching strategy
with a very clear set of objectives and goals that we
should be aiming for. Then I think in terms of the
very broad range of bodies that can help with that
stimulus package people can then actually see why
they are lining up behind it and how they line up
behind it.

Q185 Chairman: You say there should be clear goals.
What might those consist of and particularly to what
extent do you envisage those re-entering the territory
of picking winners and focussing as again we have
heard about this morning?
Dr Clarke: If you look at the goals today
superficially what would you find? For the 2020
target you would find a percentage of renewable
energy, 15% for 2020; you would find a CO2

reduction target; you would find a transport biofuels
target; you would find building energy eYciency
targets and so on. I am not sure I would find
anything about aVordability of energy; I am not sure
I would find anything about security of energy in
terms of security of supply both from a geographic
point of view and from an intermittency point of
view. Once you step into those kinds of areas it is
diYcult and challenging. I think that is the critical
issue you have to try and set: what is the level we are
actually trying to achieve on some of those things? It
may not be absolute but the reality, from an
economic development point of view—whether that
is a “business as usual” economic development or
whether it is wearing a more green economy badge
–is that it is critical to be able to oVer aVordable,
secure, sustainable energy. If you do not have that
you cannot develop the industrial base because it
will go somewhere else. I think the fundamental is
how do we set targets in those kinds of areas so that
people can understand (by people I mean governing
bodies as well as the public) why those targets are
there and then we can then shoot for those in a
sensible way. That is the piece that is missing. It is
very, very diYcult to do and does not at that stage get
you into picking technological winners necessarily
but it does get you into a space of economic planning
without a doubt.
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Q186 Chairman: Let us take briefly one of those
three imperatives you mentioned, aVordable. One of
the arguments that has been widely put forward is
the question of the extent to which there needs to be
carbon price mechanisms within a future energy
economy which will in turn stimulate investment
and development of new green technologies and also
other mechanisms to maintain an energy price at
levels which will more broadly do that which appear
to push against the imperative of aVordability. How
would you balance those in terms of your views of
imperatives?
Dr Clarke: You are quite right because
fundamentally if you look at almost any renewable
energy source today it will be more expensive than
central generation from the point of view of the
national energy price. That is the challenge we have
got. The only way you can mitigate against that
fundamentally is by setting a realistic carbon price
which has a floor on it. At the moment clearly we
have a carbon price which, to all intents and
purposes, has no floor on it. I think that is the kind
of challenge we have going forward and probably
going into Copenhagen later this year, to find a
mechanism that allows us internationally to set a
realistic carbon price that we can all see the
imperative for. Whether that number is £60 a tonne
or £100 a tonne or whatever it is, it clearly is not nine
euros a ton. It is just not viable at that level. To my
mind the carbon pricing issue is the key challenge
going forward. If we had that mechanism identified
and taking exactly the same area that some of the
other witnesses gave this morning, the position
around a long term sustained position in terms of
what is the target going forward if we have that long
term sustained position on policy around carbon
pricing, the market can then actually start to operate
from the point of view of technology development
and deployment and delivery of energy to the
customer but without it we will be in a position
where the oVshore renewable industry, for instance,
will be fundamentally dependent on a government
subsidy to be price comparable with central
generation at which point, from a market point of
view and from an industrial development point of
view, why would I go into oVshore wind when it
depends on a subsidy that may be taken away?

Q187 Dr Turner: How would you suggest the
European Investment Bank’s £4 billion is best used?
Who would you lend to?
Dr Clarke: I have dealt with the European
Investment Bank before; if you operate in the right
style it is not a diYcult debate. They would view a
good credit as research and development in major
global industry where they can see that
fundamentally they will get a return.

Q188 Dr Turner: In practice if you are looking to use
that money to support renewable technologies they
tend to be developed by SMEs, not major industries.
How are you going to make them the beneficiaries of
the European Investment Bank?

Dr Clarke: Going back to what I said at the start,
development of technology is one thing; deployment
of technologies on that scale—

Q189 Dr Turner: I am talking early stage
deployment here.
Dr Clarke: Deployment at mass scale is a diVerent
story. An SME will not be capable of doing that. If
you look around the industries that we are talking
about at the moment (you have had a lot of
conversations about oVshore wind and marine),
marine is a very good example. Right now if you
want to transport a marine device up the coast of the
UK from where you built it to where you want to
deploy it the insurance for the journey will be well in
excess of the cost of the machine, probably three
times. That is the kind of challenge you are up
against. So for an SME that says they are looking to
take insurance at that point of the order of one and
a half to two million pounds; that will be the
premium they will have to pay to move the machine.
Clearly you either have to pay £2 million which you
do not have, or you risk moving the machine and if
it gets washed oV the boat or the boat sinks the
company has probably just gone with it. Which do
you do as an SME? You cannot do the first one; you
have to take the risk on the second one. How many
of them are prepared to take that risk? Very few. So
fundamentally what you say at that point is that the
SMEs in the innovation space do a fantastic job; the
developers are mostly in that space and can actually
bring those ideas into the market. Then you start to
need major industrial and financial players who can
carry that kind of risk that I have described as an
example. You need those kinds of players who can
then work with the SMEs in a collaborative fashion
to say, “Fine, we will now take those ideas and
capabilities to the market in the initial stage of
deployment and potentially mass production”. You
have to find ways of engineering partnerships with
these guys because clearly the SME will perceive risk
at this point from the point of view of their future
business potential; the bigger corporate who is going
to take the financial risk at this stage is quite clearly
going to be considering whether it is really worth it,
is there a long term policy and is this going to be
useful in the UK? If they answer is yes then they will
probably do it. It is a matter of finding that
partnership.

Q190 Dr Turner: Can you see any sign of these
partnerships developing?
Dr Clarke: Yes. If you look round the industry right
now we are starting to see a few big players who are
aligning themselves with specific SMEs in these
current spaces. Some are what we class as major
industrial engineering companies and some of the
power utilities who have started to take that
alignment, to make it happen. I would stress that it
is challenging for both sides.
Chairman: Could we now look at some of the specific
low carbon technologies, particularly those
mentioned in the memorandum to us from DECC:
CCS, oVshore wind, marine energy. I appreciate it is
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not within your remit to look particularly at nuclear
energy, but it mentioned also low carbon vehicles
and the like.

Q191 Mr Weir: What potential do you think carbon
capture and storage has to contribute to a low
carbon economy and in particular to the 2020
targets?
Dr Clarke: In terms of 2020 targets it is clearly going
to be a relative small part. You would have to say the
same about nuclear. Unlike some of the previous
speakers I am quite happy to give you a statement on
nuclear. The position on some of the big
technologies—if I can call them that, these are the
very large plant technologies—is that in the main the
deployment and implementation of them is not
constrained by technology, it is constrained by
supply chain and then issues around planning, the
grid and more usual things, but the critical ones are
in the supply chain and then the planning side. The
supply chain is the main one. When you look at
carbon capture and storage—and nuclear would be
a very similar story—it has not yet been fully
demonstrated anywhere in the world. All the
elements have been demonstrated in diVerent places
but they need putting together in one place in a
complete, full scale unit for demonstration. The
estimate for that is something in excess of £2 billion
per unit. How many of those can we actually
implement world-wide by 2020? Not many; a few 10s
perhaps. The reality in terms of what we can do in the
UK is we are probably in the one to 10 space
somewhere, hopefully it is significantly more than
one but it is diYcult to see it being in excess of
something like 10. That would account for only, at
the very best, probably 10% of UK electricity
generation. On the nuclear side there is a similar
story; it is about supply chain, it is about planning to
an extent, but critically it is about supply chain and
the capacity does not exist world-wide to build these
plants at the rate the world is starting to demand
them. By 2020 they are going to be quite small.

Q192 Mr Weir: How about low carbon vehicles?
What do you think they can contribute to a low
carbon economy? What could the government do so
support them?
Dr Clarke: Low carbon vehicles is a very interesting
area. I will talk primarily about light vehicles rather
than heavy goods vehicles but the situation is to
some extent similar. Light vehicles—cars, light
goods vehicles—produce in excess of 50% of the CO2

emissions from UK transport and that makes up
about 20% of the total CO2 emissions in the UK.
There are three major areas which can be addressed
there: fundamentally the design of the vehicle from
an eYciency point of view (engine eYciency) and
from an aerodynamics point of view (light weight
and so on). The second area which then splits into
two is the fuel source and fundamentally we have
three options. We have fossil fuel today which is
what it is; we have then got what would be classed
probably as zero carbon biofuels in some way, they
are liquid fuels; then we have electricity. By 2020
certainly those are the three options. We—ETI—all

have been working very closely with the
manufacturers and the electricity companies around
the electric vehicle question, what level of
deployment might be possible by 2020. What we are
starting to see there is a significant step change in
what may be achievable around electric vehicles and
by that I mean all electric vehicles and plug-in hybrid
electric vehicles. Where we are now in terms of what
government is doing says that on the electric vehicle
side the right kind of mechanisms are starting to be
put into place to give the industry that long term
confidence that the UK is going to be a sensible place
to start putting some of this capability. We are in the
process of developing a project which will be
announced in the next few weeks which will start to
form part of the glue for making that happen in
terms of incentivising the industrial base. I think the
general government policy has changed significantly
over the last 12 months and we are now starting to
see manufacturers getting confidence around electric
vehicles. The challenge for the UK is then to
understand what is the mix and where do these
vehicles go. Clearly, as the Carbon Trust was saying
earlier, there are big questions around range on all
electric vehicles and what is actually achievable.
Plug-in hybrid vehicles are probably a good option
for a lot of the UK in reality in terms of area of
population. The third one area is biofuels. Biofuels
is clearly going to be important again because of the
geography of the UK and the population
arrangements. A lot of people require fairly long
distance vehicles on a regular basis and that implies
liquid fuel. Biofuels are clearly going to be
important. The question then becomes: if we have a
finite level of biomass and biofuel capability in the
UK in terms of what we can actually grow—which
we have—where is the best place to use it?
Transport? Power stations? Something else? That is
what we are trying to work through at the moment
with a number of people across the sector.

Q193 Mr Weir: As regards electric vehicles, what is
the interaction with the de-carbonisation of the
electricity supply? If we having diYculty because of
the technology in that, is the introduction of electric
vehicles perhaps going to exacerbate rather than
help the situation overall?
Dr Clarke: That is a very good question. If you did
nothing from today and you introduced electric
vehicles then clearly the demand for electricity is
going to rise. In essence, even taking into account
our energy savings eYciency measures and so on,
that says that we will have to install additional
electricity generating capacity just for electric
vehicles. How fast can we do that? I can see nothing
dramatically changing before about 2017 or 2020, so
clearly by 2020 the benefits of putting in a lot of
electric vehicles in pure CO2 terms is actually going
to cost more. The benefit will start to ramp up after
that if we continue to de-carbonise the electricity
generation side in the way that we expect we will
have to do and that is why nuclear has to be part of
the equation, as does coal and CCS, because the
electricity demand is going to rise significantly as we
go more and more towards electric vehicles. As a
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consequence you simply say, for all sorts of reasons,
that you will have to have a degree of base rate
generation which runs as background and that
realistically means coal with CCS, gas with CCS
and nuclear.

Q194 Charles Hendry: Can I say first of all that I
think your answers have been incredibly helpful and
you are speaking not as somebody with aspirations
but as somebody who is talking absolutely in terms
of delivery and how you bring about change. I think
that is really useful for us. I am concerned about the
disconnect between some of the talk that there has
been about low carbon technologies and the
delivery. When we started talking about carbon
capture and storage here four years ago we probably
were leading the world in some of that thinking but
now we have seen that lead being taken by the
United States, Canada, Abu Dhabi, Australia,
China and we are slipping behind. I am concerned
about how we get back in front of that movement
again. In the marine technologies we have had some
really brilliant British companies developing some of
those technologies but something like Polamis are
now looking to Portugal because they are going to
get more support from the government in Portugal
than they are getting in the United Kingdom. Again
this is an area where we should naturally have a
global leadership potential but where it seems to be
slipping away. What needs to be done in concrete
terms to re-gain global leadership?
Dr Clarke: I will talk about CCS and marine in a
second. What needs to be done to regain leadership,
I think fundamentally we have to recognise that
there is a distinction between energy systems which
are very suitable for deployment in the UK versus
things that we may have the design and
manufacturing base for in the UK but which
fundamentally are going to be an export
opportunity. Those two things are diVerent. In some
cases they overlap and are the same, but in some
cases they are diVerent and we have to be quite
careful about what answer we are trying to discuss.
In terms of technologies in CCS and technologies in
marine and the whole system, CCS is going to be a
global market; it already is, as you said yourself.
Australia, China, the United Kingdom, Japan,
America are all very interested in CCS for obvious
reasons; everyone has coal and everyone in those
geographies is pretty reliant on coal from a history
point of view and from a future energy supply point
of view going forward. CCS is going to be a major
global market. The companies that provide the
equipment and technology will be global players and
they will operate globally. It will be the well-known
names in the engineering supply industry and energy
supply. How do we re-gain the lead in that area
where we are now talking about having to operate on
a global basis? I think we have to be realistic about
how many of those global players currently have
what I would class as design and manufacture in the
UK? The answer is not many of them, if any. The
question becomes: how do you incentivise those
kinds of companies—the big multi-nationals—to set
up those operations in the UK or to transfer them to

the UK? It is clearly very, very challenging. I think
the kinds of things that influence those decisions are
major financial incentives on an on-going basis. It is
not about implementing a CCS plant in the UK and
as a consequence suddenly a major multi-national
relocates all its design and manufacture capability to
the UK. That is very unlikely to happen. It will be
about a sustained series of financial business
incentives to actually make that happen. Going back
to what we said right at the start, I think most of
those sectors probably exist in the UK already but it
is the package, how it is seen by a potential inward
investor as a package. That is one aspect. The second
aspect where we have real strength is in the
underpinning innovation base in the SMEs and
particularly in this case in universities. We have
historically a very strong chemical industry in the
UK. We have still got the underpinning science base
that goes with that and in some cases we have got the
engineering for it. It is really making that available
to potential investors which is important but again I
think we probably need to articulate how well that
capability exists. Marine is a diVerent story
altogether. Some of the best, if not the best, marine
energy resources from a wave and tidal point of view
are oV the coast of the UK, predominantly the north
coast and the south-west. There are some other good
spots in the world but in terms of density of resource
UK is one of the best in the world. Logically you say
that this has got to be a good place to do marine
technology and clearly we have had the SME’s
development base historically in the UK which has
looked at marine. It is a global industry but nobody
has taken a great interest in marine until very, very
recently. It is predominantly a geographic specific
market. As I say, there are a few key regions—the
UK, the Pacific, the West Coast of South America
and so on—and the market is quite small. From an
engineering point of view people talk about it being
diYcult; I would say this is extremely diYcult
engineering. Clearly it is something which is quite
important for the UK. On a global basis it is high
risk frankly. The question then becomes: how do we
encourage this to develop in the UK because it is not
going to develop anywhere else? Now it is about
getting the engineering companies and the utilities to
start to take this seriously and to take some of the
risk out of it. That is the kind of work ETI are trying
to do through demonstration of devices, not in
testing tanks necessarily but as a full system test in
the sea with the right kind of engineering backing
from major engineering companies, the kind of
members I have on my board, who have the skills,
the market knowledge engineering capability and
the financial capability to really take some of those
devices and put them in at the right scale in the real
conditions, and then we can lead the industrial
development.

Q195 Charles Hendry: We have established that
these new technologies are very challenging and
therefore probably going to be very expensive. We
talked earlier about some of the targets and the
nature of those targets. As an engineer are there any
of those targets which you think are going to be
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impossible to achieve without compromising the
other requirements you talked about in terms of
aVordability and security of supply?
Dr Clarke: If we are in the marine sector it is what I
always class as “do-able”; it is diYcult but we can do
it and we can do it for the UK. There are other areas
where we have to be realistic and look at what is the
deployment opportunity. From a point of view of
deployment in the UK I think solar photovoltaics
today are far too expensive. If we can get a real cut
in the price of photovoltaics it may become
economic for the UK. It will be economic for other
areas of the world, southern Europe most definitely.
I think that is one where today it is exceedingly
expensive in terms of the eYciency you can get with
the UK sun, the problem being that generally we
have quite a lot of cloud and no intense light from
one direction. Long term solar PV has great
potential but possibly not so much for the UK so it
becomes an export opportunity. That is one where I
am not sure we can actually get the price right for the
UK. Marine and CCS can be done.
Chairman: Can we now turn to the question of the
extent to which we can mitigate some of those costs,
for example, of increasing electricity supply by
means of energy eYciency, smart grids and
associated matters? Robert?

Q196 Sir Robert Smith: Given the make up of your
board I should remind the Committee that my entry
in the Register of Members’ Interests is as a
shareholder in Shell. How realistic do you think the
target is for all new homes to be zero carbon by 2016?
Dr Clarke: My answer on this kind of thing is very
straightforward. If you are prepared to pay for the
house it is do-able. Is there an aVordability question?
Right now, if you want a zero carbon building, we
can do that but you will have to pay an awful lot of
money for it. We can deliver zero carbon housing by
2016 but my question is whether people will be able
to aVord it? Fundamentally there is a cost reduction
required on a whole range of technologies going into
those types of development. The question is not can
it be done; it is what is going to be the price of doing
it? I do not know the answer to that.

Q197 Sir Robert Smith: Looking at the housing
market, when the developer is selling they want to
put in as little investment into the house and sell it
for as much as possible. The buyer pays a mortgage
to cover the cost of the house and then pays the
running costs of the house. Do you think our market
is not fully developed enough where people are able
to see that actually if the developers put more in and
they paid more for the house, the overall running
cost of the house would actually be cheaper?
Dr Clarke: Yes, but capital up front drives a lot of
thinking. It does not matter whether it is houses or
whether it is oVshore wind farms or gas fired power
stations, people generally want to expose as little
capital as they can at the front end. That is the
reality. Yes, is the answer to your point, but I do not
know whether it is actually practical.

Q198 Sir Robert Smith: In fact even if we did get new
homes to be zero carbon by 2016 that would only be
the tip of the iceberg because people would be living
in existing homes.
Dr Clarke: The real challenge is to find ways of
retrofitting the existing housing stock to improve
energy eYciency on it. We turn over about 1% of the
housing stock a year so by 2016 we are going to be
making pretty small inroads, even after that, in terms
of energy eYciency in buildings from that point of
view. The challenge is implementing retrofit
technology into houses and doing that in a way that
is both aVordable to the owner (or whoever is paying
for it) and secondly in a way they find socially
acceptable from the point of view of disruption and
what changes it physically makes to their building
and anything else. That is partly mindset and it is
also partly about perceived commercial value and so
on. Those are the two issues. The one that we are
trying to address at ETI is the issue around how do
you actually find ways of implementing packages of
technologies as a retrofit rather than just somebody
coming along to do the insulation and then
somebody else at some other stage comes along and
does something else. We are trying to see how we can
actually implement packages of technologies to give
the maximum benefit to any particular building and
owner, and how do you then implement those very
quickly so that there is minimal disruption and it is
practical to actually say, “We need your house keys
on Monday; you can keep the upstairs until
Wednesday; we will do upstairs Wednesday to
Friday and then we’ll be gone”. That is the kind of
challenge we are trying to address on a mass scale
because doing one is no good. We have to make this
available at community level; it must be mass
deployment on thousands of buildings.

Q199 Sir Robert Smith: Is there more that the
government should be doing to incentivise this?
Dr Clarke: We have not looked specifically at
government incentives in this area yet; we are
looking at it from a technology point of view at this
stage about how diYcult this is and how could we
make it attractive to the consumer. When we get that
far, if we can identify what I would class as
reasonably low cost approaches to that then I
suspect the question would still come: how do we
then turn a reasonably low cost option into a very
low cost option? I think that is where the
government incentive and regulation will come into
it. We are not there yet.

Q200 Sir Robert Smith: One of the other things you
mentioned was the need for a coherent integrated
approach to smart grids. Is there one at the moment?
Dr Clarke: Not yet, no. That is for a number of
reasons, one if which is that we do not yet know what
the question is. Going back to the point about low
carbon vehicles, it is only over the last nine months
where we have been in the process of bringing
together a whole range of groups across the industry
from the car manufacturers to the National Grid to
electricity suppliers to what would be classed as a
systems integrated service type provision people, the
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kind of people who run the congestion charge
network here in London. We need to bring all of
those groups together to actually understand how
might this grid look in the future and how might it
operate. Actually the big issues are probably not at
National Grid level; they are down at a distribution
network level so it is seeing what happens here in
London or what happens in the centre of
Birmingham and that is when the big challenges start
to come in. The points that were being discussed
earlier around the challenges of introducing micro-
generation and so on and the impact that could or
could not have on the grid and central generation,
the whole smart grid question, low carbon vehicles is
a really good example of this because the vehicle is
relatively straightforward in terms of battery
technology (it is not simple but it is understood and
we know how to do it) and the distribution network
side operates the way it does today. What is missing
is the equivalent of the thing that turns a mobile
phone in your pocket into something that enables
you to talk to anybody in the world whilst you are
driving down a motorway; it operates seamlessly in a
very fluid fashion that probably no-one in this room
understands how it actually works and you get billed
for it using some system that you are not too worried
about because it is aVordable. It is getting the smart
grid to that level of sophistication so that when you
plug your car in you have confidence that when you
get back it will be charged. At this point, does a
vehicle know when you are coming back? It depends.
If it is seven o’clock at night it probably says, “Well,
I know normally you do not come back until eight
o’clock in the morning or whatever. If it is overnight,
I can charge it whenever I want in the next 14 hours”.
It is getting that information base and getting the
systems that can make that kind of assessment for us
so that we do not need to know what is going on
frankly on a day to day basis but that is when the
smart grid will start to operate and that is when it
will work well. At a distribution level that is what
will stop the existing trips and fault mechanisms
cutting out on the grid all the time, having that level
of sophistication and understanding of what can be
done or not on the distribution system at any one
point in time.
Chairman: Could we briefly consider the question of
the barriers to this investment and changes in
deployment of resources, particularly in respect of
the recession?

Q201 Dr Turner: What eVect is the recession having
on investment in low carbon technologies?
Dr Clarke: I would say that it is having three eVects.
There is a greater demand for support from what I
would class as the industry in the sense that clearly
people are finding it diYcult to get credit and are
now looking for more support in general from a
range of investors, whether it is grant giving bodies
or whether it is technology investors such as
ourselves, venture capital or whatever. People are
looking for money. Clearly that is one issue. Then
the real eVects we are seeing are people being much
more focussed about what they want and why they

want it but they are starting to be more flexible
around what they are prepared to accept. As an
example, a company came to me looking for
investment recently. I was prepared to consider that
but on the basis of first auditing their engineering
capability because I was not totally convinced it was
what we needed. One of my engineering company
members carried out an audit of that company on an
engineering capability base. I should say that the
company did not really want to have this happen for
reasons you can probably imagine because they
perceived a risk in this. The potential upside was that
they got a tick from a major global engineering
company. They got the tick. As a consequence their
standing has gone up significantly not in the formal
sense (the credit rating kind of question) but from an
engineering point of view. They came to us, we have
audited them and we have said that this is something
we are prepared to look at. It has been audited by a
major engineering company and they can tell the
people that. What we are starting to see is that
people need money; you can argue they see more
challenges in getting money but they are prepared to
be more flexible to get the funding that they need and
as an impact of all of that things are starting to move
faster and in a more focussed way.

Q202 Chairman: We are running out of time this
morning I am afraid. You have given very useful and
extensive answers. Can I just ask you one brief
question? How important do you think energy from
waste will be to meeting the 2020 targets?
Dr Clarke: In simplistic terms, very important.
There is no doubt that the biofuel question and the
biomass question—you can include waste in that—
is a big opportunity for the UK; globally as well but
fundamentally for the UK. These start to form part
of your zero carbon liquid fuel options or gaseous
fuel options that can be used to replace either
transport fuels or, certainly when we start talking
about micro-CHP systems long term. If you want
those to be really eYcient and low carbon, you will
probably have to put a bio-feed stock in the gas lines
to reduce the carbon. At which point you say that
waste becomes very important and it is accessible.

Q203 Chairman: Do you see that as a long term
approach, particularly in terms of de-carbonising
the gas supply for example?
Dr Clarke: I would class it as reducing the carbon in
the gas supply. De-carbon tends to imply zero. I
cannot see that kind of feed stock provision for the
UK. Micro-CHP systems are clearly going to
happen in certain areas; the market will drive that.
Micro-CHP will help us get to 2020 but getting to
2050 with an 80% reduction in CO2 says, I have now
got 20 million domestic gas boilers to day so let us
say we roll over 20%, we are going to have a million
or more1 of micro-CHP systems emitting CO2 and I
will not be able to catch that CO2 the way I can oV
a central plant. These are point sources distributed

1 Note from the witness: “Four million or more”
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across the UK; there is no way I can capture that
CO2 economically. If we are going to hit an 80% CO2

reduction target I have to, because there will be CO2

from other places that I will not be able to capture
from transport potentially, international aviation,
shipping potentially. Micro-CHP long term becomes
a real problem unless I can mitigate some of the CO2

by putting a bio-feed stock in the line. I cannot see
us ever having biomass feed stock to fully replace the
gas system. It is that kind of interplay that we have
to look at. Some of these technologies clearly are
going to fill gaps for us and energy from waste and
micro-CHP systems are all things which are going to

be really important in the near term. In the long
term, energy from waste is clearly going to remain
important. Whether some of the others do or not will
depend on what the mix looks like between de-
carbonised electricity, biofuel availability and so on.
Chairman: I think you have at the very least set us a
challenge for some of our future inquiries in terms of
those longer term thoughts which are extremely
important. Thank you very much for your very
comprehensive evidence this morning which has
been very helpful to our inquiry. David Clarke,
thank you very much. That concludes our business
this morning.
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Witness: Mr Frank Corrigan, Director of Strategy and Development, Energy and Utility Skills, gave
evidence.

Q204 Chairman: Good morning Mr Corrigan.
Welcome to our evidence session this morning on
skills in a green economy. Your area of expertise
relates to the skills and the development of the
infrastructure of training and skills in an emerging
green economy. We are very grateful to you for
providing evidence to us this morning. Would you
identify yourself for the record please?
Mr Corrigan: I am Frank Corrigan. I am the
Director of Strategy for Energy and Utility Skills.
Energy and Utility Skills is a sector skills council
with a responsibility for gas, power, water and waste
management.

Q205 Chairman: Thank you. Do you think we have
in the UK a suYcient skills base to actually
implement any green stimulus that is forthcoming?
Mr Corrigan: No. If you talk to employers and if you
look at the research, the challenges in front of us are
actually immense. If you look at the ageing
workforce that already exists in the power industry
and if you look at the needs that they are going to
have increasingly over the next three sets of five year
periods, the needs for skills grows in each of those
periods. That is against the backdrop of a poor
sector attractiveness; it is against the backdrop of
demographic change. That is going to have a
significant impact on our ability to deliver the low
carbon economy opportunity. If we do not look at
those in a combined way we will not be able to
deliver the skills that are needed for both sectors. At
this point in time there is not the coordination in the
country to pull these things together in a planned
fashion to make them work eVectively. This is a
concern to employers, which is why they are putting
so much time, eVort and their own money into trying
to find solutions for this mounting problem.

Q206 Chairman: Do you think that the lack of skills
that you have identified is something that cannot be
made up by people transferring existing skills fairly
seamlessly from present technologies and applying
them to new emerging green technologies and
therefore, as it were, making up the skills gap as they
go? Or do you think there are specific areas where
that is not possible to envisage and if you think that
is the case, what are the specific areas?
Mr Corrigan: I think your analysis is exactly right.
The skills that are going to be needed here are going
to be in large measure a re-mixing of existing
capabilities into a diVerent structure to be able to
deliver what we need. My concern is that the places

that are going to provide the easily transferable skills
are already facing major challenges in replacing their
own skills infrastructure and therefore if we do not
work in a coordinated fashion then the places that
the low carbon economy might pinch them from are
already suVering and therefore the existing power
structure and its networks and the newer areas will
hurt if we do not work in a coordinated fashion to
deliver those skills.

Q207 Chairman: Is it your view that if we do not
undertake further developments in specific green
skills that particular areas of green technology and
green energy development will simply not happen, or
will they perhaps be undertaken by other means by,
for example, importing skills from abroad or
exporting the processes?
Mr Corrigan: Where there is a will there is a way and
we will always find a way through it. We have
undertaken some research as part of our preparation
of a business plan for a national skills academy for
power. The evidence that comes from that indicates
that a lot of the training in this area is done overseas
because the facilities do not exist in this country or
they are arranged locally rather than put together in
a sensible fashion. The risk is that that will continue
so you will find a way through to make this happen
but you will not make the most of it for either the
industry itself or for the country as a whole. There is
an opportunity here that could easily go begging.

Q208 Chairman: Would it be your view that in terms
of what has been termed the green stimulus greater
emphasis perhaps needs to be placed on skills
training as part of that stimulus package itself as
opposed to the stimulus on technology itself or its
implementation?
Mr Corrigan: I believe that what you say is exactly
what needs to happen. Let me give you an example.
You know probably as much as I do about smart
metering and you know that the government has
announced that smart metering is a programme that
we are going to implement in this country. What it
means is that every day we are going to have to
install 20,000 meters for a 10 year period. If you go
and talk to other parts of government their targets
and their priorities are focussed in diVerent ways.
The ways of getting those skills in large measure is by
upskilling people who already have a number of
those skills to give the complete set of skills. If you
go and say to the Learning and Skills Council, for
example, that we think that would be something very
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suitable for Train to Gain to deliver they will say,
“Does it deliver my objectives, which is a level two
or a level three?” It does not because what you are
doing is adding a little bit of skills to make that
possible. Therefore as a sector we get caught with the
priorities of other organisations that do not fit this
agenda. In an ideal world we would upskill those
people and then create new jobs behind them by
bringing the replacement people in in an organised
fashion, but those things have got to be looked at
from the priorities of this sector and not always from
the priorities that other departments have set.

Q209 Colin Challen: We have just completed a report
on the oil and gas industry and I think it is a common
assumption that the engineering skills and so on in
those sectors that we have already might be
applicable to renewable technologies. Who is
actually going to make the decision to retrain those
people? The oil and gas sector may not feel any
responsibility at all to start training people in
renewable technologies so how will that transition, if
it does take place, actually happen?
Mr Corrigan: It is definitely an opportunity. The
research that I referred to earlier indicated that in
fact the returns to individuals working in the oil and
gas industry were more lucrative than were likely to
appear in the renewables industry in the first
instance and therefore the attractiveness was going
to be diYcult. To my mind if you are willing to make
these things happen then you will pull together the
training provision in a coordinated fashion so that
people can find the right level of skills that are
available across the country for them to make those
personal choices. At the moment things tend to be
done in too fragmented a fashion so that if you are
part of a north of Scotland initiative it will look
diVerent from a north-east of England initiative
rather than meeting something that the employers
need. If that can be done in a coordinated fashion—
national skills academies are one of the ways of
doing it, there are many others—then we could begin
to put the mechanisms in place that allow people to
make those choices. I believe that is a more
economically eYcient way of doing it.

Q210 Chairman: You have particularly highlighted
in your written evidence to the Committee the low
priority that you claim that government
departments have given to developing a
collaborative approach to skills. What do you think
is needed to overcome this?
Mr Corrigan: In an ideal world a little bit of help. I
work for a lowly skills council; I get direct funding
of £1.7 million a year so I do not have any money, I
do not have any economic influence, I do not have
any political power to make things happen. If you
look at our submission you will see that we have
worked very hard to pull together a collaboration
amongst sector skills councils to move this forward.
With the National Skills Academy for Power we
have pulled together a collaboration of 14 large and
medium sized companies in the power sector who
have invested their own money to make these things
happen. A little bit of support and a little bit of help

to make those collaborations deliver would go a long
way. For example, part of my submission was to
suggest that if you look at the Energy Network
Strategy Group they are looking ahead at the
technology needs of our industries. If you want the
skills issues to be addressed you want to make sure
that the skills issues are discussed at that point in
time and that pre-planning is done so that the skills
issues get resolved as the technology and the
economic issues are resolved so that there are
solutions on the ground for early adopters to move
forward quickly rather than leave the skills groups to
follow up.
Chairman: Let us look at skills strategy in a little
more depth. Charles Hendry?

Q211 Charles Hendry: Can you tell us how you think
the National Skills Academy for Power would work
because it does look an incredibly fragmented,
complicated picture at the moment? We have a
whole range of organisations; we have the Power
Sector Skills Strategy Group, the Renewable Energy
Skills Group, AssetSkills, Cogent,
ConstructionSkills, EU Skills (I suggest you change
your name because a lot of people might not want to
follow you just because you have “EU” in there),
SEMTA, SummitSkills and a whole range of others.
How do you feel that those can be brought together
into a cohesive organisation? How then would you
work alongside the National Skills Academy for
Nuclear which is clearly in that same low carbon
space?
Mr Corrigan: It seems to me that you have a number
of sector skills councils who have an interest in this.
We have a significant part of that but we do not own
the total responsibility for it. We have pulled
together a collaboration amongst all those groups to
pool our research information first and we have
funding from DECC to allow us to do that.
However, research is not where we want to be; what
we actually want to do is move the process forward.
For those groups the renewable activity is a small
part on the side of their business and that needs some
financial support to take it from the research phase
into the doing phase. That is really quite important.
The national skills academies are a network for
taking the kind of planning and the qualifications
work and the employer engagement work and
delivering it on the ground through colleges, through
universities and through employers’ training
facilities. The National Skills Academy for Power
will focus on the power side of it and the renewables
part of that power side and will work—and does
work already—closely with NSAN (which is the
National Skills Academy for Nuclear) and with
other national skills academies and other bodies
who have facilities. For example, the ECITB is in
that consortium; they have a large influence on
delivering skills and they will be part of that
collaboration. What we want to do, instead of
having the visibility of a lot of individual players
falling over each other in this area, is focus it so that
we have a single point of contact to make these
things happen. If you go back to the involvement
with the research side there is no way that the ENSG
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would want to have eight SSCs in their meeting, but
if you had a group you could send one person and
make that link work.

Q212 Charles Hendry: You talked about having a
little bit of support and you said some financial
support; can you quantify that for us? My sense at
the moment is that government is looking at how it
gives less support into diVerent organisations rather
than how it gives more financial support. What
would be the consequence on the work that you are
trying to do if there were to be reductions in budgets
and would that make it much more diYcult for the
UK to achieve its potential in these areas?
Mr Corrigan: We are already seeing that. In putting
together a business plan for the National Skills
Academy for Power our employers have been
exhorted to be ambitious and look at the issues.
They have developed a business plan over a year that
is ambitious in meeting the big skills needs that it
has. Indeed, it is currently facing a push back from
the Learning and Skills Council who say that
whatever was in your expression of interest a year
ago is as much as you can get. We therefore end up
with this really great dilemma between whether this
is an important issue for the country that needs
developing and will it add real value, or how do you
live with the cuts? My suggestion to you is that a
fragmented approach costs you more because you
are ending up doing less eVectively in 25 diVerent
places what could be done in one and therefore my
proposition is that putting a little bit of money
behind a collaboration is a cost eVective investment
for government.

Q213 Charles Hendry: Does it then mean that you
might be in a situation of having to try and pick
winners in the diVerent technologies and the
diVerent skills base which will be required, for
example carbon capture and storage, some
renewables, some energy eYciencies and smart
metering? Would you have to say, “Right, smart
metering we know has to happen; it has to happen
by 2020 and therefore that is a given” and you put
more emphasis on that? Then some of the other
technologies which are emerging and are perhaps
slightly further away you do not do so much in those
areas. Would you be forced to make those sorts of
strategic decisions?
Mr Corrigan: I would be very reluctant to say that
because from my point of view, where I sit you
should be planning today for the skills needs that
you are going to want to implement in two or three
years’ time because otherwise you will always be
chasing your tail and never delivering eVectively. If
you focus the funding that is available on
encouraging the early adopters to drive forward
change then you will get a far better success rate
from that early implementation, drawing other
people through. In many ways it is really important
that you look to the future and not look to
yesterday’s problems.

Q214 Sir Robert Smith: I have two questions on the
funding. There are four nations involved in
providing a pot of funding, how do you rank the four
nations at the moment in terms of their awareness of
the problem and interest in being part of the
solution?
Mr Corrigan: We try to work with four nations and
nine regions. The industry looks at itself as a
national one and if you are not careful you end up
cutting it down to such small bits that our employers
scratch their heads and say, “I don’t know how to
handle this; it does not make any sense”. We have
worked very successfully with the Scottish
Government who have done a lot of work already in
the research. They are taking on secondment one of
our senior people from Scotland into their team to
help drive this agenda forward. What they see in
Scotland is the power of that collaboration amongst
people and they want to help us drive that forward
by doing that. Inevitably you need to take everybody
with you and that means that we spend a lot of our
time just trying to bring those collaborations
together. Collaboration is a hard thing to develop
and it takes a lot of patience, time and openness but
you can see from our submission that in a number of
areas we are beginning to put together quite
powerful collaborations.

Q215 Sir Robert Smith: Earlier on Collin Challen
raised the point about the skills in the oil and gas
industry and obviously hope for some transfer there,
but also have you had any dealings with OPITO, the
oil and gas university, where of course the funding
there has come from the industry itself? Is there any
cross-over where the industry collectively in the
power sector could actually see some benefit in
mutual funding?
Mr Corrigan: If you look at the list of people who are
in that renewable collaboration it includes Cogent
and Cogent and OPITO are very close together. That
collaboration is specifically on renewables because it
covers a broad range of skills. What you will find is
that there is behind that an energy alliance between
Cogent, ECITB and ourselves and that
collaboration is both to try to make sure that
government hears one voice from employers but also
that employers hear one voice from government. It
is very easy, if you have multiple bodies, for them to
use slightly diVerent language and it confuses
employers immensely. Those collaborations are
there and are getting stronger month by month. As
we drive forward into doing real things it will get
stronger again.

Q216 Sir Robert Smith: I suppose the advantage
OPITO has is that it is a very focussed industry and
the players in there are tightly enough bound
together already that it was easier to get industry
funding perhaps. For what you are trying to achieve
there is a need for a government role because of the
long term strategic benefits of the country.
Mr Corrigan: Let me not leave you with the
impression that our employers are mean with their
own contributions to this. I said earlier that as a
sector skills council we get £1.7 billion core funding.
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That is matched by income that comes from our
employers so employers are very definitely up for the
challenge and want to take it forward. The increase
in scope of work that I mentioned earlier insofar as
the National Skills Academy for Power is matched
by an increased investment from the employers
because they see the challenge that is there. I think
the diVerence between the oil and gas side and the
power side—although Cogent would probably
disagree—is that it is easier to pull together a small
number of very large companies but when you get
into the supply chain and when you get into the sub-
contractors who work for those, particularly in this
area where you get into the innovators, you end up
dealing with very small companies. We do have some
experience of that. Engaging with small companies
is time consuming; it gives you very real benefits but
it is an expensive operation. Usually, when
government departments look at skills issues, they
do not wish to make the investment to make the
SME side of the investment work. I do not believe in
this area that you can get away with that.

Q217 Dr Turner: How are you getting around the
obvious problem of matching the timing of
producing people with the right skills—it does not
happen overnight—with the availability of jobs? Are
you convinced that there is suYcient pull out there
to attract people to go into training knowing that
there are attractive jobs in the industry for them to
go to? Are all those things in place and, if not, how
are you going to get them in place?
Mr Corrigan: They are definitely not all in place, that
is for certain. The thrust of what you are saying is
absolutely critical to us. There is no point in putting
together programmes that do not deliver real jobs
for real people. What we have done in the power
sector—which is our part of the collaboration—is
that we have worked with our power companies to
say to them that if they look at the people they
employ, they will know what their wastage factors
are on a year by year basis, and they know when
those people are going to retire. Therefore they have
an idea over a 15 year period of where their
manpower needs are going to be. We have invested
quite heavily in quite sophisticate workforce
planning models which helps them do that thinking.
If you think you are going to lose Fred in two years’
time and he has 10 years’ experience you are already
too late to replace him, so you are going to need to
upskill internally and begin to do the planning over
a long period of time that tells companies where their
issues are. The strength of that is that if you then add
them all up you get a far better research base of
knowledge about what the skills needs actually are
on a regional and national basis. Also you begin to
identify some of the issues that at a company level
are not quite understood. When you ask employers
where they are going to get these people from they
will say that they will upskill a certain number from
within, they will take a number of apprentices or
graduates on and develop them and they will attract
a certain number from the open market. However,
when you aggregate this appointment of already
skills nationally, the numbers are so large that they

create an additional challenge of a significant size.
By doing that work in a practical sense you begin to
get the knowledge about where the jobs are and
where replacements are needed and that allows you
to talk intelligently to the economic regulator. It also
means that you begin to have the modelling
information to say that if we are going to go for this
aspect of smart networking, where are the skills and
what needs to be upskilled and you begin to have the
modelling capability to actually identify where those
skills are. From that solid base you can begin to do
what you were challenging; you can begin to put
together real knowledge about real jobs and make
sure they get delivered. If the demand does not come
through you know that the problem is just building
up for next year and the year after and you can begin
to make an influence and have an impact on that.

Q218 Dr Turner: How are you going to deal with the
SMEs in this picture? You referred to the fact, quite
correctly, that most of the innovative stuV is being
done by small to very small companies which might
suddenly grow. How are you going to fit them into
the picture?
Mr Corrigan: They are the hardest group because
they are very time intensive and they require special
care. In many ways the easiest way is by using
something like a national skills academy because if
you can put together industry standard training
packages and then tweak that national availability
of training capacity to the needs of SMEs and use
both the supply chain and Train to Gain and any
other facility you have to get out to those SMEs you
will make life easier for them because what you oVer
them are a series of solutions on a plate. When they
are not right—which they will not be the first time
around—if you listen and modify and tinker them
and get them right then gradually you will meet their
needs directly. In all these things success breed
success.
Chairman: Can we move now to the specific policies
that may be required as far as plugging the skills gap
is concerned. Colin?

Q219 Colin Challen: You state to us that “Skills
shortages are already apparent” and I wonder if it is
possible to put into numerical terms what is the
current shortfall of these skilled workers is and what
are the reasons for those particular shortages.
Mr Corrigan: You have put me on the spot and I
would not be able to give you a decent answer.
However, I will give you what I have easily to hand.
We have put together a consortium; we have got
some funding from DECC; we are going to do that
research and we will get you an answer. However, if
you look at just the traditional power side of the
business, if you look at the needs of distribution,
generation and metering in the power industry in the
next five years the industry is going to need to bring
on board 13,000 new people. In the five year
regulatory period after that they are going to have to
bring on 16,000 new people. In the regulatory period
following that we are going to need to bring on
18,000 new people. What that means is that over the
15 year period we are likely to have to replace 90%
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of the existing workforce because it is an ageing
workforce. The problem that we have now is only
going to get more and more diYcult as the time goes
on. It is not answering your question which is a bit
unfortunate, but it sets the scene because if that
industry is not able to deliver those skills then the
drift into the renewable sector will be a good deal
harder to achieve.

Q220 Colin Challen: Today we have the Renewable
Energy Strategy launched; are you hopeful that
there will be any significant announcements related
to that which addresses the skills problem?
Mr Corrigan: I would love to see that naturally.

Q221 Colin Challen: Have you been consulted in the
preparation or did you make a submission during
the consultation period?
Mr Corrigan: We are talking regularly to the
department yes, but we shall have to see what comes
out of it.

Q222 Colin Challen: Do they recognise the problems
that you have told them about?
Mr Corrigan: I do believe they do, yes. However, it
is interesting that what I am saying to you is not
unusual. The Council for Science and Technology
reported last month on “A National Infrastructure
for the 21st Century” and it said in its Summary,
“The national infrastructure needs a skilled
workforce and the responsibility for championing
and developing a skilled workforce must be shared
by business and Government.” In its
Recommendation seven the chapter on skills says,
“The Sector Skills Councils, working with business,
BIS and professional bodies urgently need to address
the short-term gaps in the skills market and provide
clear forecasts of the skills needed in the longer-term,
and how these can be met.” I think that what I am
saying to you is beginning to be a commonly held
view. The question is really how we can make it
happen.

Q223 Colin Challen: I have to say that I am not really
an expert in these matters, but with the mess
surrounding colleges, Capital Programme, the LSC
being disbanded or some of its functions being given
back to local authorities and so on, I just cannot see
how this national infrastructure is going to emerge.
We just seem to be in this quagmire of changing
priorities all the time.
Mr Corrigan: That is a subject that the employers in
the industries I serve have diYculty in
understanding. What they see is a national issue and
they wish to address it on a national scale but as
often as not, when it comes to implementing it, they
get pushed away from national solutions down to
more regional solutions and that national imperative
gets weakened.

Q224 Colin Challen: Is it something that the industry
looks to government to lead or does the industry
itself believe it should lead in the creation of this
national infrastructure? As you know, the
government has tended in the past to allow the

market to decide where the skills are required and it
seems to me that that is always going to be a bit of a
catch up process.
Mr Corrigan: I believe that where the employers are
now they understand the gravity of what faces them
over the next 10 to 15 years and expect to be able to
collaborate with government on making it happen.
That is why what I just quoted fits exactly with what
I hear from employers. They are willing to put their
time, they are willing to put their enthusiasm, they
are willing to put their money into this, they are
willing to put their facilities into this, but to make it
work it needs collaboration from government at a
national and devolved nations level.

Q225 Colin Challen: Are there some international
lessons that can be learned from our competitors
abroad? Germany has a declared industrial strategy,
for example, developing photovoltaic electricity and
has created something like 300,000 jobs in the
renewables sector. What lessons could we learn from
people like that or others in the European Union?
Mr Corrigan: What you are talking about is the way
that technologies have been supported in their
implementation. They have a head start on us
therefore have more training facilities in place and
the evidence says that that is where our British
employers are going to train their people.

Q226 Colin Challen: When you say training
facilities, are these paid for by companies or jointly
between companies and government or largely by
the government?
Mr Corrigan: Within other countries I cannot
comment, I do not know the details. However, the
evidence from our research says that renewable
companies, when they want to train people
specifically in the renewable area, tend to send their
people overseas because the training facilities have a
head start on us, are focussed and deliver what the
employers want. We have to catch up with that.

Q227 Mike Weir: Just to come back to a point Des
was making about the SMEs, when we had evidence
from the Energy Saving Trust we heard that there
was a diYculty at a local level, particularly in micro-
renewables, in getting qualified local electricians and
other people to fit these. Given that the
government’s Renewables Strategy is almost certain
to look to more micro-renewables, feed-in tariVs and
things of that nature, how do we get skills down to
a very local level to enable people to have these? A
national skills academy may not be of great benefit
to the one or two man operations all tied into the
north of Scotland?
Mr Corrigan: I understand the problem because
within our footprint we have the gas utilisation
sector so therefore one of the groups we work with
are the people who are on what is now called the Gas
Safe register (which used to be called Corgi). We
have worked and delivered welfare to work
programmes, for example, with micro-businesses
from that sector. We believe that in fact there is a
huge opportunity there because you have on those
sort of registers knowledge about who the employers
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are, who they employ, what skills they have already
and therefore it provides you with a solid base for
encouraging those small companies, if you put the
right sort of funding behind it, to upskill to be able
to meet those requirements. If you do it in a planned
fashion you will find out from those 120,000 people
who the early adopters are from the skills
development side and you can encourage and work
with them to strengthen their capability and make
them the stronger part of that network of micro-
businesses. I believe it is eminently do-able and in
fact I believe it is really important that we do do it,
but it does take more time, more energy and more
eVort to deliver than to persuade a larger company
to take an equivalent number of people on.

Q228 Mike Weir: You talked about the diYculties in
the college sector. At least in Scotland many
apprentices do part of their time at a local college. I
just wonder how you see the interface, if you like,
between the local colleges providing that
apprenticeship training and national skills
academies and the possibility of using local colleges
to provide that training to apprenticeships and
established small businesses.
Mr Corrigan: The National Skills Academy for
Power will be a virtual operation. There are three
main thrusts in the first part of its plan that will help.
One is that we have captured the knowledge about
what employers need and can make that available
both by region and by level of skill (level two all the
way up to PhD) so that we are beginning to put the
knowledge and information available to help create
a genuine market so that training providers at
whatever level can begin to understand what the
market needs and begin to create a genuine market
to deliver that. That is the first thing. The second
thing that we need to work on is the whole area of
sector attractiveness because to the majority of the
public the power sector is something that delivers
when you switch the light on but they do not
understand what goes on behind it, what the career
opportunities are, what the job satisfactions are.
They have a view of a dirty industry so we need to do
something about changing that so the colleges can
attract the right kinds of people. Finally, if we are in
a position to pull together the best brains in
partnership from both the training providers and the
employers to work out what the training programme
should look like in bringing in both existing core
capabilities and developing the new areas that are
going to come along, then what we can begin to do
is provide template training materials for colleges to
deliver against. That saves the training provider the
job that is often a relatively thankless job, it delivers
a uniformity of quality or a greater chance of
uniformity of quality and innovation across the
whole of the country and at the same time allows you
to be innovative in the way you mix the time that is
spent in employers’ premises learning skills and the
time you spend in colleges. For me the whole idea
behind the National Skills Academy for Power is to
create a genuine partnership between training
providers and the industry to drive this whole

agenda forward. To be fair to Scotland, Scotland are
strong supporters of the National Skills Academy
for Power.

Q229 Chairman: Turning to the question of
investment in the skilled workforce we have been
talking about and investing in the changes in
available skills, do you think it is a valid criticism of
perhaps the renewable and new green technologies
industry that there are calls for government to invest
in all this skills training and development? Should
we not just say that you are going to benefit greatly,
apparently, from the developments in green
technologies and renewable energy technologies,
stump up the investment yourselves.
Mr Corrigan: Let me step back and give you a bit of
personal information. I lived overseas for three years
working on a power project in another part of the
world. I lived in a society where the water supply was
not available 24 hours a day and where the electricity
supply was not secure. The challenge that faces us as
a country is to make sure that the lights stay on,
clean water is there and the dirty water is taken away.
If we do not invest in that infrastructure it will have
a major debilitating impact on the way our society
develops in the future. That is the downside. The
upside is that there is a huge opportunity here for us
as a country to take a lead in this area and to develop
the skills of what is going to be a very large industry
around the world. Instead of following, if we are in
a position to lead there is a huge opportunity for this
country. Looking at my own family, that is an
opportunity I would like to see us take up. The real
answer to your question is that there are times when,
in bringing in change, government can pump prime
and help things happen and there are times when
large employers will quite happily pay for what they
need. When you talk about the SMEs their job is
considerably harder and they do not have the
resources, ability, training departments or
knowledge to make these things happen. A little bit
of support goes a long way.

Q230 Chairman: Do you think there are particular
eVects and impacts currently even on a wider basis
for the larger companies of the downturn in demand
and therefore a knock-on eVect so far as
considerations of longer term investment are
concerned? How might that aVect your view, as you
have said, of priming the pump of investment for
the future?
Mr Corrigan: I think there are whole parts of the
industry that are feeling that pinch and are taking a
deep breath before making decisions and they are
finding some of those investment decisions not easy
to make and I understand that. However, what I
have seen of the power industry over the last three or
four years says that there is an industry here that
knows just how steep the challenge ahead is and
knows that they cannot delay because the issues are
too big.

Q231 Chairman: Are there particular areas within
that overall picture that you have identified or can
identify which should particularly be prioritised in
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terms of that kind of pump priming investment? If
you had to say here are three or four areas that
particularly need that investment right now in order
to move us forward and seize those opportunities
you have mentioned, which sort of areas would
they be?
Mr Corrigan: It depends which purpose you are
after. If what you want to do is to make sure that
skills are developing the long term need then for me
where you would focus your investment is in making
the collaboration among sector skills councils work,
giving them a little bit of resource to develop a
mixture of qualifications, working out the problem
of how you use two or three diVerent awarding
bodies to deliver a diVerent mix of qualifications and
consulting with the various training providers
around the country to build solutions and processes
that will deliver in the medium term. What I would
do is open up to some representative from the sector
skills side into the longer term thinking because I
would put the infrastructure in place and I would
make the network of national skills academies
deliver for you. If, however, what you are actually
talking about are how you improve the employment
capability in this area, then I would say to you that
my understanding of the industry at the moment is
that if you ask employers to take new people on at
this point in time it is more diYcult, but if you wish
to plan for an improvement in the economy and the
recovery you would plan now for the training
programmes that will meet their needs as the
economy begins to improve. I have to tell you that
when we ran Ambition Energy we ran a 26 week
training programme because we wanted people that
had a reasonable level of skills. This industry needs
higher level skills than people in JobcentrePlus. If
you wish to move volumes of people you train
people to go into shops and into low level jobs. In
this sector you have to train and invest more heavily
in higher level skills for people who are going to take
on careers.

Q232 Sir Robert Smith: Do you think the market has
maybe been slow to respond in a way because they
have not had clear enough signals from the
government that there will be a low carbon demand
in this country? Until they can be confident of the
roll out of low carbon technologies they are not
going to invest in the UK supplier.
Mr Corrigan: There is bound to be some of that, but
in reality what is needed is something that takes the
aspirations into something which will be delivered
and seen on the ground. It is creating that sort of
infrastructure that will allow us to move forward
more quickly. At this point in time, for many
employers, it just looks too diYcult a job to do and
I do not believe that is the case.

Q233 Sir Robert Smith: In your answers you have
mentioned that quite a few of the organisations you
work with are working in an area of regulated
business.
Mr Corrigan: Yes.

Q234 Sir Robert Smith: How alive or eVective are the
regulators in ensuring that that regulated
environment is not holding back or, even more so, is
driving forward the reality that those industries need
to invest in their skills?
Mr Corrigan: If you think about where I am coming
from, I need to persuade people; the regulator just
needs to look in an area and people jump. The power
of the regulator is quite significant. Having said that,
the workforce planning modelling work that I was
telling you about before was largely done so that the
industry was in a position to say to the regulator,
“We have a problem and investment in skills is
something that you should allow”. As they worked
through the numbers they were quite shocked at
both the magnitude of the problem but also how it
grows over not the next five year regulatory period
but beyond. Individually as companies they have
gone to the regulator and the regulator has listened
to them. I believe that the regulator is doing some
useful work in this area without a shadow of a doubt
because it is on the agenda; it is what the distribution
companies are talking to the economic regulator
about. As I say, I need to cajole people; the regulator
can just look and things can happen, so I recognise
the power that the regulator has.

Q235 Sir Robert Smith: As long as the regulator is
looking.
Mr Corrigan: Yes.
Chairman: Can we now move to the question of
attracting and retaining a diverse workforce in the
low carbon technologies sector? Mike?

Q236 Mike Weir: In your memorandum you say
that no renewables specific apprenticeships currently
exist. Can you tell us what actions are required to
encourage a larger intake of young people in the low
carbon technologies industry? Is there suYcient
work for specific low carbon apprenticeships at the
moment?
Mr Corrigan: It often sounds to me a bit like the
chicken and egg. If there are apprenticeships
available that have been designed by employers for
employers then if that is available employers will
take people from there. The people looking at
careers in the industry will say that that has industry
backing and therefore if they go and do that
apprenticeship they can get a job locally but also
anywhere else in the country because it is recognised.
To a certain extent making those things happen
actually encourages employers meeting up with
aspirant employees and developing and pushing
forward this whole training issue.

Q237 Mike Weir: How do you see your focus? Do
you see yourself as upskilling the existing workforce
to work in the new technologies or do you yourself
providing skills for new entrants into these
technologies?
Mr Corrigan: Without a shadow of a doubt we need
to do both. The nature of the problem is so extensive
that one solution will not fit all and the
demographics say that there will be fewer people
coming out of school in the future so therefore you
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are going to have to be much cleverer in the way you
attract people into the industry and you will take
them from a variety of sources. It is creating those
pathways and making sure that you look after the
interests of the individuals because they are not just
a locally agreed arrangement between an employer
and a college but have a national standing. To do
that eVectively I have to pull together eight bodies.
It is by no means impossible; in fact it is absolutely
essential. The power industry is traditionally a white
male bastion of employment and the tremendous
thing about the renewables sector is that it is very
attractive to women in particular and that allows us
to change the demographics not only over the
renewable sector but over the broader power sector
because, as a bunch of employers, they need to
attract from the whole of the population of the
country and not just the traditional areas that they
have in the past. There is a huge opportunity there.

Q238 Mike Weir: That is very interesting because
speaking to one power country they were talking
about graduates and the number of graduates
coming forward and the bulk of them wanted to go
to the renewables sector rather than the traditional
sector because it was seen as sexy. Is that something
you find fairly widespread?
Mr Corrigan: Our research says that that is a
common perception and therefore something to be
used because there is a benefit to be had by it.

Q239 Mike Weir: Is there a mirror image to that of
an emerging workforce within the power industry
that may lead to problems down the line in existing
power generation rather than renewables? Do you
not have to get the balance right?
Mr Corrigan: Absolutely. What the employers have
done is to come together and researched how the
public, how the career advisors, how the parents
perceive the power industry. From that they have
decided that that is an issue that they need to
address. Therefore one of the increases in scope that
they have put into the National Skills Academy for
Power in the last year is to do some significant work
on making the sector more attractive, not as
individual companies but as a whole industry. When
employers begin to come together to think like that,
that is a hugely powerful driver that you really want
to encourage. You asked questions about the
willingness of employers to invest, when they are
willing to invest not only in the needs of their
particular company but can see there is a value from
collaborating on an industry basis, you see just how
strategic the skills issue is to our employers.

Q240 Mike Weir: The industry is very diverse. There
is a big diVerence perhaps between wind generation
for power, coal or whatever. There is clearly a
diVerence in the way people perceive the various
types of energy generation. Is the industry being
successful in promoting energy generation as
opposed to specific parts of it?
Mr Corrigan: At this point in time it is clear that the
industry is not successful at all in promoting the
whole sector. You can do that in part by developing

the renewables side or if you can do it simply by
explaining to people what opportunities there are
because the industry that the research says people see
and the industry that I see are two totally diVerent
career opportunities.

Q241 Mike Weir: You have talked about diversity of
workforce and I was very encouraged to hear what
you said about that. Do you think there is anything
government can do to promote increasing diversity,
perhaps through public procurement or from
industries that demonstrate a greater diversity in
working practice?
Mr Corrigan: The answer is always yes. Let me give
you an anecdote. Four or five years ago we ran the
welfare to work programme called Ambition Energy
and one of the things we tested was the idea of
training lone parents to go and work as gas
installers. You may say that is common sense
because the majority of people who open the door
that they knock on is the lady of the house but the
person who is on the other side is usually a man. We
developed a programme and we needed to be sure
that they would be employed. We chose an area of
London and we went to the local housing
department. The local housing department said they
could help. They did not use the contracts with their
contractors who worked in the area, they simply
brought them in and said, “We would like you to
listen to this presentation and please be aware that
when contracts are renewed we will take into
account how well you have performed in supporting
this programme”. There was not a formal contract;
there was not a formal directive, it was just an
individual saying, “Please note, I am watching” but
it was very, very powerful. If I have to do those sorts
of things I have to deploy people to talk to 400 local
authorities but they are the type of thing that
government can say, out of the 400 local authorities
I need 40 who will do this for us to begin to have
those sorts of changes. Therefore government has a
great influence because it is a buyer and it can do it
in subtle or unsubtle ways. This is real social change.
What I loved about that was that after the lone
parents had been out working not only did they
enjoy it but the customers liked them and then the
customers rang up and asked for the lady engineer,
and then the employers came back and said, “We
need more of them” and you kind of think, “Oh
good, that was not quite as diYcult as you might
have imagined”. A little bit of creativity and sense of
fun works.
Chairman: You have mentioned one very interesting
training delivery mechanism, shall we say. Perhaps
we can turn to the wider aspect of delivery
mechanisms and particularly thinking about the
small and medium enterprises that we have been
talking about a little earlier. Robert?

Q242 Sir Robert Smith: You have mentioned the
diYculties for the SMEs and in your submission you
talked about learning from the successful Scottish
construction skills model and the problems of the
Train to Gain initiative.
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Mr Corrigan: I very carefully did not say the
“problems”; I said the more “problematic”. If I can
explain the diVerence in approach which is where
devolved nations and working with them can be
tremendous, what the Scottish Government said was
that they wanted to encourage the development of
construction skills within their area and they were
willing to set some funds aside. We will give you
some ground rules as to how to apply them but you
go out to your employers, identify what the skills
needs are, prioritise them and if we are comfortable
with them you then go and make them happen.
What we were in a position to do was to go to
employers, understand their skills needs and work
with them and local training providers to meet those
needs to their priorities. They were not targeted on
the fact that it has to be so many level twos and so
many level three (NVQs/SNVQs); it was what
employers wanted. My example is smart metering.
Installing 20,0001 meters a day for the next 10 years
requires a whole range of upskilling of people. If
Train to Gain could take that as a remit you could
go out to the 120,000 individuals who are on the Gas
Safe register and say, “There is this big job
opportunity coming up; there is some funding to
help you upskill it and these are the programmes you
can go and take” and that would give that whole
process a main momentum. If, in the process, you
were able to actually work behind the scenes to
deliver the back filling opportunity you have created
not only the skills to do the new bit but you have
supported the skills that are needed, providing
employment, et cetera, et cetera. Interestingly
enough you have also identified who the early
adopters are so next time there is a major technology
change you go to them first. There is a structure that
can be built. Train to Gain is delivered through
intermediaries therefore we cannot be in that
position; because it is focussed on delivering level
twos or level threes we were told that smart metering
would not be a priority. I understand where the
government department is coming from because it
has a set of targets, but I have the diYculty of then
going back to the employers and saying, “Can’t do
it” and they say, “Why?” The intermediary tries to
make that dialogue work.

Q243 Sir Robert Smith: In the rules of Train to Gain
they tick boxes to make sure that public money is
being carefully used. Would there be a way of getting
a level two or level three on the incremental training
or should they try and alter the bureaucracy?
Mr Corrigan: At the end of the day for me, if you
give the employer the skills they want to do the job
they will come back and they will do more of it
therefore I am less worried about whether it hits a
qualification and more whether it does the job.
Employers are not interested in qualifications; they
are interested in skills. It is not how many GCSEs or
how many PhDs have you got, it is can you do the
job that I have in front of me. I am more inclined to
that end then necessarily ticking the boxes.

1 Note from the witness: “Should read 25,000”

Q244 Sir Robert Smith: If you do not have a bit of
paper with a specific qualification, do you have some
kind of authentication that you have the skills?
Mr Corrigan: I do not wish to throw money at
training for the sake of training either. I want
somebody who comes out with a set of skills that are
recognised across the industry. I do not want to send
somebody on a three week course because that does
not help man nor beast. That individual I also need
to look after so that when they have been through
that training, if that employer does not suit them
they are in a position to go and work for another
employer but still deploy those skills. You have to
look after both needs. It is a matter of policy
priorities. If you really wanted to drive forward in
this agenda one of the things I would suggest you
might consider is having a small group—a small task
force—that met periodically just to understand the
diYculties of diVerent priorities of diVerent
departments and help overcome them. Those sorts
of things have been really quite successful in the past
in driving change so that would be another of my
suggestions.

Q245 Colin Challen: A lot of the new technologies,
renewables and low carbon technologies will be
developed by small companies and perhaps coming
out of a cottage industry. SMEs sometimes puts a bit
of a corporate gloss on the idea, but a lot of these
companies are cottage industries. How can we
deliver the best training for them that meets their
needs? Some of the larger companies can meet their
own training needs probably from within their own
resource, but do our mechanisms at the moment in
delivering training actually deliver for the cottage
industry end of the scale?
Mr Corrigan: No, not in a coordinated fashion. The
evidence says that the smaller company will develop
people on the job so they will learn by doing rather
than learn in any systemic fashion. For most of us
that is how we learn many of our life skills. However,
it does not get you there in the quickest fashion. The
problem with SMEs is that you have to have people
who can listen to them attentively, put things in place
and revise them as they work or they do not work.
You have to do it with a bunch of people who do not
have the time to deliver training; they do not have
the time to talk to their local FE college; they do not
have the time to really spend the amount of eVort
that a training department for a larger company can
operate. One of the successes that we had with the
Ambition Energy welfare to work plan was because
we set ourselves out as the project manager to
provide the glue for employers that would not look
after the things that the larger company has a
training department for. We had a project manager
who ran those projects and did those things for the
SMEs, but that makes it an expensive programme.
We would argue that the evidence from that
programme says it delivered tremendous value and
delivered a good return for the financial purse, but
dealing with SMEs eVectively is a more labour
intensive and more expensive option. However, I do
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not believe it is something you can ignore because,
as you say, for a whole number of industries they are
some of the growth companies of the future.

Q246 Colin Challen: Is Train to Gain of value to the
smallest companies, do you think, or is it not
bespoke enough to deliver value?
Mr Corrigan: Our experience within our sector is
that the penetration of Train to Gain is very poor.
That is true of the large companies; it is especially
true of the smaller companies. There are ways of
making these things work, it just needs the will. It
does need the time and eVort to listen to what
employers want and develop the capabilities to meet
those needs. The importance of listening is that you
have to listen to a large number of SMEs before you

understand properly the patterns that are evolving
because one company’s need will sound very
diVerent from another company’s needs. You have
to spend the time talking to these people to
understand what their real needs are and how best to
support them. I believe that that is part of our future
in this area.

Q247 Chairman: Mr Corrigan, you have given us an
hour of your time and a wide ranging and useful
series of contributions and answers to questions on
what is clearly going to be a very important element
of consideration in the future low carbon technology
economy. We are very grateful for your time this
morning. Thank you.
Mr Corrigan: Thank you for the opportunity; it has
been more enjoyable than I feared!
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Q248 Paddy Tipping: Welcome to Professor King,
Dr Hillmansen and Greg Archer. This is an inquiry
about moving towards a low carbon economy. I am
very grateful for the submissions that you have
already made. Perhaps we could start by having a
discussion about the fiscal package that the
Government has introduced, the stimulus package:
how far it really is green, whether there is a green
element to it and how far transport and the transport
sector has benefited from that. Professor King,
would you like to start, please?
Professor King: I am probably going to overstep the
fiscal stimulus package. I am somewhat concerned,
for example, about the scrappage scheme because it
was introduced without a requirement on new cars
being, for example, at least below the 130 grams per
kilometre, which will be the new European Union
requirement for 2015, and there is evidence from a
number of studies, including a recent study from the
International Transport Forum in Paris, that show
that scrappage schemes which are introduced
without a stiV limit on CO2 for the new vehicles
purchased actually contribute to additional CO2

emissions. I think that was extremely disappointing.
The Committee on Climate Change advised the
Government that they should put a limit, but that
was not put in place, and I think the calculations that
the Committee on Climate Change has done on the
current scheme show that actually it looks as if
consumers have bought relatively low emission cars
but, even so, it is unlikely to be a net benefit for CO2,
and that is an opportunity missed. I think the
support to the car industry for reducing their
emissions and for producing lower emission models
is a good thing. The 230 million in support for
electric vehicles from 2011 onwards is good, but you
may see in the Committee on Climate Change report
we do not think that is anything like enough because
we are trying to radically change an industry that has
been doing cost reduction for the last 100 years. The
new technologies we would bring in have not had the
benefit of that. The batteries in the first vehicles will
be extremely expensive, and we have suggested that
the figure needs to be, realistically, more like about
800 million and, indeed, that we should be looking at
a scheme that starts with quite significant subsidies,
which might need to be 10,000 plus per vehicle,
which then tail oV as vehicles get cheaper and the
industry becomes more established.

Q249 Paddy Tipping: Mr Archer.
Mr Archer: I think what we need to understand is

that the scrappage scheme was introduced primarily
in order to support the UK motor industry because
of the pressure that it was under, and it has certainly
been eVective in raising sales: 181,000 sales so far
during the period. I think there is also some good
evidence now emerging that the vehicles which have
been purchased under that scheme are not only more
eYcient than the vehicles which have been scrapped,
as you would expect because they are 10 years
younger, but they are also more eYcient than the
vehicles which are bought on average within the UK.
So what we have actually seen is cars bought under
the scrappage scheme are averaging 134 grams per
kilometre, whereas the average for the UK this year
is 150 grams per kilometre, and I think, inevitably,
the scrappage level at £2,000 is likely to encourage
people to buy smaller vehicles more than it is going
to encourage them to buy larger, more expensive
vehicles by the nature of the economics. I think the
type of proposal that Julia and the Climate Change
Committee made would have, undoubtedly,
strengthened the carbon benefits which came from
the scheme, but overall I think you can probably see
that the scrappage scheme has probably lowered UK
new car CO2 emissions by one to two grams per
kilometre more than it would have done otherwise
according to the calculations that are being made,
which is not a big eVect by any means but is a small
eVect. I think you can also note that there will have
been sizeable air quality benefits as a result of that.
The other point to make is that, more generally, the
green stimulus package had very little by way of
measures to support low carbon transport in
general, and the Automotive Assistance
Programme, whilst again it was not specifically
designed to give green benefits, has certainly had
some green benefits. For example, the only money
spent to date through that Automotive Assistance
Programme is £10 million for the TATA Technology
Research Centre in Coventry that will be building
some electric vehicles in the future. From that point
of view there are some green benefits which have
come from what might be considered direct
economic stimulus.
Dr Hillmansen: As you will have gathered from my
submission, I am going to put a railway view of the
world to you today. In terms of the green stimulation
packages that have been oVered, these are, in my
view, supporting emerging low carbon technologies,
also supporting traditional ones, like wind turbines
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and other renewable energy sources, and also
supporting our traditional environmental sectors,
like reducing pollution, and so on. What I would say
of the railways is that it is a system which integrates
lots of these things together, so it will gain benefit
from all of those packages. One of the things I would
like to talk about perhaps in detail in later questions
is how electrification and the increasing
decarbonisation of our grid mix is going to help the
railways both in terms of reducing the primary
energy used and improving eYciencies.

Q250 Paddy Tipping: The Obama administration
has got a lot of political credit for a green new deal.
Do you think there is a green new deal here in the
UK?
Professor King: I am sorry; I did not hear who that
was directed at.

Q251 Paddy Tipping: Any one of you. Just pitch in.
Everybody else does here.
Professor King: I think there is a lot of good intent.
We have got some coming from DECC and, indeed,
other departments. I think what we are lacking at the
moment is real delivery. I think real delivery is going
to cost rather more money than anybody is
mentioning being put into any of these schemes. It is
corny to say, but we have spent an awful lot of
money on the banks. It would be good to see us
spending even a fraction of that on really trying to
develop the green economy in the UK. We see the
Japanese Prime Minister announcing that is their
ambition in Japan, we see all of the other developed
countries starting to announce these sorts of things,
and if we do not start to invest serious money in this
I really think we will be left behind.
Mr Archer: I think the scale of the green measures
which were announced is just a tiny fraction of UK
GDP and is, indeed, much lower than the fraction
which is being allocated in other countries which had
similar green stimulus measures. Probably the
highlight would be what has been happening in the
US, particularly in South Korea, where they
invested £1.2 billion in low carbon car technologies
and the overall value of their green stimulus was
2.6% of GDP rather than .00 something which has
been calculated for the UK. What I would say is that
the support that has gone to the motor industry, I
think, has helped particularly the supply chain
companies during the period where there were quite
long shutdowns of manufacturing facilities, and it is
really important that we retain a strong automotive
sector in the UK so that we can actually benefit
economically from the low carbon technologies
which will be emerging over the next 10 to 20 years
and be at the forefront of those initiatives. So the fact
that we continue to support the motor industry
during this diYcult period and will continue to do in
the future will pay dividends in terms of the
investments that those companies are able to make
in supporting low carbon technology in the future.

Q252 Paddy Tipping: Presumably, Stuart, you think
there ought to be more investment in rail.

Dr Hillmansen: Absolutely. I would just say about
the railway industry, a number of years ago there was
some interesting research published which
questioned the environmental credentials of the
railway and at that time I think the railway industry
did not have suYcient data to robustly defend itself,
but in recent years that has certainly changed, and
now certainly all the colleagues that I see and speak
with in the industry understand that this is an
important issue for them. Certainly it is something
that the passengers are expecting to know about as
well and is often used in marketing information and
so on about the CO2 content of a particular journey.
I think the railway industry is taking it very seriously
at the moment and trying to get a good
understanding of its total CO2 emissions, which is
good news. I think generally rail is ahead of other
transport modes, but they are certainly not
complacent about things like electric vehicles and so
on catching them up. I think there is a positive future
in that sense.

Q253 Judy Mallaber: Picking up on what Greg has
said, and bearing in mind your comments on the
programmes brought in by other countries, do you
think that if we act now there is a potential export
market for low carbon vehicles or are other
countries’ programmes going to limit it and we are,
therefore, in danger of importing technology instead
of adding to our export market?
Professor King: I think there are some real
opportunities for us. The introduction of some
radical new vehicle technologies to a degree is going
to disrupt the conventional players, and we are
seeing in the electric vehicle market some niche
players, for example Tesla in the US, who have been
working with Lotus in the UK, appearing with new
oVerings which look as if they could be quite
successful in some of the niche areas. We have also
seen that what we have done in the UK in things like
the low carbon vehicle demonstration project, which
is now running and which by next year will have 340
ultra-low carbon vehicles across a small number of
cities in the UK, have attracted the world’s attention
to us and the announcement of that was followed
quite rapidly by Toyota’s announcement that we
would be one of the first two countries in which they
would be building the new Prius and then the Nissan
announcement that they would be bringing battery
manufacturing to the UK and potentially also their
electric vehicle, the Leaf, to be manufactured in the
UK. I think our situation is that we have to
recognise, as Greg has mentioned, that we are a very
important supply chain player in the UK but we do
not really have very much OEM activity, apart from
the rather niche luxury vehicle market. The
requirements for us going forward, I think, are to
make sure that our supply chain is well positioned to
adapt to the new technologies that will be needed in
vehicles of the future. For example, we make 30% of
the engines for cars for Europe. If the direction is
going to be that we are all moving to plug-in hybrid
vehicles which essentially have a battery and a range
extender, then actually that supply chain needs, to a
degree, to change the skills and its capabilities in
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order to be in the range extender engine market and,
indeed, in some of the integration electronics
markets rather than just in the large highly eYcient
internal combustion engine area. I am not sure that
we are going to grow any new car companies, new
OEMs—it would be great if we did—but we do have
a very strong supply chain which we absolutely need
to make sure has the opportunity to retain its
strength and, hopefully, grow. We have some real
areas of expertise. Greg is probably more of an
expert on some of those than I am.
Mr Archer: I think what I would say is the
Government has announced £400 million of
investment in low carbon vehicles over the last year
or so. When I started in my current job five years ago
it was spending a few million pounds a year, and
that, I think, shows the rapid scale-up in investment
that has been made, but other countries are making
similar and even larger investments. I mention
Korea, but the US has invested $600 million through
federal procurement in EVs, another $400 million
for states, a billion dollars in advanced battery
technologies, and 25 billion to their automotive
industry, although that is clearly not all for green
measures. Germany has announced ƒ500 million to
support advanced battery technology and
infrastructure. France, a few days ago, came out
with 14 Commandments, which are designed to
kick-start electric vehicles, following some large
investment announcements prior to that. So there
are countries all over the world now gearing up in a
major way to respond to the new low carbon vehicle
market which is emerging but, having said that, there
are some genuine areas in which the UK has real
world leading expertise. I would highlight
particularly electric vans, where we have companies
like Smith and Modec who are supplying around the
world. We have tremendous expertise in the power
electronics industry. Power electronics is extremely
important in getting the best out of the battery.
Companies like Zytek, Ricardo and Lotus
Engineering, for example, are doing huge amounts
of work in this area, and we have now got a lot of
good initiatives with Nissan in the North East with
their new battery plant, the possibility of bringing
the Leaf manufacture into the UK and the Auris
hybrid, which Julia mentioned, is now going to be
produced by Toyota in Burnaston. So we have
actually made a really good start. What we need to
do is realise that we are not going to outspend a lot
of these other countries, but what we can do is make
our money work smarter by getting people to work
more eVectively together, and I think the initial
ultra-low carbon demonstration programme that
brought together cities, manufacturers and the
RDAs in integrated programmes is a really excellent
start in doing that, and the concepts of Test Bed UK,
which have been proposed for piloting and
demonstrating a range of new low technologies, is
starting to get the UK noticed in a way that it had
not been before. These are positive steps.
Professor King: I think one thing Greg and I would
agree very strongly on is that we see the formation of
the OYce of Low Emissions Vehicles as a potential
real opportunity here, but only if it actually has some

teeth. If the OYce of Low Emissions Vehicles really
can take an overview and co-ordinate the activities
at national government level, at local government
level, at Technology Strategy Board level, at
Research Council level, at Energy Technology
Institute level, if we can really bring these diVerent
pots of money, these diVerent levers together, if we
can really get local authorities in a co-ordinated way
to support the infrastructure developments, we can
really start to put together packages of measures that
will appeal to early adopting consumers for some of
the new technologies and will also appeal to the
manufacturers in terms of seeing the UK as a place
where both vehicle development and new models
need to be brought. At the moment OLEV has
nominally this budget of 400 million, but actually it
is all allocated already in diVerent areas and it has
got to try and herd cats. It reports partly to BIS and
sits in DfT, so it has got a lot of challenges ahead of
it. It is a real opportunity to bring things together
and make the UK an exciting prospect for both
manufacturers and consumers for these new
vehicles, but it is going to need a lot of support, and
we are hoping it gets it.
Mr Archer: To give you an indication of the scale, we
have got 341 vehicles in the current demonstration
programme. The £230 million investment to support
purchase will give you around 50,000 vehicles,
something like that. The Greener Transport Strategy
is forecasting around 800,000 electric vehicles by
2020 and the Climate Change Committee want 1.7
million vehicles. That is a very big gap, and at the
moment we do not have clear plans about how we
are going to go from 341 to 50,000 and then from
50,000 up to hundreds of thousands or millions of
vehicles, and that is the work that still needs to be
mapped out.
Professor King: If 1.7 million sounds a lot, the
French Government has announced its target of two
million electric vehicles on the road by 2020 and the
German Government have announced a million. So,
1.7 million is very much in the ballpark of the
ambitions of our major European neighbours.
Mr Archer: Spain has also announced a million, but
by 2014. I think that is very ambitious, but, yes, there
is a whole range of countries making similar
announcements.

Q254 Judy Mallaber: Everyone is making all these
announcements. Are you saying that, regardless of
the amounts currently spent, the Government is
putting the money that is available on the most
beneficial activities? Is it a question of where they put
the money, wanting more money or organising the
current pots of money better? What would be your
immediate wish list for what the Government should
be focusing on?
Professor King: Unfortunately, there is never one
thing that will solve the problems. I certainly think
we need to invest more money in this. Overall, if we
are going to meet our carbon budgets longer term,
apart from this one in the first budget timescale
where we may meet it because of the impact of the
recession rather than because of the measures that
have been implemented, we are going to need more
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funding to stimulate some of these industry activities
and some of the consumer activities. I think, very
clearly, in stimulating electric vehicles there needs to
be more money in terms of initial purchase support
for vehicles if we are going to get anywhere our 1.7
million target by 2020, and so we have said in the
Committee on Climate Change report there are a
whole range of figures, obviously depending on a
whole range of diVerent models and scenarios,
somewhere around 800 million in the purchase price
and probably another 100 million or so in support of
infrastructure development to give consumers the
confidence to use these vehicles. However, we have
not got to make that decision immediately because
these vehicles are going to start arriving at the end of
2010 through 2011. We do not need all that purchase
support immediately; we do not need all the
infrastructure in place immediately; there are quite a
number of studies going on which will give us more
evidence about what is really most likely to be
necessary, but we have to recognise that those sorts
of sums of money are going to be required as we
move forward if we want to make these things
happen. I think there is a real opportunity in getting
diVerent organisations and diVerent levels of
government to work together better. There was an
announcement, I think from Nottingham County
Council, that it was going to charge employers
£2,000 a parking space for parking in the city centre.
I am an employer in the centre of Birmingham. If the
Council told me it was going to do that but actually
said I would not have to pay it for every space where
I put a charging point for an electric vehicle, you
could use that as a mechanism for starting to get the
infrastructure in place in our big cities. If you talk
about bus lanes and use of bus lanes and things, you
can put together packages that actually cost
nothing, which for early adopters of new technology
are very appealing to them. The research shows we
greatly over value things like free parking being
exempted from the congestion charge. We put a
value to us which is much greater than the monetary
cost that we are saving. You can put together parcels
that will make these new technologies attractive to
buyers and that will go some way to overcoming
their anxiety about the fact that it is a new
technology: they are not entirely sure about things
they are being told about the running costs, about
reliability, for example, or it does not do quite what
the car they are used to driving does. We have got to
overcome all those and we have not got the money
to deal with it all in terms of upfront financial
incentives, so that is why OLEV could be so
important, because it needs to bring all this together,
and then you add in issues like planning. Actually
70% of us live in houses or flats where we have oV-
street parking. If we made it a mandatory
requirement that every garage, for example, had
electric sockets, then there would be immediate
access to power to people who had a garage in a new
house. We need to bring all these things together to
prepare for the future, and some of that does not cost
anything and, therefore, we can make more of what
we can aVord.

Mr Archer: I would agree with most of what Julia
has said on electric vehicles. My view is that the 800
million that the Climate Change Committee have
estimated is probably at the lower end of what is
required because they have made some quite
optimistic assumptions, but I leave that aside. What
I would say, however, is that I do not believe electric
vehicles are going to be a silver bullet. There is going
to be a range of technologies which emerge. We need
to make our existing internal combustion engine
vehicles much more eYcient and we can do that, and
we need to be investing and incentivising people to
choose those lower carbon models. Also, I think
biofuels and advanced biofuels in the future are
going to play an important role in low carbon
transport and we ought to be making similar
incentives to encourage the shift to sustainable
biofuels and advanced biofuels, investing the kind of
money which we are now talking about investing in
electric vehicles.

Q255 Paddy Tipping: We will come to biofuels in a
moment.
Mr Archer: My main point here is, yes, we have
made an excellent start on electric vehicles and we
need to go a lot further, but let us not forget that
actually there will be a suite of technologies in the
future and we need to be incentivising and
encouraging all of those realistic practical ones, not
focusing only on the electrification agenda.

Q256 Anne Main: A short question. You have talked
about low carbon emission engines. Are you
convinced, particularly with the scrappage scheme
as well, that there is enough monitoring being done
of the carbon footprint of these new vehicles and
assessment of it as well?
Mr Archer: I think we have got a fairly good
understanding of what the life cycle emissions of
existing vehicles are. Very broadly, 80% of the
emissions come in use from the petrol (the fuel), 15%
in manufacture, 5% in disposal. For the new vehicles
of the future I think there is more work to be done
around particularly the life cycle emissions of the
batteries, and I think there is still a range of data
available and not all of it is of high quality, so I think
that is an area that does require some further
research.
Professor King: I was at a conference in Sweden
yesterday and there is a strong French group in
battery research who are looking at, essentially,
biological routes to producing lithium ion battery
electrodes, which look very optimistic. At a research
stage it is probably 10 or 15 years from manufacture,
but it is certainly an area of interest and I think it is
an area that the community has registered very
strongly, that we need to be thinking about the
ecological, the environmental impact of new
technologies we are putting place in vehicles now.

Q257 Anne Main: Are we doing it? Do you think
there has been enough of a steer for us to do it?
Professor King: I think the industry has understood
that steer and I think researchers are very aware of
that steer. There is a real interest at every meeting I
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go to: are we looking at scarce resources, are we
looking at things which are going to damage the
environment, are we looking at things which are
going to be as readily recyclable as possible? I think
that is very much in place. Of course, the
decarbonisation of the power generation will also
have a big benefit on industry and, of course,
manufacturing industries are also covered by a
number of the emissions reduction schemes
themselves. So there is quite a pressure, actually, on
reducing emissions in manufacturing.
Mr Archer: I think there is very wide acceptance
within the industry that they will move away from
simple tailpipe measures to life cycle carbon
measures and they are getting a much better handle
on their carbon footprinting and reducing their
emissions in manufacturing very substantially. Some
of the new lightweight materials will also be quite
carbon intensive; so there will be a challenge in terms
of making vehicles lighter but also lower carbon. I
think, more generally, in the longer term we need to
recognise that we will have to move away from our
current quite simple measures of tailpipe emissions
to having the kind of metrics and taxation schemes
that measure the whole life cycle impact of the
vehicle. My own partnership has a project on that
that is just starting at the moment just to start to
think about how we might do that and what the
implications might be. In fact the UK, in many ways,
certainly in the area of biofuels, has led the world in
terms of understanding life cycle emissions, so it is
something that we have a lot of track record in.

Q258 Charles Hendry: I think we have heard some
really helpful and fascinating answers, and I think it
shows part of the problem of sometimes having
targets without delivery mechanisms and not
knowing quite who is responsible for making sure
you get there. Is it not inevitable though that the UK
will lag in terms of the ambition, partly because of
the pressures on our generating capacity, and if one
was going to try and roll out electric cars too quickly
we simply have not got the generating capacity there
to provide them with the necessary charging facility
where we need to have new investment coming in? In
the early stages, if that happened soon, it is less likely
to be low carbon, it is going to be based on
hydrocarbons and, therefore, one is building
unsustainability into it. Given the system which we
have with our current generating capacity, is it not
inevitable that we will lag behind some of the other
countries which already have low carbon electricity?
Professor King: We have looked at that in great deal
on the Committee on Climate Change. Clearly, as
Stuart, I think, raised very early on, the absolute
priority for all developed countries is
decarbonisation of the grid. Almost all countries.
Let me exclude the Nordic countries and, indeed,
France where they have very low carbon grids
already. Decarbonisation of the grid has to be a
priority. We have looked at a number of scenarios on
the Committee and, because quite a lot of our
generating plant is quite close to end of life and
comes to end of life over the next 10 to 15 years, there
is a real opportunity for the UK to decarbonise its

grid in a major way, and the sort of pathway we have
indicated in the Committee on Climate Change that
the UK will need to meet is coming down from a
carbon intensity of 550 grams per kilowatt hour,
which is roughly where we are now, to about 300 by
2020 and down to about 90 grams per kilowatt hour
by 2030. We have presented a number of scenarios by
which we could do that, one of which happens to be
43 gigawatts of wind, two nuclear power stations
and a third on the way and the early implementation
of carbon capture and storage on four experimental
facilities. That is only one, it does not have to be that,
that is one of the scenarios we have looked at that
could achieve that. Since we have to do that, that is
actually fundamental to us meeting our carbon
targets in any area. I do not think that is something
where we should say we should not start introducing
electric vehicles because of that. In fact, again, the
analysis shows that an electric vehicle the size of a
medium-sized family car, if you could buy one today,
which you cannot, would have emissions equivalent
to about 100 grams per kilometre, so it would be
well below.

Q259 Sir Robert Smith: Using the current grid?
Professor King: Yes, using our current grid
electricity, our current grid average electricity of 550
grams per kilowatt hour. By 2030 that would be
down to about 20 grams of CO2 per kilometre. So
that would be radically decarbonised. The issue is we
have got to meet our targets on decarbonising the
grid but we have not got to do that just for electric
vehicles, we have got to do that if we are going to
meet our carbon budgets generally—it absolutely
has to be our priority—and, of course, it gives us all
the options in electric rail and makes them a really
good low carbon option as well. Again, you cannot
suddenly introduce electric vehicles, industry has to
grow, and so there have been a number of pieces of
modelling, some of which were done on the
Committee on Climate Change, some of which were
done by a very good study done by Arup and Cenex
for the DfT and BERR, as was last year, looking at
what realistic rates of introduction might be if we
start now in trying to stimulate the industry, and at
those sorts of top-end of the fastest rates of
introduction of electric vehicles and plug-in hybrid
electric vehicles that you can imagine it has very little
impact on our grid. It has slightly more impact on
the distribution system but it is nothing you cannot
readily build into the developments we need in our
distribution system anyway and the developments
we are absolutely going to need if we are going to
have more local generation and more of the local
green generating technologies. It is not actually a big
additional issue. It is something that if we do not
start now it is not that we will not meet the 2020
targets, as Greg has said there are lots of
improvements to conventional technology that
would actually get us to 95 grams of CO2 per
kilometre by 2020 without any electric vehicles,
without any early stage hydrogen fuel cell vehicles,
we do not actually need any of that to get to the 2020
target, but because this is an industry that we can
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only change relatively slowly, if we are going to get
beyond the 2020 targets to targets for 2030, 2040 and
2050, we have to be introducing these changes now.
Mr Archer: The modelling studies show that even
with about two million electric vehicles on the road,
if they all plugged in they would still only add about
1 to 2% to peak demand. So that would be looking
out to, say, a 2020–25 horizon. The other benefit, of
course, with smart metering and issues like that is
you actually have the opportunity that you can
encourage people to charge their vehicles overnight,
and we can expect that by 2020/2025 we will have a
much more renewable generation and more nuclear.
Therefore, we will actually want more base-load
demand overnight and electric vehicles are very
complementary to our new generating mix that will
emerge. So I do not think people should be
concerned unduly about demands on the grid. There
will, as Julia has mentioned, be possibly some very
local issues with the distribution network. You can
imagine a sudden take-up of electric vehicles in
Chelsea causing pressure on the local grid and that
will need a bit of reinforcement, but we are not
talking about major problems for the foreseeable
future.

Q260 Charles Hendry: Can I pick up on what you
were saying earlier as well, Greg, about the need for
a range of diVerent technologies. Clearly there is an
evaluation which says that some will deliver a low
carbon society more quickly than others or more
eVectively, there may be some interim technologies
which will have a role to play over 20 years but not
over 40 years, therefore can government aVord to be
neutral? Does government not need to say, “If we are
going to get there, these are the technologies we need
to be using at this point”, especially bearing in mind
that if it chooses some particular options there are
very significant costs in terms of the infrastructure?
If one was to move to a hydrogen-based economy
one has to have filling stations or refuelling stations
around the country, and that would require some
degree of government mandate to make it happen.
Can government be genuinely neutral between the
diVerent technologies?
Mr Archer: I think there is a range of views on this.

Q261 Paddy Tipping: What is the answer?
Mr Archer: I will give you this answer. There are
certain areas in which government can aVord to be
entirely technology neutral. It does not need to
specify hybrid technology in order to make existing
ICE vehicles more eYcient; it can simply specify,
“We need to achieve this improvement in tailpipe
CO2”, and drive the market in the right direction.
There will be other areas, particularly where
alternative fuels or power trains are required and
new infrastructure is available, where government
will need to actually make choices because it will be
too expensive in order to invest in a whole range of
diVerent technologies, and particularly fuels. I think
it is quite clear that there are a small number of
technologies which are now emerging as likely to be
medium and long-term solutions. Electrification,
both pure EV and plug-in hybrid is likely to have an

important role. I believe that biofuels will have an
important role also and it may be that that role in the
longer term is more as a power source for a range
extended hybrid vehicle rather than being used in
combination with petrol and diesel in an internal
combustion engine. If we can address the challenges
of hydrogen and fuel cells, it may be that the
hydrogen and fuel cells become cost-eVective in
some period beyond 2030, at which point
government will have to decide whether or not we
need to make the investment in that technology then
or, indeed, our existing mix of technologies is fit for
purpose for the foreseeable future. That is to say we
need to be continuing to invest in making sure that
that opportunity could potentially emerge, but we
do not have to make a hard choice now in terms of
investing billions of pounds in developing that
infrastructure right now whereas we do need to be
talking about spending millions of pounds on
developing electrical recharging infrastructure
because that is nearer term. I think in some areas we
can aVord to be entirely technology neutral and in
other areas we need to make choices. We now do
have the NAIGT (New Automotive Innovation
Growth Team) Roadmap that gives us a clear idea of
where vehicle manufacturers believe the
technologies are, and that is in electrification, it is in
biofuels and it is possibly in hydrogen fuel cells in the
future, and we have also got roadmaps for how we
can improve the eYciency of existing vehicles where
we can aVord to be more technology neutral. There
is a mix of answers there, but it shows that there are
areas where choices will have to be made and areas
where we can allow the market to simply compete.

Q262 Dr Turner: Can you give us an idea of what the
overall potential is for reduction of our CO2

emissions on a national scale? What contribution to
that can low carbon vehicles make?
Professor King: Transport is the third largest area of
CO2 emissions for the UK after power generation.
Depending quite what you incorporate in that, it is
about 25 to 28% of our CO2 emissions. Of transport
almost 70% of that is actually cars and light-duty
vehicles, so cars and vans. The 2050 target of 80%
reduction in emissions is hugely challenging against
1990 levels, and actually cars and vans is probably
one of the few areas where we can actually see a
pathway either through electric vehicles or
potentially electric and hydrogen in the later stages
of actually reaching, in fact, better than 80%,
somewhere nearer a 90% reduction.

Q263 Dr Turner: Of current transport emissions?
Professor King: In emissions from light-duty
vehicles. We can see a way of getting to the 90%
reduction level for 68, 70% of our transport,
excluding aviation I have to say. I think the other
areas are more challenging. The larger vehicles,
clearly on the railways Stuart has mentioned
electrification and probably has other areas on
railways. In some ways, more challenging are the
heavy goods vehicles and the buses, but I think that
is not my area, it is an area that Greg is better
qualified to speak on.
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Mr Archer: Certainly HGVs and eYcient freight
mechanisms generally is a hugely under-exploited
area at the moment. The technologies are more
expensive, but clearly the fuel costs of running these
vehicles are very substantial and, therefore, the
market is very receptive to low carbon technologies,
fuel eYcient technologies which are available. There
are some now starting to emerge. I particularly
highlight the opportunities for bio-methane in
articulated trucks where there are return-to-depot
type operations. Bio-methane is an entirely
sustainable biofuel. It is a bio form of natural gas. It
can deliver greenhouse gas savings of anything from
60 to over 100% of the fossil equivalent, and
certainly in articulated trucks there is a really good
potential for it with the current duty breaks which
already exist, but we need to build up the
infrastructure, we need to make sure that the
anaerobic digestion facilities which are now being
built also have the capacity for refuelling vehicles as
well as for combined heat and power and injecting
into the grid. That is an area where I think we could
make a big step forward over the next few years and
where I know there is emerging interest within the
Department for Transport. I would also highlight
the fact that there is probably at least a 50%
improvement that we could deliver in the eYciency
of our existing vehicles by mid 2025 to 2030 through
a whole range of technologies: new engines, new
aerodynamics, better light, better tyres, so on and so
forth. That will bring us down on a tailpipe basis to
something between 75 and 80 grams per kilometre
by around 2025 to 2030. Beyond that there is debate
as to whether new technologies which capture heat
and reuse heat could bring in more eYciency and the
like or whether, indeed, we need to make a more
wholesale switch to electric transport. There is a
diVerence of opinion between some engineers who
see the future as being largely electrification and
others who think that we will continue to make
incremental improvements in the eYciency of
vehicles to enable us to get down to very low levels
through other routes.
Professor King: I think electrification of HGVs is
quite a challenging thought. I think we will need
other technologies for large vehicles.
Paddy Tipping: I will come to railways in a second.

Q264 Dr Turner: The Climate Change Committee
has got some short-term targets: 240,000 plug-in or
hybrids by 2015. Do we have the technology and
productive capacity in Britain to meet those targets?
Are there realistic shorter-term targets?
Professor King: We are putting forward scenarios
which we believe are achievable, there has to be
infrastructure and, indeed, manufacturers have to be
confident to deliver those vehicles to market. In
terms of announcements, we have seen the
announcement of the Mitsubishi i-MiEV, and they
are looking to get up to, by about 2012, about
200,000 units per year; there is the announcement
recently of the Nissan Leaf (we have not yet heard
what their early targets for manufacturing are going
to be)’ we are expecting announcements about the
BMW Megacity. They have produced an electric

Mini for the 340 vehicle demonstration activity we
have got going on but they are saying that is not
going to be their first production electric vehicle. I
think that is shame, but there we are. So there are a
number of manufacturers. We have got most of the
French manufacturers coming out with
announcements about electric vehicles, so it looks as
if that is not an unrealistic target, but what we are
saying here is we are trying to accelerate that
movement in an industry which has been very hard
hit by the recession globally and we are, therefore,
trying to make sure that they can see that countries
will be doing their bit to stimulate the market for
these vehicles, because unless they can see a market
they are not going to bring the vehicles to market.

Q265 Dr Turner: There is also a concern about the
availability of some of the raw materials,
particularly lithium and rare-earth and the obvious
possibility that China is cornering the market in this.
What concerns do you see about material supply?
Professor King: I personally do not think lithium is
a particular issue. There is a lot of lithium in quite a
number of places. Rare-earth for magnets for
electric motors right through the economy is an
areas that does need more attention, because that is
not just vehicles, that is moving to a more electrified
low energy economy. There will be a lot more electric
motors and other devices that need magnets and I
think the rare-earth is an issue that does need
addressing. Europe and the US does need to
recognise that it needs to move forward on these
technologies because whilst we are talking about,
potentially, a few million electric vehicles by 2020 in
Europe, the Chinese are announcing 70 million
electric vehicles by 2020, so there is both a threat and
an opportunity in the markets out there.

Q266 Sir Robert Smith: We have been hearing all
sorts of measures to try and get to a good end, either
through regulation, through incentives in terms of
car parking and also Europe has embraced
emissions trading, so there is the market trying to
drive it, there is regulation trying to drive it and
personal incentive trying to drive it, and then in
answer to Charles, talking about how for some of
these technologies in reality you need a government
steer because there is such a huge infrastructure.
Does the Government have the resources, both in
the skill-set and physically, to make these judgments
to steer the market to get the end that we are
looking for?
Professor King: That is always a challenge, and as an
engineer I would always say I do not think Whitehall
employs enough engineers and scientists in policy—
rather too many economists—but I actually would
say I think we have some very good people now
amongst the civil servants in both DfT and in BIS in
this area. I am sure there could be more, and more
interchange with industry is always to be
encouraged, but there is the new Automotive
Innovation and Growth Team which was set up by
BERR and is now working under the auspices of BIS
very eVectively and continuing to do that. For
example, the Technology Strategy Board, which is a
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non-departmental public body, has a strong team in
the automotive area. In fact, most of our RDAs, in
particular One North East (which is where the
Nissan factory is) and Advantage West Midland
have automotive teams in place who are actually
very capable of advising locally on some of the
measures. So we have quite a lot of the right people
in the right places but, again, as Greg mentioned,
there is this issue of co-ordination. We need them all
working together rather than lots of diVerent
separate initiatives because we are going to be
constrained by funding and we need to make the
funding work as eVectively as possible.

Q267 Sir Robert Smith: Is there not a danger that
was picked up in some evidence in Denmark that
because we are now part of the European-wide
Emissions Trading Scheme, if we produce any
subsidies that are UK specific, they will leach out, in
eVect, and we will be subsidising the whole of Europe
because of the trading of the emissions and,
therefore, one lever has maybe been lost in terms of
tackling or incentivising? Obviously you can use
regulations that are specific to the country, but if you
use a specific subsidy in one part of the EU, you are,
in eVect, subsidising the whole of the EU because of
the trading in the emissions?
Professor King: Emissions trading does not yet cover
the transport sector. I think there are all sorts of
complexities in terms of introducing it, particularly
in terms of introducing it for aviation and how we
decide whose emissions are whose. There are some
huge challenges ahead that I hope people will take
pragmatic approaches to because we do need to get
these emissions into a trading sector.
Mr Archer: It is certainly the case that the incentives
we are creating for an electric vehicle or low carbon
market for vehicles in the UK will benefit overseas
manufacturers which will also supply into our
market, but I think what we have to recognise is that
by doing that we are also creating early market
opportunities for our own businesses that simply
would not exist otherwise. That is a really important
reason that we are pushing forward on the
electrification of transport now to ensure that the
good companies that we have got really do have a
good opportunity to expand and develop and
become the new technology providers of the future.
If we do not make that early move here then other
countries will make that investment and it will be
their businesses which have that first mover
advantage.

Q268 Mr Anderson: I want to pick up on the point
that Charles raised about basic raw materials and, in
particular, copper. If we are going to have, as I
understand it in the north-east, 7,000 oV-shore wind
turbines, we are going to upgrade the whole of the
National Grid, we are going to have millions of
vehicles which will need electric motors and we want
to electrify even more on a rail basis, all of which are
good things to want to do, have we got suYcient
supplies of copper in the world to do this on a
global basis?

Mr Archer: I do not know the answer to the copper
question. I would agree with the point that Julia
made that lithium does not seem to be a problem, but
some of the rare-earth metals which are used in
windings in motors and things like that have been
identified as a potential issue. I am afraid I cannot
comment on copper.
Professor King: Copper certainly has not been
identified as an issue, and, of course, there are
alternatives for copper in some areas of application
where it is currently used. Some of the major cabling
and things can be dealt with in other ways, so it is not
one that anybody in the industry is finding as an
issue, but, like Greg, I cannot give you an absolute
answer on that.
Paddy Tipping: We have talked a lot about biofuels
already. Anne Main is going to pursue this.

Q269 Anne Main: This is a very specific question. I
know Mr Archer said we should be looking at more
sustainable biofuels, but I think this one might be for
Professor King. Recycled cooking oil. Do you
believe we have missed a trick here in that you are
not allowed to use recycled ethanol in recycled
cooking oil to qualify for ROCs and that you have
to use a far more expensive process, I believe using
sugar to get an ethanol to mix with the recycled
cooking oil? I believe we export lots of recycled
cooking oil that could be utilised within the UK. I
have had this anomaly pointed out to me and I
would be grateful if you would say that it is not so,
but a company that I have been talking to says they
are not eligible for ROCs and they cannot use
recycled ethanol.
Professor King: I am sure there are small issues like
that but, to be honest, recycled cooking oil is not
going to revolutionise transport fuel. The issue of
transport fuel is an issue of scale, and that is why
petrol and diesel work, that is why electricity has the
potential to work in the short to medium term and
that is why hydrogen does not yet work because we
do not have low carbon production of hydrogen and
distribution of hydrogen at scale. That is why some
of these things are interesting for little local
applications but are never going to make a radical
diVerence to the transport fuel situation. So there
may well be small areas where legislation which is
trying to address that—

Q270 Anne Main: If we look at methane—this is
something that is already there—it would be simple
to just move the thing along a bit.
Mr Archer: The point that you are making concerns
the definition of ROCs and particularly biodiesel
from used cooking oil to qualify for ROCs in which
you have to use biomethanol in order to produce the
biodiesel. Frankly, it is bonkers to have an entirely
diVerent criterion for the sustainability of biodiesel
going into power generation as that going into
transport. It was quite an unnecessary complication
that was created. It has caused problems,
particularly for small biodiesel producers using used
cooking oil, and the sooner it gets sorted out the
better.
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Q271 Anne Main: I have had it pointed out to me
that it is a bonkers anomaly and I am glad I have
heard it from you! Perhaps we could ask that this
bonkers anomaly is got rid of.
Mr Archer: It is obviously a technical term!

Q272 Dr Turner: Quickly, on biofuels, Greg, what is
your estimate of the actual contribution, in
percentage of total use, that biofuels can contribute
given the limitations imposed on biofuels because of
the competition for land use food production?
Mr Archer: I think there is some new work that has
been done by the Renewable Energy Association
that has also been peer reviewed by Imperial College
that shows that in Europe we certainly seem to be
able to get to our 10% by energy target by 2020
through improved land productivity, new improved
yields and the like. Going beyond that I think will
require us to start to develop the advanced
technologies of the future, and there are certainly
opportunities to do that and companies like INEOS
in the UK are looking at how you can turn municipal
waste into biofuel, and there are processes in respect
of waste wood and forest residues, and then,
ultimately, of course we could get into algae, which
of course would transform the opportunities for
biofuels in the longer term because it would remove
the pressure on land. Most of the work that I have
seen suggests that you could probably get up to
around 20% of transport energy, something of that
order, using biofuels without having substantial land
use change, but it probably cannot contribute much
beyond that unless you get this step-change in the
technologies, but then you also need a step-change
in other technologies, like battery technology, in
order to bring their costs down to make them really
cost-eVective too, and there you are looking at things
with a 2025 horizon.
Paddy Tipping: Stuart, you have been sitting for a
long time waiting for the whistle to blow on the
trains and this is area where we can make some big
progress.

Q273 Dr Whitehead: You mention in your
memorandum to us that, on the one hand, the rail
network is actually a relatively low carbon network
and potentially a very low carbon network, but what
particular technologies do you think could move us
along in the best possible way?
Dr Hillmansen: To expand upon that a bit, the UK
railway network is currently powered by a mixture of
sources. We have got AC systems, which are
alternating current overhead lines—generally East
Coast and West Cost Mainlines are examples—and
then the Southern region around the south of
London are powered with DC systems. Both of them
are connected to the electricity grid and to some
extent the tailpipe emissions, if you like, are the
same as those in the power station. So in the
future the railway automatically benefits from
any decarbonisation or increased renewables
penetration into the grid mix. Most of the passenger
kilometres are actually delivered on electric vehicles.

In my memorandum I stated that this is potentially
a zero emissions technology if you produce your
electricity without emitting carbon dioxide
molecules. However, there are parts of the railway
which are not electrified at the moment and the
Government has announced two major schemes
which will improve the ratio of electrification in the
future, the Great Western Mainline and the route
between Liverpool and Manchester being those
examples. Electrification is a good thing and shifts
the problem out of the railway sector into the
electrification power generation industry. There will
always be parts of the railway though which are
lightly used and are not cost-eVective to electrify, and
I think those parts of the railway, which are very
important parts of the railway, may need to look at
alternative technologies to provide propulsion
power and there will be technology transfer from
other sectors. The work that is happening in the
automotive industry, for instance on battery
technology and high eYcient motors and all the
other things there, can be transferred over to the
railway industry in due course. I do not think there
is a serious time issue in the UK at the moment for
that to happen. Most of the rolling stock we have has
got a very long life and you would not want to
decommission it before the end of its life, but in
terms of detailed technologies the railway industry is
certainly looking at basically all the technologies
that automotive are interested in: things like energy
eYcient driving, lowering aerodynamic resistance,
making better use of the service, encouraging more
bums on seats. An empty train may be very eYcient
but if there is no-one on it then it is an environmental
disaster. So increasing the load factor is an
important issue. Equally, things like permanent
magnet motors, which Julia has already mentioned,
are being trialled in the industry and, equally, may
have concerns about rare-earth materials for
providing those magnets. Management of energy
within the industry is important as well and
potentially can be used to understand how eco-
driving can save energy. There is a whole host of
things that the industry is looking at on various
diVerent levels. As I said earlier on, most of the
railway companies know that they need to do this in
order to encourage people to go onto the railway
vehicles, and putting LED lighting on vehicles, that
sort of thing, all those things are being trialled and
aVect the bottom line energy consumption.

Q274 Dr Whitehead: You mention that the
penetration of new technology could take a long
time because of the expected lifespan, for example,
of rolling stock.
Dr Hillmansen: Yes.

Q275 Dr Whitehead: You say it would be a bad idea
to decommission existing rolling stock. Why would
it be a bad idea? Should there not be a scrappage
scheme for rolling stock on the railways?
Dr Hillmansen: I think it would be a very expensive
scrappage scheme.
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Q276 Dr Whitehead: Or even a conversion scheme?
Dr Hillmansen: Again, the idea of retrofitting
railway vehicles has been mentioned and it is
something that is achievable. However, partly
because there are low volumes of vehicles in the
industry, it is very expensive to do major
modifications to traction systems and, if you look
across the spectrum of rolling stock, we have got the
stuV which is quite ineYcient all the way up to
something which is very eYcient in terms of taking
electricity from the overhead and delivering it to the
wheels, so there is a range of eYciencies in the
industry at the moment, but I do not think, based on
a marginal improvement in energy consumption,
that you would be able to justify scrapping vehicles
that still had 10 or 15 years’ worth of life. It is only
really a minority of vehicles which, I think, are
nearing the end of their lives at the moment which
could be used on the lightly used parts of the
network, so it is not a huge issue and it is nothing
really to worry about in the same way as it is for the
automotive sector.

Q277 Dr Whitehead: When you say that parts of the
network are not electrified, that is, is it not, a relative
term inasmuch as it is true that the majority of the
passenger kilometres are electrified, so only a
minority of the rail network itself is actually
electrified?
Dr Hillmansen: Yes, that is right.

Q278 Dr Whitehead: So is the Government being
ambitious enough? You mentioned the
electrification scheme for London to Swansea, but
should there be further ambitions in this respect, and
do you think there also comes a point, however,
when the cost-eVectiveness of this comes to a
balance and at what point might that balance be
achieved in terms of ambitions in terms of the
electrification of the network as a whole?
Dr Hillmansen: Well, what I would like to see in the
current electrification plans is a sustained
programme of electrification. If you look at what we
have done in the past, there have been bursts of
electrification on the East Coast/West Coast
Mainlines and, after each burst, everything stops
and you have to think what happens to the skills and
the people who are doing it. Although railway
procurement is global and you can have
international suppliers and so on, it seems sensible to
say that we would like an electrification programme
that will span over the next 20 years or so, so Great
Western, I believe, is going to take eight years from
now and the Liverpool to Manchester line
something like four years. I guess Midland Mainline
is the next in line and I understand that people living
near the Midland Mainline are fairly disappointed
that they were not the first to get it, so pushing that
forward and looking at other infill schemes is
certainly important. By increasing the ratio up to
something like 50% electrification, you can get
something like 80% of the journeys produced by
electric trains. However, there are always going to be
some parts of the routes which only have maybe a

half-hourly or hourly service or even lower where
you would never think about electrifying just
because of the cost.

Q279 Dr Whitehead: Are we not over-engineering
some of the suggestions on electrification for lesser-
used lines? I remember well going to school on a
trolleybus which is a rather more low-tech version of
electrification, is it not?
Dr Hillmansen: Yes, I think those sorts of
technologies should be looked at in some detail. The
standard mainline electrification can deliver huge
power to railway vehicles and propel them along at
very, very high speed, but for the lightly used parts
of the network maybe some lower grade of
technology is something that we should seriously
look at and look at ways of installing it on a cost-
eVective basis. I agree, I think it is something we
should definitely look at.

Q280 John Robertson: Could I talk about the skills.
Unite, the union, have suggested that the
Government introduce a National Skills Academy
for Railway Engineering. With all this new
technology you are talking about, there is definitely
a shortfall of skilled labour and I would imagine that
the age profile in the railways is not much diVerent
from most of the longer companies which have seen
their staV there for a long time, so what do you think
about that? Who do you deal with and where do you
think you are going on this?
Dr Hillmansen: Speaking from a university
perspective, we certainly at the University of
Birmingham encourage many of our graduates to go
into the railway industry, and we use the railway as
an example in many of the lectures, so in terms of
graduate recruitment into businesses, we are
certainly promoting that, and I think there has been
a change in how the railway industry is viewed as
now a high-technology industry and attractive for
them. However, at diVerent levels I think there are
other issues that need to be addressed, and certainly
apprentice schemes and so on could be used to
encourage people in.

Q281 John Robertson: Do you talk with other
universities and do you talk with the various
companies and Network Rail on a regular basis?
Dr Hillmansen: I am actually part of a research
organisation, Rail Research UK, which is a
consortium of universities that do railway research
and we regularly speak together about mainly
research, but also other issues, like training and
education and how to encourage more people to go
into the industry. We also have many research
projects within the industry, but these are not often
at the sort of low levels in the industry where they
actually do things, so I think those issues are
probably for someone else to answer.

Q282 John Robertson: So it would be fair to say then
that you are well behind the nuclear industry in this
where they have various connections with
education, et cetera, and also they have degrees that
are tailored for their needs. Do you not feel that
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maybe the others would feel the same would apply
to them, that you need to tailor degrees that are
going to be fit for purpose in the future?
Dr Hillmansen: I know that some universities have
tried specific railway engineering-type degrees.
However, I think the view that we have at
Birmingham is that we should concentrate on the
core disciplines of electrical engineering,
mechanical, civil and so on, but in the course of a
degree programme use railways as learning examples
and then you have somebody who is equipped in a
discipline and can see how that could fit into the
industry. However, I would say that we do oVer at
Birmingham a Masters programme in railway
systems engineering and integration which is mainly
attended by people from the industry who are
looking to understand a little bit more about the
whole system. Railways systems are very, very
complex and they have lots of diVerent technologies
in them, a whole host of diVerent areas, so
understanding how they integrate together is really
the core focus of that Masters programme, so I
would not say we are too far behind other industries
in terms of what universities can provide towards
equipping skills in these kinds of organisations.

Q283 Paddy Tipping: Politicians have real diYculties
with things like congestion charging, road pricing
and, dare I say it, reducing the speed limits on roads.
Those are all initiatives that we are going to have to
take, are we not?
Professor King: One thing I was going to say when
Stuart was saying that we should not really be too
worried about actually decarbonising some of the
branch lines is that I think we should recollect that,
if we were to enforce the 70 mile per hour speed limit
on motorways, we would save 1.4 megatonnes of
CO2 per year. If we were to reduce it to 60 and to
enforce that, we would save another 1.5 megatonnes
of CO2per year. That is over 5% of the transport CO2

emissions. That is more than the whole of the

Witnesses: Mr Roger Wiltshire, Secretary General, British Air Transport Association, Professor Ric Parker,
Director of Research and Technology, Rolls-Royce plc, and Mr Ian Jopson, Head of Environmental and
Community AVairs, NATS, Sustainable Aviation; and Mr Mark Brownrigg, Director General, and
Mr Robert Ashdown, Head of Technical AVairs, Chamber of Shipping, gave evidence.

Q284 Paddy Tipping: You have heard some of the
discussion and I think you will know some of the
things we are going to pursue with you, but we have
limited time. Perhaps I could start by saying that the
aviation sector and the shipping sector have been
perhaps, if I can put it like this, whipping boys for
the darker, stronger green lobby. Is that a fair
criticism?
Mr Wiltshire: Good morning and thank you very
much indeed for inviting us. I am Roger Wiltshire
from the British Air Transport Association, but here
with colleagues from the Sustainable Aviation
coalition. Yes, I think it is true that we have been
unfairly criticised. I believe we have a reasonably
good, in fact I believe we have a very proud record

railways and you might say that costs us nothing,
but it is a jolly diYcult thing for politicians to decide
that they have to do. I do think that we have a
communication challenge still that needs to start
everywhere, but also very much in our schools that
says that we have to get a population that
understands that some of these measures are going
to be key and are actually very painless ways of
reducing our CO2 and indeed, in that case, of
improving our road safety.
Mr Archer: Some very good EU work shows that,
unless we start to reduce demand for travel because
transport demand is linked to GDP at the present
time, by 2050 transport will occupy almost our entire
EU CO2 cap even if we have got something like 20%
second generation biofuels, 30% EVs and 30% fuel
cell vehicles, so we have to reduce demand for travel
alongside introducing these technologies. We cannot
expect that technology is going to be the whole
solution here, and at the moment I feel that there is
an expectation being placed upon the technologies
which is not wholly realistic and that we have to have
much more application of measures which reduce
the need for travel, encourage people to choose those
low-carbon modes and particularly to get businesses
responsible for their transport emissions in the same
way that they are responsible for their electricity or
process emissions, and that is a step that has not
been taken at all at the moment and needs to be
started.
Paddy Tipping: Well, on that very challenging point,
could we leave it there. Can I thank all three of you.
You will notice from the discussion that the
Committee would have liked to have talked more,
and I am conscious that there are points that you
wanted to raise and you have not had the
opportunity to, so, as you are going back home or
back to work on your environmentally friendly
mode of transport, if there are things where you
think, “I should have told them that”, will you just
drop us a note. Thank you all very much indeed.
That was really helpful.

of improving our fuel eYciency over the last 40 years
with some 70% improvement in fuel eYciency over
the last 40 years and we intend to continue that into
the future. I hope today we can explain, or that we
have done with our written submission, how we are
going to go about doing that through technology
and other means, and I believe we can make a very
full contribution to the need to reduce climate
impacts and improve the eYciency of transport
without at the same time undermining the nations
and the international ability for people to travel by
air.

Q285 Paddy Tipping: And the shipping sector—an
opening headline statement?
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Mr Brownrigg: We acknowledge that we are
emitters, strong emitters, albeit in proportion, and
that we have to respond. We believe that we too have
made significant progress over the years in terms of
fuel eYciencies for good commercial reasons as well
as other reasons and, as I say, we are prepared to
look forward and work constructively with all
parties.

Q286 Dr Turner: You all know about the
Government’s Green Stimulus scheme. It did not do
much for your industries, did it? What would you
have liked to have seen in that stimulus package for
your industries?
Professor Parker: We did actually get some benefit
from that. Lord Mandelson, at the beginning of the
summer, announced a scheme for Rolls-Royce,
Silhouette, which was £45 million towards research
for low-emission engine technology. We would
obviously like to see not just a one-oV stimulus
scheme, but a continued investment in the
technology we need for the future to be able to
deliver lower-carbon air transport, and there has
been a significant increase in that since the
Aerospace Innovation and Growth Team first
reported in 2003. I should say I am also Chairman of
the Aerospace Technology Steering Group that
came out of that Aerospace Innovation and Growth
Team. In those days, the Government’s funding was
limited to a scheme called CARAT, it was only £20
million a year and we are now up to about £70-80
million a year of support for industry to pull through
these key technologies, but it does need to be still
more. Whether that is under the heading of a low-
carbon stimulus scheme, I actually hope it will be a
more lasting and sustained investment in the UK
industry over the next 20 years, not just a flash
reaction to a recession.

Q287 Dr Turner: Mr Brownrigg, what is your answer
from the point of view of the shipping industry?
After all, shipping has only relatively recently started
to come under the spotlight for its emissions and
technologically, it seems, it is starting from a long
way back compared with the aviation industry and
aviation engines. What would you have liked to have
seen done to promote greener shipping?
Mr Brownrigg: That is a diVerent question from
Green Stimulus packages; it is a broader question.

Q288 Paddy Tipping: Answer them both then.
Mr Brownrigg: No problem. I do not think we would
accept your point about technology, and we can
come on to that in whatever detail you wish, but fuel
costs are in the order of 30-plus per cent of an
operation for a shipping company and you can be
sure that that, for very good, as I said earlier,
commercial reasons, has been focused upon the
importance of fuel eYciencies and reducing that
bunker fuel budget cost line, so that is the starting
point. In terms of the Green Stimulus packages
themselves, as we understand it, that is essentially a
national focus. We are not manufacturing, as you
will have realised, we are shipping companies, so I

can only speak from our viewpoint. We understand
that that should have been a national focus and
accept it. We do see a need for increased input into
R&D for the future, but how that ties in between a
balance of national and international engagement, I
think, we have yet to bottom out.

Q289 Dr Turner: You also have the problem of poor
air quality contributions from the shipping industry
in the WHO Report. What are you doing to address
that because there does not seem to have been that
much progress?
Mr Brownrigg: Can I separate that out completely
because I think one can talk about various
pollutants as opposed to carbon emissions, and the
IMO has adopted a very strong and firm timetable
for the strong reduction of levels of sulphur and
other pollutants from shipping emissions into the
future.

Q290 Dr Turner: Yes, but so far there is very little
impact given that, if you just take my own county,
shipping emissions probably account for about
10,000 deaths a year because of respiratory illnesses
related to shipping pollution because the world’s
busiest shipping lane is 10 miles oV the coast, so is
there not a need for some urgency here?
Mr Brownrigg: I entirely accept that there is an
urgent need to reduce pollutants, and I would
remind you again that it is pollutants and not
carbon, but in that context I think it is extremely
diYcult to separate out what comes from land-based
sources and what comes from the sea. Leaving that
to one side, as I say, the international community has
acted strongly on this and there is a very firm
timetable to reduce sulphur emissions both in the
EU territories and also more broadly.

Q291 Dr Turner: What is the future of marine
propulsion technology? Is the shipping industry
going to continue to use the ultimate leavings of the
refinery process which bunker fuel represents, or are
you going to look for something cleaner?
Mr Ashdown: Our approach is to adopt a way
forward which delivers the best net environmental
benefit and, in order to do this, we need to balance
the issue of pollutants with the issue of carbon.
There was a move only two or three years ago when
we were negotiating the international convention
which deals with air pollution and the question was
put very firmly, “Well, why doesn’t the industry
move to distillate fuels?”, and a lot of research was
done and the conclusion was that, by moving an
individual ship to distillate fuels, it would improve
its carbon burn by about 3–4%, so there is a very
minor improvement in carbon by burning distillate
fuels as opposed to residual fuels. However, in order
to deliver the additional distillate fuel stock needed
for the global industry, they would now require a
much greater refining intensity at the refineries with
the result that the net carbon emissions would rise by
about 10 to 15%, so it was decided that an overnight
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move to distillate fuels would not strike the
appropriate balance between the need to reduce
pollutants and the need to reduce carbon.

Q292 Dr Turner: As a general question to both
sectors, how do you see your role in a future low-
carbon economy?
Mr Wiltshire: From the aviation point of view, we
think it is very important that the role of aviation or
the role of international air transport or
international transport links is maintained, but the
industry has to address its environmental impact and
it has to do so responsibly. We recognised this some
five years ago when we put Sustainable Aviation
together and brought together all the good work that
is going on in the industry and tried to promote not
only that work, but also, going forward, what needs
to be done, hence the support for a global sectoral
arrangement for aviation as part of a post-Kyoto
deal subsequent to the Copenhagen Summit, so we
believe it is important not only for the technology
that is developed, but for the economic and fiscal
framework, if you like, to be right to encourage that
technology to be brought through.
Mr Brownrigg: Our challenge is of course that
shipping worldwide carries something like 80-plus
per cent of world trade and it also, into this country
and out of this country, carries something like 92%,
so, if you like, our ability to respond is very much
linked to society’s demands in terms of what it wants
to see on its high street and what energy supplies it
wishes to deliver to this country, so our starting point
is that it is important that any legislator takes this
into account and bears in mind the role that we play
for the small amount that we emit, which is,
according to the IMO’s latest figures, between 2.7
and 3% of manmade emissions, so you have got to
put those figures together to see the challenge. What
I would say is that, as we read it, we are by far, by a
long way, the least carbon-emitting transport mode,
10 times less than road and significantly less than our
friends on my left, so we are willing to play our full
part and we have engaged, as you have seen from our
discussion paper, in a real way to address this issue,
but it is important that we do not find that solutions
that we face lead to transfer to other transport
modes which would then turn the equation in the
other direction.
Paddy Tipping: We will pursue those issues in a little
while, Mr Brownrigg.

Q293 Mr Anderson: This is a social question. We
have talked mainly about ships and planes, but what
about the associate things? Is there any work being
done in airports and ports and are you involved in
that, about reducing their emissions and their
pollutants?
Mr Ashdown: From the shipping side, obviously the
ship-to-shore interface is an important part and yes,
work is going on. A lot of our member companies are
involved in something called “virtual arrival” which
changes the way that ships are forced to arrive in
port in order to meet their charterer’s requirements,
so it allows you to set a virtual arrival time rather

than a specific arrival time. This reduces port
congestion and it also reduces the ship’s speed en
route to that port, all of which have a beneficial
environmental impact. There are other
opportunities out there, for instance, increasing port
capacity in this country would reduce port
congestion, again speeding up port turnaround
times. That would be helpful and it would avoid
wasted hours in the fairways to ports where of course
ships are still burning their engines because they are
eVectively still out at sea, although waiting to come
into port, so yes, the relationship between the port
and the ship is an important element of reducing
overall emissions.
Mr Brownrigg: Perhaps I could just add briefly to
that to say that we are currently beginning to work
in much greater closeness with the port sectors on a
whole range of issues under a maritime services
cluster, Maritime UK, and the environment,
including emissions, is clearly one area of focus, but
it is rather early days for that yet.
Mr Wiltshire: Aviation came together, as we did, five
years ago, recognising the fact that airports, air
traYc control and airlines need to work closely
together, and perhaps, Ian, you can update us on
that.
Mr Jopson: NATS, the UK air traYc service
provider, also provides air traYc service at 15 of the
largest airports in the UK. Last year, we became the
first air traYc control organisation in the world to set
stretching targets on our climate change
performance, our CO2 performance. What that has
led us to do is to benchmark the system as it is now,
the airports and the rest of the air traYc network,
which stretches obviously all the way over the UK
land mass, but then out to half-way across the north
Atlantic, so we have benchmarked that system in
terms of its CO2 performance and we have set
ourselves targets by area of the network, airports en
route and oceanic, to reduce the fuel burn in each of
those sectors, so we are working very hard and we
have a target of reducing ATM, air traYc
management-related, issues by 10% by 2020.

Q294 John Robertson: Shipbuilding has a
particularly bad name, and I am sorry about that as
it is the main employer in my constituency. They
have a reputation of dumping at sea and cleaning
their oil tanks out at sea and basically large
pollution, but companies also register in tax havens
to avoid, one, paying tax and, two, the rules that we
set them in the UK. Can you tell me what has been
done internationally to try and make sure that you
are dealing properly and that it is not just the ships
that come into the UK which are looked at portside,
but also that those which are registered with the UK
are adhering to what goes and how you can
pressurise these companies which leave the UK and
register their ships in other countries?
Mr Brownrigg: I think there are a number of
questions there. Firstly, there are strong
international rules, and I do not acknowledge the
perception that you put forward there; I think it is
one that is in the past essentially now. There is a
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strong rule-set within the International Maritime
Organisation which provides both for dumping at
sea and for a whole range of standards for ships of
all flags on the high seas and entering port, so, from
the UK position, not only do we have control over
our own fleet, but we have an ever-strong reputation
for control as a port state for all ships coming
through UK waters, and really I believe that these
are standards which are current, constantly updated
and are vibrantly implemented.

Q295 John Robertson: And the context
internationally?
Mr Brownrigg: Well, that is how it works. Port state
control operates not just in one country, but actually
across the whole of Europe through something
called “the Paris Memorandum”. The UK fleet, as it
so happens, is one of the top performers within that,
but in terms of implementation, that means that
there are diVerent parts of the globe where port state
control is very actively applied, so all ships trading
between the major trading destinations are subject
to that, and that includes detention, if necessary, if
defaults are found on board.

Q296 John Robertson: Moving on to our colleagues
on the aviation side, as somebody who regularly flies
from Glasgow to London, I know what it is like to be
stacked up over Heathrow. Now, when you are flying
down in a plane from Glasgow to London, the pilot
will always say, “We expect to arrive on time, if not
before, subject to circling around Heathrow”. Now,
I have a problem in that that seems to be part of the
everyday occurrence and that you cannot say on a
basis that it is weather or it is just all the flights
coming in at the same time because you know this is
happening on a day-to-day basis, so how do we get
stacked up every single day and always round about
the same times?
Mr Wiltshire: An airport like Heathrow is so full
that it eVectively is having on the ground and in the
air some congestion, especially at peak times, in
order to make maximum use of very limited
runways.

Q297 John Robertson: Excuse me, but this is not a
motorway, this is in the air, and the pollutants are
coming out of these planes all the time. I have got to
say, you know this is going to happen and you can
plan for it because it happens every single day, so
why do you allow it to happen?
Mr Wiltshire: Perhaps Ian can explain why that is
necessary in order to make maximum use of the two
runways.
Mr Jopson: The practice that you refer to of stacking
is airborne holding which, in particular, in this
example of Heathrow, as Roger pointed out, is
because the runways are operating at maximum
capacity and we need to have a reservoir of aircraft
to ensure that we service those runways in the most
safe and eYcient way to get as many movements on
to the runways as possible, but we do realise that
there are significant ineYciencies in that method of
operation.

Q298 Paddy Tipping: And carbon emissions.
Mr Jopson: Absolutely, and we are able now to
quantify those because we have developed tools to
quantify the strength of those emissions in our
system, so we are aware of that and we are putting
tools in place to try and reduce the amount of
stacking. We currently have, what we call, an
“inbound speed trial” which is really trying to slow
aircraft en route to the hold, to slow them down so
that we can reduce the time they spend in the hold.
We have also recently introduced an aircraft control
tool called “A-man”, an arrivals manager, which
allows us to better sequence the aircraft in order to
get them through that holding situation and on to
the ground as safely and as eYciently as possible
and, as a result, reduce carbon emissions.
Paddy Tipping: What we are going to do is focus a
little bit on aviation, then on shipping and then in the
final session we will talk about international
agreements and international frameworks.

Q299 Charles Hendry: I am still trying to get my
head round the concept of a reservoir of aircraft!
How many domestic flights are there within the UK
in any particular year, and how many of those could
be avoided if there were a genuine high-speed rail
network in place?
Mr Wiltshire: I don’t have anything absolutely, but
I know that domestic flights amount to something
well less than 10% of the total emissions from so-
called UK aviation, flights routing within the UK.

Q300 Charles Hendry: Would a figure of 100,000 be
reasonable?
Mr Wiltshire: That may be the figure, yes. We know
that, of the routings within the UK, some 80% are
either over water or to places the high-speed rail is
not due to touch or that the high-speed rail plan
touches, and that accounts for 60% of the passengers
on domestic routes, so some 40%, if you like, of
passengers on domestic flights are exposed to the
possibility of an alternative through high-speed rail.
Having said that, there are certain routes, high-
density domestic routes, such as Manchester to
Heathrow and Glasgow, Edinburgh and others,
where a large percentage of those passengers are
actually wishing to travel somewhere else not in the
UK and their objective is not London, it is to some
other part of the world and they are changing planes
at Heathrow, and these passengers, in order to move
to rail, would require a well-integrated, smooth
operation of the rail service into the airport. Now, we
support a good, integrated transport system in the
UK which could include rail and bring air and rail
together, and we very much support that, but we do
recognise the limited amount of substitutability
areas between rail and air into the future, and we
note that in many other countries of the world which
have very good high-speed rail systems, such as
Japan, Germany and France, they still retain strong
domestic air routes between their major cities.
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Q301 Sir Robert Smith: But, if you fly Lufthansa, the
inflight map includes the rail high-speed network as
part of the network.
Mr Wiltshire: That is a classic example of, what I
call, “integrated transport” where that could be an
opportunity if the rail and the air services are
brought together so that you have a railway system
underneath the airport. Now, at Heathrow we
already have tunnels underneath Heathrow
delivering rail services, albeit limited numbers of rail
services, just to central London and there is an
opportunity to go and cover a greater swathe of the
South East very soon if people support the air traYc
proposal, and we would support the integration of
the rail network to a much larger part of the UK
from Heathrow.

Q302 Charles Hendry: Is it true that there are some
planes, some flights which take oV with either no
passengers or virtually no passengers on board
simply to preserve landing slots, and is it an
absurdity that we have a system which allows that?
Mr Wiltshire: If there are, then I know of none at the
moment. If there are, then it is perverse and it is
wrong. It points to the need for greater capacity, I
think, in airports in the South East if airlines are
doing that. As far as I know, that is not taking place
at the moment, but there are other ineYciencies on
the ground caused by a lack of runway capacity
which we are addressing in the absence of mixed
mode which at Heathrow would have allowed us the
opportunity to significantly reduce the airborne
holding that Ian has talked about and it would
significantly reduce the congestion on the ground.
Mr Jopson: Just to come back on your question
about domestic air traYc, our calculations show that
domestic air traYc represents around about a fifth of
the 2.4 or so million movements that we handle as
NATS in the UK every year, but that actually only
accounts for 14% of the CO2 emitted in the system,
so those flights are operated by relatively eYcient
twin-engine aircraft, so their emissions are less than
the proportion of the traYc, if you see what I mean.

Q303 Charles Hendry: They are shorter, so would
you not expect the emissions to be less?
Mr Jopson: To some extent, yes.

Q304 Sir Robert Smith: Although take-oV and
landing, is that not a big part of the emissions?
Mr Jopson: The vertical profiles for the take-oV and
landing is an important part and, in particular, the
departure in fact where 40% of all the emissions in
the UK airspace system is emitted by aircraft in
departure, so that is why we are looking very closely
at how we get those climb profiles as smooth as they
possibly can be to reduce those emissions. What we
do find in terms of our system performance is that,
when we have control of the aircraft throughout
their flight, then we can deliver those profiles that are
as smooth and as energy-eYcient and as CO2-
eYcient as possible.

Professor Parker: Although it is 14% of CO2 in our
local airspace, if you look at the total CO2 impact of
flights originating from, and coming to, the UK, it is
a minute percentage that is UK domestic travel,
much less than 5%, so it is important to think outside
this little UK box and creating a few CO2 molecules
around the UK, but it is where these flights finish up
and where then does the CO2 finish up.

Q305 Sir Robert Smith: Your own analysis indicates
that we can return by 2050 to 2000 levels after
reaching a peak at 2020. As you have already
indicated, the industry has been driven to be
eYcient. It is a low-margin industry where fuel is a
big part, so, even without any environmental
impacts, the incentive has been there to be eYcient.
Following on from John’s question, quite often we
sit on the ground in Aberdeen because you know we
are not going to be able to land at Heathrow, so you
do not let us take oV, which obviously becomes a
more eYcient way. Given all that, what government
policy is needed to actually achieve what you think
can be achieved by 2050?
Professor Parker: The particular graph in the pack
we have sent you looks at the impact of technologies
and the impact of biofuel over that period, so it does
not take into account any impacts of carbon trading
or anything else, but it is purely how much more
eYcient could aircraft be over that time.
Government does have a strong role to play in that,
as I said earlier. I think that government partnership
with industry both at the European level and at the
UK level to bring forward these technologies is
vitally important. Some of these will be incremental
technologies, improved combustion, improved
materials, lighter aircraft, but some of them are
potentially step-change technologies. We are looking
at the moment at contra-rotating open rotors, going
back to very eYcient propellers. Now, these can be
15% more fuel-eYcient than even the best enclosed
jet engines today, but this is technology which none
of us has touched since the 1980s when we thought
the world was going to end because oil had reached
$30 a barrel and then, as soon as it went down again,
everybody dropped it because there was not the link
to environmental concerns. However, to launch the
programmes necessary to bring those open rotor-
powered aircraft needs a huge and co-ordinated
investment that the industry alone certainly cannot
aVord, notwithstanding the recession, but even
before the recession we could not aVord that level of
investment, so it does need government intervention,
as I say, both at a UK level and a European level. I
think the other thing to bear in mind is that, if you
look at fiscal measures in the UK, they can only
touch this 2% of air travel that starts or finishes in the
UK. If you look at the UK industry, there is a huge
gearing factor. We have the wings from Airbus, we
have Rolls-Royce engines and we have air traYc
management systems all exported from the UK all
over the world. By investing in that technology, you
are touching 70% of future aircraft all over the
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world, so there is a huge gearing worldwide from
investing in the technology base of UK industry, not
to mention the economic benefits of doing so.

Q306 Sir Robert Smith: You may have touched on
this in suggesting that your graph is just purely to do
with what could happen with engine eYciency
because IATA members, of which most of you are
members at the moment, are committed to zero
emissions by 2050.
Professor Parker: There is a figure of 50% net by
2050 relative to 2000, ie, half of what is on the graph,
so half of the benefit on the graph will come from
technology and biofuels and, if you want to get
below 2020 levels, ie, down to 50% of 2020 levels,
then the rest has to come from incentives, such as
carbon trading, and it will not come out of pure
technology and pure aircraft systems.
Paddy Tipping: Let us focus on the shipping sector
now.

Q307 Dr Turner: In recent times, shipping has
started to adopt various measures which should help
to reduce emissions, like engine improvements, fleet
management techniques, cold-ironing and reducing
steaming speeds. What level of emissions reduction
do you think these can achieve when they are fully
operated?
Mr Ashdown: I think the first point to make here is
that all of these technologies that you have alluded
to do exist and can be implemented, but the nature
of the industry means quite often that the person
who has control over the application of those
methods might not necessarily be the shipowner, it
could well be the charterer, so, for instance, steaming
speed, route, et cetera, is entirely in the hands of the
charterer rather than the shipowner, and that is an
important point about the motivational factors
which would drive companies to use these
technologies. To answer the question directly,
industry assessment is that these existing
technologies rolled out to their maximum might
yield an improvement generally of between about 15
and 25%. Of course, it depends what you take as
your baseline ship and that will not be on a ship built
last year, but on a ship, say, delivered in the mid-
1990s that would be the percentage that we would
see.

Q308 Sir Robert Smith: That is a saving well worth
having.
Mr Ashdown: Indeed.

Q309 Sir Robert Smith: How eVective are the means
of cajoling or enforcement of the use of these
technologies? Is there anything more we can do by
way of regulation, for instance, to insist that these
technologies might be used to the maximum?
Mr Ashdown: Yes, I think that the International
Maritime Organisation is doing some very useful
work here in this area because another diYculty with
delivering these new technologies for new ships,
especially when the economy is growing strongly, is
that shipowners find it very diYcult to go and buy

the most eYcient ships because the shipyards hold
the whip-hand and they will build a ship which is
most convenient for their production platforms, so
you may be allowed to choose the colour, but little
else, so it is very important that we incentivise the
shipbuilders to deliver the most eYcient ships. The
way that the IMO is addressing this is through
something called the “energy eYciency design
index” which is mandating new standards for every
new ship to be built to. We were very much hoping,
from an industry perspective, that that would be a
mandatory requirement, but at present, because of
the sensitivity of international negotiations around
carbon, some of the nation states of the IMO have
held that back and it is just voluntary at the moment,
but I would not be surprised if that was made
mandatory within the next sort of six to 12 months.

Q310 Sir Robert Smith: What scope do you see for
the future application of other technologies, and
wind power is a particularly promising one for
routes going through the trade winds and so on, and
other forms of power, nuclear possibly, hydrogen,
electric propulsion and so?
Mr Ashdown: Well, all of these technologies are at a
prototype stage for land-based sources, let alone
ships, and I think it is fair to say that in almost all of
these instances these should be viewed upon as
supplementary power sources rather than as the
prime power mover. I do not think that you would
ever wish to go back to a situation where you had a
VLCC powered solely by the wind and we are always
going to need the main engine there for when the
wind stops blowing or for when it blows in the wrong
direction perhaps, so these are very much
supplementary power sources and the question is:
how can they be used most eYciently? We have seen
some interesting trials of sea kites, and the diYculty
there is again they are fairly useful where the trade
winds can blow, and we have seen some interesting
research being done, but they are less useful in
congested traYc zones certainly around northern
European waters because of course the ship needs a
degree of manoeuvrability. I think the point with all
of these technologies is that we welcome them, we
are looking at them, but they need to be proven and
robust before they are likely to be rolled out across
the fleet.

Q311 Sir Robert Smith: I have a company that does
ship-routing from my constituency and it does seem
that eYcient routing of a ship does oVer quite a lot
of improvements in weather management and that
sort of thing, but yet there seemed to be some
frustration that people even now are still not fully
sold on the benefits.
Mr Brownrigg: Well, again this will come through to
the bottom line of bunker consumption ultimately,
so, if you are in control of those elements of the
operation, and Robert has already mentioned that
you may not be because it may be the charterer who
is, if you are, then you will be maximising what you
can, but there is significant scope for improving.
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Q312 Sir Robert Smith: We do a lot of freight
transfer north-south in this country, so is there more
scope or are there any incentives or anything holding
back using more coastal routes of shipping which
actually reduces the emissions from road transport?
Mr Brownrigg: Only the commercial viability of this.
There are initiatives which promote shipping on the
short sea routes, whether it be around our coast or
indeed from the near continent, to take cargoes oV
the road in particular, and we entirely support those
and we would hope that the Government would
continue to do so.

Q313 Dr Whitehead: Firstly to Mark Brownrigg and
Robert Ashdown, you have mentioned in your
report on capping and trading to reduce carbon
emissions from international shipping that the most
important outcome of Copenhagen could be a
defined objective for international shipping. What
might that defined objective be and how might you
define it?
Mr Brownrigg: I think we have to be realistic as to
how much airtime shipping is going to have in
Copenhagen. We all know the pressures, and you, as
a committee, will know these far better than us,
which are on the Government. We imagine that the
airtime for shipping, and aviation presumably as
well, will be rather small and that the most that we
will see is the inclusion of our sector in the post-2012
regime. Now, what that means has yet to be defined.
We would be very happy for either the UNFCCC to
set a target for shipping or for it to require the IMO
to set a target for shipping, and, from our viewpoint,
in many ways the latter fits well because the IMO is
well-versed in the realities and practicalities of
international shipping. Certainly any questions of
trajectory for achieving any target should remain
within the specialist agency, the IMO, as far as we are
concerned.

Q314 Dr Whitehead: Although certainly the amount
of airtime, as you say, will not be enormous,
nevertheless, assuming there is a reasonable deal at
Copenhagen, then it is likely that shipping and
aviation will be in that. How prepared do you think
both the aviation and shipping industries will
actually be to accommodate those sorts of
challenges?
Mr Brownrigg: Well, we entirely, as I said, accept
that shipping should be in certainly for measurement
purposes from now on. How prepared are we? I
think the IMO is beginning to put itself in a position
to carry this work forward with despatch and with
depth of consideration. It has set itself a programme
of work, if that is allowed by the UNFCCC
decisions, which will take it through next year to a
decision in 2011 on the precise way forward, but, in
order for that to be achieved, it is intending to look
at the various options for economic or market-based
solutions as from March through the middle of next
year, so I think both the industry and the IMO, as the
regulatory body, are prepared for this debate and
increasingly so. Of course, we do have alongside that
process the position of the EU. The EU is being very

responsible and awaiting the outcome at the
worldwide international level, which is quite correct,
but it will require the IMO and the industry to have
met that timetable of 2011 if the EU is not to go it
alone.
Mr Wiltshire: From an aviation point of view, we
sent you this week the joint industry submission to
the International Civil Aviation Organisation’s
high-level meeting a week or so ago, which was a
fairly detailed proposal for the way in which aviation
should be dealt with, a global sectoral arrangement
for aviation to ensure it is part of the post-Kyoto
structure. That proposal was not accepted in full by
the ICAO, which, as you know, is a state-
representative organisation. The developing world,
in particular, objected to them being dragged into a
detailed proposal for aviation in advance of the
discussions at Copenhagen, and I think I agree very
much with what Mark has just said, that both
maritime and aviation will probably not get much
airtime at Copenhagen. It is pretty clear to us that
the world needs to decide what the global structure
is for climate change, full stop, to start with and then
we believe in aviation that we have a readymade
proposal from the industry ready for the ICAO to
take its responsibilities in this area, but, first of all,
we need a global, if you like, deal on climate
change itself.

Q315 Dr Whitehead: Assuming that those two events
happen and that your industries are both reasonably
geared up to react positively, what do you think the
impact on prices is then going to be in terms of
passenger travel and, in the case of the shipping
industry, in terms of box costs, bulk transport costs
and what-have-you?
Mr Wiltshire: Aviation, as you know already, we are
due to be part of the European Emissions Trading
Scheme from 2012 and we are already aware of these
issues. We know that there will be a carbon premium
added to the price of the fuel that actually we are
burning and that adds greater emphasis to the need
for more fuel eYciency. What impact it will have on
prices will obviously depend on the carbon price and
on the way in which we can improve eYciency within
the industry. It is a very competitive industry that we
operate in and others will be trying to make
themselves more eYcient both in terms of fuel use
and in terms of the carbon premium that they
recognise they will be paying in the future.
Mr Brownrigg: Perhaps I may just say that we too in
the maritime context have felt the winds of politics
quite strongly within the IMO in the last year when
we have been discussing this because of Copenhagen
lying ahead, so the major emerging economies have
not been willing to enter the debate at all during that
period, so the IMO timetable is distinctly predicated
on that being loosened. In terms of costing, this is
very diYcult to know because there are two systems
that are being considered and basically one is a
straight tax arrangement, and no one knows at what
level that might be set, and the other one is cap and
trade, which no doubt we will come on to look at in
more detail. Equally, no one knows, if we go down
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cap and trade, how an individual company will react
to that and the degree to which they will be able to
manage their own costs. We have done some initial
work on costs, and I will ask Robert to explain that.
Mr Ashdown: If you look at today’s figures where a
tonne of carbon is roughly ƒ13.5 and where bulk
prices are $450 per tonne and if you took a mythical
shipping company running, say, five very large crude
carriers, then there would be about a 6.5% increase
on the fuel costs to pay the carbon, so that gives you
some indication. Of course, going forward, we
expect the fuel price to rise into the future and we
also expect the carbon price to rise, and the degree to
which they rise in parallel will determine the
percentage increase on the cost of the fuel.

Q316 Paddy Tipping: Could you just talk to me for
a minute about the relationship between price and
demand management. It is something that the
aviation sector has done some work on, but, in order
to have some real eVect, you need some fairly steep
increases in prices.
Mr Wiltshire: I do not have any figures with me, but
I will do research, if you wish, on this. All I can say
in general is that people normally travel somewhere
to meet somebody or to do something and the actual
air journey is a means to an end, so they will be
taking, I presume, a price decision based on the total,
if you like, trip cost which might include
accommodation, meals, et cetera, as well as the
actual journey. Certainly, diVerent types of reason
for travel have diVerent, what companies call,
“elasticities of demand” and IATA, I know, do have
some figures for this and, if you are interested in that,
we will provide for you what is available in the
public domain.

Q317 Paddy Tipping: That would be very helpful if
you could let us have that, but it seems to me that we
all are aspirational and we want to travel in many
ways and we ought not to restrict people, but clearly
we are going to have to reduce carbon emissions and
a steep increase in price may be one way of doing it.
Mr Wiltshire: We certainly believe, and we have
done ever since we got together as Sustainable
Aviation, that the right way forward economically is
the measure of cap and trade where the industry’s
emissions are capped within an international,
preferably, and, even more preferably, a global
arrangement. You will be paying for carbon and any
increase in activity and in demand will require an
equal reduction in carbon emissions elsewhere
within a capped process, so you are ensuring the
environmental outcome, but the price may well go
up, but that is one of those things we have to deal
with. We accept that that is the best route forward,
but we also accept that it is the best route forward
not just for our industry, but for the world getting its
carbon emissions down in the most cost-eVective
way, in other words, to ensure that, wherever the
carbon is being paid for, we are finding the lowest
angle of route at any point in time.

Q318 Paddy Tipping: Mr Whitehead was asking you
about the discussions about cap and trade. It is hard
to see into the future and, if we could see into the
future, we would all be wiser people, but when do
you think a robust cap and trade system might be
introduced in both sectors? What is your best
estimate?
Mr Wiltshire: Well, all we can do is reflect on the
European arrangement for aviation in 2012 which is
that the cap is at 2004/05 levels, the emissions will be
capped at that level, and aviation will be able to have
access to some other carbon markets. We believe it
is important that aviation and other sectors get full
access to all carbon markets around the world to
ensure that again we get the most eYcient way
forward on climate change generally.

Q319 Paddy Tipping: And in shipping?
Mr Brownrigg: We are, as you have seen, an
advocate of cap and trade. We believe it can work.
We have looked particularly at the experience in the
United States on sulphur which was drawn to
people’s attention not least through the Lazarowicz
Report. This reported ahead of time and at
remarkably lower cost than envisaged and we take
that as an encouraging sign for capping and trading.
This of course is a much longer perspective. One
exchange suggested this was a 75-year perspective
instead of a 20-year perspective, so one does not
underestimate the challenges that arise as a result of
that. We believe that cap and trade oVers greater
environmental certainty. We believe that it has all the
challenges in a fairly close way to the other options
that are on the table at the moment and all those
governance and structural challenges are going to be
there, but we believe it is the way forward in terms of
environmental certainty and in terms of the need
that we perceive for a separate solution for
international shipping because it does not fit the
other models. We do not, and I emphasise, do not
advocate in any way insertion of shipping into the
EU ETS. That cannot work, it will be abused
immediately, et cetera. We want a global regime
worked up under the aegis of the specialist UN
agency, the IMO. We entirely accept the two degree
challenge in general terms, but how that translates
into specifics we have yet to see.

Q320 Dr Whitehead: I wonder if I could just clarify
a little your suggestion on cap and trade. The
suggestion, as far as shipping is concerned, as far as
I understand it, is that at the point of bunkering
essentially a credit would be handed over
presumably on a worldwide basis. Would you
consider in the shipping industry that it would be
relatively easy or possible to remove, shall we say,
rogue bunkering around the world, that is, shipping
disappearing oV to a place which is not regulated
and taking on essentially illegal bunkering?
Assuming it would be possible, would you be certain
that under those circumstances the logistics of
actually keeping the ships going around the world
could be reliably achieved?
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Mr Brownrigg: At the moment there are relatively
few bunkering centres. Of course, you can get
bunkers anywhere but the major ones are relatively
few. There is this system called the bunker delivery
note which is already up and running and can be
used, and indeed is advocated by all the diVerent
options that are under consideration, whether it be a
levy/compensation fund or whether it be trading and
that is a system that is well-monitored and well-
covered. We believe that that is the way to approach
it and whether you buy your credits ahead of time or
as you go it is an option that is out there for
discussion at the present time. As for the nature of
rogue bunkers or bunker suppliers or the possibility
of displacement to potential rogue centres, I do not
know if you have something to say.
Mr Ashdown: This is an area that has given us
concern because of course as responsible operators
it in no way benefits us to have a system that permits
people to gain the system. There are methods by

which you can eliminate that risk, certainly for those
ships which may trade into countries which are
signatory states to any agreement that has been
developed. What is less easy to control or perhaps
could not be controlled is the very limited trade that
takes place between two non-signatory parties. We
would never capture that direct trade and that would
have to be let go, but certainly any ship that ever
wished to trade into an Annex 1 country or non-
Annex 1 country that had signed up to the agreement
would be caught. It is probably worth bearing in
mind that once you have the US, Europe and Japan
in any scheme then you have captured roughly 80%
of world trade.
Paddy Tipping: Thank you for all the information
you have given us. Mr Wiltshire, you are going to
drop us a note about prices and that will be very
helpful. Thank you for keeping us to time. This is a
big issue and I did not think we were going to meet
our time constraints. Thank you all very much.
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Q321 Chairman: Can I welcome David Matthews
and Howard Johns from the Solar Trade
Association, Gerry WolV from DESERTEC, and
Jeremy Leggett and Derry Newman from UK PV
Manufacturing Association. Thanks for coming.
You have come at a very topical time with the
discussion on green tariVs and the implications for
your industry and we will spend quite a lot of time
talking about that later on because I know there are
strong and diVerent views around this and it would
be helpful to tease that out. Perhaps I could start by
asking you about the financial stimulus package that
the Chancellor produced, the green part of it, and
how far it has helped the solar industry.
Mr Leggett: In general, of course, this is a
disappointment to us. Just 0.6% of the £20 billion
goes to green measures, which is a fraction of a
fraction of 1% of GNP I guess I will be speaking for
quite a lot of people in the new green industries if I
say that this is a disappointment, if you look at what
other countries have been doing in terms of their
green new deals. Given the enormity of our
challenges with climate change and energy security
and interfacing, we have to chalk that up as a
disappointment. As you may know, in one of my
extra-curricular activities I am part of the green new
deal group of economists and business people who
produced a paper in July 2008 under the auspices of
the New Economics Foundation ahead of the crisis,
which talked about the need for a green deal and
what we could do there. Another disappointment is
that contrast between our use of oil income in this
country and Norway’s. I guess everyone knows the
statistics there. On the principle that it is never too
late to start, we were thinking in that group that
there is still scope for some kind of windfall income
to be brought to the stimulus process, the green new
deal process, from North Sea income above a certain
oil price, and obviously, if the oil price drops below
then that will bring an outcome of its own.
Interfacing between the green stimulus and the feed-
in tariVs brought a wonderful opportunity to get
people going in these fast-growing job-rich
industries, of which PV is just one, our main activity
at Solarcentury, and I suppose that foreshadows the
disappointment that we have that the targets have
been tuned so low with the feed-in tariV when we see
so many exciting things happening elsewhere in the
world. Here I speak as someone who sees this two
ways. I personally see it in my day job and working
with Derry and Solarcentury and the excitement that

we feel about this technology and how much of a role
it could play in the mix of technologies going
forward, but I also see it as a private equity investor.
I have a part-time activity as a director of the world’s
first private equity fund investing just in renewables
run by a Swiss bank, and it has been a huge
disappointment to me, over the 10 years I have been
doing this—as a red-blooded Brit desperate to see a
green industrial revolution on our islands—to see so
much money going pretty much everywhere else
except the United Kingdom.

Q322 Chairman: So if you were not in the New
Economics Foundation, if you were designing a
package, what would you put in it from your
prescription?
Mr Leggett: The full package for the prospectus?

Q323 Chairman: Yes.
Mr Leggett: We would have to start with energy
eYciency. There is so much scope there. I had the
privilege of giving a speech at the government’s job
summit as one of two business leaders who were
invited to give their perspectives, and, rather than
repeat everything I said in that speech, I would be
very happy to send a referenced version of the speech
to the Committee. To distil the thoughts that I
oVered there, energy eYciency has vast
opportunities and we are not here to talk about that,
so let me not go into detail, but a street-by-street,
house-by-house programme of energy eYciency
would be a great way of starting and that would
maximise the bang for the buck that we and others
in this industry could all bring from our various
technologies and reduce the size of the challenge.
These are job-rich industries in energy eYciency and
downstream renewables. I think I would rather keep
the answer generic if I may.

Q324 Chairman: We will look forward to that. Colin
is going to chip in in a minute but just in your own
evidence you said that solar is a forgotten
technology. Sketch that out a bit for us.
Mr Leggett: It is forgotten in the UK, of course, but
elsewhere in the world in 2008 the solar
photovoltaics industry grew 87%. It is one of the
fastest growing energy industries in the world, and
you get a sense of the excitement when you look at
what is happening in Silicon Valley with investors. In
the first three quarters of this year, of the venture
capital that went into the 50 families of clean tech,
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more than half went into solar photovoltaics, so
Silicon Valley and people like the investors in Silicon
Valley and, indeed, people coming out of the digital
revolution and working in Silicon Valley, see this as
a huge business revolution. I am sure that members
of the Committee know the basic statistics but last
year we installed 0.3% of what was installed in
Germany and Germany does not have significantly
higher sunlight than we do.

Q325 Colin Challen: I just wonder for the record
whether you could say what you think the potential
for solar PV is in the UK as its contribution to our
overall domestic electricity needs.
Mr Leggett: There are two answers. There is the silly
answer, which is the full theoretical potential, and
then the practical answer. The silly answer is that if
we put solar photovoltaics of existing eYciency on
all surfaces of all buildings, which of course is a
fraction of the land area and not including solar
farms in the scrubland and so forth, we could
provide more electricity than the electricity-
profligate nation currently uses, specifically 460
terawatt hours, and the Photovoltaic Manufacturers
Association have done that calculation. It is all
referenced in the evidence that you already have. We
are not advocating that that be done, of course,
because our technology is not a magic bullet; there
are no magic bullets. We are merely one important
member of a family that has got a considerable
amount of breadth. As for the answer to how much,
at minimum our industry association, the European
Photovoltaics Industry Association, calculates that
on current trends we could be contributing 6% of
electricity in the UK but this industry association
has a long and not very distinguished track record of
consistently underestimating reality in the growth of
our industry. That is why I set that as a lower limit.
I think the answer, and I do not have a figure in my
head, is significantly more than that. It is a very
disruptive technology with no real known
constraints on it. You are melting sand at the top of
the value chain, the crystalline spectrum of things,
and that is 80% of the global industry. My personal
belief, and we have set this out in the book that we
published earlier this year, myself and my colleagues,
is that many energy pundits do not fully appreciate
just how disruptive this technology is and just how
fast it can invade traditional markets to play its role
in the family of survival technologies. Forgive me for
not giving an exact answer but I would say
somewhere between 100% and 6%; it is more than
most people think.

Q326 Sir Robert Smith: I wonder if you could
expand on that a little because obviously the
conventional wisdom is that on a nice sunny day you
get lots of eVect but at night none. What would be
that percentage eVect seasonally and weather-
dependent?
Mr Leggett: I can speak from personal experience
here. I lived in the country’s first solar roof tile home
for more than a year with constant occupancy all
through that year. It was a two-up, two-down in

Richmond and we generated, with 1.6 kilowatts of
peak power on the roof, over 1,100 kilowatt hours,
which is roughly a third of the electricity average and
therefore electricity-profligate consumption in a UK
home. We brought consumption down with
permanent occupancy and a daughter with a very
high power hairdryer in daily use to just over 1,000
kilowatt hours, so we generated more than we used
over the course of the year. What we advocate for
people, at Solarcentury is not to think about
batteries at this stage of storage technologies but to
use the grid as a battery, so that you are feeding in
during the day and taking out at night. I remember
one day a camera crew was coming round and
Wimbledon had been rained oV, it was grey, awful
and miserable, and the export meter was going
round impressively fast.

Q327 Chairman: Mr Johns, do you want to
comment on that?
Mr Johns: About solar thermal?

Q328 Chairman: Yes.
Mr Johns: The eVect of the Green Stimulus package
on solar thermal this year is the same; there has not
really been any. We have not seen any impact of the
Green Stimulus package on our industry, and solar
thermal also is a much underestimated technology in
the UK with absolutely massive potential. The
European solar industry’s trade federation. ESTIF,
recently did a study on where they think solar
thermal will go by 2050, bearing in mind that of all
energy use in Europe 49% is used for heating and
cooling, ESTIF’s estimates were that about 47% of
that energy could be provided by solar thermal by
2050, which is a staggering figure of potential. Of
course, to do that we are going to need the right
support measures. Again, the UK industry is in its
infancy. We have somewhere in the region of 60,000
square metres of solar thermal being installed per
annum in the UK. In Germany last year there were
2.1 million square metres installed, so they are
absolutely streets ahead. There are huge
opportunities for growth in the technology,
economic benefits and long term jobs which are not
to be underestimated.

Q329 Chairman: So what needs to be done? What is
your prescription?
Mr Johns: Currently what is being worked on is the
renewable heat incentive. We could have done with
it coming in at the same time as the feed-in tariV. We
understand that there is more complexity over a heat
incentive, and in fact it has never been done across
Europe so it is quite an ambitious project that DECC
have undertaken, but we need that to be suitably
generous to really kick-start the industry and also to
encourage diversification in the industry. Currently,
when people think of solar thermal in the UK, they
are probably thinking of two to four square metres
of panels on your roof to do 50 to 70% of your
domestic hot water needs over the year, whereas in
continental Europe, let us say in Sweden, Denmark,
Germany, most houses are having 10 to 20 square
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metres and it also feeds into space heating, so in
Germany you are getting a 50% solar house already,
which is where we need to be aiming. You are also
seeing things like district heating schemes being run
from solar thermal and more cost eVectively than
running them from any other source of heating, be it
biomass, gas or ground source. This is the sort of
stuV that most people in the UK have never even
heard of, let alone considered, so we have to have an
incentive that does not penalise innovation along
those lines.
Mr Matthews: It is not just the incentive. We always
talk about a systems approach to growing industry,
and it is the classic way you grow an industry. You
have financial incentives, you have regulation for the
new build home, but you put together a whole
training and accreditation package suited to all these
diVerent technological areas and you look at the
broad picture. We are ready to go as an association.
We have got members who are doing solar
ventilation that will do 40% of an individual
building’s space heating load in winter, and we have
got members who are doing solar cooling. There is a
whole portfolio of measures. It is just working with
government and industry and the association to say
how we grow it as a complete package.
Chairman: We will come back and pick some of these
issues up later on, but let us turn now to sunnier
climes, Dr WolV, and DESERTEC.

Q330 Colin Challen: I am just wondering if, rather
than ask you how practical it is, I could ask you
about the impracticalities. What technical practical
problems are there impeding the progress of
DESERTEC? Perhaps there are not any. I wonder if
you could briefly tell us about any political
diYculties that might prevent DESERTEC from
coming to fruition.
Dr WolV: In terms of the technology, there is always
scope for refining technology but basically the
technology is there, so I do not see any particular
obstacles on that front. As far as potential political
problems go, there is a tendency for people to think,
“This energy is coming from countries in North
Africa and the Middle East. Is this not a bit dodgy?”.
We think those concerns are largely misplaced. In
terms of looking at the security of energy supplies
under a DESERTEC scenario in general, we have
produced a document with quite a lot of points in
but I will not go over them all; I will just mention
three of them. The German Aerospace Centre are
largely responsible for the overall concept in the
three studies that they have done for this, and one of
the points they make quite strongly is that in their
total scenario, which includes the development of
renewables right across the region, including
Europe, wind power, PV, wave power and so on, they
say that up to 2050 the imports would be up to 15%
of Europe’s electricity. If you take the overall picture
and compare it with the situation now, there would
be a reduction in imports of energy, so if you are
worried about imports as a security risk there is a
reduction under the DESERTEC scenario
compared with the situation now. The other point

they make is that the range of diVerent sources of
electricity would be increased, so the two things
together mean that you can say they give you greater
security of electricity supplies than we have now.
That is one point. The second point first took shape
in my mind as a result of hearing a remark that
Malcolm Wicks made when he was interviewed on
the radio. He used the phrase “a global grab for
energy” and that set me thinking. If you got a
colossal potential source of clean energy, as you do
in desert regions, and if you are worried about a
global grab for energy, the one thing you do not want
to do is ignore a big source of energy like that. If you
can flood the world market with what is expected to
be relatively cheap clean electricity that reduces the
worries about a global grab for energy. The third
point I will mention, and, as I say, there are quite a
lot more points in this document which is referenced
in the paperwork that we have provided, is that part
of the DESERTEC concept is the idea of a large-
scale, high-voltage, direct current, the so-called
supergrid, spanning the whole of Europe, the Middle
East and North Africa. In terms of security of supply
that in itself is beneficial because one of the several
attractions of the supergrid is that if there is a
shortfall in electricity supplies in any one area then
you can get it from somewhere else. If the wind dies
down in Scotland, for example, if we have got
connections to Norway they have got this
hydropower there; it is like a giant battery for the
whole of Europe, and, likewise, with all the diVerent
renewable energy sources right across the region, if
there is a shortfall in any one area it is relatively easy
to bring it in from where there is a surplus. I just
make those three points on that front.

Q331 Colin Challen: This idea does have quite a lot
of support and I understand that the German
government is fairly supportive of it. Angela Merkel
has spoken about it quite enthusiastically. How
would you characterise the support from other
governments, particularly that of the UK, for
DESERTEC?
Dr WolV: Particularly what, sorry?

Q332 Colin Challen: The support of other
governments. Germany is behind it. Is France
behind it, Italy, the UK? I know the UK has
expressed an interest but we express interest in lots of
things and then do not do anything about it.
Dr WolV: I understand that the lower House of the
Dutch parliament had a vote on this subject and it
was decidedly in favour of the DESERTEC concept.
President Sarkozi of France is very keen on the idea
of better integration amongst Europe and countries
south and east of the Mediterranean, and that has
resulted in the setting up of the union for the
Mediterranean. Part of that concept is a range of
practical projects, one of which is the so-called
Mediterranean Solar Plan. I know that there has
been a lot of interaction between people in the main
DESERTEC group and oYcials in the French
government. The Mediterranean Solar Plan is firmly
based on the DESERTEC concept, so in that sense
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France, you could say, is behind this. I have not got
the details but the senior people in Morocco have
indicated they are keen on it. The President of
Tunisia has made a speech in favour of it. In practical
terms Morocco, Algeria, Egypt and Israel are all
building CSP plants, so that is demonstrating their
interest in a practical way, and Spain, of course, and
I believe there is something going on on it in Italy.
This is a practical demonstration of support.

Q333 Colin Challen: More on a technical level,
Hermann Scheer, our colleague in the German
Bundestag, has raised concerns. I am not sure about
outright opposition but he is concerned about the
idea that some of these companies that are
necessarily quite large, existing energy providers like
E.ON, RWE and so on, will see the creation of a
supergrid as an entrenchment of their position in the
market and, of course, the supergrid will serve other
sources of electricity as well, such as nuclear power.
Its reach might be extended considerably using
nuclear power, and if these are the same companies
that are also expanding nuclear power then does
Hermann Scheer have a point that this might
squeeze out the widespread introduction of micro-
generation, for example?
Dr WolV: I find that very puzzling, to be honest. My
understanding is that historically one of the
problems in Europe has been so-called vertical
integration of the energy market, so that, just like we
used to have in the UK 20 or 30 years ago, if you
wanted to buy electricity you only had one choice; it
was local supplier, and then we liberalised the
market in the UK so that that immediately gave
consumers a much wider choice of potential
suppliers. My understanding is that in a similar way
the European Commission is working to create a
similar single market throughout Europe. We would
like to see it extended to the whole of Europe, the
Middle East and North Africa. I believe, if that
single market is going to work properly, you really
need the supergrid, and it seems to me that all these
trends will increase competition between suppliers
and it should not disadvantage things like PV on
people’s rooftops at all. I do not see that at all.

Q334 Dr Turner: You are quite bullish about the
question of security of supply, but it is a fact that the
UK would be right at the end of the supply chain.
Does this not make it more vulnerable to
interruption?
Dr WolV: No. I know it seems as if the Spanish will
take their bit first and then the French and then we
will get a little bit at the end.

Q335 Dr Turner: Someone could throw a switch
anywhere along the line.
Dr WolV: Or someone could throw a switch. Let me
take that last point first. As regards the possibility of
someone cutting oV supply suddenly by throwing a
switch, I do not think that is realistic because you
can design transmission grids rather in the same way
that the internet was deliberately designed. The
internet was originally a military project and it was

designed deliberately so that if part of the internet
was knocked out messages could find their way
around the blockage, and in a similar way you can
design transmission grids so that you would not have
a single point where you could knock it out.
Potentially, theoretically, you could have some kind
of solar cartel; all the solar countries could all gang
up together, but personally I think that is highly
unlikely. The range of countries that have this
resource is very large. It is basically going to be a
buyer’s market so I do not see that happening. Can
I go back to the other point about us being
supposedly at the end of a supply chain? One point
we have been trying to get across is that transmission
grids are a bit like a lake. If you could imagine taking
a tanker of water, you tip it into one end of the lake,
you go to the other end of the lake and you can take
out a tanker of water. It is not the same water that
was put in at the first end of the lake but in eVect it is
as if you have transmitted that water across the lake.
Going back to the solar situation, if you start feeding
solar power from the desert countries into Europe,
and you imagine the grid being a bit like a lake, it is
a sort of cascading eVect; it is immediate right
through the whole region, so that countries like the
UK are no more disadvantaged, they are no more at
the end of the supply chain than a country like
Sweden or any other country further north. If we
had the single market, which I understand is due to
be completed in 2011, the kind of vision we have is
that, if you take a company like Marks and Spencer
or Tesco, both of which have indicated they are keen
to green their operations, companies like that with
the single market could have a contract with, say,
Abengoa or any other solar supplier in North Africa
or the Middle East and immediately they could be
getting their supplies in a sense directly from North
Africa. Hopefully, you would go into Marks and
Spencer and they would have little signs up saying,
“Our stores are powered by desert electricity”. That
is our vision but it would be rather in the same way
that myself as a householder, if I want to buy my
power from, say, Scottish Electricity, I can. It is a
similar idea.

Q336 Dr Turner: All the elements of technology that
are involved in DESERTEC exist but they have
never been deployed on this scale before. Are you
confident that there will not be any problems arising
from the scaling up?
Dr WolV: I am pretty confident. The reason is that
the technology is essentially modular, so that once
you have put up one module and seen that it works
there is nothing to prevent you from having a
thousand of them or a million of them in very much
the same way that, once you have demonstrated that
a wind turbine works, you can have a dozen or you
can have a hundred or a thousand; it really makes no
diVerence. Each module is essentially independent,
so it is not like scaling up a wind turbine from, say,
two megawatts to six megawatts. That is a major
technical challenge. This is diVerent because each
module is independent. You can just roll them out in
their thousands or their millions.
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Q337 Dr Turner: Given your ability to do that, does
that imply that the unit capital cost is going to come
down with this increased investment volume, so it is
going to be more aVordable?
Dr WolV: That is definitely the expectation. The
studies by the German Aerospace Centre have
factored into their scenarios and their calculations
these fairly well-established cost reduction curves
and I think you can see why there is likely to be this
cost reduction. At the moment I think I am right in
saying that the worldwide installed capacity is
actually less than a gigawatt and people normally
reckon you need to get up to, say, five or 10 gigawatts
and then as you scale up you get economies of scale
and you get refinements in the technology which can
bring the cost down. There is one particular aspect
which interests me, which is that some companies are
deliberately targeting this cost business in two ways.
First of all, they are rationalising the designs to make
them suitable for mass production in factories, so it
is like creating prefabs, and then, once you have got
the prefab, again, it is a bit like an IKEA flat-pack.
Once you get them out into the field they are
designed to be very quick to install with a minimum
of skilled labour. As I say, there is at least one
company and I think some others not only working
on this; they have largely achieved that eVect, so I
think we are likely to see things like that which will
definitely bring down the cost.

Q338 Dr Turner: Have you got any prospect that
UK industry and UK jobs will benefit from
DESERTEC?
Dr WolV: Potentially, yes. There is already a number
of companies based in the UK; you specifically call
them CSP companies. They are specialising in this
area. There is also potential for what you might call
general engineering companies. One of the
companies that interests us is Alstom. Normally you
think of Alstom when you get on the tube train and
you see their name on the step, so, “They make
railway trains. What has that got to do with solar?”.
Then you look on their website and they make the
so-called conventional island of a nuclear power
station, and you think, “Hmmm; what has that got
to do with solar?”. You look on the website of the
European Solar Thermal Electricity Association,
ESTELA, and there is Alstom. The point is that the
so-called conventional island of a nuclear power
station is almost exactly the same as the steam
turbine and generating plant part of a CSP plant, so
the back end of a nuclear power station and the back
end of a CSP plant are almost exactly the same.
There is huge potential there. The market potentially
is going to be absolutely enormous.

Q339 Charles Hendry: I think it is a fascinating
concept. I think it is just the sort of big idea which
should be being explored. If you do not start the
journey the one thing you know for certain is that
you are never going to arrive at where you want to
get to, so I think it is fascinating work. You talked
earlier about the countries which the power would
be coming from and whether these were necessarily

countries which we would feel absolutely confident
about. Does not that at the end of the day come
down to the price which they are paid for it? If there
is a sense that this is their sunlight which is being
pinched by the rich Europeans they are going to be
unhappy, but if they get a good return for it they are
going to be keen to have a good trading relationship
on this, particularly in terms of the benefits it can
bring them for desalinated water in property,
irrigation and issues like that. How do you plan to
compensate the countries which are providing the
sunlight?
Dr WolV: I agree very much with the points you have
made. There are great potential benefits for the host
countries. Obviously, with any kind of negotiation it
will be a matter of negotiation. There is the potential
to do it badly or do it well. In terms of what will
actually happen in practice, our group are all
volunteers, we are not going to be in the business of
negotiating these things, but the people that will be
negotiating them—I do not know whether anyone
here knows this but there is a new consortium of blue
chip companies which is now known as the DII
Consortium, which has been set up just at the end of
October and includes companies like E.ON, RWE,
Siemens, ABB, heavyweight companies like that.
They have set up this consortium with the declared
intention of rolling out the DESERTEC concept as
it was developed by the German Aerospace Centre.
They say that they are going to be welcoming many
other companies into that consortium. The point is
that when it comes down to the nuts and bolts of
negotiating with host countries they will be the ones
that will do it. From what we understand, they have
got long experience of working all around the world
and having good relations with host countries, and
we have every reason to have confidence that they
will negotiate arrangements where everyone will be
happy.

Q340 Sir Robert Smith: You talked about the
liberalising of the EU market, but it is a long time
coming and it maybe reinforces that again, that it
still has to come. Just to get the mental picture, quite
a lot of the public image of this project is this huge
one site somewhere in the desert but, of course, from
what you are saying, it could be a whole range of
sites dividing the risk amongst several of the
countries that have got this.
Dr WolV: Yes, absolutely. For the purposes of
illustrating the potential we have got this map
showing these red squares in the desert to give you a
mental picture of relatively speaking how little desert
you need to produce, say, the amount of electricity
that the whole world is using. I think it is obvious but
we always emphasise that you would never do that in
practice. You would spread this as widely as possible
and it would be in lots of diVerent locations. As I
have said before, it is not all about solar power in
deserts. It is about integration of a whole range of
renewables right across the whole region of Europe,
the Middle East and North Africa, and that again is
adding to the diversity and so forth.
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Chairman: Let us move on and talk a bit more about
solar technologies in particular.

Q341 Dr Whitehead: Which of the various solar
technologies that we now know about do you think
hold the greatest promise for the future, first in terms
of diVerent photovoltaic options that are now
emerging in terms of thin film and diVerent forms of
silicon generation; and, secondly, in terms of
developments in solar thermal, particularly static
solar thermal in buildings, for example?
Mr Johns: Can I just make one point? Currently
there is maybe a gigawatt of mainstream solar panel.
There are 121 gigawatts of PV across Europe already
and there are 145 gigawatts of solar thermal already
in Europe, so these technologies are huge already.
Mr Newman: Specifically regarding the technology
question, PV is a relatively well established
semiconductor technology now. There are systems
working especially in Japan that have been
operational for more than 40 years using crystalline
technologies, thick layers of silicon. A more recent
innovation is thin film silicon which is a gas
deposition, so you just layer gas onto a glass layer.
Both have validity in the market place. Basically,
thin film has a lower eYciency so therefore you need
more of it, so on buildings which have less space thin
film is less applicable, but it is applicable for large
utility ground mounted applications. Thick film, so
crystalline silicon, uses more so it is more eYcient;
therefore you get more power out of a smaller area,
so for buildings and places where space is at a
premium that is an appropriate technology. There
are continuous innovations going on in both
technologies, but predominantly innovation is
driving economies of scale in cost eYciencies rather
than radical changes in technology right now, so we
have got two streams of innovation, both doing
quite well in terms of their market acceptance and
reliability and the confidence that they will be there
for the long term, but both have quite distinct
applicabilities.
Mr Johns: In terms of solar thermal, people think of
the collector and it is a fairly robust and well
developed technology that has been with us, again,
for 40 years or longer. There have not been massive
advances made in the actual technology itself, the
stuV you put on your roof. It is already very eYcient.
The key advances will be in how we apply it. I will
hand over to David.
Mr Matthews: On the collector itself, and this is
where the UK has been very good, the technology is
very mature. We can get over 90% eYciency on a
collector, but it is about how you apply it, so it is
applying it on facades, it is roof-integrated
collectors, it is making it into tiles. We have got one
member who makes the whole roof as a solar
collector. The technological advantages are going to
happen inside the building; that is how you apply it.
There are going to be a lot of solar air collectors, so
using ventilation. Heat is all about heat exchangers
and all the diVerent areas you can use heat
exchangers in. You could be using it in industrial
processing; you could be using it for solar cooling. A

lot of solar space heating we expect to come through,
and then the further south you go, the closer you go
to Italy and Spain, the more concentrated you get it,
so you get a whole number of diVerent applications
once you concentrate the power. Sometimes it is pure
electricity, but you can do more and more industrial
processing in diVerent areas. Something we have not
done enough of yet, I believe, in the UK is exploit
our R&D technology. In solar evacuated tube
technology we were the leaders in glass-to-metal
seals with the Germans as number two, and yet we
did not exploit that. We just kept that as evacuated
tube technology rather than taking it to the next
stage and exploiting it in concentrated solar power,
and I think we are now swinging back into that
market but we have not always used our technology
to best advantage.
Mr Johns: Can I just jump in as well? I think some
of the key advances are going to be in how we apply
it across communities. In Germany you are already
in situations where, when they are retro-fitting the
street, new roofs on social housing or whatever, they
are putting solar thermal on every house, making the
whole roof out of it, and they are plugging it onto the
district heat network and storing the heat in the
street. We are getting away from 100 litres of water
in your airing cupboard to something that gives you
inter-seasonal storage, so you start collecting heat in
the summer and storing it for the winter, and
advances like that are crucial to applying this
technology. Other advances are things like how we
store the heat, so phase change technology, things
like using wax to store heat instead of water.
Mr Matthews: And that would spin out. In the
longer term we hope to have thermo-chemical
storage, so you will actually store the heat from the
summer to the winter in a chemical reaction. That is
about 10 or 15 years away from market but people
are working on that.

Q342 Dr Whitehead: Of these technological
advances and refinements that we are talking about,
what proportion would you say really exist in terms
of a serious UK research and development capacity,
and what potential would you say there is for the UK
to either take or retake the lead in a number of these
technologies?
Mr Leggett: Can I lead on that and emphasise from
the last discussion that I would be wary of a sense of
either/or here because you have got a family of
technologies that are advancing on a number of
fronts and so great are our problems with climate
change and energy security that we really need as
many of these to work as we possibly can. They also
work often really well in strategic harness. For
example, if you go to our installation in Yorkshire on
a South Yorkshire Housing Association project in
Rotherham, which is Europe’s first solar-powered
street, you will see a wonderful row—and you can
see the pictures on our website—of both solar
photovoltaic and solar thermal roof-tiled homes. I
visited that recently and was told by the developer
that one of the tenants there had got her energy bills
down to £5 a month with the solar photovoltaic and
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solar thermal roof. This is what can be done, and I
emphasise that these technologies are made in
Britain. We do not have that much manufacturing
left but they are manufactured for us by Sony, for
whom Derry used to work. Indeed, he was the
Managing Director of Sony in the UK in an
outsourced manufacturing plant in South Wales, so
the potential is huge and I would be very wary of any
approach that tried to divisively make us say that it is
better to go for this and not for that, and even within
photovoltaics, thinking as a private equity investor,
we are excited by both crystalline silicon and thin
film. You will find people who would sit here and tell
you that thin film is the solution or crystalline is the
solution. I do not think so. They are horses for
courses and there is going to be a role for both of
them going forward, just as there is for concentrated
solar power and solar thermal in all its diVerent
guises.

Q343 Dr Whitehead: I am aware, for example, of the
extent to which UK universities are continually in
the forefront of solar PV research and I am
beginning to develop a feeling of the extent to which
these technologies can be firmly implanted within
the domestic research and development economy,
and to what extent that then may make up for what
we know, as it were, is the series of failures of
development in previous areas of renewable
technology in past years.
Mr Newman: I would comment that it is in the gift
of the tariV to direct that, because markets are very
sensitive to how tariVs are constructed and that is
something that we know from evidence over the past
few years in Europe. If the tariV goes for a vanilla
system and favours the cheapest system, the
majority of the technology will be imported, there
will be little R&D here because it will be done
remotely and the market will go for the lowest cost,
simple, bolt-on system. If the tariV encourages
integration and encourages thermal and/or PV and
PV technology as part of the built environment, the
building industry is very parochial; most building
products are made near to market because of the
rules and regulations in the market, weather
conditions are diVerent, so the building industry
tends to put most of its R&D close to market. If we
follow the building industry example in that and
look to make sure that the tariV supports the
building industry the better will be the built
environment. Then there would be more R&D and
more job creation here in the UK, because the
product will have to be built here in the UK to be
part of that environment. If the tariV just says, “Let
us just bolt on”, then the products will come from
China. That is the easiest way to define it.
Mr Matthews: Something which concerns me on
that point is that in Europe they form these
technology platforms to develop technologies, and
ESTIF, the European Solar Thermal Industry
Federation, set up one called the ESTTP, the
European Solar Thermal Technology Platform, and
we get involved casually by people like myself and
Howard going along to the meetings and paying for

ourselves, but it is very casual. We do not get an
active feed-in in the UK to this, and we get several
people in the UK who develop their own
technologies and come up with very good
technologies, but by co-ordinating our R&D
activities with something like this technology
platform we can see the strategic opportunities and
exploit those strategic opportunities, and I would
love to get a partnership with government going
around these issues and saying, “How do we get
involved in the platform?”. Then the Commission
turned to the ESTP and said, “That is not good
enough. You need to have a renewable heat
technology platform”, so they had to change it, they
had to bring biomass on board, heat pumps on
board, and now they have got a portfolio of
measures, but yet again it is such a casual approach
from the UK and we are such a big country in
Europe that we should be very actively involved in
these platforms.
Mr Johns: For me it is all about the scale. If you look
at the scale in the industry in the UK it is not
surprising that there is not a lot of R&D going on
because there is not a huge amount of money going
through this industry. Compare it to the size of
Germany and Austria. The innovation is bound to
be happening there because they have got a mature
industry. They have got factories in Austria that are
producing a million square metres in one factory per
hour, which is more than twice our entire installed
capacity in the UK. It is not surprising that there is
very little R&D. From where I sit this is all about
deployment. Sure, R&D is very important but
deployment is really what this is about. We need to
get oV and get it out there.

Q344 Dr Turner: We have already talked about the
topic of feed-in tariVs and the fundamental reason
for the situation in Germany, as you have just
described, has been the German feed-in tariV regime,
plus other aspects of their renewable energy
legislation. The Germans created a market which
created the R&D and created the production. We are
now consulting on feed-in tariVs and micro-
generation, and, as in the German model, they vary
according to the technology. Do you think that the
proposals set out in the DECC consultation for
diVerent technologies are reasonable? Photovoltaics
are 36.5p per kilowatt hour, which is the top whack.
Is that going to be enough to energise your industry?
Mr Newman: No, would be the simple answer to
that. If we take it from a couple of angles quickly,
first of all I would say the feed-in tariV has been
proved to be an eVective way of launching a market
and we very much welcome the fact that they are
being introduced here as part of the Act, so in
nothing I say now am I trying to say that tariVs are
wrong. They are absolutely right; they have been
proved and they are by far the best method of getting
micro-generation into the mix. However, the way the
tariVs have been set up, and 36.5p is for the domestic
retrofit and you are looking at 26p for the
commercial larger scale, if we take a look at those
tariVs, in terms of investment at which investors are
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interested in participating in, the 26p gives one
gigabyte or 1% return on investment and 36.5p gives
about 4% return on investment. People are not going
to take an extreme amount of risk in terms of their
own money with those levels of return. There will be
an uptake in the UK for retrofit with those tariVs and
that is good because people, rather than wanting to
do the right thing and not getting a rewarded for it,
will get rewarded for it, but it will not get the
significant uptake that we have seen in other
countries. Putting it in context, the tariVs are 40%
lower than they are currently in France, 25% lower
than they currently are in Italy and 10% lower than
they are in Germany, and Germany is 40% of the
world market. We are saying that a UK tariV set at
10% lower than the world’s largest market is a
problem in terms of this global market.

Q345 Dr Turner: In that case what level of tariV do
you think we need to be eVective in this country,
what are the cost implications to the consumer of
those tariVs, and how long do you think it will be
before the ultimate aim of the feed-in tariV, which is
to encourage suYcient production so that you get
cost reductions and bring costs down, comes into
eVect?
Mr Newman: In terms of what they should be, they
need to be at a sensible rate of return. We have
argued through a coalition of the Federation of
Master Builders, the National Federation of
Roofing Contractors and the Photovoltaic
Manufacturers Association that you need to see a
realistic rate of return, so if you add 10p to the tariVs
across the board you will get return rates in the 5–7%
rate, which are still relatively low but enough to
significantly change the market. In a sound bite, if
you add, say, 25% to the tariV, you would get double
the power, that is roughly the kind of change we need
to see, so an extra 10p across those tariVs will get us
twice as much power in the near term over the four
years of the tariV before review, so that is an
important point. The second point on the tariV is the
annual reduction rate, the derogation rate as
proposed is 7%. Whilst we understand that that is a
control mechanism, we are recommending that it is
not used like that in the first few years, because that
limits any industry start-up in the UK, hiring people
and training the workforce, and our workforce in the
UK is not yet ready for transforming into a green
economy within a year. There was an Institute of
Public Policy research document yesterday that
came out and was very timely on this in terms of
what we need to do in terms of the skill mix in the
UK, so if we drop the tariVs next year by 7% and
invest money in jobs and training, it would not be at
the level that the industry needs to get the workforce
switched across to what needs to happen, so 10p
more is the first part of the answer to your question.
The cost to the consumer was the second part of
your question. We feel that with the cost to the
consumer of !10p, by 2013, which is the review
point, we are talking about £2.50 a year on the
average domestic electricity bill, so the relative

impact on the individual is pretty low. We do not
hear any consumer noise in countries that which
have even higher tariVs in terms of complaints from
consumers because they know where the money is
going; it is very transparent, so in terms of impact on
the consumer, that is not very big. Your last point
was how long would it need to be. Fundamentally, it
needs to be there until the technologies are mature
such that the energy generated through solar is at the
same cost as energy generated through conventional
means through fossil or otherwise. That is getting
close to the 2015/2020 point where you begin to see
the technologies coming down to cost point where
you need less and less support through tariVs. With
the derogation built into the scheme as proposed, the
tariV will be relatively low by then anyway if you are
dropping it by X% per year, so the system as
designed will get to the point where it is beginning to
be realistic with the tariV that is coming in. Those are
the mechanisms. In summary, the tariV is good. It is
the right thing to do. It is not high enough to create
a UK industry of significance and get the R&D and
the job creation we need. With 10p more we are up
to about 30,000 more jobs by about 2013 and 2014,
and those are jobs which cannot be outsourced
because they are real jobs close to the market. You
need installers, you need electrical contractors, you
need roofers, you need maintenance people, you
need porters, you need designers. These are all jobs
that will be here in the UK; they cannot be whisked
oV to India, so this tariV has a great social impact as
well as an economic impact if we get it right.
Mr Leggett: On a slightly wider point on this as well,
which is the one about bringing other players to the
party, what we would want out of this, obviously, is
not just a fast-growing solar photovoltaics
downstream industry with tens of thousands of jobs
being created—which is what we are talking about,
that kind of elevated rate of tariV, albeit still below
the tariVs that exist in France and Italy, for
example—but also to bring financial institutions to
the party so that our disgraced banks have the
opportunity to redeem themselves a little bit by
innovating around packages that they could oVer to
the consumer that would actually make such an
increase in the tariV and a very small increase in the
electricity bill fiscally neutral. What we are talking
about is lending packages for energy eYciency so
that the consumer can get the short payback rewards
for that and reduce energy bills overall while putting
energy regeneration into their homes. We have
reason to believe, and we cannot elaborate for
commercial reasons on this, that the banks, as we are
discussing with them at the moment, will not come
to the party as the tariV currently stands but they
would if it were something like 10p higher.

Q346 Dr Turner: If you got the level of the level of
tariV that you want do you think that British
industry has got the capacity to respond to that
market stimulus or would it run the risk of simply
sucking in imports because you could not respond
quickly enough?
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Mr Leggett: The thing here is that we would
encourage the Committee to think of the PV
industry as a highly segmented field. There is the
upstream where sand is melted, the crystalline silicon
end, and there is the solar manufacturing. Then there
is the downstream, which is the secondary products
that we do with Solarcentury, the roof tiles and slates
and everything else, and all the design around the
incorporation of the primary product, plus the basic
solar thermal collector, into the building product
that is deployed. Here we really can play to British
strengths: British strengths in design, in architecture
and all the rest of it, and the support which we have
as manufacturers from roofers and their response to
our training programmes, for example, suggests that
yes, absolutely we could build a dynamic industry
very quickly, and this is where it is particularly job-
rich. It is also job-rich upstream, many of which of
course inevitably are going to be in China.

Q347 Dr Turner: Despite this problem, a feed-in
tariV regime means fixed prices and energy prices are
notoriously volatile in practice, so do you see a
problem with giving fixed feed-in tariVs if the oil
price rockets and energy prices rocket with it?
Mr Leggett: Well, it would be great if they could be
fixed, but let me make one other point here as well
which I do not want to dwell on, but it is so
important that I do want to make it briefly, and that
is that in the consultation the assumption is through
2020 that the oil price will be $70 a barrel, and I think
you are aware that a growing number of people in
the oil industry as well and around the oil industry,
just simply do not believe that this is going to be the
case. I refer to the UK Industry Task Force on
Energy Security and our report last year and the
second report which will be coming out in January,
which we will be happy to send to the Committee,
where we argue, as a group of companies—including
Virgin, Scottish & Southern, Arup’s: a range of
companies across British industry, including
Solarcentury—we think that this industry has got its
net asset assessment wrong in the same way that the
investment banking industry did, sadly. Obviously, I
do not want to go into detail here, but I want to flag
that up very quickly. On the massive balance of
probabilities, we think that the oil price will be a lot
higher, energy prices will be a lot higher, and of
course we are not alone in this, you just have to look
at what the IEA are saying and Ofgem recently, not
about oil, but about electricity prices with some of
their scenarios. So that changes the economics really
fundamentally.

Q348 Sir Robert Smith: Whilst you mentioned the
renewable feed earlier on, I am interested in how you
see that working, but also you talked about new
technologies and you cited the German scheme and
we saw the big district heating scheme in
Copenhagen. Do you think though that the feed-in
tariVs alone in the UK cultural, individual
householder psychology are going to actually deliver
in the way that they can do in the way that Germany
and Denmark have done?

Mr Johns: Well, for a start, the feed-in tariV is not
going to have any eVect on the renewable heat
incentive which is proposed for a year later, and we
have no insight into the tariV levels or the structure
at this moment of the thing which will incentivise.
What I would say is that I actually run a solar
installation company and, from my experience of
installing solar in people’s homes, they absolutely
love this technology because it gives them the power
back in some way and it changes their attitude to
their home and to the energy that they are using, so
people who were once profligate in their energy use
do change their habits and do tidy up the energy
performance of their home, so I think it will sort of
engender behaviour change across the board. I think
that, if we can package up societal–based solutions
maybe through the use of locally owned energy
services and companies, that sort of stuV, then things
like solar district heating for a street might become
possible. I agree that there are challenges around
cultural norms, but there are challenges around
cultural norms in the traditional industries, for
example.

Q349 Sir Robert Smith: It always depresses me that
every warm home, when they are putting in their
cavity wall insulation, they chain that wall to make
sure the neighbour does not get heat out of the cavity
wall insulation, yet, from the installer’s point of
view, doing the whole street would be much more
eYcient.
Mr Matthews: Something that concerns me with the
whole renewable heat message is that Gerry started
with energy eYciency and, as an industry, we totally
support that, we want to see energy eYciency put
into homes first, but the second measure is that you
put solar, hydro or wind into that building, if you
can, and that can be solar electricity or solar heat.
The third measure is that you then back it up with
something else, and that message has not been sent
clearly enough into the process. Things like fuel cell
micro-CHP can be fantastic technologies, and I do
not want to knock them, I really think they could be
superb, but you do solar before you do micro-CHP,
you do solar before you do heat power and you do
solar before you do biomass as well because biomass
is a fuel-based technology and there is only so much
biomass, so you get as much solar and wind as you
can, the pure technologies, and then back them up
with something else, and that message has not come
across clearly enough and we want to send it out
again and again.

Q350 Charles Hendry: Can you tell us anything
about the impact of the time it is taking to set the
level for the renewable heat incentive? Is there a
problem that, because people are saying, “Well, in a
year’s time I may get a much better reward for this”,
they are holding back and that is going to have an
impact on the industry at the moment, or are they
simply going ahead and making investments
anyway, even if it may well not be retrospective?
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Mr Johns: Well, we know that it is going to be
retrospective, first of all, but probably not many of
the general population do. Secondly, the growth rate
of renewable heat in the UK is quite slow. In my
experience as an active business in the area, the
market for PV currently is much, much stronger
than the market for solar thermal.

Q351 Charles Hendry: So it will be retrospective to
all existing installations?
Mr Johns: No, not all existing. From July 2009
onwards, anything that is installed, either PV or
thermal, will be eligible, but all of our potential
ambassadors out there, the 100,000 people who have
got a solar thermal system and the 5,000 to 10,000
who have a PV system, are not going to be eligible
and this, to me, seems like an absolutely suicidal
move from Government. These people are the
ambassadors, they are the early adopters and they
are the ones who are going to sell this to their
neighbours and sell it to their street and their
community and yet they are being penalised. They
are not going to be eligible for these tariVs, either the
heat tariV or the feed-in tariV, and that, to me, just
seems like absolute suicide, and there are going to be
hundreds of letters to MPs as a consequence.
Mr Leggett: We would echo that of course, but I
appreciate it would put at least one member of the
Committee in a diYcult situation.

Q352 Chairman: Why do you think the level set in
the consultation on feed-in tariVs is so low and so
disappointing? The consultation which has just
finished on feed-in tariVs, the levels for the feed-in
tariVs are pretty disappointing, to put it mildly. Why
has the Department pitched it at those figures?
Mr Leggett: There is a long answer to that and a
short answer.

Q353 Chairman: Give us the short one.
Mr Leggett: We would like to see more of our
oYcials go on field trips to the places where these
things are happening. If they were to go to Silicon
Valley and talk to investors there about why the
digital revolution is switching out of the digital
revolution and see the research facilities and fabs
that are being set up in and around Silicon Valley,
and talk to the investors about why it is that they are
backing all this with such alacrity, and why they are
so sceptical of some of the large conventional
options that get so much discussion in this country.
I think that is really at the root of the problem:
appreciation. There is an element of “we would say
this, wouldn’t we?”, but there is also a component of
seeing is believing and I think that not enough
people in our decision-making community generally
have seen enough to be able to believe the way that
we believe.
Mr Newman: Plus, the consultation document set
the peak of it at 2% of the energy mix, so it is a self-
fulfilling prophecy that, if you want to get the peak,
you set a lower target.

Q354 Dr Turner: Your comments about the
inadequacy of the proposed feed-in tariV levels
would be echoed by other sectors of power
generation in terms of the ROC regime. I assume
that your industries have made representations to
DECC. In fact, the Treasury has a considerable
restraining role on the ambitions in this direction, so
would it be a good idea for you to make equally
strong representations towards the Treasury
because, I suspect, they have a very strong
undeclared influence in this field as well and, if we
could actually get the regimes right for the feed-in
tariVs, what contribution, do you think, could your
industries make to our renewables targets?
Mr Leggett: My earlier remarks were really applying
to Whitehall generally rather than just DECC; I
think it is something we would like to see across all
relevant ministries. I served for four years on the
Government’s Renewables Advisory Board and
there were a large number of ministries involved in
that because renewables touch on a lot of areas.
There are two other points relevant to that
discussion. As you were speaking, I thought of
another thing that is concerning us greatly at the
moment and that is that for a long time in the energy
policy debate in the UK there has been a sort of
collective understanding that we need everything.
The Government itself has the line that you need
nuclear and renewables both, but, as you will be
aware, the chief executives of at least two of the big
six energy companies have recently come out
publicly and said, “Actually, you can’t have big
renewables and nuclear”: E.ON and EDF, and by
“big renewables” they mean 20% renewables in the
energy mix which is of course the European target,
so we think this is very dangerous, very wrong-
headed and we are very worried about it in the
industry generally. It introduces the answer to your
final question which is how much could we do, and
the industry is very bullish here. A few months ago
in Barcelona a group of renewables companies got
together and considered the question of what it
could do with a fair head of steam in terms of
powering the world, and the answer is we believe
that we could do it alone with the right mix right
across the family of renewables technologies. The
consensus view out of that conference was that
within 20 to 40 years, as little as 20 years, and I
emphasise that that was the consensus view and
there are people who are even more bullish because
these are disruptive technologies and they can reach
tipping points, inflection points and can grow with
some of the crazy viral speeds that we see in
communications and media, and we would just love
to be given a fraction of a chance to show whether
this analysis is correct.

Q355 Dr Turner: So the potential is limitless if we
can get the conditions right?
Mr Leggett: They are not called “renewable” for
nothing.
Colin Challen: I just want to probe a bit further the
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government thinking because I imagine that, if there
were some Whitehall oYcials listening in to this
exchange, they—
Chairman: I am sure there are.

Q356 Colin Challen:—they would say, “Just listen to
those dreamers”.
Mr Leggett: Enthusiasts, as Malcolm Wicks calls us!

Q357 Colin Challen: They would say that the whole
object here is to decarbonise society, to reduce our
carbon emissions, and the way to look at that is how
much it costs per tonne to achieve that objective. It
does not matter where you get your energy from if
you are decarbonising, so it could be nuclear or
whatever else, it is on a cost:benefit analysis, and
they will say, “Well, look at these figures.
Photovoltaics is going to get four times as much as
biomass, twice as much as hydro per kilowatt hour
and substantially more than wind, and then they are
asking more, these PV people”. They will say that
you are trying to be perhaps uncompetitive and
squeezing out other people for your own industry’s
advantage. On a cost:benefit analysis, if you look at
these figures, you can say that PV here is actually
getting favourable treatment.
Mr Leggett: I think you have to view this in a holistic
sense and look at the hundreds of billions that have
gone into the fossil fuels and still go into the fossil
fuels right across the board and look at what the
nuclear industry is really asking for in terms of
support and compare what we are saying in the light
of that. The feed-in tariV regimes derogate down.
They are designed to bring these technologies
quickly to grid parity, at which time they will be
stand-alone and we will need no further subsidy, no
further public support of any kind, and that is a big
diVerence with the nuclear industry of course. As for
when that will occur, if members were to phone
round the investment banks, all of whom have very
expert analysts now working on this industry, and
take a poll of when they think grid parity will arrive,
of course there will be diVerent opinions and they
will vary by market depending on the electricity
price, but most of those opinions will be spread
through the decade that we are going into, and that is
assuming no big disparities at the time we are talking
about with the peak oil analysis or of the type that
Ofgem is talking about in its worst-case analysis of
what will happen to electricity prices. We will be at
grid parity soon, we will no longer need any sort of

Witnesses: Dr JeV Chapman, Chief Executive, Mr Philip Sharman, Director, Technology, External AVairs,
Alstom, and Mr Ian Phillips, Director, CO2 Infrastructure, CO2 Deepstore Limited, Carbon Capture and
Storage Association; and Dr Jon Gibbins, Imperial College London, gave evidence.

Q360 Chairman: We turn now to carbon capture and
storage, diVerent technologies, but similar themes.
Can I welcome you all and thank you for coming.
The Government is always very keen to tell me and
to tell the Committee that we are a world leader in
carbon capture and storage. Is that true?

public support, indeed we will be providing
magnificent public services with all the fringe
benefits that come from renewables generally, a long
list which I will not go into, so we feel that our story
is really compelling and we are involved in a battle
of ideas with traditional energy industries who are
increasingly fearing what is coming from
renewables. You all know, I am sure, that more
renewable electricity capacity came on stream in
both Europe and America last year than fossil fuels
and nuclear combined, and we worry that some of
the players in the traditional energy industry are
digging in, fighting hard and increasingly fighting
dirty.

Q358 Judy Mallaber: This is a very small point from
something that either Howard or David said several
sections ago in our questioning, which was that there
was not a common platform for developing
technology. I am just curious because we had the
Energy Technologies Institute come to a previous
meeting who were meant to have been set up to try
and develop low-carbon technologies and they had
one project, which struck my mind because it
involved Rolls-Royce also, where they were
investing in a tidal project. Have you had any
connection with them at all because I am worried as
to why they are at a diVerent stage from others
because I understand they were meant to be across
the board looking at new technologies?
Mr Matthews: It is very limited, our connection with
them, which could go, I have to say, either way, but
it is limited, our input into that process.

Q359 Judy Mallaber: So there is no platform there
for you to go into?
Mr Matthews: Not directly.
Chairman: This has been a useful discussion, but we
have run out of time, I am afraid. I know, Dr WolV,
you wanted to make a point, so maybe you could
drop us a note about that and in return, I think,
Jeremy, you are going to send us some stuV. We will
write to you, if we can, just asking you about zero-
carbon homes when we have had an opportunity to
look at zero-carbon homes and the contribution that
solar technologies can make, and there is quite a
lively debate to be had within that. Sorry for not
being able to do any more, but, when you are sitting
on your bike pedalling home and you think, “I
should’ve told them that”, do not hesitate to drop us
a line and say, “You didn’t ask about this”, but thank
you very much indeed; it was good of you to come.

Mr Chapman: Well, I think I ought to lead oV on
that, Chairman. We have done very well so far in
developing the necessary regulatory system for
carbon capture and storage. We have also done very
well in terms of inveigling our counterparts in other
countries to join in with us. What we have done less
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well at is getting our first projects under way. It has
taken us a very long time and it is getting very
frustrating. The first project is not commissioned
yet. Meanwhile, our competitors in other parts of
the world, for example in Canada, took exactly 11
months between announcing that they would
finance three demonstration projects to choosing the
three projects from quite a long list. Projects are
being committed also in the USA and in Australia.
The first power project with CCS may well be in
China and the second may well be in Abu Dhabi and
we have not got to the point yet where we have
committed a single project, so it is really very
important now that we get on, that we commit the
first project and we go ahead with the other three
that are promised or more than that, if we can.

Q361 Chairman: So what is the problem?
Mr Chapman: I think we have been hidebound by
bureaucracy. I think that is what has been holding up
the situation in the sense that we have tried to
approach this in a very proper manner and a very
open manner and that has taken a very long, but it
does seem that other countries can get on with it a lot
faster than we can. Even, for example, the European
Union has actually managed to award six projects in
a hell of a lot less time, so I think we have a lot to
learn in that respect and we ought to get on with it
and take a lead, and it is very important that we do
for all the reasons we know of combatting climate
change, ocean acidification and winning business for
the UK.
Dr Gibbins: I think the underlying problem is the
level of ambition that has been there. Until very
recently, if you had a look at DECC publications,
you would see that how much CCS we will have by
2020 is 300 megawatts. Okay, well, what is the hurry?
If that is the level of your ambition, why would you
think you have to go fast? We are now talking about
four projects of still only 1.2 gigawatts perhaps and,
if you contrast that with what the Advisory
Committee on Carbon Abatement Technology,
DECC’s own committee, says, that five gigawatts
will be perfectly feasible, from a technical and from
a commercial point of view if you take the going rate
for low-carbon electricity, as what you pay for
oVshore wind, for example.

Q362 Chairman: We have had this competition and
I have never been clear where the finishing line of the
competition is or exactly what the rules of the
competition are. JeV, you talked to us earlier on
about getting a project committed, but what is the
timetable now for starting a project?
Mr Chapman: I am not actually sure when the three
projects that are currently shortlisted will be whittled
down to two projects, but I think the timetable for
that is early into next year, but that triggers the start
of FEED (front end engineering and design) studies
on the other two projects and it is not until the
FEED (front end engineering and design) studies are
complete that the final project can be selected, so
that could be the end of next year, but I am not
actually quite sure. The commitment from DECC

continues to be that the project will be landed by
2014 which, I assume, means by 2015 really because
it includes 2014.
Mr Phillips: If I could comment as I am working on
one of those projects, the timetable that JeV has
indicated is accurate, but the 2014 date was set
several years ago when the published timetable was
hugely faster than the present one, so I think the
chances of 2014 happening are pretty close to zero.

Q363 Sir Robert Smith: Let me declare my own
interest in the Register of Members’ Interests as a
shareholder in Shell and of a visit I did to Total’s
carbon capture and storage demonstration plant in
Lacq, paid for by Total, which is, I suppose, a sign of
something physically on the ground of pipes, oxygen
combustion, the storage and all of that which is
physically there, and we are still talking about the
competition. Mr Phillips, you are saying that you
have got the same timetable and even now I think
there is a concern in the industry that the
Government might be slipping on even delivering
the next stage of that timetable.
Mr Phillips: I would share a comment which was
made earlier about taking tentative steps. There is a
consultation which closed a couple of weeks back in
which the suggestion was of “up to four projects to
be supported”. When the scale of the problem is so
large and the need to act quickly is so considerable,
personally I find it very disappointing that there is,
what looks to me like, a considerable lack of “in a
hurry-ness”.

Q364 Sir Robert Smith: In the “in a hurry-ness”, as
a country we have this major resource of a lot of
depleted fields and we have a major high-tech sub-
sea engineering industry in the oil and gas industries,
so in terms of this ambition and timescale, is there
not a worry that DECC is going to miss the boat of
the transition to making use of these skills with the
existing skills that are available and, if they do not
hurry up, we are going to miss the golden
opportunity?
Mr Chapman: There is a considerable worry. We are
getting now very worried that we are getting behind
the rest of the world and we really do need some
hardware on the ground to be able to show the rest
of the world that we have got it.
Dr Gibbins: The other point is that what we will
really miss the boat on is that people will build the
next generation of power plants as unabated natural
gas instead of coal and CCS, as simple as that.
Mr Phillips: The point about the oVshore
environment is valid. Much of the UK’s gas
currently comes from the southern part of the North
Sea where the infrastructure is old and the fields are
rapidly approaching the end of their natural lives in
that we have essentially extracted all of the gas
available. Those gasfields are simply the best place to
put the CO2 in the near term because we know a lot
about the fields, we have production history, we have
seismic data, and one of the reasonable requirements
of the European Union’s CCS Directive is that,
before you put the CO2 in the ground, you have to be
pretty certain it is going to stay there and having data
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is a major plus in that regard. The great hope of big
volumes in things like deep-sea aquifers is that we
know little about them. The oil industry calls them
the “dry holes” and they go home as quickly as they
can when they find something like that, so the data
available to prove that a store will contain the CO2

is simply less, so those gasfields are particularly
important to the UK.
Mr Sharman: Just in terms of DECC and its
competition, a decision should have been taken on
the winning contender of the three standing ones
around about the middle of this year, 2009. Clearly,
we are not at that point yet and we are just about to
hone down to two that will be doing these front-end
engineering design studies funded by the
Government. The latest word from DECC, and this
was stated at a Westminster Energy Forum meeting
a couple of weeks ago, is that they still believe that a
demonstration project will be up by 2015 and
operational and that decisions will be taken fairly
soon on which two projects will go forward to FEED
study and “in the New Year”, I think, was what
Martin Deutz said about the decision on the winning
project. I think we do need to move quite quickly. I
would not want to see those deadlines slip beyond
those dates, otherwise I think the UK will come out
of the top five or six players internationally where we
are comfortably sat. I think we are in a good position
and we will maintain that position, providing we do
the right research, development and demonstration,
and particularly that hinges around this large 300/
400 megawatt demonstration competition.
Dr Gibbins: Just to add one other thing in terms of
UK leadership, we are leading on making new power
plants capture-ready. We have got legislation in place
and it is actually starting to bite and, providing that
is done properly, and I think there is some sign that
it might be slipping a bit on gas, but, providing that
is done properly, then that is actually making an
undertaking that we really are expecting to capture
CO2, if not by 2015, nonetheless in the long term.
That is a very diVerent attitude even from Europe, so
I think in that area we are leading potentially,
providing we do it properly.

Q365 Charles Hendry: If it has been narrowed down
to two early next year, is there anything which would
stop the Government at that point from saying,
“We’ve got two very good projects and we’re going
to run with both of them”, especially if they happen
to be very close together and they could share some
of the infrastructure?
Dr Gibbins: The Treasury?

Q366 Charles Hendry: They stop most things in life,
do they not? Could there be judicial review, if that
were done, to say that that was not how the
competition was structured, or would there be the
scope for taking them forward in that way?
Mr Phillips: I think it depends on how that award is
made because the proposal in the invitations which
have gone out in this competition oVer a significant
part of the capital funding to be funded upfront and
the balance to be funded per tonne injected, whereas
almost all of the other funding, whether it is the

proposals in the DECC consultation or the EUAs
that are being used, those almost certainly have to be
linked to tonnes injected, so it puts a lot more of the
risk on to the non-winner and I think that may well
cause considerable consternation and may well open
a judicial review.
Mr Chapman: I agree. I think it is probably a legal
technicality more than anything else, but I would
sympathise with the view which says what a shame
it would be to spend tens of millions of pounds on a
FEED study and not deliver a project at the end of it.

Q367 Charles Hendry: Perhaps I can ask you about
the OYce for Carbon Capture and Storage. Is it your
sense that it has the same clout as the OYce of
Nuclear Development and will it be accompanied by
a forum for the industry so that they can highlight
the obstacles? Will it be structured in the same way of
looking at where there are obstacles and highlighting
them and what practically needs to be done? Will it
have an outside expert, like Dr Tim Stone, advising
on how that progress can be pushed forward? Will it
have that same influence to try and drive forward
change, or is it more the sort of dead hand of
Government rather than a supporting Government?
Mr Chapman: Well, I would like to say that I would
like to think that it would, but at the moment no
proposals have been put forward. Martin Deutz has
said to me that he would like to consult with the
CCSA when he has got some outline proposals, but
he has not actually made that formal approach yet.
Mr Sharman: I think you are probably asking the
wrong people at the wrong stage. At the moment,
this OYce of Carbon Capture and Storage is pretty
much a blank sheet of paper, to use DECC’s own
terminology. They are seeking input and ideas for
that and certainly the UK Coal Forum has prepared
a paper and submitted it and DECC will be
discussing with other groups what they would like to
see in that oYce. My own view is that it should be
comparable with the OYce of Nuclear Development
and the OYce for Renewable Energy Deployment
and have eVectively an external forum working in
conjunction with it, just as those two other oYces
do. In terms of external experts on it, again Martin
Deutz has made it quite clear to the UK Coal Forum
that DECC would welcome secondments from the
industry into that oYce, and certainly within my
own company, Alstom, I have raised this issue to see
if we would like to place a secondee into the oYce. I
think that would add a lot of depth to it and
technical expertise, it would be a positive move and
it would reflect what has happened in those other
two oYces.

Q368 Charles Hendry: With the OND as well, they
have done a roadmap. They said, “We’re going back
to our work on 2017/18. This is what is happening
every single month”, and that is singularly lacking,
it seems to me, in carbon capture and storage. There
is no sense of who needs to do what by when and
whose job it is to do something to get it back on track
and it is impossible to see if it is on track or not. How
important do you think that sort of roadmap is to
deliver this?
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Mr Sharman: I think roadmaps are crucial. A
number exist at diVerent levels. Certainly, the IEA
has prepared a roadmap on carbon capture and
storage and there is also a roadmap within the
Carbon Sequestration Leadership Forum, and
obviously the UK plays a fairly big role in both of
those groupings. In terms of roadmaps at a UK level,
certainly some activity is under way by the Energy
Technologies Institute that will formulate that type
of roadmap, and of course at the level of research,
development and demonstration various roadmaps
already exist. I hope what the OYce of Carbon
Capture and Storage will do is pull that together,
look globally, look European-wide, look UK-wide
and look at R&D and deployment and produce a
roadmap that is coherent and takes us forward, and
I think there are good signs that that will occur.
Certainly on the R&D side, the Advanced Power
Generation Technology Forum has developed a lot
of strategies for research, development and
demonstration around CCS. I chair that group and
we would hope that those thoughts will feed through
into the OYce of Carbon Capture and Storage.
Mr Chapman: If you will excuse the hackneyed
expression, the long journey starts with the first step,
and we have not taken it yet. That is the most
important thing in this roadmap.
Dr Gibbins: You also need to know where you are
going. Seriously, we do not have realistic targets for
2020 and we have even less clarity over 2030. There
is still actually uncertainty about the extent to which,
for example, natural gas plants will have to have
carbon capture and storage by 2030 at the same time
as we have an acknowledged target for the UK
electricity industries to be down getting an average
of 100 kilograms of CO2 per megawatt hour or less.
How can you have a plan if you do not know where
you are trying to get to?
Chairman: Let us move away from policy to talk
about technology.

Q369 Dr Turner: The UK competition for post-
combustion capture, do you think that was a wise
decision?
Mr Chapman: It is never a wise move for
Government to pick technology, and I think that is
understood. On the other hand, in the context of
more than one demonstration, then it would be wise
to have post-combustion capture as well as pre-
combustion capture. Obviously, both are going to be
important in the UK and oxyfuel will hopefully take
its place as well.

Q370 Dr Turner: I can only assume that we went to
post-combustion capture with a line to getting the
retrofitting market which does makes it slightly sad,
does it not, that we are moving so slowly? At the rate
we are going, China will already be fitting its several
hundred stations before we have got our first
demonstration up.
Mr Chapman: Well, paradoxically, the first project in
China is likely to be pre-combustion anyway or the
first project in the world, which is in China, is likely
to be pre-combustion.

Dr Gibbins: Can I just say though, just to explain the
decision, that, when the decision to go for post-
combustion capture was made, we were looking at
essentially no CCS before 2020 and the Government
was expecting to get a number of new, super-critical
pulverised coal plants built. There was a fairly
rational policy, if you like, of lower emissions
through CCS, “We want to get some new coal built,
we do want to have a strategy to fit carbon capture
and storage to that plant, so logically it would be
post-combustion”, but times have moved on and we
perceive more urgency. At the time that policy came
in, we were looking at getting a 60% reduction in
emissions by 2050 and now we are looking at 80%,
which is half the amount of CO2, so things have not
moved with the change in perceptions of the urgency
on climate change.
Mr Sharman: I think you are right in your comments
that the export market and the retrofit market were
key drivers in the decision of the Government to
focus on post-combustion capture. There is arguably
a perception in industry that post-combustion is
more advanced in its state of preparedness and
oxyfuel is slightly behind that, but it is moving
quickly. Pre-combustion capture, whilst many of the
components are commercially proven in other
situations, some of the costing is a bit opaque and
some of the availability of existing IGCCs around
the world is disappointingly low. I personally believe
that all three routes have got a role and a place and
I am glad that in the UK certainly the competition
will place a post-combustion plant in operation, I
hope. The European support through the recovery
package will hopefully support Hatfield and their
IGCC and pre-combustion decarbonisation project,
and also Doosan Babcock with their work on the
oxy-2 project in Scotland are going to be
demonstrating a full-scale, 40 megawatt thermal
oxy-powered burner, so again the UK should have a
lot of expertise or will develop further expertise in
these three areas over the next five to eight years.

Q371 Dr Turner: What confidence do we have about
the storage capacity of the North Sea? Has it been
adequately surveyed, do we really know, and what
are the risks?
Mr Phillips: The volumes are, I think, by every
measure there and available. Some of the academic
work has been perhaps a tad optimistic, but, even at
the low end of the estimates, the volumes that could
be sequestered are enormous, and there is a spectrum
of relatively easy-to-prove gasfields and
substantially larger potential storage in aquifers. In
particular, the British Geological Survey have
reviewed, studied and reported and I think the
absolute capacity they are not concerned about. Is it
safe? We are putting CO2 typically at a depth of one
to two miles below the ground. That is a long way
and there is a lot of rock between you and where the
CO2 is. We will generally put it somewhere where
there is a primary store and particularly, if you take
a depleted gas or oilfield, it has already contained the
oil fluid for the last 30 million years, so there is a fair
bet it will keep doing it in the future, but there are a
few leaks as we drill holes through the sea oil at the
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top, called “wells”, so there are some potential
problems, but we know about them and we can
engineer our way round them, so I think the
probability of the primary store leaking is very, very
low, and the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change estimate says it is something like a 98%
probability of the CO2 staying there indefinitely.
What you also do is ensure that you understand the
geological column above the primary store, so you
would eVectively have a series of secondary seals, so
I think the chances of the CO2 reaching the surface
are so small that I am much more worried about the
climate frying than I am about a bit of CO2 leaking
back. I think it is feasible that there will be CO2

exiting the primary store and being captured in one
of these secondary stores, and the EU CCS Directive
recognises that possibility by defining the concept of
a “storage complex”, which is the primary store and
the places where the CO2 may reasonably end up.

Q372 Dr Turner: There is one slightly
counterproductive element in CCS in that a lot of the
stored CO2 will be used to enhance oil recovery from
depleted fields and then burning that oil is going to
release far more CO2 than has been saved by
storing it.
Mr Chapman: Actually, if I can pick that one up,
whether or not we produce oil by enhanced oil
recovery has no eVect whatsoever on the amount of
oil which is burned in motor vehicles or whatever.
That is a market in its own right and will be supplied
from wherever it is supplied. Actually, it is arguable
to say that, if we produce oil by enhanced oil
recovery, this is a relatively low-carbon method of
production compared to what would otherwise be
produced at the margin which may be from oil sands
which does actually generate quite a lot of pollution
in its own right, so you could argue that it is safe
emissions rather than it produces emissions.
Mr Phillips: I would also make the general comment
that technically CO2 used for enhanced oil recovery
does work, but it is most eVective onshore where you
have perhaps a well density of a well every 50 metres.
OVshore, where you have many kilometres between
bottoms of wells, the geological uncertainty makes
the production extremely uncertain, and a number
of major companies have studied and cancelled
enhanced oil recovery projects oVshore, so I honestly
think it is a very small issue in the North Sea.

Q373 Dr Turner: Finally, E.ON have put on hold
their project for Kingsnorth Power Station. Does
that tell us anything about the feasibility of CCS?
Dr Gibbins: It tells us something about the feasibility
of funding a large project when you do not have
clarity on how you will pay for eventual full capture.
Just to pick up your point on EOR (enhanced oil
recovery), that was a transient issue in the sense that,
in the long run, clearly we are not going to be
burning the oil that comes out without CCS; we
cannot do. Similarly, we are looking at the
competition which is essentially a solution to
yesterday’s problem and it does not address the new

problem which is how you get new pulverised coal-
fired power plants with full CCS. E.ON, I think quite
correctly, are saying that they do not want to proceed
until they have an answer to that problem.
Dr Chapman: I would remind you that about six
months ago, Paul Golby, the Chief Executive of
E.ON, threw down the gauntlet to the Government
and said, “You fund it, we’ll build it”, and he meant,
“If you fund the whole power station, we’ll build the
CCS plant”. I guess that, if they had snapped his
hand oV at the time, that project would be under way
now. The fact is that meanwhile of course economic
circumstances have changed and the market in
electricity has changed somewhat, but, remembering
that these companies are in it for the long haul and
that Paul Golby is driving a supertanker which does
not turn on a sixpence, in a speech last week, he is
still saying that he is very much committed to coal
and coal in the UK energy mix, and certainly they
are maintaining their place in the competition.

Q374 Chairman: You talked specifically about
Kingsnorth. What is the present position now?
Dr Chapman: Well, they are still in the competition
and the decision to press ahead with the new power
station is, as I understand it, on the shelf for now.

Q375 Sir Robert Smith: The irony of it is that the first
Chinese scheme is actually going to be pre-
combustion.
Dr Chapman: Yes.

Q376 Sir Robert Smith: Yet the UK could have been
there on pre-combustion if the Government had not
lost its nerve.
Dr Chapman: I have to say, I was drawing attention
to the irony, but, on the other hand, of course there
is great potential for retrofitting China. How it is
funded, God only knows, but there is great potential
to save a lot of emissions, world emissions, by
retrofitting in China.
Dr Gibbins: I have been working on the NZEC
project, on the capture technologies and looking at
capture costs, and in China, because the pulverised
coal plants are very, very cheap, there is absolutely
no cost advantage that we can see for going for pre-
combustion in China. The results will be available on
the web very soon and in fact it is the same actually
as in most places, that you really cannot see any
significant diVerence between the costs of the
technologies. I think that, if you have a look at why
China went for GreenGen and why the United
States went for FutureGen, it is a good project to
have.
Dr Chapman: There is a thing in China where they
have loads of coal, they do not have loads of oil and
they want to be much more self-sustaining in
petroleum as well as in what is conventionally
petrochemicals, so they are looking at coal to liquids
and coal to chemicals, so this is an integral part of
their drive. Gasification is the start of this entire
process.
Mr Sharman: To comment again on Kingsnorth, I
do not think we quite closed out on the Kingsnorth
discussion, obviously I do not work for E.ON UK,
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I work for Alstom which is not involved in any of the
thinking on Kingsnorth, but I did give a talk last
week in the Netherlands on the progress of
demonstrators in the UK and I did that with my
APGTF hat on, the Advanced Power Generation
Technology Forum hat. E.ON is an active member
of that grouping, so I got quite a lot of information
on where that project is. Clearly, the two gigawatt
station at Kingsnorth is due to close anyway by 2015
and E.ON’s plan is to build two new 800 megawatt
electric units at Kingsnorth. Now, the decision to
delay that, and I think there was quite a lot of
misinterpretation in the press, they are talking that
there is no need necessarily to bring that station
online or the new units online until 2016. Clearly, in
parallel to that, E.ON are in the competition and,
should their project at Kingsnorth be recognised as
the leading project contender, that may change when
things happen at Kingsnorth and they may bring it
forward quicker. What they are proposing at the
moment is a 300/400 megawatt demonstration of
CCS, using MHI’s technology from Japan, which
will save about two million tonnes of carbon
dioxide. Now, if they get support to do that project,
perhaps they will bring forward the building of those
two units at Kingsnorth because obviously 2016
does not quite marry with DECC’s objective of
having a demonstration up and running originally
by 2014 and now, using their words, “by 2015”, so
there is a slight mismatch, but that could easily be
resolved if E.ON were successful in winning out in
the competition.

Q377 Chairman: I do not want to get stuck on
Kingsnorth, but to stem the river of Kingsnorth is
part of the plan for the Isle of Grain and one of the
issues, as already mentioned, is developing the
infrastructure that is big enough to take it. Part of
the problem about these demonstration projects is
that you may be designing too small an
infrastructure as part of the project.
Mr Phillips: I think it is worse in that the explicitly
stated requirements are not to oversize, so I think it
is almost guaranteeing that that will happen and I
think there will have to be some sensible knocking of
heads together to ensure that that does not happen.
The distance from those big emissions in the so-
called “Thames cluster” around the Isle of Grain to
the likely storage fields is such that the pipeline will
be a very significant part of the overall cost and
building something that can take perhaps, in the
worst case, just the competition volumes, two
million tonnes a year is in the “drop in the ocean”
category, whereas an oversized line could quite
comfortably take all of that CO2 in the future.
Dr Chapman: I have to say, I had a meeting yesterday
with Yorkshire Forward and I have one this
afternoon with SEEDA. The regional development
implications of this are absolutely enormous. The
Humberside cluster is probably one of the most
significant clusters of this kind that there would be in
the world and Yorkshire Forward are in close
contact with the people in Rotterdam and with the
people in Le Havre, and it may well be that we are
storing CO2 in the North Sea using an import

terminal situated perhaps on the Humberside,
fetching CO2 from Le Havre. This could be really
very important business for these regional areas and
these regional areas are going to benefit greatly. If the
CO2 infrastructure is there, and this is proven in the
USA already, people will begin to build capture
plants to feed into it. Where you have got, for
example, a Corus steelworks, if the infrastructure is
there and Corus get to be the first people with CCS
on their plant, that plant is not going to close, it is
going to stay alive for a long time, providing
employment in the UK, whereas otherwise, if you do
not keep up with these international environmental
constraints, then that plant could fall by the wayside
because some other plant in the world is producing
more environmentally sensible steel.

Q378 Chairman: That is the Corus plant at
Scunthorpe you are talking about?
Dr Chapman: Yes.

Q379 Colin Challen: I just to want to move things on
a little bit because, the more I hear this exchange, the
more I become convinced that the CCS industry is
pulling a fast one and the Government has stupidly
fallen for it. We have seen that, since the
privatisation of electricity and the liberalisation of
the energy market, R&D in the UK has plummeted
to a fraction of what it was. We all know it has
happened and we have seen assets sweated for
profitability and, perhaps worst of all, we have seen
in the first phase of the ETS, the EU’s trading
scheme, fossil fuel generators receiving billions of
pounds in a windfall from the sale of the freely
allocated carbon allowances, yet this sob story
comes out, “We have to have some money, £200
million or something for a project competition”.
This industry has had billions of pounds out of the
consumers’ pockets. It is an industry, the coal
industry, which has been around for over a century
or more, so why has it not done its own homework,
recognised the course of travel in the decarbonising
strategy of the Government and of governments
around the globe and simply invested itself in CCS?
Why is it waiting for handouts?
Dr Gibbins: It is not an investment cost, it is a
running cost. You might as well ask, “Why are you
not prepared to pay the going rate for low-carbon
electricity from CCS when apparently I have seen
that you are in support of paying for low-carbon
from renewables?”

Q380 Colin Challen: As I say, the industry has been
around for decades and decades.
Dr Gibbins: CCS has not been around for that long.

Q381 Colin Challen: CCS has not.
Dr Gibbins: No, exactly.

Q382 Colin Challen: But clean coal technology of
one sort or another has been talked about for a
long time.
Dr Gibbins: No, but you are just mixing words there.
Clean coal is a very broad term. I do not think you
can say that clean coal, as it was used 10 years ago,
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meant CCS. CCS is very, very new and it is actually
really a lot newer than wind. If you have a look at
when people were talking about wind, it first started
after the oil crisis, and wind was there for years and
years and years as a way of coping with the shortage
of fossil fuels. What we are realising now is that we
have got a shortage of space in the atmosphere, and
CCS is actually much more radical than wind, and
for the first time we are preparing to pay money for
nothing but an advantage for the climate. You just
have to take a pragmatic view and say, “Look, this
is what low-carbon energy costs. This is new. Why
would I pay a diVerent amount for low-carbon
energy from one source than from another?” That is
what you have to ask very, very carefully. I take your
point that the industry will play games, of course the
industry will play games, but we are playing a much
bigger game here and you have to think, “If we do
not have carbon capture and storage available,
where will be going on climate change?” If we have
renewables, fine—

Q383 Colin Challen: I accept that point, but the
point I am making is that this blinder, this fast one
that the industry is pulling is actually about just
getting more money out of the Government when it
has made so much money already out of the first
phase of the ETS. How much money from that
windfall did they use to be put into CCS research and
development?
Dr Chapman: Whatever has gone in the past has
gone. That is gone money and I cannot relate to that,
but, just to extend on what Jon says, I think we have
to regard low-carbon electricity as a higher added-
value product, low-carbon steel as a higher valued-
added product and low-carbon cement the same;
they will command a premium just as organic
potatoes do. I want to just now move on to the levy
that has been proposed by the Government, which is
a good idea because we all talk about “the polluter
pays” and the polluter should pay, but the polluter is
actually a combination of the consumer and the
supplier, so you should pay. Now, you cannot expect
power generators just to build out of the goodness of
their hearts new decarbonising plant because they
have to make a return for their shareholders on their
total investment, so yes, it is going to get passed
through to the supplier and, even if you apply, as the
Government is suggesting, a kind of backstop in the
way of an emissions performance standard or
something like that, even if you regulate into
existence CCS, the cost of it will get passed through
to the consumer inevitably because, otherwise, the
power generators do not make money and,
therefore, we do not get power.

Q384 Colin Challen: The point is that my
constituents have already paid a windfall to these
companies through the ETS through higher
electricity prices and that is a fact. Those
constituents will expect some of that money to have
been spent on research and development for a low-
carbon future.

Dr Chapman: Well, they are still paying a premium
through the auctioning of allowances and that
money is going into the Treasury. They are still
paying a premium now. It is just that it is going into
the Treasury now rather than into the companies.
Mr Sharman: If I can just pick up on the R&D
dimension and the investment dimension of your
question, Alstom is investing very heavily in these
technologies. Across the whole company, our R&D
investment is of the order of £0.5 billion a year and
it is rising year on year and has done, despite the
recession that the world is currently in, so we see the
importance of these technologies. Now, your
question is targeted at the utility companies and I
cannot speak for their R&D investment, but I do
know here in the UK that E.ON UK, Scottish &
Southern and Scottish Power are all investing
heavily, and there are test facilities and R&D under
way now in the UK on these topics. That is true
across Europe with companies like Vattenfall and
RWE, the parent company, E.ON the parent
company, et cetera, et cetera, it is true in the States, it
is true in Japan and it is true in Australia. Very heavy
investment is happening in these technologies, but
what we are talking about now is moving up to very
large-scale demonstration projects which are
obviously very expensive to do, but also entail a lot
of commercial and technical risk and it is not in the
best interests of those companies’ shareholders to do
that without support from the public purse, it is too
big a move, so, given a free choice, they would go for
lower-risk options which would end up with us not
demonstrating carbon capture and storage
technologies. It is the scale at which we are in this
technology where we have done the small-scale lab
stuV, we have done the bench scale, we have done the
small pilots and what we are talking about now is
moving into hundreds of megawatt demonstrations
where the costs are very high and the risks are very
high, and those are the projects that these utility
companies are saying they need support with.
Dr Gibbins: Just as a point also on the use of money,
I think it is interesting that carbon capture and
storage projects are being talked about as being
funded on a “contract for diVerences” basis, in other
words, looking very, very carefully at the
expenditure and having quite a competitive process.
It is just interesting. We just heard about the feed-in
tariVs which really do not look so carefully at the
economics of the individual projects, so I take your
point about windfall taxes which go to diVerent
people, go to companies or go to the Treasury, but I
think actually for future carbon capture and storage
projects they will actually be looked at fairly
carefully from a financial point of view and I think
they will actually represent quite a good deal on that
basis. It is just interesting that double standards are
applied to carbon capture and storage funding
compared with other sources of low-carbon
electricity.

Q385 Chairman: Just picking up on one point, I am
not sure whether it was Dr Gibbins or Mr Sharman
who mentioned that, until fairly recently, there were
12 new coal plants and they seem to have
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disappeared from the equation at the moment, but,
supposing they came forward, should they not all be
carbon capture-equipped?
Dr Gibbins: You have got a very interesting question
there about whether you would make new coal
plants achieve a higher environmental standard than
new gas plants, and I think that actually is
interesting. There is certainly talk at the moment
that you would think that new coal plant should be
equipped with CCS at least up to natural gas
standards, but in terms of actual value for money it
would make a lot of sense, if you have got those
plants which are already fitted with part-CCS, to go
the whole hog and pay the extra money because that
has got to be some of the cheapest, low-carbon
electricity that you could possibly get. Equally, it
does seem very, very diYcult to say, “Oh, but you
have to do this at your own expense. You have to be
cleaner than gas”. Why? We have got ourselves in a
bit of a bind here basically because the whole process
is trying to be done on the cheap.
Chairman: Perhaps we can move on. We have talked
a bit about China, but let us talk about the
international situation.

Q386 Charles Hendry: Picking up what was raised
earlier about other countries being able to have
access to the sequestration sites, is there going to be
a point where we lose the public support for this and
where they say, “Hang on, we’re going to be
Europe’s CO2 dustbin and we don’t think that’s the
right way for our resources to be used”, or do you
think that the benefit which it brings in terms of
income to the Crown Estate is going to be used to
help develop these projects and invest in the
infrastructure? Is it a big enough gain to justify that
potential public backlash?
Dr Chapman: I think that there would be a danger if
the public had supported an infrastructure to be put
in place and it was used without financial gain back
to the public. That would be a danger obviously, but
I think that we ought to be able to cope with that. I
think what we ought to do is to regard our storage
space as a resource just as you would regard oil and
gas as a resource or minerals as a resource; it is a
resource to be able to market to other countries. Last
week, we managed to take the first step in being able
to transfer CO2 across boundaries because of the
agreement that was made at the London Protocol. It
has to be ratified yet, but we got on the way to being
able to do this legally last week.

Q387 Charles Hendry: But we would not consider
taking somebody else’s nuclear waste, we would not
be keen to have their general waste, and the concept
that we accept the world’s CO2 and Europe’s CO2

seems to me a very contentious area.
Dr Chapman: I am sure it would meet with
contention, but, as long as it is not a dangerous
waste, why be too concerned about that?
Mr Sharman: Public perception is obviously a key
issue with carbon capture and storage. Often, when
we list up what the challenges are that we face, we
work our way down the costs and eYciency and the
energy consumed in regenerating the solvent and all

these other issues, the pipeline, the impurities, and
finally we get down in the list last to public
perception, but actually, amongst all of those other
technical issues, public perception is potentially the
showstopper for carbon capture and storage and
really we ought to put it at the top of our list when
we are coming up with the challenges and how we
deal with them. In terms of the use of the North Sea
as a potential repository for other people’s carbon
dioxide, again as a business proposition there, a
tremendous opportunity for the UK, we are very
blessed with a lot of potential resource and, if we can
make that work as an economic proposition, then
that would be good for the UK and good for the
companies that get engaged with that, but clearly we
do need to address public perception and we do need
to win over hearts and minds. This technology, there
have been recent examples, such as in the
Netherlands where the project actually failed due to
the local population not wishing it to go ahead, but
then that was onshore and it was a storage exactly
adjacent to housing, so there were issues around
that, and again that project is trying to move ahead
and win over the local population again so that they
can proceed, but it is an issue, public support.
Dr Gibbins: Just as a quick point on that, I think the
public perception and in fact the professional
perception would depend a lot on what we know
about the actual storage capacity of the North Sea.
We are not too sure what the saline formation
capacity is and it is a little bit early to start selling
your assets when you do not actually know what
they are and what you need. I think that is something
that will grow. We cannot actually investigate
storage properly without more of an infrastructure
and without reasonably large sources of CO2 to do
the trial injections, so I think that is something we
will come to, but obviously there is a procedure
needed where we actually map out this asset. If we
are going for carbon capture and storage, there
clearly will be a programme where we explore the
storage capacity in the North Sea, what it is like with
the costs to use it, what the actual capacity is and
also perhaps some of the other technologies, like, for
example, water management in some of these saline
formations so that you can actually maximise the
storage.
Dr Chapman: There is a major exercise under way at
the moment which is government-financed which is
looking at the storage capacity and should report
within about a year, and we will probably have the
best-known storage capacity in the world at the end
of this report.

Q388 Sir Robert Smith: Just on the public
perception, I wonder if you would maybe give us a
quick idea of what we should do about that because,
when we visited the Total scheme, for 30/40 years
natural gas, which is full of H2S which is an
extremely poisonous vapour, has been travelling
through this pipe in one direction and the posters
protesting only went up when the CO2 was planned
to come the other way, which is a much less
dangerous gas.
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Dr Gibbins: We have seen the problem where people
have tried to push carbon capture and storage
projects onshore, and many, many years ago, Brian
Morris, who was then leading the activity on CCS at
DECC, said, “Look, the first projects in the UK will
not be onshore, no way. Don’t be silly”, and they
stuck to that, and I think that is a very valid way to
go ahead. Again, once people get some knowledge
and see some actual schemes that are working, not in
anybody’s back yard, then of course they will get
some confidence. It is a perfectly logical human
reaction to say, “Do you know what you’re doing?
This is the first one. Do it oVshore”. The big asset
actually, as well as the storage, is that we have got a
lot of good power plant sites on the east coast
anyway and we would be putting power plants there
even if we did not want to store the CO2.

Mr Phillips: There is also the practical thing that the
geology oVshore is simply more amenable to
providing large-volume stores and, if you look
onshore, there is simply less physical capacity
available.

Q389 Dr Whitehead: I was just observing that most
people get into a device which has got a 40-litre tank
of highly explosive liquid two feet behind them most
mornings! On the question of financing and
implementation, we have talked about the funding
that is available for demonstration projects, the
Europe Commission funding the European
Recovery Programme and the Government’s
funding. All of these of course are for demonstration
projects and I think you have reflected on the fact
that that funding may or may not be suYcient to
develop those demonstration projects in the way
that we hope they will, going forward. What about
the situation after that when, after those
demonstration projects have been put in place, the
logic is that, pretty much as you have mentioned, gas
power stations and future coal-fired power stations,
should they develop, will have to go beyond
demonstration projects and be routinely CCS-fitted,
yet there is no obvious market mechanism which
easily funds those CCS projects thereafter? What
sort of mechanism do you see developing under
those circumstances and how realistic do you think
that is in terms of the additional costs of energy?
Dr Chapman: I think that, as it happens, the
Government has come up with a good idea in that
they have decided to have a levy, the size of which is
adjustable, and the levy will raise money and the
money will be returned to projects in a way which is
competitive, and Jon referred to this earlier. That is,
in a sense, a much better idea than a feed-in tariV
which is totally arbitrary or a ROC per project which
is again an arbitrary kind of reward. This is a
competitive reward and would be able to cope with
the transition from the first projects, which are
obviously more expensive because they are the first
of a kind, through to later projects, which are going
to be much more cost-eVective, and it also takes into
account the diVerence between the EU LAN’s price
and the cost that is needed to cover the cost of the
project, so it looks like a beautifully, elegant thing,
but the devil will be in the detail and we will need to

see a lot more detail, but we think that potentially we
have actually got something which actually does not
exist in Europe and does not exist in the rest of the
world because everywhere else in the world people
are handing out cash sums. However, I have a
warning, and I would like this Committee to know
this, which is that the revenue that is raised by this
levy will be regarded as income to the State and the
dispersal of this money will be regarded as
expenditure to the State, so it is adding to the public
expenditure, even though it never hits the Treasury’s
balance sheet, and that is really shooting ourselves in
the foot. At a time when the Government is doing its
damnedest to demonstrate that it is containing
public spending and then somebody is coming along
and saying, “We want to add to it by this measure”,
that is really stupid.

Q390 Dr Whitehead: I take that point in terms of the
extent to which that looks like it has avoided public
income, but it is treated as not potentially, but what
about the question of selling emissions allowances in
Phase III of ETS and future emissions trading
arrangements? To what extent do you think that sort
of mechanism, which does in fact capture some of
the wider costs involved, could underpin that future
development of CCS generally?
Mr Phillips: If I could make a comment, I think that,
in general, industries respond to clarity and, in
particular, in the case of the electricity industry
where investments in power stations, be they coal,
natural gas or nuclear, are very long-term and they
are typically with lives in the order of 30 to 40 years.
At the moment, the ETS, I would say, has potential,
but even Phase III of the ETS is not looking much
beyond 2020, so, in the case that you do not know,
the tendency of large corporations with large
investment decisions is simply to wait and see, so I
think that a clarity probably from the EU level about
the mechanism, be it a variant of the ETS or
whatever, would be extremely helpful, but it needs to
look a lot further. At the moment we are in Phase II
and we are still actually quite clear what Phase III is
going to look like. It will start in less than five years’
time and, if you are making an investment decision
where the impact is going to only start in five years’
time, that lack of clarity is a major drag on
investment decisions and it is why there is a lot of
desire for such projects to have near-term funding
from some other source.
Dr Chapman: I am sure you are aware that a £300
million EU allowances have been made available in
Europe to support renewable projects and CCS.
There is an ongoing argument between Member
States and the Commission at the moment about
how that will be dispersed and at the moment it is in
deadlock, but the realisation of the value of those
allowances is really quite ineYcient because, if there
are options now, they are going to make now prices,
even though they are Phase III allowances. Because
you can bank from Phase II into Phase III, there is
not a forward market, if you like, in Phase III
allowances, but you get today’s price, so that is the
price that will be realised for Phase III allowances
now.
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Mr Sharman: Within Europe there is something
called the “Zero Emission Platform” which has
actually got a much longer title, but it shortens to
“ZEP” thankfully, where most of the players in
Europe on CCS are members of that. They
commissioned some work by McKinsey & Co a
couple of years ago to look at the expected price of
CO2 capture per tonne abated and comparing that
with what the ETS may support in terms of a carbon
price. You are exactly right, the early demonstrators
are very high-cost because they are the first of a kind,
there is a lot of over-engineering which goes on, there
is a lot of technical and economic risk in those
projects, and they typically cost ƒ60–90 per tonne of
carbon dioxide abated, way, way, way above
anything that the ETS is ever going to get to, but of
course they are the first of a kind, and for the second,
third, 10th of a kind or whatever you see costs
beginning to drop as engineering solutions are
developed and more eYcient systems are developed.
Just like flue gas desulphurisation where we saw a
drop in the capital cost of that kit by as much as 80%
over time, it is hoped that the cost of carbon capture,
particularly the expensive part of the equation, will
similarly fall away, maybe not down to 20%, but it
will come down a learning curve and a cost reduction
curve. At what stage that hits the expected price of
carbon within the ETS is not known and we cannot
predict that, but McKinsey did some analysis and

showed that really, by the time we are past 2020 and
into the middle 2020s, the carbon price could
reasonably be expected to meet with the expected
cost of carbon capture and storage per tonne of
carbon dioxide abated, and then obviously the
market will sustain that. What happens after the
early demonstrators where public support is being
funnelled in and the end plant which will be
economic within the ETS, it is those early adopters
which is the problem and that is what the UK levy is
designed to do, to ease those early adopters into play.
Chairman: I am afraid that bell is for us and I am
sorry as there is still a lot to talk about. There were
a number of occasions when people wanted to make
points and were not able to, so please write to us
about those. Perhaps I could just set you a bit of
homework. We talked about the infrastructure and
Yorkshire Forward was talked about. Would
someone, maybe JeV, talk to your colleagues and
drop us a note, saying who should be responsible for
bringing that forward? The National Grid has a role
in other fields of energy, so it could do something on
that. Also, Mr Sharman, you were just talking about
the price of carbon. If there is a floor on the price of
carbon, say, at ƒ40 per tonne into the long term,
what impact would that have coming forward? With
that, can I thank you all very much indeed. It has
been a very useful discussion and I am sure we will
talk again. Thank you.
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Q391 Paddy Tipping: A warm welcome to Maf
Smith, who is the Acting Chief Executive of the
Sustainable Development Commission, and to Tim
Jenkins, an economic analyst. Would you just start
us oV because the SDC has done quite a lot of work
on the green stimulus package. Take us through your
proposal and in particular contrast your proposal
with what the Government are presently planning
to do.
Mr Smith: I will give you some background into the
work we have done. We had our Sustainable New
Deal report and that report was built on a number of
pieces that we analysed, reviewed and provided
advice to Government. There was the Green New
Deal Group, the Deutsche Bank analysis, HSBC
work and the Grantham Institute. There were a lot
of discussions around fiscal stimulus and the Green
New Deal and we wanted to look at that through the
lens of sustainable development at how we could
deliver both social gains but also looking at how we
stay within environmental limits that support the
economy. As a result of that work and also as a result
of another report, which we may come back to,
called Prosperity without Growth? which was our
analysis looking at the wider economy and how the
macroeconomic models worked and what we felt
there needed to be changed and what is not working
within the context of sustainable development, we
looked at both the Budget and the Government’s
last CSR. We looked at what we felt was needed
based on how Government had set out its climate
change aspirations and other issues. Our
recommendations were that above and beyond what
was in the Budget and what had already been
committed to in the CSR it needed a significant
stimulus package that needed to be up to 50% of the
wider package on low-carbon forms and we set out
a number of priority areas which we can go into in
more detail. The reasons for that are clear. If
Government is to hit its climate change targets and
to hit its wider sustainable development principles it
has a lot further to travel and we have a very short
time to do it. It is an issue of urgency and scale. We
did not feel that the Budget and the issues set out
suYciently tackled that so we highlighted a number
of areas where we need investment. The key thing to
note is this is for investment through a range of
vehicles, but the priority is to get started on that.
Initially this will require government funding of
itself, but the Government urgently needs to look at
other stimulus packages, other financial incentives
and means of taxation. That sets the context and if
you like we can then go into the detail of our
individual recommendations.

Q392 Paddy Tipping: I got the impression that you
were fairly dismissive of the green element in the
current package. Alongside that, I do not want to
make a value judgement but it is a big leap that you
are proposing. I just wonder how far that is practical
in a political sense in the current economic climate.
Mr Smith: We do recognise in our submission that
there is a major issue with deficit and, therefore, how
you fund long-term investment. There has been a
lack of long-term investment, or delays in
investment, that we know are needed, for example in
low-carbon forms of generation in diVerent forms of
travel. If we delay some of those investment routes
then we are not going to get to where we need to be in
terms of wider Government targets, particularly on
climate change. We have referenced that in looking
at the Grantham Institute and others. The
Grantham Institute, led by Lord Stern,
recommended a stimulus package representing 4%
of GDP and our submission recommends a similar
level. To reiterate, we are not saying the 30 billion is
all from the Government’s pocket. What we
desperately need is for Government to look seriously
at diVerent investment vehicles—green bonds, pay-
as-you-save type options, market structures—that
can help deliver this. There is investment available
on these things and we are looking at a number of
practical issues at the moment on energy eYciency
which we can highlight later perhaps about how you
can lever in this private investment, but it is for
Government to set that market and direction that
the private sector and others can respond to. We
have seen that in limited ways, for example, in the
renewable electricity sector. Part of our submission
is how we build on those initial pieces of work to
produce that change in direction. The net result of
the Government response to the financial crisis is
that we are further down the route to a sustainable
economy rather than saying, “Where did we leave oV
on tackling our economy and turning it into a low-
carbon economy?” We see the danger if Government
focuses on short-term measures and puts carbon
aside that it will make those longer term decisions
harder when they come back to them.

Q393 Paddy Tipping: If you put this green stimulus
package that is presently in the Budget in the context
of international eVorts, how does it compare with
the States or Korea or elsewhere?Mr Smith: I will
give you a brief headline and then Tim can provide
you with more details. Our submission highlights
that in the 2009 Budget that was 1.4 billion of extra
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funding and we calculate that being 0.1% of GDP, so
obviously a significant diVerence from the 4% we say
is necessary. International comparisons do vary
markedly, but some countries have done
significantly more. Tim, do you want to give more
details on that?
Mr Jenkins: The review that HSBC conducted I am
sure you aware of, but that showed where they had
found a green element to a stimulus package an
average of 15.6% of the package was green in some
way, largely energy eYciency, renewables, public
transport and also water infrastructure was a major
part of that. That varies from zero up to 80% in the
case of South Korea which believes that to be an
extremely eVective way for them to get a stimulus for
their economy going forward. The UK’s was 6.9%.
That does include the car loan scheme which
accounts for two-thirds of that. There is still quite a
lot of debate about the low-carbon eVectiveness of
that particular measure. One of the arguments the
Government comes back with on why it is lower is
that clearly the Government as between 2008–11 has
committed a large amount to these things and they
are saying, “We do not need that element of stimulus
because we have already got this in place”. There is
an economic concern which is obviously those
commitments were already on the table, they predate
the crisis, so in that sense they are baseline. The
concern is that a stimulus is about announcing
things that move forwards and are additional. The
second thing is, as the recent Committee on Climate
Change report that came out a few weeks ago states,
at the moment we are still falling well short of what
we need to do to be able to meet the carbon budget,
not only the longer term target but those first three
budgets that have been set. Just to reiterate the point
that Maf made, the concern is if you feel that the
announcements for 2008–11 were suYcient, the
problem is if the stimulus package itself stimulates
investment and development in the economy then in
actual fact it is higher carbon and there is a potential
of it being locked in, of us not moving as quickly as
we need to to hit the carbon budgets, which are
obviously legally binding. That also underpinned
our approach.

Q394 Paddy Tipping: When you say the car loan
scheme, do you mean the Car Scrappage Scheme or
something else?
Mr Jenkins: The Car Scrappage Scheme.

Q395 Dr Turner: You have made it very clear that
the present green stimulus package is inadequate but
I wonder if you would spell out what you see as the
consequences of that inadequacy and also what you
would do if, let us say, you were a benign dictator
and had the 4% of GDP to spend? How would you
spend it and what would you achieve with it?
Mr Smith: Perhaps rather than comparing with a
benign dictator we can compare with the South
Korean Government and how they have chosen to
do it. Their Prime Minister, to quote briefly when
they launched their scheme, which Tim has already

referred to, noted that they were in an unprecedented
global economic crisis and they needed to respond
urgently to that and then said the green new deal,
which is how the South Korean government did refer
to their package, will provide these: “The 21st
century global environment is here, we will find new
growth engines for this area”. There have been
similar statements from the Chinese government,
which perhaps does accord more with your model, of
the Chinese government looking at future economic
opportunities and how it might get ahead in the
global competitive race on that. If you look, for
example, at energy generation and how smart grids
work, how they will fit alongside new forms of
appliances in the home and workplace, there are new
markets for that and there is jostling to get those. If
we look at how our current grid system operates we
have a very traditional model, a very passive model,
and the Government needs to set a framework for
how the grid will work alongside the regulator to
make that happen and that will drive investment. If
we had a smart grid, much more active management
of decentralised types of energy forums, that creates
frameworks to invest in but the private sector cannot
do that itself. For example, there is a lot now
working on smart metering but it took the
Government working with Ofgem to set the
framework for smart metering to ensure it happens
and how companies deliver it. There was not the
incentive for them to do that by themselves. In a
range of areas we have identified what we think is the
overall investment, for example on retrofitting of the
housing stock, on transport, et cetera, what funding
is needed and what that might deliver.

Q396 Dr Turner: Apart from facilitating a smart
grid, is there more that you think we could be doing
with such a package to incentivise new renewable
energy deployment?
Mr Smith: From the Government’s existing
package?

Q397 Dr Turner: No, not the Government’s existing
package but a package on top.
Mr Smith: There is certainly more. In the renewable
electricity field the Renewables Obligation is being
changed and that will create banding that will better
incentivise oVshore wind, biomass, wave and tidal
forms of generation, but we need to realise that the
targets that we have for renewable electricity are
based just on electricity being approximately 20% of
the energy market, whereas we also know that the
Government is looking at low-carbon vehicles and a
large part of that is using electric vehicles, so the
balance we can expect between fuels, heat and
electricity will shift and electricity will grow and
become a more significant component. We do need
to start looking at how our electricity markets can
deliver large amounts of low-carbon energy. We also
know in terms of how the market works there are
significant delays between current government
incentives for new renewables and those renewables
coming onto the grid and supplying into the market.
There are a number of factors, but one significant
factor is delays in grid investment and market signals
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on that. It takes a significant time to plan and
develop those investments and we feel the
Government needs to be proactive in working with
Ofgem looking at underwriting some of those assets
because Ofgem and National Grid are currently
prevented from investing in assets because of fear of
creating stranded assets.

Q398 Dr Turner: Do you think the Government is
giving adequate market signals for newer renewable
technologies, such as marine technologies? The
double ROC system, for instance, will just about get
round oVshore wind going but that is about all it
seems to be perceived to do by would-be investors at
the moment. Do we need to do something in that
area?
Mr Smith: Yes, we do. Partly that is by providing
access to the market. The most significant resources
for marine renewables are to the north of Scotland
but that is where the grid is weakest and the way that
people connect. We can put on and connect small
amounts of renewable generation in Scotland from,
say, the Pentland Firth area for tidal on the west
coast and the islands for wave, but significant levels
of generation cannot take place. That sends a market
signal to wave and tidal developers about where
their long-term future markets might be. For
example, that is why wave companies are in
Portugal, because they know they can develop there
and they have easy and good access to the grid. It is
about creating a future climate. It is also about why
the obligation will help once wave and tidal
developers are at a semi-commercial level. It is
insuYcient to get them to that level where they are
manufacturing at scale, so we need more funding,
not for the early stage research and development but
that diYcult period in-between where you have
proved the concept but cannot get quite it to market.
That is where extra support is needed.

Q399 Dr Turner: In the early deployment phase
Portugal was attractive because of its feed-in tariV
regime. We do not have anything comparable.
Mr Smith: We do not, no. Currently the
Government’s funds for its additional wave and
tidal fund that it created have yet to be spent because
the way it is structured has not worked for
developers at the stage they are at, so Government
needs to look at why those schemes have not
delivered and renew them.

Q400 Dr Turner: Are you oVering an answer? You
are telling us there is a problem and we agree there is
a problem, but have you got an answer?
Mr Smith: On the wave and tidal scheme, the issue
there is about the constraints that were set up on that
and the conditionality of some of those schemes, so
we need less conditionality around some of those
schemes. We could provide further detail to the
Committee if that would be useful.

Q401 Paddy Tipping: That would be useful.

Mr Jenkins: I would add just a couple of points on
that. The first one is just to go back to the Grantham
Institute’s work where they looked at diVerent
elements of a green stimulus package and then
ranked them according to how they would deliver,
and renewables came out as the second highest in
terms of being able to avoid lock-in, generate jobs
and give social returns. The other thing is the
financial crisis has dealt a body blow to price and the
idea that increasing the price maybe through the
trading system will delivery virtually everything. We
point out in our report that there is a need to revisit
the types of financial instrument that will be able to
deal with two issues. One of them is the de-risking,
that it is not attracting prime feed-in tariVs, for
example, to reduce risk more eVectively and looking
at ways of doing that, and that is some of the work
we are putting forward on the green bond idea and
moving that forward. The second is the deeper pool
of capital that is required. If I could also pick up on
the first point you made. You asked what would be
the implications of not going further than the
current amount, and in the case of renewables it is
that delay that will mean we will potentially miss out
on markets that we could develop technologies to
exploit. We will miss out on being able to get the
investments which will become more expensive later
on and potentially it will threaten our ability to be
able to meet our carbon budgets. These are all
important issues.

Q402 Dr Turner: I do not want to put words into
your mouth but it sounds to me as if you are saying
that we face the risk of losing our technology lead in
marine technologies that we currently have by a
whisker and facing the same position that we did
with the wind industry where other countries reaped
the major benefits of the technology in terms of jobs
and other economic benefits, and we will end up
years down the line as customers paying through the
nose for it.
Mr Jenkins: I think that risk exists. Work that we
intend doing on the back of Prosperity without
Growth? will start to look at how diVerent types of
investment need to be evaluated diVerently, if you
like, with carbon budgets and aVecting how we see
the economy and what is going to deliver. We have
been doing some work looking at how investment is
taken forward, how it is structured and what the
instruments are to be able to make sure that both the
scale and type of investment delivers on sustainable
development objectives.

Q403 Mr Weir: You mentioned in passing the
weakness of the grid in the north of Scotland, which
is an old chestnut argued over for many years. Can
you tell us what in your opinion needs to be done to
upgrade the grid? What is your projected cost of
that? Who do you expect to meet that cost?
Mr Smith: In terms of our submission on the
redesign of the National Grid, that followed on a
review that we conducted of the work of Ofgem
called Lost in Transmission. The Lost in
Transmission work looked at Ofgem’s delivery of
sustainable development and through that we were
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able to look at how it was supporting low-carbon
generation, how it was looking after vulnerable
consumers, and a range of issues. In this submission
we highlighted that if we are going to achieve the
2020 targets the Government needs to be prepared to
commit up to £5 billion a year on grid
improvements. That is over and above the £7.6
billion that was already identified in the CSR 2007.
What is needed is two-fold. Partly it is about the way
the regulation works to make decisions on future
infrastructure where at the current time the
transmission access market means that Ofgem and
National Grid cannot move until they have an
element of certainty about the level of generation,
the contracts they have in place to allow them to
invest in new infrastructure, to put new lines out or
to upgrade the existing lines. If you look at the wave
and tidal sector that is likely to connect in Orkney,
Pentland Firth, the west coast of Scotland, those
developers are not at the stage where they can invest
and give certainty about when they will contract,
what level of megawatts they wish to connect to and
the timescale of that. That means that Ofgem,
National Grid and the Scottish transmission
companies cannot plan with certainty because there
is a big danger of stranded assets, that they may
build it but no-one will turn up and plug in. In that
circumstance, given that we know that wave and
tidal will be a significant generation technology in
the future, there is a role for Government to look at
how it can help underwrite and provide alternative
investment vehicles for the grid. That will allow
some of the early work to be done. If not the actual
physical construction of those lines, some of the
planning work and some of the technical work to
take place, and as we do that we will gather a
timescale of when we expect to see wave and tidal
connecting and in what amounts. That is how they
can accommodate the physical. The other side is
how the regulation of the grid can be changed that
will encourage and incentivise a much more active
form of use. Currently, the grid is set up to encourage
larger scale generation with transfer of that power to
the users, and large-scale generation tends to be
north of England and into Scotland and the net use
is towards the south of the UK. What it does not do
is encourage distributed generation. We have smaller
units of generation located within towns and
communities, for example CHP and smaller
renewables. It does not look at microgeneration and
how to encourage people to connect their own
equipment to sell power and trade and it does not
look at what you might need technically to allow
that to happen. The regulation needs to be changed
to incentivise that. Then there is investment in
substations, in switchgear, in some of the technology
that will turn it into what we call grid 2.0. We have
talked about the way the Internet has developed and
how we now use the Internet, whereas the grid we
currently have is like the old copper wire phone
system. We are still using the old grid structure but
when we know now how electricity is generated,
used and traded is going to be very diVerent. The
regulatory system has not yet caught up with that

and when that does the investment work is not
currently planned that can switch that across
quickly.

Q404 Mr Weir: Does it not boil down to someone,
presumably the Government, has to take a leap of
faith that marine energy is going to be substantial
and to put in place a process to ensure the investment
in that grid so we are able to bring it onshore and
feed it into the grid? It seems to me to be a chicken
and egg situation where marine energy are saying,
“We are going to be wonderful but can’t connect to
the grid” and the Government are saying, “Well,
show us you’re wonderful and we will connect up the
grid”. How do you break up that logjam unless
somebody takes that leap of faith and puts some
money forward?
Mr Smith: I think that is true, there is this Catch-22.
I would not describe it as a leap of faith. There is a
calculation that needs to be made about when to
invest and how to send a signal, but it is more about
creating a market. The electricity market is a very
regulated market and low-carbon forms of
generation is a structured market in the sense that we
have obligations, et cetera. It is not a free market
where we leave developers to themselves. The
Government clearly sends signals to electricity
generators, be they the utilities or independent
companies, of what it wants from them. It should be
using the grid to send signals about low-carbon
forms of energy, particularly on your question about
marine energy. Part of that is making sure that the
infrastructure that those developers need is in place.
We feel there is an element of saying, “This is the type
of generation we need and want, so we provide you
with the obligation to pay you when you generate
but we are also going to provide you with the route
to market” because developers cannot provide that
by themselves.

Q405 Mr Anderson: Can I ask for more detail on the
funding. Your report said that the Government has
a long-standing commitment to the principle of
environmental taxation but has completely failed to
capitalise on it so far. What do you mean by that and
what can we do about that?
Mr Jenkins: The statement about the fact that it had
a commitment to it started in the 1997 Pre-Budget
Report when there was a statement of intent on
environmental taxation with the general principle of
increasing taxation on “bads”, such as pollution,
and reducing taxation on “goods”, such as
employment, mainly through employers’ National
Insurance Contributions. During that period up to
a high watermark of 1999 there were environmental
taxes that were brought forward—the Climate
Change Levy, Aggregates Levy, increases in fuel
duty, increases in the Landfill Tax—and many of
those, not the fuel duty but many of the other ones,
also included cuts in employers’ National Insurance
Contributions as a reduction of taxation on
employing people. At that point the progress in
terms of increasing green taxation stopped and there
was a large hike in employers’ National Insurance
Contributions as well that removed the benefit that
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had been gained from environmental taxation at
that point. The commitment still stands, however, as
a percentage and the Green Fiscal Commission’s
report recently has got the data in thereon the
percentage of the tax-take that is green in some
senses has reduced since that time. One of the things
that the Green Fiscal Commission also points out is
that there needs to be more public debate about these
things. The way in which green taxes have been used
so far in some cases has been good and in other cases
has led to argument and accusations of them being
stealth taxes in some way. There needs to be a very
open discussion about that to be able to move
forward. The Climate Change Levy, for example, is
a tax, the revenues from which are used to cut
employers’ National Insurance Contributions. They
are also used to provide enhanced capital
allowances, a tax break for investments by those
firms in the correct things. There are negotiated
agreements that allow them to commit to make
reductions for only paying 20% of the tax rate, and
also an exemption for renewable energy. Also it was
the method by which the Carbon Trust was set up to
provide advice and saves UK businesses £1 million a
year in its current form. Those sorts of models about
how green taxation can be taken forward can be
learnt from and the Green Fiscal Commission’s
report shows that. Also, not only is there an issue
about being able to use green taxation in terms of
shifting the tax base towards those things and
particularly on to carbon, that is a longer term
debate and needs public debate about exactly how it
is going to happen, there are implications in terms of
how regressive it is and how eVective it is, but that
debate should be had in earnest and in public. In a
stimulus package, and we have seen this in the US,
there are some short-term options of providing
significant tax breaks for where investment is really
desperately needed that can be paid for by increases
in other taxes or even windfall-type taxes that have
been brought out. This country has the tax on utility
where it is believed that a public policy had led to a
loss or an ineYciency to be able to claw that back.
There has been some debate, for example, about the
free allocation of permits under EU ETS to energy
companies as one possible option. We have not
looked at that but there are these options of a
shorter-term use of taxation to provide stimulus as
well.

Q406 Mr Anderson: Can you take us through how
green bonds would work in practice?
Mr Jenkins: Yes. Green bonds are both growing in
terms of quantity and diversity in terms of how they
operate. Just to give some examples. In 2004 the
Bush administration in the US brought in $2 billion
of triple-A rated bonds for a combination of
brownfield and renewable energy development sites.
In 2007 the European Investment Bank brought out
its climate aware bond. In 2009 the US, as part of the
Obama administration’s stimulus package, brought
in another $2.2 billion of green bonds which were
directed specifically at renewable energy. Largely, a
bond works on the idea that you are getting
somebody to lend the government money that they

will pay back and you can direct that both at
institutional investors, where most gilts are put
forward, but also there is an argument for being able
to look at retail investors through, say, a green top-
up on ISAs. We are at the beginning of a process
where the diversity of this as a vehicle is expanding
rapidly and it is something in the UK we need to
have a debate on how that might work. Broadly,
often how they work is they look at how investment
can be encouraged that will provide a return that
allows the government to be able to pay those
investors back. Where there are clear economic
benefits of doing so, renewable energy being one,
energy eYciency being another and the grid
investment being another, where you know there are
savings to be had and they are able to pay them back,
they will be able to use those. You can have diVerent
timescales and some of them provide coupons where
you are paid on a yearly basis. For example, the EIB
climate aware bond does not pay a coupon, in five
years’ time you just get back the face value plus an
amount that is indexed to the FTSE for good rating.
There are many ways in which the detail of how they
operate will happen. The big thing is there is a real
demand both in the investment market and in the
policy area to be able to develop these bonds going
forward. Broadly, they are eVectively getting people
to lend you money to do so. They have got to feel it
is a very good deal, a good return for them to do so,
and for the UK it has got to be a clear economic
benefit. The elements of the green stimulus package
that we are putting forward, all of them have that
ability to be able to pay.

Q407 Mr Anderson: Is anybody promoting this? I am
not saying this in a bad way but it almost sounds too
good to be true. If it is as good as you say it is, why
are we not getting on with it?
Mr Jenkins: There is a lot of debate and various
bodies. I can certainly send you documents of people
who have come forward with suggestions, such as
the Aldersgate Group and there is another group
within the City that is putting forward ideas, Climate
Change Capital. These are in the detail of exactly
how that operates. There is a connected proposal
about being able to disburse those funds and
whether you do that through a green investment
bank is another idea that has been put forward. I can
certainly provide summary documents on those to
the Committee.
Mr Smith: To underline how those things might be
used, we are doing a project at the moment where we
are working with DECC, CLG and the Housing and
Communities Agency, and we are looking at a
project that is called Delivering Neighbourhood
Retrofit which is looking at the scale of the challenge
we have in increasing the eYciency of the nation’s
housing stock. Yesterday the Committee on Climate
Change were discussing the report and said they
estimate £15,000 per household, that is on average,
may be needed. DiVerent commentators say
diVerent things. Those ranges are from £5,000 to
£80,000 per house. The £80,000 is problem houses, if
you like, or hard to treat houses. We know the scale
of investment is going to be diYcult to achieve. The
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Government’s vehicle so far has been either through
direct grant funding, so fuel poverty schemes where
they provide funding directly to householders, or
through utilities, so we have the supplier obligation
where a percentage of people’s bills is used to fund
back energy eYciency measures, but we know the
scale of that is going to be very diYcult to achieve
just through those routes, so the Government does
need to look at options. One option is through green
bond-type routes. Another option is through the
pay-as-you-save market where somebody takes on
that work and the cost of that work and it is
recouped over time. The Government is looking at
trialling some of that. We also know from
discussions with financial institutions, particularly
pension companies, that they are looking for long-
term investment vehicles. One of the lessons from the
financial crisis is that they need to look more closely
at diVerent types of investments they choose, so they
need shorter term investments but also long-term
guaranteed investment routes. They are interested in
this but, again, they need the Government to set the
framework for that market. It is worth highlighting
that it is not just Government at the UK level,
although that is obviously critical, but local
government as well. There are examples of local
authorities who have done very good work on
energy eYciency, on local generation, and these
forms of investment could help them. There are links
there to pension funds that local government and the
public sector have stakes in or help manage.

Q408 Mr Anderson: You have moved on to the
Government’s role and in your report you say there
is a need for the Government to take a stake in the
ownership of energy related assets. How is that
diVerent from old-fashioned nationalisation? You
also say that we will learn from the financial crisis,
but are you saying the situation in energy is as
serious as it was that faced us a year or so ago in the
financial field?
Mr Smith: On that second point, there are concerns
about the long-term investment in future generation
and creating the vehicles that will produce eYciency
gains, so demand reduction. We are not seeing the
scale of investment needed to meet future sources to
allow us to diversify and move to a low-carbon form
of generation both for standard electricity
generation and, as I said earlier, for things like
electric vehicles. The market is not shifting quickly
enough so Government needs to look at what it can
do through regulation and investment to do that.
Mr Jenkins: One of the proposals is that at this time,
and we have seen it in the finance sector and more
recently in the public transport sector with the East
Coast Main Line as well, Government in those
particular cases does so as a method of saving
particular institutions. We have raised in the green
stimulus package that one of the options that could
be looked at is whether particularly in the energy
sector where—significant is almost a term that is not
suYcient enough to be able to describe it—
significant investments are required in the next two
decades, it may be one of the options for them to do
is to look at taking an equity share in some of those

infrastructures, particularly when it will be
government money that is often flowing through
those, to help them develop particularly within the
grid or particular pieces of infrastructure. We have
had debates and discussions around that and we put
it forward as one of the ideas that needs to be looked
at in the options. We do not have any specific
proposals on that but we are having discussions
about how that can be taken forward.
Paddy Tipping: Let us move on and talk about new
priorities. We are having a valuable discussion but in
order to make the best use of our time if we can be a
bit more focused, and I am talking to my colleagues
as well as you two—I was going to say “lads” but
that is a bit demeaning; it is where I come from.

Q409 Dr Whitehead: The Government’s priorities,
certainly as highlighted in their memorandum to us,
emphasise concentration on five key technologies
and they underline carbon capture and storage,
particularly oVshore wind generation and wind
generation more widely, development of marine
energy, as we have already discussed, and obviously
the development of nuclear energy as a low-carbon
technology and the development of low-carbon
vehicles. What is your view of those priorities?
Mr Smith: If we start with carbon capture and
storage, that is a critically important area to invest in
based on the fact that it has yet to be proved how
that is done at scale, so the earlier the Government
can invest and demonstrate the technology and
bring market confidence to that technology is
important. As you say, we have discussed
renewables. Our input on that is we particularly
want to see a focus on the grid for the reasons we
have already outlined. There are currently
investment routes and things like the Renewables
Obligation. We would like to see more grant funding
for new renewables, particularly marine and
decentralised renewables, what is missing from the
Government’s priorities is that issue about how the
grid is put in place because we do see the way that is
delivered is one of the things that is holding back
those technologies. On the question of nuclear, we
have reviewed nuclear ourselves and provided advice
to the Government some three years ago. To sum up
very briefly, it was a very thorough report and we felt
that while nuclear was a low-carbon form of
generation we had concerns about the long-term
impacts of nuclear, issues about risk, cost and long-
term waste implications. Also, most relevant here is
the concern about lock-in, that significant
investment in nuclear would crowd out other
investments in newer technologies. One of the things
that the Government has highlighted in its nuclear
programme is that it sees nuclear as a mature
technology that the market can deliver. Therefore,
we would see that Government support should go
into merging loads of technologies. The final point
you highlighted was low-carbon vehicles. Low-
carbon vehicles is important in making a shift, but
we said that the Government should focus on two
things: firstly, on investment into the public vehicle
stock, which is significant, and that will provide both
leadership from Government proving some of these
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technologies and ironing out some of the problems
before we might then move to asking every
individual to buy an electric car and install a plug-in
point outside their house. The second area of
transport we said Government should invest in is
more investment in walking and cycling. As a low-
cost option it ticks more boxes for diVerent reasons,
but one of those is it provides people with transport
options which are healthy, easy to access, provide
equality issues, help with health and are cheaper for
individuals. One thing Government wants to do is
encourage saving and move away from fuelling. One
of the reasons why we said we should move away
from fuelling is debt, so rather than encouraging
people to get a loan for a new electric car we should
be saying, “How can we make it easier for you to
meet your transport needs without having to get in a
car?” We felt that was something we should be doing
more on. The other area we highlighted which the
Government has not is about how to upgrade the
housing stock and increase the eYciency of the
housing stock. We feel that is a major challenge. The
Government has recognised that in things like its
heat and energy savings strategy, but we feel the scale
of that and the pace at which we want to see
government investment in energy eYciency is not
there, so we need it to be a priority.

Q410 Dr Whitehead: Indeed, in your memorandum
you have identified a number of diVerent areas, some
of which overlap with the Government’s priorities
and some of which, as you have highlighted, are very
diVerent. Could I ask you some specific questions on
your particular priorities. You have mentioned
redesigning the National Grid and we have discussed
some of that. Do you not think that the mechanisms
you are suggesting in terms of investment, and you
have mentioned investment in stranded assets, might
appear to suggest that, as it were, the Government
invests in things which are not going to work and the
private sector invests in things which will work?
Does that strike you as a problem in terms of how
you might deploy the resources that you identify for
a green recovery?
Mr Smith: Certainly in the way you have portrayed
that, yes, and if that is what we have conveyed that
is not our intention. This needs to be done with care.
This is more about the Government setting out the
market framework to encourage investment in
certain technologies. With renewables as a
technology, we know that renewable development
has to occur where the resource is. The traditional
regulatory model for grid investment does not look
at resource, it looks at distance to market, the
balance between demand and generation. The
current regulatory model encourages people to build
generation plants near to demand, which means
central and southern England, but we know that the
generation opportunities are further away. Having
said that, Government is now actively looking at this
and the transmission access review that DECC are
doing alongside Ofgem is taking a much more
proactive stance. Government is saying that the
investment routes and the regulatory framework are
too reactive, they do not send those signals. The

Government is looking at how transmission can be
better incentivised. We feel that the Government is
getting this lesson and trying to find ways to
stimulate more transmission and predict, if you will,
where that investment should be. Our point is that
Government needs to be involved in underwriting
that investment to speed some of that delivery up.

Q411 Dr Whitehead: I am not entirely clear from
your evidence and what you have said today what
diVerence you are making between the extent to
which the Government might, as it were, physically
provide the funding for renewal of the grid and the
dispersal of the grid and the redesign of the grid in
the way you have described and the extent to which
they put in place the framework within which that
can be done. Which do you think is the right way
forward or do you think there is a combination of
both required?
Mr Smith: It is a combination of both of those,
putting in place the framework, so getting the
regulation right, but also helping support the
investment. One way we called for that was through
a revolving fund that can help underwrite the
connection of new renewables, but that fund is a
revolving fund so it can be used for other
investments later. Once generators build and plug in
they contribute back towards that investment which
can then be oVset and used again to encourage other
investments. It is not simply a case of Government
just funding new grid infrastructure and that grid
infrastructure being a free asset, it is about how you
share the risk of that with developers, whereas
currently the risk is almost solely borne by those
developers in how they commit and contract to
connect to the grid. The second side is about how
Government invests in new control equipment,
substations, et cetera, and encourages that active
smart grid system that we do not have yet.

Q412 John Robertson: Part of the biggest problem
about the grid is planning. We have got the Beauly-
Denny line in Scotland which has been on paper
since 2000 and we still have not got it, so what makes
you think we are going to get all of these other
substations and everything else that you think you
require? It is missing from your report but planning
is a major issue here. How do you see that being
overcome?
Mr Smith: Yes, planning is not in there. The report
highlights the investment vehicles that we could use.
Delays in planning are obviously a significant factor
as you have said. There are no quick answers. We
have looked at planning in various energy reports we
have done, including our Ofgem report, and reports
on wind and nuclear. One issue we highlighted was
the need for proper consultation and involvement in
decisions so some of the controversy can be taken
away. You will never take all of the disagreements
and controversy away. It is worth highlighting that
good planning does not have to be slow planning.
You can be thorough but manage things with a clear
timescale. We have just been made a statutory
consultee for the Infrastructure Planning
Commission, so one of the things we are now doing
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is looking at the planning statements which are just
coming out. We will be looking at the energy
statements that came out, although we have not yet
done that. I can provide further information back to
the Committee on what we say to those, if that
would be helpful. We have views about what the
Government should do and what the Infrastructure
Planning Commission should do and one of our
concerns was about the democratic deficit of those
decisions and how that works alongside local
authorities. Nevertheless, there is a speeding up of
some of those decisions. Some of the work has been
done in Scotland. My normal work is heading the
Scottish team and we have engaged with the Scottish
Government and Scottish Parliament on the
national planning framework there and commented
on that and provided advice as to how Government
can ensure that the schemes highlighted for those are
sustainable. There is evidence that those planning
frameworks, while there is a question about how
they take sustainability criteria into account, can
provide that co-ordination in the planning system
which we have seen lacking to date.

Q413 John Robertson: There seem to be a lot of
discussions and your wish list seems to be very long.
Is it feasible that the Government could invest the
kind of money that would be required to meet
everything that you want? Should you not be
refining it to what is really the bottom line, as it were?
I cannot see the Government wanting to talk forever
on various aspects of your suggestions, which are
numerous. I would much rather see if you think there
is going to be the possibility of an area and you need
the Government’s money to get the grid
redesigned—I think the grid is a major problem, not
just on renewables but energy in general—they need
to start thinking about investment, but if you give
them everything you have given here how could they
possibly refine their ideas on what is needed?
Mr Smith: In our submission we do call for a lot. We
call for investment across a significant number of
areas and it is highlighting where we see investment
is needed because of the targets and aspirations
Government already identified for itself, particularly
in the climate change targets. Our shopping list, if
you like, is not a new list that we have come up with,
it is our way to help Government deliver that.

Q414 John Robertson: But it is very big. It is too big.
Mr Smith: It is varied but we see those as the key six.
In terms of how we are then working to support
Government on the energy eYciency in housing, we
are engaging actively with government departments
on that, so our work there is about practical
solutions and practical investment vehicles, so not
just staying at the level of, “You need X billion and
you need it by 2010 or 2016”, but saying, “If you
want to do this, and we have a shared view of what
the level of commitment is and timescale needed,
how do you do that?” Our project with HCA, DECC
and CLG is about that, about saying practically how
we can do this, how can we learn from existing
schemes in parts of the UK that public investments
have already proved, what might Government need

to do diVerently but how can Government
incentivise the input of private capital to make these
things happen. While this is very broad, we do try
and engage on that practical delivery level and help
Government with some of the solutions and tease
out the diYculties.

Q415 Paddy Tipping: So it is not all academic?
Mr Smith: It is not all academic

Q416 Dr Turner: Can I focus on the two principal
areas of disagreement between the Government and
yourself on priorities. The first of those is obviously
nuclear, where I share your view that there is a grave
risk that nuclear development will crowd out
renewables. We are kind of stuck with that because
the Government is clearly committed to the nuclear
path and I see little prospect of Government rowing
back on that commitment. What would you suggest
Government can do to ensure that nuclear
development is not at the expense of market
investment in renewables?
Mr Smith: Partly that is by the Government
ensuring that its funding is used on the development
of new technologies. Leaving aside our advice, part
of the nuclear debate that has gone on for a long time
now but has been particularly intense these past
three or four years was about the generation
companies highlighting that they could provide a
new generation of nuclear and could provide it
without additional support mechanisms being
needed and it was a mature technology well-
understood, they could manage the risks within the
financial market and the way the energy market is
regulated. Therefore, if Government wants to invest
in new forms of generation it should be looking at
those forms of generation which are less proven. On
a large scale one of those is CCS and we support the
need for investment in demonstration plant on CCS
because there are a lot of questions about how that
should be done. In looking at how a new generation
of nuclear may come through we would urge that
Government looks at that being done in the
standard marketplace, if you like, the energy
generation market we already have. That was part of
the original conditionality the Government set for
nuclear.

Q417 Dr Turner: That does not address the real issue
which is the fact that investment market funds are
being directed towards nuclear, but anyway. The
other main issue is energy eYciency. You want to see
£11 billion a year invested in retrofitting the bulk of
our existing housing stock which, like my own
house, does not have cavity walls to fill. How do you
see this actually working? It is obviously not realistic
to expect the Government to stump up £11 billion a
year, so how are you going to do it? I am sure the
capacity is there in the energy supply market. Are
you going to find a way of making the energy supply
companies cough up?
Mr Smith: Not primarily, no. I mentioned the
Government’s heat and energy savings strategy
earlier in the discussions. The consultation there was
looking at how to invest in 400,000 households a
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year in what the Government termed whole energy
house makeovers. It asked as part of that
consultation what investment vehicles it might need
and our response to that was that it should look at
pay-as-you-save vehicles. Those could be run by the
energy supply companies, the big six, if you will, but
they could also be run by local authorities, many of
whom have a track record in energy eYciency work,
or by other companies, installation companies. The
idea is that those companies would be the ones that
invest in the house eYciency measures, so you would
have a bill this size, you invest in the house and your
bill falls, say, by 30% or 50% or whatever it is of the
measures and a portion of that saving is then
recouped by the company that paid for the measures.
That is like energy service company models which we
have discussed in this country for a long time but
have yet to take oV and that is partly because of the
way the market is regulated. There is good
experience in countries like Germany where they
have done this and have created a framework and
encouraged those companies to invest in energy
eYciency in households. There are successes there
that we should learn from. We understand from
discussions with Government and DECC on how
they are going to take forward that strategy that they
do want to pilot this pay-as-you-save model and we
think that is a really good sign. We do not see the
existing model of asking the energy bill holder to pay
into a pot that the supply companies then spend
back on, although that works, working at the scale
that is required.

Q418 Dr Whitehead: In terms of your priorities you
have suggested £11 billion a year on the existing
housing stock, £2 billion a year scaling up renewable
energy supply, £5 billion a year redesigning the
National Grid, £1.5 billion a year promoting
sustainability mobility and £3 billion a year low-
carbon investments in the public sector. How does
that relate to your suggestion that a green recovery
package ought to consist of 4% of GDP, or is it just
a wish list?
Mr Smith: It is not just a wish list, no. We identify
in our submission where we see funding might come
from. For example, on sustainable mobility we see
that should come from the existing road transport
budgets, that Government could easily switch
priorities on that and direct a small proportion of
that to sustainable mobility. In terms of other funds,
for example one of the significant parts is the
housing energy eYciency and, as I have just
highlighted, we see that through some Government
investment, particularly the Government investing
in its existing fuel poverty schemes for vulnerable
households, but primarily through looking at pay-
as-you-save models. The fact the Government is
piloting one of those schemes is good to see but what
we now need is Government to move quickly into
the pilot, learn from it and see how it can apply that.
The grid scheme, some of that is direct investment
but we see that through revolving loan funds, et
cetera. We are not highlighting that this should all
come from conventional deficit spending. Part of our
wider work through Prosperity without Growth? is

that deficit model is unsustainable, so we need to
look at that for a whole host of reasons. What I come
back to is the lack of urgency and thinking about
other investment models, green bonds, et cetera,
pay-as-you-save models and the need for the
Treasury in particular to look at some of those things
and, as Tim highlighted earlier, the role of
environmental taxation and the fact that the level of
environmental taxation as a proportion of the tax-
take is lower now than it was in 1997 despite the fact
that we now know more about the problem, if you
will, and the urgency of reducing the impact of some
of those taxation models and the way the economy
works. It is definitely not a wish list but there is a
combination of ways that Government needs to
respond to what we are calling for. Again, what we
are calling for is only a reflection back to government
of what it itself says it needs to do in terms of
investment in the economy and moving to the
economy to a low carbon base.
Paddy Tipping: You have made some interesting
points about social returns on the green stimulus
package. Mike, are you going to pursue that?

Q419 Mr Weir: Can you tell us a bit more what you
mean by social returns and what you would get for
your £30 billion package and what value you would
put on these social returns?
Mr Smith: I will start and perhaps Tim can take it on.
In terms of what we outlined what we were looking
at in terms of social returns is a number of issues.
Firstly, whether they would reduce reliance on scarce
resources, so increasing eYciency would mean that
the unit spend of the economy was less reliant on
material throughputs; whether they would reduce
carbon emissions and would produce economic
savings, for example lower bills, reduced congestion,
less pollution, whether they would improve quality
of life through healthier lifestyles, so for example
mobility and calling for walking and cycling. We also
support wider government action on encouraging
healthier lifestyles. And then protecting and creating
a significant number of jobs. In terms of social
returns we looked at a number of studies about the
job savings for diVerent types of investment, because
that is obviously critical, and we felt that some of
these areas were viable and very useful because the
number of jobs per pound spent was high compared
to other forms of investment, whilst also delivering
good wider issues about reduced carbon savings.
Mr Jenkins: The only thing I would add, and
unfortunately I am about to say that I have figures
but I will have to send them to you, is there is a social
return about balance of payments and security of
supply. The German Government commissioned
work looking at how their energy eYciency
programme and their move towards renewables,
which is significant, has aVected their balance of
payments and security of supply. Financially, it is
significant to them for their economy. I am sorry I
cannot give you the figure right now but I can send
that to you. Particularly going forward at a time of
increasing risk, that is a very important return for the
economy. Just one more thing, if I may, on reducing
carbon emissions and this may be going back to the
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idea that this was a very, very significant amount of
money that was being asked for: we are not into an
area of incremental change in what has to happen to
be able to reduce carbon emissions. Again, the
Committee on Climate Change report made it very
clear that we are now at a stage where we have to
make a step change and so the social returns that we
were looking for, if we are honest, are those not
incrementally pushing things forward but would
make the far more fundamental changes that are
required for the stimulus. That is important in how
we responded to this.

Q420 Mr Weir: In your report you say that
“significant unknowns in relation to potential job
creation and multiplier eVects exist.” Clearly the
Government in looking at where they invest their
money are looking for returns, particularly in the
current financial circumstances. You also say that
the US economy potentially saves half a billion
dollars a year for every $1 billion invested in green
energy initiatives. Can you tell me how you think the
Government should for one thing resolve the so-
called “significant unknowns” and is it likely that the
UK could see returns similar to those quoted for the
United States?
Mr Smith: In our submission we highlighted those
unknowns, if you like, and the work we did was
looking at studies that had been done, for example
the HSBC study comparing fiscal stimuli in diVerent
countries, but we also highlighted that there has
been a discussion in government led by the Treasury
for many years about a green revolution and a green
fiscal stimulus and moving to a low-carbon economy
but that the comprehensive analysis has not been
done, so we would like to see the Treasury look
seriously at that and do that, and that is something
we talk about in detail in Prosperity without Growth?
where we have 12 steps we recommended to
government, and one of those is about investing in
these forms of technology but getting more clarity
about that. In our reports to government, we did
look at a number of studies that had been done, as
Tim mentioned, and we can provide you with more
detail on that, but those studies did look at
investment, the pounds per job comparator, and we
did do some initial calculations purely on their
analysis of if an overall £30 billion package was
delivered by government what the job creation
potential might be, so we can submit those details
to you.

Q421 Mr Weir: One of the things that the
Government will say when the HSBC study is
quoted at them is that is fine but the UK started from
a diVerent place to many of the other economies
because they had made some eVort prior to the
recession to actually invest in changing to a green
economy. Are the figures you are quoting, for the
United States for example, based on them starting
from a lower baseline than the UK or can the same
sort of figures be achieved starting from where the
UK is starting?

Mr Jenkins: I actually mentioned that point earlier
on when I was saying that the Government often
responds by saying that £50 billion had already been
earmarked for spending between 2008–11, and I
suggested the reasons as to why that was not about
a stimulus package now, and I think those still stand.
In terms of the US, again I mentioned that before the
stimulus package they had already for example
produced those $2 billion in terms of green bonds
previously as well. Each country will come from a
diVerent perspective in where they come forward.
The idea of a fiscal stimulus was that it was new
things to stimulate economic activity post the crisis,
not things that had been presented before.

Q422 Mr Weir: I understand that but the point I was
trying to make was if you had not done anything in
the economy, for example to retro-fit old houses, to
deal with insulation, or whatever, then clearly a huge
number of jobs can be created. If you have already
got a massive programme going then the significance
of it might be less. I am just trying to get some idea
of where we stand in that.
Mr Smith: To go back to the HSBC report, which we
reference, HSBC calculates that the UK’s
investment is £30 billion and of that they classify 2.1
as being green, but if you look at, for example,
France or Germany, both those countries have a
significantly higher proportion of green fiscal
stimulus, so it is those countries that are at a similar
level, or perhaps ahead even, in investment in low-
carbon technologies. I do not think it is the case that
in this country we have already put that investment
in place and we are waiting for the returns. As Tim
highlighted, the Committee on Climate Change had
noted that it is a step change of investment that is
needed and we have yet to see that here. The HSBC
analysis shows that when we talk about Korea and
China we could argue that those countries are
investing in parts of the economy that they do not
have but we already have, but if you compare us to
Canada, the US, Germany, France and other
countries that have similar levels of economic
activity, they are choosing to put much higher levels
of green stimulus in place now because they
recognise that is the investment we need. We
certainly cannot say we are ahead of those countries
in tackling some of these issues.
Mr Jenkins: The uncertainties about how many jobs
can be created and the potential for doing so varies
between diVerent parts of this package. One of the
areas where the uncertainties are fewer is on retro-
fitting and energy eYciency. One of the reasons for
the US’s rate of employment from their green fiscal
package is that quite a lot of that is towards retro-
fitting and that is where it is very labour intensive. It
works geographically right across an economy, it is
not concentrated where there happens to be
manufacturing plant or financial services, in the
South East for example, it is through all economies,
and it provides the benefits of savings for households
and businesses when that happens to invigorate all
of those economies. I think that is one of the areas
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where we can push for an increase in the measures
that will actually be able to deliver that type of
employment gain that you are referring to.
Paddy Tipping: We are coming towards the end of
our time but Alan particularly wants to talk to you
about your publication Prosperity without Growth?
because there are some interesting ideas in there.

Q423 Dr Whitehead: I am very sympathetic to a
number of the points that you make in your report
Prosperity without Growth? but if you put your
document Prosperity without Growth? next to this
document on stimulus would they not mutually
combust?
Mr Smith: I take your point, yes! I do not think they
would mutually combust but they would rub against
each other and sparks might fly. It is probably just
important to highlight the intention of Prosperity
without Growth? It is part of a long-term project by
the Sustainable Development Commission called
Redefining Prosperity, which is looking at how you
define the success of a country, if you will, and
looking at what the diVerences between growth and
prosperity are in that, and sustainable development
highlights the fact that growth is a means to an end;
it is not the end. We do not have growth for its own
sake; we have growth because we want it to deliver
for our society, so Prosperity without Growth? looked
at whether growth as currently structured is
delivering on those aspirations, and we found
serious concerns about that, based on inequalities
that are still present in society and based on the
ecological limits, both nationally and globally, that
are not being resolved. One of the questions that
presents itself in this discussion about moving to a
low-carbon economy is that proponents of that say
if we can just take carbon out of the economy then
we will solve a lot of these issues. That is where there
is a definite friction because Prosperity without
Growth? finds that resource throughputs and
material intensity is increasing, not decreasing, and
if we grow the economy then we can take carbon out
of the economy but the unit input of carbon into the
economy needs to fall substantially and much more
than has ever been achieved anywhere. There are
diYculties in that but at the end of Prosperity
without Growth? we identify 12 steps for government
in moving towards a sustainable economy and we
have tried to be practical in those. We do not end
with clearly defined and practical solutions for what
government needs to do but we do call for more
work and further thinking. We found that since
publication it has done what we wanted, and more,
in that it has created and sparked a wider debate. It is
a debate that we are having within government. For
example Tim Jackson, who launched the report, was
in the Treasury last week giving a workshop and
seminar with economists on some of the findings,
but it has also captured attention in response to
other work, so for example the Sarkozy Commission
that reported recently and the work of Joseph
Stiglitz and other economists and other institutions
also trying to wrestle with these ideas. Yes, they are
not fully compatible but we are comfortable with

that because they highlight the discrepancy and the
lack of understanding that we have about our
economy as a whole.

Q424 Dr Whitehead: The suggestion you make there
is that therefore they are the irritant that makes the
pearl rather than the pearl itself. One of the problems
that I am grappling with in terms of what we have
discussed so far this morning is that in order to get
to a global economy of prosperity which has no
growth but develops knowledge within a sustainable
framework for example, is that in order to move to
that, as Stern for example says, you have a
requirement for a large amount of investment in the
green economy, that produces a large amount of
jobs, but that investment is brought about by growth
and recovery. So the suggestion appears to be that a
substantial amount of growth and recovery brings
about a no-growth economy through green
measures. Is that right?
Mr Smith: Tim may want to come in but I think the
answer from Prosperity without Growth? would be
that we are not sure and we do not have suYcient
confidence to justify that statement because in the
way growth is currently structured growth relies
upon increasing eYciency, and so growth does that
partly through increasing consumption and
increasing resource consumption. As I highlighted,
while we are calling for changes to the economy to
invest in low-carbon forms, there is a concern that by
itself that will not produce an economy which
respects the environmental limits and delivers on
those social goods, so more thought is needed as to
how we measure wider progress but also how
government itself looks at monitoring and
inspecting some of those limits we have identified.
Mr Jenkins: One of the overlaps between the two
reports is around the idea of investment. I think
Prosperity without Growth? is clear that it is the
beginning or a milestone because that sort of work
has been going on for several decades. One of the
things that it is saying at this particular time is we
need work, and particularly government needs to be
informed as well, on how we develop our view of
investment and what is a good investment from
where we are currently now to one that is within a
finite constraint of carbon and delivery for
prosperity, and that is a debate. That is a huge area
but a very important one. That is one of the areas we
will be taking forward from Prosperity without
Growth? to talk through government about how that
can be developed with diVerent departments.

Q425 Paddy Tipping: I think it shows that we need a
workshop here to talk about this because this is a
very tough area to talk through. I am grateful for
you putting it on the agenda for us and we will need
to do some more work on that. Tim, you have
promised us over the period of the last hour quite a
lot of information and we would be delighted to
receive it. Maf, at one point you talked about the
NPSs that were released on Monday. We have all got
to do a lot of work on this over a very quick period
of time, so as soon as you have got something that
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you could share with us, we would be very grateful. I
think there may well be an opportunity for us to talk
some more about that some time in the new year.
Can I thank you both very much for coming along.

Witnesses: Dr Howard Porter, Chief Executive OYcer, and Mr Colin Timmins, British Electrotechnical and
Allied Manufacturers Association; and Mr Alan Aldridge, Executive Director, Energy Services and
Technology Association, gave evidence.

Q426 Paddy Tipping: Welcome to Howard Porter
and Colin Timmins from BEAMA and to Alan
Aldridge from ESTA. It is good of you to come. Just
a short housekeeping note that at 11 o’clock we shall
have a couple of minutes’ silence in remembrance so
we do not forget. I am sure we will still be talking at
that time so we will just put a brake on proceedings.
Thank you very much for coming. You have listened
to the previous discussion. I wonder whether you
would like to initially comment on the
Government’s green stimulus package. Is it
suYcient, what is in it for you and what would you
have liked to have seen in it?
Dr Porter: I think any fiscal stimulus on energy and
climate change is to be welcomed and that is
absolutely true. We believe there are lots of other
technologies that are in existence that could be taken
forward probably quicker than some of the areas
covered in the stimulus package. We would very
much support many of the technologies mentioned
earlier by Dr Whitehead in terms of describing them
to the previous speakers, but many of those are not
going to make a massive diVerence in the short term.
Certainly the submission we have put forward
highlights that there are a number of areas, and we
have identified four particular areas that we think
are relevant very quickly, but there are other ones
that can come on in addition to those four. So that
is an issue. It is to be welcomed but there is a big hole
in things that could be done tomorrow, next week or
next year which we believe are not being carried out
at the moment that could be.
Mr Aldridge: We are very positive about the amount
that has been done. We think it is not as much as it
should be, which is obviously what has been said in
the previous session. Our centre of gravity is very
much in the non-domestic area. Probably about two-
thirds of what we do is in that area. We did not see
much in that stimulus that is helping that particular
area and we think what needs to be done is that there
is a whole issue in the way the building stock is
actually managed in the UK and we feel that gets
ignored in these things. We look at technology and
applying technology, which is obviously the right
thing to do, but then there is an operational gap
between what is in the package in the way of
technology and how it is delivered in terms of its
actual energy performance. We saw nothing in that
stimulus package which helps to tackle that area of
activity.

Q427 Paddy Tipping: You have both made that
point. Tell us what should be done. Our last
discussion was pretty theoretical at times. I get the
impression that you and your members are much
more practical. What is your prescription?

I found it a very stimulating and thoughtful
discussion. I know it was diYcult for you to come
today so thank you very much indeed.
Mr Smith: Thank you.

Dr Porter: Certainly from our side, and Alan can
add from his side, we have identified probably about
a 30% reduction in the losses in the electricity grid
and then in the buildings identified of the products
that are available now that could go forward. We
have also identified a number of exemplars as to the
size of the benefit if that happened but also, very
importantly, the barriers. There are a great many
barriers that vary a little depending what sector you
are in, from high-voltage transformers, down to
smart metering, down to lighting controls and
heating controls. There are a lot of diVerent barriers
as to why it is not happening. Within the stimulus
package we believe that there could be a great deal
done from the stimulus package probably at less
overall cost but with more immediate gain going
forward. I will maybe hand over to my colleague
Colin who can give an example on heating controls,
which is one area we are particularly keen on.
Mr Timmins: As Howard said, we have worked with
our members to put together a number of papers
looking at some of the technologies that are
currently made by our members with the potential
for carbon savings and which are not realised at the
moment. Of the six papers we have put together so
far, what we are trying to do is identify what the
carbon savings could be, what the economic benefits
could be and what the barriers are and the solutions
to that. Of the six we have done so far the total
carbon dioxide savings come to about 2% of total
UK emissions in a year, so it is quite considerable
from these examples. Heating controls, as Howard
mentioned, is a good example. It is an area where it
is an existing technology, it is an inherently energy-
saving technology, that is what it is there to do, and
we know that in homes and looking at existing
housing stock, which is a big problem to be tackled,
84% of the energy use is heating and hot water and
it is about 70% of the carbon emissions. That can be
addressed through insulation and through a new
boiler but it can also be addressed through
improving the system. That is something where some
other countries—and Ireland is quite a good
example of this—have a much bigger focus on the
aspects of controls. We have picked up a number of
barriers where there is a lot more that could be done.
We have picked up about 70% of existing housing
stock without the minimum standards of controls
that you would get under the building regulation
with a new system. We think there are things like that
that are practical examples of existing technologies
and the existing supply chain that could be
addressed almost immediately.
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Mr Aldridge: Just to give three examples of things
that could be used, and there may well be others, if
we take the energy services model, and that has been
in discussion, there are barriers to that. Two of the
risks for example that limit the number of things that
the companies in that field work on are, firstly, the
risk in terms of developing a project proposal, which
can take anywhere between six months and two
years to come to fruition and there is cost in that and,
particularly where it feeds social housing, there is a
risk there in terms of the income from it, so in terms
of the stimulus package perhaps looking at
mechanisms to support either end of that project
whilst allowing the contractor to take the operating
risk in the middle would be a way forward, at
relatively small cost compared to the overall
investment and cost of that project. That is one area.
Another one which we are very keen to look at is the
spread in the use of display energy certificates, which
we believe is a particularly excellent management
tool that should be applied universally within the
non-domestic area. They could be supported by
metering and the technology which we call
automatic monitoring and targeting, which you may
possibly have come across, which delivers the data.
In those systems you can press a button and achieve
literally within a minute or two the actual display
energy certificate at very low cost compared to
things like energy performance certificates. So that is
an area that we would welcome input into. The last
one is we think that the whole system of enhanced
capital allowances is not functioning particularly
well. We think that needs to be focused very much on
the retro-fit, which was mentioned earlier, as
opposed to new build, and the value of it needs to go
up three, four or even five times from its current
method of delivery. We do not think the economic
stimulus is there in capital allowances and again a
refocusing of funds already there would actually
help to stimulate the retro-fit market.

Q428 Paddy Tipping: I think your headline central
message is that we can do more on energy eYciency.
This seems a pretty straight forward message. Why
is the Government not getting it?
Dr Porter: That is a very good question.
Mr Aldridge: Our view is that there are many
overarching policies that we think are very good and
correct. The Climate Change Committee set up the
targets and many of those things we think are right.
Where we think there is perhaps more ambition to be
seen is in the development of the specific targets. If I
take for example the CLC energy eYciency scheme,
the initial view of that over the period to 2020 was to
save 1.2 million tonnes of CO2. Our view was that
was a very low ambition. I believe that has gone up
now to something like four million, but that is an
example where we believe developing that ambition
can achieve an awful lot more.
Mr Timmins: One of the problems that we have
picked up in working on exemplars and also in the
White Paper we did about a year ago is that from our
perspective and from industry’s perspective we do
not necessarily make government aware of the
savings, we do not specify exactly what the savings

potential is, what the barriers are and what needs to
happen, so that is something we are trying to work
on and be proactive about it. One of the aspects is
there is a greater need for government and industry
to work in partnership. To a very great extent with
existing technologies it is about how you get those
technologies to market. Obviously industry has a lot
of experience of doing that and, to a great extent
with these technologies, if the framework around
them is put right and some of the barriers are
addressed then the market can get on and deliver.
Power factor correction is one of the exemplar
technologies we have looked at where, really, if there
was a regulatory framework in place which
adequately penalised people with a poor power
factor and made sure that the energy suppliers and
distribution networks were making eVorts to tackle
that, then it could be addressed and the market could
deliver. In answer to your first question, it is really a
job for us to do to make sure we communicate that
eVectively. More of a partnership where we start
talking about technologies and problems rather than
just responding to proposed solutions would be
more productive.

Q429 Paddy Tipping: Let me pursue that notion of
partnership. There is an interesting phrase in your
written evidence: “BEAMA believes that the
Government must regard the industry as
partners”—the point you have just made—“not as
opposition.” What do you mean by “not as
opposition”?
Dr Porter: Maybe if I could deal with that. I used to
work for a government agency and I now work for
industry and I have seen it from both sides and I
think there is still, unfortunately, a mistrust between
government, particularly civil servants, and some
industry groups. That may be all our faults from
both sides, including our own, but in order to go
forward genuinely both sides need to get an
increased trust. In order to meet the very large
targets that are out there, industry needs to provide
the right kit, have the right attitude and be trusted.
Largely in our role we try to make that happen.
There needs to be a similar reaction from
government and civil servants, which in all cases
does not exist at the moment, and certainly we are
very keen on that. There are a couple of examples
that we are already working on now, for example, a
heating and hot water alliance between some
government people and civil servants and industry,
and that is the sort of thing we would very much like
to see going forward. That is not to say that there are
no demands to be made on industry, absolutely not,
but it is much more a partnership arrangement.
There are some very boring, very specific barriers on
some technologies which I do not want to bore you
with today, but these need sorting because there are
some real hard barriers that when you delve down a
little bit you cannot do it or you do not get a rating
and if you do not get the rating therefore you do not
get the fiscal benefit and you do not get included in
the scheme. There are lots of those sorts of barriers
that need to be worked through in an eVective way
to allow technology to go forward. In some cases it
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does not need a great deal of change. It just needs the
will to change and to remove that barrier to allow the
technology to go ahead.

Q430 John Robertson: I just want to pick up
something Mr Aldridge said about we should not
concentrate on new build, we should concentrate on
retro-fit, but surely if we do not concentrate on the
new build it will be the retro-fit in the future? So do
we not want to get everything right for everything
that is coming from hereon in, and hopefully still be
doing some kind of retro-fitting, but surely new build
must have the priority at this point in time?
Mr Aldridge: If I can try and put that into context,
we put that forward from the point of view that, by
and large, we think the development of the Part L
building regulations, the path, the trajectory of that
to Zero Carbon buildings is being handled well.
There are specific discussions on particular issues
within that but we think the overall framework is
working well and we think that should be used as the
main way to achieve performance within new
buildings. We believe the biggest issue with that is
enforcement. The actual regulations themselves are
developing very well but we do not think
enforcement of them is 100%. We are not ignoring
new building. We think the strategy is working pretty
well and moving pretty well but it needs to be
enforced.

Q431 John Robertson: If the strategy is there then I
presume the rules governing what you are talking
about are there also, so who should be doing the
enforcing?
Mr Aldridge: It is enforced through the building
standards oYcers in local authorities, but also there
is obviously a link back with Communities and
Local Government, as the people that write these
things and approve them, and perhaps there needs to
be more interaction to demonstrate compliance in
that and to prove that these things are actually being
put in place. We see various buildings where it is
not there.

Q432 John Robertson: So why is that?
Mr Aldridge: There are obviously local discussions
that go on between the building standards oYcers
and the people that are putting forward the plans. It
is an advisory issue, so there are occasions when it
does not get 100% application.

Q433 John Robertson: So does that mean then
advice is given which is not really advice, it should be
the rules that the build is governed by, and they are
not being done? If they are not being done, then
whose responsibility is it? In other words, who is
guilty for it not being done?
Mr Aldridge: The legal responsibility, so far as I
understand it, is the building control oYcers, but we
do think CLG should take a larger role in
establishing just how compliant the new building
stock is. We feel there is a gap there that they could
usefully put resource into.

Q434 John Robertson: Do you think it is deliberate
or do you think it is not enough people to do the job?
Mr Aldridge: It is probably like all of us, we have got
too much to do and too little time.
Paddy Tipping: That sounds like this Committee!
Des?

Q435 Dr Turner: Not surprisingly, given your
membership, you place energy eYciency at the top of
your list of priorities and of course it is an area where
performance in this country has been lamentable
and we need to up the game enormously. Personally
I think we have to address the area of retro-fitting
because so much of our stock is not new build. If we
only concentrate on new build it will only address a
small percentage of our housing stock. How do you
think we could scale up the eVort, because at the
moment there are many government schemes, the
Warm Home scheme, etcetera, but they are only
skimming the surface and there is so much more
potential that can be achieved? How would you like
to see the Government step up and make a step
change in our approach at deploying energy
eYciency measures?
Mr Aldridge: The main thing we want to achieve in
the non-domestic side is for an energy manager or
facility manager to take action on plant and
equipment that is currently working, so he has no
problem with it but it is not energy eYcient, how do
you motivate that person and say, “I will go and
change those drives to variable speed drives, I will
change those valves or those meters or whatever.”
That is what we need to try and achieve and I do not
think the policies are achieving that at the moment.
There are two ideas behind that. I have already
mentioned one which is revision of the enhanced
capital allowances, which I think would be a good
stimulus to achieve that, but also coming back to the
display energy certificates, if we universally applied
those, then obviously there is a reputational factor
which people need to take into account, but we could
consider having minimal levels of that, so for
example within two years you need to move from a
G rating to an F rating and, in the same way that you
cannot operate a building if you do not meet fire
regulations, maybe this issue is so serious in terms of
climate change that we should start putting
minimum regulations in place to try and raise the
barrier, raise the level at which people respond.

Q436 Dr Turner: Would you apply this to shops, for
instance? If you go into large stores they are so over-
heated they are criminally uncomfortable and their
entrances lose enormous amounts of heat and you
often find heaters over the door which are just
heating the outside. Would you apply this principle
there? Do you think there is scope and acceptability
for regulation which would actually be quite
punitive if companies did not comply?
Mr Aldridge: I think there are a lot of private sector
companies that are keen to go down the display
energy route and actually give their credentials, if
you like, in terms of what it is they are actually
achieving, so I think there is some appetite out there
(although I would not say it is 100% by any means)
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to do this in order to demonstrate the green
credentials and the brand value of being energy
eYcient, being seen to be green.

Q437 Dr Turner: And what measures do you think
we could take to improve the performance in the
domestic market? The Sustainable Development
Commission is proposing £11 billion a year in
investment, which might indeed make a diVerence
but how would you see that working?
Dr Porter: That would be nice! I think very briefly it
is worthwhile explaining how some of this industry
is moving forward. I agree to an extent with Alan in
terms of having minimum performance for
products, and we see that being done through a big
European Directive called the Energy-Using
Products Directive, which is going through various
products and weeding out the most ineYcient, in
principle, that is a good measure, if it is done
correctly, and that will, eVectively, over time remove
the most ineYcient products from the market place,
lighting being the number one at the moment. You
are aware that certain types of bulbs are no longer
available in the market and that is primarily through
that European Directive and our implementation of
it. That is the first thing. Products over time will
become more eYcient and manufacturers will then
compete on eYciency rather than competing just on
price. That is a very important thing from a product
producer’s perspective. However, we come down to
householders, you and I in our house making
decisions on what we invest in to improve our energy
eYciency. I think this is an absolutely key point. It is
a little bit outside the manufacturer’s role. I think the
manufacturer can provide the technology. I think
this is a very important point in the future: to what
extent can technology automate the system to make
it more eYcient without taking away the decision-
making of the consumer, where it is their house, they
want to control their house, they want to do things
in their own home, but in many cases technology can
automate some of that decision-making. You could
give control equipment there and once you move
into the smart metering arena, there are many
possibilities of using relatively simple technology,
but it is still quite advanced for most houses, that can
automate either the tariV or the use of a washing
machine at certain times of the day or indeed to
automate the control system for lighting and
heating. The danger is that it takes away the
decision-making of the consumer but it will
probably save the consumer five, 10 or 15% of their
energy use in the background, with of course an
override for the consumer to do it. That is an area
that has to be grappled with, not just from the
industry perspective but from a social perspective as
well going forward. I referred there to smart
metering and, without going into too much detail,
there is a recognition that when the full details of
what is going to happen when that roll-out goes
ahead it is absolutely vital that consumers accept the
technology. If the consumers do not believe that by
having this technology in their homes it will give
them a benefit, it will help them control their lives
better and give them lower bills, basically it will not

be accepted, it will not be used and it will be a waste
of money. There is a real eVort there needed. It
includes education, it includes regulation, it includes
local authorities, very importantly, to help people, it
involves charities, and it involves central
government providing the framework for really
educating and informing consumers what they can
do in their homes.
Mr Timmins: What I do think is missing for existing
homes is the right context for people to understand
why they should be doing this. We can introduce
various mechanisms and incentives but if they are
for things that people do not want in the first place,
or do not see a reason for having, they are still not
going to take them up. There is a useful parallel with
new homes because Zero Carbon Homes by 2016
has set a clear context for the building industry and
for everyone working in the building industry of why
we are doing this and why we are moving in this
direction. It is resulting in some real advances in
thinking and in practical application to make sure
this happens. In existing homes we have argued that
what you really need is something to say to people at
a certain point in time you will not be able to sell or
rent a home unless it meets a minimum level of
eYciency and these are the things that you need to
do, and then to soften that a little bit you can oVer
people discounts and incentives and grants, with
that context in mind, so you are saying to people you
are going to have to do this at some point, it could
cost you a lot of money in the future but we can help
you now. That works as an overarching policy. I can
understand why government might not want to go
down that route. It is not a very good message to give
out to people. Another alternative we have looked
at—and the energy services model has been
mentioned before—potentially your energy supplier
says to you, “Your current energy bill is £80 a month.
We are going to start charging you £120 a month but
we will deal with your energy-using systems. We will
replace your boiler when we think it needs to be done
and that upgrades your system,” and so on, then the
regulation is put on the supplier to actually reduce
the energy use in that home, but it is at a fixed rate
for the consumer so they do not have to think about
it, which I think is the way most people want to work
with their energy bills. The third option is to try and
encourage people to make the changes themselves.
As I said, that is very diYcult without the right
context and I think that is the area we are in at the
moment. I have not mentioned a house-by-house
approach and the scale of that is—

Q438 Paddy Tipping: We will come to that.
Mr Timmins: If you are going to a convince
consumers to make these changes, I think they need
a very clear message and at the moment it is a very
muddled message. You see a lot of feedback saying
that people are confused and they do not have
information. As I said at the outset, heating and hot
water is 84% of your energy use so that is where
people should be starting. I think there should be a
clear message to that eVect and we should maybe
play down some of the messages around recycling
and so on, which are all good things and all have a
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role to play but I think it is confusing people as to
what they are achieving through this. I think there
needs to be a much more focused message on the
things that we want to achieve, based on some
evidence of the savings potential that is out there,
and then industry can work within that as well to
make sure that the supply chain is right and the
capacity issues are dealt with, and that is how we can
get there. Those are options and there are diVerent
ways of doing it, but we probably need a
combination of a lot of these to actually make real
progress.

Q439 Dr Turner: To bring the average home up to
the standards that are really desirable involves an
investment of £10,000 to £15,000 per household,
which most people cannot readily find in their back
pockets. Do you think that by a combination of
cajolery and regulation it is possible to get the
electricity supply industry to fund this?
Dr Porter: Clearly we have had a system through the
utilities for 15 years plus now, ramping up in terms
of scale, which has done an awful lot of good and has
put a lot of energy eYcient products into homes. I
think there are some government plans to change
that into a supplier obligation model where there is a
bigger obligation on utilities to actually provide this
equipment back. I think that absolutely is the right
way. I believe there is a great opportunity, if we get it
right, when those utilities are also rolling out smart
metering systems at the same time, whilst they are in
homes, whilst they are doing something in the
building, having taken my previous statement that
we have to engage the consumer first to make sure it
is not rejected.

Q440 Paddy Tipping: We will have two minutes’
silence and reflection. Thank you all very much. So,
Howard, you were talking about an individual
household approach doing a whole package.
Dr Porter: Yes, I think there is an opportunity to use
the utilities and other companies that are going into
homes or doing a service within that home and
trying to then link in upgrading the system or
upgrading elements of it via one of those, hopefully,
trusted people going into the home. This is not to say
that the heating installer or the electrician or any
other service provider into the home should not be
involved, absolutely, if they need to be involved to fit
the equipment correctly and make it operational, but
it is the opportunity to make the consumer actually
make the decision to make a purchase or to make an
investment. Interestingly, the £15,000 you
mentioned earlier, you can do an awful lot for 15
grand in a house. In fact, you can do an awful lot for
five grand. I am doing a system in my house at the
moment. I have moved house and I am upgrading it
and you can really make a big diVerence in a house
for I think less than £2,000, very eVectively focused
on what you do first. I think it is those sorts of
measures that need to be done first. It includes
insulation and heating controls, before you get into
anything that is sexy or new or renewable, which
should be there but only once you have done the
basics and got those houses up to a reasonable level.

I think it is those service models that could really be
advanced in the future, as I say, linked to smart
metering because there will be utilities putting in
smart metering systems with home area networks
which introduces other possibilities for controlling
equipment. They will be going into houses doing
stuV and we need to make sure that there are the
right procedures in place so that other upgrades can
happen at the same time.

Q441 Mr Anderson: I think my question has been
covered, Chairman, but I want to raise this issue
again about your contact with the government. If
somebody coming along with a really good idea, for
example I support somebody making variable speed
pumps, and there is the potential for those to be
installed in something like 16 million homes in this
country, at a relatively small cost relative to what the
savings could be; how would you get that idea into
government circles so they can think, right, this
could work, it could be a way forward?
Mr Aldridge: Can I start because I mentioned the
building regulations and we are quite pleased with
the progress there. Variable speed drives for example
in air-conditioning were introduced—and I was
involved in this—in the last round in 2006 and that
has transformed the market absolutely on that side
and the energy savings for the drive alone are of the
order of 40 to 50% of that energy, so there is already
some evidence that it is in and working more in the
non-domestic area. We are in discussions at the
moment about achieving the same sort of eVect for
the pump systems for hot water, heating and indeed
cooling water, to try and introduce that benefit into
the non-domestic side. Quite how you get that across
to households—
Mr Timmins: It is quite a relevant example in the
context that we are looking at for heating controls.
There are couple of things. Firstly, the best research
that we have seen says that 70% of people have said
that the decision on their heating system was made
by the heating installer. 70% admitted it, so there is
probably a greater percentage than that. It makes
sense really. If you are going to spend money on
somebody to do work on your home they are the
person you are going to listen to for advice, so we
need to make sure that in the installer network for
heating systems and lighting systems and lighting
controls, that the installer who deals with the
consumer or the person making the payment is an
ambassador for energy-saving technologies. That is
a process of education and a process of validation. It
is giving them the tools whereby they can sell
something that might be more expensive but they
can show the benefits to the customer and that it is
independently validated. That is how between
government and industry we can probably work to
deliver something like that. You mentioned the
pumps and systems are a complex area. We have had
a big debate about heating systems with the
European Commission and, as a consequence of
that, we are hoping there will be the introduction of
a label that will allow the installer to label the
eYciency of the system that has been installed in
relation to the existing components. You could also
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then extend that to giving the installers a tool that
they can go out to people and say, “Look, this shows
that if you do this with the pumps, if you install these
heating controls, if you do some balancing of the
system and put water treatment in, all the things that
can help with eYciency, that is the end improvement
to you. There are thousands of boilers being replaced
every day. There are thousands of interactions
between consumers and installers, and those are the
things that we need to make use of because we
cannot expect that every day people are going to go
oV and look at a website or get some advice about
what they should do to improve energy eYciency. We
know these interactions are happening, so those are
the opportunities, and that is where I think the
heating and hot water taskforce that Howard
mentioned, which is not something we have set up
but it is something we have been very involved in, is
a real opportunity for us to sit down and talk about
these technologies and say what is the real potential,
how can we do that, what are the capacity issues,
what are the training issues. It is about government
and industry just talking about what needs to
happen and how it can be done. It is not industry
reacting to something that is being proposed, where
I think it does get a bit oppositional because we have
our own interests and government has already set
something out that it wants to do. We want to try
and avoid that and deal with these technologies as
something that needs to happens, what are the
barriers, what are the solutions, and what can we
both do to make that happen.
Dr Porter: I think there is always a role for the
regulatory backbone of doing this. Whether it is a
heating installer, a lighting installer or somebody
installing something in a high-voltage network, if
there is appropriate regulation behind it then that
stimulates the market to make sure that the
inappropriate stuV is not put in. Back to the installer
example, it is about educating the installer about
what they have to do but once the regulation is in
place then the training and the skills have to follow
to make sure that that professional operator actually
understands the detail of what can be done. Back to
this partnership issue, I think one of the key things
that I have discovered in many years of working with
industry and government is we have to accept that
the civil servants who are making very important
decisions or recommendations to ministers are not
experts in all these technology areas; nobody can be.
I think we accept that it is our role to help to—I
would not say educate, that is the wrong word—to
inform civil servants making decisions on the
technologies available, what the diVerences are, but
then there needs to be a quid pro quo, there needs to
be a reasonable response to the opportunities out
there, and I think that really is the way forward. We
can discuss all day the options of how we can do it
but it is that partnership approach that we could set
up within the heating area that can be expanded to
many other areas that we are not covering today, to
really identify where real, cost-eVective savings can
be made and why is it not happening. It may not be
government, it may be somebody else who is causing

the problem—but government can provide a little bit
of a push or a squeeze or a bit of new regulation that
removes that barrier and allows that to happen.
Paddy Tipping: I do want to talk about smart meters,
which has come up during the discussion quite a lot
as an area where we need to talk to oYcials about the
technologies. Alan Whitehead?

Q442 Dr Whitehead: You have mentioned smart
meters on several occasions in our discussions so far
but how important do you think the roll-out of a
universal system of smart meters and the
development of a smart grid will be in terms of UK
CO2 emissions?
Mr Aldridge: I think that is absolutely essential. It is
also a very good example of where government has
brought the parties together. We talked previously
about how government can interact. For many years
the supply side of the industry has costed out what
would have been the benefit to them of smart meters.
The demand side, which includes us, have worked
that out, but until recently the two of them had never
come together. The fact we have been able to bring
that together, the Government has done that and, if
you like, the net present value of that investment to
the UK is positive, whatever model you use, so that
is a good example of bringing the factions together
and actually creating a policy. We think it is
absolutely vital across all of the market, not just
non-domestic but domestic as well, because getting
information into the hands of people who can
manage it is extremely valuable. We do have a bit of
an issue in the sense that where you manage energy,
particularly in a hospital or a university, is not the
place where the meter is sited. The meter might be in
a pit on the boundary or it might be in a plant room
on the roof locked away in a control panel. What we
need to do is to deliver that information to people in
a format they can use in the location that they use it.
This is this whole issue of automatic meter reading
and automatic monitoring and targeting to be able
to do that. I think that approach is as applicable on
the domestic side as it is on the non-domestic, which
is why we are not totally in agreement with the
mandatory real-time displays because we think there
is a variety of ways in which information can be
delivered to people and diVerent people want to use
it in diVerent ways, so we do not want to see the
mandatory RTV. We would like to see a mandatory
“there must be a method of delivery” whatever that
method is.
Dr Porter: We have been very much involved in the
development of policy on smart metering systems,
and I think the first thing is certainty (and soon) on
what the structures of the market is absolutely vital.
To answer your question more directly, how
important is it, personally I believe and BEAMA
certainly believes that it is absolutely vital. It is not
going to be a panacea. As soon as you have a smart
meter the world does not suddenly change, but once
you have that system, and it is really putting in place
the connection between the utility and the customer,
which occasionally is not the best in terms of how
that operates, and giving information to the
consumer or a business, but in this case the
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consumer, which I think can help them make their
decisions. I also agree with Alan that having a single
way of displaying that information probably is not
the best way because there are very diVerent types of
consumers who to a larger or lesser extent are
interested in climate change or saving money or who
are on payment systems, and I think that there
should be some regulations or a requirement on the
utility companies to actually provide that feedback
but allow them to innovate in how that goes
forward. I think this is at the centre of how we move
forward beyond smart metering. I mentioned earlier
we imagine that smart metering will provide a home
area network to buildings to allow a reading to be
picked up away from the meter. I think there are
many people thinking if you have that, what else can
you do with it? We have been talking to people who
make ventilation equipment, boilers, white goods,
appliances and any renewables you put on that
building, and there is an ability then to connect the
diVerent energy uses within the building and provide
some energy management. It will not be the same
energy management as Alan talks about in a
hospital, clearly; there is a bit of a diVerence. We said
go for winners we know about. I think once we get
into this area the products probably are not there yet
because we have not had the mass roll-out, but there
are the opportunities we see now with large
companies coming into this area—the Nokias and
Googles of the world—who are very interested in
how to use that connectivity to help consumers move
in that area. We have had discussions with BT, with
Google, with Nokia, and they are all very interested
in how they can use their very strong consumer
focus/consumer relationship, along with the utility
perhaps, to actually use this information and use the
technology once it is out there. So it is not a simple
question and a simple answer but absolutely key we
feel to integrating stuV. It very much depends how
that information and that system will be used by the
utilities. That is the key and I do not think we know
that yet.

Q443 Dr Whitehead: Is there not then a potential
problem arising from those statements which is that
on the one hand it is necessary to roll it out quickly
but it is also necessary to get, as you have already
mentioned, customer acceptance of doing it. There
are a number of applications which could be
attached to smart meters but a decision has to
presumably be made about the minimum
functionality of what the meter is?
Dr Porter: Indeed.

Q444 Dr Whitehead: There is one go at that—
Dr Porter: There is.

Q445 Dr Whitehead: What level of functionality do
you see is about the right entry level for this? Is it
reasonably literate meters, reasonably clever meters,
very clever meters?
Dr Porter: I think the level of functionality that was
in the Government’s consultation, or which we are
waiting the answer to, is about the right level. I work
a lot in Europe and there has been a lot of work done

over the summer to try and get a common set of
functionalities for smart metering at a European
level. It is very similar to the functionalities put
forward by the Government in consultation. I think
that that is an appropriate level and the suppliers
believe that to be the case and the manufacturers are
content with that. Moving on to one area that is
diYcult to look at is the link between smart metering
and smart grids and networks. It is believed, and we
think this is right, that the functionalities currently
talked about will be okay for the majority of
requirements for smart grids in the future. However,
if we come back in five years’ time, there may be
other functionalities that are required by the DNOs
which they have not thought about yet which clearly
cannot be thought about by the metering industry
now. A recognition that at some point the design
may have to change to look at the requirements that
may come in the future cannot be used to stop the
progress. It is a complex issue but the first thing is we
need is a decision on the structure so that industry
can get on and perform.

Q446 Dr Whitehead: You have stated in your
evidence, in parallel with that, that a fundamental
restructuring of the grid for a number of the reasons
you have already described is necessary. How do you
think that can work and is the five-year review cycle
we presently have suYcient to enable that to take
place?
Dr Porter: I suspect not. I think that the five-year
cycle is a very rigid cycle and I think it is arguable
that technology has moved on and will move on at a
quicker pace than a rigid five-year cycle. I believe
there are some flexibilities within the system. It is not
my particular area of expertise, but I think we have
to recognise that within that regulated distribution
industry, where it is regulated, there does need to be
more flexibility to allow for the fact if there is a
technology that comes forward in two years’ time,
does it have to wait for the next review in order to get
the funding cycles for the distribution companies to
invest in that technology? Given the situation we are
in, I suspect that is not an appropriate situation.
That is not to say that the whole system should be
thrown out completely, but I think some adjustments
should be made to recognise that it can change over
that five-year cycle to look at innovations.
Mr Aldridge: Can I pass two comments going back
to your base question. We think that over a period of
time manufacturers will develop, in eVect, a
hardware platform for meters and a software
platform. What that means is that just like mobile
phones, manufacturers make a phone that works
anywhere in the world, in a sense, we are going to be
moving to that same situation so whilst I think it is
very important to set the functionality, because we
have all got to work with it, I am not quite believing
that it is a once-and-for-all decision. Certainly a lot
of the software could be upgraded in that time to
adjust to diVerent circumstances—if there are more
tariV bands for example than the initial design. I
think the manufacturers will have some ways around
that to deal with it. The second point I would like to
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make is that in the consideration as to the market
model for this, which I think has been before the
Committee before, which is the notion of having a
centralised method or a competitive method of roll-
out, to be frank, we are very strongly in the
competitive camp, which is not the favoured
approach at the moment, and the reason is that we
believe that will bring competition and it will bring
innovation. As Howard said, if something comes up
in two years instead of five you have got the
opportunity to deal with it and develop it to the
benefit of consumers and to the benefit of the
market. So we are pressing DECC to consider again
the competitive aspect. We have asked them to make
a number of diVerent assumptions about how that
works, because we do not think the assumptions are
necessarily right, and just see if that changes the
economics. They have not come back to us yet but
we are hopeful they will soon.
Dr Porter: There is probably a diVerence between
the non-domestic and the domestic area here and the
recognition that because of our very liberalised
system in the UK, when compared to some other
Continental examples, there does need to be some
government decision here that actually stimulates
and gives it the oil for the industry to actually move
forward. I think that is where we are ambivalent to
a certain extent how the model goes forward but we
accept that a more centralised model probably has to
go forward because that is the way that the oil will
be better. Having said that, a centralised model of
providing communications is very important but not
necessarily using the same technology everywhere. I
think we recognise there is probably no one
technology that can do a Scottish croft and some
high tower block in London. There are great
variations in how we do this but a centralised model
of rolling out for the domestic arena—it may be
diVerent for the non-domestic—I think is probably
the only way it could work eVectively and in a
timeline that is compatible with the targets.
Paddy Tipping: We have talked a bit about
consumers and we will have a couple of questions on
consumers and then we will finish. Mike?

Q447 Mr Weir: You talked earlier about muddled
messages but if we are going to move to a low-carbon
economy there has to be a step change not just for
government and business but for consumers. The
HSBC Climate Confidence Monitor found recently
that people think that climate change is probably
irreversible and there is not much we can do about it.
How do we change attitudes and get people to take
action to meet the targets that are being set, when
they eventually are, which are going to be very
challenging?
Dr Porter: A big question that!
Mr Aldridge: We run lots of conferences and we
often get this concerned citizen in the audience who
asks four or five questions on this subject and the
response we give is, “Your premise is that this is not
good for business; our premise is that it is good for
business.”

Q448 Mr Weir: But that is not the question. The
individual citizen is going to have to take action, not
just business, and given there is going to be
substantial change in how we live our lives if we are
going to meet 80% by 2050 or whatever, how do we
get that message across to the consumer?
Mr Aldridge: I will go back a little to what I said.
There are a lot of companies that promote their
energy-saving techniques and their responsibilities
through the workforce by helping them in their
homes. There is a number of companies that do that
so they promote things for saving in the home on the
basis that that culture and behaviour will be brought
back into the workplace. It is not complete answer
but it is one of the ways that industry is leading on
this.
Mr Timmins: There is quite a lot in what Alan said
because I think the industry does get it and we
recognise that the carbon targets are setting the
framework for the market in the future and therefore
the products and services provided are going to be
ones that actually help people to reduce their energy,
whether they know it or not. If there is a limited
choice of products and you can only buy the most
eYcient ones, you are improving your eYciency. In
terms of getting individuals to change themselves, I
think we need to be a bit more focused and a bit more
consistent in terms of the approaches we take. It is
not easy. It is three things. First, they have to see that
there is a value in doing it. Whether that is in relation
to the environment or in relation to their pocket or
just in relation to what they get is going to be better
than what they have got already. They have to
perceive that it is easy to do. They have to see that
there is the right social context; they have to see that
other people are doing it, that government believes
in it and the public sector is taking action in the right
way. It is a diVerent combination of those for
diVerent products but it always comes back to these.
If we fail on any of those points, from anyone’s own
personal opinion about deciding to do something, if
you do not think it is of value ,you are not going to
do it; if you do not think it is easy to do, you are
probably not going to do it; and if you do not think
anyone else is doing it, it is quite likely that you are
going to think it is not worth doing it for me either.
We have to be consistent and try and simplify it.
There is an awful lot of complicated talk about
behaviour change. It comes down to those and there
is a lot inside those. If we start thinking in those
terms of are we making sure with all of the things
that we are trying to promote and all the messages
that we are getting, that we are getting those aspects
right, that is how I think we can succeed.
Dr Porter: I think it is making sure that those
messages come across from all the agencies that a
consumer talks to. I think there is a great deal of
confusion even amongst consumers who believe they
want to do something, having believed the press,
shall we say, that there is a problem here. They are
actually doing some action and getting wrong advice
from local authorities, and going through the utility
is not always the easiest thing in terms of the
processes, but it is making it easier. We referred
earlier to the street-by-street approach. There are a
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number of problems in that approach, but I think the
philosophy that an organised, systematic approach
that goes along the road, along the street, along the
close, oVering the same advice, the same oVers and
the same approach to a number of consumers should
certainly be tried. I am not saying now that it will be
a roaring success but I think there is enough in that
approach that could actually deliver a better, more
co-ordinated roll-out than the current system. I
think it should be tried.

Paddy Tipping: That is a positive note to finish on.
Can I thank you, Howard, Colin and Alan, very
much. I am conscious that I stopped both Colin and
Howard rather abruptly at a couple of points. On the
Tube home or back to work, if you reflect on
anything, “I should have told them that. I had the
opportunity to do that,” just drop us a note because
it is still not too late to have your say, as it were.
Thank you all very much indeed and thank you to
colleagues for sticking with us.
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Witness: Mr David Kidney MP, Parliamentary Under Secretary of State, Mr Phil Wynn Owen, Director
General, National Climate Change and Consumer Support and Professor David MacKay, Chief Scientific
Adviser, Department of Energy and Climate Change, gave evidence.

Q449 Chairman: Good morning. David, thank you
very much for coming to join us. As you know, we
have been looking at the notion of a low carbon
economy and how we get there and how we can
create new jobs and you are our final witness, and I
am sure everything will fall into place during this
session. So, thank you very much for coming and
thank you for bringing Professor MacKay and Mr
Wynn Owen with you. We are going to go away and
write the report and hope to publish mid-February.
Can I start by asking you about the notion of a green
stimulus? All over the world governments have been
injecting money into the economy. We have done it.
How do you think we compare against other
countries?
Mr Kidney: It is important to start with two
thoughts in your minds. The first one is that you
must get the idea into your head that we are going to
move irrevocably to a low carbon future—it is
nothing less than a second industrial revolution. It
has to happen and not just here but around the
world, just like the first industrial revolution did. In
terms of having the right kind of policy framework
in this country we are certainly world leading in what
we have done and we certainly have a plan that is
coherent, from the Climate Change Act with a
legally binding target for reducing emissions
through to the carbon budgeting process with the
first three five-year budgets announced. The
independent Climate Change Committee reporting
to Parliament and of course to the public about how
we are doing against the budgets and the Act. Then
the final piece in that jigsaw was the UK Low Carbon
Transition Plan published in July, and alongside it at
the same time the plans for renewable energy,
transport and industry. So it is that coherent thing
that says that really in the future, as somebody put
it to me, every job will be a shade of green. So when
we talk about a green economy and green jobs we
really have to have our minds open to the fact that
every aspect of work and life is changing and
changing fast. So that is the big thing to say. The
second thing about green jobs is that we finally
settled this year on a definition of what we mean by
specifically green jobs and that is the work that the
company Innovas did for us that resulted in the
report that was published in March, for low carbon
and environmental goods and services, and it is from
their definitions of how you get to green jobs that we
now give this figure of 880,000 green jobs in this

country and an income from it of over £106 billion.
So I ask you to have those two things in mind when
I answer this question, which I am now going to
do—honest!

Q450 Chairman: On your terms!
Mr Kidney: The whole economy is going green and
we have this particular definition that we use for
convenience, consistency and for clarity. So now we
come to green stimuli. What I ask you to take into
account is that there are wider policies that make a
diVerence. To give a very general one, doubling the
science budget in the last 10 years makes a diVerence
to what we are talking about today. But you are after
the actual figures that we have spent and in the last
12 months we have had the Pre-Budget Report 2008,
the Budget 2009 and now the Pre-Budget Report
2009. Between them over £2 billion for this area that
we are talking about, the green area, as per the
Innovas report, and I think that that compares
reasonably well with other parts of the world as long
as you have in mind those bigger issues that you take
along with it. So, for example, the work that we did
in Budget 2009, building on the Pre-Budget Report
of the year before, on moving renewable obligations
to a banded system is going to be an injection by
2014 of £2 billion or £3 billion more on top of that
£2 billion I have just described to you. For example,
the CERT obligation on the energy companies for
the three years 2008—2011 is over £3 billion, so when
we are compared with other countries beware of not
being compared on an even basis in this country of
what we are doing compared with what they account
for in their country.

Q451 Chairman: You hear this as well as us—we
have had witnesses who have said, “This is not
comparing with what they are doing in the States;
the eVorts of the UK Government are pretty
minimal.” What is your response to that?
Mr Kidney: My response is absolute rot. You can
take a specific figure that we have spent in a
particular budget and compare it with somebody
else’s budget the same year and say, “Look, they
spent a lot more,” but that coherence that we start
from that I described to you, the direction which we
are going towards in this low carbon future, the
speed at which we are going and the plans that we
have put in place to get there I think is world leading
and I think we are entitled in this country to be
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optimistic about how we retain that world lead in
some specific areas of our economy, which we will
discuss I am sure during this session, where I
genuinely believe that we will continue to be world
leading and people will look to us for the
technologies and the skills and for the products that
we in this country develop.

Q452 Chairman: That is a pretty confident position
to be in. What more do you want to do to sketch out?
Mr Kidney: Let us just look at those areas that we
identified for that green stimulus in Budget 2009.
OVshore wind—we are the leaders in the world in
connected up electricity from oVshore wind to this
country. Our Round 3 Licence round that is going to
happen by the end of this year has attracted
enormous global interest. I have met with companies
from around the world who are interested in getting
a piece of the action in that oVshore wind
development. We will certainly continue to be world
leading on that one. Marine—wave and tide—we
have very positive stories to tell in terms of the
expertise of our scientists and our entrepreneurs in
trying to get to market workable solutions that will
produce energy in suYcient volumes for them to be
worthwhile. We have the best testing arrangements
in the world, again, with NaREC, the new and
renewable energy centre in Blyth; EMEC, the
European Marine Energy Centre in the Orkneys;
and now the commitment we have made to the wave
hub in Cornwall where construction has now
started. Between them that suite of testing facilities
is the best in the world and we have the products like
SeaGen and Pelamis, which are probably at the
forefront of getting to that commercialisation of
marine energy, so we are ahead there. On civil
nuclear it ought to be remembered that we were
actually the first country in the world to develop in
any kind of scale civil nuclear. We have now made
that decision in the Nuclear Energy White Paper in
2008 to have the next generation of nuclear power
stations in this country, which will lead to a veritable
renaissance in nuclear in this country. Low carbon
vehicles—certainly we are as far ahead as any other
country in the world and I think building on the
work we have done with the northeast, with its low
carbon economic area and the decision Nissan made
in the context of our low carbon economic area there
really gives us quite a good position on electric cars.
I have been to Loughborough myself to see some of
the work that has been done on hydrogen fuel cells
that may be an alternative future low carbon power
source for cars. There was another one I wanted to
mention and that is clean coal—carbon capture and
storage—where the position in which we have put
ourselves with the legislative position, the policy
position, the financing mechanisms that we are
putting in place, gives us the opportunity to be first
in the world on getting CCS to work from end to end
on a commercial scale in Britain, and the market for
that, as you know, is enormous around the world. So
those are the five sectors we identified in that Budget
2009 in the financial stimulus. The one that I would
like to add that is not in that list is the technologies
we will need to complete that whole house retro fit

insulation of all our domestic buildings, and
alongside that the urgent need for all our commercial
buildings to do better than they have in the past.
There is huge work to be had there in terms of the
technologies that will meet the need for us to be able
to do that work. Those are the areas where I think in
this country we are and can continue to be world
leading.
Chairman: That is a big list and we are going to come
to them, Mr Wynn Owen, so we will work our way
through them. You have brought us on to
renewables, so we will start with Robert Smith.

Q453 Sir Robert Smith: For the record I must declare
my registered Member’s interest as a shareholder in
Shell and having made a visit to Total’s carbon
capture and storage plan in South West France, paid
for by Total, and as Vice President of Energy Action
Scotland, a fuel poverty charity. In that long list you
mentioned something that ministers use quite a lot,
that we are world leaders in oVshore wind, but I
think you put the definition in a bit there, in the sense
that we have the most connected; but I wonder how
we were doing in terms of the actual green jobs that
go with oVshore wind and how much of that
connected capacity was providing jobs abroad and
how much of the jobs were actually in the UK.
Because in the northeast of Scotland we have a lot of
potential with sub-sea engineering to diversify into
that sector.
Mr Kidney: I have met companies in oil and gas who
do construction work for that sector, who see big
opportunities in this sector, so they might presently
be jobs in oil and gas that in the future will be jobs
in oVshore wind; so there are big numbers to be had
there. As I say, I have personally had talks with
international manufacturers looking at setting up
manufacturing services in this country because of
the opportunity that Round 3 gives them and they
want to be near to the markets, which makes sense,
and that would be a huge boost. You saw the Carbon
Trust estimate of 40,000 to 70,000 jobs could be
created in oVshore wind. Today the narrow figure is
about 5000 jobs in oVshore wind.

Q454 Sir Robert Smith: I must go on the record to
say that you mentioned the product, the Pelamis,
which all the high end engineering is manufactured
in my constituency.
Mr Kidney: Great!

Q455 Sir Robert Smith: So again that was an oil and
a gas company diversifying into that engineering
skill.
Mr Kidney: Scotland has some good stories to tell on
the renewable energy side and I am pleased and
proud of them.

Q456 Charles Hendry: Just to look at that in a
diVerent perspective, if I may, if you look across the
EU in terms of the proportion of our electricity
which comes from renewable sources we are 25th out
of 27—only Malta and Luxembourg are behind us.
That does not quite tie in with my definition of
“world leading”. If we look at some of the
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technology about which you have spoken, Pelamis is
looking to develop further in Portugal because the
financial support system is better than it is in Britain.
Aquamarine, a similar company doing good work,
is looking to develop it in Oregon rather than Britain
because they get greater support mechanisms
coming through there. The Marine Renewable
Deployment Fund has £50 million in it and £42
million of that is to support new technologies but not
one penny of that has been used—the £8 million for
environmental work has but the £42 million has not
been touched. We have with the ROCs one of the
most generous support systems in Europe—only
Italy and Belgium have a more generous support
system—yet we have not delivered the same
investment. It may be that we have world leading
potential but it is not true to say that we are world
leading at the moment.
Mr Kidney: Look back 20 years ago when onshore
wind started to become a big industry—and I notice
that one of your witnesses said how we missed the
boat then in this country in capturing a share of that
market. You tell me, Charles, as a Conservative, why
the government of the day did not capture a share of
that market for this country? We are determined to
learn the lessons of why the manufacturer of onshore
wind turbines is now in Denmark, Germany and
America, and to try to capture a decent share of that
market in the UK for oVshore; so we do not want to
repeat the mistakes of not having the right stable
framework for people to make decisions, not having
the right financial mechanisms in place and not
willing even to give the grants that would secure the
business for this country. All of those things today
we are willing to do and have done in terms of the
stable policy framework and the financial incentives
through the renewables obligation with its new
banding; and even the additional flexibility of having
said 1.5 ROCs for oVshore wind we have said that
because of the particular diYculties that the industry
has brought to us that we will make it 2 ROCs from
2010 to 2014, coinciding with that massive explosion
in the work because of Round 3 licences. So I would
dispute your suggestion that we are not world
leading on oVshore wind. On marine, Pelamis did
have a session of trials oV the coast of Portugal, but
it is now booked back in at EMEC, as you probably
know, prior to becoming a commercialised product.
The fact that it returns to our world leading testing
and accreditation facilities in the Orkney Islands
shows that the true place to be is here. You
mentioned the Marine Renewables Deployment
Fund where we did provide indeed £60 million, in
consultation with the sector as to what they needed,
and we were as surprised as anyone when then no
developer stepped forward and asked for any money
from the Deployment Fund. When we said, “How
has this happened? Why have you not asked for the
money from the fund that you and we designed
together?” they said, “Minister, perhaps we were a
little bit optimistic about the stage we had reached in
the development of our products; we are not quite at
the deployment stage yet.” So in consultation with
them we then devised a marine renewables proving
fund—£22 million. Applications were opened in

September and closed in November. There have
been more than enough applications that eat up all
of that money and we fully expect to be making
announcements early in the New Year about who
has that money. Pelamis’ developers in fact think
that they will be the first to ask for the deployment
fund money. So in marine we are genuinely world
leading. So I take your point about the percentage of
our energy from renewable sources in this country
compared to others in Europe. I think that they
started a lot earlier than we did and again that comes
back to a government that was a diVerent hue in this
country than mine; but we are catching up very,
very fast.

Q457 Charles Hendry: To try a diVerent aspect in
that case. If you look at the nuclear programme the
government has a target and has a very clear
roadmap and we know each month who should be
doing what and who is responsible for getting us
back on track if we slip behind. For renewables we
have an incredibly ambitious programme and there
are some people out there, particularly in business
and CBI, who question whether the 2020 objectives
are achievable. It is very hard to realise whether they
are achievable without the roadmap. I know a
roadmap is coming but would it not have been more
sensible to have a roadmap to go alongside the target
from the outset, so that everybody knows how
exactly we are going to reach that 2020 target?
Mr Kidney: Charles, I have heard you several times
give this praise to the nuclear sector—and rightly so,
it has really got its act together. Bear in mind that in
this country the nuclear industry was looking at a
gentle decline and closure back as recently as 2007.
It was our 2008 White Paper that said, “No, there is
a future for a new generation of nuclear power
stations in this country” that has completely
changed the landscape and ambition of the sector.
Your own party very strongly now supports that
position, so it does look as if there is consensus that
there is going to be new build of nuclear power
stations in this country. So the sector has pulled itself
together; it has a brilliant set of industry leaders; it
has a really good Sector Skills Council in Cogent, the
new National Skills Academy for Nuclear. And I
think you have praised in the past our OYce for
Nuclear Development, which we established in
DECC and between them in the last 12 months, as
you say, they have this tremendously good plan of
where they will be month by month from now to
2018 when hopefully the first of the new generation
of power stations is delivering energy to our
National Grid; and specifically they have a really
good plan in terms of finding the skilled workforce
that they will need for that new generation of nuclear
power stations. I agree that we are slightly behind
that situation in renewables and I think the reason
for that is mainly that the nuclear industry is small,
focused and well-defined, whereas renewable energy
sources are extremely diverse, a lot of companies are
very, very small and to corral them altogether is more
diYcult. We have now established an OYce for
Renewable Energy Deployment in the Department
to do the same for renewables that we have done
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with the OYce for Nuclear Development for nuclear.
They are also catching up fast in terms of having an
Academy, so the National Skills Academy for Power
has now found all of its funding for its expanded
business plan and goes through the approval system
in January to see whether it gets passed for its
business case with BIS. I think that people have got
their act together. In advance of the Academy seven
Sector Skills Councils, all of which have a hand in
one aspect or another of renewable energies, and the
ECITB, the Engineering and Construction Industry
Training Board, have come together as eight bodies
to establish a renewable energy skills strategy for the
sector. So the signs are getting better and the main
reason for the diVerence is this dispersed industry
with lots of small players compared to one well
defined and mature industry that is nuclear.

Q458 Dr Whitehead: Why have we forgotten about
solar?
Mr Kidney: How have we forgotten about solar?

Q459 Dr Whitehead: Why have we forgotten about
solar is what I was asking.
Mr Kidney: I ask how you can ask why we have
forgotten about solar. Why do you say that we have
forgotten about solar?

Q460 Dr Whitehead: For example, the 2020
Renewable Energy Strategy produces a pie chart
with a likely contribution made by various
technologies to renewable penetration of the overall
energy market. Something like 10% of that is
represented by renewable heat, solar thermal heat,
which presumably can only be achieved by a much
greater penetration of solar thermal on domestic
properties, particularly, or perhaps by air source and
ground source heat pumps installation. We show no
signs of supporting, certainly in our priority list, any
of those technologies or arrangements and at the
moment it looks quite fanciful that the sort of level
of insulation that would be necessary to achieve that
proportion of the renewables penetration is going to
be achieved. That strikes me as ignoring solar.
Mr Kidney: The very fact that you can see a pie chart
that has a solar element contribution to renewable
energy sources in the future shows that we have not
forgotten it.

Q461 Dr Whitehead: You just have not worked it
out.
Mr Kidney: What your question really is: why do we
not give it a higher priority? I am going to ask David
MacKay in a moment to say something about the
contribution that solar can make in the UK. But just
to say that we definitely have not forgotten it. If you
take the Low Carbon Building Programme of grants
for people to install renewable energy technologies
of £131 million, £50 million of that has been spent on
solar insulations. In addition to that £50 million
another £55 million was spent on the Major
Demonstrations Programme for Solar. Of course,
next April feed-in tariVs arrive in the UK—
hurrah!—and the solar industry is gearing itself up
for what they expect to be a massive increase in

demand for their products. The man from
Solarcentury, who came to see me last week, pointed
out that two years ago in France there were 100 solar
technology industry businesses in France. They
introduced the feed-in tariV that year and today, two
years later, there are 2000 such businesses in France,
and he is anticipating a similar kind of response by
the market in this country. So I would not accept that
we have ignored or forgotten about solar, but David
would like to say something about the contribution
of solar.
Professor MacKay: Thank you, Minister. So there
are solar photovoltaics and there is solar thermal
making hot water. I believe it is right to say that solar
photovoltaics do receive support already under the
renewable obligation—I think 2 ROCs per
megawatt hour—and, as the Minister said, they will
receive support under the feed-in tariV. Solar
thermal, my guess is that that will receive support
under the new . . .

Q462 Dr Whitehead: Renewable Heat Incentive.
Professor MacKay: Thank you. Under the RHI.
Your question is, in the lead scenario in the
Renewable Energy Strategy why does solar make a
relatively small contribution in spite of those
planned incentives? I guess the answer is that that
lead scenario, which is not a prescription of what will
happen—it is not describing policy, it is just a
projection, a possible outcome—that projection is
based on the estimated economic costs. Solar
photovoltaics are still really quite an expensive way
to generate electricity. Hopefully those costs are
going to come down and it could be that the lead
scenario is going to be wrong and maybe
photovoltaics will go further. One justification for
not anticipating the huge growth of photovoltaics is
that we are one of the cloudiest countries in the
world and it is not the best place to site solar
photovoltaic panels. They do work but they will
actually generate more electricity and do more good
for the planet in other countries.

Q463 Dr Whitehead: But solar thermal, which is a
well established technology, air source heat pumps
which are getting on for being a well established
technology—and I think that you personally think
that air source heat pumps could play a substantial
role in renewable technologies—in terms of the
ambition as far as the Renewable Energy Strategy is
concerned do you not think particularly in that area
that they are worthy of rather more support than
appears to be the case at the moment?
Professor MacKay: Yes. I have been in my job for
two months and one of the tasks I was given early on
was to scrutinise our lead scenario for renewables
and I completely agree with you; I think that we
could anticipate a greater outcome with air source
heat pumps in particular. I think that they have a
great potential to make a really large contribution to
our renewable target. I think the reason that air
source heat pumps came up again at a relatively
small projection in the lead scenario is an
assumption that the installed base today is so small
and it would be hard to imagine growth reaching a
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higher level than was indicated in that lead scenario.
I actually agree with you; I think we already have a
lot of the necessary skills in the air conditioning
installing industries—the same device and air
conditioner is a heat pump, it is just working the
other way around. So I think we are actually starting
from a higher base and I think you are absolutely
right that air source heat pumps could play a really
large contribution. As for solar thermal panels I
agree with you; they do work, even in Britain. I think
they are a good investment. There are some ways of
doing the economics where it sounds like they have a
very large payback time, but you could say the same
about many things we buy. If we make an extension
to our house what is the payback time of the
extension? We do not think in those terms. Similarly
I think that solar thermal panels can be viewed as a
very good investment—they add value to a house,
and I think that solar thermal is a good thing and
does deserve support.

Q464 Chairman: We have already talked a bit about
carbon capture and storage. I have taken quite an
interest in this because I represent an area that is still
a coalmining community and I am keen to see us go
forward there. You have a competition running.
Mr Kidney: We have.

Q465 Chairman: The timetable has slipped quite a
lot. Are you suggesting to assure me that we are
going to have a new CCS plant up and running by
2015?
Mr Kidney: You want 2015, do you! In the original
invitation to bid for that competition we set 17
outcomes that we wanted to achieve, one of which
was that this demonstration would be up and
running by 2014. You may know that at the last stage
of the short listing one of the bidders dropped out
and another one, E.ON, with their Kingsnorth
project publicly announced that for reasons to do
with the recession they did not fancy making the
investment in a new coal plant before 2016. So they
stayed in the competition, telling us that they will not
be able to meet that outcome of 2014. So I can see
your concern that we might not hit 2014, so that is a
possibility. But all I can say at the present time is that
there are still two competitors in the competition
who have now gone on to the next for which we have
provided £90 million in Budget 2009 for their front
end loaded engineering and design phase of the
competition, which will be carried out during 2010.
At the end of that we then make the decision of who
has won the competition for that first demonstration
plant and we would like it to be demonstrating in
2014 but if E.ON were the winner then I am afraid I
could not even promise you your 2015 because they
say 2016. But good news in terms of the Academy
that has come along since is that we have marshalled
the resources in order to move on to another three
demonstration projects and we will be working out
the details of the competition for those three during
2010, and at this stage I cannot tell you whether they
will meet 2014 or 2015 or some other date. So we will
need to know in 2010 what the timescales are likely
to be for those three.

Q466 Chairman: You and I and others will have the
opportunity to talk about carbon capture and
storage next month.
Mr Kidney: On the Energy Bill, indeed.
Chairman: So I will pass over to Robert Smith on
this.

Q467 Sir Robert Smith: So why have the
international competition been able to act more
quickly?
Mr Kidney: Like?

Q468 Sir Robert Smith: According to the Carbon
Capture Storage Association when they gave
evidence Canada took 11 months between
announcing that they would finance three
demonstration projects to choosing the three
projects from quite a long list. Projects are being
committed also in the USA and in Australia. The
first power project with CCS may well be in China
and the second may well be in Abu Dhabi. Are they
right or not?
Mr Kidney: I have no way of judging that. I can tell
you now that there are some projects that are up and
running in the world but they are 20 megawatts. We
are talking about 400 megawatts gross, 300 net and
that is a real, proper commercial demonstration.
Whilst we are grateful for any evidence from around
the world that shows the technology working, on
whatever scale, the fact is that commercialisation of
the process and the products is what is going to make
a diVerence to the world’s environment and to
somebody’s economy and I would like it to be ours.

Q469 Sir Robert Smith: A lot of the processes are
pre-combustion that have been looked at around the
world and why exactly was post-combustion the
target for a big government strategy?
Mr Kidney: We always said that we wanted four
projects in order to test the whole range of
technologies. So the two pre-combustion
possibilities and the post-combustion. Now that we
have the go ahead in the Pre-Budget Report to say
that there will be four projects for sure financed in
this country—and let us remember they are all very
expensive at this stage—we will be able to test all of
the technologies.

Q470 Sir Robert Smith: What is the strategy for the
public understanding of what is being done? When
we saw this project in southwest France the pipeline
running through the area, the houses near it had
posters up saying, “No to CCS; we do not want that
carbon dioxide going past our house.” For 30 years
they had had natural gas with H2S, a very poisonous
gas, going past the house in the opposite direction,
but because of the novelty—even though it was less
dangerous. So how do you see us taking the public
along that CO2can be safely stored and that there are
not dangers involved in it?
Mr Kidney: It is a really good point. If you look at
the past history of planning to build a new nuclear
power station the objections were enormous in the
immediate area. If you look today about the
diYculty in getting planning permission for onshore
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wind farms the local campaigns against can be quite
powerful. So it is important as part of our strategy
that we educate the public about the importance of
this, its safety and why it really matters to ourselves
and to the planet’s well being, and we will do that. I
do not want to rush into that now when, as we have
just been discussing, people are not actually going to
see building work for a little while yet. But in due
course those huge networks of pipes to enable
clusters to develop and to then transport the carbon
that is captured to their storage places, initially
probably under the North Sea somewhere, will
require a major public education campaign, and we
are mindful that we will need to do that.

Q471 Sir Robert Smith: One of the other concerns
from some witnesses is that the amount of energy
used in the process means that our energy security
will be undermined by the fact that we will need even
more energy for the same electrical output. Is that a
concern you share?
Mr Kidney: One of the points about demonstration
of these technologies is to get some facts rather than
theories about these things. You can see, especially
for pre-combustion, that there are other processes
that need to be undertaken which do involve energy.
As the Minister in the Department responsible for
innovation I have been looking at other processes
like gasification of coal underground, which, again,
is remarkably energy hungry in the process itself.
Again, if we move all our vehicles from petrol and
diesel to electric in the future there will be a big
demand on our electricity supply in the future. So
there are these scenarios that we well understand
that there could be increases in demand for energy
and the whole point of carbon capture and storage is
to enable us to use a fuel source that is comparatively
plentiful and comparatively aVordable in the world
today and is likely to be used for decades ahead all
around the world as a source of energy, and to try to
reduce its harmful eVects on the environment. So
there are other factors to weigh in as well as the total
amount of energy consumed, including the carbon
emissions.

Q472 Sir Robert Smith: The Secretary of State in the
Energy Bill was saying how he wanted to see carbon
capture storage extended to gas generation. What
mechanisms or procedures are there in place from
the government to actually achieve that goal?
Mr Kidney: That is a little bit distant if you are
asking me about the legislative changes that would
be needed. They are certainly not in the Energy Bill
as we have already debated at Second Reading, and
it may be that there would be a requirement for
further legislation. But that is something a little way
in the distance. You can also think of other industrial
processes that would benefit from a commercialised
carbon capture and storage that would also gain and
that might also need legislation.

Q473 Sir Robert Smith: The Secretary of State
having ruled the end will have to rule the means.
Mr Kidney: Of course.

Q474 Sir Robert Smith: It just seems that given how
dominant gas is in our market and with Shell gas
from the USA how much gas is going to possibly
play for quite some time in the market that we could
be maybe world leaders in that gas area; and given
that we still have our own North Sea oil and gas
industry it would seem quite important that the
government sees urgency in gas CCS.
Mr Kidney: I am glad that you appreciate the need
to put all the building blocks in place because when
some people criticise us for the speed of our progress
on carbon capture and storage it is as well to
remember that we have legislated for the liability
about the long term storage of the carbon and we
have conducted the consultation about the licenses
for storing the carbon captured under the North Sea.
You are right; we need to do the same process for
gas. But since we are talking about a demonstration
project for the first coal fired power station of 2014,
2015, 2016 we do have time in the next Parliament to
pass the legislation that you are talking about.
Chairman: We have talked a bit about nuclear so let
us spend a few minutes talking about nuclear.

Q475 John Robertson: One of the big things that the
general public have problems with is what we are
doing with the waste and various groups have said
that the government has not finalised what it wants
to do. We were told that we were going to get the
paper regarding what they were going to do with
waste in the autumn; then it was late autumn and
now into winter. Are we likely to get the policy
statement on waste in time so as the general public
can have its fears allayed?
Mr Kidney: That is a very important issue,
obviously. I mentioned that we were world leaders in
the first generation of civil nuclear power stations in
the UK but at that time we did not have a plan for
what to do with the waste and this is the first
government in the history of nuclear power in
Britain to actually grasp the nettle and settle our
policy. In the end, after a very exhausting and
extensive investigation of the options we have come
back to the conclusion that a geological disposal
facility is the answer. When we consulted after the
White Paper on our policy people said to me, “You
are asking communities to volunteer to be the site of
storage of nuclear waste; do not be silly, nobody will
volunteer.” But actually so far three local authorities
have come forward expressing an interest in being a
host for such a facility. So I think the policy is clear.
You are right that there is some detail still to be
worked out and that is why for the time being waste
will continued to be stored on the sites where it is
produced. But one thing that is very important
about the new generation of nuclear power stations
is that there will be no public subsidy and the
business plans of the various consortia, the men
stepping forward with proposals for the next
generation of nuclear power stations in this country,
know that part of their cost is that they will have to
contribute to paying for that long term storage of
waste.
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Q476 John Robertson: The Sustainable
Development Commission has concerns on the long
term impacts of the risk, the cost and obviously the
waste that you have mentioned. In relation to cost if
we look at the lifetime of a nuclear power plant and,
shall we say, the afterlife as well, are you satisfied
that the cost will be met by the companies who are
going to do the power stations and, in eVect, the long
term outlook is that the waste will be safely stored?
I assume that you have looked at places like
Oesthammer in Sweden and talked to your
counterparts in Canada who have also been down
the road of deep geological storage. Is that the case?
Also, have you looked at whether you want to
retrieve the waste when you store it or whether you
want to store it and basically bury it forever?
Mr Kidney: On the cost, obviously we do have
decades of experience of the cost of keeping waste
safe, which have informed our calculations going
forward on the figures to give to the developers. Am
I confident? We have the best minds working on how
to make those calculations, so I would like to say
that I have confidence in the people advising me that
we have the costs right and those have been shared
with the consortia in order for them to be able to
insert them into their business case. That specific
question about whether the storage will be
indefinitely inaccessible or whether it might want to
be retrieved is one on which I am not aware we have
made a final decision, unless David, my scientist, is
now going to tell me diVerently.
Professor MacKay: That is right, Minister.
Chairman: To be decided.

Q477 John Robertson: My last question is on the
skills which you mentioned earlier. I find it hard to
believe that the government will not have to put
some kind of extra financing into universities and
schools in particular for engineering purposes and
also if we are going to meet skills shortages not just
in nuclear but in CCS, as you mentioned earlier, and
also in renewables, engineering is obviously an area
where we have, I believe, taken our eye oV the ball
over the last few decades and it is time we got it back
on. Can you tell me what kinds of plans the
government has to try and resurrect engineering to
the position it needs to be and covering it with new
technologies—not just nuclear but other
technologies—so that we actually fulfil the skills
shortages ourselves and not have to import it in from
other countries?
Mr Kidney: First of all, our colleague, Paul Flynn, is
not afraid to say that the government is already
subsidising the nuclear industry by paying exactly
the kinds of services that you describe in terms of
enhancing the ability of the universities to provide
students of physics and engineering for the nuclear
sector. Obviously there is a public sector
contribution to the National Skills Academy for
nuclear, and we recently made the announcement
about the Centre of Excellence for advanced nuclear
manufacturing for the future, with SheYeld and
Manchester sharing the venue for that. So there is
certainly public money going towards meeting the
skills needs of these low carbon industries of the

future already. But you rightly say that this must go
much wider than the nuclear sector and we did
publish recently the National Skills Strategy, which
recognises this. I think it is fair to say that the way
our economy has been going in terms of graduates
choosing subjects other than stem subjects in the
past was recognised several years ago, and we are
currently in a phase where the number of stem
graduates is rising each year at the present time. So
I think that the message has already got through. But
what is good about the National Skills Strategy is
that it reinforces these opportunities in our economy
for the future in low carbon and environmental
goods and services in the transition to a low carbon
economy in the future, and therefore the obvious
bigger need in the future than in the past for these
kinds of engineering and related skills. So you see,
for example, in the National Skills Strategy an
intention to expand the number of advanced
apprentices. You see the intention to restore a good
cadre of technician class workers in this country; and
you still see the emphasis on graduate recruitment
with the right skills for these sectors. So I think that
we have recognised your point. It would make sense,
would it not, in a national intention to move to a low
carbon future to recognise that that involves some
changes to people’s skill sets and to make sure that
we have put in place the skills’ providers and
provision in time for people to have those skills when
we have the jobs that they want to take up. So we are
on that case.

Q478 Chairman: That is helpful and we are going to
come back to skills later on in our discussions. Can
I ask you about the argument I hear from some
environmental NGOs and in particular another
source, the Sustainable Development Commission,
that the focus on nuclear, the government’s interest
in nuclear and private sector investment in nuclear is
going to be, in a sense, to push renewables into the
background. Clearly you have heard this argument
as well and how do you counter it?
Mr Kidney: I think there is an understandable
strength of feeling amongst the public and people
with an interest in this subject for and against
nuclear power, which makes its focus a public
debate. The government’s public policy is not
focused especially on nuclear; we have said very
clearly that the future of our energy supply in this
country in terms of tackling emissions and having
security of supply is based on this trinity of
renewables, on nuclear and on clean fossil fuels and
we need to develop all three of them. Our judgment
is that if we were to say no, we want to put all our
eggs in one basket or in two of the three we would
not meet our future energy needs in this country. So
we think that they are all very, very important. We
certainly do not pick out nuclear as especially
deserving our support and, as we have said, there
will be no public subsidy for the development of the
next generation of nuclear power stations.

Q479 Charles Hendry: You rightly praised the OYce
for Nuclear Development for the work which they
have done in removing some of the obstacles to
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development of potential new nuclear. When the
companies concerned make their investment
decisions in the next year or so it is going to come
down primarily to one issue, which is whether they
think they will get a return on their investment over
time, and they are pushing for a certainty in the price
of carbon. We have seen the French Government,
President Sarkozy, announcing a floor price which
will start at a lower level and gradually rise up. We
have seen other European countries start to go down
that route. The government here appears to have
said that it does not wish to go down the route of a
floor price. How will you otherwise give certainty to
the investors that that they will get a return on the
money which they put in?
Mr Kidney: That is a really important question,
Charles. Just by way of introduction I did praise the
OYce for Nuclear Development but I also praised
the industry itself and Cogent and the National
Skills Academy for Nuclear because I think they
have all together done a great job; but you are right
that that bringing everybody together and giving
impetus to the work that the OYce for Nuclear
Development has done has been very, very valuable.
Again, this public focus on nuclear means that there
were headlines in the Guardian that the government
is going to do something to increase the carbon price
in order to make the figures stack up for nuclear, but
in fact of course we do want a good robust price for
carbon to drive the changes that need to be made to
make that transition, starting first and foremost with
energy eYciency and some of the energy eYciency
measures that we need to take cost money, and if
carbon is properly priced that becomes a better deal
to spend that money on energy eYciency. The same
goes for renewable energy—all those new emerging
renewable energy technologies could do with a good
robust price for carbon in order to make it
worthwhile investing in them. Then the same applies
to nuclear and the same applies to carbon capture
storage. So you are right that there is issue about the
carbon price is very, very important. In this country
we take the view that if politicians start interfering in
the market of carbon trading the people who are
going to make a killing out of that are the
speculators and our view is that we must make the
market in carbon trading eVective, and our view is
that in the European Emissions Trading Scheme one
way we can do that is to give a credible cap and an
eVectively working Emissions Trading Scheme. So
we want to see phase 3, to have a very tight cap; we
want to see the Copenhagen Agreement reach a deal
that does lead to higher commitments by the
developed world to make carbon emission
reductions, as a part of which the European Union
will move its oVer up from 20% reduction by 2020 to
30%, and we think then that if the cap in phase 3
represents that tighter position that we will start to
see a decent and meaningful price for carbon that is
reliable. So our view is that it is that kind of market
mechanism that gets the price of carbon to where we
need it to be, not artificial interference by politicians.

Q480 Chairman: What if you are wrong? We are in
the early days of carbon trading and the market is
immature. We will see what happens at Copenhagen

this week. If you want to bring any new technology
on, whether it is nuclear, CCS or renewables, a
robust and high price of carbon into the future is
going to drive that investment. If the market does
not deliver—and there is a possibility—what are you
going to do?
Mr Kidney: We have said even in the Transition Plan
that if the market does not deliver the robust price
for carbon we will have to consider other
interventions, like taxation, as a means of getting to
that position, so we alert to the possibility, in the way
we suggested.
Chairman: I thought you were ignoring it for a
minute!

Q481 Charles Hendry: But you will not know that in
the timescale. The companies have to make these
investment decisions in the next year or so and we
will not have the robustness in the EU ETS for
certain in that timescale, so something has to be
done to provide them with a security of investment
that by 2020 the carbon price will be at a certain
level. So it cannot simply be left for some years to
come to see how the EU ETS performs—it has to be
done at an earlier timescale, surely?
Mr Kidney: I cannot think of an earlier timescale
than on Friday we ought to know the result in
Copenhagen, and if we have a positive outcome in
Copenhagen we know that the European Union has
said that it will raise its target to 30% carbon
emissions reductions by 2020, and the cap will have
to be timed in order to fit with that. So within two
days of our meeting today talking about this the
markets ought to have some kind of reassurance
about what is going to happen. If it does not then
you are right, we need to be talking about other
measures about taxation. I agree that we cannot put
that oV forever, but at the moment Copenhagen is a
very, very important part of the equation.
Mr Wynn Owen: Just to add that the Minister is
absolutely right; the best way to secure a higher
carbon price is by the EU ETS working. The third
phase, already there are plans for tightening of the
cap; we know that is going to happen and of course
if there is a successful outcome to Copenhagen,
which we all very much hope and expect there will
be, then we would expect the cap to tighten further.
But I should also add that in the PBR
documentation it did note that following on from
our low carbon transition plan and the call for
evidence that DECC and the Treasury will be
making an assessment of the energy market, and this
will explore how we can ensure that we get the low
carbon investment we need, whilst ensuring a fair
deal for consumers. That is due to deliver its initial
findings for Budget 2010. So that will be able to take
into account the assessment that DECC and
Treasury oYcials will do now urgently over the
coming three or four months and will also be able to
take into account what actually is the outcome of
Copenhagen and where that leads us.

Q482 Sir Robert Smith: Just on this exchange about
the price of carbon, I think I agree with you that all
low carbon industries would benefit.
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Mr Kidney: Yes.

Q483 Sir Robert Smith: I have two worries—and
you should never ask a question if you do not know
the answer, but I do not know the answer—that
given the European Trading System and the open
market in Europe can any one country in the EU do
anything to influence the price of carbon only within
their national boundaries, or in eVect will anything
they do benefit the whole EU?
Mr Kidney: I had that discussion yesterday on a
slightly diVerent aspect of this. You are right, that as
long as we are all 27 Member States in the same
scheme there is a limit to what individual action can
do to change the price of carbon across the whole of
the 27 States. Much better to look at linking our
system with others around the world as they develop
in the way in which Mark Lazarowicz’s report points
out, and trying to make a success of the trading
aspect.

Q484 Dr Whitehead: Can I go a little further on that
one? If indeed certain Member States of the EU
decide that there is going to be a carbon price,
whereas others are trading, does not actually wreck
the trading system about which you are speaking?
Mr Kidney: When you say a carbon price? Charles
was asking me about some thoughts in some
countries about a floor. It is not necessarily the
same thing.

Q485 Dr Whitehead: Let us say that two or three EU
Member States decide that there is going to be a floor
price for carbon and everyone else is trading as if
there is no floor price, does that not actually mean
that eVectively the trading gravitates towards certain
aspects of EU trading and frees other aspects of
EU trading?
Mr Kidney: It does contain within it the seeds of
potential destruction of the whole because, as you
say, people would be for artificial reasons buying and
selling in one place rather than another, so it would
be extremely dangerous for individual Member
States to go down that road. I do not know how far
the States that Charles mentioned have gone with
their ideas that they want there to be a carbon floor.
Certainly in terms of negotiations in the European
Council that has been raised as a subject for
discussion, but dismissed as a solution.

Q486 Dr Whitehead: Bearing that in mind, bearing
in mind the UK position on this, would we not
anticipate the representations that may be made to
tell people not to be so silly.
Mr Kidney: Our views are very robust in the
European Council debate and in the corridors of
Brussels.

Q487 Chairman: David, I do not know whether you
would do this for us, but Mr Miliband, Secretary of
State, calls an agreement at Copenhagen and a
robust carbon price Plan A and does not want at this
stage to discuss Plan B. Would you write to us after
you have had a chance to look at whatever comes
out of Copenhagen about this whole nature of a

carbon price and a floor on the price of carbon? And
the issue that Alan has been raising is could there be
a dual system, a market and a floor at the same time?
Mr Kidney: Can I suggest first of all that there is
bound to be a statement to the House on the
outcome of the Copenhagen negotiations when we
all get back after Christmas. So there will be some
answers given then. Can I suggest that we
correspond after that statement if you still have
queries that you want me to answer with detail?
Chairman: Yes.

Q488 Sir Robert Smith: One other thing raised by
witnesses is that conundrum of the carbon life cycle
of projects and the argument put by the New
Economics Foundation that the whole life cycle of
nuclear is actually all the energy is in its production
and handling, and so on, and it means you end up
with no benefit because the energy that it produces
in its lifetime is always used up. Do you have
something you could send to us on the diVerent
green energy low carbon strategies: What is the life
cycle? Other people say that wind farms never pay
for themselves in carbon terms, but it would be very
useful if the Department gave us their carbon life
cycle analysis?
Mr Kidney: If David could respond to that now.
Professor MacKay: I would be happy to write to you
about that. I have seen about eight life cycle analyses
of both nuclear and wind and all eight of them
agreed that the life cycle analysis in terms of carbon
emissions per unit of electricity, that they are very
low for both of them and are both in the ballpark of
30 grams per kilowatt hour or lower.
Mr Kidney: I know that I have given answers to
parliamentary questions using those kinds of
analyses and figures. Would you still like a letter?

Q489 Sir Robert Smith: It would be handy to get it
so that it is there in the final round.
Mr Kidney: David has volunteered to write that one.

Q490 Chairman: Let us turn to an area that ought to
be easier than carbon pricing, which is energy
eYciency and I know that you have a long history of
campaigning around fuel poverty issues. Are you
satisfied with where we are at at the moment on our
energy eYciency programmes?
Mr Kidney: I am now the minister responsible for
eradicating fuel poverty in this country and I am not
going to be satisfied until we have eradicated fuel
poverty. Given that I recently published figures that
show I am a long way from achieving that situation,
no, I am not satisfied. We must do more as a country.
We will be producing our Household Energy
Management Strategy in January to show the next
step in terms of what we intend to do to try to get
back on track, and anyway to make sure that
buildings contribute to those savings in carbon
emissions that we need from them in order to hit our
carbon budgets and our target for 2020.

Q491 Chairman: Can you give us a bit of a trailer for
January. What are the issues that might be in the
document?
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Mr Kidney: Bear in mind that this is the Household
Energy Management Strategy and I never want to
lose sight of the gains to be had from commercial
buildings, which I would like us to talk about as well,
but just to add to this point for you. First of all, the
main mechanisms that we have used until now in
terms of delivering energy eYciency in people’s
homes where there is a public policy involvement is,
first of all, the obligation on the suppliers of energy
to insulate their customers’ homes. That used to be
called EEC and now CERT. We estimate that over
six million homes have received energy eYciency
measures through those programmes up to now.
Then our main one for delivery directly from
government is Warm Front, so an entire energy
eYciency package of measures to people on
qualifying benefit. We estimate that we have
delivered that solution to over two million homes.
Then the Decent Homes Standards of social
housing, whilst they have been much more to do
with decent standards of kitchens and bathrooms in
people homes, have had some energy eYciency
measures in some of them, and we estimate that
about a million homes have received some kind of
element of energy eYciency from that as well. So that
is six, two and one—nine million homes so far have
had something done to them. Then last year the
Prime Minister announced this Great British
Refurb, the first element of which was to have six
million homes insulated between 2008 and 2011. So
be careful of the bit of double counting because I am
estimating what has gone on before today up until
now, so it covers a bit of the time that the Prime
Minister said. But we have so far got a third of the
way of hitting his requirement of six million homes
being insulated by 2011. Of course, the other
announcements of his Great British Refurb were
that we would have every loft and every cavity wall
insulated by 2015 where the owner and occupier had
allowed us to make sure that it was done, and that
we would start this whole house approach now,
which we have done since September with the
Community Energy Saving Programme, CESP, such
that by 2020 seven million homes will have had a
whole house approach and that is particularly
important to those properties that do not have cavity
walls, the so-called hard to treat solid wall
properties, where the solutions are much more
expensive. What we have at the moment is that
Warm Front has funding until 2011. We have
announced our intention that the CERT that is
running to 2011 will be extended to 2012; and we
have announced that the CESP will run from now
until 2012. So what you have is this watershed of
2012 where we can start to do things diVerently. So I
anticipate that the Household Energy Management
Strategy, which we will announce next month, will
say that from 2012 onwards we will move to this
whole house approach on a much more progressive
and substantial basis; and that we will find the
mechanisms, taking the best parts of CERT, CESP
and Warm Front, to be able to fund it so that it is a
meaningful programme. Obviously, the details are
yet to be determined, so I cannot go into more
detail yet.

Q492 Chairman: But some of us note that we are
going to start rolling smart meters out fairly soon,
and we will talk about smart meters and the smart
grid in a while, but there is some value in a notion of
a house-by-house, street-by-street approach to
rolling out smart meters, using CESP as a pilot to
achieve the Great British refurb and at the same time
giving people advice about tariVs and so on.
Mr Kidney: We see that programme of the smart
meter in every home and business by 2020, electric
and gas, so about 46 million meters to be replaced
between now and 2020, as a very important part of
the whole energy eYciency programme because, as
we empower people to make positive choices about
when they heat their homes, for example, and when
they turn it oV because the tariVs are higher, how
they make energy eYciency measures and see the
diVerence on their real-time display in their home
and that they are actually saving money is really
quite valuable. When you add into that the feed-in
tariV and the renewable heat incentive and people
being able to see the gains that they are making both
from getting rewards for their renewable sources of
energy and also if they are able to export the price
they are being paid for putting something back into
the grid, it is really kind of empowering for
individuals and, instead of energy being something
that is done to them, they are actually actively
involved in managing their energy. Obviously, the
energy companies, to turn the picture round, are very
excited by the opportunities for them in making
cost-savings, no more meter-readings, accuracy of
information, more eVective billing for their
customers and, hopefully, a better exchange of
information between the two, and then, if you add
that to smart grids, you start getting round to being
able to actively manage demand and being confident
that we can cope with more intermittency in the
national energy mix.

Q493 Chairman: Another approach, and one which
is being canvassed heavily at the moment, is to say
to householders, “We’ll lend you the money, £6,500,
and you’ll pay it back in your bills over a period of
time”. What is your view on that?
Mr Kidney: I think it is a really important part of the
mix, and that is because there is a bit of a
conundrum. If I say to somebody, “If you spend £99
insulating your loft, you’ll recover that within the
first year and then you’ll be making savings every
year afterwards”, why does everybody not rush
down to have done that work? For some, it is
because they could never aVord it, and that is why
CERT and Warm Front have been very important
because we provide the works for people, but for
some there is a kind of inertia. Is it that they cannot
be bothered, or is it that they would prefer to keep
the £99 in their bank, but, if somebody else were to
lend it to them and they only have to repay the
money at the savings that they make in the future, so
it is painless, maybe that will tempt them. This
month, we launched the Pay As You Save pilots with
the Energy Saving Trust in five locations with five
diVerent partners to try the whole range from the
local council to retailer, B&Q are involved, for
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example, to community group to see which models
work best in making that kind of option available to
people, so in the end I would like to think that we will
have measures where people should simply do things
for themselves because of the information and
education we give to them, others get it done because
there is a “pay as you save” option and others have
it done for them at somebody else’s expense,
including the taxpayers’, because they qualify in the
ways that we think are fair in our society.

Q494 Sir Robert Smith: For all these schemes,
having seen some of the horrendous jobs done by
some of the central heating installers in Scotland on
the scheme there to provide free central heating, it is
very important, the quality control on the
installation, when the installer realises that
somebody else maybe actually handing over the cash
and the customer is the person who is living in the
house and how their house is left after the
installation, but the word must not get round the
street, “Look at the mess they made of my loft” and
so on, so it is very important that quality standards
are maintained.
Mr Kidney: Just to be clear on that question, who are
the people who gave bad quality workmanship in
Scotland?

Q495 Sir Robert Smith: Some of the central
heating—I went into one lady’s house and there were
pipes coming out of the walls.
Mr Kidney: Just some of the contractors?

Q496 Sir Robert Smith: Yes, the contractors, and the
view of the contractors seems to be, “You’re getting
it free, therefore . . . ”
Mr Kidney: Obviously, if you had said Warm Front,
I would have been concerned because I am also
responsible for Warm Front, so we have
renegotiated the contract with EAGA this year to
give a much better focus to responding to any
complaints about poor work to the extent that we
can sack people oV the scheme now if they get bad
scores from the customers’ ratings of how they did,
so I think that is very important. Last week, I spoke
at the annual conference of the National Insulation
Association, stressing to them how important it is
that we build up the public’s trust so that they will let
us into their homes. What, I think, we will find under
CESP is that we all think it is a brilliant idea to go
round and into everybody’s house, but I have got a
feeling that there is going to be some consumer
resistance to letting us in their homes, and the more
we can do to reassure people, that is where, I think,
local authorities and community groups are really
important partners in this whole process. The last
thing we want is stories in newspapers of terrible
abuse and bad workmanship in people’s homes
because that will put everybody else oV, so, I agree
with you, that is a very, very important focus.

Q497 John Robertson: Can we not introduce
something like the kitemark for renewables and the
people who work in these industries to ensure that
they have already been checked to a certain standard

and that the only people who have this registration,
or whatever we want to call it, who meet the criteria
of a company that can do the work can do it? That
would allow councils, particularly, with the amount
of work that is being done in Glasgow, in particular,
in poor housing over the years, and it is millions of
pounds which have been spent in Glasgow to date,
but what we have is the cowboy firms coming in who
are sub-contracted by a contractor and, as soon as
they hit a problem, they go out of business, but of
course they come back in another guise somewhere
else, so, if we had something where you have to have
a certain qualification or a certain recognition mark,
then these kinds of companies and these kinds of
cowboys could not come back in and they would
have to be registered in the first place.
Mr Kidney: That is a very good point, John, and I
will give you a couple of examples where that applies
already. For example, for installation of
microgeneration technologies, there is an MCS
standard, the Microgeneration Certification Scheme
standard, and we just announced in the Pre-Budget
Report this boiler scrappage scheme and that will be
linked to the Gas Safe standard for people to have
the work done for replacing their boiler under that
scheme. I think standards exist, like ISO and the
British Standard, which we could link this to and, if
we add it to what I have said about the skills
provision for the future, I think we ought to be able
to make a much more comprehensive oVer to people
that, “You can be sure of this contractor because this
contractor’s business meets the appropriate
standard”.

Q498 John Robertson: But it is not the contractors
who are the problem, it is the sub-contractors who
are the problem, and these people who get the work
in the first place then give it out to other areas who
do not have the qualifications, and it is a check-up
for these sub-contractors that needs to be done
which is not being done.
Mr Kidney: But under the change in its contract,
EAGA, on Warm Front that we have just
negotiated, that is precisely the approach that we
take, and there is no reason why that cannot be
industry-wide.
Chairman: Can we move on and talk about smart
meters and smart grids.

Q499 Dr Whitehead: You mentioned just a moment
ago the roll-out of smart meters and the
announcement on 2 December about the
programme and what you think it will achieve.
What, do you think, are the barriers now to that roll-
out programme and how might they best be
overcome?
Mr Kidney: Well, I have got the document with me
today that we have just produced for the smart
meters and it tells us the stage that we have reached
and the other decisions that now need to be made.
One of them is simply the programme of how we do
the works, shall we go area by area or group of
people by group of people or company by company,
what is the best solution. We have said that we are
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minded to make it an area-by-area basis and co-
ordinate the diVerent companies to do all their
works together in the same place at the same time,
but we are seeking people’s views on that before we
finalise the implementation plan.

Q500 Dr Whitehead: If you have a complete roll-out
of smart meters into everyone’s home, if we assume
that will happen by 2020, but you do not have a very
smart grid to connect all the smart meters up, is that
not a very substantial barrier, ie, might that not
mean that we would have installed the technology to
regulate the grid into people’s homes, but actually
the connections to enable that regulation to take
place would rather invalidate the roll-out of the
meters in the first place?
Mr Kidney: David is going to come in on this in a
moment, but we are alert to that. Although I am
holding up the Government’s response to the
consultation on the smart meters, in the same week,
I do not think it was the same day, we also published
our prospectus for the smart grid that my colleague
Lord Hunt launched, and we have done the work
with Ofgem before we did that launch on the amount
of money that is going to be needed and the kinds of
investments that are going to be needed to ensure
that we have the smart grid that goes with smart
meters. In my answer to the earlier question from the
Chairman, I did kind of speak enthusiastically about
both, so, you are right, they do go together and it is
important that they go together.
Professor MacKay: There are some values that a
smart meter in a home will have independent of a
smart grid. My experience is that I emulated a smart
meter by reading my own meter under the stairs
every week, keeping track of my meter readings, and
it had a remarkable eVect on my behaviour, and it
saved me money and it saved me energy. If smart
meters are done well so that they are engaging and
comprehensible so that the occupant can actually
become a scientist and do experiments and try out,
“What happens if I switch oV the DVD player, the
stereo and so forth?”, all of these things that are on
all the time, but are not actually being used, they can
do the experiment, see the diVerence it makes within
a week, and in my case it led to a lifestyle change of
a halving of my electricity consumption. I have got
a similar story to tell about my gas readings as well,
so, if smart meters can engage people with
understanding their heating consumption as well, I
think there is a big opportunity for money-saving
and energy-saving, even without the smart grid.

Q501 Dr Whitehead: There have been some
suggestions with the roll-out of smart meters that
they could come to something like, what, £350 per
smart meter installation, which would be then
recovered under the methods which are being
suggested on the roll-out by the energy companies
installing them from the consumer. Does that
suggest that perhaps there is some over-engineering
going on in that roll-out, and are you confident that
what is defined as a “smart meter” is not a meter
which actually is far too smart for what is required?

Professor MacKay: I would have to look at that to
be sure if over-engineering is being suggested. The
connection between smart meters and the smart grid
which I see being essential in the future, what is really
exciting and important about the smart grid is the
possibility in the future of having new, very large
pieces of demand which could be automatically
switched on and oV in order to help out the grid and
save the occupant money. In particular, with electric
vehicles, which are projected to be a big part of our
low-carbon future, the charging time of your electric
vehicle, you do not care when it is charged up as long
as it is ready to go at eight in the morning, and with
your air-source heat pump, again if you have a well-
insulated house, you do not care when the heat
pump is running and topping up the heat in your hot
water tank and in the thermal stores in your home,
so those are two very big pieces of demand that could
be very rapidly turned on and oV in a way to help out
a grid that could be heavily dominated by nuclear
and renewables in the future.

Q502 Dr Whitehead: You have touched on the link
between the roll-out of smart meters and what, we
hope, will be the roll-out of the increasing use of
electric vehicles. One of the stated problems of a
substantial roll-out of electric vehicles and, quite
possibly, a roll-out on a patchy basis, that is, far
more ownership and use of electric vehicles in some
parts of the country than in others, if everybody
comes home and decides that they wish to charge
their electric vehicle as soon as they have sat down
and had their tea, then the distinct possibility is that
the district network system would collapse without
very substantial management of that charging
pattern. Are you able to say, with a combination of
re-engineering of the grid to make the grid itself
smarter and smart meters being able to
accommodate that sort of pattern of charging, that
actually things such as electric vehicles putting a
heavy demand load on to the system will not actually
overturn it and, thereby, perhaps mess up the
projections for the utility of electric vehicles which,
we are thinking, will be the case?
Professor MacKay: Well, here is how I am imaging
this might work: people will have a choice, you have
a choice when you go home to switch on whatever
appliances you want, but with a smart grid you could
be given another choice which is to tell your car,
“Get yourself charged by eight in the morning”, and
the car will be in charge of talking to the grid,
figuring out when is a good time to save you money
and get that charging done, so people will
understand, “I’m on this special contract”, pay as
you drive or whatever it may be called, “I know I get
a better deal if I just make sure that I’ve charged the
car in that way rather than demanding that it should
be charged at a particular time. I’m providing a
service to the grid and I’m getting a cheaper deal by
doing that”.
Mr Kidney: That makes your point that it has got to
be in place on both sides, which is right. Phil just
wants to say a bit about the cost.
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Mr Wynn Owen: Just a little bit more on the cost. I
was not clear where your figures came from, but our
figures suggest that the cost of each smart electricity
meter, excluding installation and the
communications infrastructure, could be no more
than £43 and each gas smart meter is estimated to
cost a little bit more, about £56, and it is anticipated
that these costs would be recouped in some way by
consumers through bills rather than upfront
payments. Our overall cost:benefit calculations
suggest that households with both electricity and gas
will, on average, save £28 a year on their bills by
2020, which is not insignificant. This is based on, in
my view, a relatively modest estimate of average
savings of 2% of gas consumption and 2.8% of
electricity consumption. Actually, ministers
announced that smart meters would be
accompanied by real-time displays, which are the
things you get in your kitchen or your living room
which tell you what you are using, and some of the
survey data we have suggests that the figures of
savings by households, once they are using those
real-time displays proactively to understand and
manage their consumption, rather like David did
under the stairs with his meter, the savings could be
substantially larger, so we will have to wait and see.

Q503 Sir Robert Smith: The real-time display, I have
certainly seen with my mother-in-law the dramatic
impact it has had on anything being left on in the
house, but last week we met in California with
SilverSpring Networks, a Silicon Valley company
involved in the rolling out of smart meters in other
countries, and they have a concern that for smart
meters and smart grids to work, they have to talk to
each other and there has to be a means of
communication as part of the roll-out for smart
meters. Wireless mesh technology seems to be the
preferred solution for the industry and for most of
the countries they work in, but their concern is the
lack of spectrum available in the UK to make this
possible to actually deliver it in the UK, and they see
a window of opportunity with a couple of spectrums,
the 872–876MHz and the 917–921MHz, where
Ofcom are currently consulting on its future. Has
there been any contact between the Department or
Ofgem and Ofcom on the availability of spectrum to
make the actual practical communication part of
smart meters work?
Mr Kidney: The thing I want to ask is: when you
went to California, did you take Simon Hughes’
advice and travel by train! The answer is yes, our
oYcials who are in charge of the scheme for smart
meters, having now settled the issue in this document
about the central communications system for the
roll-out, have been in talks with Ofcom about the
technology needs that we will have for that
communication system. We are aware of the wireless
option that you have mentioned from California,
but there are other options as well in the whole
system, third-generation broadband lines and even
GPS-type solutions, so they are all still on the table,
but the point is that we are discussing them all with
Ofcom as well as with the industry as we go forward.

Q504 Sir Robert Smith: Obviously, this is a company
which specialises in one solution, so it was probably
giving us quite a strong steer towards that solution,
but they did show all the weaknesses of the other
options. You are saying they are all on the table, but
I think their worry is that wireless mesh is not on the
table for much longer, depending what Ofcom
decide in the spring with that spectrum, so in terms
of joined-up regulation, is there any way to ensure
that, if wireless mesh turns out to be the right
solution and then we say, “Oh, but we haven’t got
any spectrum left”, do we lose out on that
operability?
Mr Kidney: I think that is a really good warning for
you to make which is very useful. If I say that I will
take that back to the oYcials and get that specific
point discussed with Ofcom, then maybe I will be
able to report back to you after that.

Q505 Sir Robert Smith: That would be useful. The
one other thing that did come out of it also is another
worry. How universal is smart metering going to be?
For someone in the Highlands in a granite house
which has no mobile phone reception, no GPS and
no broadband, is it the vision of the Department that
everyone in the country who has an electrical or gas
supply gets a smart meter, and is it universal in cost?
Mr Kidney: It is our vision that everybody will be
included. It is our vision that there will be unit costs
for the equipment installed that is added to people’s
bills so that it will not be extra because you are in a
remote location, but there might be some issues
about enhancing the method of communication
because of the remoteness, and what I had not
thought of until you just asked that question is
whether that cost would be added on to people’s bills
individually or whether actually, because it is a
national scheme, it is the same for everyone, and I
just need to double-check that point rather than give
you an answer I am not sure about.

Q506 Sir Robert Smith: You would hope it is
universal.
Mr Kidney: Of course you would.

Q507 Charles Hendry: Minister, in your opening
comments, you were saying how world-leading we
are in these areas.
Mr Kidney: Yes, I am glad you remembered!

Q508 Charles Hendry: I did remember because it was
quite relevant on smart metering because we have
got a target here for 2020. Sweden has every single
house smart-metered, Italy has every single house
smart-metered, Holland has every single house
smart-metered, and there are diVerent issues there
because we have got gas and electricity, so diVerent
challenges, but we have a continual consultation
programme. Do you pick up the frustration of
business and those who want to do this programme
that they could be rolling it out much smarter if the
right decisions were made? We are still installing
10,000 “dumb” meters a day rather than installing
any smart meters at all, so we are not actually seeing
the progress which is made, and the consultation
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programme which has just finished took a year and
has now resulted in a whole raft of new
consultations, not an implementation plan, but a
consultation about implementation and in some
stages they have double-staged consultation to
consult about what should be consulted about. Do
you not pick up from business their real frustration
that we could have the whole country or 99.5%
smart-metered by 2016–17 and we just need more
ambition in this?
Mr Kidney: If you want to claim that a Conservative
Government would be quicker because it can do it
all by 2016 for most of the country, but not all, then
I think you should be explicit about who does not get
the smart meter under your scenario. Our intent is
that every single home and business in the country
gets their smart meters for their electricity and their
gas. When you say other countries have got smart
meters, like Italy, there are meters and there are
meters when it comes to their levels of smartness. I
think it is important that we get the implementation
right before we set oV on this road, though there is
this issue that we are constantly building new houses
today and installing meters in them and should they
not be to the right standard, and that will be
something that gets very early attention in terms of
the implementation plan. Of course I can
understand companies, and there is one in my own
constituency, Elster Meters, who lobby ministers to
make early decisions because they would like it to be
their products that everybody buys to install in
people’s homes, so there is that kind of conflict
between suppliers to say, “Just make the decision
and make it our meter or make it a functionality that
suits us”. Clearly, once you make that decision, you
are going to upset some other people and it seems to
me right that we involve people at the beginning to
make the decisions rather than announce it and find
that some of them are extremely unhappy about it.

Q509 Miss Kirkbride: When D-Day actually arrives
and we start installing these meters, is it going to be
something that is done to us by the energy
companies, “It’s your road this week”, or, “You
might have to wait until 2016 or 2020 because we
haven’t got round to your road”, or are households
and businesses and everybody else going to say,
“Right, I want one of these. I will get in my own
contractor and get on with it now” so that we can
push it all a lot faster?
Mr Kidney: Well, once we have got the
implementation in place, there is no reason why
people should not be able to take the initiative and
say, “I’m having a smart meter put in my property
and have it connected to the new system”, so that is
fine. In terms of people who are going to have it done
to them because they are not going to get round to
doing it for themselves, what we have said as a result
of the consultation is that we are minded for it to be
area by area, so, just like the digital switchover that
is sweeping the country at the present time, you
would have these meters kind of sweeping the
country, and that is quite an undertaking bearing in
mind that it will be the energy supply companies
coming to your home and replacing your meters and

obviously in a street there could be myriad diVerent
suppliers and we want them all to come to the same
street at the same time. Part of the implementation
plan is, when you have decided that—

Q510 Miss Kirkbride: Why do they have to come to
the same street at the same time?
Mr Kidney: Sorry?

Q511 Miss Kirkbride: I am being told it is more
eYcient, but why is it more eYcient that they all
come at the same time?
Mr Kidney: To go area by area is certainly most
eYcient in terms of concentrating resources.

Q512 Miss Kirkbride: But, if it is a company that is
doing it and there are five companies in one street,
why can just one company not come and do theirs
when they want to do it and the other companies
come and do theirs when they want to?
Mr Kidney: Well, you have just taken the words right
out of my mouth. One of the points about the
consultation about the implementation is that we
would expect the industry themselves to want to
have eYcient arrangements where they kind of share
out the work between themselves so that they do not
all turn up at the same time.

Q513 Miss Kirkbride: So that there are five
companies, but one company does it?
Mr Kidney: Indeed.

Q514 Miss Kirkbride: But households would be able
to do it themselves if they want to because I think
there will be a lot of people who will want to press
ahead?
Mr Kidney: Of course.

Q515 Miss Kirkbride: Therefore, what is the point in
being forced ahead? If they did that, would they then
find that they are subsidising the bills of others who
waited, or will the cost that the companies are going
to pass on in bills be a cost that applies to everybody
and it is just divvied up with the number of
customers, or will it apply to the customer? If I go
ahead, will I find I subsidise other people’s because
I did not wait for my turn?
Mr Kidney: I have said in answer to an earlier
question that there will be a unit cost, so you will not
be penalised by being a first mover to subsidise
other people.

Q516 Chairman: We have talked a lot about
transport and we will not dwell on it for long, apart
from one question which is about the scrappage
scheme. It does not have any incentives in it really
for cleaning up vehicles. Should it not have had?
Mr Kidney: To be absolutely clear, the scheme was
announced to help at a very diYcult time in the
recession a very important sector in this country, the
car industry, and it was a business support measure
and it was a job support measure to keep people in
jobs. It was not designed to be an environmental
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measure at all. It turns out in the analysis that it has
had environmental benefits because people have
been trading in their old, dirty cars and they have
been choosing very fuel-eYcient cars, so they have
chosen vehicles that are 10% more eYcient than the
average new car and they have saved something like
just short of 30% on their emissions, on average,
compared to the cars that they have scrapped and
got oV the roads, so it turns out that there are good
environmental benefits from the scheme which has
possibly influenced the Chancellor’s mind in
choosing this boiler scrappage as the next step.

Q517 Chairman: In a sense, we were lucky, were we
not? The scheme could have been designed to ensure
that happened and have got greater dividends.
Mr Kidney: Yes, given that it was the worst recession
in my lifetime and we were responding positively and
as quickly as possible to the real danger of people
losing their jobs, I can understand why there was not
a huge amount of consultation, as Charles said
about consultations, to design an environmental
aspect to it as well, but do not forget in terms of the
car sector itself that we do have quite challenging
requirements on emissions from new cars and at a
European level the screw is tightening all the time to
make them more and more eYcient, and I think that
is the right way to go across the entire board in terms
of getting emissions down from motor vehicles.
Chairman: Let us move on and talk about market
mechanisms for stimulating renewables.

Q518 Dr Whitehead: We know the feed-in tariV is
going to come in in April 2010.
Mr Kidney: April 2010.

Q519 Dr Whitehead: How is the progress to getting
to that starting point going, in your view?
Mr Kidney: It has been going fine. We had a
consultation on proposed tariVs with huge interest
and lots of responses. We have analysed those
responses and next month we will report on our
conclusions, having taken into account people’s
representations.

Q520 Dr Whitehead: Some of those representations
have said that the overall tariV structure, both the
upper limit of the tariV and the amount, as it
happens, for solar PV, will not be suYcient actually
to carry out one of the aims of feed-in tariVs which
is obviously to overcome a number of the issues on
implementation of diVerent devices and, as we have
previously discussed, overcome the barrier of the
capital cost of introduction and the extent to which
that can be calculated as being oVset by the sort of
feed-in tariV that one will achieve. How do you
respond to the criticisms that actually the whole
system is weighted too far down the scale in terms of
rewards to actually achieve that outcome?
Mr Kidney: Well, I would expect the people who
want to sell the technology to push me to give more
and more incentives to people to buy their
technology. That is a kind of given and I understand

that and I respect them for having a go. There is a
balance of course in the additional amounts that we
are going to put up everybody’s electricity bill in
order to ensure that the people who receive the clean
energy cashback get a suYcient amount of money
from their eVorts, and that is my job, as the
politician, to get that public policy balance right.
What we did do in terms of working out the tariVs is
that we looked at international practice and we came
to the conclusion that roughly the rate of return that
people ought to be able to expect is between 5 and
8%, and we calculated the tariVs on that basis. We
calculated on the basis that we expected the income
to be tax-free, and then during the consultation this
question came up of could we guarantee that it was
tax-free and we had to ask the Chancellor to give
that guarantee and, happily, he did do in the Pre-
Budget Report. I think that has been quite
reassuring to the sector. Of course they would like
the rates to be higher than the ones we have
consulted upon and we got that message from their
responses to the consultation. What our decision is
on that you will see next month.

Q521 Dr Whitehead: In the original document that
went out for consultation on the feed-in tariVs, some
mention was made of intentions on the renewable
heat incentive and rather striking was the aim that,
even though the feed-in tariV stops at 50 megawatts’
production, the renewable heat incentive has no
ceiling on its production. Is that a firm intention, or
is that perhaps a hostage to fortune?
Mr Kidney: Well, we are yet to put our cards on the
table about the design of our renewable heat
incentive. If people ask why can that not come in in
April 2010, the answer is that, whilst there are feed-
in tariVs in many countries around the world and we
are able to learn from their experiences, we are not
aware of a scheme in the world for a renewable heat
incentive like this, so we are designing this one from
scratch, so we gave ourselves an extra year to do the
design and we have committed ourselves to commit
on our design as soon as possible, and in the next
month you will see our consultation which will
include issues like the one you have just raised.

Q522 Chairman: It sounds to me like you are going
to have a busy Christmas!
Mr Kidney: I love my work, so do not worry about
me!
Chairman: The 25th, put it in your diary!

Q523 Dr Whitehead: Talking about a busy
Christmas, one of the busy Christmas aims that you
have set out is “expanding and extending the
Renewables Obligation to enable it to deliver close
to 30% renewable electricity or more by 2020”. How
do you intend to do that? Are there further plans for
looking further at the banding of the RO or further
proposals in the pipeline for looking at the reliability
over a period of time of the RO, or are you satisfied
that the present structure after the feed-in tariV has
come in will achieve the aim you have set out?
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Mr Kidney: Could you just remind me of which
document you are quoting from because I cannot
remember my commitment about expanding the RO
further? Where has that come from?

Q524 Dr Whitehead: You did not actually commit
yourself to specifically extending the RO further, but
you said “expanding and extending the Renewables
Obligation” in general.
Mr Kidney: Where is that from though?
Dr Whitehead: It is from this piece of paper I have
got in front of me!

Q525 Chairman: It is the Renewable Energy
Strategy.
Mr Kidney: I think specifically that was when we
were having the discussions with the oVshore wind
industry about the diYculties they were having. Bear
in mind, we had only just announced the 1.5 ROCs
for them and they came back to us and said, “We’re
really, really in a diYcult position at the moment. It
needs to be more than 1.5”, so we were at the stage
in the Renewable Energy Strategy considering
making it more and we subsequently did announce
the two which start next April. In the meantime, just
to add to this, in Scotland they have been very
imaginative with their oVer of ROCs for wave and
tide. In this country, we are at two ROCs for wave
and tide at the present time, and the industry is
making representations that it should be more, so we
at the current time have got this working group
involved in the industry, chaired by Lord Hunt, to
devise a Marine Action Plan, and one of the issues
they are discussing is precisely that one, so, as we
have shown, we can be flexible and open-minded
about changing the design, but the important thing
is to give stability over time and that is why in the
Budget we set out the Renewables Obligation from
2027 to 2037 to reassure people that it is going to be
there for the long haul.

Q526 Dr Whitehead: In terms of that statement
being in the Renewable Energy Strategy and the
changes that have already been made to the
Renewables Obligation subsequent to that
statement being made, would you say that,
therefore, represents a settled picture as far as the
RO is concerned going forward, or do you think
further considerations ought to be had of how the
RO can actually engage with larger renewable
energy?
Mr Kidney: It is settled with that mechanism of the
Renewables Obligation for the long haul, and it is
very important for the industry to know that and we
are not going to start chopping and changing the
mechanisms, but, as we have shown with oVshore
wind and the number of ROCs, we do have the
flexibility to respond to changing circumstances if
the need arises and we are convinced of that. Even
in the Renewable Energy Strategy, we did announce
some other work that we are doing, for example, on
the headroom for the Renewables Obligation post-
2016 and this idea about a kind of a stabiliser price
for the Renewables Obligation certificates as well, so
in terms of the design we are not saying it is a shiny,

wonderful piece of design and it cannot possibly be
improved, but we are always open-minded and
listening to suggestions for improvement.

Q527 Dr Whitehead: You have expanded the
headroom, as you say, over a longer period. Do you
have mechanisms for actually looking to see whether
those arrangements actually work, ie, are you
tracking how those sorts of signals to the market, in
particular, will continue to stimulate investment,
and do you have mechanisms for changing those
particular indicators within the RO should you
consider they are not having the desired eVect in the
fairly early stage?
Mr Kidney: Yes, we track the eVects all the time. Just
to pick up on what you said, I have not extended the
headroom out for a longer period, I have extended
the Renewables Obligation out for a longer period to
2037, and we have discussed the idea that the
headroom that we presently give, which I think is
about 8%, might not be for the longer term suYcient
headroom and we have discussed the possibility of
making a bigger amount of headroom than 8%.

Q528 Dr Whitehead: But you would have to keep the
headroom going on with the extent of the RO?
Mr Kidney: Of course.

Q529 Dr Whitehead: And you are happy with that?
Mr Kidney: Well, I am happy with the fact that we
are open-minded, listening to arguments and willing
to make changes if they are justified.

Q530 Dr Whitehead: Have you considered the
proposal that has been put to us by the Sustainable
Development Commission that there should be
serious investigation and implementation of green
bonds in order to stimulate investment in
renewable energy?
Mr Kidney: Yes, definitely; we like green bonds and
we think the market should be delivering green
bonds now. We do not think everybody has to wait
for us to give them permission or for us to do it for
them.

Q531 Dr Whitehead: So do you not think that maybe
some framework for developing green bonds which
actually ties into some of the arrangements that are
being made for the development of green energy by
Government would be helpful in terms of getting the
market to introduce such bonds?
Mr Kidney: Because there was a time when I could
have said, and you would not have fallen about with
laughter, that we have a very well-developed
financial sector in this country and we can trust them
to get the design right, but today that is perhaps not
the right thing to claim for them. That is an
interesting idea. We do consider this all the time. We
have not at the moment got a proposal that we
would give guidance to the market about the design
of a green bond, but I will take it away and give some
more thought to it.

Q532 Sir Robert Smith: All of these strategies of
course do put the bill up for the consumer.
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Mr Kidney: Yes.

Q533 Sir Robert Smith: In your Fuel Poverty
Strategy, have you built in the reality that we are
going to be facing higher bills as part of achieving
our renewables?
Mr Kidney: The obvious answer to that question is
that, if prices are going to get higher, that is one of
the three factors that aVects fuel poverty. Given that
we are going to accept that the price does have to go
up to do this work because it is so important for
other reasons, tackling environmental damage and
giving energy security for the country, that third
element then is very important to us. It does mean
that we have to do more work on the other two of the
three legs of fuel poverty, so energy eYciency, hence
the Household Energy Management Strategy next
month, and people’s incomes, and that is where
issues like the winter fuel allowance and generally
people’s incomes are important issues for us. We
know all of those things. I cannot point to a line in
a document at the present time which tells you what
the solution is in each of those, but what I can say
is that we started the work of the Forum for a Just
Transition last week, which was set out in the Low
Carbon Transition Plan, and one of the issues there
where we bring together all the stakeholders, so the
consumer groups, industry, trade unions, the public
sector and so on, will be to make sure that no one is
left behind or disadvantaged by making the change.
Mr Wynn Owen: If I could just add to that, we were
very pleased that in the Pre-Budget Report the
Chancellor was able to make a further
announcement on the social price support which will
help more than one million more vulnerable
households with energy bill discounts by increasing
energy company support from the 150 million they
do at present to 300 million by 2013–14. We also
have a fuel poverty review currently under way, its
terms of reference can be found on our website, and
of course we monitor the eVects of all policies and
their likely incidence on households, so we made
clear, for instance, in our July Low Carbon
Transition Plan what the likely eVects on household
prices were going to be of all the policies in that
document and we keep that continuously under
review.
Mr Kidney: Just to add to that one thing which is
useful, next year we finally start the first data-
matching trial where we try to identify much more
accurately the people who are likely to be in fuel
poverty and deliver directly to them the benefit that
they need and, if that data-matching trial next year
works, I can see longer term that we would expand
the ability of the State and the energy companies to
share information for the benefit of customers who
might otherwise be in fuel poverty and not just then
deliver social price support for them, but the energy
eYciency package as well, and that better targeting is
something that previous committees have called for
and the Audit OYce have called for.

Q534 Chairman: We are coming towards the end of
our discussion, you will be pleased to know because
you have worked really hard—

Mr Kidney: I am quite enjoying this!
Chairman: Well, we will extend it for a bit longer! We
have spoken at various points about skills and new
green jobs and how you diversify, so let us just focus
on that for a moment or two.

Q535 Judy Mallaber: The social returns of jobs and
other areas in moving towards a greener economy
appear huge, and we all keep talking them up. Is the
Department doing any work to try to quantify those
gains, and could that then be used as further
justification for a larger stimulus to a low-carbon
economy?
Mr Kidney: Yes, whereas the kind of estimates for
growth in the economy at large are reasonably
modest in the next couple of years and then return
to trend, we estimate that the growth potential in the
low-carbon and environmental goods and services
sector is going to be over 4% a year between now and
2015, and that is very, very strong growth. I think
you were not here at the time, but I mentioned that
in the low-carbon and environmental goods and
services sector in this country we have got about
880,000 jobs dependent on that sector at the present
time and we estimate that by the middle of the next
decade that will be somewhere around 1.2 million, so
there are good gains to be made directly in that part
of the economy. The other thing I stressed before you
came was that really lots and lots of other jobs that
are strictly low-carbon and environmental goods
and services across the economy, as we go low-
carbon, will change in terms of the content of their
jobs and the skills that are needed to meet them, so
there is a kind of green element in most people’s jobs
and we do need to get the provision of skills training,
the qualifications and the expertise ready now
because we can see that is a big expansion that is
going to happen quite soon.

Q536 Judy Mallaber: Are you quantifying the other
social benefits, like reduced congestion, road traYc,
reduced pollution, et cetera? What attempt is being
made to actually quantify that and put it on paper?
We are talking about trying to give greater
reassurance to people in terms of going further down
this path and that would obviously help.
Mr Kidney: Well, I think people ask why are we
making all this eVort, and it is one thing to say that
there is a scary future out there if we do not make this
change because of very catastrophic climate change,
but another much more positive message is that we
can have a clean, green and prosperous future, and
the prosperity bit is the jobs in these sectors of the
economy and the clean and green is clearly better-
quality air, fewer unpleasant surprises in weather
incidents and, hopefully, better protection from
rising sea levels, so there are some very clear, positive
benefits for people. In terms of quantifying them,
given that things like unforeseen serious weather
incidents, which we think will get more and more
common, but still unforeseeable under some of the
climate change scenarios we are looking at, would be
averted, it is very diYcult to kind of quantify how
much you have averted, but we certainly want to
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give that message to people, that there are entirely
good, positive reasons why we should make the
change to a low-carbon economy.

Q537 Judy Mallaber: You just quoted figures on the
jobs, going back to the jobs front, which were
880,000 and 1.2 million. Which years were those for?
Mr Kidney: Today it is 880,000.

Q538 Judy Mallaber: And that is specifically? How
do you define that sector of jobs?
Mr Kidney: Again before you were here, we talked
about a report that we commissioned from a
company, Innovas, which reported in March of this
year which set out their definition of what they mean
by “low-carbon and environmental goods and
services”, and we now adopt that as what we mean
by specifically these green sectors that we are talking
about today, but I did stress that most jobs in the
country will have a shade of green in them by 2020,
but that one, their qualification involves the
renewable energy sector, the environmental sector
and, what they call, the emerging low-carbon sector.

Q539 Judy Mallaber: And the 1.2 million is a 2020
figure?
Mr Kidney: No, 2015.

Q540 Judy Mallaber: Yes, I was thinking that I
would have expected it to have risen more by 2020.
Do you have a 2020 estimate?
Mr Kidney: Not directly for that particular area. I
heard our Prime Minister on the television this
morning, talking about half a million new jobs in
this sector if there is a good deal at Copenhagen, but
beyond 2015 there is a huge potential range and I
think it becomes meaningless to give a very wide
range.

Q541 Judy Mallaber: You have already responded to
John to some extent on the way in which we are
ensuring we have the appropriate skills in the future.
When we saw Energy & Utility Skills, they
specifically highlighted the ageing workforce we
have in the power industries, so we know we have a
diYculty in ensuring that we can deliver the low-
carbon economy. How much money is going into
that area of work from Government to enhancing
the skills that we need and bringing people forward
to being able to ensure that we have a skilled
workforce for the low-carbon economy? What kinds
of levels of funding are we talking about?
Mr Kidney: That is quite diYcult to answer. Every
school in the country, every FE college and every
university will be delivering this and equipping
people with the skills for this low-carbon economy
of the future, so I would need to add up all the money
we are spending on schools, colleges and universities
to give you that figure. What I can say is that
specifically for power the EU Skills Council has
successfully persuaded the Government that there
should be a national skills academy for power. They
gave us an expression of interest several months ago
with one particular figure for the likely cost of setting
it up. We said that was okay, “Bring forward your

proposal”. By the time we got the business case, it
was double the figure they gave us at the expression
of interest stage which caused us quite some
diYculty in Government in finding the other 100%
of our contribution, but, by some dint of hard work
by ministers, myself included, in DBIS and DECC,
we have found the extra money to pay for that, so
there will be a public-private contribution to setting
up this national skills academy for power as long as
they get through the business case approval with
DBIS in January next year, so there is a specific
example of Government being determined to make
sure that money is not the obstacle in terms of
delivering the right skills, but it is such a big issue in
terms of delivering in schools, in colleges, in
universities and in the workplace through
apprenticeships, for example, and the new
technician class that the National Skills Strategy,
launched last month by Peter Mandelson, talks
about, which all need to be funded by a combination
of public funds and employers.

Q542 Judy Mallaber: It obviously creates a good
opportunity to potentially diversify the workforce
and to enable them to get opportunities to enter that
whole exciting, new area of work in the economy.
You talked about increasing opportunities for
people going into STEM areas of training and jobs,
and that is something that has been very much
highlighted in relation to trying to get more girls and
women into those areas and also diversifying the
workforce in other ways. Is that an area that you are
consciously looking at in terms of the work of the
Department and the other departments you work
with and, if so, how are you going to progress that?
Mr Kidney: Well, on the back of the National Skills
Strategy, my Department fully intends in the coming
months to stress the exciting opportunities in this
new low-carbon economy that we have got coming
towards us very quickly for every member of our
society. It is right that in some parts of the energy
sector it is male-dominated at the present time and
there is no reason why that should be, so we will be
stressing diversity of recruitment and trying to
capture the imagination of young people to go for
jobs in this sector because they will be doing
something extremely valuable for the future of the
planet, they will be very satisfying jobs, they will be
well-respected in our society and they will be well-
paid, so I think there is a really good oVer to be made
to people in the kinds of areas we are talking about.

Q543 Judy Mallaber: Some companies, like Rolls-
Royce locally to me, have a very good programme
and do try to get a range of people, men and women,
going into those areas. Are there specific ways in
which you can work with business to try to
encourage that as well of course as trying to
highlight the importance within schools?
Mr Kidney: Indeed, I have plans in the coming year
to work with ministers across Government, with the
providers of education and training directly, with the
people who give careers advice, with the employers
who need this pool for recruitment and with the
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various institutions, the professional institutions, in
order to give this positive message to as wide an
audience as possible.

Q544 Judy Mallaber: You have obviously
mentioned a number of other departments and
organisations that you work with and you are bound
to tell me that you all work together completely
harmoniously, all very co-ordinated, proper joined-
up government, but what are the barriers that you
have found to working with other government
departments to co-ordinate the areas of work you
have been talking about? There must have been
problems, so would you like to tell us about them?
Mr Kidney: I think the barriers are the practical ones
that people are very busy in their day jobs and to get
them to lift up their eyes from the immediate jobs in
front of them to think of ones that kind of
tangentially aVect their department because they
have come from another department is quite a
challenge, but I can tell you that I have had very
harmonious relations, for example, in the run-up to
the production of the National Skills Strategy,
myself and Kevin Brennan of DBIS worked very
well together on the work that was needed for that,
and in other areas of this sector, I have had very good
relations with ministers in other departments who
are crucial to the success of this, so I think getting
over the practical problems of the busy lives of
ministers and civil servants with their day jobs to
concentrate on things which really matter to the
country.

Q545 Judy Mallaber: Are there any organisations or
sectors in the field that you are having diYculty with
or are a bit disappointed at their lack of
commitment?
Mr Kidney: No, if we are talking still about skills, the
vision that we have got is that nationally
Government’s advice will come through the UK
Commission on Employment and Skills and that in
delivery terms we will be relying on the sector skills
councils and on the regional development agencies
to be the deliverers. We find that everybody is
completely up for this and we have seen some very
innovative working between both the private sector
and sector skills councils and regional development

agencies, and a very good example would be the
South West of England, which is one of the low-
carbon economic areas, where they have all come
together to get their skills map done for the marine
sector. In your own region, the East Midlands, we
have seen some really good work from sector skills
councils and EMDA, your development agency, in
developing the skills for energy kind of brand which
they have got a number of employers and FE
colleges working collaboratively on. I mentioned
earlier the seven sector skills councils and the ECITB
who came together to develop a renewable energy
skills strategy between them, so I am pleased and
proud when people work together for the benefit of
the country in those ways and that is what I
encourage.

Q546 Chairman: We are going to wind up now, but
there is just one final question. You said at the
Committee on Climate Change that, in a sense, the
challenge is to police your bit and in their October
report, a good report, they said that there needed to
be a step-change to achieve your carbon budgets. Is
that a fair comment?
Mr Kidney: It is definitely a fair comment that the
country needs a step-change to get to where we need
to be in 2020 and in 2050. I would say that the UK
Low Carbon Transition Plan actually already set out
a step-change and I would say that the Climate
Change Committee is reinforcing that message and
certainly pushing us to make sure that the policies
are put in place so that the kind of fine words of the
Act, the low-carbon budgets and the Transition Plan
are all converted into the action that is needed to
make the changes, but, just to add to my workload
over Christmas, we will be responding, as we are
required to do, to the report of the Climate Change
Committee next month.

Q547 Chairman: Phil, Professor David and Minister
David, thank you all very much. It has been a very
useful discussion and I am conscious that there is a
lot of work to do, but I am also reminded that you
promised one or two bits of paper for us, so thank
you for coming, all of you; it has been a good
meeting.
Mr Kidney: You are welcome. Thank you very
much.
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Written evidence

Memorandum submitted by Air Products PLC

About Air Products PLC

Air Products is the world’s largest hydrogen manufacturer and the market leader in hydrogen fuelling
stations, having built over 100 stations and completed more than 90,000 safe vehicle fuellings. The company
is leading eVorts to develop a hydrogen infrastructure here in the United Kingdom, having supplied
hydrogen fuelling facilities to Transport for London, the University of Birmingham, the University of
Loughborough, Yorkshire Forward (Rotherham), CnEs Stornoway and Camden Council. These innovative
projects represent the first steps in establishing hydrogen’s place in the UK energy mix.

1. Executive Summary

1.1 Air Products is concerned that the UK is failing to prioritise the need to invest in hydrogen. As a
transport fuel, hydrogen is a reality today and the UK is at a tipping point in terms of the need for
investment.

1.2 Hydrogen and the necessary infrastructure can address long term issues associated with carbon
emissions, air pollution, safety and energy storage.

1.3 A “hydrogen fuel cell—electric hybrid” vehicle solves the problems associated with both emissions
by conventional vehicles at the point of use and the inability of electric vehicles to oVer equivalent range
and performance of conventional vehicles. “Hydrogen fuel cell—electric hybrid” vehicles provide the same
value proposition as the petrol/diesel vehicles we drive today.

1.4 Hydrogen is also a solution to the problem of intermittent energy associated with some forms of
renewable energy and the demands that electric cars would put on the grid.

1.5 Government procurement has the potential to drive hydrogen towards commercialisation. However
it can also undermine the roll out of hydrogen development by focusing only on electric vehicles and
recharging infrastructure.

1.6 Investment in low carbon technologies has the power to drive the UK economy and generate new
jobs across sectors, including manufacturing and research.

1.7 New plasma gasification and molten carbonate fuel cell technologies are being positioned for UK roll
out by Air Products to allow the generation of renewable power and/or green hydrogen from biogas or
municipal solid waste thereby helping the government achieve multiple objectives.

2. Has the Government done enough in its stimulus package?

2.1 The £250 million investment pledged by the Government into ultra low carbon vehicles is welcome.
It is crucial that the UK Government builds the infrastructure for low carbon vehicles and oVers incentives
for the purchase of low carbon vehicles.

2.2 The proposals for low carbon transport announced in the budget were, however, too focused on the
short term solution of plug-in electric vehicles. All of the £250 million additional funding is going towards
electric cars, with the vast majority used as an incentive for consumers to buy electric powered vehicles and
to build the recharging infrastructure.

2.3 The Government should not neglect the need to build a wider technological infrastructure needed to
support hydrogen fuel cell—electric hybrid vehicles as part of this initiative.

2.4 Centralised green hydrogen and synthesis gas production technologies should be also supported and
not just hydrogen fuel cell applications in order to facilitate a wider industry transition to green technologies
to allow the majority of supplies to the new hydrogen applications to be sustainable.

3. Which technologies have the biggest potential?

3.1 The future of low carbon technologies will include a mixture of diVerent technologies and solutions.
One of the key transformational technologies that will be in that mix is hydrogen fuel cell technology. UK
investment in hydrogen fuelling infrastructure and hydrogen production technology is already starting to
tackle the carbon emissions that are causing climate change and cutting air pollution in our cities. The UK
has the potential to be a leader in hydrogen technologies creating jobs and driving the UK economy.

3.2 It is important that the Government does not only focus its energies on traditionally supported
renewable energy sources at the expense of energy sources which can provide multiple products including
green hydrogen. These other “sustainable” energy sources have larger carbon footprints equivalent to
renewable, but they have the potential to leap frog existing technologies if given the right government
support.
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3.3 A “hydrogen fuel cell—electric hybrid” vehicle has a much broader user-potential than current plug-
in electric vehicles. The batteries used to power electric vehicles cannot oVer the same range, performance
and refuelling time of a conventional vehicle and will therefore be attractive only to a niche market. By
contrast, electric-hydrogen hybrid vehicles can compete with conventional vehicles in terms of range,
performance and refuelling time and like electric vehicles give oV no emissions at the point of use.

3.4 Hydrogen also addresses the further problem of air pollution. The only emissions from a hydrogen
vehicle, at the point of use, are water and energy. The UK is subject to the highest levels of dangerous traYc
fumes of any country in Europe and most of these fumes are focussed on Britain’s cities. Air pollution is
linked to respiratory disease, strokes and lower life expectancy as well as more minor ailments like eye and
lung irritation.

3.5 A further benefit of hydrogen is that it addresses problems associated with the intermittent energy
generated by renewable energy sources. The UK oVers a vast resource in terms of renewable energy sources.
In the future, it may be possible to generate large amounts of energy from this island’s access to oVshore
wind and tidal power. There have, however, been problems identified with wind and other renewable forms
of energy because of their intermittent nature. The outcome of sourcing energy from most renewables is that
the energy supply is subject to uncontrollable conditions, including seasonal variation and is therefore not
available on demand.

3.6 For intermittent renewable energy sources to be eVective there needs to be facilities for the energy
produced to be stored and large-scale electricity storage is not possible with current technologies. Batteries
are not suitable for this purpose because they typically lose energy over time and so would not be eVective
for long term energy storage. By contrast, hydrogen is a very eYcient energy carrier. Excess energy created
by a renewable energy source can therefore be used to generate hydrogen, which can be converted back to
electricity to feed the grid when required or alternatively used to fuel cars.

3.7 In addition, electric cars all being charged for several hours at a time during the same period of time
stands to put considerable pressure on the grid and could potentially lead to “brown outs”. Hydrogen would
be able to take some of the pressure oV of the grid by reducing the amount cars that are charged.

3.8 Plasma gasification plants and “bio gas energy stations” also oVer tremendous potential to produce
heat, power and hydrogen from renewable sources.

3.9 The UK regions have begun to already invest in hydrogen and infrastructure but it needs political
support and further investment if the UK is to realise its potential to be a leader in low carbon transport.

4. What is needed to achieve the development and deployment of them?

4.1 Hydrogen should be included in the RTFO as a matter of urgency.

4.2 The potential of supplying hydrogen and power from renewable feedstocks should be recognised in
terms of improved support as a facilitator for future positioning of green hydrogen supply technology for
when the vehicle market begins to open.

4.3 Sustainable green hydrogen supply from sources which have the option to supply both power and
hydrogen should have the incentives for hydrogen supply equalised to that of power ie RoCs and other
power support methods.

4.4 A minimum zero or ultra low emission quota for large car companies should be considered to
accelerate the introduction of clean vehicles.

4.5 The incentive applied to electric cars should also apply specifically to hydrogen vehicles. Hydrogen
vehicles are a form of electric vehicle only that the power is coming from a fuel cell rather than a battery or
both. Even if this is not something that consumers can act on immediately, it would demonstrate that the
UK Government has not discounted the potential of hydrogen and keep it in the forefront of people’s minds.

4.6 In order to deliver the full potential of hydrogen as a low carbon fuel a hydrogen infrastructure,
including the means to distribute hydrogen from the producer to the end user, to be created (ie fuelling
stations). Hydrogen vehicles need to be produced in higher numbers to create economies of scale. It should
be recognised in Government policy that the technology exists today to mass produce hydrogen powered
vehicles and to put in place the necessary infrastructure. Daimler, Honda and Toyota have all said they
expect the first stage mass production of hydrogen vehicles to begin to occur between 2013 and 2015. This
is likely to be before any serious family sized, mass produced battery vehicle will.

4.7 Government investment in hydrogen powered fleets, as Transport for London is doing by using five
hydrogen buses on a bus route from 2010, will be essential in moving these vehicles from demonstration to
a commercial phase. Public procurement can make new technologies more cost eVective by bringing the
technology down its cost curve, more visible and can help to reduce the early adopter risk of investing in
these technologies and thereby encourage their further development.

4.8 The car scrappage scheme is a welcome policy in terms of its potential impact on consumers
purchasing. It is disappointing, however, that the Government has sought, through this scheme, to subsidise
the car industry in the UK by encouraging people to buy new cars, without insisting on research,
development and deployment that would hasten the move away from conventional fuels.
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5. How realistic are the Committee on Climate Change’s projections for the use of diVerent types of new
technologies?

5.1 The projections made by the Committee on Climate change are very conservative in their expectations
for hydrogen. They suggest that hydrogen does not have a future for all forms of transport and that they
will only be an option should battery technologies fail to materialise.

5.2 In fact, hydrogen vehicles are closer to commercialisation than many think. Hydrogen is already a
realistic transport fuel today. In California an extensive hydrogen powered fleet already exists with further
plans to extend the network of fuelling stations. Honda recently announced it will put hydrogen vehicles on
sale in selected show rooms within the next five years.

5.3 The primary production method envisaged for sustainable hydrogen throughout much of the King
report has been via wind energy and electrolyser. In actual fact, whilst there will be a niche for green
electrically produced hydrogen, it will not be the primary method used to achieve the most reliable, lowest
cost product. Energy stations and plasma gasification processes oVer substantially reduced costs at scales
industry will require to deliver the necessary quantities. Hydrogen liquefaction integrations with other
process plant have been patented and designed and are waiting for the volumes to materialise before
companies begin to commit to build them.

5.4 If industry has to pay a realistic price for carbon emitting solutions to avoid such costs will become
more commercial. They will likely be large scale and reliable. These will oVer the building blocks for the
future sustainable hydrogen economy.

6. How important is it to the UK economy that it becomes a leading developer and exporter of low carbon
technologies? What Government policy needs to be in place to do this?

6.1 Investing in the development of hydrogen in the UK is one of a number of ways that the UK can seize
the opportunity to become a world leader in the environmental markets. Other countries, including Japan
and the US State of California are already investing heavily in research and development around hydrogen
and fuel cell technologies through “hydrogen highway” initiatives.

6.2 The UK has some of the most innovative fuel cell companies in the world. Investment in new green
technologies, such as hydrogen fuel cells, has the potential to generate new sources of revenue for the UK
as well as new skilled jobs. A large number of permanent scientific and industrial jobs could be created from
manufacturing parts, to building the hydrogen infrastructure and developing technology. Government
needs to ensure that development and scientific expertise is not leached away from the UK by countries
which oVer an accelerated market penetration potential in the early stages of this technology transition.

7. Are we seeing impacts of a downturn on demand and investment in low carbon technologies? If so, how can
this be addressed given the need to meet long term targets? What obstacles to investment are there?

7.1 We believe we are seeing companies be much more selective in the technologies they pursue. Larger
companies are not commercialising the innovations of the entrepreneurial SME sector. Some companies are
hoping to delay market change because investment in new manufacturing and plant cannot be made at
the moment.

7.2 In general hydrogen business is down 20% because oil demand is down and electronics/consumer
products are down.

May 2009

Memorandum submitted by the Association of Electricity Producers (AEP)

Executive Summary

— There is an opportunity for the UK to create a green economy and position itself in order to take
advantage of the emerging industries needed to achieve the emissions targets.

— Long-term, stable policy from Government, providing an attractive investment climate, is needed
for the UK to take advantage of the opportunity and to achieve the ambitious carbon emission
reductions targets.

— The key driver needed from the policy framework is a long-term carbon pricing mechanism. While
the carbon market matures, we recognise that additional incentives will be required to bring
forward the deployment of emerging technologies.

— Strong agreement must be reached in Copenhagen in order to achieve the carbon emission
reductions needed to tackle climate change. The UK has set itself challenging national targets on
climate change and may therefore be at a competitive disadvantage if the international agreement
is not ambitious enough.
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About AEP

1. The Association of Electricity Producers (AEP) represents large, medium and small companies
accounting for more than 95% of the UK electricity generating capacity, together with a number of
businesses that provide equipment and services to the generating industry. Between them, our members
embrace all of the generating technologies used commercially in the UK, from coal, gas and nuclear power,
to a wide range of renewable energies. These companies will also provide a substantial part of the investment
in new generation capacity necessary to ensure security of electricity supply and help fulfil the UK’s carbon
reduction and renewable energy ambitions.

Opportunities

2. In order to meet the UK’s climate change, energy security and renewable energy ambitions, a major
programme of investment in new low carbon electricity generation capacity will be required at a cost of over
£100 billion. That investment is only a stepping stone towards achieving a carbon neutral power generation
sector by 2050. Much of this investment will be in innovative and zero carbon technology. AEP supports
the appropriate deployment of all forms of low carbon electricity production and associated infrastructure,
including renewable energy, new nuclear power and new, more eYcient fossil-fuelled generation and Carbon
Capture and Storage (CCS) technology. The Association considers that all forms of electricity generation
technologies should be considered equally in order to achieve carbon neutral electricity generation.

3. In light of this, the UK is therefore presented with the opportunity to invest in a low-carbon electricity
portfolio and the economic benefits of this investment could be substantial. There is an economic
opportunity for the UK to use existing transferable skilled labour from other sectors, and invest in new
skilled labour, in order to capitalise on the global and domestic need to move away from carbon intensive
technologies to low-carbon options. As mentioned above, significant investment is needed to move towards
the target of an 80% reduction in carbon emissions in the UK by 2050 and strategic application of UK and
EU energy policy instruments is the key to achieving a successful trajectory towards the current target. There
is an opportunity for the UK to lead other countries and present itself as an attractive option for global
investors looking to select sites for investment in low-carbon technologies. This investment environment
should be cross-sectoral in order to maximise the potential of a green economy and also facilitate faster
technological development through information sharing between diVerent sectors. The UK government
targets are also more likely to be achieved by sharing emissions reductions across all sectors including
manufacturing, commerce, transport and households.

4. With growing support in the international community for ambitious targets for reducing greenhouse
gas emissions there is a strong possibility of a new international agreement being reached at Copenhagen in
December 2009. In this scenario there will be large demand for skilled labour, technology and innovation
to pursue the agreed goals. Stable long-term policy is needed to ensure the UK is in a position to compete
with other nations by being an attractive place to invest. In a secure policy regime, the UK can become a
leading developer and an exporter of low-carbon technologies, and therefore be well placed to meet the
demand in skills and products necessary for achieving targets set in Copenhagen. A satisfactory
international agreement under which all countries accept emissions reduction targets would also help to
resolve issues of industrial competitiveness that currently arise between the EU 27 and the rest of the world.

5. If the UK becomes a leading developer of innovative low-carbon technologies, it could rely less on
factors out of its control which may aVect it adversely, such as a reliance on imported equipment and skilled
labour. These commodities were in high demand worldwide prior to the current economic downturn, which
drove price increases and raised the overall costs of projects. There might be an economic reward for the UK
for being a leading developer and exporter of low-carbon technologies in preparation for the recovery in
investment in these technologies.

Policy Framework Required

6. The Association considers the Committee for Climate Change’s projections ambitious. The UK
carbon emissions targets should be set to reflect an acceptable balance between the overall goal and its cost
burden on society. The Association considers that a wide range of electricity generation technologies will be
required in order to achieve carbon neutral electricity generation, and reach the associated carbon emissions
reduction targets.

7. We consider that, faced with the uncertainty in determining the most cost eVective solution and the
need for certainty for investors, Government should design a policy framework that is flexible enough to
adapt to accommodate emerging technologies over time. Long-term, stable policy around a market-based
framework would be a prerequisite for the UK to achieve world leader and developer status.

8. Currently, companies with a strong cash balance are suitably positioned to secure funding and invest
in the UK. However, there needs to be long-term policy stability and the right scope for innovation to ensure
that fledgling markets are not killed oV.
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9. The potential role for public policies can be a very positive one; Government has the opportunity to
provide leadership and guidance, but the solutions should be drawn from the market. It is also important
for UK and international policies to be consistent to prevent a loss in competitiveness for the UK. Extra
demands placed upon UK industries, not shared by key competitors, could translate into a competitive
disadvantage.

Drivers for a Low-Carbon Economy

10. The Association considers that the primary driver for investment, leading to development and
deployment of low-carbon technologies in the UK, is a carbon price. At the moment there is no long-term
carbon price formation mechanism. Post-2020 and investment may be delayed because of that. Current
trading patterns show the EU ETS price is dictated by the short-term switching opportunities between
abatement options. UK and EU energy policy should aim to facilitate a steady climate for long-term
investment in low-carbon technologies and the Government must avoid “picking winners”.

11. While the carbon market matures, we recognise that additional incentives will be required to bring
forward the deployment of renewable energy and other emerging technologies. We consider that the
Renewables Obligation has been successful to date in bringing forward the renewable technologies that are
closest to market, although growth has been constrained by the planning process and a lack of grid
connections. However, we recognise that additional measures will be required if the UK is to meet the target
of 30–35% of electricity from renewables by 2020, as suggested in the Renewable Energy Strategy published
by BERR in June 2008.

International Context

12. A successful outcome of the international talks in Copenhagen is important to the future success of
the UK’s energy policy. The UK has led by example on climate change and reducing greenhouse gas
emissions through the Climate Change Act and Carbon Budgets. These eVorts will be in vain unless a strong
agreement is reached on an international level. The UK Government has put into place extensive legislation
to steer the UK toward a green economy, and without a strong agreement being reached in Copenhagen
there is a risk that the emissions reductions targets could have a negative impact on the competitiveness of
the UK. UK action on climate change needs to be accompanied by international action in order to ensure
global reductions in greenhouse gas levels and, on a national scale, competitiveness. The problems presented
by climate change are of global importance; to address them eVectively, the response must be international.

May 2009

Memorandum submitted by Baxi Group UK

Summary

1. As a manufacturer of a range of low carbon heating technologies, Baxi Group welcomes this timely
inquiry into the role that low carbon technology should play in the future green economy.

2. Domestic CO2 emissions account for 27% of total UK emissions in 2005 and over three quarters of
energy used in the home is for heating and hot water. Yet there are over four million of the most ineYcient
permanent pilot boilers and around 17 million of the non-condensing variety still in operation in the UK
today. This is despite the availability of easily installed, high eYciency condensing boilers on the market for
a number of years.

3. The UK also has the most extensive gas grid network in Europe, reaching into a great majority of
homes and providing low cost heating and hot water comfort to millions of people.

4. In a paper published in January this year,1 National Grid estimated that up to half the country’s
domestic gas heating could be met by turning waste into biogas. In cost terms, National Grid estimated that
biogas would be a similar price to other renewable energy sources. However, because the country already
has an extensive gas grid, there would be little need for disruptive infrastructure development or any major
inconvenience to consumers in their homes or in their streets.

5. Government must better understand the realities of the energy sector in the UK if it wants to achieve
ambitious CO2 reduction targets. Even if a carbon neutral electricity grid through Nuclear and renewables
can be delivered by 2050, the cable network in the UK would not have the capacity to cope with 21 million
homes switching to electricity based heating.

6. Greater emphasis needs to be placed on developing installer skills and the roll out of “transition
technologies” such as flue heat recovery, eYcient condensing boilers and micro-CHP. A Green New deal
should be aimed at all aspects of energy consumption within the UK’s homes and businesses, developing
skills at all points in the supply chain.

1 “The potential for Renewable Gas in the UK” A paper by National Grid, January 2009 http://www.nationalgrid.com/NR/
rdonlyres/9122AEBA-5E50-43CA-81E5-8FD98C2CA4EC/32182/renewablegasWPfinal1.pdf
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7. In our report “Home Heating; It’s time for a step change”,2 published in September 2008, Baxi set out
its view, in line with many in the sector that the Government and industry need to work together to drive
change towards a low carbon economy harder and faster.

8. A response to specific questions in the call for evidence is set out below. We would be happy to provide
further evidence to this inquiry if the Committee would like additional information.

The Baxi Group

9. Baxi Group plc is a leading European heating group which provides a wide range of heating and home
comfort products. We employ over 5,000 people across Europe.

10. In recognition of the need to encourage renewable energy and reduce CO2 emissions, Baxi has
developed a range of renewable and low carbon oVerings for consumers. Including the Baxi Solarflo, Baxi
Geoflo, Baxi Combined Heat and Power and Baxi Biomass Solid Fuel Heating systems, we oVer the largest
range of renewable and low carbon products on the market.

11. Baxi, will shortly be launching the Ecogen, a groundbreaking new Micro-Combined Heat and Power
product, that allows householders to generate their own electricity, whilst meeting all the hot water and
heating demands within the home.

12. As a leader in conventional home heating technology, Baxi recognises the need to radically alter the
status quo and has invested heavily in the largest portfolio of sustainable energy technologies of any
manufacturer in the UK market. We fully intend to be at the forefront of the move towards sustainable
energy and the creation of an energy revolution.

Response to Specific Questions

13. Firstly, we congratulate the Committee for its focus on “low carbon” rather than “renewable”
technologies. Renewables undoubtedly have a role to play in meeting our energy policy goals, however, too
often; policymakers within Government have been focussed on renewable targets and decarbonisation of the
electricity grid, whilst many low hanging “equally CO2 saving” fruit in the home heating sector are ignored.

14. The package of incentives announced in the budget and the recent Heat and Energy Saving Strategy
are welcome, however they fail to get to the root of the huge task of tackling CO2 emissions from the
26 million homes in the UK.

15. Mass market roll out of low carbon microgeneration technologies alongside gas grid and electricity
grid decarbonisation should be a medium to long-term goal. In the near term energy eYciency measures such
as flue heat recovery can kick-start the move towards a low carbon economy, providing benefits to UK plc
through reduced energy consumption, greater energy security and job creation in installation, maintenance,
manufacturing and sales.

What opportunities exist for the creation of a green new deal whilst pursuing a low carbon economy? Which
technologies have the biggest potential? Has the Government done enough in its stimulus package?

16. A Green New deal should be aimed at the upstream and downstream aspects of energy consumption
within the UK’s homes and businesses, developing skills at all points in the supply chain. This will naturally
include renewable and low carbon infrastructure projects such as de-carbonization of grid electricity and
biomethane injection.

17. Technologies aimed at the domestic retrofit market and at the 1.6 million annual boiler replacement
market have huge potential for CO2 saving. In tackling this market, Baxi believe that the first step should
be to reach out to the 80,000 or so installers currently involved in this sector. This fragmented community of
small businesses is key not only to the eventual roll out of microgeneration, but also for roll out of transition
technologies such as the installation of band A boilers and flue heat recovery or micro-CHP. Yet support
for training and basic information provision is minimal.

2 “Home Heating; It’s time for a step change” http://www.baxi.co.uk/docs/Heating Our Homes Sustainably.pdf
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18. The figure below illustrates our preferred approach to improving the way homes in the UK are heated:

Current situation Improve existing
product efficiences

Adopt renewable
technologies

Decarbonise gas
& electricity grid
Mass market
adoption of LZC
technologies

Inefficient boiler
park.
Early adopter LZC
& renewable

Bolier efficiences.
Passive flue heat
recovery.
mCHP

Solar
Biomass
Wind
Hydro

Heat pumps
Community htg
(CHP).
Heat boxes

2009                                                                                            2020

How realistic are the Committee on Climate Change’s projections for the use of diVerent types of new
technologies? What is needed to achieve the development and deployment of them?

19. Baxi believes that the Climate Change Committee’s projection for the use of low carbon technologies
is appropriate for the long term, however greater focus could have been provided on transition technologies
available now or in the next few years.

20. By 2050, UK homes may all be super insulated and heated using a heat pump powered by a virtually
carbon neutral electricity grid, however we can expect every home in the UK to have at least two heating
system upgrades between now and then. We should therefore not rule out technologies, simply because they
don’t take us all the way in the first hit.

21. A report to Government last year by consultants Element Energy illustrated the potential of
microgeneration to achieve CO2 saving. The report3 illustrated both our own, and the industry’s view that
low carbon and sustainable microgeneration technologies can make an important contribution to achieving
CO2 reduction targets. The report projected that under the optimum policy scenarios, annual savings in the
UK of up to 30 mega-tonnes of CO2 could be achieved through installation of microgeneration by 2030,
equivalent to removing the emissions from all Heavy Goods Vehicles and Buses from UK roads.

What are the most important drivers, nationally and internationally, for a low carbon economy in the UK? To
what extent do the outcomes of the international negotiations at Copenhagen matter?

22. At a policy level, national and international targets are important in encouraging action by
Government. However, actual savings will be delivered by consumers and businesses, who often have little
interest or comprehension of the “bigger picture”.

23. The most important drivers at the domestic level are aVordability and compatibility with existing
patterns of consumer behaviour. Technologies which enable consumers to save CO2 at minimal cost and
disruption to their daily lives are likely to be adopted sooner than those which are expensive and require
wholesale changes. The role of Government should therefore be to create a policy framework that provides
incentives for CO2 saving behaviour such as replacement of an old ineYcient heating system by a band A
boiler.

How important is it to the UK economy that it becomes a leading developer and exporter of low carbon
technologies? What Government policy needs to be in place to do this?

24. The announcement of £405 million in the budget to support low carbon industries and advanced
green manufacturing is welcome, however the Government has so far been vague on the detail of this
support.

25. There are numerous examples of other countries within the EU that have utilised Government policy
to become a leading player for specific low carbon industries such as solar photovoltaics. Despite the much
vaunted decline of UK manufacturing, the UK still has many innovative organisations capable of
manufacturing carbon technologies and these should be supported further.

3 “The Growth Potential for Microgeneration in England, Wales and Scotland, 2008” http://www.berr.gov.uk/files/
file46003.pdf
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26. Baxi has invested in the development of a new manufacturing facility in Preston, N.E England, for its
Ecogen micro-CHP unit, due for commercial launch later this year. This facility has already created around
100 jobs, Baxi hope to produce Ecogen units for the domestic and international markets.

Are we seeing impacts of a downturn on demand and investment in low carbon technologies? If so, how can this
be addressed given the need to meet long term targets? What obstacles to investment are there?

27. At the household level, the current economic conditions have clearly led to a downturn in the UK
heating market as consumers choose to repair, rather than replace faulty older heating systems. In its draft
Heat and Energy Saving Strategy, Ministers raised the possibility of green finance and low cost home owner
loans for energy saving improvements. Baxi would like to see these proposals accelerated to stimulate growth
in the market for low carbon home heating and energy eYciency improvements.

What is the potential role for public procurement and policies such as the 2016 zero carbon homes target in
driving investment, development and job creation?

28. Zero carbon homes will clearly be an important long term driver for low carbon technologies,
however even in buoyant market conditions two years ago, the UK was only building just 170,000 homes
a year compared to around 26 million already in existence. This figure is likely to be even lower under the
current economic downturn.

29. New regulations need to be introduced to tackle the energy eYciency of existing housing stock, such
as requiring the replacement of permanent pilot boilers, or requiring property to achieve a minimum energy
performance level before sale or lease is permitted.

May 2009

Memorandum submitted by the British Electrotechnical and Allied Manufacturers Association (BEAMA)

BEAMA

1. BEAMA represents over 350 companies in the Electrotechnical Industries in the UK who employ over
137,000 people and have a combined annual turnover of more than £13 billion. Our members provide
building and infrastructure technologies and products that influence all generation eYciencies, electricity
use and system energy losses as well as related UK carbon emissions and carbon abatement technologies.

2. BEAMA welcomes the opportunity to submit evidence to the Energy and Climate Change Committee
inquiry into Low Carbon Technologies in a Green Economy, and looks forward to further engaging with
the Committee on this Inquiry as it progresses. BEAMA is available to provide supplementary written
evidence to the Committee, and would welcome the opportunity to provide oral evidence in due course.

Executive Summary

3. BEAMA believes that significant opportunity exists for the creation of a “green new deal” in the UK
through existing technologies, provided that the right framework is put in place. For example, the use of
BEAMA members’ products has the potential to lead to an almost 6% reduction in overall UK primary
energy demand.

4. Some of the technologies that have the biggest potential for delivering a low carbon economy are smart
metering systems, advanced heating controls, Building Automation Systems (BACS) and lighting controls.

5. For the Government’s climate change-driven policies to be successfully implemented, it is vital that
business accepts that it will benefit overall from investment in the development of energy eYcient low carbon
technologies. Accordingly, it is our intention for the electrotechnical sector to take a proactive approach to
fully understand the opportunities and deliver the solutions that will help Government meet its ambitious
targets.

6. For its part, Government should recognise that energy and carbon emission reductions will only come
about through manufacturers achieving profitability by developing, testing and marketing new energy
saving products. BEAMA would like to see Government fully support the development and deployment of
promising technologies and, furthermore, BEAMA believes that the Government must regard the industry
as partners, not as opposition.

7. A key area in which BEAMA believes Government and industry need to work in closer partnership is
overcoming the lack of consumer awareness about the energy saving products available on the marketplace
and the often simple steps that need to be taken to deliver eYciency savings.

8. BEAMA welcomes the Government’s commitment to making the UK the world’s foremost
destination for low carbon investment. We believe that Government can help to ensure this by making long-
term policy decisions and announcements that will enable industry to bring the most appropriate products
to market.
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9. Good recent examples of long term policy decisions include the long-term commitment to building zero
carbon homes by 2016, the phasing out of incandescent lamps by 2011 and the three year advance notice of
the switch to condensing boiler installations in 2005. Long-term policy decisions provide a context for
specific sectors of the market to recognise why they need to change and to work with their suppliers to
identify the right solutions.

10. In addition, enhanced skills and training are key to the UK becoming one of the world’s foremost
destinations for low carbon investment. BEAMA would specifically recommend Government skills policy
focuses on involvement with and encouragement for industry training initiatives, further analysis of skills
and training needs, and an improved understanding of the training road map.

11. Public procurement is an opportunistic area to set more rigorous standards much earlier. The benefits
of this are to establish the credibility and performance of “new” technologies, to drive a focus on lifetime
costing approaches rather than just capital cost, and to ensure that the public sector is setting the right
example.

12. BEAMA believes it is vital that the current downturn in market conditions does not lead the
Government to lose sight of the fact that products and technologies that can provide the biggest reductions
in carbon emissions will almost certainly come from existing, established industries. These industries will
form the backbone of a thriving green industry for the future.

13. This paper provides details of BEAMA’s position and its response to the terms of reference for the
Energy and Climate Change Committee Inquiry into Low Carbon Technologies in a Green Economy

Answers to Inquiry Questions

(a) What opportunities exist for the creation of a green new deal whilst pursuing a low carbon economy? Which
technologies have the biggest potential? Has the Government done enough in its stimulus package?

14. There are significant immediate opportunities through existing technologies for the creation of a
“green new deal” whilst pursuing a low carbon economy and improving energy eYciency in the UK—if the
right framework is in place. For example, currently only 20% of the primary energy used to deliver electricity
to our homes and businesses is used to perform the required electrical tasks—the rest is wasted.

15. Research suggests that BEAMA members’ products could cut the combined losses from transmission,
distribution and ineYcient end-use by 30%. This equates to almost 6% reduction in overall UK primary
energy demand.

16. There are several ways in which BEAMA members’ products can be used to reduce energy usage:

— By helping energy end-users change behaviour;

— Through early replacement of equipment in existing buildings and networks with more eYcient
technologies;

— By future proofing new builds and installations in terms of lifetime energy usage;

— By driving improvements in industrial energy use.

17. There are many products and systems that contribute to the 30% figure above. Some of the
technologies with the biggest potential are outlined below:

— Smart metering systems for electricity, gas and water ultilities deliver significant energy reductions.
They achieve this by providing information for consumers, by automatically controlling
equipment, and by facilitating demand response techniques. Conservative carbon reductions of
5–10% are reported from world examples.

— Advanced heating controls are available for use with all gas heating systems. Independent evidence
shows that savings of 6% are achieved compared with traditional well-controlled systems.
Significantly higher savings can be achieved by upgrading all systems to minimum levels of control
(10–20%).

— Building Automation Systems (BACS) in commercial buildings can save up to 20% of Heating
Ventilating & Air Conditioning (HVAC) consumption. Actual eYciency figures depend upon site-
specific factors and installation and maintenance. Lighting controls using constant dimming and
occupancy & time switching for commercial and domestic buildings. Energy use reductions vary,
but robust evidence shows on average 20%–30% reductions in lighting usage.

— Lighting controls using constant dimming and occupancy & time switching for commercial and
domestic buildings. Energy use reductions vary, but robust evidence shows on average 20%–30%
reductions in lighting usage.

18. BEAMA would be happy to provide the Committee with further oral or written evidence of examples
of technologies that can contribute to the pursuit of a low carbon economy.
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(b) How realistic are the Committee on Climate Change’s projections for the use of diVerent types of new
technologies? What is needed to achieve the development and deployment of them?

19. The only way that many Climate Change driven policies can be successfully implemented is by
business accepting that they will benefit overall from investment in the development of energy eYcient low
carbon technologies. Government should accept that energy and carbon emission reductions will only come
about through manufacturers achieving profitability by developing, testing and marketing new energy
saving products that reduce carbon.

20. BEAMA would like to see Government fully support the development and deployment of promising
technologies, as only with consistent, long-term Government goodwill, political support and appropriate
funding will these new technologies become mainstream and deliver the necessary low carbon future.
BEAMA believes that Government must encourage manufacturers through simplifying the “proofing”
process, tax breaks and other incentives, and with clear funding streams that will allow evaluation and
development of such new technologies. Funding should also provide for results to be used for national
calculation models linked to broader policies such as Energy Performance Certificates, CERT/Supplier
Obligation and Building Regulations.

(c) What are the most important drivers, nationally and internationally, for a low carbon economy in the UK?
To what extent do the outcomes of the international negotiations at Copenhagen matter?

21. On a national level, BEAMA believes that in order to deliver a low carbon economy the Government
and its agents must regard the industry, including BEAMA electrotechnical sector members, as partners; not
as the opposition. To achieve this, BEAMA believes agreed targets, plus timetables for market and product
transformation must be developed in unison to enable low carbon solutions to be delivered without
disruption for manufacturers, their clients and consumers.

22. A key driver of a low carbon economy is the choices made by consumers. One of the overriding
barriers to energy eYciency savings is a lack of consumer awareness about the products available on the
marketplace and the often simple steps that need to be taken to deliver eYciency savings. BEAMA believes
that Government and industry need to work in closer partnership to overcome this lack of awareness and
need to emphasise how energy eYciency savings can be made to consumers.

(d) How important is it to the UK economy that it becomes a leading developer and exporter of low carbon
technologies? What Government policy needs to be in place to do this?

23. In October 2008, BEAMA published its white paper on climate change—“An Industry Response.”
We recognise that the Government’s move towards a low carbon economy is a fundamental shift and means
that a greater focus on products and services that reduce carbon emissions is the new market reality for our
members. It is our intention for our sector to take a proactive approach in this respect and to fully
understand the opportunities and deliver the solutions that will help Government meet its ambitious
carbon targets.

24. BEAMA represents over 350 companies in the UK who employ over 137,000 people and have a
combined annual turnover of more than £13 billion. We therefore believe that ensuring the continued
vibrancy of the UK electrotechnical manufacturing industry is vital to the future prosperity of the UK
economy.

25. BEAMA welcomes the Government’s commitment to making the UK the world’s foremost
destination for low carbon investment and believes there are a number of initiatives the Government can
take to help secure the UK’s position.

26. Long term policy: A key requirement for all businesses is stability and certainty and a stable
regulatory environment is essential to enable industry to bring the most appropriate products to market. If
the Government can deliver this through making long term policy decisions and announcements, they will
greatly assist in making the UK an attractive place for business investment. Good recent examples of long
term policy decisions include the long-term commitment to building zero carbon homes by 2016, the phasing
out of incandescent lamps by 2011 and the three year advance notice of the switch to condensing boiler
installations in 2005.

27. Industry needs Government to help them plan forward product development strategies—more long
term policy announcements like the above should play a key role in helping make the UK the world’s
foremost destination for low carbon investment.

28. Skills and Training Policy: Enhanced skills and training are key to the UK becoming one of the
world’s foremost destinations for low carbon investment. Looking ahead, product designers will have a
more open brief, less tied to existing materials and current manufacturing techniques. By definition,
therefore, operations will need to be much more flexible, and new processes and materials will require
workforce skill training at a time when apprenticeships and on-the-job training are at a low ebb.
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29. BEAMA would specifically recommend Government skills policy focused on the following:

— Involvement with and encouragement for industry training initiatives.

— Analysis of skills and training needs.

— Understanding of the training road map.

30. UK success stories: Industry can support Government by highlighting specific success stories and the
benefits of investing in the UK. Making it clear that the UK Government and UK based industry are
working together to deliver carbon savings with significant success, should encourage investors to view the
UK as the low carbon investment destination.

(e) Are we seeing impacts of a downturn on demand and investment in low carbon technologies? If so, how can
this be addressed given the need to meet long term targets? What obstacles to investment are there?

31. There is definitely a downturn in market conditions at the present time and this can impact negatively
on lower carbon technologies if they require a greater upfront investment or for technologies to be
retrofitted.

32. What is important is that Government doesn’t lose sight of the fact that products and technologies
that can provide the biggest reductions in carbon emissions will almost certainly come from existing,
established industries. These industries may also produce a range of technologies to meet customer demands
and not all of these will currently be the lowest carbon solution. However, these industries will form the
backbone of a thriving green industry for the future. It is important that support for “green industry” is
focussed on supporting the products that can deliver, and those who manufacture them, and does not just
target “green start-ups” and renewable technologies. The path to a low carbon future will require existing
industry and markets to develop over time and any interventions should aim to push this along in the right
direction—not to try to create an alternative.

(f) What is the potential role for public procurement and policies such as the 2016 zero carbon homes target in
driving investment, development and job creation?

33. We have mentioned above the benefit of the zero carbon homes policy in setting a long term
framework. Importantly, it provides a context for specific sectors of the market (particularly housebuilders)
to recognise why they need to change and to work with their suppliers to identify the right solutions. Similar
legislative frameworks for existing buildings and infrastructure etc. would provide the right context for
change in those market sectors.

34. Public procurement is an opportunistic area to set more rigorous standards much earlier. The benefits
of this are to establish the credibility and performance of “new” technologies, to drive a focus on lifetime
costing approaches rather than just capital cost, and to ensure that the public sector is setting the right
example.

May 2009

Memorandum submitted by British Waterways

I am writing with reference to your email dated 22 October 2009 sent to Robin Evans regarding British
Waterways comments on hydroelectric power. I have tried to keep my comments very general deliberately,
as I understand some of the other respondents are going into great detail. I can however provide further
details if required.

BW has an extensive network of potential hydro-electric sites with a generating capacity of between 25kw
and 2000kw. It is actively developing these sites with Partners from the Private Sector. The comments below
are based upon experience to date in attempting to develop these sites.

It is the Renewable Obligation Credits and/or Feed-in Tarrifs which make these sites viable. Without these
supports these small schemes are not economic. The current regime though is very coarse. For example if a
developer could develop a 125Kw scheme, he would restrict it to 99Kw to maximise on available credits.
This is not in the national interest.

The high cost of the grid connection for some sites significantly reduces the viability.

The Environment Agency is the Grantor of Impoundment/Abstraction Licences and Land Drainage
Consents. They are also a Statutory Consultee in the Planning Process. These dual roles are confusing and
often contradictory. It is suggested that the EA should only be a statutory consultee (in the Planning Process)
on flooding matters, as is required by legislation.
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With any hydro scheme the EA permitting process is unnecessarily burdonsome to work through. The
number of permissions granted to date demonstrates this. Fish issues seem to be particularly diYcult. For
example the EA is insisting that a multi-species fish pass is installed at every new hydro installation. In one
case, two fish passes on the same weir have been requested. The EA’s fish screening requirements for Kaplan
turbines are tending to make these more eYcient schemes not viable. These demands appear to exceed the
requirements of the Water Framework Directory as enacted at this time. The EA has little evidence to
indicate that its “requirements” are necessary and eVective. There has been no monitoring carried out at
existing installations (such as Beeston on the River Trent) to demonstrate any damage to fisheries arising
from hydro-electric installations at weirs.

The turbine technology is predominantly foreign (mainly German). The UK does not have a technological
lead in this area. Perhaps research funding at Universities may assist this process as technological advances
are still possible (particularly in the small turbine area).

November 2009

Memorandum submitted by the British Wind Energy Association

1. The British Wind Energy Association (BWEA) is the leading UK trade association in the field of
renewable energy, with over 470 corporate members representing the large majority of the wind energy
business in this country, both large and small-scale. Wind energy is the fastest-growing renewable technology
in the UK, and it will make an increasingly significant contribution to our electricity supplies over the next
decade and beyond. BWEA also represents the interests of the emerging wave and tidal stream energy sector,
building on its experience in the development of oVshore wind. We therefore welcome the opportunity to
submit evidence to the Committee on the subject of Low Carbon Technologies in a Green Economy.

2. Most of the subjects being addressed in this inquiry are discussed in BWEA’s report Powering a Green
Economy,4 a response to Government’s Low Carbon Industry Strategy: A Vision document. We answer
some of the specific questions asked by the Committee below, but in general Members are directed to
BWEA’s report.

3. What opportunities exist for the creation of a green new deal whilst pursuing a low carbon economy? Which
technologies have the biggest potential? Has the government done enough in its stimulus package?

4. The UK is well placed to take the lead in a number of renewable electricity generating technologies,
given that this country is well endowed with resources of wind and marine renewable energy. The UK also
has advanced capabilities in research and development in these areas, and a long history of activity—for
instance, BWEA was established over 30 years ago. This country has a distinguished tradition of heavy
electrical engineering and capabilities in manufacturing areas such as aerospace and motor vehicles which
could be transferred. The expertise in oVshore structures and operations developed in the course of
extracting oil and gas from the North Sea is also very relevant.

5. While the technology and businesses associated with large-scale onshore wind are and will most likely
remain primarily non-UK-owned, wind at the small and micro scales and oVshore oVer major opportunities
to British business. Given our status as an island nation, the new marine renewable technologies of wave and
tidal stream power should also be motors for long-term economic growth. In each of these areas, markets are
at an early stage of development, with much of the investment to build industries yet to happen. Strong early
action therefore holds the promise of taking leadership positions in all of these technologies, repeating the
experience of Denmark in the area of onshore wind.

6. It cannot be stressed highly enough that the most important factor in making a country a major site
for investment in low carbon industry is for there to be a strong, stable domestic market for the goods and
services required. This has been the lesson from the wind industry in Denmark, Germany and Spain, where
world-leading manufacturing bases have been established on the back of comprehensive policy support for
the building of wind power generation. If the market does not exist domestically in the UK, or is considered
unstable and risky, then this country will not benefit from the investment that is inevitable if climate change
is to be tackled.

7. It is in this context that the stimulus packages in the Pre-Budget Report and the Budget itself must be
judged. The Renewables Obligation is already in place and successful in stimulating the market for
developing renewable generation projects. The measures to award extra support to oVshore wind help to
unlock the value of the RO for this sector, while underlining Government commitment to a strong market
for the technology, which is most welcome. Action announced in the Budget on accessing funding from the
European Investment Bank for onshore wind projects similarly leverages the value of the RO. A focus only
on the headline spending figures in the Budget obscures the eVect that the actions taken will have on private
investment, which will be a multiple of the new Government spending.

4 See http://www.bwea.com/pdf/publications/Powering%20a%20Green%20Economy.pdf
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8. In fact, some of the most pressing issues for the renewable energy sector are non-economic barriers
such as planning. In this context, the Renewable Energy Strategy due for publication in June will be more
important than the Budget, and BWEA awaits its conclusions with some anticipation.

9. For the purposes of building new industries, the Budget announced new funding of £405 million, split
across a number of sectors, including renewable energy. We await further detail on how this money will be
spent, but there are useful indications in Government’s paper Investing in a Low Carbon Britain, published
the day after the Budget. In particular, BWEA welcomes the focus on establishing a manufacturing “hub”
port for oVshore wind. We note, however, that the wave and tidal stream sectors need a long-term path from
the Marine Renewables Deployment Fund to the Renewables Obligation at 2ROC/MWh, which currently
does not exist: the new Budget funding will be aimed at filling gaps in the innovation process up to the
MRDF. This is an omission that will need to be addressed sooner rather than later.

10. BWEA would also welcome some additional targeted funding to overcome some key barriers. In
particular, we believe that Government needs to make resources available to bring forward technical
solutions to the problems of wind turbine interference with radar signals: the industry has volunteered £3.2m
in diYcult economic circumstances, while Government departments have not committed funds, with the
honourable exception of the Ministry of Defence. Approximately £10m of additional funding is required,
which will unlock the 4.5GW of wind projects in the planning system that are currently blocked by these
concerns. In addition, a small fund of £2m would be extremely useful in supporting new small wind products
through certification processes. This would ensure UK companies continue to be world leaders in the field,
tiding them over to the point where a market supported by the new feed-in tariV allows them to justify the
expense of certification. If money from the £405m fund is directed to these two areas, it will be money
well spent.

11. How realistic are the Committee on Climate Change’s projections for the use of diVerent types of new
technologies? What is needed to achieve the development and deployment of them?

12. BWEA agrees with the CCC’s overall assessment that in the period up to 2020, the prime technologies
that can be deployed are energy eYciency and wind power.

13. Onshore, there are approximately 3GW of wind power operating, nearly 1GW under construction
and a further 3GW with consent. If two-thirds of the 7GW currently in the planning system is consented,
roughly the historic pass rate, then a total of about 11GW of projects will result from projects already in the
system. This is more than three-quarters of the way to the 14GW that BWEA believes is a sensible
contribution from onshore wind to the 2020 electricity mix, and our members have considerable appetite to
bring forward the remainder in the intervening period. The build rate required to meet this objective, under
1GW per year, is less than has been achieved in both Germany and Spain for nearly a decade, so on the face
of it there is no reason why the supply chain cannot deliver this capacity.

14. OVshore, there is further to go. The Round One and Two projects total about 8GW, and some have
not even entered the consenting process yet. However, with the Scottish Territorial Waters Round of over
6GW, and the 25GW expected from Round Three, there will be nearly 40GW of projects in process by the
end of this year. So long as the consenting bodies are well resourced enough, the planning process should
deliver enough capacity into the market to meet 2020 deadlines. The limiting factor in this sector is more
likely to be the ability of the supply chain to deliver.

15. If the delivery of oVshore wind in the UK is ramped up to perhaps 3GW per year in 2020, out of a
wider European market of 6–7GW per year, then it is possible to have 20GW of operating capacity in that
year. Note that this size of industry will require longer-term visibility of the market than just to 2020.
European Governments will need to articulate their vision for oVshore wind to 2030 if the sustained
investment required to bring costs down is to be brought forward. However, we believe that the 20GW figure
is a realistic and achievable objective, and that Government should seek at least this amount in the mix
by 2020.

16. In this context, the CCC assessment is too pessimistic about the amount of wind that could be
delivered by 2020, setting this at 26GW as opposed to the 34GW that BWEA believes is possible. We are
also concerned about the ostensible “trade off” between wind and nuclear in the 30% renewable or 25%–5%
renewable/nuclear scenarios set out in the CCC report. We do not agree with the CCC’s assessment of the
risks of under-delivery of wind by 2020. Government needs to set one ambitious target for renewables and
stick with it—being seen to be “wobbly” on this will deter investment and make the targets more diYcult
to meet.

17. What are the most important drivers, nationally and internationally, for a low carbon economy in the UK?
To what extent do the outcomes of the international negotiations at Copenhagen matter?

18. Targets for carbon emission reduction are clearly the most important driver to a low carbon economy,
but only if they are accompanied by action plans and timetables. In that respect we welcome the Climate
Change Act and its Carbon Budgets. Copenhagen is vital in stepping up the ambition in the EU from the
20% unilateral emission cut to the 30% that the Union will move to if multilateral agreement is reached. This
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step will further underpin the policy drive that is required to meet renewable energy targets. Agreement at
Copenhagen should also provide stability and growth in the international markets that UK companies will
be able to address, so long as they have strong home markets from which to build.

19. It is important to note that where policy drivers are aligned, mechanisms can and should be used to
promote build in addition to carbon-only tools. A prime example of this is the Renewables Obligation,
which if viewed as purely a carbon reduction measure looks expensive, but it also increases the UK’s energy
security by reducing fuel imports, stabilises prices and is a driver for UK economic growth. These latter
values are not captured by a simple carbon price.

20. How important is it to the UK economy that it becomes a leading developer and exporter of low carbon
technologies? What government policy needs to be in place to do this?

21. Energy is the largest business in the world, and low-carbon energy the fastest-growing part of that
business. With the need to decarbonise our economies, low carbon technologies will be dominant in the years
ahead. Without a leading position in these technologies, the UK will be left behind and dependent on the
goods manufactured by more pro-active countries. With much debate on rebalancing our economy in the
wake of the credit crunch, this is a vital area of manufacturing that cannot be ignored. Given the relatively
early stage of many of the low-carbon industries, there is still the opportunity to take leading positions in key
technologies. We point the Committee towards our Powering a Green Economy report for a full discussion of
this topic.

22. Are we seeing the impacts of a downturn on demand and investment in low carbon technologies? If so, how
can this be addressed given the need to meet long term targets? What obstacles to investment are there?

23. The UK onshore and oVshore wind power industry is ready to deliver a substantial proportion of the
UK’s electricity supply in the next few years. There is a large bank of “shovel ready” consented projects, but
the financial crisis and recession are threatening the industry’s ability to start building these projects.
OVshore wind suVers further from recent large cost increases, straining project economics. If these issues
are not addressed, there is real threat that growth will stall, new and existing jobs will be under threat, and
2020 climate targets will be far harder to meet. By acting in the short-term, the Government can secure
immediate benefits and maintain the momentum built in recent years to meet the 2020 targets.

24. Consented, ready-to-build wind projects are being hard hit by the cost and availability of debt finance,
increased equipment costs from the falling value of Sterling, and decreasing power prices. The inventory of
projects under construction may appear superficially encouraging, but these deals were mostly banked
before the full onset of the credit crisis. There is a need to act now to ensure that projects can be brought to
financial close in 2009 for delivery in 2010–11.

25. Bank lending has seized up for renewable energy businesses, as it has for the larger business
community. BWEA has found, however, that banks continue to have a strong interest in infrastructure
lending in general and renewable energy in particular. Despite the interest, lenders have become extremely
risk averse, imposing ever more conservative scenarios on a sector that has an extremely low historical
default rate. This has led to high interest spreads over base rates—though this has been partially balanced
by the recent cuts in those base rates—more onerous debt service tests and shorter debt tenors. In addition,
the amounts that banks will lend to any project are being restricted, and underwriting of financings has
virtually ceased, leading to the need to painstakingly piece together “club” deals even for mid-sized projects.
The number of banks willing to lend is falling, as non-UK lenders focus on their home markets.

26. The fall of the £ against the ƒ has hit wind projects hard, as turbines and much of the other equipment
needed are sold in Euros—in eVect causing 20–30% price increases Falling oil, gas, coal and carbon prices
are driving wholesale power prices down, reducing revenues just as the costs rise. Although there is some
evidence of softening turbine prices in ƒ due to slackening global demand and lower costs of commodities
such as steel, the exchange rate-related price increase is larger than the savings to date.

27. The combination of these factors is making some onshore wind projects uneconomic. Other onshore
projects could proceed were suitable finance available, but clearly at lower returns to investors. The
diYculties in arranging finance are also delaying strong, viable projects.

28. OVshore the cost rises due to a lack of competition in the sector, and greater realism about the costs
in light of early experience, has obscured the impact of the credit crunch per se. But the current economic
situation has made delivery of these projects more diYcult.

29. As noted above, the Budget solutions for onshore and oVshore wind should unlock the resources
already being directed at renewables, and are thus most welcome. We hope to work with Government to
ensure that the measures have the desired eVect, and to identify and implement any new measures that might
be needed to ensure continued growth.
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30. What is the potential role for public procurement and policies such as the 2016 zero carbon homes target
in driving investment, development and job creation?

31. The is a role for public procurement and policies mandating installation of technologies, such as the
zero carbon homes objective. They will be small relative to incentives such as the feed-in tariV for small
renewable generators, however. Public procurement can have a key role in providing early lead custom for
new products and services, allowing businesses to grow to meet the larger challenge of the overall economy.
Government at all levels should be specifying buildings and equipment with the best possible carbon
performance.

May 2009

Memorandum submitted by Calor Gas Ltd

This submission responds to elements of the questions below posed by the Committee:

— What is the potential role for public procurement and policies such as the 2016 zero carbon homes
target in driving investment, development and job creation?

— How realistic are the Committee on Climate Change’s projections for the use of diVerent types of
new technologies?

— What opportunities exist for the creation of a green new deal whilst pursuing a low carbon
economy? Which technologies have the biggest potential?

Need for Definitional Accuracy of Zero Carbon

1.1 We accept the objective of zero carbon new homes by 2016, but zero carbon needs an accurate,
scientific definition. Imagining the zero carbon target can simply be met by the installation of biomass risks
making a big mistake. The Government’s Biomass Strategy (May 2007) states that, “For all biomass
resources no net emissions during production assumed”. What has happened to the emissions produced
during planting, harvesting, sawing up and delivery of these bulky and heavy items? The low emission scores
for wood logs/chips/pellets appear to derive from a “Paper by Christine Pout, Building Research
Establishment CO2 Figures for Policy Analysis” where a footnote reads that the estimates were “notional
and not based on detailed assessments”. Besides, using wood as a fuel does not always equate to reducing
the impact of climate change. In order to comply with Article 3.3 of the Kyoto Protocol we need to measure
the biomass footprint by means of assessing net verifiable changes in carbon stocks. If waste wood is used
for fuel then the footprint is indeed low. But, if net carbon stocks in the forest are depleted then the biomass
carbon footprint is substantial. This fundamental diVerence needs to be properly recognised otherwise, we
risk coming to absurd conclusions, for instance, thinking that the climate change impacts of preserving a
forest are the same as burning the same forest. In this way, we can avoid making similar mistakes with
biomass as were made for biofuels. Unless the zero carbon definition is watertight then the problem is carried
forward into the Code for Sustainable Homes and the Eco-Town definition.

Job Creation v Job Destruction

2.1 We believe the Government needs to evaluate the collateral damage of its policies. Decarbonising the
electricity grid will produce business opportunities for some sectors of industry, but it will be the death-knell
for others. We accept that any substantive technological change will create losers and our history is littered
with them—the telegram, canals, fax machines etc. As a fossil fuel company ourselves we cannot pretend to
be ecstatic at the prospect of being phased out within a generation. However, we do not believe the
Government has taken full account of the significant part that clean fossil fuels such as LPG will be able to
play in generating significant CO2 reductions. In our case these can be easily as high as 50% where an LPG
mCHP unit is used to displace an existing oil boiler; at the fraction of the cost of deploying ground source
heat pumps or biomass.

2.2 We agree with para 1.19 of the Heat and Energy Saving Strategy (HESS, February 2009): “We need
to begin to establish a path that will get us to that radical long-term objective”. Such plans need to consider
the benefits as well as the disbenefits of change, and allow aVected businesses time (whilst not compromising
any practical emission reduction targets) to trade their way to a new future, minimizing their job losses and
capital investments, which otherwise would be severely negative for the UK economy. While the
Government sought to highlight the job creation potential of the low carbon future in the 2009 Budget, once
again policy makers need to balance this with honesty and clarity about the jobs they intend to remove in
other sectors and the timescales.

2.3 There are clear tensions here between what HMG wants to achieve for climate change reasons, and
what may be deliverable economically and practically. For instance, while climate change policies may
predicate an eVective shut-down of the oil industry as we know it the Budget on 22 April 2009 announced
measures to promote the extraction of an extra two billion barrels of oil and gas in a bid to make the North
Sea an energy hub for the future.
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2.4 Lest it be thought we are fighting a rearguard action against solutions to climate change, we are not.
Indeed, we have advanced plans during the period of the transition to the lower carbon future of sustaining
the viability of our business while helping the Government to deliver its targets. While LPG presumably has
no place in a pure zero carbon setting (ie when fossil fuels cease to be used altogether) it can nonetheless be
a realistic and practical bridging technology in the interim.

The Potential of Alternative Technologies

Biomass

3.1 The Committee on Climate Change has high hopes of biomass: “Burning of biomass in boilers could
substitute for current fossil fuel and electrical heating systems, which would be particularly attractive for
properties that are currently oV the gas grid. Up to four million oV gas grid households could potentially
move to biomass heating, resulting in emissions reduction of 21 MtCO2, at a cost of just under £60/tCO2”
(P 235).

3.2 At up to £14,000 biomass boilers are expensive; they are obtrusively large; and, they require a
significant area of storage space for the volumes of wood required. Our view is that their drawbacks will
prevent widespread uptake.

3.3 Para 4.3.6 of “The UK Renewable Energy Strategy” (June 2008) admits, “That imports of woody
biomass fuel may be necessary…” No-one has made an estimate of the level of such imports, and the carbon
emissions involved in their transport. We suggest that it could be a significant figure, and should be known.
After all, one might otherwise presuppose that the UK’s charcoal needs would be supplied largely from
national resources: in 2006, UK charcoal production was 5,000 tonnes against a consumption of
50,000 tonnes mostly imported from outside the EU: UK charcoal production was only 10% of usage (Paper
by Eric Johnson, Environmental Impact Assessment Review, May 2009). 80% of the charcoal imports arise
from LDCs—a point which highlights the need to ensure that wood-based fuels are being sourced from
carbon neutral sources. If heavy imports of biomass displace native sources of supply then the net eVect does
not enhance security of supply.

3.4 “The UK Renewable Energy Strategy” goes on to say:

“4.6.14 The potential cumulative eVect on air quality of fine particles and nitrogen dioxide emissions
from a future large-scale deployment of biomass appliances or plant is not yet well
understood…In rural areas the impact on air quality, and public health, is likely to be lower,
due to both lower population densities and ‘background’ levels of pollution.

4.6.15 The results from preliminary analysis undertaken by AEA Energy and Environment on behalf
of DEFRA indicates that if high levels of solid combustible biomass were used in dense urban
areas, where heat demand is highest, the impact on air quality would be likely to be very
significant. Stringent emission controls on individual plant would mitigate this eVect.

4.6.17 There is currently no clear advice about the locations, types and sizes of boilers that would not
cause air quality issues, and there is currently no agreed European test procedure.

4.6.18 In response to these issues we are considering possible measures that will allow the deployment
of biomass-fired plant, in both rural and urban areas, at the maximal sustainable rate that does
not compromise our objectives on air quality or public health.

4.6.25 Given that equipment deteriorates over time and needs to be operated properly, we may need
to update regulations to ensure that installed equipment continues to be run in a way that meets
emissions standards.”

3.5 In sum, biomass boilers will cause significant pollution in urban areas without stringent controls. The
pollution they cause to rural areas is apparently more acceptable because of lower existing levels of pollution
in the countryside. We do not yet know the eVect of particulates and NOx from biomass boilers—and, as
the boilers age they will pollute more. On 26 March 2009, in a Written Answer (col. 695/6W) to Graham
Stringer MP the Government quantified the social (%health) costs caused by emissions from biomass plants
under various scenarios. For an uptake of 52TWh of biomass the social costs were estimated as
£2,803,000,000 and for 38TWh the comparable costs were £557,000,000.This is on the basis of current
technology boilers. Unless stringent controls which are eVective over the life of the boiler can be maintained
this risks being a heavy price to pay for an already expensive technology.

3.6 Para 5.17 of the Government’s “Biomass Strategy” states that, “Substitution of natural gas with
biomass, on the other hand, generally leads to increases in emissions of all major pollutants”. LPG has a
similar emissions profile to natural gas. So, insofar as the renewables policy and RHIs manipulate a switch
from natural gas or LPG—as is the apparent intention—increases in all major pollutants are to be expected.
The Government’s Consultation on Draft Local Air Quality Management Guidance” (July 2008) states, “In
the light of current Government policy, it is particularly important that climate change and air quality
policies are joined up”. The danger is that without stringent controls the Biomass Strategy will subvert the
Air Quality Strategy.
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3.7 “Biomass—carbon sink or carbon sinner?” published by the Environment Agency (EA) on 22nd April
2009, finds that using energy crops or waste materials as fuel for generating electricity and heat could play
an important role in meeting the UK’s renewable energy and greenhouse gas emission reduction targets but
“only if good practice is followed…worst practice can result in more greenhouse gas emissions overall than
using gas.”.

3.8 The EA urges HMG to ensure all generators publicly report the greenhouse gas emissions from
producing, transporting and using biomass fuels and be ready to set minimum standards if required, for as
the Executive Summary of the Report reads: “How a fuel is produced has a major impact on emissions:
transporting fuels over long distances and excessive use of nitrogen fertilisers can reduce the emissions
savings made by the same fuel by between 15 and 50% compared to best practice.” It also states, “GHG
emissions from energy generated using biomass are generally, but not always, less than from fossil fuels. For
example, using short rotation coppice chips to generate electricity can produce 35 to 85% less emissions,
whereas using straw can, in some cases, produce over 35% more, than a combined cycle gas turbine power
station per unit of energy delivered”.

3.9 Tony Grayling, Head of Climate Change and Sustainable Development, at the EA said: “The biomass
heat and power sector can play an important role in helping the UK meet its renewable energy and
greenhouse gas commitments but only if it meets high standards. We want to ensure that the sector’s growth
is environmentally sustainable and that the mistakes made with biofuels are avoided, where unsustainable
growth has had to be curbed. Biomass operators have a responsibility to ensure that biomass comes from
sustainable sources, and is used eYciently to deliver the greatest greenhouse gas savings and the most
renewable energy. The Government should ensure that good practice is rewarded and that biomass
production and use that does more harm than good to the environment does not benefit from public
support.” We agree.

Wind

4.1 The Committee has high hopes of wind: “Despite the inherent intermittency of wind power supply,
wind generation could make a significant contribution to total global electricity generation, and be a major
source of electricity in the UK (eg 30% by 2020 and more beyond).” The UK Renewables Strategy predicted
a 32% share for onshore and oVshore wind by 2020 equivalent to 83TWh” (p xv).

4.2 Paras 31 and 32 of “The UK Renewables Strategy” suggest that the totality of oVshore and onshore
wind could be 28GW by 2020. According to the British Wind Energy Association the total capacity installed
to date is 3330MW—8.4% towards target; 890MW were built in 2008 and 18MW so far in 2009. We are on
record as regarding fulfilling the target as being heroic. If the UK continues to construct wind farm capacity
at the 2008 rate it will take us 31 years to reach the 2020 target.

4.3 Since that Consultation wind seems to have lost momentum. In March 2009, Shell pulled out of its
investments in wind, solar and hydro on the basis that they were not economic, and The Times reported that
Iberdrola Renovables planned to cut wind power investments in the UK by over 40% or £300 million. In
April, Vestas announced the closure of Britain’s only wind turbine plant which employs 600 people—the
order intake had dropped significantly.

4.4 It is important not to continue to hold to impossibly optimistic forecasts of the contribution of wind.
If as a result, we are not going to meet our carbon reduction commitments, or there is going to be a significant
contribution to unserved electricity demand particularly after 2015, it is better to make provision now rather
than in emergency conditions: new power stations cannot be built on an emergency basis.

Heat pumps

5.1 The Committee on Climate Change’s verdict is: “Around nine million properties with gardens could
be fitted with ground source heat pumps with an associated emissions reduction of 3 MtCO2 at a cost of
£190/tCO2. There may be additional opportunities for emissions reduction from air source heat pumps,
particularly where space constraints preclude ground source heat pumps” (p 235).

5.2 We endorse the sentiments in para.1.34 of HESS: “We need to minimise the disruption from installing
energy saving and low carbon energy measures, which can discourage households from taking action”. This
is one reason why we are sceptical about the widespread domestic installation of biomass. Similarly, ground
source heat pumps are disruptive to fit and at up to £14,000 to install are a very expensive way of addressing
the problem, particularly in rural areas which would also require a very significant investment in electricity
infrastructure. Much of the electricity in rural Britain is single phase, limiting the power available for electric
powered heating systems to approximately 3.5kW. In turn, this limits the applicability of ground source or
air source heat pumps which suVer restricted output on single phase electricity; moreover, they have limited
practicality in older properties. If Government subsidies are to be applied to encourage a switch to less
carbon intensive fuels then we suggest that the level of such subsidies should be linked to the amount of
carbon saved per £ invested. There should be value for money to the taxpayer, and the consumer. Calor
proposes a cost-eVective bespoke solution for rural areas (see 6.2) in contrast to technologies such as
biomass, which are eVectively acknowledged as requiring significant subsidy via “very substantial” RHIs.
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Fuel cell technology

6.1 The Committee is guarded on the potential of fuel cell technology: “A device that can be used to
convert hydrogen or natural gas into electricity. Various types exist that can be operated at temperatures
ranging from 80 degrees Celsius to 1,000 degrees Celsius. Their eYciency ranges from 40% to 60%.For the
time being, their application is limited to niche markets and demonstration projects due to their high cost
and the immature status of the technology, but their use is growing fast” (p 469)

6.2 One problem with HMG choosing winners such as biomass over LPG via the RHI system is that it
ignores the contribution that the cleaner fossil fuels—such as natural gas or LPG—could make to resolving
the Government’s problem largely through normal market mechanisms. The combination of LPG (or
natural gas) and fuel cell technology in a boiler can reduce emissions by up to 50%. Combined with greater
insulation and solar technology fuel cell boilers will be able to achieve 80% emission reductions that
government is seeking by 2050. It makes no sense to place levies on fossil fuels via the misconceived RHI
system if those fossil fuels are part of the solution, and a cost-eVective one at that.

6.3 LPG is the lowest carbon-emitting fossil fuel available in rural areas (0.265Kg CO2/kWh) and LPG
technology continues to develop quickly in response to the UK’s low carbon requirements. Calor are
investing with the UK company Ceres Power to bring the next generation of boilers to the UK rural market
by 2012. The Calor LPG Fuel cell boiler will heat the property with a high eYciency condensing boiler, but
will also generate up to 80% of the electricity required in a domestic rural property. Generating electricity
at the point of use avoids the wasted energy associated with power stations and transmission systems. The
local generation will provide a measure of black-out protection since the system can keep the power running
during power cuts. A distributed element of electricity generation will thus help the UK cope with possible
shortages of generation capacity. The acknowledged risk of unserved electricity demand becomes
substantively higher as from 2015. This fuel cell boiler will cut carbon emissions on an average property by
up to 50% through an investment of only approximately £2,000 more than a modern condensing boiler.
These boilers will be able to be serviced by engineers with existing skills. We believe that fossil-fuel powered
mCHP is practical, can use the current electricity and fuel supply infrastructure and will be very cost-eVective
per tonne of carbon saved.

6.4 We regard the current CERT scheme as an eVective incentive to support low-carbon technology. Gas
or LPG fuelled micro Combined Heat and Power (mCHP) should qualify under CERT until 2011. “The
Growth Potential for Micro-generation in England, Wales and Scotland” (June 2008) showed that a post-
2011 CERT-style supplier obligation would help stimulate rapid growth to nearly 300,000 units sold per
annum in 2020. We regard feed-in tariVs for micro-generation to be a cost-eVective method of stimulating
adoption and helping meet carbon reduction and renewable targets. Consideration should be given to
allowing the tariV to be deemable in order to allow companies to stimulate adoption by reducing the capital
costs of mCHP units.

Executive Summary

— The automatic assumption that biomass is zero-carbon is questioned. We agree with the
Environment Agency that the Government should ensure all generators publicly report the
greenhouse gas emissions from producing, transporting and using biomass fuels and set minimum
standards.

— Closing down the fossil fuel industries will have costs which should be transparent, and very
substantial levies to encourage switch to renewables risk closing them down prematurely because
cleaner fossil fuels can play a part in bridging technology that can deliver significant
CO2 reductions. In our case these can be easily as high as 50% where an LPG mCHP unit is used
to displace an existing oil boiler at the fraction of the cost of deploying ground source heat pumps
or biomass.

— Biomass and ground source heat pumps are expensive and cumbersome technologies to install. If
they require RHIs set at “very substantial” levels to encourage take-up, the contribution fossil fuels
could make in a cost-eVective manner using bridging technology will be threatened.

— The Committee’s projections for wind appear to be heroic. If the UK continues to construct wind
farm capacity at the 2008 rate it will take us 31 years to reach the 2020 target.

— The Committee is too guarded about the potential of mCHP to contribute to the solution. Our
assessment is that the market for gas or LPG-fuelled mCHP could grow rapidly to nearly
300,000 units sold per annum in 2020.

May 2009
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Memorandum submitted by the Carbon Capture and Storage Association

Introduction

1. The Carbon Capture and Storage Association welcomes this opportunity to respond to the
Committee’s inquiry into low carbon technologies in a green economy.

2. The CCSA was formally launched in March 2006, and brings together a wide range of specialist
companies across the spectrum of carbon capture and storage (CCS) technologies, as well as a variety of
support services to the energy sector. The Association exists to represent the interests of its members in
promoting the business of CCS, raising awareness of the benefits of CCS and to assist policy developments
in the UK, EU and internationally towards a long term regulatory framework for CCS, as a means of
abating carbon dioxide emissions.

CCS in the Low Carbon Economy

3. The UK is currently experiencing the worst recession in recent history and economic concerns are
therefore weighing heavily in government policy. Yet the scale and urgency of the climate change challenge
must not be forgotten and if the response is appropriately designed, there are benefits not just to the future
survival of our planet, but to the economy as well. Lord Stern, in his report The Economics of Climate
Change, estimated that to take action now on climate change would cost the world 1% of global GDP,
whereas without action, the global economy could shrink by 20%5—clearly, this is not an option.

4. The UK has already placed itself in a leading role in setting stringent binding targets to cut greenhouse
gas emissions; 80% by 2050 with an interim target of 34% by 2020.6 These targets set the framework under
which a low-carbon economy can flourish and if met, will aVord the UK with a mature industry for
technologies to tackle climate change, with a domestic and export market to match.

5. To create a low carbon economy in the UK will require all sectors of society; energy, industry, housing
and transport—and all technologies must be part of the solution. Relying on specific options will simply not
be suYcient, and to avoid the security implications, maintaining a broad portfolio of options is much the
safer bet.

6. The technology to capture, transport and permanently store carbon dioxide emissions deep
underground—Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) has the potential to play a vital role in the development
of a low carbon economy for the UK. Whilst the initial and biggest prospect for CCS is in power generation,
with the potential to reduce CO2 emissions by up to 90%, the technology cuts across many sectors of a future
low-carbon economy. For example, certain parts of industry, such as cement and steel, will have little or no
other option for reducing carbon dioxide emissions besides CCS. In addition CCS, through the pre-
combustion capture option, produces hydrogen as a product, which can be used as a zero-carbon fuel for
industry, commerce, vehicles, and housing as well as electricity generation. The development of CCS can
therefore be seen as a precursor to developing a future hydrogen economy for the UK.

7. The Climate Change Committee has emphasised that to meet the UK’s target of an 80% reduction in
greenhouse gas emissions by 2050 will require the total decarbonisation of the UK electricity sector by
2030,7 thereby enabling the transition to zero-carbon electricity use in the housing and transport sectors.
However, the electricity sector will most likely continue to rely on fossil fuels for the vast majority of its
energy supply for some time, and it is therefore vital that technologies such as CCS are deployed as soon as
possible, to meet a 2030 date for decarbonised electricity.

8. The development and deployment of CCS will also open up significant opportunities for the creation
of green jobs in the UK. Recent research for the Government has suggested that the industry for carbon
abatement technologies could deliver 50,000 jobs by 20308—CCS could play a large part. The
Government’s Advisory Committee on Carbon Abatement Technologies (ACCAT) published a report in
which they used International Energy Agency (IEA) figures to estimate that the CCS global market could
be worth £100 billion per year. Assuming the UK could take a 10% share in this market, the UK market for
CCS could be worth £10 billion per year.9 Looking at the engineering and construction sectors, as well as
the supply chain—this could equate to a large number of jobs, possibly reaching several hundred thousand.

9. The positioning of CCS projects will also play an important role in developing the infrastructure that
will be vital for a low-carbon economy. Developing CCS projects through a cluster approach in certain
regions (such as Humberside, Thames, Teesside and Firth of Forth) will ensure cost-eVectiveness in rolling
out CCS plants—creating a transport and storage network that can be linked into from existing plants and
assist planning considerations for location of future plants. Although power plants are likely to be the
precursor to such transport and storage networks, the future benefits for other industrial emitters (such as
steel and cement) to tap into these networks, and thereby dispose of their CO2 emissions, are of great
importance. There is also potential for such networks to create a considerable number of green jobs in the

5 Stern Review: The Economics of Climate Change, HM Treasury, October 2006
6 Building a low-carbon economy: implementing the Climate Change Act 2008, HM Treasury, April 2009
7 Building a low-carbon economy – the UK’s contribution to tackling climate change, Committee on Climate Change,

December 2008
8 Low carbon and environmental goods and services: an industry analysis, Innovas (commissioned by BERR), March 2009
9 Accelerating the deployment of carbon abatement technologies—with special focus on Carbon Capture and Storage, Advisory

Committee on Carbon Abatement Technologies, February 2009
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relevant region—for example, Yorkshire Forward have been at the forefront of research looking into a CCS
network for the Yorkshire and Humber region. Their conclusions estimate that a total investment of
£2 billion would be needed to construct the transport network (if begun in 2008)—this would open up a large
number of jobs in the construction and manufacturing sectors, helping to pull the region out of the current
economic downturn. By 2030 the added economic activity through EU ETS credits alone, could be adding
about £1.2 billion per year.10

10. This country is in an advantageous position to become a world leader in CCS and take a large share
in the global CCS market that could position the UK as a centre for CCS—much like London has become
the centre for the EU Emissions Trading System (ETS). The UK has a significant well established energy
services sector, which has already shown a keen interest in the development of CCS and could provide
valuable knowledge and expertise to other countries. In addition, the UK has considerable strengths in
design and manufacturing across power, process engineering and oVshore engineering industries, which
would oVer a competitive advantage in developing a CCS industry.11 From many years of hydrocarbon
extraction, the UK also has oVshore infrastructure that is well suited for use in oVshore CO2 storage
operations.

11. However, there is a window of opportunity closing fast for the UK to benefit from these advantages.
Much of the current oVshore infrastructure used in the hydrocarbon industry will be decommissioned as
projects come to the end of their life, and if the conditions are not right for this infrastructure to be reused
for CO2 storage, these sites will be abandoned, together with the expertise and industry capacity. Reusing
existing infrastructure would also represent a considerable cost saving in a CCS project—both in terms of
the actual physical infrastructure, as well as the costs saved from avoiding the need for storage site
exploration. Storing CO2 and use of CO2 for enhanced oil recovery holds out the prospect of revitalizing the
industry founded on the UKCS.

12. Across the low-carbon technologies, a massive skills and expertise gap is also emerging, particularly
in the manufacturing sector, and with the growth expected for these technologies (particularly the
renewables sector which will need to meet ambitious EU targets), the number of available skilled workers
will be declining fast. In the current economic downturn, with little availability in relevant jobs for these
skilled workers, there is a danger that many of these workers will find jobs in other sectors or other
countries—and UK expertise will be lost.

13. The UK has the opportunity to recover from the current economic downturn through a low-carbon
recovery, however there is a danger that companies will return to past investment patterns, as these represent
the safer option. Over the last few years, many companies have invested significant sums of money into the
development of CCS. However as companies consider their financial situation within constrained budgets,
investments across all low-carbon technologies will be weighed up and it is therefore vital that Government
sends the appropriate signals to ensure that the considerable investment in CCS proposals, materialises into
actual projects on the ground.

14. For CCS to fulfil its role in creating a low-carbon economy in the UK will require an ambitious long-
term policy from Government. The IEA estimates that to reduce global greenhouse gas emissions by 50%
by 2050 will require (in addition to other low-carbon technologies) 80 CCS plants per year from
2020 onwards across Europe.12 Working back, this will require a significant programme of first phase
commercial scale CCS projects to be deployed around 2015, enabling the technical improvements and cost
reductions to be made in order for CCS to be rolled out from 2020.

15. Developers will need certainty in a long-term regulatory framework as well as supporting financial
incentives to enable projects to be built. To this end, the UK has already taken important steps forward—
the detailed regulation for CCS is in the final stages of negotiation and the UK played an instrumental role
in developing an EU Directive on CCS, which was agreed in December 2008. The UK budget, announced
on the 22nd April this year, also laid out the Government’s new policy on coal, whereby any new coal plant
in the UK must include CCS on a proportion.13

16. In terms of the financial incentives needed, the EU has recently come forward with two mechanisms:

— ƒ1.05 billion for CCS under the EU Economic Recovery package—to be allocated to a number
of EU countries—UK could receive ƒ180 million for one CCS project.14

— 300 million EU ETS allowances from the New Entrants Reserve of Phase III (2013) allocated to
CCS under the EU ETS Directive agreed in December 2008.15

10 A Carbon Capture and Storage Network for Yorkshire and Humber, Yorkshire Forward, June 2008
11 Delivering the low-carbon economy—Business opportunities for UK manufacturers, EEF, January 2008
12 Accelerating the deployment of carbon abatement technologies—with special focus on Carbon Capture and Storage,

Advisory Committee on Carbon Abatement Technologies, February 2009
13 Building a low carbon economy: a framework for the development of clean coal, DECC, April 2009
14 http://www.consilium.europa.eu/uedocs/cms data/docs/pressdata/en/ec/106847.pdf
15 Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council amending Directive 2003/87/EC so as to improve and

extend the greenhouse gas emission allowance trading system of the Community, Council of the European Union, January 2009
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17. As part of the Budget 2009, the UK also announced its intention to fund up to four CCS
demonstration projects via a levy mechanism on consumers. Whereas the EU funding is likely to contribute
to one or perhaps two of the four projects proposed by the UK Government at this stage (provided
conditions of timing and other selection parameters are met), the remaining funds for the UK CCS
demonstration programme will largely come from public funding through the proposed levy.

18. Whilst these mechanisms are all welcome steps towards providing the financial environment in which
developers can invest, the detail of how these incentives will be dispersed, remains to be seen. To enable the
widespread deployment of CCS will require an ambitious investment programme, and UK Government
must implement appropriate incentives for this to take place. There has been no indication that the recent
announcement to support two to four projects will form the first part of an ongoing strategy to introduce
CCS into the UK generation mix. Rather it seems that these four projects are being treated as a narrowly
defined technology demonstration programme, with an expectation that CCS will then become business as
usual. However, as with other low-carbon technologies, funding will be required in the first phase of projects
to bring CCS to the stage of commercial roll-out. Not only will developers of this first phase carry significant
early-mover risk, but they will also bear the cost burden of building the initial infrastructure that will be vital
to support future CCS projects. It is hugely important that the UK urgently initiates this first phase of a
large CCS deployment programme to send the signal to industry that CCS must form part of the strategy
for delivering a low-carbon economy for the UK.

19. However, CCS must not be seen in isolation. A low-carbon economy, whereby diversity of energy
supply is maintained whilst meeting stringent climate change targets, requires a holistic view of all low-
carbon options. This must take into account their relative benefits, cost-eVectiveness and potential impact
on delivering this low-carbon economy as early as possible. CCS projects are large, capital intensive projects
which require several years to be built; however, in terms of cost per tonne of carbon saved, CCS is an
extremely cost-eVective option for reducing emissions.

20. Looking further, the deployment of CCS across the world (and in the UK) will also be greatly aVected
by the global post-2012 framework to be agreed at the UNFCCC meeting in Copenhagen this year. As well
as the possibility of setting global binding climate change targets that the UK will have to meet, a new global
emissions trading scheme could be created—providing an important source of funding for CCS projects if
included. The meeting in Copenhagen will also discuss how low-carbon technologies can be further
incentivised in developing countries and CCS must be a central part of these discussions. Many of these
countries will continue to rely on fossil fuels for the majority of their power and CCS therefore has the
potential to make a considerable impact on reducing emissions in these countries. If the UK can show
leadership in these negotiations, the benefits to UK plc, in terms of technology and knowledge transfer, are
not to be underestimated.

21. Many other countries are beginning to formulate their proposals for developing CCS—such as
Australia, Canada, the US and parts of Europe. The UK must not delay, as there is a real danger that these
countries will take the early-mover advantage and develop CCS fast, leaving the UK to import the
technology when available.

22. The UK is in an extremely advantageous position to lead on CCS; physically, there are benefits from
the large resource of storage capacity under the North Sea, in addition to the technological expertise and
know-how that comes from years of oil and gas extraction. With the recent announcements in CCS policy,
the UK is amongst the first to develop concrete proposals to regulate CCS. The only remaining piece now
is urgently to begin building plants, to build up UK capacity and show the world that an economic recovery
can lead to a low-carbon economy with CCS playing an integral part in this objective.

The view expressed in this paper cannot be taken to represent the views of all members of the CCSA.
However, they do reflect a general consensus within the Association.

May 2009

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Carbon Capture and Storage Association

During the evidence session that I and my colleagues were involved in on 4 November the Chairman asked
for supplementary comments on infrastructure for CCS and floor price for emissions:

1. Infrastructure for CCS

As might be expected, the CCSA has given considerable thought to this subject. We have canvassed the
opinion of our members and have distilled them into a position paper which I am attaching to this email.
This is an extremely important issue concerning the future prosperity of the UK and the conclusions at the
end of the paper have unanimous support.
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2. Floor Price on EU Allowances

The first thing to say is that the EU ETS is, of course, a Europe wide scheme. It is diYcult to see how the
UK could politically or practically act unilaterally.

The EU ETS is designed to ensure that the industries covered collectively meet a cap as set by
governments, in this case the EU with agreement by Member States. The ETS price reflects market views
on the costs of making this cap. The ETS is not designed to deliver major capital investment beyond that
needed to meet the cap. There is little appetite to constrain the workings of the emissions market and
investment needed to meet other policy goals, eg acceleration on investment in CCS should be done outside
the EU ETS. Most observers would say that the market should be allowed to work freely but that the price
should be underpinned by setting a tight cap on emissions.

We are not expert in emissions trading but we would find it diYcult to see how a floor price could be
implemented. It would be impossible to tell traders not to trade below a certain level. Perhaps the way to
do it is to constrain the price at auction. The way this is handled at present means that all Member States
would have to agree to a common reserve price at auction.

The proposal put forward by the Government for a levy to raise finance that would disbursed as a contract
for diVerences eVectively puts a floor on the emissions value exclusively for CCS projects.

If the Committee would like to hear a more detailed argument on the options for a floor price on emissions
we would recommend taking evidence from the Carbon Markets and Investors Association or the
International Emissions trading Association. We are also aware that the UK Emissions Trading Group is
considering the issue but also sees challenges in delivering a floor price.

November 2009

Memorandum submitted by the Carbon Trust

Below is the Carbon Trust’s perspective on the broader subject areas which the Energy and Climate
Change Select Committee has sought comment.

In particular the Carbon Trust would like to focus on:

— Why and how the UK should support innovation in low carbon technologies; and

— The types of intervention necessary to accelerate progress.

The perspectives are based on recent analysis that the Carbon Trust has carried out and our deep and
broad understanding of low carbon technology innovation in which we have been active since 2001. A list
of relevant publications is included at the end.

The Carbon Trust would be happy to present oral evidence to the Committee. This submission makes
reference to a currently unpublished study and as such the content is confidential until publication in early
July. We would therefore ask that we could give oral evidence at one of the committee sessions planned for
July rather than the first one on the 10th June. For this reason we would also be grateful if this document
could be treated as confidential until that point.

(a) General

Accelerating the move towards a low carbon economy and the role of low carbon technology innovation

1. Building a low-carbon economy means making the UK a thriving global hub of innovation and
creating vibrant low carbon industries, businesses and jobs for our future. We can do this despite strong
international competition. There are real opportunities for the UK to make the carbon emissions reductions
necessary to meet new carbon targets whilst at the same time exploiting the maximum potential for economic
benefit and jobs.

2. But with limited public funding we must invest in technology areas where we have real strengths and
commit to support these over time. The Carbon Trust continues to lead the thinking in the area of low carbon
innovation and is about to publish a major new evidence-based study (the “Low Carbon Technology
Commercialisation Review”), specifically looking at why and how the UK should support innovation in low
carbon technologies. This study proposes that the UK accelerates the move towards a “technology focused”
policy which will have the best chance of cost eVectively meeting carbon targets and maximising economic
benefit. This is based upon the need to carefully prioritise technologies, designing customised innovation
support programmes to cost eVectively commercialise them whilst also integrating business support to
maximise the opportunity for economic benefit and new jobs. Whilst the study is not due to be published
until the summer, a summary of the key findings is given below.

3. We also provide some further information on the types of intervention necessary to accelerate progress.
Our significant interventions and successes in innovation over many years continue to lead the way in terms
of supporting the commercialisation of new and emerging low carbon technologies and making innovation
work. Further commentary on the types of interventions necessary to accelerate progress are also set out
below.
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4. The UK also needs to focus on opening up export markets for our innovative low carbon products and
services and an important element of this is through international collaboration agreements. The Carbon
Trust recently signed a groundbreaking agreement in Beijing with the China Energy Conservation
Investment Corporation (CECIC) to develop and deploy low carbon technologies in China and help British
business wanting to export into China. This agreement represents an important step towards the UK and
the world using low carbon technology to drive economic recovery as outlined by Ed Miliband and Peter
Mandelson in their low carbon Industrial Summit earlier this year. This is another example of how the UK
is at the vanguard of this rapidly growing global market.

(b) Why and How the UK should Support Innovation in Low Carbon Technologies

Background to the Low Carbon Technology Commercialisation Review

5. The Carbon Trust, working closely with DECC, has recently completed a major new study examining
the UK’s innovation system for low carbon technologies in the context of the new climate change related
targets (including the 80% reduction in carbon emissions by 2050). It attempts to answer the following
questions:

— why the UK should innovate in Low Carbon Technologies (LCTs);

— how the UK innovation system currently works; and

— how it needs to evolve to meet new challenges.

6. Our findings are based largely on the results of an in-depth economic, engineering and commercial
analysis of an illustrative sample of six LCTs, a review of LCT innovation systems in the UK and
internationally and a high-level review of industrial policy.

7. Our findings show that the time is right for the UK to accelerate towards an innovation policy which
is “technology focused”’, based upon customised, technology specific support for carefully prioritised LCTs.
We believe this is the most cost eVective way to deliver carbon reductions and generate economic benefits
for the UK. Further commentary on the key findings is set out below.

The case for UK support for low carbon innovation

8. Our study shows a clear case for the UK to support the development of Low Carbon Technology
(LCT). This support will put the UK in a better position to address climate change and reap economic
benefits.

9. The UK needs new and emerging LCTs to meet the 80% target. Existing technologies, energy eYciency,
onshore wind and nuclear, will only take us part of the way towards our target. We need emerging LCTs,
like oVshore wind power, to become commercially viable so that they can be deployed on a larger-scale. As
there is considerable uncertainty around the innovation of any technology, including technical, economic
and market risks, the UK will need to have access to LCT options whose total potential carbon savings are
greater than that needed to meet carbon reduction targets.

10. LCT innovation needs public support. Market failures mean that private sector involvement alone
will not generate enough investment to fully commercialise these technologies. For example, electricity
generation technologies suVer from a number of market failures including: long lead times; scale of
investment required; uncertainty around regulation; lack of niches and early adopters; risk averse suppliers;
knowledge spillover eVects and infrastructure tailored towards existing technologies.

11. Could the UK just import LCTs rather than innovate? In general, innovation of LCT is a global game.
In many LCTs, the great majority of the innovation eVort will be undertaken outside the UK, supported by
other governments. The UK has a choice: to play an active and leading role in the innovation of one or more
LCTs or to wait and deploy LCTs developed aboard. Our study shows there is no generic answer to this
question but rather two specific cases in which active involvement is justified:

— innovating a LCT which is vital for meeting the UK’s carbon targets and would not be available
in time without the UK’s support; and

— creating economic benefit for the UK.

12. There are other reasons for the UK to support LCT innovation, although they have not been a focus
of the quantitative analysis that underpins this report:

— increased use of LCTs which contribute to security of supply and would not be available in time
without the support of the UK; and

— establishing or reinforcing UK’s leadership role on climate change as an international collective
action issue.

13. Our study provides good evidence that an eVective and targeted innovation policy can have a
significant impact on net economic benefit for an LCT sector. If innovation is eVective it will lead to faster
learning (and therefore lower costs) and greater UK market share in both export and domestic markets.
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The cost of innovation and the need for prioritisation

14. The UK needs to make smart investments in LCT innovation by accelerating the move towards
greater technology prioritisation and away from explicit technology neutrality. LCTs present significant
opportunities to create economic benefit for the UK and reduce carbon emissions. However in a resource-
constrained environment, large-scale, short-term costs and longer-term and uncertain economic benefits
mean that the UK can only have a global impact in a limited number of LCTs.

15. So, the UK needs to move towards systematic and transparent prioritisation of support for LCTs. We
need to distinguish between earlier stage technologies, with lower development costs and higher uncertainty,
and later stage technologies, where clear focus is needed because deployment support costs are high. This
prioritisation should be done at the family level (eg wave) rather than at the device level. We have developed
and tested a possible framework based on contribution to UK carbon targets and net economic benefit (see
Chart 1 below).

Chart 1

PRIORITISATION FRAMEWORK

Technology specific customised support

16. At the same time, there is also a need to accelerate the move towards greater technology customisation
of LCT innovation support and away from generic policy mechanisms. The most cost eVective way to
support the commercialisation of LCTs is on a highly technology specific basis because the engineering and
commercial barriers, and the solutions that need to be put in place, vary considerably by technology.

17. Once an LCT has been prioritised, all the relevant solutions need to be put in place in order for the
LCT to commercialise. These solutions include not only traditional innovation activities (eg R&D grants)
but also both market pull and barrier removal activities (eg revenue support and regulatory changes) which
are often not considered as part of innovation support. The Carbon Trust’s recent report on oVshore wind
provides much of the kind of analysis necessary in order to do this eVectively (see further commentary on
the kind of barriers involved in Example 4 below).

Technology focused approach

18. A “technology focused” policy brings together these two elements of support for innovation,
technology prioritisation and technology customisation, and is a more cost eVective approach for UK LCT
innovation.

19. This is very diVerent from previous policies of supporting individual companies in sunset industries
or creating national champions and its greater focus makes it potentially much more cost eVective than pure
market mechanisms of the recent past (eg the unbanded Renewables Obligation)—see Chart 2. Technology
focused policy will support new growth markets and stimulate competition across the range of companies
and products in each market. It is compatible with recent policy changes and with the overall carbon
mitigation framework in the UK as it complements technology neutral carbon pricing mechanisms which
are designed to stimulate the mass adoption of proven LCTs. This approach also integrates innovation
support with manufacturing and regional activities to maximise economic benefit for the UK.
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Chart 2

EVOLUTION OF GOVERNMENT POLICY TO STIMULATE NEXT GENERATION LCTs

Description

Nature of 
competition

Period

Technology 
focused Picking

winners

• Undifferentiated 
price based 
incentives – e.g. 
unbanded RO or 
CCL

• Between 
technology 
families, products 
and companies

• 1980s /mid-
2000s

• Limited once 
initial selection is 
made

• 1970s

• Principally 
financial subsidy 
targeted on 
individual 
companies

• Variety of measures 
aimed at a 
technology family

• Incentives, barrier 
removal and 
technology push

• Between products 
and companies

• Late-2000s

Pure market 
mechanisms

Conclusions

20. Accelerating towards a technology focused approach is a real opportunity for the UK. Detailed
analysis of a sample of six LCTs has shown that the UK, by being an active player in technology
development, could well generate significant net economic benefit and / or unlock technologies which will
make a material contribution to UK carbon reduction goals and are unlikely to be available in time without
UK support for innovation.

(c) The Types of Intervention Necessary to Accelerate Progress

Making Innovation Work

21. The Carbon Trust has seven years’ experience supporting low-carbon innovation and this has given
us a deep understanding of how innovation works. In this context, we define innovation as the entire process
of commercialising new technologies. Government has a key role to play in creating the conditions for
innovation to flourish and overcoming market failures.

22. We explain the barriers facing low-carbon innovators in terms of “four journeys”—technology,
company, market and regulatory (see Chart 3 below). Our activities are commercially focused and support
the development of companies, markets and policy as well as specific technologies. We work with
innovators, investors, end users and policymakers to help overcome these barriers.
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Chart 3

THE FOUR JOURNEYS
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23. A broad and integrated range of interventions is needed to accelerate the development and
deployment of new low carbon technologies, reflecting the needs of diVerent technologies, companies and
markets.

24. In the following sections we describe the hurdles innovators face and give examples of what the
Carbon Trust is doing to help overcome them.

Technology Journey

25. Developing a new low-carbon technology is an uncertain process. Public funding is essential to reduce
the risks at the early stages. The UK has a world-class research base, but too much good science fails to find
a market. Even with a working prototype the costs of proving a technology in the market are high—and so
are the risks.

26. The Carbon Trust’s Applied Research grant scheme has provided more than £20 million towards over
150 research and development projects that provide evidence along the technology journey. The process is
highly competitive—we have screened over 1,800 applications— and so investors associate a Carbon Trust
grant with a high degree of technical excellence and commercial potential.

27. We want to back successful innovators so we require that applicants articulate a clear route to market
integrated with their technology development. We also provide advice and support on commercialisation—
grant applicants often work closely with our Business Incubators.

28. Our experience of the low-carbon research landscape in the UK has highlighted high-impact
technologies for which the Carbon Trust could take a more active role by facilitating larger projects and
making commercial investments. So far we have launched Directed Research initiatives in next-generation
solar cells and biofuels. We will bring world-class science to the market more quickly by directing research
towards commercial goals. We work with the best industrial and academic talent to overcome the key
technical barriers.

Example 1: Advanced Photovoltaics Research Accelerator

Solar energy holds enormous potential but the costs are still high. Despite a small domestic
industry the UK has a number of internationally recognised centres of excellence in solar
photovoltaic research—particularly into novel materials.

The Advanced Photovoltaics Research Accelerator aims to accelerate the development of next-
generation solar cells. We challenged the industry and research community to dramatically lower
the costs of solar energy.

The winner was a team bringing together the world-class research in plastic electronics at
Cambridge University and the engineering and product development skills of The Technology
Partnership.
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The team aim to develop roll-to-roll manufacturing processes over the next three years and so
unlock the potential of organic solar cells. The Carbon Trust has committed up to £5m to this
initiative and plays an important role in shaping a commercial proposition from the emerging
science.

Company Journey

29. Commercial exploitation of low-carbon technologies requires progress along the company journey to
match the technology development. Early-stage companies struggle to make the diYcult transition from the
laboratory to a mature business—they need new skills to make the business case.

30. Our Business Incubators help them to find the funding they need. We provide expert advice from
business planning, HR strategy and market analysis to preparing for that vital pitch to investors. So far we
have helped 82 companies to raise £84 million in private investment.

31. By co-investing with private-sector funds, the Carbon Trust also mobilises the financial resources to
commercialise low-carbon technologies. Supported by technology, market and policy experts and managed
by a commercial fund manager, the Carbon Trust’s Venture Capital fund has the expertise and commercial
rigour to lead the way in low-carbon technology investment. It has invested £12.5 million in its 12 portfolio
companies, leveraging £110 million from the private sector.

Example 2: 4energy

4energy’s innovative cooling systems have been proven to reduce the energy used to regulate the
temperature of critical industrial electronic equipment by up to 90%. These technologies have been
installed by companies such as Vodafone, EDF Energy and Scottish Power Energy Networks.

Telecommunication, computing and ancillary infrastructure located in equipment rooms needs to
be kept at regulated temperatures in order for it to function correctly. The traditional approach
has been to use conventional air conditioning systems such as vapour compression refrigeration,
to maintain the correct temperatures. 4energy systems remove the need for installed air
conditioning by using passive cooling technologies with few moving parts. This leads to increased
levels of reliability and much reduced energy consumption and maintenance.

In July 2007 4energy won an Applied Research grant of just under £200,000 to develop their
passive cooling solution for mobile telecoms base stations. Working with the Business Incubator
helped them to strengthen their relationships with key clients and by September 2008 they were
able to raise a £1 million equity investment from the Carbon Trust and Catapult Venture Managers
to roll out their technology to new markets.

The Carbon Trust’s growing international reach has enabled it to help 4energy find partners for
trials in China, Egypt and India.

Market Journey

32. Emerging low-carbon technologies must challenge the incumbent players to enter the mainstream
market. This can be achieved by exploiting niche markets or by finding opportunities created by stresses in
the existing regime—changes in regulation or energy prices for example. But emerging technologies often
face barriers: lack of awareness, inconsistent standards or outmoded business practices.

33. The Carbon Trust’s Technology Accelerators bring together the key players to address these market
barriers—we have worked with over 700 companies. Our in-depth field trials and demonstrations provide
the objective, authoritative evidence to help markets and policymakers make informed choices about
emerging technologies. We have published over 50 reports to get these insights out there.

Example 3: Biomass heat

Biomass heating technology is relatively widely deployed in some continental European countries
(eg Finland and Austria), where it has a strong performance track record. However, installations
in the UK (of which there are only a few hundred examples) tend to be costly and can oVer long
payback periods.

The Carbon Trust’s Biomass Heat Accelerator aims to catalyse growth of the medium-scale
commercial and industrial biomass heating market by reducing costs, demonstrating best practice
and addressing supply chain risks.

By creating partnering projects between current installation companies and specialist consultancy
expertise, the BHA has been able to demonstrate a lower cost of deployment and encourage best
practice (such as low cost fuel storage solutions, optimal sizing and improved business processes).

Through being closely involved in the biomass heating market, the Carbon Trust has been able to
oVer insights for key stakeholders into better regulation and policy.
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Regulation Journey

34. Regulation and policy have a vital role to play in creating the conditions for low-carbon technologies
to flourish. Emerging technologies often present challenges for the existing policy and regulatory regime and
decision-makers must be equipped to respond.

35. Our Technology Accelerators provide detailed practical insights into the impact of regulation on low-
carbon technologies and provide the foundation for evidence-based policy-making. The Carbon Trust’s
Insights team provides thoughtful strategic analysis of the policy landscape.

Example 4: OVshore wind

The Carbon Trust report OVshore wind power: big challenge, big opportunity16 outlined that, under
a reasonable set of assumptions, the UK requires 25% of its electricity to come from oVshore wind
by 2020 if it is to meet its EU renewables target of 15% of all energy by this date. 25% of UK
electricity equates to 29GW of oVshore wind power capacity.

Delivering this level of oVshore wind power in just over a decade is an immense challenge. It is
equivalent in scale to the 90’s “dash for gas” and could require up to £75 billion in investment from
industry, on a similar scale to that invested in North Sea oil and gas in the peak decade of its
development. This challenge is made even greater by the fact that capital costs have more than
doubled over the past five years, which has naturally restricted the required investment in projects
by developers. The report identified the following key actions for the UK: increasing targeted
RD&D spend to find cost savings, relaxing constraints to make the best sites available, providing
developers suYcient returns with an eYcient incentive mechanism, removing grid and planning
regulatory barriers to deployment, providing a clear long term commitment against which industry
can invest with confidence and integrating innovation and manufacturing strategy in order to
maximise UK economic benefit. Success would reduce the cost of investing in oVshore wind by up
to £30 billion and enable the UK to meet renewable energy targets, cut carbon emissions by 14%,
create 70,000 new jobs and bolster energy security.

The Carbon Trust has risen to this challenge by launching the OVshore Wind Technology
Accelerator. This initiative brings together a consortium of five leading international energy
companies to address some of the key technical uncertainties that could reduce costs by 10% or
more. Worth up to £30 million over the next five years, the project will comprise a set of major
research, development and demonstration activities including design and demonstration of
deepwater foundations, modelling the eVects of wakes on wind farm yields, access, logistics and
electrical systems (see the following link for more information: www.carbontrust.co.uk/
oVshorewind

May 2009

Memorandum submitted by Centrica PLC

Introduction

1. Centrica plc was formed in February 1997 when the former British Gas plc was demerged to form BG
Group plc and Centrica. In Great Britain, Centrica trades under its brand names, British Gas, and Scottish
Gas. It is the UK’s largest energy supplier, supplying around 10 million gas and six million electricity
customers in the domestic sector and has over one million supply points in the non-domestic sector. It also
owns upstream gas production and (predominantly low carbon) power generation assets to support its
supply businesses.

2. We welcome the opportunity to respond to the ECC committee inquiry into low carbon technologies
in a green economy. The development and deployment of low carbon technologies will be essential in
tackling climate change and can also provide an important driver for economic growth.

3. The Government’s climate change targets and accompanying carbon budgets are welcome and set
challenging but achievable goals for the UK. A wide range of technologies will have to play a major role in
meeting these targets from nuclear power stations to solar cells on people’s roofs. For many of them, further
support will be necessary to achieve the level of penetration required to meet the targets in time. Government
must strike the right balance between providing a clear and supportive framework whilst not picking
particular technologies. We believe that with the right incentives, a competitive market will encourage
businesses to take calculated risks and bring forward a range of new technologies in innovative ways and
at lowest cost.

4. Centrica has made substantial investments in a range of low carbon technologies including its recent
£2.3bn nuclear deal with Edf energy for a 20% stake in British Energy, and we will continue to do so as long
as the market signals are there.. Our response outlines the diVerent technologies we are investing in, what

16 Carbon Trust (2008) OVshore wind: big challenge, big opportunity—which can be obtained from www.carbontrust.co.uk/
publications (along with many other publications relevant to this area) or by calling 0800 085 2005.
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we believe the potential is, and what some of the barriers are to greater take up. Currently we believe that
nuclear, oVshore wind, microgeneration and some demand-side technologies have the greatest potential to
reduce our emissions at lowest cost. However, we welcome the Government’s recent announcements on
Carbon Capture & Storage and look forward to seeing the detail of the proposals when they are published.

Which technologies have the biggest potential? Has the Government done enough in its stimulus package? What
is needed to achieve the development and deployment of them?

Nuclear

5. We believe that nuclear power has a crucial role to play in meeting CO2 emission reduction targets while
ensuring energy aVordability and security of supply. To this end, on 11 May 2009 we announced that we had
reached an agreement to acquire a 20% interest in British Energy, the operator of eight existing nuclear power
stations in the UK, for £2.3bn. EDF and Centrica will also form an 80/20 joint venture to pursue a planned
programme to build four new nuclear power stations in the UK. We therefore welcome the Government’s
recognition of the role of nuclear support the current facilitative actions in progress by DECC and regulatory
bodies to encourage successful deployment of new nuclear power stations.

6. Twenty five per cent of the UK’s power generation fleet is scheduled to close by 2020 as a result of the
Large Combustion Plant Directive and nuclear retirements. New power generation will be necessary to close
the energy gap and nuclear, which meets climate, aVordability and security of supply goals, will play a key
role. Nuclear has a long development time frame—the first reactor could come on line in late 2017 or early
2018 at the earliest—so it is crucial that work begins on new nuclear as soon as possible. We welcome
Government proposals to streamline the planning and licensing systems including the introduction of the
Infrastructure Planning Commission, but it is important that progress in delivering these programmes
continues so that new nuclear can be built to the timescales necessary.

7. Based on a UK fleet size of 25GW, the Nuclear Industry Association predicts between 10,000 and
15,000 new jobs in nuclear related manufacturing and construction for 25 years, in addition to the
permanent roles created for each station’s 40–60 year operating life.

Offshore Wind

8. Centrica operates the world’s largest oVshore wind project and is currently planning or investing in
three other projects. Assuming they are all built, our existing plans will cost over £3bn and we will have over
1.75 GW of renewable generation capacity. We believe that with the right policy framework, the UK
electricity sector is capable of rising to the challenge of deploying renewable projects at scale over the next
decade and we expect to continue to be a significant investor in them in the future. However, meeting the
UK’s renewable targets will require significant eVort from all stakeholders, and in particular Government,
in order to remove barriers to investment and implementation. We welcome the commitment the
Government has demonstrated to date and, in particular, the recent proposal in the 2009 Budget to
temporarily increase oVshore wind support to two ROCs. However, there remain issues around the
streamlining of the planning system, the transformation of the grid infrastructure, the development of a
competitive, UK based supply chain and continuing commitment to an eVective, long term economic
support mechanism.

9. The Renewables Obligation has demonstrated great success in taking the UK to the position of world
leader in oVshore wind. This position will be strengthened through the Government’s recent announcement.
This temporary support is essential if the momentum that the UK has created in this sector is to be
maintained through the current economic climate. For the longer term, we believe that new projects should
be guaranteed 20 years of support under the Renewables Obligation. This will signal the long-term nature
of the UK renewables sector and will encourage the necessary investment in projects, skills and in growing
a UK supply chain. Existing projects should not receive support beyond 2027 as this would not represent
value for money for consumers.

10. Whilst we welcome the recent proposals to temporarily increase the ROC values, a range of other
factors remain which impact the viability of oVshore wind investment. We are working with the Government
and the Regulator to address these, but their cumulative impact is substantial and so all eVorts must be made
to tackle them. They include: the role of Crown Estates and its extraction of monopoly rents, the
Transmission Access Review; the Balancing and Settlement Code transmission losses modification; the
approved charging methodology proposal for Transmission Network Use of System charges; access to the
transmission system; and the asymmetric nature of risk oVshore since the generator eVectively takes the bulk
of the risk of transmission failure. We would be pleased to supply the Committee with more information
about these issues if required.

11. The deliverability of oVshore assets relies on the supply chain. This is also the area where there is most
potential for UK industry to benefit from the development of renewables. However, in part due to increased
global demand, there are long lead-times and supply constraints throughout the supply chain. For example,
it can take up to three years to deliver an oVshore cable. Centrica welcomes the intervention of UK
Government to encourage new UK-based fabrication yards, and to prevent closure of existing plants by
providing financial assistance to those companies that are struggling in the current economic climate. The
aim should be to reduce the UK’s reliance on European companies and suppliers further afield and grow an
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industry that already has an increasing pool of demand. It is not clear that the proposed oVshore
transmission regime is going to facilitate engagement of the supply chain at an early enough stage to ensure
that the UK gets timely access to it for the necessary supplies, ahead of its global competitors. This
bottleneck could be one of the greatest barriers to achieving oVshore wind investment at a level to meet
2020 targets.

Small-scale Decentralised Electricity Generation

12. Centrica believes that large numbers of small scale decentralised technology measures can deliver
significant change against tight timescales. To support this, we have made substantial investments in a range
of microgeneration technologies. We now have the capability to install solar thermal products across the
entire country and we are a leading framework supplier on the Low Carbon Buildings Programme (LCBP)
and have installed significant solar photovoltaic (PV) installations under the programme. We believe that if
designed in the right way and set at the right level, the Feed-in TariV for electricity and the Renewable Heat
Incentive can deliver the step change necessary to take microgeneration into the mass-market mainstream.

Feed-in tariVs

13. A feed-in tariV for microgeneration would provide an ongoing revenue stream for a defined period.
Suppliers have an existing relationship with customers and are therefore best placed to administer a feed-in
tariV. We believe that if the appropriate revenue were guaranteed, suppliers and others would bring forward
an innovative range of financing solutions designed to reduce the initial upfront capital cost of relevant
technologies and the mechanism design needs to allow for this.

14. We believe that the following principles should be reflected in any eventual design of a feed-in tariV:

— The tariV must be simple for customers to access with low administrative eVort and minimal
transaction costs

— The costs of the tariV should be spread equitably amongst suppliers, and it should not discourage
individual suppliers from driving take-up of small-scale generation

— The tariV should be flexible enough that new technologies can be easily incorporated and that the
level can be adjusted so that both deployment levels are maintained and the tariV is as eYcient
as possible

— The principle of grandfathering the tariV for individual installations will bring much needed
certainty to the market

— The tariV should apply to production, not to export and should be banded by technology, and size

— The levy should be raised on a p/kWh basis

15. We believe that households who wish to access a feed-in tariV should be eligible for early access to
smart meters. We do not believe that exemptions to paying the levy should be built into the scheme and that
any negative impacts, for example on fuel poverty or competitiveness can be countered through other policy
mechanisms. We do not believe that installation of all possible energy eYciency measures should be a pre-
requisite for receiving microgeneration support as this might have the perverse impact of discouraging it.
However, we do believe that a whole house audit should be required at the same time as installing
microgeneration as it will provide the householder with the information to take further steps to cut their
energy use.

Renewable Heat Incentive

16. We believe that similar principles as outlined above for a feed-in tariV also apply to a renewable heat
incentive. Biomass boilers will be a key technology to deliver renewable heat and Centrica has acquired a
19% share of Econergy Ltd, a company specialising in biomass installations.

Photovoltaic Panels

17. Recent changes in building planning approval systems and building regulations are encouraging the
use of renewable energy in new buildings across the country. The current market for solar PV is
predominantly commercial, but it is expected that the residential market will grow as a stronger incentive is
provided through the Feed-in TariV. The European Photovoltaic Industry Association believes that
photovoltaic energy could provide 12% of European electricity demand by 2020. Centrica welcomes moves
to provide appropriate support to allow this potential to be realised. Our recent acquisition of Solar
Technologies (ST) makes British Gas the largest PV installer in the UK. ST are responsible for significant
scale installations including London’s City Hall and the HSBC head-quarters in Canary Wharf.

Micro CHP

18. MicroCombined Heat and Power (mCHP) units operate in a similar manner as domestic central
heating boilers, but will also deliver cheap, low carbon electricity into the home, whilst significantly reducing
households’ carbon footprint. Current forecasts suggest that mCHP boilers could provide energy bill savings
for the average household of approximately 25% per year and reduce annual household carbon dioxide
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emissions by up to 2.5 tonnes. Over 80% of the 21 million centrally heated homes in the UK are on the gas
network and the overwhelming majority of these homes will use gas as a heating fuel. Approximately
1.5 million boilers are replaced each year in Great Britain and one scenario puts residential CHP as taking
30% of this market by 2015. Collectively, the new mCHP boilers could save the equivalent CO2 emitted by
eight power stations. A significant number of households use Liquid Petroleum Gas (LPG) boilers which
are virtually identical to conventional gas boilers so there is no reason why LPG would not also benefit from
mCHP, ultimately further extending the reach.

19. British Gas New Energy has secured an exclusive distribution deal with Baxi, which will see British
Gas services installing the Sterling engine mCHP boiler, known as the Ecogen unit, which is more than 90%
eYcient and will deliver significant carbon savings. In addition, Centrica purchased a £20 million stake in
Ceres Power, a company specialising in the development of fuel cell mCHP units, in 2008. Due to market
in 2011, these appliances will represent a step change in mCHP technology, enabling electricity to be
generated 24hr a day, independently from the heating function of the boiler.

Demand side

20. Centrica strongly welcomes the Government’s recent decision to deploy smart meters to every home
by 2020 and agrees that the supplier-led “central communications” model where suppliers own and maintain
the meter but all data is managed and processed through a central body, is the most eVective route to do so
We believe there is untapped potential for greater degrees of load management. To fully exploit this, meters
will need to be accompanied by the installation of electrical appliances which are able to respond to signals
from them. Centrica has a technology partnership with Vphase, a developer of energy saving products for
residential and commercial properties, which will see Vphase products oVered to British Gas customers.

21. In addition, we have developed a number of unique innovation partnerships as part of our CERT
(Carbon Emissions Reduction Target) delivery programme. Our aim has been to work with leading
consumer product brands to encourage consumers to save energy, both through the way the products
consume energy in use and increasingly in the way they are used by the end consumer. The range of
partnerships cover products we all use everyday including washing machines, televisions, home phones and
cable/satellite boxes. Many of the energy saving features are invisible to the consumer, as technology
changes/product redesigns have enabled the consumer importantly to just carry on using the products
exactly as they are. It is clear that CERT funding is a very strong motivator to these companies and in most
if not all cases the thinking has become incorporated into their product plans and increasingly into their
medium to long term R&D work.

Industrial CHP

22. CHP provides poor CO2 emission reductions compared to renewables, nuclear and carbon capture
and storage and is only modestly more eYcient that new CCGT plants. Much of the technical potential is
not economically feasible, and any short term gains are likely to be outweighed by the long-term negative
eVect of locking businesses into fossil-fuel based heat production. We believe the same arguments apply to
non-biomass district heating technologies.

23. Clusters of industrial premises with steam demand present the best opportunities for CHP but such
clusters are limited in the UK. In compliance with Section 36 of the Electricity Act, Centrica have
investigated Industrial CHP potential at each of the sites we have evaluated for new fossil fuelled power
generation. In these cases Industrial CHP has proven impractical or uneconomic, even when existing
support levels have been taken into account.

24. Therefore, we believe that microgeneration, renewables, nuclear and other technologies are more
appropriate for delivering the Government’s ambition of an 80% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions
by 2050.

What is the potential role for public procurement and policies such as the 2016 zero carbon homes target in
driving investment, development and job creation?

25. While having the right incentives and policy framework is vital, demand-pull can play an important
role in bringing forward new technologies to the mass market. Due to the scale of its procurement power,
the procurement public sector estate is uniquely positioned to catalyse this transformation. Guaranteed
large-scale procurers are able to negotiate lower prices, bringing the costs down for all. The entire public
estate should commit to procuring suYcient on or nearsite generation to supply at least 15% of its energy
from renewable sources by 2020, consistent with the UK’s own renewables targets. This could transform the
microgeneration market enabling even greater take up by the commercial and domestic sectors.

May 2009
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Memorandum submitted by The Crown Estate

Summary

— The Crown Estate is committed to working with Government, developers and all stakeholders to
help ensure that the aspirations of the UK for oVshore renewable energy are met.

— There is excellent potential within UK waters for wind and marine renewable energy deployment
with an industry keen to exploit this potential.

— Significant investment in Britain’s electricity network is required if the Government’s targets for
renewable generation are to be met.

— OVshore wind is best placed to deliver renewable energy targets at scale and in the necessary
timeline.

— The oVshore transmission regime must be allowed to consider the provision for more than one
oVshore energy installation at one time. The Crown Estate advocates a strategic approach to the
planning and design of the oVshore grid.

1.0 The Croate

The diverse portfolio of The Crown Estate comprises marine, rural and urban properties across the whole
of the United Kingdom valued in total at over £7 billion (2006–07 figures). Under the 1961 Crown Estate
Act, The Crown Estate is charged with maintaining and enhancing both the value of the property and the
revenue from it consistent with the requirements of good management. We are a commercial organisation
guided by our core values of commercialism, integrity and stewardship.

The Crown Estate’s entire revenue surplus is paid directly to HM Treasury for the benefit of all UK
taxpayers; in 2006–07 this amounted to £200.1 million.

1.1 The Marine Estate

Our Marine Estate comprises virtually the entire UK seabed out to the 12 nautical mile territorial limit,
in addition to the sovereign rights to explore and make use of the natural resources of the UK continental
shelf, with the exception of oil, coal and gas. We own approximately 55% of the foreshore and around half
the beds of estuaries and tidal rivers in the United Kingdom. A wide variety of businesses and organisations
conduct economic and conservation activities across our Marine Estate, with an estimated total value of
some £46 billion providing almost 890,000 jobs. Over 20% of our coastal estate is leased out to
conservation bodies.

The Crown Estate manages its marine assets on a commercial basis, guided by the principles of sustainable
development and social responsibility. We take a consistent approach to the management of our activities
around the UK, whilst retaining flexibility to take local factors into account whenever necessary.

The Crown Estate can bring to bear an unparalleled level of knowledge and expertise on issues relating to
management of the foreshore, the territorial seabed and continental shelf. This knowledge includes marine
resource management (eg marine aggregate extraction, marine renewable energy installations, seabed
infrastructure, aquaculture and new activities such as gas storage and carbon capture and storage) and its
interplay with other marine activities such as defence, energy, navigation and marine safety. We have a strong
understanding of the needs of a broad range of sea users, as commercial partners, customers and
stakeholders.

2.0 Introduction

This response to the Committee’s call for evidence is informed by The Crown Estate’s extensive experience
of managing activities within the marine environment and, within its core remit, of balancing economic
activity with stewardship of natural resources for future generations to use and enjoy.

In June 2008, The Crown Estate announced the third leasing round for oVshore wind energy. This is
intended to deliver up to 25 GW of new oVshore wind generation by 2020. In addition during 2008, a leasing
application process for oVshore wind in Scottish Territorial Waters was also held with 6.4GW of exclusivity
agreements being granted in January 2009 pending the outcome the Scottish Government’s SEA. Finally,
The Crown Estate are currently holding a tender for marine renewable energy installations in Pentland Firth.
It is anticipated that up to 700MW of marine renewable energy will be achieved by 2020, but there is the
potential for considerably more to be delivered from the Pentland Firth and also from other areas around
the UK coast.
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2.1 Our view

The Opportunities and Constraints

The generation of around 33GW of oVshore wind could equate to 80,000 jobs. Supplier and Industry want
stable policy environments and confidence for many years ahead. There is excellent potential within UK
waters for wind and marine renewable energy deployment with an industry keen to exploit this potential.

One of the biggest challenges facing UK renewable targets centres around innovation and how the UK
can foster it. The UK needs to consider what mechanisms exist for getting the innovators with ideas and
concepts to a stage where they can demonstrate their technologies suYciently for developers or investors to
fund. The UK has some successful and well run schemes but we need to consider if these are enough.

OVshore wind is best placed to deliver renewable energy targets at scale and in the necessary timeline.

A consistent Government policy framework (targets, regulations, grid, economics, supply chain) is
essential. Investment will move to the countries with the best framework. Carbon pricing impacts electricity
price but undervalues renewable energy which has additional values of zero water footprint, diversity of
supply, stable cost of generation, new jobs.

UK has a window of opportunity to build an oVshore wind industry which will secure UK renewable
targets and create income for UK plc through exports of equipment and potentially the export of power.
Industry will not develop supply chain and new technologies if they can see certain existing technologies are
uneconomic.

The supply chain (for oVshore wind in particular) is currently heavily constrained, with a very limited
number of suppliers available, in particular for oVshore wind turbines. There are also constraints and long
delays in the supply of oVshore cables and transformers together with a lack of installation vessels for
construction. This is having a marked eVect on the time taken for developers to construct oVshore wind
farms following award of the requisite consents. It is evident that if the supply chain could be presented with
a steady long-term market, then it would be more likely to commit to the significant investment required in
order to gear up to the needs of the UK, presented by the 2020 targets. Certainty and confidence in the
market could be provided by greater coordination in the site development process and improvements to the
planning system and a more eYcient delivery of consents.

There is a need for investment in key ports to meet the needs of the new oVshore renewables industries.
We are keen to work with regional Enterprise organisations and industry to inform them of the supply chain
development potential and the regional benefit that is associated with port use in oVshore wind and marine
renewables. Opportunities could move to continental ports if requirements of the oVshore wind industry
cannot be met. This will add cost to oVshore wind projects and may limit the rate of installation in
competition with other countries looking to meet their 2020 renewable energy targets.

Skilled personnel are an important part of the supply chain. The Government could encourage
educational and professional institutions to increase and promote their levels of training and support in the
areas of engineering and science. This could include a greater emphasis on the teaching of science and
engineering in schools and Universities together with schemes such as apprenticeships in engineering or
renewables technology.

Demand and Investment in Low Carbon Technologies

We are seeing the impacts of a downturn on demand and investment in low carbon technologies. The
previous finance model has collapsed reducing build out of projects, reduced supply chain investments and
halting Research and Developments. Market confidence will return follow with Government confidence.
Obstacles to investment include risk factors; developers want to see ideas de-risked through prototype
demonstration and evidence in the ability to deliver.

Research and Demonstration Projects

The UK government should consider setting up a National laboratory for Renewable energy research like
RISO (http://www.risoe.dk/Research/sustainable energy.aspx) in Denmark and NREL (http://
www.nrel.gov/) in the US. The Spanish have CENER (http://www.cener.com/en/index.asp ) and the
Germans have DEWI (part government funded part commercial) http://www.dewi.de/dewi/index.php

We have NaREC (http://www.narec.co.uk/) in the UK and it does excellent work but it needs to be
massively expanded. The ETI and Carbon trust are contributing to the acceleration of technology. Both
these organisation have programmes that are aiming to accelerate new wind technology for oVshore wind
and they should be further encouraged. A successful wind industry needs a suitable and sizable research
establishment.

There are a number of emerging UK wind turbine companies with great concepts for cost eVective large
scale oVshore turbines that will take the OVshore wind industry to the next level and these companies need
support. The Crown Estate has had great interest in demonstration centres and all major oVshore turbine
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manufacturers are keen to demonstrate their technology in the UK. But all are unsure of where the required
funding for these will be found. If they don’t have access to funding their interest will remain just that and
they will test and manufacture their new turbines in other countries, such as Germany or Denmark.

Access to the Grid

It is essential that improved access to the National Grid system is implemented within a reasonably tight
timeframe for oVshore wind, wave and tidal developers. Failure to deliver improved access will inevitably
result in developers taking their technology to other locations, possibly abroad. The Crown Estate has been
instrumental in seeking to improve grid access for all oVshore renewable energies and will, in conjunction
with others, continue to seek early resolution to this problem. Developing oVshore transmission links will
allow energy projects, including those in remote areas, to improve access to the wider UK and European
markets.

Investment and Strategic Planning

Significant investment in Britain’s electricity network is required if the Government’s targets for
renewable generation are to be met. In December 2008, The Crown Estate published a connection study in
support of Round 3. This work considered a scenario for connecting 25GW of oVshore wind. The study
identified that approximately £10 billion of network reinforcements would be needed. Of this, approximately
7% related to onshore works.

In order that the most eYcient and economic solution for network investment is delivered, it is essential
that a strategic plan is developed and implemented. The Crown Estate commend the work undertaken by
the Electricity Networks Strategy Group (ENSG), established under the auspices of DECC, in identifying
necessary reinforcements for the onshore transmission network.

The oVshore transmission regime should not be looked at in isolation from the onshore system. The most
cost eVective solutions can be found through considering the best overall solution to optimise the building
and operation of the onshore and oVshore network. In doing so, innovation and integration with the use of
High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) technology can be accounted for. Additionally, in order for the
delivery of oVshore renewables to be made in the required timescales it is essential that a long term view of
network requirements are taken and that relevant onshore planning and consenting is carried out
expeditiously.

The oVshore transmission regime must be allowed to consider the provision for more than one oVshore
energy installation at one time. The Crown Estate advocates a strategic approach to the planning and design
of the oVshore grid. This should be reflected in a coordinated approach to the licensing of potential oVshore
transmission assets.

3. Closure

We would be very willing to provide the Committee with further information on any of the points we have
raised above. All of this response may be put into the public domain and there is no part of it that should
be treated as confidential.
May 2009

Memorandum submitted by the Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC)

This Memorandum responds to the Committee’s call for evidence, announced on 2 April 2009.

Executive Summary

The transition to a low carbon world will transform every aspect of our society, and alter the way we all
live and work. This new, global, green industrial revolution will create a huge demand for goods and services
to help us meet our climate change goals. As well as being an environmental imperative, the shift to a low
carbon economy is also an economic opportunity.

Low carbon technologies will be at the heart of the transition to the low carbon economy. This
memorandum summarises DECC’s views on the questions raised by the Energy and Climate Change
Committee regarding the role of low carbon technologies in a green economy, the role they can play in
supporting growth and enabling delivery of our climate change targets.

Q1. What opportunities exist for the creation of a green new deal whilst pursuing a low carbon economy? Which
technologies have the biggest potential? Has the Government done enough in its stimulus package?

1. The move to a low carbon economy can make a significant contribution to economic growth and job
creation in Britain, not only as part of the short term economic recovery, but also through sustainable growth
over the decades to come.
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2. The size of opportunity is large and increasing: already the global market for low carbon and
environmental goods and services is worth £3 trillion, and this is projected to grow to over £4.3 trillion by
2015.17 In the UK, the low carbon and environmental sector is already worth £107 billion per year, employs
over 880,000 people, and represents 7.4% of GDP18

3. Looking ahead, the UK low carbon and environmental sector is growing fast and is expected to be
worth as much as £150 billion and employ over one million people by the middle of the next decade.19

Technologies with the biggest potential

4. It is clear that in order to meet our longer term climate change goals, deliver our carbon budgets, and
create a low carbon resource eYcient economy, we need to create the right conditions for eVective low carbon
economic development and technological innovation. To do this we propose to focus our approach on key
sectors and technologies where the UK has the potential to take a global lead because of our natural
resources, skills base and other advantages. These include:

1. Carbon capture and storage (CCS).

2. OVshore wind generation.

3. Marine energy.

4. Nuclear energy.

5. Low carbon vehicles.

5. We are taking steps to ensure eVective development in each of these areas:

6. On CCS, Government remains committed to the commercial scale demonstration of carbon capture
and storage technologies (CCS) and their development as soon as possible as key technologies to address
climate change. In Budget 2009 the Chancellor announced the Government’s intention to put in place a levy
mechanism to provide funding for up to four UK CCS demonstrations, including the current demonstration
project. Government has also allocated some £90 million to fund companies in the current CCS competition
to undertake detailed preparatory studies for CCS.

7. OVshore wind is one of the key technologies which should form the basis of the UK transition to a
low carbon economy and has the potential to create 70,000 new green jobs and bring economic benefits and
investment to the UK of up to £8 billion in annual revenues by 2020.20 In Budget 2009 the Government
announced a review of support for oVshore wind under the Renewables Obligation, based on evidence that
the costs of projects nearing financial close has risen markedly in the past few months. The additional
support being proposed is expected to protect up to 3GW of planned investment over the next two years—
enough to power an estimated 2.8 million homes. This support has already been successful in securing
investment in the Walney oVshore wind farm, and most notably in the London Array, which once completed
will be the world’s largest oVshore wind farm.

8. The UK possesses a unique level of marine energy resources. The UK has an estimated practical wave
resource of around 50TWh/y of electricity a year and a practical tidal stream resource is around 18TWh/y.
This represents around 50% of Europe’s tidal energy resource (10–15% of the global resource) and 35% of
Europe’s wave energy resource. The sector is still at a very early stage of development but the Carbon Trust
has estimated that marine energy has the potential supply up to 20% of the current UK electricity demand.
We anticipate that around 1–2 GW could be deployed by 2020 and 30–50GW deployed by 2050. The UK
is also seen as a focus for wave and tidal technologies, and the world’s first commercial scale tidal turbine
(SeaGen) and the world’s first commercial-scale wave energy array (Pelamis), both British technologies,
were deployed in 2008.

9. The Nuclear White Paper, published in January 2008, set out the Government’s view that new nuclear
power stations should have a role to play in this country’s future energy mix alongside other low-carbon
sources. The White Paper set out the facilitative actions Government would take to allow energy companies
to invest in new nuclear power stations, including Generic Design Assessment of reactor designs and
streamlining the planning process. We are actively pursuing these actions and have made good progress. In
September 2008 the OYce for Nuclear Development (OND) was established, with the mission to:

— enable operators to build and operate new nuclear power stations in the UK from the earliest
possible date and to enable new nuclear to make the fullest contribution it is capable of, with no
public subsidy, and with unnecessary obstacles removed; and

— build and maintain the UK as the best market in the world for companies to do business in
nuclear power

With the creation of the OND, the Government took on a broader role, to look at issues beyond the
facilitative actions which need to be resolved to allow new nuclear power stations to be built in the UK. In
particular, the OND has a role to create and support a globally competitive UK supply chain, focusing on

17 Innovas (2009), Low carbon and environmental goods and services: an industry analysis
18 Innovas (2009), Low carbon and environmental goods and services: an industry analysis
19 Innovas (2009), Low carbon and environmental goods and services: an industry analysis
20 Carbon Trust, 2008, OVshore Wind Power: Big Challenge, Big Opportunity
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high value added activities to take advantage of the UK and worldwide nuclear programme. The OND is
also working to ensure that the skills base is suYciently developed to support a new generation of nuclear
power stations.

10. Low carbon vehicles: In April 2009, Government announced our strategy “Ultra Low Carbon
Vehicles in the UK”. This provides a clear road map for making the UK the first choice to research, design
build and sell low carbon vehicles. The Government is providing £100 million to support research and
demonstration, £250 million for consumer incentives to buy lower carbon vehicles, £20 million procurement
of Low Carbon Vehicles for government, while the £2.3 billion package of support for the automotive sector
in the downturn has been tailored to support development of low carbon products.

Green stimulus

11. The UK has already made considerable progress in comparison to the rest of the world by setting out
an ambitious programme enabling over £50 billion of investment in cleaner transport and energy over the
three years to 2011. The recent Budget set out the Government’s commitment to support development of
the low carbon sector, including in the areas above, by supporting and deploying new low carbon
technologies with over £1.4 billion of extra targeted support for the low carbon sector, including an
additional £405 million for the development and deployment of low carbon technologies. This additional
funding will include support for close-to-market innovation, for example through the Environmental
Transformation Fund (ETF), as well as support for mature industry through Grants for Business Investment
(GBI) and other appropriate business support mechanisms. The Budget also included £45 million for small
scale renewable electricity and heat, primarily through the Low Carbon Buildings Programme. Funding
announced through the Budget, and previously through the 2008 Pre-Budget Report, will help to maximise
the role the low carbon sector can play in economic recovery, while also positioning us to meet our climate
change goals.

12. This summer Government will bring forward further proposals on the opportunities for business and
communities from the transition to a low carbon economy, and how Government and business can help
realise them. This will build on the vision for a low carbon economy we set out in Low Carbon Industrial
Strategy: A Vision in March this year, and in Investing in a Low Carbon Britain (April 2009), which makes
the case for applying the Government’s new activism to low carbon growth, focusing on key sectors where
the UK may have an advantage to help us secure a significant share of the £3 trillion global market for low
carbon and environmental goods and services.

Q2. How realistic are the Committee on Climate Change’s projections for the use of diVerent types of new
technologies? What is needed to achieve the development and deployment of them?

13. In its December 2008 report, the Committee on Climate Change makes clear that its role is not to
predict the precise technological path to a low-carbon economy. The Government shares the Committee’s
view that there are a number of alternative scenarios by which diVerent combinations of new technologies
can deliver low-carbon energy, greater energy eYciency and compliance with the emissions reduction targets
and carbon budgets established by the Climate Change Act 2008. Furthermore, the Government considers
these technologies to have considerable potential outside the scenarios considered in the Committee’s report
and that additional technologies, such as the direct delivery of low-carbon heat at district level, also have
the potential to make significant contributions to decarbonising the UK economy.

14. The Government supports the development and deployment of technologies to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions through targeted funding and policies at a European, National and Regional/Devolved level
to overcome market failures in innovation. This includes tailored funding mechanisms designed to support
technologies at each stage of their development, oVered by the Research Councils, the Technology Strategy
Board, the Carbon Trust and Energy Technologies Institute. The Government will also provide funding to
support the development and demonstration of technologies using the £405 million for low carbon
investment announced in Budget 2009, and through the Environmental Transformation Fund. We are also
developing a supportive market structure for the deployment of innovative technologies including the use
of tax credits, Renewable Obligation (RO) Certificates and plan a renewable heat incentive and feed-in-tariV
for small scale electricity.

15. From 1 April this year, RO banding was introduced, increasing the support for oVshore wind from
1 Renewables Obligation Certificate (ROC) per MWh to 1.5 ROCs per MWh. We announced in the Budget
that we will be reviewing the level of support for oVshore wind further.

16. A number of forthcoming publications will set out Government policy for the promotion of low-
carbon and energy eYcient technologies in diVerent sectors. These will include the UK Renewable Energy
Strategy, for meeting our EU target to supply 15% of UK energy from renewable sources by 2020, a
consultation on a new framework for coal power stations and carbon capture and storage, a Heat and
Energy Saving Strategy for saving energy and decarbonising heating, and a strategy for reducing greenhouse
gas emissions from transport. Together, these will inform an energy and climate change strategy, to be
published in Summer 2009, which will put emissions reduction in the context of the overall programme for
delivering secure and low-carbon energy, transport and housing in a way that benefits the UK economy into
the future.
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Q3. What are the most important drivers, nationally and internationally, for a low carbon economy in the UK?
To what extent do the outcomes of the international negotiations at Copenhagen matter?

17. A number of drivers are central to the delivery of a low carbon economy in the UK. We already have
in place the key targets and regulatory drivers for carbon reductions in the areas of households, transport
and power generation. These aim to give business the confidence and certainty to invest in making strategic
decisions and investments to reduce carbon emissions, and to bring low carbon products and services to
the market.

18. This framework includes the Climate Change Act 2008, which sets a legally binding target for the UK
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 80% by 2050, and establishes a system of carbon budgets to set the
trajectory towards this; the EU Emissions Trading Scheme, which covers almost half of all emissions; the
forthcoming Carbon Reduction Commitment, a new mandatory emissions trading scheme for the UK
covering large business and public sector organisations, which represent around 10% of UK emissions;
funding for low carbon innovation; market pull interventions which drive deployment, such as the
Renewables Obligation and Climate Change Levy; and a range of other policies, such as dynamic product
standards for consumer goods the Landfill Tax, and the Waste Strategy for England. Along with these
mitigation activities, there is a need to adapt to the unavoidable consequences of climate change. The
Climate Change Act requires to the UK to develop a national risk assessment by 2011. This will help the
UK better understand the level of risk it faces, regionally and sectorally, which will drive innovation and the
need to develop the right infrastructure for a climate resilient economy.

19. A clear framework in the UK is essential, but on its own it is not enough. The challenge of developing
a portfolio of low-carbon technologies to deliver suYcient emission reductions is a global one. There needs
to be a significant increase in global investment to develop and deploy low-carbon technologies as the costs
and scale of production must be shared. Much of this increase will be in countries’ own interest as they strive
to meet mitigation goals and future-proof their industrial development. By setting an ambitious set of
national mitigation actions, the Copenhagen negotiations can build the incentive for national low carbon
investments. The Copenhagen negotiations can also ensure greater collaboration between countries and
help deliver key technologies that are not being taken forward through action at national level.

20. There is also a need to build innovative capacity and support technology deployment in developing
countries to enable them to adopt the technologies in the future and avoid lock-in to high-carbon
technologies. International discussions such as the G8, Major Emitters Forum and bilaterals oVer the
chance to build partnerships as part of an international response to the technology challenge. It is possible
to take forward many of these proposals outside of the negotiations but a successful package on technology
will be important to delivering the requisite overall level of ambition. For example in 2008 the G8 agreed to
launch 20 large CCS demonstration projects by 2010. In addition we are pursuing progress on key
technologies including Carbon Capture and Storage, Energy EYciency in Buildings, Low Carbon Vehicles,
Solar and Smart Grid.

21. Other key drivers for the move to the low carbon economy include:

— Consumer demand, in particular as a result of consumers making purchasing decisions on the basis
of their environmental impact. Studies indicate that over 50% of consumers value environmental
and social performance highly enough to let it influence their choice of brand.21

— Technological innovation—both improvement of existing technologies, and development of new
technologies—has a crucial role to play in delivery of our climate change targets, as well as
providing economic opportunities.

— Investment in energy eYciency and wider resource eYciency: Enabling and incentivising businesses
and households to make energy eYcient investments is a key driver to the development of the low
carbon economy. Research indicates that UK businesses could save £6.4 billion per year through
low and no cost resource and energy eYciency improvements.22 There is a range of support in place
to incentivise energy eYcient investment—for example interest free loans to help small and medium
enterprises make energy eYcient investments. An additional £100m of funding for this scheme was
announced in Budget 2009.

— Financial incentives: It is essential that the best low carbon projects have access to capital to enable
delivery, and that businesses can make low carbon investments. A range of measures specifically
to support low carbon access to finance are in place, and the economy wide-measures Government
is taking to help companies struggling to access finance, such as the Enterprise Finance Guarantee
Scheme and Working Capital Scheme, will also help low carbon businesses. (See also question 5).
Tax incentives to encourage the adoption of new energy technologies—for example the reduced
rate of VAT (5%) for the professional installation of micro-generation equipment, exemption from
the Climate Change Levy for supplies of electricity generated from renewable sources—also have
a vital role to play.

21 http://www.wwf.org.uk/filelibrary/pdf/let them eat cake abridged.pdf
22 IOakdene Hollins (2007 Quantification of the business benefits of resource eYciency
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— Skills: In reforming the skills system we need to ensure that the needs of a low carbon economy are
met. This includes the need to develop the practical and analytical capability to assess quickly and
eVectively the skills needed in key sectors and where there are market failures and barriers that need
to be overcome to develop those skills. A cross-government High Level Forum involving DIUS,
Defra, BERR and DECC in conjunction with UK Commission for Employment and Skills,
Alliance of Sector Skills Councils (SSA) and the Sustainable Development Commission (SDC) are
working with leading cutting edge employers, to discuss how to better align the skills system to
emerging and latent employer needs.

— Infrastructure: having the right infrastructure for a climate resilient economy, particularly for
energy, is central to our requirement to deliver power more eYciently and to adapt to new forms
of power generation.

Q4. How important is it to the UK economy that it becomes a leading developer and exporter of low carbon
technologies? What Government policy needs to be in place to do this?

22. The global market for low carbon goods and services is already worth over £3 trillion and is growing
rapidly. This is a huge potential opportunity for the UK. The UK accounted for over 3.5% the global market
amounting to about £107 billion making it the world’s sixth largest low carbon economy. The expansion of
the global low carbon market oVers huge opportunities for UK businesses.

23. In key technology areas, such as those referred to in question 1, the UK has the potential to take a
global lead. For example we have some of the best wind and marine resources in the world; oVshore wind
could make a major contribution towards meeting the UK’s share of the EU 2020 target for 20% renewable
energy, and some of the world’s best marine energy resource is also situated in UK waters.

24. To capitalise on the growth opportunities created by the move to a low carbon economy across every
sector, we must create the conditions for the UK to be the leading place in the world in which to locate an
innovative business and to develop new products and services. Government alone cannot achieve our
climate change goals, and we need to harness the ideas and capabilities of business to create a prosperous
low carbon society. In partnership with business, we are promoting the UK’s low carbon oVer
internationally through the UK Low Carbon International Marketing Strategy. This has the dual aim of
promoting the UK’s low carbon goods and services to drive exports, and enhancing the UK’s low carbon
reputation to attract inward investment. This is particularly important where the UK is already considered
a leader and where, with the correct framework of support in place, we can capitalise on the environmental
and economic benefits of that position.

25. As set out in the Innovation Nation White Paper (2008), catalysing business innovation where there
are UK strengths and global market opportunities will require strategic action to align demand side
measures such as the power of public procurement, public policy, and the regulatory environment with
support for supply side measures such as research and development and access to finance.

26. Over the last decade sustained investment has given Britain one of the strongest science and research
bases in the world. Britain is now acknowledged as world class in science, research and development,
including in areas crucial to the development of low carbon technologies.

27. We have also established the business-led Technology Strategy Board to drive business innovation in
areas where the there are opportunities for future growth; established the Energy Technologies Institute
(ETI) as a unique private/public partnership to invest in the development of low carbon energy technologies
and solutions; operated a successful R&D tax credit scheme; funded the Carbon Trust to support the
development and deployment of new and emerging low carbon technologies; invested in the UK’s
innovation infrastructure, notably intellectual property systems and procedures, standards and the National
Measurement System and its facilities to facilitate greater business innovation; and created the
Environmental Transformation Fund to support the pre-commercial deployment of low carbon energy
technologies.

28. We are keen to ensure the benefits of our investment throughout the innovation pipeline will be reaped
fully by UK businesses. Government recognises the importance of supporting pre-commercial/near-
commercial development that helps the technologies to reach the commercialisation stage. The “Ultra-Low
Carbon Vehicles in the UK” initiative, which involves working across and beyond Whitehall with the aim
of making the UK a world-leader in ultra-low carbon vehicles, is an exemplar of how the Government is
using its policy levers to secure best opportunities for the UK. The Ultra Low Carbon Vehicle strategy (April
2009) has committed almost £400m to R&D, demonstration, infrastructure and consumer incentives for
ultra low carbon vehicles.
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Q5. Are we seeing impacts of a downturn on demand and investment in low carbon technologies? If so, how can
this be addressed given the need to meet long term targets? What obstacles to investment are there?

29. Indications are that the economic downturn is having an impact on investment in low carbon
technologies. For example, following significant growth in the low carbon venture capital market until 2008,
investment in this area has fallen in Europe since then.

30. There are a range of reasons for the contraction of funding, including that fewer funders are operating
in the project finance markets as they retreat to their domestic markets; funders tend to focus on their
perceived long term core customer relationships; and a significant number of the funders are no longer
providing long term project finance deals, typically 15–20 years.

31. Additionally, there are systemic issues—such as that average venture capital seed funding in the UK
tends to be lower than in the Europe and North America, impacting on companies’ ability to achieve
commercial success, and that companies in the UK and Europe tend to receive early stage funding rather
than support for mid-late stage development which generally requires higher levels of funding. This funding
is required to scale up manufacturing prior sales. In the current economic climate it is these businesses that
are particularly suVering as a result of investors moving toward post revenue and profitable companies.

32. The government is taking steps to address this shortage of capital, for example through the Carbon
Trust which finances emerging clean energy technology businesses that demonstrate commercial potential.
DECC is also considering options for increasing its capacity to tackle obstacles to investment, and work
with the investor community and enhance low carbon investment decisions.

Renewables

33. While the economic downturn will aVect availability and cost of capital to all firms, we recognise that
investment in energy infrastructure and renewables requires particularly large scale capital investment in the
long term. We are working to create the right conditions to ensure continued investment in renewables
through the downturn. The credibility and certainty provided by Government policy on renewables will
provide a stable long term climate for investment in renewables. One example of this is the commitment in
the November 2008 Pre-Budget Report to maintaining the Renewables Obligation as the main means of
support for large-scale renewable generation and to extending it from its current end-date of 2027 to at
least 2037.

34. Smaller companies may find it harder to raise capital, and we are providing a range of financial help
in addition to the main financial support provided through the Renewables Obligation. For example, capital
grants are available through the Environmental Transformation Fund which should ease the impact on firms
investing in emerging renewables technologies.

35. Budget 2009 also announced that UK renewable and energy projects stand to benefit from up to
£4 billion of new capital from the European Investment Bank (EIB) through direct lending to energy projects
and intermediated lending to banks, to finance UK projects. We aim to bring together the EIB, banks and
developers to ensure this new framework lending and other products deliver rapid and sustained investment
for UK renewable energy. DECC also works with the investor community to support low carbon investment
decisions, by supporting the provision of timely and accurate information about Government policy.

Q6. What is the potential role for public procurement and policies such as the 2016 zero carbon homes target
in driving investment, development and job creation?

36. As noted above, there is major scope for policy and regulation to drive investment, development and
job creation.

37. Adopting more sustainable procurement procedures is one of the key ways in which public bodies can
reduce the environmental impact of their activities and contribute towards wider Government targets on
carbon reduction and resource eYciency, while also helping to accelerate the transition to a low carbon
economy. It also oVers the Government the opportunity to lead by example by using its substantial
purchasing power to influence suppliers and the products they develop and design, for the wider benefit of
the UK environment and others in the economy. The UK public sector as a whole purchases around
£175 billion worth of goods and services each year. Budget 2009 also announced an additional £65 million
for public sector loans, with £54.5 million available in England. This money complements that already
available for loans to pay for the installation of a wide range of energy eYciency measures in public
buildings—supporting the public sector in making further progress towards reducing their energy bills and
carbon emissions, freeing up resources for investment in front-line services, and supporting the development
of the low carbon sector.

38. A number of initiatives have been introduced in recent years to aid the delivery of more sustainable
procurement activities across the public sector, including the development of detailed environmental
specifications, for public procurers to apply in their purchasing activities. The government also established
in 2008 a Centre of Expertise in Sustainable Procurement within the OYce of Government Commerce to
support central government in making more sustainable investment decisions.
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39. The government is driving forward a number of related initiatives in order to make use of public
procurement as a tool to encourage industry to bring forward innovative solutions to environmental issues.
These include the Small Business Research Initiative, promotion of outcome based specifications and
forward commitment procurement, and the Innovation platforms operated by the Technology Strategy
Board.

40. The zero carbon homes policy announced in July 2007 (and indeed our ambition for zero carbon non-
domestic buildings announced in Budget 2008) sets the way for a transformation in the way that new homes
and other buildings are constructed over the next decade. This creates a number of economic opportunities:

— Investment in the supply chain supporting the industry, so as to produce the energy eYcient
building materials and low and zero carbon energy supply technologies that zero carbon homes
will require;

— Expertise in the construction industry which can result in export opportunities as other countries
follow the UK’s lead on low and zero carbon buildings.

41. If we are to make the most of these economic opportunities, then it is vital that industry gears up in
preparation for the zero carbon policies. That is why we announced the policies a long time in advance of
their introduction and is why we are setting a trajectory towards zero carbon homes between now and 2016.
Government is in the process of providing a detailed definition of zero carbon homes and is working with
industry via the 2016 Task Force and Zero Carbon Hub to create the certainty that industry needs and to
overcome the practical barriers to implementation of the policy. A range of support is also available to drive
business innovation to deliver low carbon buildings through initiatives such as the Technology Strategy
Board’s recent £10 million competition to develop and demonstrate innovative solutions in the social
housing sector. This competition will enable successful companies to be well placed to bid for future
refurbishment contracts and help the UK meet future targets in reduction of CO2 emissions and energy use.

June 2009

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Department of Energy and Climate Change

Annex A

Carbon Footprint and Energy Payback of Electricity Generation

All electricity systems, even renewables, have a “carbon footprint”. This means that during their
construction and operation, greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide (CO2) are emitted. For fossil fuel
plants, a large proportion of the footprint is CO2 from burning the fuel itself. For a nuclear plant, there are
no direct emissions of CO2, so the carbon footprint results from the wider lifecycle emissions. In general, the
more a technology is “low-carbon”, the greater the importance of considering complete lifecycle emissions.
The size of these carbon footprints is the subject of some controversy, so the purpose of this note is to point
the reader to the more reliable estimates.

Summary of estimates of carbon footprints

The Postnote “Carbon footprint of electricity generation”23 gives further background on carbon
footprints and the lifecycle assessment (LCA) approaches used to derive them. The results of an LCA will
depend on its scope (ie where the boundaries are drawn), which is one reason for the variation in published
carbon footprints. This Postnote summarises carbon footprints for a range of generation technologies
(Table 1).

Also included in Table 1 are values from Lenzen’s group at the Centre for Integrated Sustainability
Analysis in Sydney. This peer-reviewed work formed the Australian Government’s independent assessment
of the indirect emissions associated with the nuclear fuel cycle, as well as comparisons with other types of
generation. This work also has the advantage that consistent assumptions were used for each generation
technology, as does the work from the Paul Scherrer Institut. The report from the World Energy Council
(cited in the IPCC’s Fourth Assessment Report in 2007) reviewed existing LCA studies, leading to a wide
range of estimates.

What is most striking about the numbers in Table 1 is that nuclear and wind technologies have lifecycle
emissions at least 10 times less than those from fossil fuels. Some of the Lenzen values are greater than those
cited in the Postnote, but this reflects the diVerent scope of the diVerent approaches. The AEA study for
British Energy (cited in the Postnote) includes fuel and electricity use for uranium mining and enrichment,
but not the energy required to construct these facilities, for example.

23 Parliamentary OYce of Science and Technology, October 2006 http://www.parliament.uk/documents/upload/postpn268.pdf
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However, some of the reported variation in lifecycle emissions in a given analysis itself provides useful
information. For PV, lifecycle emissions per kWh are lower when installed in (sunnier) southern Europe than
in the UK, although the higher value for PV in the Lenzen work presumably reflects a wider scope.

Table 1

TOTAL LIFETIME GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS FOR DIFFERENT ELECTRICITY
GENERATION TECHNOLOGIES

Units are g CO2eq /kWh electricity generated. References marked * reported their own lifecycle analyses,
while the others collated data from other sources.

Coal Gas Nuclear Wind PV

Postnote24 "1,000 500 5 4.6 (onshore) 58 (UK)
5.3 (oVshore) 35 (Southern Europe)

*Lenzen and co- 941 577 58 (baseline: coal 21 (onshore) 106 (Australia)
workers25, 26 863 economy)

(supercritical) 33 (gas economy)
10 (nuclear &
renewables economy)

*Paul Scherrer 1,180 680 13 15 51 (USA)
Institut26

World Energy 847 (USA) 411 (UK) 3–40 7–15 13–104
Council
(2004)27 CCS, 90%

capture:

247 (USA)
130 (Australia)

CONCAWE28 440 (North Sea
Gas)

660 (imported
LNG)

For nuclear power, Lenzen’s work shows that the calculated lifecycle emissions decrease if the wider
economy is decarbonised. The 33 g CO2eq /kWh value would be broadly applicable to nuclear new build in
the UK, while new build further in the future, if the economy were to be based on nuclear and renewable,
would give lifecycle emissions of only 10g CO2eq /kWh.

The UK is increasingly importing liquefied natural gas. This leads to substantially greater lifecycle
emissions than electricity from North Sea gas due to increased leaks and transport emissions. However,
carbon capture and storage (CCS) has the potential to decrease emissions from coal and gas-fired plant,
although even with 90% carbon capture, lifecycle emissions may still exceed 100g CO2eq /kWh.

Energy payback time

Related to the concept of carbon footprint is “energy payback time”, which is the length of time in normal
operation after which the electricity generated will have “paid back” the energy need to build, maintain and
decommission the power plant. This can be a straightforward way of summarising energy benefits, although
this runs the risks of comparing “apples and pears” as the outputs will be electricity but the inputs may be
fossil fuels. It can be seen from Table 2 that wind turbines “pay back” the energy inputs in a few months,
while even the longer energy payback times calculated for PV and nuclear are less than a fifth of their
expected lifetimes.

24 Lenzen M, Dey C, Hardy C, Bilek M (2006) Life-cycle energy balance and greenhouse gas emissions of nuclear energy in
Australia. ISA, University of Sydney http://www.isa.org.usyd.edu.au/publications/documents/ISA Nuclear Report.pdf

25 Lenzen M (2008) Life cycle energy and greenhouse gas emissions of nuclear energy: A review. Energy Conversion and
Management 49, 2178–2199.

26 LCA of current coal, gas and nuclear electricity systems and electricity mix in the USA http://gabe.web.psi.ch/pdfs/lca/
Dones etal-LCA of current coal gas and nuclear electricity systems and electricity mix in the USA.pdf

27 World Energy Council (2004) Comparison of energy systems using life cycle assessment http://www.worldenergy.org/
documents/lca2.pdf

28 http://www.inference.phy.cam.ac.uk/wiki/sustainable/en/index.php/Chapter I
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Table 2

ENERGY PAYBACK TIMES, IN MONTHS, FOR DIFFERENT ELECTRICITY GENERATION
TECHNOLOGIES.

Nuclear Wind PV

Martinez et al (2008)29 — 4.8 (onshore) —
Vestas30 — 6.6 (onshore) —

6.8 (oVshore)
Lenzen (2008)26 75 — —
US DoE31 — — 44 (US, multicrystalline)

36 (US, thin film)

Annex B

Communications Technologies for Smart Metering

I said I would report to the Committee on a point raised by Sir Robert Smith regarding communications
technologies for smart metering. Sir Robert suggested that wireless mesh technology seemed to be the
preferred communications solution to support smart meters. He expressed concern that there might be a
lack of available spectrum for use of mesh technology once Ofcom has reached conclusions following its
recent consultation on the 872-876 MHz/917-921 MHz band.

As regards whether there is a preferred smart meter communications technology, we have held two full
consultations on smart metering roll out over the past three years and the evidence from these, from our
wider discussions with stakeholders and roll outs around the world suggests that there are a variety of
potential communications options for smart metering, and no consensus has emerged in favour of any one
solution. Indeed many hold the view that a mix of technologies will be needed to ensure complete coverage
across Great Britain.

In addition to the variety of wired and wireless technologies that can be used for the communications
solution for smart metering, for the wireless technologies there are a variety of spectrum bands that can be
used. Many of these bands are available today. This holds true for mesh technology so, for example, we
understand that one company, is deploying mesh technology for smart meters in the 2.4GHz band in
Ireland. The 2.4GHz band is already available in the UK (and around the world) on a licence-exempt (ie
unlicensed) basis.

We are in the early stages of the Implementation Programme for the smart meter roll out. A key task in
this area under the Programme will be to define the requirements for smart meter communications in detail.
Potential technologies can then be assessed against these requirements. Our view is that we should not be
aiming to pick or favour certain technologies at this stage.

My oYcials and Ofgem have had several discussions with Ofcom about the regulatory issues relating to
communications technologies for smart metering and will continue to do so as we move forward with work
under the Smart Meter Implementation programme. Ofcom themselves have met with a number of
operators interested in providing communications solutions for smart metering in the UK, this includes a
number of meetings with Silver Spring Networks Networks and they expect to meet them, and others, again.

Ofcom recently held a consultation (11 August 2009 to 3 November 2009) in relation to the use of the
872–876/917–921 MHz band. The aim of the consultation was to allow Ofcom to gather input from
stakeholders to inform their approach as to the manner in which this band could be released. Responses
confirmed that there are a range of uses that this spectrum could be put to with the most widespread interest
from respondents being in Short Range Devices (including Radio Frequency Identification) and GSM-R
(wireless communications on trains). Only one respondent, Silver Spring Networks, expressed an interest in
this band for Smart Meters.

Ofcom will use the consultation responses as an input to assess the appropriate authorisation approach
and necessary technical conditions in line with its primary duty to further the interests of citizens and
consumers in communications matters. It plans to publish an update shortly.

In general, spectrum can be accessed either by way of a licence granted by Ofcom or by complying with
requirements set by Ofcom for licence-exempt use. Wherever possible, Ofcom authorises licence-exempt use.
Where spectrum is licensed to prevent harmful interference, some is available direct from Ofcom, some
through primary awards (typically auctions) and some through trading with existing licence holders in the
secondary market.

29 Martínez E, Sanz F, Pellegrini S, Jiménez, Blanco J (2008) Life cycle assessment of a multi-megawatt wind turbine. Renewable
Energy 34, 667–673.

30 Life cycle assessment of oVshore and onshore sited wind power plants based on Vestas V90-3.0 MW turbines http://
www.vestas.com/Admin/Public/
Download.aspx?file%Files%2fFiler%2fEN%2fSustainability%2fLCA%2fLCAV90 juni 2006.pdf

31 US DoE (2004) PV FAQs. US Department of Energy, January 2004. http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy04osti/35489.pdf
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Given the pace of change in communications markets, Ofcom’s general approach to both licensing and
licence-exemption is to avoid service- and technology-specific conditions wherever possible. This makes
spectrum available for the widest range of applications, subject to the need not to cause harmful interference
to other users. The communications elements of smart metering therefore is not limited to any preordained
part of the spectrum.

As an example of this, Ofcom’s predecessor, the Radiocommunications Agency, only made 1 MHz of
spectrum available for remote metering products. Following Ofcom’s reform of Business Radio now more
than 70 MHz of spectrum is available for smart metering and similar uses. This is in addition to the tens of
MHz of tradable spectrum that it has awarded through open processes in recent years without service and
technology restrictions. It also expects to release further spectrum in the coming years, again without service
or technology restrictions, a process mirrored by other Government departments’ plans to improve the
eYciency of their spectrum use.

I hope this helps to reassure the Committee that my Department and Ofgem are aware of the regulatory
issues regarding communications technologies for smart metering, and that we are in close contact with
Ofcom on the matter.

Annex C

Smart Metering: Universality of Roll Out and Costs

The Committee also asked how universal the smart meter roll out will be, and whether consumers in
remote locations will face higher costs for their smart meters because of factors such as higher
communications costs.

The plans we announced on 2 December 2009 are for smart energy meters to be rolled out to all residential
consumers in Great Britain. My Department and Ofgem are working together to develop detailed plans to
deliver the Smart Meter Implementation Programme. This will include an assessment of the diVerent
communications technologies to enable smart meter information to be transmitted to consumers in their
homes—and sent out from the home—in a range of locations and property types.

Decisions on the communications solutions to be deployed will be taken on the basis of this work.
DiVerent approaches are likely to be needed in diVerent areas. Further analysis and an assessment of
potential solutions will be carried out.

As regards costs, energy suppliers will be responsible for provision of the meters and will need to recover
their costs over time. Exactly how they do so is one of the issues that will need to be examined during the
Implementation Programme.

Annex D

Carbon Pricing: Price Floors/Market Intervention

The UK remains strongly committed to using the carbon market, and ensuring there is a robust carbon
price to help drive emissions reductions and provide certainty for industry. A higher carbon price and greater
carbon price certainty should lead to better returns and lower costs of capital for investors. We would expect
this to encourage more investment in low carbon generation, at the risk of higher energy bills for industry
and households.

The Government considers that there are risks in intervening in the market to control the carbon price.
There is the danger that introducing a price floor sets a precedent for intervening in the market and leads
to increased calls for a price ceiling in times of higher economic growth.

To deliver a price floor at EU level would require agreement through co-decision with the EU Council
and Parliament. Because of the fiscal context, it is likely that the measures would require unanimity. This
would be extremely challenging, as there is no support from other Member States or the European
Commission. It is also possible that some other Member States would push for a low price floor combined
with a price ceiling. For example, during the negotiations on the EU Climate and Energy Package, Poland
called for a price ceiling of „30.

A unilateral UK price floor would be subject to a number of significant legal barriers, some of which
breach EU law.

Even if legal constraints are overcome, by itself it is unclear that a price floor would be suYcient or that
it is the best option to ensure the levels of low carbon investment we need in the UK to decarbonise our
electricity market.

The carbon price and its long-term certainty is one of many, and not the most significant factor, that
aVects investment decisions in low carbon electricity generation. Gas price volatility and its relationship to
electricity price is a key driver, as well as, uncertainty around future electricity demand, impact of
renewables, the oil price, construction and capital costs and capacity factors.

Although stakeholders are in general supportive of interventions to encourage more low carbon
investment, there is no consensus (and some strong opposition) amongst industry that establishing an EU
ETS price floor is the right intervention.
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Providing more carbon price certainty through a price floor is therefore not a panacea and will not
necessarily lead to the required low carbon investment.

The Government believes that the best approach to give the long-term signal sought by investors is
through setting the right, long-term regulatory framework with a reducing cap on emissions. Under the
revised EU ETS Directive the EU ETS cap will fall by 1.74% (compared to the cap in the first carbon budget
period) each year after 2013.

Longer term, the most eVective way of strengthening the carbon price is by limiting the supply of
allowances by tightening the cap.

Our eVorts will now be focussed on taking forward the work agreed at Copenhagen to secure an ambitious
legal treaty this year. We are committed to reviewing and tightening the cap further as part of a move from
20% to 30% in the EU emissions reduction target for 2020, in the context of a new global climate agreement.
Tightening of the EU ETS cap would deliver a higher carbon price and provide clearer incentives for
investors. In addition, the Government is taking forward work to ensure the electricity market framework
can most eVectively deliver a fair deal for the consumer and the low-carbon investment needed in the long
term, and will report its initial findings at Budget 2010.

January 2010

Memorandum submitted by Desertec

The Desertec Concept

In brief, the DESERTEC concept means:

— The potential to generate colossal amounts of clean electricity in desert regions using the proven
technology of concentrating solar power (CSP), together with wind power and photovoltaics (PV).

— The possibility of transmitting clean electricity for 3000 km or more using low-loss high-voltage
direct-current (HVDC) transmission lines, and the integration of “desert” power with other
renewable sources of power throughout Europe, the Middle East and North Africa.

— Spin-oV benefits for host countries including the potential to desalinate sea water using waste heat
from the generation of electricity.

— The application of similar principles in other regions throughout the world.

The DESERTEC concept, which was developed by the “TREC” international network of scientists and
engineers, is underpinned by detailed research at the German Aerospace Centre (DLR), the US Department
of Energy, and elsewhere.

CSP plants are already under construction in Morocco, Algeria, Egypt, Israel and Spain, and other CSP
plants in Spain are already on stream and delivering clean power into the European transmission grid. The
DESERTEC concept is the basis for the Mediterranean Solar Plan (MSP) of the Union for the
Mediterranean and it is also the basis of the new DESERTEC Industrial Initiative (DII) by a consortium
of blue-chip companies led by Munich Re.32 The investment company Imera has announced plans to start
building a European supergrid of submarine HVDC transmission lines.

Further information may be found in the following:

— The website of DESERTEC-UK at http://www.trec-uk.org.uk/.

— The website of the DESERTEC Foundation at http://www.desertec.org/.

— The DESERTEC concept in brief This summarises the DESERTEC concept in key points. This and
the following documents may be downloaded from www.trec-uk.org.uk/resources.htm<PDFdocs.

— DESERTEC and the UK This summarises the potential benefits of DESERTEC for the UK,
provides answers to some frequently-asked questions, and outlines things that the UK government
can do to help things forward.

— Clean power from deserts: what governments can do This provides reasons why governments and
the EU should do all that they can to facilitate the DESERTEC developments, and it summarises
what actions are needed to move things forward.

— DESERTEC: security of energy supplies Provides reasons why we may have confidence in the
security of energy supplies in a DESERTEC scenario.

— Kick-start and upgrade Describes how imports of “clean power from deserts” may begin relatively
soon via the existing grid and how the grid may be upgraded as the quantities of electricity increase.

— Supergrid costs and benefits Describes why the proposed EUMENA-wide HVDC supergrid would
be good value for money and aVordable.

32 The founding members of the DII are ABB, ABENGOA Solar, Cevital, Deutsche Bank, E.ON, HSH Nordbank, MAN Solar
Millennium, Munich Re, M!W Zander, RWE, SCHOTT Solar, and SIEMENS.
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— Interstate transmission superhighways: paving the way to a low-carbon future This is an article
from RenewableEnergyWorld.com21 which makes a case for a large-scale grid in the USA.

Here are some brief answers to some of the questions in the announcement of this enquiry:

— What opportunities exist for the creation of a green new deal whilst pursuing a low carbon economy?
Which technologies have the biggest potential? Has the Government done enough in its stimulus
package?

The DII, the MSP and the creation of a EUMENA-wide HVDC supergrid mean large
opportunities for “UK plc”. Several CSP and power transmission companies already have a
presence in the UK33 as do several founding members of the DII including ABB and Siemens.
Alstom, which has a presence in the UK, makes the turbines, generators and other equipment
needed to convert solar heat into electricity. It is already a member of the European Solar Thermal
Electricity Association (ESTELA).

Regarding the Government’s stimulus package, it would have been better if the “scrappage”
scheme for cars had been devoted to the scrappage of dirty electricity generating plants and their
replacement with clean generating technologies, including CSP, PV, wind power and more.
Scrapping cars before they have worn out and replacing them with the same dirty technologies has
been unhelpful in the fight against climate change.

— What are the most important drivers, nationally and internationally, for a low carbon economy in the
UK? To what extent do the outcomes of the international negotiations at Copenhagen matter?

Clean power from deserts: what governments can do34 describes the main government actions,
nationally and internationally, that we think are needed to move things forward.

At present, the Copenhagen negotiations appear to be deadlocked and likely to fail. This has
serious implications for the speed with which worldwide emissions can be brought down. We
believe that the “Kyoto2” proposals provide the best way round the roadblocks.35

— How important is it to the UK economy that it becomes a leading developer and exporter of low carbon
technologies? What Government policy needs to be in place to do this?

After the banking crisis, the UK cannot aVord to neglect the major commercial opportunities that
are opening up in power from the sun, wind, waves, tides, geothermal power, and more, and in the
conservation of energy. To catch up with other countries in these areas, the Government needs to
be more supportive of emerging technologies. It should avoid “picking winners”.

— Are we seeing impacts of a downturn on demand and investment in low carbon technologies? If so, how
can this be addressed given the need to meet long term targets? What obstacles to investment are there?

Government policies should provide support for emerging technologies and a degree of protection
against the ups and downs of the economic cycle. Investment may be inhibited by seemingly small
details in laws and regulations.36 Overcoming those kinds of problems means close consultation
with relevant companies and other stakeholders. The needs of small “emerging” companies should
be given at least as much weight as the views of more established players.

— What is the potential role for public procurement and policies such as the 2016 zero carbon homes
target in driving investment, development and job creation?

Those kinds of policies probably have a role to play but what are probably more important are
well-designed incentive schemes (eg feed-in tariVs with proper levels of return for investors),
overcoming unnecessary planning delays, ensuring access to the grid, and the kind of detailed
consultations mentioned above.

October 2009

Supplementary memorandum submitted by Desertec

The Potential of Renewables

There is no question that renewables can meet the UK’s demands for energy, not just electricity, and
anticipated future demands (see below). Here is some of the evidence:

— A network of land-based 2.5-megawatt (MW) turbines restricted to nonforested, ice-free,
nonurban areas operating at as little as 20% of their rated capacity could supply more than 40 times
current worldwide consumption of electricity and more than five times total global use of energy

33 See companies marked “UK” on http://www.trec-uk.org.uk/links/commercial.htm.
34 PDF, 68 KB, 4 sides, http://www.trec-uk.org.uk/resources/CSP reasons actions3.pdf.
35 See “Kyoto2 in brief”, http://www.mng.org.uk/gh/resources/kyoto2 in brief3.pdf (PDF, 113 KB); www.kyoto2.org; and

Kyoto2: How to Manage the Global Greenhouse, Oliver Tickell, Zed Books, 2008.
36 Apparently, a small change in the regulations governing feed-in tariVs in Spain—ensuring that the rates of support would

remain in place over long periods⁄led to a surge in investment in renewables.
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in all forms. There is additional potential in oVshore wind farms. See Global potential for wind-
generated electricity (Xi Lua, Michael B McElroya, and Juha Kiviluomac, Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America, June 22, 2009, doi: 10.1073/
pnas.0904101106, http://www.pnas.org/content/early/2009/06/19/0904101106.full.pdf!html).

— The “economically competitive potential” of wind power in Europe is three times projected
demand for electricity in 2020 and seven times projected demand in 2030. OVshore wind power
alone could meet between 60% and 70% of projected European demand for electricity in 2020 and
about 80% of projected demand in 2030. See Europe’s onshore and oVshore wind energy
potential (European Environment Agency, 2009, http://www.mng.org.uk/gh/resources/
Europes onshore and oVshore wind energy potential.pdf). The UK is one of the windiest parts
of Europe.

— Renewable sources of power can provide 100 percent of the world’s energy (not just electricity) and
it is technically feasible to make the transition by 2030. See “A path to sustainable energy by 2030”,
an article by Mark Z Jacobson and Mark A Delucchi in the November 2009 issue of Scientific
American, and Review of solutions to global warming, air pollution, and energy security (Mark Z
Jacobson, Energy & Environmental Science, 2009, 2, 148–173). See also the interactive presentation
about this research: Powering a green planet: sustainable energy, made interactive (Scientific
American, November 2009). These articles review research showing that there are more than
enough renewable sources of power to meet all of the world’s energy needs, not just electricity. In
the scenario described in the Scientific American article, wind supplies 51% of the demand
worldwide, provided by 3.8 million large wind turbines (each rated at five megawatts). Although
that quantity may sound enormous, it is interesting to note that the world manufactures 73 million
cars and light trucks every year. An interesting conclusion of this research is that, because there
would be much less wastage of energy in a renewables scenario, total world demand for power in
2030 would be 11.5 terawatts, using renewables, compared with 16.9 terawatts if we were to stick
with conventional sources of energy.

— The variability of sources such as wind power is much less of an issue than is sometimes suggested,
as described in Managing Variability (Greenpeace, WWF, RSPB, Friends of the Earth, July 2009,
http://www.trec-uk.org.uk/reports/milborrow managing variability final July 2009.pdf).
Fluctuations in wind strength can be managed technically and at modest and declining cost, high
proportions of wind power are feasible in the UK’s energy mix, and new technological
developments could allow for a steadily increasing use of wind power and the phasing out of
conventional carbon based fuels as a backup technology. See also “Matching variable electricity
supplies with variable demands”, http://www.trec-uk.org.uk/elec eng/supply demand.html.

— Photovoltaics (PV) could generate about 266 TWh in the UK—about 66% of the UK’s present
electricity demand. See Renewable Energy and Combined Heat and Power Resources in the UK”,
Tyndall Centre, 2002, http://www.tyndall.ac.uk/sites/default/files/wp22.pdf). PV is quick and
simple to install.

— Using concentrating solar power (CSP), less than 1% of the world’s deserts could produce as much
electricity as the world is using. Less than 5% of the world’s deserts could produce electricity
equivalent to the world’s total energy demand. These calculations, which are quite conservative,
are based on research from the German Aerospace Centre (DLR). Although it would be possible
to obtain all the world’s energy from deserts, there are several reasons why Europe and the UK
(and other regions and countries) should use a variety of renewable sources of power, as described
in the TRANS-CSP report from the DLR which may be downloaded via links from http://
www.trec-uk.org.uk/reports.htm.

— The government’s own plans for the growth in renewables and energy conservation can ensure
adequate generating capacity in the UK until at least the mid 2020s. See Implications of the UK
meeting its 2020 renewable energy target (Pyry Energy (Oxford) Ltd for WWF-UK and
Greenpeace-UK, August 2008, http://www.mng.org.uk/gh/resources/Implications of UK
renewable energy targetv1.0.pdf).

— There are several other reports on how to decarbonise the world’s economies via renewables and
the conservation of energy, without using nuclear power. A more comprehensive list, with notes
and download links, is on http://www.mng.org.uk/gh/scenarios.htm.

Future Developments

Electrification of road and rail transport in the UK would add to the UK’s demand for electricity but not
as much as one might think:

— In terms of energy, about 50% more electricity would be needed (see Appendix 8 of “Energy UK”
(http://www.mng.org.uk/gh/resources/energy UK3.pdf). The reason it is not more is that electric
motors are very much more eYcient than internal combustion engines. Much of the energy that
we are using now for overland transport is simply wasted.
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— In practice, the additional amount of generating capacity that will be required is likely to be less
than 50%. This is for two reasons:

— It is likely that much of the charging of electric vehicles will be done at night when there is likely
to be a lot of spare capacity from sources such as wind power. To that extent, it does not add
to the generating capacity that would be required.

— The electrification of road transport will facilitate the introduction of grid-to-vehicle
technologies allowing two-way flows of electricity between vehicles that are on charge and the
transmission grid. This will help to keep demands for electricity in balance with supplies, thus
helping to minimise the amount of spare capacity that is required.

It seems likely that, in the future, there will be increasing use of electrically-driven heat pumps to provide
space heating in buildings. But, with good insulation of buildings and the use of technologies such as inter-
seasonal heat transfer (see, for example, http://www.howedell.herts.sch.uk/eco issues/sustainable elements.
pdf), residual needs for the heating of buildings should be small.

Energy Costs

In weighing up the pros and cons of various sources of power, there is a need to take account of the fact
that energy markets are distorted:

— In a report published in 2004 (http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/sci/tech/3818995.stm) the New
Economics Foundation made a conservative estimate that worldwide subsidies for fossil fuels
amounted to about $235 billion a year—and there seems not to have been much change since then.

— The continued existence of subsidies for oil, gas and coal is confirmed by recent reports that the
G20 countries intend to remove them (see, for example, http://www.reuters.com/article/
environmentNews/idUSTRE58O3RN20090925).

— Contrary to what is sometimes suggested, nuclear power is heavily subsidised. The subsidies are
described in a report from the Energy Fair group that may be downloaded via a link from http://
www.nonukes.org.uk/home.

— There is still no global cap on emissions of CO2 and schemes such as the EU ETS are not working
properly. For those kinds of reasons, the price of CO2 emissions is far too low.

Removal of these distortions would transform our perception of what is or is not “economic”. It is likely
that most renewable sources of electricity would be seen to be cheaper than electricity from fossil fuels or
nuclear power.Removal of these distortions would mean that we could begin to wind down the “arms race”
of subsidies (see http://www.nonukes.org.uk/reducing-subsidies).

November 2009

Memorandum submitted by E.ON UK

Summary

1. E.ON is one of the world’s largest investor-owned power and gas companies, with operations in more
than half of the EU member states and in the United States. Its role in developing and investing in low
carbon technology is an important contributor to meeting climate change targets. E.ON seeks to contribute
to both the aVordability and security of energy supply through improving diversity of fuel supplies for power
generation. In the UK, E.ON is investing in a range of low carbon technologies including oVshore and
onshore wind, biomass, marine devices, micro CHP, heat pumps, carbon capture and storage and nuclear
energy.

2. The UK has set some demanding domestic targets for CO2 reduction under the Climate Change Act.
While these will impose additional costs on the UK economy, it also provides a range of economic
opportunities for the development of new low carbon industries which can provide the UK with a
competitive advantage within the global economy as other developed and developing countries shift to lower
carbon technologies, can support employment and ensure the UK has a diverse and resilient economic base.

International Climate Policy

3. This shift to a low carbon economy in the UK will be provided by the right long term policy framework
which incentivises investment in low carbon technologies. In our view the EU ETS should be the main driver
of investment in low carbon technologies in power generation across the EU, but additional policies are
required to support emerging technologies which are not yet commercial in their own right. A robust
international climate change deal is needed at Copenhagen to drive a carbon price capable of incentivising
investment in the technologies required. In particular an agreement is required which will enable the EU to
commit to a 30% reduction in GHG emissions by 2020 which will in turn lead to a tighter cap on emissions
under the EU ETS over the period and a more robust carbon price.
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National Climate Policy

4. Downstream, a mix of policy measures is required, including minimum standards, tax incentives and
specific incentive mechanisms. The renewable heat incentive and the feed-in tariV (FIT) will have a crucial
role in incentivising new low carbon technologies. Planning policy has a key role to play at all levels. This
approach will help create a market to which manufacturers and others can respond.

5. In the energy sector, the UK should look to develop technologies which will contribute most eVectively
to the UK’s energy goals of low carbon, secure and aVordable energy supplies. It should also take account
of the timescales for delivery of the UK’s longer term GHG emission reduction goals to 2050 and the
technologies that will be required to deliver this over that period as suggested by the Climate Change
Committee. This means supporting technologies which are or have the potential to be economically viable
in the UK energy market, are low carbon and can contribute to fuel diversity. In the past this has tended to
favour technologies which can make use of the UK’s indigenous energy resources where these are economic
to exploit, such as coal, oil and gas. In the future we would expect the UK’s natural renewable resources,
such as wind, wave and tidal, to play an increasingly important role, but the UK will need access to a range
of technologies in which the UK has a range of industrial capabilities. Our views on individual technologies
are set out below.

6. The Committee on Climate Change has put together a comprehensive view in its report “Building a
Low Carbon Economy” on how the UK can meet its 80% GHG target by 2050. It shows that the key to
delivering a low carbon economy is through a substantial increase in the generation of low carbon electricity,
which will then support decarbonisation of much of the remaining economy. The projections on the use of
each of these technologies are driven by a number of assumptions around the demand for electricity with
substantial increases coming from both the transport and heat sector through technologies like electric
vehicles and the deployment of ground source heat pumps. The level of this demand in the transport sector
is contingent on suitable incentives being delivered to drive the take up of electric vehicles.

UK Support Measures

7. Government should be supporting industry to help it respond to these opportunities, developing the
UK’s existing technological, manufacturing and skills capability and attracting new inward investment. This
can be both through financial and non-financial incentives. Implementing robust and eYcient systems for
planning and the grid will reduce potential bottlenecks and provide more confidence that there will be a
steady stream of projects and demand for projects requiring a supply chain. This will enable more UK based
companies to win business but they need to do so on the basis of the quality and competitiveness of the
products and services they can oVer rather than any predetermined preference for UK products which would
in any event be unlikely to comply with EU law. The UK should not aim to be self-suYcient in all
technologies but should focus on those where it can draw on or develop existing skills and capabilities or
transfer these to new markets.

8. E.ON is heavily engaged in partnerships and groups, which collaborate on diVerent aspects of the
challenge of commercialising new and emerging technology concepts. Notably, we are involved in a leading
public-private partnership via the Energy Technologies Institute (ETI), which is specifically addressing the
perceived gap in funding and eVort received by technologies which have emerged from R&D as proven
concepts, but not yet reached a point of being fully-commercially viable. E.ON is currently working on a
pioneering project, within the ETI, for example, to develop a next-generation oVshore wind turbine with
Rolls Royce. The ETI will also be addressing technologies such as carbon capture and storage and electric
vehicles. Traditionally, E.ON’s R&D department (E.ON Engineering) has also been involved as active
members of bodies including the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) and the
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), which include a wide industry membership base. E.ON conducts
collaborative research with industry partners through both public funded means (eg via the Technology
Strategy Board) and private partnerships with original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) such as Alstom
and Doosan Babcock, as well as other utilities. E.ON’s UK business also benefits from coordinated R&D
activities across the E.ON Global Group, bringing new ideas into the UK. Furthermore E.ON’s R&D
department is also participating in an East Midlands Development Agency eVort to co-ordinate the
development of skills for the future, to help position the region for future market developments.

9. The UK has a high technology manufacturing capability in a number of areas relevant to low carbon
energy production. These include aerospace, oVshore oil and gas production, information and
communication technologies and software sectors as well as more traditional technologies such as boiler
manufacturing. The UK also has a well developed science and engineering base in its universities but this
capability has not been fully exploited and translated into commercial products. For spin-outs and start-
ups, the critical issue is cash flow as they go from small scale prototypes to commercial deployment. What
may help is public sector support (eg soft loans) to take technologies from the stage where their development
costs start to escalate to the level of commercial demonstration when industry will have the confidence to
make larger investments. The investment community can help here, but often the investment models used
mean they take a shorter-term view which is often not in the best long term interests of the technology.
Typically this involves a rush to premature commercialisation, followed by technology failure, which
damages industry confidence and sets back progress, allowing better supported competitors from overseas
to become market leaders.
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Role of Public Procurement

10. To the extent that the UK needs to fund shorter-term public and private sector investment to reduce
the impact of the current downturn and to increase employment, intervention should be focussed on
measures which will accelerate the investment required to meet our longer term goals, or support the
development of new technologies which have economic potential for the UK. The eVect of the economic
downturn has varied across sectors. The down-turn in the new-build housing market has been profound and
has detrimentally aVected microgeneration and decentralised energy schemes. In the oVshore wind industry
it has been the decline in the value of sterling against the euro which has led to a deterioration in the
economics of projects which has not been oVset by lower prices from overseas suppliers. We welcome the
Government’s decision to propose an increased level of support for oVshore wind projects under the
Renewables Obligation which will provide necessary incentives for oVshore wind projects. Also, where
policy is not yet fully defined, as is the case with coal and CCS or smart meters, decisions need to be reached
quickly so that policy can be translated into form investments.

11. Public procurement has an important role to play particularly in terms of reducing the carbon
emissions associated with buildings, supporting the market for energy eYciency and renewable technologies
and providing anchor loads for district heating whether supplied by fossil fuels or biomass. This is
particularly significant at the current time, as the private sector has much less capability to invest. If the
public sector is encouraged to be less risk-averse, it could enable the pull-through of emerging technologies
to be developed at taxpayers’ expense in universities. However, this would require all stakeholders to accept
that some projects would fail, and public sector procurement staV would require skilled support to ensure
that these risks were managed to an acceptable level.

Low Carbon Technologies

12. Energy eYciency: from an energy policy perspective, investment in improving energy eYciency is
amongst the lowest cost options for reducing CO2 emissions. The UK has particular capabilities in organic
light emitting diodes (OLEDs) and optoelectronics for lighting and displays. The UK needs a more focussed
and coordinated approach to the roll-out of energy eYciency measures and to the upgrading of its existing
housing stock, complementary to its objective of zero carbon homes for new build. We believe it is extremely
unlikely that a conventional market will deliver the step change in activity required to deliver 2020 and
2050 targets. As such, we favour a regional franchise approach to upgrading the UK housing stock from
2013 onwards in which a single organisation is charged by Government with delivery within defined
geographical area supported by the availability of low interest loans for consumers.

13. Smaller scale renewable and low carbon heat and power technologies: small scale renewable heat
technologies such as air and ground source heat pumps are amongst the lowest cost options for delivering
the UK’s renewable energy targets for 2020. The UK has particular capabilities in small-scale wind and fuel
cells but the renewable heat incentive needs to be structured to support investment in these emerging
technologies.

14. Decarbonising heat delivery in the built environment: particularly for existing buildings, needs to be
a key objective of Government energy policy. For new buildings and retrofits, E.ON sees a big role for heat
pumps. Heat pumps represent a highly cost eYcient and carbon eVective way of providing heat and hot
water. By sourcing heat from the ground or air, using a grid electricity input, the heat pump is able to convert
one unit of heat and in the right conditions produce up to three units of heat in return. Heat pumps are highly
eVective heat-led solutions in hard to treat locations oV the gas grid. Further technical improvements are
likely that will considerably enhance the performance of heat pumps and, with an increasingly low-carbon
electricity grid, could make these an eVectively zero-carbon heat source in the future.

15. We see micro-CHP (combined heat & power) technology as promising in addition to heat pumps,
especially fuel cell micro-CHP. Micro CHP replaces the gas boiler in a central heating system. It burns gas to
produce space and water heating, whilst simultaneously generating around 3000kWh of electricity annually.
E.ON sees micro-CHP as a highly eVective energy eYciency and carbon mitigation technology for housing.
Given that fuel cell micro-CHP can deliver electrical eYciencies in excess of 60%, and the technology makes
use of the existing gas infrastructure, micro-CHP is well suited for the UK:

(a) E.ON is actively supporting the development of small scale low carbon heat technologies through
our micro-CHP portfolio. E.ON has a partnership with UK based technology manufacturer
Energetix-Genlec to support them in the commercialisation of their wall mounted organic-rankine-
cycle micro-CHP unit. We are co-funding Energetix-Genlec to support the development of a
product designed specifically for the UK market. In addition to this, we are working closely with
them to develop a robust and eYcient supply chain around the core product.

(b) E.ON also has a partnership with the New Zealand based micro-CHP manufacturer WhisperTech
to commercialise the Stirling engine WhisperGen micro-CHP unit and deploy it in the UK. We also
have a partnership with Australian based Ceramic Fuel Cell Limited (CFCL) where we are funding
the development of a fuel cell based micro-CHP unit for commercialisation and launch in the UK
marketplace. The fuel cell unit installed by CFCL has proven itself to be the most eYcient solid
oxide fuel cell in the world achieving an electrical eYciency of 60%.
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16. Smart Meters: smart meters have an important role to play in changing customer consumption
behaviour by providing them with information about their consumption patterns. We welcome the
Government’s commitment to rolling out this technology to all households within ten years. Smart meters
and advanced “time of use” tariVs could create much greater flexibility in power demand, which would
enable demand to be more responsive to the increasing volumes of variable renewable generation which will
result from delivering the UK’s renewable energy targets for 2020, reducing the need for back up generation.
This could play to UK innovation capabilities in smarter technologies in buildings and appliances.

17. Industrial combined Heat and Power: combined heat and power on an industrial scale continues to
have a very important role in ensuring the more eYcient use of fossil fuels. We welcome the Government’s
announcement in the budget to extend the climate change levy exemption for CHP to 2023.

Larger Scale Renewable Technologies

18. Wind: the UK has some of the best wind resource in Europe. We therefore expect both onshore and
oVshore wind to be major contributors to the delivery of the UK’s 2020 renewable energy targets. Currently
the major manufacturing capability for onshore turbines is in Continental Europe. This is a mature market
and as such we believe there is a limited opportunity for UK companies to achieve a reasonable market share
in the manufacturing process across the various stages of the supply chain. In contrast, the oVshore wind
industry is very much in its infancy. Current capacity for oVshore wind turbines is insuYcient to meet
expected demand in the near future. Increasing manufacturing capacity could be achieved through the
expansion of existing factories or through the construction of new factories in coastal regions of Europe. It
is likely a combination of both will be required. Given the size of its potential oVshore wind market, the UK
is potentially well placed to attract new and existing entrants.

19. A key factor in the decision making process will be the infrastructure at ports and nearby land. In
addition, a clear strategy to address the barriers to investment in the UK market, including planning and
transmission issues, will help create a longer-term market which manufacturers can respond to positively.
The capability in the UK also exists in the construction of turbine foundations. Current designs are not fit
for purpose for Round Three oVshore wind farms and the cost of transport suggests that the manufacturing
of foundations should be nearer to the wind farm. With the skills and capabilities that already exist in the
oil and gas sector, we see these as being transferable to the oVshore wind sector.

20. Biomass and biomethane: the UK has sustainable indigenous feedstock which can support biomass
development to a certain scale but a large proportion of this has already been exploited. There may exist an
opportunity to support a higher level of biomass capacity in the UK. Nevertheless it has to be recognised
that to achieve this will require some dependence on imported biomass feedstocks. The UK has considerable
input material from organic waste, energy crops and manure to support the injection of biomethane into the
existing gas infrastructure network. To exploit the potential fully requires development of the supply chain.
In addition, the forthcoming renewable heat incentive that is due to be in operation from April 2011 will
need to create the right commercial environment in order for businesses to be willing to invest in this new
market. E.ON is one of the leading operators of biomethane plants in Germany.

21. From a community carbon reduction perspective, we see renewable biomass or, biomethane based
community CHP plants playing an important role. Local planning authorities have a key role to play in
integrating and applying the right mix of low carbon technologies in a community context through eVective
spatial planning has a key role to play. To provide the impetus to open up this market, we strongly believe
that there is a key role in the Government, through the public sector, providing the anchor thermal loads
for these schemes. In turn this will bring confidence to the private sector developers to increasingly invest
in this market.

22. Marine: The UK has substantial tidal and wave resources and marine technologies have potential
long term benefits but are at an earlier stage of development than onshore and oVshore wind. E.ON is
scheduled to deploy a Pelamis wave generation device in 2010 at the European Marine Energy Centre in
Orkney. The Pelamis Wave Energy Converter is rated at 750kW and will be approximately 180 metres long,
3.5m in diameter and weigh approximately 750 tonnes. This device has been designed and developed in the
UK. Government and the marine generation industry need to continue to work together in order to identify
the challenges the industry faces and ensure the sector achieves parity with comparable technologies. This
will happen through technology delivery cost reduction and appropriate support mechanisms.

23. CCS: carbon capture and storage has a vital role to play in enabling fossil fuels to be used for energy
supply while minimising CO2 emissions. This is relevant to the UK in enabling the continued use of coal
for power generation, reducing the UK’s exposure to imported sources of gas, and is also vital to reducing
CO2 emissions globally where coal demand is expected to grow substantially. The key priority is to
demonstrate the technology at scale and we welcome the Government’s decision to support up to four
demonstration projects announced at the time of the budget but we urgently require Government to provide
further detail on the competition, how the projects will be assessed and funded as without this support
mechanism CCS will not progress further. The UK can therefore be at the forefront of this technology in
terms of supporting commercialisation and the market needs to respond to this. The UK already has the
skill set required for this and it presents an opportunity for the UK to show leadership.
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24. Nuclear: nuclear is a large scale source of low carbon electricity which is economically attractive in
a market environment of high fossil fuel prices and where a substantial carbon price is factored into energy
prices. E.ON and its joint venture partner RWE intend to develop at least 6GW of new nuclear capacity in
the UK, with the first station coming online at around the end of the next decade. It is important that the
UK Government continues to provide confidence to potential investors through delivery of its programme
of facilitative actions, particularly the Generic Design Assessment process for prospective technologies and
the Managing Radioactive Waste Safely programme. UK industry has some capability in a number of areas
required for development of nuclear power stations such as civil engineering and component manufacturing,
yet there is much opportunity for improving manufacturing capacity and increasing the number of suitably
skilled workers if the UK is to take full advantage of the expected programme of investment.

25. Electric vehicles: transport is second only to heat in terms of total energy consumption and represents
36% of the total energy consumed in the UK (DUKES 2008) The vast majority of this is oil based and
therefore has relatively high carbon emissions, requiring significant imports. Road transport alone (mainly
light goods vehicles and passenger cars) represents 26% of the total energy consumed the UK (DUKES
2008). In the short term there is the opportunity to pursue more eYcient conventional petrol and diesel
technologies (including the use of biofuel) whilst the first alternatively fuelled vehicles are brought to market.
Electric vehicles and electric hybrids in particular have the potential to significantly decarbonise road
transport, reduce total pollution and improved transport fuel security of supply. Even with the carbon
intensity of today’s generation grid mix, significant carbon savings can be made using electric vehicles. These
benefits will be significantly enhanced as the generation mix is further decarbonised with renewable
generation, nuclear power and coal with CCS. Transport energy can then be decarbonised at the point of
generation and allow transport to be emission free at point of use. We welcome the recent Government
announcement to support take-up of electric vehicles and continued support will be required to support
adoption of such a beneficial technology.

May 2009

Memorandum submitted by EDF Energy

Introduction to EDF Energy

The combination of EDF Energy and British Energy forms one of the UK’s largest energy companies.
The combined business is the UK’s largest producer of electricity. With a current installed capacity of around
16.5GW, we produce almost one-quarter of the nation’s electricity from our nuclear, coal and gas power
stations, as well as combined heat and power plants and wind farms.

EDF Energy now employs nearly 20,000 people at locations across the UK. It is the largest electricity
generator in the UK, with the lowest carbon emissions per unit of electricity of any major generator.

EDF Energy is part of EDF Group, one of Europe’s largest power companies. EDF is the oYcial energy
utilities partner and sustainability partner of the London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games

EDF Energy intends to lead the UK energy change to deliver low carbon, secure and aVordable power. We
are playing a leading role in UK nuclear new build, alongside our other UK energy investment programmes.
Subject to a robust framework for investment being in place in the right timescales, EDF Energy intends to
build four new EPR reactors in the UK by 2025, with the first operational by the end of 2017.

Summary of EDF Energy’s Evidence

EDF Energy believes that a cost eVective low carbon solution for the power sector is available now in the
form of nuclear power. This can be complemented by renewables and, following demonstration, CCS plant
to increase the diversity of low carbon electricity supplies.

However, to drive the necessary investment in low carbon generation, confidence in the long term carbon
price and renewable policy mechanisms is required. Specifically we believe that:

— There is an urgent need to provide a UK specific mechanism to assure investors in low carbon
electricity technologies of the long term value of carbon reductions in electricity supply and to
accelerate investment in these technologies.

— We believe it is critical that Government explore all available options to implement a Renewable
Heat Incentive (RHI) as soon as possible to maximise the potential that renewable heat
technologies can make to the 2020 renewable energy target.

We agree with the range of scenarios presented by the Committee on Climate Change that will allow the
UK to meet the carbon budgets up to 2022 and we agree that the decarbonisation of the electricity sector
will play a major role if the UK is to meet its target to reduce carbon emissions by 80% by 2050.

Whilst we support the expansion of renewables, it is critical that the principles adopted in the Energy
White Paper in 2007 are maintained. These are that measures should be cost eVective and aVordable;
consistent with a stable framework for investment; contribute to security of supply; and should lead to a
credible, carbon reducing solution.
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We believe that renewable heat can provide a cost eVective contribution to meeting the 15% renewable
energy target for 2020. Increasing the proportion of renewable heat could mean that the renewable electricity
target need not be more than 20–25%. A 20–25% renewable electricity target will provide the best platform
for further decarbonisation of electricity generation in the period beyond 2020, through a combination of
further renewables, new nuclear and coal and gas with carbon capture and storage (CCS).

On this basis we believe that the indicative split, in the 2020 renewable energy target, between electricity
and heat should be revised from the current indicative 2020 proposal of 90 TWh heat and 120 TWh
electricity, to a more appropriate split of 118 TWh heat and 92 TWh electricity.

This submission focuses on responding to the second and third questions which cover most of the relevant
issues to the electricity sectors’ ability to invest in low carbon technologies. In answering these questions,
EDF Energy also addresses some of the issues raised in the last three questions.

Evidence

What opportunities exist for the creation of a green new deal whilst pursuing a low carbon economy? Which
technologies have the biggest potential? Has the Government done enough in its stimulus package?

How realistic are the Committee on Climate Change’s projections for the use of diVerent types of new
technologies?

1. EDF Energy agrees that the mix of new technologies to be built in the next 10–15 years is well
represented in Figure 5.9 of the Climate Change Committee report. However, the size of the contribution
from diVerent technologies will probably need to be revised as further information, with respect to the costs
and technical constraints of technologies, is made available. These are summarised below for each
technology.

Wind

2. In the period up to 2020, we agree with Government analysis that the majority of any contribution
from renewable electricity will be in the form of onshore and oVshore wind. However, beyond 20%–25% of
total electricity supply, further expansion of the UK wind capacity should be approached with caution.

3. Wind generation operates at much lower load factors than conventional plant, is unpredictably
intermittent and its output varies considerably with wind speed. The amount of wind generating capacity
that is needed to achieve the renewable electricity volume required will be very large, and will result in a much
higher level of installed generating capacity than today and will significantly increase the costs of
electricity supply.

— As wind generation capacity increases, there will be occasions, when wind output is high, when the
low cost output will exceed electricity demand. As a result some output will need to be curtailed,
ie instructed not to generate. EDF Energy analysis shows that beyond 20%–25% of total electricity
supply, curtailment of wind output will be substantial and will significantly impact on the
economics of oVshore wind projects and increase the subsidy required from consumers to make
them viable.

— A higher level of intermittent generation on the grid will require expensive fossil fuel back up plant
to be constructed. As this plant will not be operated constantly, it will be very expensive and will
further increase the cost of satisfying electricity demand.

— Optimum sites for onshore and oVshore wind generation are generally remote from centres of
demand and will require significant investment in transmission and distribution networks to supply
energy to where it is needed. Without this investment in transmission and distribution, the
problems of curtailing wind generation, in terms of impacts on output and cost, will be
exacerbated.

4. We believe that more cost eVective options for delivering renewable energy are available in the heating
sector. On this basis we believe that the indicative split, in the 2020 renewable energy target, between
electricity and heat should be revised. An increase in the proportion of renewable heat from 14 to 19% and
a small reduction in the proportion of renewable electricity from 32% to 20–25% would mitigate the worst
impacts of intermittent generation on the grid as described above.

Air Source Heat Pumps (ASHPs)

5. ASHP’s have significant untapped potential, and could prove a more cost-eVective renewable
technology for the UK energy sector beyond 2020, compared to further oVshore wind development. Both
air to air and air to water heat pumps are likely to be an excellent solution for new dwellings. EDF Energy
also sees a very large market for the retrofit of high temperature ASHP’s to existing, larger, pre
1996 buildings in the domestic market, and also significant potential in the non domestic market.

6. ASHP products are already available for the domestic market, and, whilst they have high capital costs
at present, with appropriate financial support in place, these costs are expected to fall with economies of
scale through wider uptake. The performance and eYciency of ASHPs and their potential for carbon savings
are also continually improving over time, especially with projections for decarbonising the electricity grid.
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7. EDF Energy has conducted high level analysis on the potential market size for high temperature
ASHP’s. Between 2009–2020, over 19 million homes will replace existing oil or gas boilers and around
10 million of these would be suitable for an ASHP. Accepting that part of this market will be taken up by
other technologies, EDF Energy estimates that, as a conservative assumption, around two million high
temperature ASHPs can be installed in the period to 2020, providing there is appropriate financial support
and installer skills are developed.

Nuclear

8. EDF Energy believes that new nuclear capacity will be higher than the 5GWe forecast in the Climate
Change Committee report. EDF Energy estimates that, if all facilitative steps are taken by the UK
Government, then up to 8GWe of new nuclear capacity could be built by 2022.

9. EDF Energy believes that a critical factor for nuclear is determining a robust investment case for a
60 plus year investment when faced with substantial electricity and carbon market uncertainty and risk of
crowding out by other subsidies and more expensive choices. Nuclear can be economically viable (inclusive
of waste and decommissioning liabilities) on the basis of realistic scenarios of nuclear costs, gas costs and
carbon prices, against CCGT, the principal generation alternative. EDF Energy believes that the carbon
price component of these forecast costs is most subject to policy uncertainty and the Government must
ensure that investments will not be undermined by this uncertainty.

— Now that the possible siting and ownership of nuclear plant is largely clear, the transition from
generic policies to site specific proposals for development must be made and the investment case
made to shareholders. It is critical that this is not undermined by subsidies for other technologies,
unjustified costs or delays.

— Terms for managing waste need to be agreed this year. Current indications are that a fixed price
may include an excessive risk premium that could deter investment. There needs to be detailed
discussions between the Government and potential developers before finalising proposals.

— There are growing industry concerns that the current market will not provide suYcient long term
support for aVordable investment in new nuclear, given the prospect of large volumes of subsidised
intermittent renewables, subsidies for coal and CCS and uncertainty over the carbon price. We are
therefore advocating the need for UK specific carbon price support mechanisms to drive the
necessary investment in low carbon generation.

10. Government must also continue its commitment to the timetable for the first new nuclear station to
be commissioned around the end of 2017 and to the implementation of planning reform. In this respect, the
forthcoming consultation on the nuclear National Policy Statement (NPS) and the setting up of the
Infrastructure Planning Commission must not be delayed.

Support for renewable electricity

11. Potential investors in renewables are currently faced with uncertainty about the level of support they
might receive. In particular, it will be important to provide clarity for investors on the post 2027 framework,
when the Renewables Obligation is set to end.

12. We understand the reasons for Government favouring the retention of the Renewables Obligation for
large renewable electricity generation. The mechanism has been in operation since 2002 and investors have
responded. This is against a diYcult background of regular amendments to the mechanism since its
introduction, significant constraints within the planning regime, and the frequent inability of projects to gain
timely connection to the grid. Therefore we recognise the need to protect investors who have already invested
in projects supported via the RO.

13. However, even if the RO is retained, further changes to the mechanism will be needed, not least of
which will be the need for the life of the mechanisms to be extended beyond 2027 to match the 20 year
operational life spans of projects that are built after 2015. The price that a ROC might fetch in future years
is open to a number of assumptions and, not least, to further amendments to the mechanism.

14. Currently, the RO lacks flexibility, as it sets a target upfront and therefore cannot respond eVectively
to changes in technology, cost and rate of delivery. Once this target is set, this cannot be reduced without
undermining the mechanism.

15. In the future, we believe that changes to the RO should be kept to a minimum and be centred around
the “headroom” mechanism rather than by setting higher targets upfront. Therefore, rather than greatly
increasing the target and providing additional recycled rewards to all operators, Government should ensure
the delivery mechanism for renewables focuses on:

— Targeting the subsidy where it is needed.

— Directly addressing obstacles (supply chain capacity, planning) rather than indiscriminately
increasing support to all renewable technologies.

— Complementary mechanisms to address delivery shortfalls.
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16. All these measures will be necessary if the obstacles to delivering onshore and oVshore wind are to be
overcome. At the moment these are quite considerable, not least because of existing North—South
transmission constraints. An investment study carried out by the Transmission Operator identifies that, to
meet the Government’s 2020 targets, many substantial projects will be required both to increase and
reinforce grid capacity.

17. The desire to connect significant amounts of renewable generation in Scotland has meant the relevant
transmission operators have embarked on a programme of reinforcement and expansion that goes some way
to alleviating this transmission capacity shortfall. However, the diVerential between the level of available
transmission capacity and the level required to accommodate those parties that require connection to the
transmission system is forecast to grow next year. Therefore, the cost associated with managing this
disequilibrium is likely to increase.

Support for renewable heat

18. We support the Government’s commitment to introducing a Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI), which
will be essential if renewable heat is to make a significant contribution to the delivery of the UK’s renewable
energy target.

19. While due consideration of scheme design is of course essential, Government should explore all
available options for introducing a RHI as soon as possible. Delay should be avoided, as, with only 12 years
in which to deliver the renewable energy target, a loss of two or more years could have a significant impact
on the contribution that renewable heat could make.

20. We believe that the RHI should be designed to deliver renewable heat and carbon savings as cost
eVectively as possible with minimal administrative burden; should avoid overlap with other funding
mechanisms such as the RO and FiT; be easy to access and use and be funded by a levy on fossil fuel heat
sources.

21. We believe that the main barrier to the uptake of micro scale heat technologies is the upfront capital
cost of these technologies. We believe that the RHI should be designed to allow the possibility of several
years’ payment upfront, subject to an audit of performance and output of technologies.

Support for small-scale renewable generation

22. With regard, to microscale electricity, we also agree that change is required. While in general, we do
not believe that microgeneration electricity technologies can make a substantial contribution to delivery of
the UK’s renewable energy target, we believe that the RO is not the most suitable mechanism with which
to support these technologies.

23. A feed in tariV, with guaranteed levels of support, fixed for an agreed duration, would remove
uncertainty and encourage more investment, should the Government conclude that there are suYcient
benefits to promote micro-generation with additional targeted financial support. In this scenario, a feed-in
tariV should be available to projects below 50kW in capacity. Projects of a greater size are already
successfully accessing support through the RO.

24. As with heat, it is essential that potential microgenerators are able to access a number of years’ worth
of support as an “upfront” payment.

25. In conclusion, we support feed—in—tariV type schemes for both microgeneration electricity and all
heat projects. A further advantage of adopting these support mechanisms will be the “visibility of cost” that
Government will obtain. By setting feed-in—tariVs (£/MWh renewable energy) on a regular basis across
both sectors, Government will have a clear view of the relative costs in diVerent sectors, and can focus
support in a better way.

Support for other low carbon technologies including Nuclear and Carbon Capture and Storage

26. Although the dynamics of fossil fuel prices can influence investment in low carbon technologies,
carbon is the fundamental driver behind policy in this area. The scientific consensus on climate change is
real, and, faced with the evidence, there are strong moral and environmental grounds for developing policy
that specifically prioritises investment in low carbon technologies, regardless of the dynamics of fossil fuel
prices.

27. Low carbon investors face uncertainty created by a lack of a robust carbon constraint (despite the
statutory UK budgets) and the weakness in the price formation process in the EU ETS. This price formation
process will more than likely be based on short run marginal or avoidable costs (SRMC), rather than the
long run marginal cost of more capital intensive low carbon technologies. This means that the EU ETS
cannot provide a bankable price capable of underpinning the capital investment in low carbon technologies
required to deliver deep cuts in CO2 emissions. These present significant hurdles for early investment in low
carbon technologies.

28. The Government should recognise the role that the EU ETS can play in providing the right incentives
to optimise operational decisions and should equally recognise the limitations of the EU ETS as an
instrument to underpin long term investment.
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29. It is possible that a future international agreement on climate change will provide a vehicle to deliver
a more enduring solution and, while this may be considered to be an ideal outcome in the long term, investor
uncertainty will remain in the medium term. This is particularly relevant to the UK where decisions on the
role of low carbon technologies in replacing capacity over the next 10 to 15 years need to be taken now and
which will have a significant impact on the UK’s carbon footprint over the next 30 years.

30. EDF Energy believes that the UK Government should address the issue of a UK carbon price support
mechanism as a matter of priority to guide investment in the electricity sector and deliver outcomes that are
consistent with its wider energy policy and climate change mitigation objectives.

31. Without the provision of additional clarity to investors, there is a risk that the low carbon technology
investments necessary to deliver the government’s GHG reduction targets will not occur, or at the very least
will be delayed significantly. There is a further risk that failure to support the EU ETS in delivering its
objectives may eventually lead to the failure of the EU ETS itself.

32. In the absence of a strong long term carbon price signal, it is possible that we will only see the
electricity sector invest in new coal or CCGT plant. Although this plant will be more eYcient than the
existing fossil fuelled generation fleet, it will do too little to achieve long term CO2 reductions and will “lock
in” carbon emissions for a long period.

33. In addition, carbon price uncertainty increases the option value in waiting. Waiting for more
information to be revealed about future carbon prices enables the investor to reduce the probability of being
exposed to low carbon prices. This option value creates an additional CO2 price threshold that needs to be
exceeded before an investment can be made.

34. Given the deficiencies highlighted above, we believe it is necessary to complement the existing EU
ETS with specific UK instruments capable of triggering the investment needed to deliver a low carbon
economy. It is important that these policy instruments are designed to deliver CO2 reductions in the most
cost eVective manner and assist in achieving policy objectives, on security of supply and diversity in energy
supplies, whilst working within the framework of competitive and liberalised markets.

35. These instruments would not be intended to replace the EU ETS. The purpose would be to stimulate
investment in low carbon generation, while the EU ETS continues to evolve and mature.

May 2009

Memorandum submitted by the Environmental Industries Commission (EIC)

Environmental Industries Commission (EIC)

EIC was launched in 1995 to give the UK’s environmental technology and services industry a strong and
eVective voice with Government. With over 300 member companies, EIC has grown to be the largest trade
association in Europe for the environmental technology and services (ETS) industry. It enjoys the support
of leading politicians from all three major parties, as well as industrialists, trade union leaders,
environmentalists and academics.

Introduction

The economic challenges we face are unprecedented. Equally daunting are the pressing environmental
challenges facing the planet.

Unless we take urgent action, we face the daunting prospect of a long-deep recession—with rising
unemployment and declining output—and an ecological catastrophe that will make a long recession appear
like a tea party.

The Government should Focus on Tackling these Challenges Together

Not only to create a low carbon economy but one that safeguards all aspects of the environment
protection—from improved air quality, to waste minimisation, to brownfield development, to water
eYciency. A clean, clever and competitive UK economy.

EIC’s recent “Green Jobs Growth Strategy” set out a range of policy recommendations that would put
the UK at the forefront of this huge opportunity. A copy of the report is enclosed for your information.

Since its launch in 1995, EIC has argued that economic development and environmental protection can—
and must—advance together. Our future competitiveness is dependent on the rapid transition to a low
carbon, resource eYcient economy.

Politicians around the world have become increasingly aware that environmental protection yields
significant economic benefits as well as ecological gains.

A substantial new industry has arisen: the UK’s environmental industry, which has a turnover of
£106 billion (2007–08) and employs 800,000 workers.
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Europe’s environmental industry boasts 3.4 million jobs—with 1.8 million people employed in Germany’s
environmental protection industry alone.

The global market for environmental solutions is already worth £3,046 billion pa (2007–08).

One prediction, from Gordon Brown, is that the low-carbon energy sector will employ 25 million people
globally by 2050—“a chance to create thousands of new British businesses and hundreds of thousands of
new British jobs”.

But we urgently need actions to follow through on these words of political intent. Or Britain will miss out
and allow our international competitors to seize these huge environmental markets.

First mover advantage rules.

Those economies that gain early mover advantage by developing the green technologies that will guide
this transition will soon be in a position to claim a share of what is already a $3 trillion global market place—
and growing rapidly at over 5% a year.

Lord Mandelson, Secretary of State for Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform, highlighted in a
recent speech that the environmental industry would create a “job revolution that cuts right across all sectors
of the economy.” He acknowledged, however, that the worldwide environmental industry would be a
“fiercely competitive sector…we will need a smart strategic approach from government”.

A “fiercely competitive sector” that the UK is already falling behind in. For example, the UK’s
environmental industry currently exports some £10 billion a year, yet Germany has environmental exports
of some £50 billion (in 2006).

The new Low Carbon Industrial Strategy that sets out the Government’s “vision” for how it intends
succeed in this “fiercely competitive sector” is, therefore, welcome—and long over due.

However, securing the huge economic benefits of a low carbon, resource eYciency economy will not be
achieved through “vision” alone. We urgently need the sorts of industry support policies—such as long-term
regulatory targets and coordinated policies on R&D funding, skills and training—that will turn the “vision” into
a reality.

It is time for Britain to get serious about ensuring its environmental industry wins the lions share of future
global markets.

Green New Deal—Has the Government Done Enough?

The 2009 Budget failed to include an ambitious green economic stimulus that would have supported job
creation, economic development and environmental protection. The extra £1.4 billion for the UK’s
environmental sector is timid and inadequate—and puts the UK at a competitive disadvantage.

Other countries around the world, from the USA to Korea, have used multi-billion “green new deals” to
create thousands of jobs in their environmental industries—putting them at the heart of a future global low
carbon economy.

Gordon Brown recognises that the UK’s future competitiveness will depend on an urgent transition to a
low carbon economy. The Budget was a real test of how serious the Government is about making this
transition and the thousands of new British businesses and hundreds of thousands of new jobs it could
create. Sadly it is another wasted opportunity.

EIC was calling for a far-reaching green economic stimulus package embracing the following
recommendations:

In relation to climate change, EIC was calling for the Budget to include:

— A £10 billion “Green Jobs Investment Fund” in the 2009 Budget with:

— £6 billion for an infrastructure fund to build 50,000 new (low-carbon) social houses (on
brownfield sites) in 2009–10 [creating/protecting approx 160,000 jobs].

— £1.5 billion for extra investment in energy eYciency retrofitting of low-income family homes
in 2009–10 [creating approx 145,000 jobs].

— £1 billion extra investment on energy eYciency retrofitting of schools and hospitals in
2009–10 [creating approx 21,500 jobs].

NB EIC was not alone in calling for a bolder approach. The TUC called for £25 billion. The Government’s
own advisers, the SDC, called for £30bn.

— Greater investment in energy eYciency, including:

— Introduction of a new Green Building Allowance for buildings.

— Urgent improvements to the Enhanced Capital Allowance Scheme.

— Increasing the ambition of the Carbon Reduction Commitment.
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Many of these recommendations were not addressed in the Budget.

EIC would like to draw the Committee’s attention to the following announcements that were made in
the Budget:

Energy Efficiency

EIC was calling for £1.5 billion for extra investment in energy eYciency retrofitting of low-income
family homes.

The £100m to improve insulation for 150,000 homes in the social sector is welcome, but inadequate.

The Budget, also announced £100 million, as part of a new housing package, for the construction of new
homes at higher energy eYciency standards. The housing package includes a £600 million fund to stimulate
housing development in the short-term. It is estimated that this will deliver up to 10,000 additional homes.

EIC understands that “higher energy eYciency standards” means the equivalent to the energy eYciency
requirements of Level 3 of the Code for Sustainable Homes. Level 3 will become mandatory from April
2010 through the Building Regulations. Whilst the £100 million is welcome, though small, it is in reality for
the construction of new homes at energy eYciency standards—indeed not “higher” standards.

Enhanced Capital Allowance (ECA) Scheme

EIC called for an increase in the ECA to 150% to provide a real incentive to ensure building owners specify
qualifying technologies. ECAs currently provide a 100% first year allowance on the purchase of certain
energy saving technologies.

The current problem is that energy or water saving plant on the lists will either be more expensive to install
or cost time and money for consultants to specify, identify and claim. The additional costs erode the overall
value, and a 100% first year allowance is merely an acceleration of tax relief that you will currently already
get over a period of years.

The 2009 Budget does not make any new announcements regarding Enhanced Capital Allowances.
However the Financial Statement that accompanies the Budget highlights that “the list of designated energy
saving and water-eYcient technologies qualifying for 100% first-year capital allowances will be changed
during 2009.” It is crucial that “changed” does not mean “reduced” and that the Enhanced Capital
Allowances are made available for a range of new innovative, energy saving technologies.

In addition to these specific shortfalls against EIC’s recommendations, we would like to draw the
Committee’s attention to the following concerns in the Budget:

European Investment Bank (EIB)

The Budget announced that UK renewable and energy projects stand to benefit from up to £4 billion of
new capital from the European Investment Bank.

This £4 billion will be made available through “direct lending to energy projects and intermediated lending
to banks.” This aligns with the two main financing facilities of the EIB: direct loans and intermediated loans.

The direct loans are only available for programmes costing more than EUR 25 million. Unfortunately
this will not register will many of the SMEs in the environmental industry.

The Budget states that “the Government believes that this initiative can bring forward £1 billion of
consented small and medium-sized UK renewables projects to deployment.”

Given the requirements of the direct loans being above EUR 25 million, presumably most of this £1 billion
will have to come through the banks? How will this be implemented/enforced?

— Supporting the development of low-carbon and advanced green manufacturing sector

— The Budget announced £405 million to support the development of low-carbon and advanced
green manufacturing sector in the UK.—the delivery mechanisms are:

— £155 million for the Environmental Transformation Fund—which funds close to market
technologies.

— £250 million for the Strategic Investment Fund—which provides grants for mature
markets to attract inward investment into the UK. This £250 million is one third of the
total Strategic Investment Fund announced in the 2009 Budget. £50 million of the total
Strategic Investment Fund (ie in addition to the £250 for low carbon technologies) will be
invested in the Technology Strategy Board to enable it to increase its capacity to “support
innovation in areas which have high potential to drive future growth, such as low-carbon
technologies.”
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This is welcome but it is not money being directed at stimulating demand for low-carbon technologies. It
is welcome to support development of these technologies but the most important thing is to stimulate
demand—through, inter alia, a supportive policy framework.

Many of the recommendations in EIC’s Budget report called for spending on stimulating demand. This
was lacking from the Budget.

EIC Response to Committee Questions

1. What are the most important drivers, nationally and internationally, for a low carbon economy in the UK?
To what extent do the outcomes of the international negotiations at Copenhagen matter?

The most important driver is Government intervention and the development of an ambitious demand-
side policy framework. By 2050, the global economy needs to have found an entirely new way of doing
things. A policy framework that drives this change is critical. It needs to be ambitious, long term and
enforceable. It needs to give markets the confidence to invest in the solutions.

Climate change is the greatest and widest-ranging market failure ever seen. When we emit greenhouse
gases society does not bear the cost of the damage. The appropriate response to correct a market failure is
to fix it through, inter alia, taxes or regulation. Tackling climate change is no diVerent. Successfully
correcting the market failure is totally dependent on Government intervention.

We need a combination of demand side policies—such as tax, regulation and the rationing of emissions
through carbon markets—that will create new markets for climate change solutions, and supply side
policies—such as R&D and training—to facilitate the innovation, production and use of low carbon
technologies.

The international negotiations are, first and foremost, crucial to tackling global climate change. If the
negotiations fail there could be catastrophic consequences for the global environment. But they have equal
importance in terms of stimulating a low carbon economy in the UK. Assuming the UK is successful at
creating a domestic low carbon goods and services sector, an ambitious global agreement on tackling climate
change will help create export markets for the UK.

If we get an agreement that is commensurate to the science of climate change, all countries around the
world will have to start investing greenhouse gas emission reductions right across their economies. The UK’s
future international competitiveness will depend on how much of this reduction is achieved through
exported UK technology.

How successful the UK is at exploiting these potential markets depends entirely on building a domestic
low carbon goods and services sector. Developing this sector depends entirely on the development on an
ambitious policy framework that drives investment these technologies of the future.

We are in danger of losing out to the more far sighted Governments of Barack Obama and Tara Aso,
amongst others, that recognise not only the environmental imperative of securing the future of our planet
but the huge economic benefits of doing so.

If an international agreement on climate change is reached in December, the UK risks losing out to these
countries as they start to export their domestic low carbon technologies to new global markets created by
a post-Kyoto framework for tackling climate change.

2. How important is it to the UK economy that it becomes a leading developer and exporter of low carbon
technologies? What Government policy needs to be in place to do this?

The UK’s future competitiveness depends on how quickly we can establish a world-leading environmental
industry with thousands of new business, hundreds of thousands of new jobs and huge export potential.

As aforementioned, those economies that gain early mover advantage by developing the green
technologies that will guide the transition to a low carbon, resource eYciency economy, will soon be in a
position to claim a share of what is already a $3 trillion global market place—and growing rapidly at over
5% a year.

Taking advantage of this new green economic opportunity is dependent on Government intervention—
ahead of international competitors. Without the right policy framework, business will not have the
confidence to invest. EIC has lobbied harder than any other organisation for this policy framework.

In the area of climate change, high-level Government support is starting to move in the right direction.
We now have the Climate Change Act, which sets the world’s first legally binding targets to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions, and the draft Low Carbon Industrial Strategy, which sets the “vision” for creating
a new low carbon economy that’s driven by UK business.

However, a low carbon economy will not be achieved through “vision” alone. We urgently need industry
support policies—such as long-term regulatory targets and coordinated policies on R&D funding, skills and
training—in every sector of the economy, from manufacturing to house building.
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Germany recognised this and put in place, for example, a policy framework to support the creation of a
domestic renewable energy industry. If the UK is to meet its EU targets for renewable energy by 2020, there
is a good chance it will do so using German technologies. The German environmental industry now exports
£50 billion (in 2006)—compared to only £10 billion in the UK—and employs some 2 million.

The global environmental marketplace is going to be a fiercely competitive sector.

President Obama, for example, has a raft of detailed policy proposals to make the USA the world leader
in environmental industries. His 2009 Economic Stimulus Plan will spend over $100 billion to create half a
million new green jobs. Other far-sighted governments are following Obama’s lead: Germany, Japan and
Korea have just announced major growth plans for their domestic environmental industries. China’s
economic stimulus plan includes a $142 billion programme of environmental measures. The UK is failing
to respond adequately.

On energy eYciency, for example, the Government’s policies across the economy fail to measure up to the
full potential of saving energy. The Carbon Reduction Commitment, for example, a mandatory cap and
trade scheme for large non-energy intensive organisations such as supermarkets, is insuYciently ambitious
and unlikely to incentivise companies to invest in energy eYciency technologies.

Perhaps the most promising development for energy eYciency, however, is the Government’s policy on
new buildings—see below.

3. Are we seeing impacts of a downturn on demand and investment in low carbon technologies? If so, how can
this be addressed given the need to meet long term targets? What obstacles to investment are there?

EIC’s Environmental Investment Network recently carried out a survey of 151 environmental technology
companies across the UK into “Raising Environmental Finance in a Recession.” Companies were selected
at random, covering technology developers, manufacturers, and distributors. Environmental consultancy
firms were not included.

57% of respondents reported their businesses being directly aVected by the recession. 21% reported
experiencing diYculties with regard to bank lending or equity investors. 69% believe the Government is not
doing enough to incentivise the sector. Only 8% would consider Government as an initial route for finding
external funding.

Recommendations for Government policy and procedures made by respondents were based largely on
the desire for a less bureaucratic approach. It was also suggested that there should be more advice available
to potential applicants as to their most suitable funding route. There was a general view that Government
support is valuable at very early stage research and development, but that there is too little focus on the
actual commercialisation of new technologies.

A full report of the survey is enclosed for your information.

4. Potential of Zero Carbon Homes

EIC welcome the Government’s far-reaching commitment for all new homes to be zero carbon by 2016.
The policy will make a significant contribution to meeting the UK’s climate change targets and help drive
achieve the Prime Minister’s vision to create a low carbon economy in the UK.

We acknowledge that the delivery of the target is a significant challenge—as it will require major changes
to the way our homes are built. However, the very nature of this challenge, presents major new business and
climate change mitigation opportunities.

Meeting the 2016 target will be an outstanding achievement and will place the UK as a global leader in
the delivery of low and zero carbon homes.

By scaling up the house building industry to deliver zero carbon homes by 2016, the UK will create new
and innovative technologies, services and skills that far exceed anything that has been achieved elsewhere.
Establishing this technology and skills base in the UK will help create new business and, potentially,
thousands of new jobs. This was the message relayed by David Miliband MP, Foreign Secretary, at the recent
launch of the UK Trade and Investment Low Carbon Marketing Strategy.

It will also open up huge new global markets for UK business.

The Calcutt review highlighted that Germany has been working to develop and deliver its Passive House
standard for approximately 15 years. The current expectation is that it will take a further fifteen years for all
new house building in Germany to achieve the Passive House standard—which is well short of zero carbon.

If the UK is successful at delivering zero carbon homes in almost half this time, we will become a showcase
for the world in the delivery of zero carbon house building—demonstrating that we can achieve world
leading standards. We will then start to see other Government’s around the world adopt similar standards.
And as they do, UK business will be ready to respond to the increasing demand for their skills and
technologies—creating huge business opportunities for the UK across the world.
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To secure these benefits, the zero carbon target must, first and foremost, drive the highest standards of
energy eYciency. If “zero carbon” is defined too loosely and allows house builders to meet their obligation
by, inter alia, investing in oVsite solutions, the Government risks undermining the core objective of the
policy—to make our homes amongst the most energy eYcient in the world. Lobbying from parts of the
house building industry to water down the zero carbon target make this a core EIC concern.

A concern that is often raised is the impact the current economic downturn will have on the delivery of
zero carbon homes. The question asked is: can we aVord to drive zero carbon development in current market
conditions?

The simple answer is that we cannot aVord not to. We simply cannot aVord for the recession to have any
negative impact on the Government’s commitment to this policy.

There is a real concern that scaling back the 2016 target in the face of current market conditions will send
a signal to industry that the Government is noncommittal and flexible in its ambition. This will lead to a
dearth of investment into what could be a world leading technologies and skills base in the UK.

We acknowledge that the decline in house building could threaten the development of new technologies.
However, Government procurement has a huge potential to help stimulate the market.

The recent Commission on Environmental Markets and Economic Performance highlighted that “there
is a huge opportunity for the public sector to amplify the role of low carbon and other sustainability
characteristics in products in their purchasing requirements, creating a credible market need for these
features so that business will invest in them to gain competitive advantage.” This is certainly true of
house building.

To drive this market, EIC recommends that all social housing should be required to meet the low and zero
carbon home targets one year before industry is required to do so—we accept that this is now not possible
for the 2010 changes to Part L. Therefore, from 2012 all social housing will be required to meet the Part L
standards that will become mandatory in 2013 and all social housing should be zero carbon from 2015.

It is also the Government’s “ambition” that all new non-domestic buildings are zero carbon by 2019. This
is welcome, but “ambition” does not drive investment. Industry will need a far greater statement of intent.
It is crucial that the Government comes forward with the regulatory aim for zero carbon for non-domestic
buildings at the earliest opportunity.

May 2009

Memorandum submitted by Energy and Utility Skills

Overview

We believe that skills are a key factor in delivering low carbon technologies in a green economy. However
this has been an area of fragmented solutions, duplication of eVort and low strategic priority. To overcome
this, we have undertaken a lot of preparatory work to develop collaborative approaches because we believe
they will be both more eVective and will cost the country less. However it is clear to us, that this is accorded
a low priority by some government departments, for whom these initiatives do not match their own
priorities. Action is now needed to support this work and drive it forward to deliver against its potential.

Analysis

To be eVective we need to be able to plan for new skills, develop appropriate skills solutions and be able
to deliver them to the wide variety of employers, who will develop and deliver our low-carbon future.

This means:

1. Collaboration with Government and industry strategic policy makers to ensure that skills’
planning is eVective in each major technology or market initiative. This means recognising the skills
dimension during planning, identifying the lead times, funding the development of skills delivery
programmes during the planning stage and being willing to pump prime skills investment for “early
adopters” of new initiatives. Closer working with the economic regulators has the potential to link
skills preparation work with strategic low carbon technology planning and could lead to greater
collaboration on achieving greater penetration of new skills throughout the supply chains of the
power companies.

2. Collaboration amongst the employer led bodies tasked with supporting employers to get the skills
they need. The Renewable Energy Skills Group comprises AssetSkills, Cogent, ConstructionSkills,
ECITB, EU Skills, Lantra, SEMTA and SummitSkills, who have come together to deliver this
agenda. The initial focus is on research, but is expected to lead into broader collaboration on
qualifications and delivery. Funding for the first research phase which will cover the whole of the
UK, has been agreed in principal by DECC and is imminent, while collaborative research in
Scotland is nearing completion. Further funding to ensure delivery will require the Departments
responsible for funding skills and training across the four Nations to have policies aligned to the
low-carbon agenda.
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3. Developing delivery tools through collaboration on skills and qualifications. The experts believe
that many of the skills needed are often to be found in a non-standard of mix of skills from a
number of sources. Supporting the Renewable Energy Skills Group is a good way of getting these
solutions developed.

4. Developing delivery mechanisms. These will vary from the very successful Scottish construction
skills model, through the more problematic Train to Gain experience to initiatives such as the
National Skills Academy for Power. Through collaboration, they have the potential to give us the
tools that will deliver both new skills and innovation in their delivery. These mechanisms (and the
collaboration with a significant number of Sector Skills Councils and Bodies) can provide a
powerful platform for engaging with employers to focus the skills development initiatives in ways
that suit their needs.

5. Developing an understanding of the importance of this agenda of skills for a low carbon economy.
Our research indicates that the Power Industry has a big challenge in developing the skills it needs
to deliver its existing commitments. If it can succeed, through the way it develops its National Skills
Academy for Power, it will create the collaborative mechanisms that will drive new skills through
their supply chain, to the “hard to reach” smaller companies necessary to deliver the low carbon
agenda. This will significantly enhance the country’s skills base for the low carbon economy. (If the
NSAP is not created, the demand for skills needs from the core energy sector will compete with the
additional skills needed for the Low Carbon economy and the whole economy will suVer.)
However delivering these initiatives is not easy. In times of increasing need arising from changing
Energy policy, our attempts to increase the scope of the NSAP to support this work is facing
diYculties because of the lack of funding available to the Learning and Skills Council. There is a
real risk, in times of financial hardship, of not grasping the opportunities to drive change but to
choose the lowest possible cost, which would establish a much weaker NSAP.

Finally many of the skills needed will be incremental, adding new capabilities to individuals with
established skills. This has two implications. People who develop those incremental skills will not
obtain full new qualifications and they are not eligible for Train to Gain type support. This means
that many SMEs will not be “early adopters” of new low carbon technologies. It also means that
we will not be able to use one of the Government’s main tools for promoting new skills (Train to
Gain) to support the introduction of new low carbon technologies. The second implication is that
we will need to “backfill” the jobs of the newly up skilled people if we are not to create market
strain and therefore extra costs from the introduction of new technologies. These issues need to be
recognised and addressed.

6. Working with a wide range of employer size. Although many of the skills initiatives will need to
work for the largest internationally owned companies, they also need to work for micro businesses.
For example we need to work with the 40,000 employers (many of them sole traders) of the
120,000 people on the GasSafe register, who via gas utilisation will be key to delivering some new
technologies such as smart metering and the innovative control systems that will inevitably follow.
Skills policies that are able to work across the range of employers are often diYcult to facilitate.

7. However in spite of these diYculties, we passionately believe that these collaborative approaches
will cost less than the alternative diverse approaches that have largely been adopted so far. We also
believe that it will deliver new skills more eVectively to the benefit of the UK economy.

June 2009

APPENDIX

RENEWABLE RESEARCH FOR THE NATIONAL SKILLS ACADEMY FOR POWER BUSINESS
PLAN

The challenge is considerable. In addition to the rapid expansion required in renewables, many of the roles
required are only just becoming fully understood. Additionally, the traditional, thermal generation sector
of the Power Sector faces its own skills challenge. With 25% of its workforce expected to retire over the next
ten years companies operating in this arena will find themselves competing with renewables for recruits
during this time.

The report draws on interviews with fifty five organisations; including industry, education and training,
government and NGOs. Alongside a qualitative analysis of skills issues, a quantitative element shows the
required workforce size for meeting 2020 targets.

The key findings include:

— Skills shortages are already apparent, with high levels of churn and rising wages levels reported by
some and most industry respondents having experienced recruitment problems.

— Based on a 35Gw (medium growth) scenario the renewable generation sector will require 9,619 new
learners by 2020.

— In the more immature sectors eg marine, a lack of skills is holding back industry, and lack of
industry holding back skills.
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— An acute shortage of experienced trainers in the sector.

— Some strong links between particular educators and companies but overall links are fragmentary,
with no cohesive national response. The UK’s private independent educators find it diYcult to get
involved in training. Whereas, universities & colleges are initiating links between themselves.

— No renewables-specific apprenticeships currently exist, which could put oV many potential recruits.

— Training infrastructure is lacking. Some international employers believed that training facilities
abroad are more developed and the quality of education better.

— The renewables sector, in contrast to the Power Sector as a whole, is highly attractive to potential
employees. However, a lack of clear career paths directly into the sector is hindering attempts to
exploit its attractiveness to potential recruits however.

— Renewable skills are not new, but in some roles the mix of skills is. Multi-skilled employees are
particularly important for SMEs.

— There is a need to identify where current skills clusters are, and where future renewables sites will
be located. The particular route into the sector, and the skill level involved, aVects the need for
local training.

Both the NSAP and EU Skills are focused on building collaboration across the range of sector bodies that
have an interest in renewable energy and the associated technologies for the Power Sector.

As the labour markets for renewable energy sit across many of the established sectors covered by a range
of UK Sector Skills Councils (SSC) and sector bodies a Renewable Energy Project Group has agreed a
shared commitment to create a Skills Strategy to support the renewables agenda, including the Engineering
Construction Industry Training Board (ECITB) and 7 other SSCs. EU Skills is currently leading the co-
ordination of this Renewable Energy Skills Strategy and will use existing industry groups across the
collaboration to consult on the development of this strategy.

Memorandum submitted by the Energy Saving Trust

1. Introduction

1.1 The Energy Saving Trust was established as part of the Government’s action plan in response to the
1992 Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro, which addressed worldwide concerns on sustainable development
issues. We are the UK’s leading organisation working through partnerships towards the sustainable and
eYcient use of energy by households, communities and the road transport sector and one of the key delivery
agents for the Government’s climate change objectives. Our response focuses on the key areas of the Energy
Saving Trust’s activities and related issues that are relevant to the inquiry. We do not attempt to answer
questions out of our area of expertise. Please note that this response should not be taken as representing the
views of individual Energy Saving Trust members.

2. The Role of Individuals

2.1 The Growth Potential for Microgeneration in England Scotland and Wales (2008) found that under the
right policy scenario, microgeneration technologies could contribute up to 30 MtCO2 reduction by 2030,
equivalent to a 5% cut in total 2006 UK CO2 emissions. This would require a number of policies including:

— A long lasting Feed In TariV and Renewable Heat Incentive, set at high enough levels to encourage
widespread uptake.37

— Intervention to either capitalise energy savings and subsidies (front loading payments) or spread
capital investments (soft loans and Energy Services Company (ESCo) approaches)

— High levels of onsite renewables for zero carbon homes

— Heavy investment in new and emerging technologies such as fuel cell CHP

— Continued consumer campaigns to improve consumer accounting for energy-based decisions.

3. The Role of Communities

3.1 Our report Power In Numbers (2008), examines the potential and benefits for CO2 and cost savings
of distributed heat and power generation at the community scale—as opposed to individual
microgeneration. It found that with appropriate policies, the potential for community distributed
generation could rise to 108Mt CO2 saving per year, representing 65 per cent of the annual UK household
CO2 emissions. This policy could help meet 18 per cent of the total UK energy demand. However In some
community types and sizes, even though there is already an economic case today for community action,
relatively limited activity has occurred because of the “non-technical” barriers including:

37 The report states that support levels required today to stimulate substantial uptake are over 40p/kWh (in addition to the
electricity price) for renewable electric technologies (micro wind and PV), over 5p/kWh for microCHP-derived electricity and
over 2p/kWh for heat technologies.
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— A lack of clear financial drivers to initiate community energy projects.

— Very high set-up costs (planning, legal costs, coordination), which are at risk before the project is
built and operating.

— The time and skills required to coordinate the diverse interests within the community itself, as well
as the range of other stakeholders (local authorities, utilities, finance providers etc).

— A lack of replicable, well-tested models for deploying community energy projects.

— A lack of finance for the apparently risky smaller community energy projects.

— For projects involving district heating systems, there are diYculties in coordinating the retrofit of
a community system into a diverse range of domestic properties.

3.2 These could be overcome through:

— Financial incentives (RHI and FIT)

— Supplementing these financial support mechanisms with low interest-rate finances

— Raise awareness of the benefits of community-wide distributed generation and providing on the
ground advice and support.

We therefore urge the Committee to consider the potential for householders and communities to make a
meaningful contribution towards the 80% CO2 reduction target.

Response to Questions

4. What opportunities exist for the creation of a green new deal whilst pursuing a low carbon economy? Which
technologies have the biggest potential? Has the Government done enough in its stimulus package?

4.1 The Energy Saving Trust believes a higher percentage of the stimulus package should have been
devoted to the green sector. The UK devoted only 7% to green initiatives. This compares to France (21%)
and the USA (12%). If the UK intends to be a leader in the green sector then far more investment is needed
in areas such as the renewable energy industry and energy eYciency initiatives.

4.2 We believe that a number of microgeneration technologies have the potential to deliver on this front.
Our report The Growth Potential for Microgeneration in England Scotland and Wales found that a number
of plausible policies could lead to well over 2 million microgeneration installations by 2020, and 3 million
installations by 2020. Fuel cell CHP systems were found to have particularly large potential to reach mass
market uptake post 2015. Please refer to the report for further details of this.

5. How important is it to the UK economy that it becomes a leading developer and exporter of low carbon
technologies? What Government policy needs to be in place to do this?

5.1 We believe this is hugely important. Investment in R&D is vital for all low carbon technologies
however, the current level is insuYcient. A recent report by UKERC found that low carbon technologies
have significant prospects for accelerated development. Technology acceleration through a combination of
increase public and private funding will lead to cheaper low carbon power and reduce the cost of reaching
an 80% cut in CO2 by 2050. The report found that the average benefits over the next 40 years are just under
£1 billion per annum. However, there is a need for a step change in R&D funding to enable this to happen.

5.2 R&D budgets should not be solely focused on large scale solutions but should give adequate attention
to household and community scale ones (including demand side management). There is huge potential for
the UK to take a lead in this side of the industry as we have already done in the small scale wind sector.

6. What is the potential role for public procurement and policies such as the 2016 zero carbon homes target in
driving investment, development and job creation?

6.1 Public procurement which promotes these technologies is vital. If government is seen to be taking a
lead on this issue, then it will inspire others to do so and add weight to their claims to be a leader on tackling
climate change. Public buildings are also ideal in terms of providing anchor loads for large scale district
heating and CHP systems. These can then be expanded to include building in the nearby areas.

6.2 The zero carbon homes target has a vital role to play in the growth of the microgeneration sector. The
report we did in conjunction with BERR in 200838 found that microgeneration installations in the future
are highly dependent on the strictness of the definition. With no oVsite solutions roughly 2.5 million
installations could be expected by 2020 (see graph below). Whilst we do not believe that the definition should
be this inflexible (as often this is not feasible) we do believe that on-site microgeneration should be
maximised. This will in turn lead to significant job creation in the sector.

38 The Growth Potential of Microgeneration in England, Scotland and Wales
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6.3 Through encouraging the growth of the UK’s microgeneration industry there is significant potential
for job creation in the installation and maintenance sector. Our report The Growth Potential for
Microgeneration in England Scotland and Wales found that up to 39,000 jobs could be created by 2050 (see
table below). However, several policies can influence the demand for installers and servicing personnel
considerably. For example, a restrictive definition of Zero Carbon Homes causes a large jump in personnel
required between 2015 and 2020. For the implementation of any policy to succeed it is essential that the
industry develops clear expectations of likely growth, so that staV can be trained for the appropriate
technologies at the right times.

May 2009
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Memorandum submitted by the Energy Technologies Institute

Introduction

The Energy Technologies Institute (ETI) was established in December 2007 as a unique partnership
between government and industry to deliver UK energy policy targets. The ETI’s purpose is to accelerate
the development and deployment of the technologies required to deliver aVordable, secure and sustainable
energy to meet UK needs for heat, transport and power within an integrated energy system, including an
associated infrastructure.

The ETI is a Limited Liability Partnership, governed by a Board comprising representatives from its
member organisations, with each private sector member entitled to one seat on the Board. The founder
industrial members are BP, Caterpillar, EDF Energy, E.ON, Rolls-Royce and Shell. The UK Government
has committed to match support for four further Members creating a potential £1 billion investment fund.
The ETI’s public funds are received from the Department for Business Innovation and Skills (DBIS)
through the Technology Strategy Board (TSB) and the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council
(EPSRC). These organisations, together with the Department for Energy and Climate Change (DECC), are
engaged directly in the ETI’s governance, strategy development and programme delivery.

In selecting projects for funding, the ETI is aiming to achieve a number of key objectives, including
demonstrating energy technologies and systems, improving energy eYciency, supply and generation and
developing knowledge, industrial capability and supply chains. The transformation of the UK Energy
System by 2050 to meet the energy needs of the UK population with an 80% reduction in greenhouse gases
represents a major challenge and one which can only be addressed by major interventions at “mass
industrial” scale.

ETI’s in-house strategic planning and modelling activities are developing rapidly and are allowing us to
start to comment eVectively on the issue of projections for the future UK energy system—both in technical
development needs, opportunities and some aspects of potential economic impact.

ETI UK Energy system modelling

Over the last 12 months ETI has been developing a techno-economic model of the UK energy system.
This includes recognition of the potential likelihoods of implementation of particular technology
developments across the UK and reflects potential cost base, geographic and supply constraints. The model
is now largely operational and initial outputs are being obtained. As the model is finalised and fully
populated more specific and robust outputs will become available. These will enable ETI to provide a high
quality input to queries such as those raised by the Committee in this call for evidence—particularly on
technology implementation projections. The following statements in response to the Committee’s questions
are based on our initial findings through the first 18 months of operation of the ETI.

1. How realistic are the Committee on Climate Change’s projections for the use of diVerent types of new
technologies? What is needed to achieve the development and deployment of them?

Energy sector integration

Our understanding of the Committee on Climate Change projections is that they appear very ambitious.
We currently see neither a comprehensive consensus within the UK about strategic goals (other than the high
level targets for greenhouse gas reductions and renewable energy sourcing) nor integrated strategic planning
across the diverse sectors of power, transport, heat management and infrastructural support. Critically,
some important elements are moving faster than others. For example oVshore wind and low carbon
transport are progressing much faster than Carbon Capture and Storage although all are likely to be critical
elements of the future energy mix and all are very long lead-time items in terms of technological
development, asset introduction and installed life.

Establishing a long-term carbon price

The most important element in delivering them will be a medium term (20 year) expectation that carbon
prices will reflect the value of these new technologies and that in the short term (five to ten years) these prices
will be packaged in stable incentives appropriate to the development of each market and which reflect the
significantly higher costs and risks experienced by first movers. Many respected commentators and agencies
have concluded that a price in the range £100–150/Te CO2 is likely to be required. The ETI has not yet
identified a package of technologies that would drive the transformation at lower cost than this.

Incentivising development and deployment

Any incentives will need to be targeted, as there are many opportunities to improve at lower cost than that
required to drive the major changes.

Incentives also need to be tailored to the specific application. The cost of making a major step forward in
a wave device design and testing it in the water is in the range £20–40 million; the cost of building a
meaningful scale CCS facility is x£2B (the recent Australian announcement is x£2B for a 530MW unit);
individual householders make decisions about investments in their property on a completely diVerent basis
than energy producing companies.
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2. What opportunities exist for the creation of a green new deal whilst pursuing a low carbon economy? Which
technologies have the biggest potential? Has the Government done enough in its stimulus package?

Natural resource driven opportunities

The ETI would expect that areas where the UK has significant natural resources compared to other
industrialised countries would be likely opportunities for creating competitive advantage. The most
significant of these are oVshore wind, tidal, wave and underground storage capacity for CO2 (ie CCS) and
natural gas.

Necessity driven opportunities

In certain areas the UK can create opportunities through finding alternative uses for existing assets such
as agricultural land and waste streams. The potential for biomass as a fuel source is significant but is likely
to primarily be focused at regional level and will lead to a potential rise in the rural economy, although this
must be reviewed in the context of potential displacement of food production.

Opportunities are also already being created to make better use of waste streams at both municipal,
regional and in some cases, national level with the additional benefit of generally reducing landfill
requirements.

Service level driven opportunities

The UK has a significant industrial and technological capability in software development, control systems
and information management. Integration of these various capabilities with new generation and demand
technologies (including low carbon vehicles) oVers the potential for rapid introduction of smart-grid systems
with the potential for significant benefits to both plant operators and users including the public consumers.
Creating industrial and economic benefit in this highly competitive global sector is likely to require the rapid
introduction and implementation of a coherent strategy across a range of government bodies with the focus
on regulatory structures and business oVerings just as much as smart meter roll-outs and support.

This coherent integrated approach is starting to emerge in the specific case of low carbon transport and
plug-in electric vehicles (all electric and hybrids). Linked with this, a range of government initiatives at
regional and national level are underway with the next phases becoming better coordinated as ETI
strengthens its leadership role with industry and government. Applying a similar approach to the “smart
grid” aspects of low carbon energy should yield similar benefits.

3. What are the most important drivers, nationally and internationally, for a low carbon economy in the UK?
To what extent do the outcomes of the international negotiations at Copenhagen matter?

UK leadership on the matter of climate change, coupled with the economic development benefit and
ensuring security of energy supply are key drivers. Establishing appropriate and challenging targets ie 80%
GHG by 2050 sets the right frame for the UK. Copenhagen is a critical next step. We believe that the risk
of failing to address the twin challenges of climate change and the depletion of North Sea oil and gas reserves
is probably greater than any other risk to a sustainable UK economy. Addressing these challenges eVectively
should put the UK in a small leadership group of nations.

4. Are we seeing impacts of a downturn on demand and investment in low carbon technologies? If so, how can
this be addressed and given the need to meet long term targets? What obstacles to investment are there?

There are signs that access to capital for investment and risk equity for technology and business
development is reducing investments by businesses of every scale. Given the scale of the capital requirements
it is probably most eVective to reduce the risk and increase the expected return on these investments through
clarity and consistency of policy and the expectation of stable and realistic carbon price equivalents.

Other specific interventions may also be required. Investors require confidence in the UK’s energy
economy will look like over the next twenty years and that investments in it will be reasonably rewarded.

Other barriers to investment could include a lack of regulation and standards (eg CCS transport/storage,
infrastructure development (market structure), and public perception of new technologies (eg coal-CCS).

5. What is the potential role for public procurement and policies such as the 2016 zero carbon homes target in
driving investment, development and job creation?

The scale of public procurement is such that it should play a major role in building the demand for goods
and services that are closely related to consumer needs. Buildings retrofit and energy management and low
carbon vehicles present the greatest opportunities. Minimum standards are also a powerful way to improve
the performance of consumer goods and services, whether they are double glazing units, lights or
refrigerators.
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It will be important to ensure that these activities are again part of a coherent national strategy; otherwise
there is a real risk that they will stimulate and incentivise unsustainable or mutually incompatible
developments.

June 2009

Memorandum submitted by the Environment Agency

COMMENTS ON SMALL HYDROPOWER COMPANY RESPONSE TO THE ENERGY AND
CLIMATE CHANGE COMMITTEE CALL FOR EVIDENCE LOW CARBON TECHNOLOGIES

IN A GREEN ECONOMY

Summary

1. The Environment Agency has launched a major programme of work aimed at streamlining the
permitting process for hydropower developers, and improving the evidence base. This will address
most of the concerns raised by the Small Hydropower Company (SHC).

2. The SHC highlight some important issues in their evidence, but they also make some
unsubstantiated claims relating to their permit applications, our role as a consultee in the planning
process, and the Environment Agency’s approach to hydropower more generally.

3. The Environment Agency has issued 23 permits to hydropower schemes so far in 2009, taking on
average 130 calendar days from receipt of a formal application. Applications from the SHC are
taking considerably longer than we would like because they lack the necessary information and
the schemes themselves are inherently complex.

Background

The Environment Agency supports the deployment of sustainable small-scale hydropower, and is
committed to helping England and Wales meet their renewable energy targets. We also have statutory duties
to protect the water environment, and to ensure that flood risk is not increased by new developments.

Poorly designed hydropower schemes can have serious impacts on the local river environment,
particularly on fish populations, such as salmon and trout, and on flood risk for properties downstream of
the installation. Our permitting process seeks to minimise these risks and, as well protecting the
environment, it helps schemes to be accepted by other river users and stakeholders. We also provide advice
to Local Authorities as a statutory consultee in the planning process.

In August 2009 we published Good Practice Guidance (GPG) for small-scale hydropower, which we
developed in partnership with the British Hydropower Association (BHA), and with angling and
conservation groups. The BHA is the main industry group for hydropower in the UK.

General Comments

The SHC is developing a number of sites in England on behalf of British Waterways. Following an initial
meeting in January 2009 to discuss their plans, we have been working with SHC and British Waterways to
support their permit applications.

We accept some of the criticism from the Small Hydropower Company (SHC), particularly relating to the
administrative delays they have experienced and the consistency of approach within the Environment
Agency. However, we have been working with the hydropower industry, including the SHC, to improve this,
and have launched a major programme of work to ensure we support the deployment of sustainable
hydropower schemes in England and Wales. The SHC is aware of this work, is actively involved in some of
it, and has participated in the stakeholder group we have established to steer it.

The SHC evidence highlights issues at particular sites, but fails to recognise the improvements that we are
putting in place. We do not believe that their evidence provides an accurate reflection of the permitting
process.

Better Regulation for Hydropower

The Environment Agency is committed to enabling the deployment of sustainable small-scale
hydropower schemes in England and Wales. We have recently launched a cross-organisational programme
of work that will deliver this, including:

— Publication of the Good Practice Guidance for small-scale hydropower schemes in England and
Wales in August 2009. This provides clear guidance for developers on how schemes should be
designed to meet environmental and flood risk legislation.
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— A review of the permitting process for small-scale hydropower, with the aim of streamlining the
process and reducing administrative burden. A public consultation will be launched in April 2010,
and the review will conclude by September 2010.

— A training programme for our staV is being trialled to ensure they have the expertise required to
deal with hydropower scheme applications. The programme should go live in January.

— A hydropower “hub”, with the support of DECC, is being developed to ensure better coordination
and consistency between staV working on hydropower applications across England and Wales.

— A major evidence programme to refine and improve the Good Practice Guidance is in hand.

This work has been launched as part of an overall eVort to ensure the Environment Agency is supporting
the sustainable deployment of all forms of renewable energy, and in response to a significant increase in
interest in hydropower over the last 18 months. This programme of work will ensure we are able to deal with
these permit applications rapidly and eYciently in the future.

The Small Hydropower Company’s Permit and Planning Permission Applications

We met with the SHC in January 2009 before they submitted any permit applications to advise on their
applications and what they would need to consider. To date, the SHC has submitted five planning
applications for hydropower schemes that we have been consulted on. These applications have been for
schemes of varying size using diVerent technologies, but the information provided with each application has
often been inadequate, with little scheme-specific information.

The lack of suYcient information in the planning applications, particularly relating to flood risk
assessments, has led to delays, with similar delays holding up the permit applications. The time taken to
process permit applications from the SHC is in contrast to the overall average of 130 calendar days between
developer’s application and issue of permit for the 23 schemes we have permitted so far in 2009. We also note
a number of major inconsistencies between our own records and the SHC evidence to the Select Committee.
Further details are provided in the attached annex.

We are concerned that the “economies of scale” (paragraph 2.2) that the SHC are attempting to achieve
has led them to make assumptions about the appropriateness of their schemes on specific sites. Our view is
that SHC appear to be assuming that our acceptance of one scheme on one site means the same scheme
would be accepted on another. However, every site is diVerent, and there is considerable variation in
hydrology, terrestrial and aquatic ecology, fisheries and flood risk between the sites proposed so far. This
means that a one-size-fits-all approach to managing their impacts is not possible.

If SHC had engaged us more consistently through pre-application discussions, as is recommended in our
Good Practice Guidance, many of these issues could have been overcome early on.

Of the five applications, one has been granted permission, one has been refused and we are working with
SHC to resolve issues with the other three. Of these, the scheme at Linton-on-Ouse has proved the most
complex and further details are given in the Annex.

Annex

DETAILED RESPONSE TO ISSUES RAISED IN THE SMALL HYDROPOWER COMPANY
EVIDENCE TO THE CLIMATE CHANGE AND ENERGY SELECT COMMITTEE

1. SHC’s Application for a Hydropower Scheme in Gunthorpe, River Trent

Gunthorpe raises particular concerns relating to flood risk as the area is very sensitive to flooding and the
village of Gunthorpe does not benefit from flood defences. A number of properties in the village regularly
flood. The River Trent upstream and downstream of Gunthorpe weir is also of significant importance for
both fisheries and ecology. This is therefore a complex proposal that must ensure that it does not increase
flood risk to others, allows the safe passage of the maximum number of migratory fish and protects the wider
aquatic environment.

We have identified a number of inconsistencies between the SHC’s evidence and our own records.

1. The SHC claim not to have received a response to their permit applications. The SHC applied for
permits on 17 June 2009, and we acknowledged the applications formally by 2 September. We were
in contact with British Waterways, the nominated contact in the application, throughout the
interim period. Delay was due to the application being in the name of the Agent rather than the
occupier, which is highly unusual and led to concerns about how the permit could be enforced.

2. The SHC assert that the Environment Agency had not read their documentation prior to a meeting
with the SHC on the 8 September 2009. By this time we had scoped the requirements of a planning
submission (our letter of 10 February 2009); met with SHC to discuss the Flood Risk Assessment
(16 February 2009); reviewed the planning submission and outlined our objection to the detail of
the planning application (our letter of 15 July 2009).
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In addition:

1. The presence of the weir pool is a very important feature of the fishery habitat on this reach of the
Trent. Whilst a fish pass is extremely important for the passage of adult fish, it cannot mitigate for
the loss of a significant spawning and nursery area.

2. We recommended the installation of a vertical bar fish screen to SHC in line with Good Practice
Guide. SHC have oVered an alternative design using horizontal bars. As this is a new and untested
technology suggested by the developer we would normally expect the company to provide the
supporting information that enables us to assess it fully.

3. The type of turbine used in a hydropower scheme has implications for the level of the fish screening
required. This is outlined in our Good Practice Guidance. Archimedes screw turbines do not
require fish screens as fish can pass safely through. Other turbines, such as Kaplan, require
screening to prevent fish mortality as a result of entering the turbine.

2. SHC’s Application for a HEP Installation at Linton-On-Ouse

We were first consulted on the Linton-on-Ouse scheme by the Local Planning Authority (LPA) on 22 June.
Some of the supporting information submitted with the application was not specific to the site, and in some
cases made reference to conditions in diVerent regions. We were therefore forced to object to the application.
This was based on concerns over the impact on fisheries and flood risk, and was until acceptable details were
submitted. Due to the complexity of the application we needed to extend our statutory timescale to respond,
but this was agreed by the local authority.

We were not approached for pre-application advice from SHC regarding this scheme. Had we been
contacted, we would have been able to let SHC know what information we needed to see to assess the
environmental impact of the scheme adequately. This may have negated the need to object to the proposals,
and is why we always recommend developers approach us early on in the process.

On 17 August we received a highly critical response from SHC via the local authority. We provided a
thorough response to this, which sought to clarify to SHC exactly what was required to overcome our
objections. This response was issued within our 21 day statutory timescale. We therefore contest the point
raised in paragraph 4.5.4.1 stating that our response suVered from “tardiness”.

Agents acting on behalf of SHC subsequently submitted a draft Flood Risk Assessment which addressed
our concerns. We advised that this information be submitted formally to the local authority so that we could
remove our flood risk objection. This is needed to ensure it becomes part of the planning conditions, but to
date this has not yet been submitted.

In reference to the letter of 17 September (4.5.4.1), this was addressed to the local authority and not sent
directly to the Environment Agency. We have consulted our records and are unaware of a formal
consultation from the local authority on this information.

The Linton-on-Ouse scheme has the added complication that there is already an existing permitted
scheme on the other bank of the river, where the operator has recently received planning permission to
extend the works. The applicant, Mr Throup, has permission to construct an additional Archimedean Screw
turbine on the west bank of the river.

3. The Environment Agency’s Hydropower Scheme on Romney Weir

The SHC evidence suggests that the Environment Agency has abused its statutory power for commercial
gain in the permitting and development of Romney Weir (4.5.3.2.2.3).

Romney Weir is an Environment Agency owned weir upon which we are developing a hydropower scheme
in partnership with a developer. It is a pilot scheme in which we are leasing the site to the developer who will
design, construct, operate and maintain the development. The aim is both to demonstrate best practice and
to generate renewable energy, in line with Government’s ambition to generate more renewable energy on the
public estate.

The developer is responsible for obtaining planning permission and the necessary statutory consents
rather than ourselves, and the application will be treated as any other. There are some diVerences to the
SHC’s own applications, mostly because the developer is using an Archimedes screw turbine, which is fish-
friendly and therefore does not need screening. The scheme also includes a fish pass and a system to ensure
there is variation in the flow over the weir gates to protect the ecological value of the weirpool.

4. Our Regulatory Responsibilities

The SHC accuse statutory organisations including the Environment Agency to have “on occasion little
or no understanding of their duties under Law and what a reasonable person may expect of them” (4.5.6.1.1)
and to fail to “exercise their duty and operate within the law” (4.5.1).
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Our regulatory requirements for hydropower schemes are consistent with the environmental legislation,
particularly the Water Resources Act 1991, the Land Drainage Act 1991, the Salmon and Freshwater
Fisheries Act 1975 and the Water Framework Directive (2000). This legislation requires us to ensure that
new developments within the river environment, including hydropower, do not increase flood risk and do
not cause unacceptable damage to fish or the wider environment.

We are also a statutory consultee in the Town and Country Planning process for developments at flood
risk, or for operations in or adjacent to a Main River. Our role is to ensure that all proposals comply with
Planning Policy 25 “Development and Flood Risk” (PPS25). Developers are required to submit a Flood
Risk Assessment to demonstrate that their proposals comply with PPS25 and to inform the scheme design.

Where we have objected to hydropower schemes through the Town and Country Planning process, it has
usually been due to insuYcient information being supplied, particularly in relation to the Flood Risk
Assessment. Since flood risk is a material planning consideration, Flood Risk Assessments will continue to
be required as part of the planning process.

We accept that there have been a small number of occasions where our planning oYcers have objected to
a scheme on other matters when we are also addressing them through the permitting system. We are
addressing this issue, and will ensure better coordination between our planning and permitting roles.

5. Staff Expertise and Resourcing

The SHC accuse the Environment Agency of having “a lack of experience and knowledge (and in some
cases inadequate numbers of qualified staV) in dealing with the technical aspects of renewable applications”.
(Section 4.5.6.1.3)

We have produced the hydropower Good Practice Guidance, which provides our staV and developers with
detailed technical guidance. However, we accept that expertise within the Environment Agency is currently
limited to a small number of staV. This is because until recently we have seen very few applications for
hydropower. In response to increased interest we are training more staV throughout the organisation in
hydropower.

6. Defining Requirements for Developers

The SHC complain that we do not state what environmental mitigation standards are adequate
(4.5.6.1.4), but also that we should only define outcomes and not how they should be achieved (4.5.3.2.2.2).
The Good Practice Guidance sets out a number of environmental mitigation options, but it also allows
developers to propose their own mitigation measures as long as it is accompanied with an appropriate risk
assessment. This is because default guidance is preferred by smaller developers, for whom the burden of
providing detailed risk assessments would be onerous. Larger developers, such as the SHC, are able to
deviate from the default guidance, but they must provide the evidence that shows their proposals will protect
the environment and address flood risk issues.

7. The Role of Small-Scale Hydropower

The SHC’s understanding of the potential for new small hydropower is not consistent with the available
evidence. A recent report by ITPower on behalf of DECC estimates an available resource in England and
Wales of approximately 250MW, whilst our own mapping of opportunities suggests a theoretical,
unconstrained maximum of 1100MW. This would be equivalent to 1.5% of UK electricity needs, and would
involve developing many tens of thousands of small sites. We are undertaking work to provide a better
assessment of hydropower opportunities and potential win-win benefits when associated with provision of
fish passes.

8. The Evidence Base for our Regulation of Small-Scale Hydropower

The Good Practice Guidance (GPG) represents the best science and expert opinion in drawing up its
recommendations on fish screens, flows available for hydropower, and design of fish passes. The Guidance
was developed in co-operation with the British Hydropower Association (BHA) and with other
stakeholders, particularly fisheries interests. It is acknowledged by all parties that there is a need to obtain
further evidence on the eVectiveness of the mitigation measures installed on hydropower sites. However
there is relevant information in the scientific and operational literature on hydropower and other abstraction
processes that is directly applicable. We will be undertaking work to improve the evidence base, and this
work was presented to hydropower stakeholders at a meeting on 18 November, which SHC attended. The
first phase of this work will be completed by March 2010. If necessary, the Good Practice Guidance will be
updated with the findings of these projects.

December 2009
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Memorandum submitted by the Energy Services and Technology Association (ESTA)

The Energy Services and Technology Association (ESTA) represents over 100 major providers of energy
management equipment and services across the UK.

1. Executive Summary

1. Although the current emphasis on low-carbon technologies focuses on the issue of climate change, the
concept of a “green economy” is much wider than this and is much more concerned with resource eYciency.
Energy management products and services address both concerns.

1.1 Much of the policy discussion about low-carbon energy technologies relates to electricity generation
and supply-side issues. However, a focus on demand-side considerations can achieve savings (in cost and
carbon) more immediately as well as stimulating the employment market as the economy starts to recover
from the current recession.

1.2 Energy eYciency technologies can tackle the emissions from existing buildings—those built to a much
lower eYciency level than new buildings. Deployed in non-domestic buildings they can make a real and
immediate impact on the UK’s carbon emissions as the non-domestic sector is better placed to install and
optimise these technologies than the domestic sector.

1.3 Existing technologies are not being used to their maximum eVect. There are great opportunities, for
example for lighting controls being used in washrooms and conference rooms—places with intermittent use
where automatic switching of lights could save significant amounts of energy. While the development of new
technologies is vital, it is equally important to ensure that existing technologies are used to the full.

1.4 ESTA’s view is that the carbon savings required in the first carbon budgets announced by the
Government under the Climate Change Act can only be achieved by concentrating on energy eYciency.

1.5 There is a need for a robust, transparent system for measuring and verifying real carbon savings in
buildings and the wider economy. ESTA believes that the Display Energy Certificate (DEC) system, which
incorporates an operational rating showing just how eYciently a building is actually being run, provides a
powerful yet simple tool to achieve this in the built environment.

1.6 In order to maximise eYciency we need trained energy managers to do the job eVectively. In any
technologically advanced field, trained personnel are essential to maximise the opportunities. This is a skills
issue. ESTA is involved at both national and international level in producing standards which will ensure
that energy managers know how to gain maximum savings from the available technologies.

1.7 ESTA believes that tens of thousands of jobs could be created by a greater focus on energy eYciency
technologies. Furthermore, that potential would be realised much more quickly than any created in large
power station construction programmes (where specialist labour may in some cases be drawn from abroad,
rather than the UK).

1.8 Public procurement budgets provide a key means of encouraging development and deployment of
these technologies. The public sector can play a leading role in this endeavour.

1.9 However, we must in the UK be more ambitious in our plans and targets for a green economy.

2. Introduction

2.1 In the UK, we now have a statutory commitment to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by at least 80%
(compared to 1990 levels) by 2050. However, a commitment to “green” the economy cannot be concerned
with carbon emissions alone. It must surely relate more generally to reducing humanity’s overall
environmental “footprint”. Therefore the first priority for any green economy is to minimise consumption
of scarce resources: in other words resources must be used as eYciently as possible. This holds true for energy
as well: in a truly green economy, the provision of low-carbon or carbon-free energy is only part of the
equation. Using it as eYciently as possible is also vital.

2.2 As we progressively move towards a green economy, one key way to keep our carbon emissions—
and our environmental footprint—as small as possible is to maximise the eYciency gains through the use
of technology enhancements. As the 2007 Energy White Paper notes: “The starting point for our energy
policy is to save energy. It is often the cheapest way of reducing carbon emissions, certainly in the short-
term. It can also contribute to security of supply, for example by reducing our need for energy imports, and
reduce fuel poverty through lower bills.”

2.3 ESTA would add that energy eYciency technologies can provide significant opportunities for
employment. These jobs can be realised in the short term, unlike many of the capital-intensive energy-
generation programmes which may take a decade or more to come to fruition.

2.4 These technologies can reduce the carbon emissions of buildings—particularly in existing buildings
which have not been constructed to the standards set out in the current edition of the Building Regulations.
They can reduce energy consumption, which will reduce emissions, environmental impact and cost.
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3. Supply and Demand

3.1 ”Low carbon technologies in a green economy” means diVerent things to diVerent people. To deliver
a low carbon energy economy—which is part of the remit of ESTA—a distinction needs to be drawn between
the supply side and the demand side. The debates on the supply side are currently concerned with the
decarbonisation of electricity, through the encouragement of renewable energy and nuclear power as well
as the development of Carbon Capture & Storage (CCS) technologies for fossil fuel generation. These are
programmes that require large sums of money and will take more than a decade to begin to deliver large
scale carbon savings. Yet the Government has adopted a target, under the Climate Change Act, of achieving
a 34% reduction on 1990 levels in just over 10 years.

3.2 ESTA’s view is that the carbon savings required in the first carbon budgets can only be achieved by
concentrating on energy eYciency—not just insulating homes and increasing thermal performance
standards, but also using the latest energy management techniques, like advanced metering (the merits of
which the Government has now recognised) and advanced building management technologies.

3.3 There are other benefits to be gained from such a policy emphasis. The Government and the European
Commission both believe a 20% reduction on energy consumption by 2020 can be achieved through cost-
eVective measures. Information gathered from ESTA members shows that a 20% reduction is eminently
achievable. The target will in fact increase should a global carbon reduction agreement be reached in
Copenhagen at the end of this year.

3.4 Demand-side policies can also have a beneficial eVect on supply-side programmes. A reduction in
demand of 20% over the next decade would ease the pressure on the UK on meeting our reduction targets
and would also allow the UK to better manage the current “interim” period when older generating capacity
is being phased out and newer technologies brought on stream. With some commentators predicting that
the UK will “run out of energy” one winter soon, a focus on reducing consumption can reduce that danger.

4. The Non-domestic Sector

4.1 Most ESTA members deal with the non-domestic sector. Buildings in this sector account for around
18% of total UK emissions. Here, energy eYciency is good for business, because it reduces waste improves
profitability. However, there are a number of studies (such as the Carbon Trust’s) which show that, especially
for SMEs, this is not seen as a core concern—perhaps because energy is still a relatively small component of
overall business expenditure. The Government, though, has recognised in setting up the Carbon Reduction
Commitment that there is a large aggregate saving to be made from energy eYciency improvements in the
non-domestic sector.

4.2 Our experience in dealing with our customers has highlighted several drivers for business to act to
reduce energy consumption and carbon emissions. These are:

— Compliance—with the Building Regulations, the Energy Performance of Buildings Directive
(Energy Performance Certificates, Display Energy Certificates) and, soon, the Carbon Reduction
Commitment (CRC).

— The cost of energy—and its volatility.

— Security of supply at the factory gate or the issue of business continuity. For business, security of
supply ultimately comes down to a question of the cost of down-time in terms of lost production
due to a loss of energy supply.

— Brand value and Corporate Responsibility (CR). The need to be seen to be green. Here, the relative
positions of competitors on the CRC league table could become a driver for further action.

4.3 The non-domestic sector has a greater opportunity for achieving carbon savings in the short term than
the domestic sector. Many of the new technologies are electronic and they will increasingly use electronic
forms of communication. Most organisations are accustomed to electronic systems and most are internet-
enabled. The kinds of products and services oVered by members of ESTA can be tailored to meet the needs
of diVerent customers—and these services are increasingly being delivered online. So the non-domestic
sector has the capacity and the potential to respond faster then the domestic sector, particularly in the areas
of adopting new, greener technologies.

5. Clear, Integrated Policy

5.1 Government has introduced a number of policy measures to encourage the take-up of low carbon
technologies. However, there is little sense of an integrated programme—certainly not one that businesses
can perceive. Too often, organisations are responding to the latest piece of regulation. We now have firm
forward targets for reducing carbon emissions. It is time to spell out specific goals for diVerent policy areas
over longer timeframes so that business can factor them into their own planning. For example, if it were
stated that performance levels of buildings will have to improve by a set amount in each of the carbon budget
periods set by the Government under the Climate Change Act, then organisations would start to seek ways
to achieve those savings now rather than waiting till specific measures become imminent.
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5.2 There is still no one department that has responsibility for energy. DECC has now assumed the lead
on many aspects, but planning still comes under CLG’s remit and BERR has its own low-carbon unit which
is promoting low-carbon investment. This has the potential to lead to confusion with diVerent policies
serving several policy agendas at the same time.

5.3 There is also the concern about achieving real savings and how to verify them. All the evidence
suggests there are significant opportunities for carbon reduction here in the UK. Organisations should not
therefore be able to claim “green credentials” by oVsetting their emissions against overseas reductions. We
are therefore very pleased to see that the Government is not allowing oVsetting as a way of achieving its
target during the first carbon budget period announced at the time of the Budget.

5.4 Actually accounting for, and verifying, real reductions in emissions achieved here in the UK is a
related issue. Any accounting regime must be robust and transparent. There is still some uncertainty about
aspects of accounting under the Carbon Reduction Commitment for example. Here energy management
technologies can help. The latest automatic Monitoring & Targeting (aM&T) systems are now licensed to
produce Display Energy Certificates which indicate just how eYciently a building is being operated.

6. The Market for Energy Efficiency Technologies

6.1 ESTA members have seen signs of a remarkable resilience in the sales of energy eYciency products and
technologies. The area of metering has seen steady sales and demand for the latest automatic Monitoring &
Targeting (aM&T) systems is seeing growth in the order to 25% per annum. Lighting control systems are
likewise showing continued growth (a slightly lower figure of around 10% per annum).

7. The Potential

7.1 The vast majority of the current building stock was constructed to energy performance standards that
are far below those expected today. Looking forward, much of it will remain in use for decades to come.
While it is relatively simple to make requirements for new buildings much stricter in terms of energy/carbon
performance, it is much more diYcult to do so with existing buildings. Refurbishment cycles can take place
over decades, yet it is clear that the vast majority of building-related emissions will come from this area. How
can we ensure the deployment of new energy eYciency technologies here?

7.2 ESTA would recommend that the current energy certification schemes are extended and strengthened.
In particular we would wish to see more use made of Display Energy Certificates (DECs), which use the
concept of an “operational rating” measuring how eYciently a building is being used.

7.3 These are currently only required in the public sector, on large buildings (more than 1,000 m3 of useful
area) which are visited frequently by members of the public. ESTA believes this tool should be used on all
buildings, except the smallest. Where they are already in use, they must be renewed annually and we see this
as a useful tool for building operators to assess—and improve—building energy performance on a regular
basis. The Government could also mandate minimum levels of performance for diVerent types of building
and increase the eYciency requirements over time. There would, however, need to be a robust and
transparent verification process. Yet several of the latest automatic Monitoring & Targeting (aM&T)
systems have the capability to produce DECs so this should not present a problem.

7.4 For many organisations in both private and public sectors, there are significant advantages to be
gained from outsourcing energy management to an external specialist. Contract Energy Management
(CEM) is already widely used in the UK, with sales of these services by ESTA members currently amounting
to around £1.2 billion a year. However, our research indicates that there is a potential within the UK for a
doubling or tripling of this level, to £3 billion or more. And with that potential for expansion comes the
associated extra employment. On the basis of existing employment levels within our member companies, we
believe that an increase in CEM activity of £1 billion would result in around 10,000 new jobs within the
industry. While some of these would replace staV in the organisations doing the outsourcing, in many
instances energy management is an additional, non-specialist function to other roles. Outsourcing energy
management would not therefore necessarily result in job losses within these organisations. Outsourcing
would result in energy savings, reduced emissions—and financial savings for the organisations concerned.

7.5 Looking at other sectors covered by members of our organisation, we would suggest that greater
attention to energy eYciency would result in more employment here as well, whether in manufacturing
equipment or installing it.

8. Operating Efficiently

8.1 ESTA has found through painful experience that full use is not being made of existing technologies.
There can be little point in pouring investment into new techniques if existing opportunities go to waste. We
need to ensure that all the tools at our disposal are used to their maximum in reducing energy consumption
and cutting emissions. Better training of energy managers would go a long way to ensuring take-up of cost-
eVective technologies.

8.2 Our suggestion that the Display Energy Certificate provides a means of driving greater eYciency in
non-domestic building is based on its incorporation of an operational rating which measures on a regular
basis how eYciently the building is being run. The latest energy eYcient systems and equipment will not of
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themselves create an energy eYcient building—and this is the fundamental flaw in relying on the more
widespread Energy Performance Certificates. Buildings will only function in a low-carbon manner if the
people responsible for operating them (and their systems) do so correctly. This is the reason why ESTA has
been heavily involved in working with the global community to develop international standards for energy
management. Ensuring that people have the right training to extract the maximum eYciency out of the
energy systems is vital—there is a real skills issue here.

9. Public Procurement

9.1 It has been accepted by politicians both in the UK and in Europe that the public sector has to play
a leading role in delivering a green economy. With around £175 billion a year spent by the public sector, it
clearly has a major role in influencing the development and deployment of new technologies.

9.2 The public sector owns or occupies an enormous stock of buildings. It therefore has a unique
opportunity to promote green technologies throughout its estates, providing a readily accessible market for
those businesses involved in researching, developing and manufacturing the technologies that are necessary
for a low-carbon economy. The public sector must now show that it is serious about taking the lead on
this issue.

9.3 On energy, for example, if the public sector insisted that every building has an “A” or “B” operational
rating—as set out on a Display Energy Certificate—it has the critical mass to create a real step-change in
building energy performance. There has been a great deal of talk about the need for such a step-change: here
is one way of achieving it.

10. Conclusion

10.1 We need to be more ambitious in our demand-side policies. The savings are there to be made and
many of the technologies already exist—although they are being enhanced continually.

10.2 Improving energy eYciency can make the UK greener, more protected against energy shocks and
better able to manage its transition to a low-carbon economy. It has a fundamental role to play in achieving
our early goals (certainly to 2020) under the Climate Change Act.

10.3 Energy eYciency technologies can create jobs for UK people—and jobs now, not just in five or
10 years time.

10.4 When the battle against anthropogenic climate change has been won, a much more all-encompassing
one concerning sustainable consumption patterns will still need to be addressed. Experience gained from
maximising the eYcient use of resources such as energy will put us in a good position to tackle this issue—
and to lead globally on it.

May 2009

Memorandum submitted by the Food and Drink Federation

Executive Summary

— Climate change is arguably the biggest single challenge we face. But it is inextricably linked with
the issue of food security. To meet growing demand, food production will need to double by the
middle of the century. This cannot be done without greatly increasing the eYciency of resource use
throughout the supply chain. It also needs to be done in ways which both mitigate and adapt to
the climate change process itself.

— Low carbon technologies clearly have a vital role to play in this. The UK food and drink industries,
now the country’s largest single manufacturing sector, are already making a significant
contribution and have the potential to achieve much more, given the right regulatory and
competitive environment in which to attract the skills and investment needed for successful
innovation.

— This will require a collective and collaborative eVort, on the part of industry, government and other
stakeholders, within a policy framework which recognises sustainable food production as a priority
in its own right.

Introduction

1. The Food and Drink Federation (FDF) is the voice of the UK food and drink industry, the largest
manufacturing sector in the country with a turnover of £72.4 billion and gross added value of £21.6 billion,
representing some 14% of total UK manufacturing. It is also the fourth largest food and drink
manufacturing industry in the world.
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2. FDF’s membership comprises companies of all sizes, as well as trade associations and groups dealing
with specific sectors of the industry. We help our members operate in an appropriately regulated marketplace
to maximise their competitiveness. We communicate our industry’s values and concerns to Government,
regulators, consumers and the media. We also work in partnership with key players in the food chain to
ensure our food is healthy, nutritious and safe and that consumers can have trust in it.

3. A successful food and drink sector is a vital component of a healthy UK economy. The industry directly
employs 440,000 people, and many more in ancillary services. It buys around two thirds of the UK’s
agricultural output and is the world’s eight largest exporter of food and drink products, worth around £7.5
billion a year.

4. It is also a major energy user, with annual consumption around 45 TWh which corresponds to
CO2 emissions of 11.3 MTe/annum (primary).

The Contribution of Food and Drink Manufacturers to a Low Carbon Economy

5. Tackling climate change requires everyone to play their full part—the public sector, energy suppliers,
industry and consumers. In November 2007, as part of its public Five Fold Environmental Ambition, FDF
members committed to an industry-wide absolute target to reduce CO2 emissions by 20% by 2010 against
a 1990 baseline. We are on target to achieve this. We also set an aim to achieve a 30% reduction by 2020, in
order to send a clear signal nationally and internationally about the scale of change required and to show
leadership on behalf of the sector.

6. Energy eYciency improvements, investment in new more eYcient plant, process design, supply chain
optimisation and, increasingly, renewables will all be important in achieving this goal. In its first annual
progress report, published in November 2008, FDF was pleased to report a reduction of 17% by
2006 compared to 1990—an average saving of 58,000 Te CO2 per year.

See also www.fdf.org.uk/environment makingadiVerence.aspx

Delivering on Energy Efficiency and Emissions Reductions

Climate Change Policy

7. There are two main policy instruments that impact food and drink manufacturers: Climate Change
Agreements and the EU Emissions Trading Scheme. Together they provide a regulatory framework setting
targets for emissions reduction within the sector.

8. The FDF Climate Change Agreement (CCA) has around 900 participating manufacturing sites that
between them produce 37.2 million tonnes of food and drink products. This is a highly diverse industry and
the following sub sectors are represented in the CCA: alcoholic drinks, baking and cereals, ambient foods,
confectionery, frozen and chilled produce, glucose and starch, milling, oils and fats, pet foods, meat and fish,
soft drinks and sugar. Energy is used for a very wide range of applications including, handling, conveyance,
steam raising, frying, boiling, sterilizing, baking, chilling, freezing and packing.

9. At the 4th Milestone in 2008 an improvement in energy eYciency of 16% against a target of 13% was
reported.

10. FDF welcomes the Government decision to extend CCAs to 2015 and supports the proposal to move
to absolute carbon targets. However, we urge Government to consider further proposals to retain CCAs
beyond 2015 in order to provide a more certain investment regime and to give manufacturers greater
certainty regarding medium term emissions reductions targets.

11. FDF supports emissions trading as a mechanism to reduce carbon dioxide emissions in the most cost
eVective manner. FDF members have 54 installations in the European Union Emission Trading Scheme
(EUETS) accounting for an allocation of 2.3 million allowances in Phase II. In 2013 the EUETS will enter
its third phase when these sites will be operating under the overall EUETS cap which has been set to deliver
a 21% emissions reduction by 2010 relative to a 2005 baseline.

Carbon Management and Energy Efficiency

12. FDF is actively engaged in supporting the sector to improve energy eYciency and reduce its emissions,
for example through its work with environmental consultants Enviros to develop a Carbon Management
Best Practice Guide, providing practical advice for improving the eYciency of energy-using equipment such
as boilers, ovens, and refrigeration plants. The guide is being widely promoted to members. It has also been
made available on FDF’s public website for the wider benefit of the food and drink manufacturing industry.

www.fdf.org.uk/publicgeneral/carbon management guidance 2008.pdf

13. FDF has also worked with the Carbon Trust on a major project focused on refrigeration, which
identified over 28,000Te CO2 savings and a set of guidance notes for wider use.

www.cclevy.com/refrigeration.html
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14. As part of our eVorts to share best practice and promote greater eYciency, FDF has also produced
a number of case studies illustrating what can be achieved. For example:

— Alpro will save 1,530 tonnes of CO2 by the end of 2008 compared to 2007 at its Kettering site as
part of its ambition to be carbon neutral by 2020.

— Alara Wholefoods, is saving 52 tonnes of CO2 emissions per year at its manufacturing site in
London.

— British Sugar cut CO2 emissions by 30,000 tonnes per year at its Wissington site following a £10
million investment in 2007.

— Burton’s Foods has reduced its CO2 emissions by 1,322 tonnes (10%) since 1999 through
investment in new plant and baking equipment

— Kellogg’s has achieved reduced CO2 emissions by installing a Combined Heat and Power plant at
its site in Manchester.

— Kraft Foods’ global target is to reduce CO2 emissions by 25% between 2005 and 2011.

— Macphie of Glenbervie will reduce the company’s emissions by 2,100 tonnes per year from
2008 following investment in a 1.2MW biomass boiler.

— McCain Foods will meet 70% of its electricity needs at its Whittlesey site from renewable sources
following a £15 million investment.

— Tate & Lyle will achieve a 70% reduction in emissions from fossil fuels at its Thames Cane Sugar
Refinery following investment in a new biomass boiler—120,000 tonnes of CO2 per year.

Promoting the Development and Adoption of Low Carbon Technologies

15. Three areas are of particular relevance for food and drink manufacturers within their own operations.

Anaerobic Digestion

16. The conversion of waste food and other organic material to energy tackles both waste disposal and
lower carbon energy generation. FDF continues to encourage Government to incentivise growth in the
embryonic anaerobic digestion and composting industries, in line with the policy attached to those sectors
in its 2007 Waste Strategy.

17. To help improve accessibility to anaerobic digestion and composting capacity, FDF set up a joint
industry and Government Waste Infrastructure Working Group. It successfully pooled information about
existing and, where possible, new capacity into a single database which will be managed by the National
Industrial Symbiosis Programme (NISP) to help match available capacity to food and drink industry needs.
FDF’s priority is to work with NISP to promote its role as honest broker between the food and waste
treatment industries to help divert food and packaging waste from landfill.

18. We will work with NISP, WRAP and other partners to ensure that data on waste treatment capacity
continues to be pooled and the database is kept up-to-date. We will also press to address diYcult and related
issues such as planning permission and joined up local authority approaches to municipal and commercial
waste treatment solutions which have significant potential for energy recovery.

Combined Heat and Power

19. Combined Heat and Power is a well proven technology delivering both energy eYciency and lower
carbon generation of heat and electricity. This is particularly true if combined with low carbon energy inputs
such as biomass or gas from anaerobic digestion plants.

20. The food and drink manufacturing sector is already a significant user of CHP with around 500MWe
installed capacity, though this tends to be concentrated at larger installations. It is recognised that there is
significant further potential, however relatively few new installations have come on stream in recent years
largely due to poor payback periods.

21. Current financial support mechanisms include Climate Change Levy exemptions, Levy Exemption
Certificates for exported power and Enhanced Capital Allowances (ECAs). Further incentive for renewables
CHP could come from additional financial support such as higher (100%) ECAs or increased renewable
obligation certificates (ROCs). We also see the development and promotion of energy supply companies
(ESCOs) playing an important role in delivering future CHP projects.

Low Carbon Electricity Supply

22. Food and drink manufacturers quite rightly focus on energy eYciency as a primary driver to reduce
emissions. But decarbonising the electricity supply market (eg renewables, new nuclear, carbon capture and
storage, energy from waste etc.) is also an important factor in terms of reducing total emissions. As an
example sites could consider meeting future targets by switching from a natural gas fired processes to ones
using electricity powered by low carbon grid electricity. FDF urges Government to pursue its plans for the
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electricity supply sector as a matter of urgency and to ensure that the interactions with sectors that use the
outputs of the electricity supply sector are fully taken into account when developing future emissions
reductions policies.

May 2009

Memorandum submitted by Global Marine Systems

1. Executive summary

1.1 Global Marine Systems (GMS), a market leader in the laying of subsea cable and related engineering
services for over 150 years, is delighted to respond to the Energy and Climate Change Select Committee’s
Inquiry into “Low Carbon Technologies in a Green Economy”.

1.2 Our area of expertise within an oVshore windfarm project is in the installation, burial and eventual
maintenance of both the inter-field cables (the power cables which connect the grid of turbines to each other)
as well as the export cables, which connect the entire array of turbines back to land and the power grid itself.

1.3 We firmly believe that the development of oVshore wind power is core to the UK’s future wellbeing
and economic and environmental security.

1.4 The coastal geography of the UK and the ambitious targets set out by the Government present a real
opportunity for the UK to take a lead in the development of oVshore wind.

1.5 In order to ensure the growth and adoption of such technologies are not diminished or damaged by
the current economic climate, continued clear support is needed from the Government. A holistic approach
to the Transmission Regime is essential to ensure greater flexibility in the adoption of future technologies.

1.6 In addition, a stable and predictable regulatory regime is necessary in order to facilitate investments
in oVshore wind farms.

2. About GMS

2.1 Global Marine Systems, a British company, has been involved in laying subsea cable and related
engineering services for over 150 years. Global Marine Systems is the privately owned merger of what once
were the marine divisions of British telecommunications companies British Telecom and Cable & Wireless.

2.2 Global Marine Systems has two core business units, Telecommunications and Energy. The Energy
unit has a focus on the installation and maintenance of subsea power cables and related engineering services.
As part of this unit we have, over the past eight years performed a significant amount of work in the oVshore
windfarm market. Global Marine has been a key service provider on such projects in the UK as the Kentish
Flats and Barrow oVshore wind farms. We have also successfully completed projects throughout Europe
such as Horns Rev, and we are currently completing the world’s largest oVshore wind farm, Horns Rev 2.

2.3 Specifically, our area of expertise within an oVshore windfarm project is in the installation, burial and
eventual maintenance of both the inter-field cables (the power cables which connect the grid of turbines to
each other) as well as the export cables, which connect the entire array of turbines back to land and the power
grid itself.

2.4 As a result of our unique record in delivering these projects, we believe that we are a leader amongst
a very small group of companies in the industry who have meaningful experience successfully executing work
such as this. We are one of a small group of British companies with demonstrated expertise in this specific
area and a viable business currently operating in this strategically critical market.

2.5 Given our expertise in the oVshore wind arena, we would like to make the following comments
focusing on oVshore wind technologies.

3. Offshore Wind Technology

What opportunities exist for the creation of a green new deal whilst pursuing a low carbon economy? Which
technologies have the biggest potential? Has the Government done enough in its stimulus package?

How important is it to the UK economy that it becomes a leading developer and exporter of low carbon
technologies? What Government policy needs to be in place to do this?

3.1 We welcome and fully support the Government’s commitment to 20% of electricity supply to come
from renewable sources by 2020, and an 80% reduction in carbon emissions by 2050. Investment in non-
polluting electricity generating sources is not only critical to meeting the UK’s carbon reduction targets but
also has the potential to form the basis of a major future growth area for UK plc.

3.2 In order to reach the Government’s targets, we firmly believe that the development of oVshore wind
power is core to the future wellbeing of both the environment and the UK’s economy. As the Department
of Energy and Climate Change (DECC) recently published study of the UK’s shores demonstrates, there is
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scope for between 5,000 and 7,000 more oVshore wind turbines around the UK coast. DECC estimates that
this would be enough to power the equivalent of almost all the homes in the UK and would make a
significant contribution to renewable energy targets.

3.3 As recently set out in the Government Low Carbon Industrial Strategy, the transformation to a low
carbon society presents a valuable opportunity not only to convert industry to a low carbon philosophy, but
also to secure the skills sector that will support it.

3.4 The creation of highly skilled, highly sought jobs is critical to the UK’s low carbon industry. We have
developed world-leading training facilities for our industry within the UK and believe that educational,
government, and business interests should be aligned in a common and realistic eVort to meet skills needs
the low carbon economy of the future. We would welcome regulatory opportunities that that emphasise the
importance of developing this future skills sector.

4. Developing and Deploying Offshore Wind

How realistic are the Committee on Climate Change’s projections for the use of diVerent types of new
technologies? What is needed to achieve the development and deployment of them?

Are we seeing impacts of a downturn on demand and investment in low carbon technologies? If so, how can this
be addressed given the need to meet long term targets? What obstacles to investment are there?

4.1 In order to aid the development and deployment of oVshore wind technologies, and given the current
economic climate and with liquidity and investor confidence low, continued clear support is needed from
the Government. In addition, a stable and predictable regulatory regime is necessary in order to facilitate
investments in oVshore wind farms.

4.2 Despite the growing market for oVshore wind, we are seeing some major entrants to the installation
market make the decision to drop out. This is a worrying trend, and needs to be addressed in order to ensure
the UK provides the skills needed for such developments in the future.

4.3 The challenging economic climate notwithstanding, industry is keen to press ahead with the
development of low carbon oVshore generating capacity. This does however require clear signals from the
UK government to support the investment environment. We welcome the Government announcement in
the Budget of £525 million support to oVshore wind through a reform of the Renewables Obligation. Given
the sheer size of the industry needed to deliver against these goals, and the need for industry to begin the
process of making the long-term investments to build out the infrastructure necessary to deliver against these
goals, we support these types of commitments from Government to provide a foundation for the necessary
investment.

4.4 Separately, in order to adopt and allow for a range of multiple technologies, a holistic approach to
the Transmission Regime is of high importance. The framework should embrace a flexible approach to
ensure that the network is eVectively positioned for future growth.

4.5 As highlighted in a recent report published by the Electricity Networks Strategy Group (ENSG),
£4.7 billion of investment is needed in the UK’s electricity transmission grid to ensure that the network is
prepared for new renewable infrastructure built by 2020. In addition the report found that up to 1,000 km
(620 miles) of new cabling will be required to connect remote wind farms and the new generation of nuclear
power stations to major cities, and that such work needs to start now to upgrade the existing grid and include
proposals for high-voltage sub-sea cable links between Scotland and England.

4.6 In order to facilitate the introduction of greater oVshore wind power, we firmly believe that a new
regime should incorporate suYcient strengthening of the onshore grid.

4.7 We support any regulatory policy which allows for long-term flexibility in planning and development
as well as short term structure to move projects forward with confidence. It is our opinion that ultimately
the ability to make best use of the oVshore resources will push us towards a future of joint planning and
development with the other countries in the region who share this same resource. Any policy which allows
regulatory and technical flexibility in consideration of these regional approaches to oVshore wind and power
interconnectors will help ensure the viability of these investments.

5. International Co-operation

What are the most important drivers, nationally and internationally, for a low carbon economy in the UK? To
what extent do the outcomes of the international negotiations at Copenhagen matter?

5.1 In recent years, as development has increased throughout Europe, it has become progressively
obvious that international coordination will be necessary for the UK and Europe to take best advantage of
their natural renewable resources. As the Committee will be aware, agreement across Governments at an
EU level are beginning to cohere around a concept commonly referred to as the Supergrid.

5.2 The Supergrid is envisioned as an interconnected series of oVshore windfarms, which allow all
participating countries to have access to renewable power regardless if that power is being generated within
their sovereign territory. Although the concept is primarily based on wind energy, other types of alternative
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energy from countries outside of the UK, such hydroelectric and solar can also be added to this type of grid,
maximizing the natural resources regardless of international boundaries. The NorNed and the BritNed
interconnector agreements are considered early examples of how this international model might work.

5.3 Although ideas such as the Supergrid are a vision for the future, the recognition of interdependency
between nations is becoming a foundation for network planning across Europe, ensuring that government
policy allows for the most eVective use of alternative energy resources. It is widely accepted amongst analysts
and industry experts that over the coming years oVshore wind, ultimately interconnected between countries,
is where the majority of growth opportunity is to be found.

5.4 The British Wind Energy Association (BWEA) has projected that almost 3,000 Megawatts of oVshore
wind power will be installed annually by 2112 and beyond. This level of growth far exceeds the expectations
of the market since 2000 and demonstrates the success to date of oVshore wind farms recently installed.

5.5 GMS supports in principle the concept of greater interconnection with fellow EU member states
through the establishment of a “supergrid”. This will ensure maximum eYciency of oVshore wind plant and
minimize overcapacity.

6. Conclusion

6.1 We firmly believe that the development of oVshore wind power is core to the UK’s future wellbeing
and economic and environmental security.

6.2 We look forward to continuing our work in the renewable sector across the UK and helping the
Government reach its renewable deployment and carbon emissions reductions targets.

6.3 We hope that this outline of our experience in the adoption of oVshore wind farms is helpful to your
Inquiry. We would be very happy to meet with you to share our experiences of supporting and engaging in
the UK’s energy market.

May 2009

Memorandum submitted by Green2Go

Background

Green2Go was established in 2007 to provide renewable and sustainable heat and power solutions to its
public sector and private sector partners, helping them to meet and exceed their challenging sustainability
targets. Green2Go is a subsidiary of Equity Solutions & Partners Limited, a well established investment
organisation who invests in Public Private Partnerships. The Equity Solutions Group have invested,
procured or acted as principal leader on over £4 billion of infrastructure transactions. Green2Go is actively
encouraging and implementing low carbon alternative fuel options and associated infrastructure solutions
across the Equity Solutions and other partners’ property portfolios.

Green2Go welcomes the opportunity to submit evidence at this stage in the Committee’s inquiry. This
submission addresses a number of points raised in the inquiry’s terms of references and focuses on
Green2Go’s concerns around apparent inconsistencies in Government policy on the promotion of
sustainable bio-fuels.

1. What opportunities exist for the creation of a green new deal whilst pursuing a low carbon economy? Which
technologies have the biggest potential? Has the Government done enough in its stimulus package?

Green2Go produces sustainable bio-diesel through a process which recycles used cooking oil which would
otherwise be a waste product. The resulting bio-diesel not only avoids the indirect land use debate but also
ensures a waste product is diverted from landfill, thus contributing both to reducing carbon emissions and
waste minimisation. We believe bio-diesel produced in this way has a key role to play in enabling the UK
to meet challenging international targets.

However, a recent ruling by the administrator of the Renewables Obligation (RO), the main support
scheme for renewable electricity projects in the UK, has the potential to stifle the industry. Methanol is a
commonly used reagent in the process of producing bio-diesel from used cooking oil (UCO). Ofgem recently
ruled39 that bio-diesels produced in this way can no longer be included in the RO scheme because of the
presence of a small proportion of fossil fuel derived methanol. This ruling is based on a literal interpretation
of the law which classes the entirety of the bio-diesel produced in this way as a fossil fuel under Article 9 of
the Renewables Obligation, despite the fact that the fossil fuel element of the fuel is relatively small (around
11% fossil fuel by mass) and the majority comes from the recycled waste stream. The ruling stated that where
fossil fuel derived alcohols are used, no Renewables Obligation Certificates (ROCs) will be issued at all, even
for the biomass-derived portion of the bio-diesel involved. The ruling was met with concern from the
renewables industry on the basis that exclusion from the scheme would not help to encourage the generation

39 http://www.ofgem.gov.uk/Sustainability/Environment/RenewablObl/Documents1/Bio-diesel%20Decision.pdf
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of renewable energy. Indeed, Ofgem itself concluded that its ruling runs counter to the desires of the majority
of respondents to the 2008 consultation whilst noting that decision was outside their remit in their role as
administrators of the scheme and a policy issue for DECC.40

It is Green2Go’s position that Ofgem’s ruling on bio-diesel is likely to have a devastating eVect on the
UK’s nascent bio-fuels industry and will have serious ramifications for future domestic supply of renewable
energy. Energy production in the UK has been set high long term targets for renewable sources yet the
legislation, or at least the Ofgem interpretation of it, acts as no incentive to the use of currently available
renewable fuels in the generation of electricity and heat. In addition, the ruling runs counter to
recommendations made in the Gallagher Review which recommended the Government should introduce
incentives to spur the development of advanced technologies such as the use of idle or marginal land, algae
or residues to produce bio-fuels.

The negative impacts the ruling will have on the UK’s renewables industry seems to highlight the apparent
inconsistency between the Government rhetoric of incentivising the generation of renewable energy, as
clearly reiterated in the recently published Renewable Energy Strategy, and the eVects of its policy on the
ground. This is particularly concerning in light of the Government’s desire to position itself as a world leader
in tackling climate change in the run up to December’s UN Climate Change Conference in Copenhagen.

It is further worth noting that if the bio-diesel is used as transport fuel, it is still eligible for Renewable
Transport Fuel Obligation (RTFO) certificates. The Renewable Fuels Agency, the Government body which
implements the RTFO, has stated that the fossil-fuel sourced methanol being used in bio-diesel production
is accounted for in the organisation’s life cycle analysis calculations for bio-fuel sustainability reporting.
However, for some reason, Ofgem does not hold the same view presenting an apparent inconsistency across
policy on the use of bio-fuels for electricity generation and in transport. In addition, Ofgem diVerentiates
between substances which are contaminants and those that alter the structure of the fuel in question, a
further inconsistency. Some generators are therefore able to claim ROCs on a proportional basis and some
are not, based on an arbitrary technical issue relating to the way in which methanol aVects the structure of
the bio-diesel. Whilst we understand that DECC is expected to consider the consistency of its policy as part
of the implementation of the Renewable Energy Directive, Green2Go is concerned by the time this is
implemented the detrimental eVect on the domestic industry will be irreversible.

Whilst the recently published Renewable Energy Strategy and accompanying documents were very clear
in reiterating the Government’s intention to support the renewables industry and promote sustainable bio-
fuels, it is vital that its policy is scrutinised to ensure it is having the desired eVect on the ground.

There is a significant opportunity for on site micro-generation powered by sustainable bio-diesel and other
waste derived products. This opportunity is not being taken due to the uncertainty created by the Ofgem
ruling and the limited returns proposed for this technology in the draft Renewable Electricity Financial
Incentives.

2. What are the most important drivers, nationally and internationally, for a low carbon economy in the UK?
To what extent do the outcomes of the international negotiations at Copenhagen matter?

As set out above, one of the most important drivers for a low carbon economy in the UK is that the
Government takes the appropriate steps to promote sustainable bio-fuels. Following the Gallagher Review,
steps were taken to slowdown bio-fuels obligation levels in the UK despite the fact that many bio-fuels,
including those produced from used-cooking oil, avoided the indirect land use change debates entirely.
Whilst much debate is going on at EU level around the promotion of sustainable bio-fuels, this distinction
has only recently been reflected in Government policy, clearly presenting significant challenges for the
sustainable bio-fuels industry. For example, recycled methanol (another waste product) use is encouraged
in the rest of Europe and certified by the EU as a sustainable second generation fuel, yet once again the use
of this in the production process excludes the bio-diesel from the RO scheme based on the Ofgem ruling.

The Ofgem ruling outlined above is expected to have a significant eVect on the UK’s renewable energy
industry which, alongside other challenges, will potentially cause many small innovative producers to go out
of business. Although producers have moved ahead with the use of bio-methanol and bio-ethanol which are
allowed under the Ofgem ruling, these are a much more costly alternative which adds further pressure to the
already struggling industry, and has led to a significant number of micro-generation schemes being halted.
As well as aVecting the bio-fuels industry, the Ofgem ruling has also had serious cost implications for micro-
generation and combined heat and power (CHP) system projects, making many projects unviable. Given
the clear role such technologies can play in achieving the Government’s carbon reduction targets, it is
concerning that inconsistent Government policy is preventing further projects from going ahead.

The international negotiations to take place in Copenhagen are clearly vital in agreeing an international
way forward to tackle climate change. The UK Government is likely to receive significant negative PR in
the run up to the December UN summit on Climate Change in Copenhagen for almost certainly killing oV
the UK bio-fuels industry—in 1994 the UK lead the world in the development of renewable energy, yet in
2009 the UK ranks 52nd. The recently published Low Carbon Industrial strategy argues that Britain is at

40 The archived consultation document can be accessed online at http://www.ofgem.gov.uk/Sustainability/Environment/
RenewablObl/Documents1/Bio-diesel%20glycerol%20and%20the%20Renewables%20Obligation.pdf
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the leading edge of developing sustainable biofuels—if progress is to be maintained, the Government must
ensure its policies and schemes such as the RO adequately incentivise so-called sustainable or advanced
bio-fuels.

It is also important for energy security that the government promotes the use of on site renewable micro-
generation. This can be done by simplifying and speeding up the process of connection to the grid and setting
the financial rewards at a level which encourages the most eVective technologies. A sustainable bio-fuel
combined heat and power system will deliver an 85% reduction in carbon compared with traditional grid
heat and power.

3. How important is it to the UK economy that it becomes a leading developer and exporter of low carbon
technologies? What Government policy needs to be in place to do this?

Green2Go would support the objective of the UK becoming a leading developer and exporter of
sustainable bio-fuels yet, as outlined above, Green2Go would argue Government policy needs to be much
more consistent across climate change mitigation, energy, and waste management policy as well as making
a clear distinction between sustainable and non-sustainable bio-fuels.

In addition, Green2Go would argue that the support provided to the renewable fuels and renewable power
generation industry in the UK is limited in comparison to the support provided in other countries. This has
resulted in approximately half the bio-diesel used on UK roads being produced outside the UK and mainly
in the US; this in itself raises additional carbon miles considerations. The number of bio-fuels/bio-mass
power generation schemes is also significantly lower than other countries. Green2Go hopes that the vision
set out in the recently published Low Carbon Industrial Strategy will be realised, but this will be contingent
on the Government addressing a number of inconsistencies in its current policy.

4. Are we seeing impacts of a downturn on demand and investment in low carbon technologies? If so, how can
this be addressed given the need to meet long term targets? What obstacles to investment are there?

There is undoubtedly a reduction in the interest in investing in low carbon technology in the UK. It is
essential the government provides long term certainty and the correct level of return to encourage businesses
to invest.

As above, the Ofgem ruling is having a direct eVect on the ability of the sustainable bio-diesel industry
to innovate as the direct cost eVect of the ruling means that less is available for investment in research and
development, an important engine of growth for a future low carbon economy. To address this, Green2Go
would like a see a reconsideration around the eligibility of bio-diesel produced using recycled/waste
methanol in the RO scheme. More broadly, and as set out above, Green2Go would urge the Government
to ensure its policy eVectively incentivises the production of sustainable bio-fuels and encourage the UK’s
nascent industry.

September 2009

Memorandum submitted by Greenpeace

Greenpeace is a global campaigning organisation which has as its main object the protection of the natural
environment. Greenpeace has regional oYces in 40 countries, 2.8 million supporters worldwide and around
150,000 in the UK. It is independent of governments and businesses, being funded entirely by individual
subscriptions.

Greenpeace was one of the first organisations to campaign for action to be taken to halt anthropogenic
climate change. It has built up considerable expertise and has access to independent expertise on the links
between energy use and climate change including scientific and economic analysis and the dynamics of
energy and electricity markets.

We would like to make five points.

1. The Government Green Stimulus package has not been adequate. At the beginning of the year we
were concerned about the actual size of the Government’s green stimulus, and we worked with New
Economics Foundation to establish the real size of it. Prior to the budget the new and additional
money amounted to just £120 million, only 0.6% of the stimulus package.41 More money has been
made available for green measures in the recent 2009 Budget, amounting to approximately
£1.4 billion. Although we have not repeated the analysis, compared with £20 billion stimulus
package this remains, at best, at 7%, well below the 20% recommended by Grantham Institute or
the 50% recommended by E3G.

41 http://www.neweconomics.org/gen/z sys PublicationDetail.aspx?pid%285
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2. Low Carbon Technologies must include OVshore wind—a particularly strong opportunity for
green industrial development in UK. Our report with ippr42 identified that the expected major
expansion of oVshore wind would create between 23,000 and 70,000 jobs in UK with much of the
variation being a function of Government policy and political support. This report researched,
through interviews with industrial players in other countries where renewable commercialisation
has been successful, what a strategy for making UK a leader in the oVshore wind would look like.
It concluded that to be a leading player and to secure green jobs in UK we need to:

— secure the domestic market through ensuring suYcient financial support, straightforward
planning and ensuring grid connections;

— engage in “industrial activism” in support of industry by providing tax and financial
incentives, infrastructure like ports and test facilities, financial guarantees and preferences for
local sourcing;

— create a skills strategy following a proper analysis of the skills “gap” for the proposed
expansion, which should include attracting a new workforce into the sector.

3. Further, Britain has a unique potential role in the development of marine renewables such as wave
and tidal stream. Currently we lead the world in both these technologies but notably the first
commercial wave farm was sited in Portuguese water. Our leadership in full commercialisation
cannot be guaranteed at present and it is almost certain that a strategy for marine renewables
generally would look similar to that outlined above for oVshore wind. Although there are some
encouraging signs, we are not yet delivering enough on both the skills and ‘activism’ side.

4. The starting point for a low carbon world has to be energy eYciency. In the current economic
climate there is considerable opportunity to kick-start building eYciency. The report Greenpeace
commissioned from Impetus Consulting43 illustrates the huge potential for this, with the evidence
suggesting that 8–14 person-years of employment would be created in UK for every ƒ1million
invested, with a further 9–40 person years created indirectly. The advantages of energy eYciency
investment are that:

— it creates jobs in the UK as eYciency work has to be done locally

— low levels of employment in the building sector mean the market is not tight

— jobs can be created relatively quickly

— reducing fuel bills of people and companies eVectively provides a “fiscal stimulus” every year.

— as UK imports more of its gas it contributes positively to balance of payments.

Delivery of energy eYciency requires a better range of incentives to the individual householder—
for example tax rebates and upfront low interest loans—and public sector leadership—for example
through large public sector buildings acting as an “anchor” heat load for the deployment of CHP,
or by creating markets for energy eYciency retro-fit.

5. These above points outline some real opportunities for UK in a green low-carbon economy. In our
view there are also some poor prospects that are being discussed; for example, Carbon Capture
and Storage (CCS). We are concerned that development of CCS here in UK should not impede
opportunities in renewable energy because:

— They represent the long term solution. Not generating the CO2 in the first place is better than
having to sequester it afterwards.

— We are concerned that taxpayer support for CCS coal on the scale required for coal to make
a significant contribution to diversity in the power sector could conflict with not only financial
support for renewables, but also system access and market performance.

— Especially with oVshore wind and marine renewables, the potential for UK leadership are
great—arguably greater than with CCS (where Norway, Germany, the US and China are very
active)—it would be better to concentrate more eVort on where we can play a genuine global
leadership role.

May 2009

42 http://www.ippr.org.uk/publicationsandreports/publication.asp?id%658
43 www.greenpeace.org.uk/eYciencyandjobs
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Memorandum submitted by Dr Stuart Hillmansen

Executive Summary

1. Railways have a key role in the UK transport system. Unlike other transport modes, the railway is able
to use primary energy from a range of sources. In the UK the railway is powered using diesel (gas oil) fuel,
and using electricity taken from the national grid. Calculating emissions for a typical railway journey is
therefore complex and the results are very dependent on the assumptions made. The current state-of-the-art
electric powered trains have very eYcient traction systems, and are able to regenerate energy while the
vehicle brakes. However, older rolling stock is often less eYcient, and often cannot regenerate into the
supply. Because of the long design life span of rolling stock, the full penetration of technology into the
railway can take a long time (40 years approximately). There are numerous coordinated industry led
initiatives that are tackling energy eYciency. These include, both operational improvements, and the
investigation of the impact of new technologies. In the UK the recently announced electrification plans will
future proof the railway system, and will enable the railway to benefit from the increasing decarbonisation
of grid electricity. Lightly used railway lines on the extremities of the railway network may be a proving
ground for novel forms of low cost traction systems.

2. I have been asked to produce a memorandum on the role of new technologies in reducing emissions
from rail transport. The scope of the emissions considered in this submission include gaseous and particulate
emissions from the primary power source (power station or on board engine), and does not include noise
and vibration, electromagnetic emissions, or other material emissions. The focus of the memorandum is on
passenger transport, and will primarily focus on operational emissions. Emissions from any system need to
be assessed in terms of the construction, operation, and decommissioning phases, in a life cycle analysis
manner in order to make meaningful intermodal comparisons.

3. This memorandum will first review the fundamental characteristics of rail vehicle transport, and then
it will review the current mix of available traction in the UK, and then will identify the likely future trends
in railway vehicle propulsion and the current and future activities that are being implemented to improve
the environmental credentials of rail.

4. The rail network in the UK is approximately 40% electrified (in terms of track miles). The majority of
electric routes use 25 kV 50 Hz AC (Alternating Current) overhead electrification, and the rest is made up
of third rail 750 V DC and some 1500 V DC (Direct Current). Most of the passenger kms are on the electrified
network (approximately 60%).

5. Railway transport is an exceptional form of mass transit—since it is the only form of mass transit which
is currently able to deploy zero carbon emissions technology on a wide scale. This is due to the ability of the
electrified network to deliver power directly to a moving train at high eYciency. The total emissions are
therefore directly linked to the up-stream power generating emissions, which can be zero for hydro, nuclear,
and renewable powered grids.

6. Railway vehicles have a low specific resistance to motion in comparison to other modes.1 This is
because the rolling resistance of a steel wheel on a steel rail is very low. At higher speeds, aerodynamic forces
become more important, and railway vehicles benefit from the convoy formation in which trailing vehicles
travel in the slipstream of the proceeding vehicles. The overall resistance of a railway vehicle follows a
quadratic curve with increasing speed. Therefore when a train doubles its speed, the energy dissipated by
the resistive forces approximately goes up by a factor of four. However, these forces are still relatively low,
and once a railway vehicle is at speed, it is able to coast for a considerable distance before coming to a stop.
The kinetic energy stored in a railway vehicle at cruise is therefore significant.

7. The UK rolling stock consists of a roughly equal mix of DC, AC and self powered stock (some of the
electric powered stock is dual voltage). There are a number of diVerent traction systems within these trains.
So the power flow from prime mover (be it the power station or on board engine) to the wheels undergoes
a number of energy conversion processes. It is important to recognise that in these systems the traction
motors, or indeed the hydraulic drives, are able to provide a retarding force to assist in braking the train.

8. DC powered systems in the UK are fed from the power grid via rectifying substations. These
substations are positioned along the track at intervals of about 2–3 kms. The substations convert 3 phase
AC high voltage to low voltage DC which is then fed to the train using the line side conductor rail. DC
railways are low voltage high current systems, and many thousands of amps may flow through the third rail
just to power one train. DC fed railway vehicles are usually able to use dynamic braking, where the motor
is used as a generator which then provides a braking force on the vehicle. The braking eVort provided by
the generators is blended with that produced by the friction brakes to achieve the overall braking
deceleration rate. The UK DC railway network is beginning to implement DC regeneration, whereby the
braking energy from the motors is fed back into the network. This energy cannot be fed back into the grid
due to the nature of the rectifying substations, but must be used by a vehicle in the vicinity (in electrical
connection) of the braking train. This method is suitable for dense DC urban networks where the spacing
between the trains and stations is small. Regeneration in these systems can save a considerable amount of
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energy and typically incur lower track access charges for the regenerative capable vehicles (15%). Future
energy savings can be made through the more widespread implementation of regenerative capable DC
powered rail vehicles. Further benefits are currently being realised through the implementation of driver
training programmes which optimise the station-to-station journey profile, train regulation and eVective
timetabling. Line-side energy storage systems are being deployed in some international research studies.
These systems essentially perform two functions; they improve the line receptivity to regenerated energy (and
are often positioned at the entrances to station platforms where all trains brake), and they reduce the total
demand on the grid connection (thus lowering the infrastructure requirements for grid connection). On less
intensive DC systems, such as light rail or tram systems, regeneration back into the network may suVer from
receptivity problems due to the large distance to the nearest powering train. In these systems, regenerated
energy can be stored on board the vehicle and later reused during the accelerating phase.

9. AC fed railways are preferred for high speed and high power applications. In the UK the overhead line
equipment energised at 25 kV 50 Hz AC. The currents are generally much lower, but the voltage is
considerably higher, thus necessitating excellent insulation and large clearances from nearby structures. A
fundamental advantage of the AC fed systems is that the grid connections can easily be configured to
transmit power in both directions (as opposed to rectifying substations in DC systems which only send
power in one direction). This means that braking trains do not need a powering train to absorb the
regenerated energy. AC fed railway vehicles also make use of dynamic braking where the motors are used
as generators. Again the braking eVort is blended with the eVort produced by the friction brakes. Therefore
in order to improve the proportion of energy that is returned to the grid in a braking cycle, the vehicle should
be slowed using a minimal amount of friction braking, and the majority of the braking eVort must be
produced by the motors. The most eVective solution is to use distributed traction (applies to both AC and
DC fed railways) where there are many motors along the length of the train as opposed to a single locomotive
at one end. The UK Government has recently announced a major electrification plan for the UK (which
will use 25 kV 50 Hz AC). It includes electrification of some key routes, with a number of other routes still
being considered under future plans. This strategy will go someway towards insulating the railway from
future uncertainty over diesel availability on these routes, and will enable the railway to benefit from the
continuing decarbonisation of grid electricity.

10. The routes around the UK which are lightly used are currently served with aging Diesel Multiple
Units and are potential candidates for novel forms of traction when the vehicle fleet is replaced (2020–2030).
Some routes may not be economic to electrify with current technology, and therefore a new technology could
provide a solution for these routes. The likely candidate technology for lightly used routes could include;
lower specification of electrification (such as that used for trolley buses and tram systems), variants of hybrid
electric diesel vehicles with potential for recharging at stations, or depots, and the use of low carbon synthetic
fuels. Some recent work at the University of Birmingham has investigated diesel hybrids. Hybrids allow a
more eYcient operating point for the prime mover, and allow regenerated braking energy to be stored for
later use. Depending on the route, we found that savings of up to 25% could be realised in comparison to
the non-hybrid case.2

11. Fuel cells are another technology which could provide motive power for railway vehicles. Much eVort
has been devoted to demonstrators outside the UK and the technical feasibility of a fuel cell to provide
traction for a railway vehicle has been proved beyond doubt. However, the reliability, cost, eVect on vehicle
range, and well-to-wheel eYciencies (compared to electric fed railways) present some serious challenges.
Fuel cell and hydrogen research and development has target applications which rarely include rail. However,
rail vehicle manufacturers are adept in translating technology from other sectors to the railway, and should
the technical development of fuel cell powered systems for transport reach a suitably advanced stage, then
it would be relatively straightforward for a railway vehicle manufacturer to oVer a fuel cell powered vehicle.

12. Energy metering for the railway takes place at the connection points to the national grid. There are
now eVorts to decompose this data further, by metering railway vehicles individually. The data from
individual vehicles and drivers will enable operational improvements to be quantified and implemented on
a wide scale. Improvements in driver style, auxiliary power management (turning oV equipment over night
for example), are therefore properly measured and therefore able to be managed more eVectively.

13. The mass of UK railway vehicles has tended to increase in recent years. The reasons for this are quite
complex, however, increasingly the procurement process for new rolling stock is placing stringent
requirements on the mass of the vehicle, and it is expected that newer vehicles will have lower masses. Lower
mass brings benefits to rail maintenance, as well as saving traction energy.

14. System wide solution. The UK railway is very much an integral part of the UK transport system.
Most journeys involve multiple modes and the railway can be eVective in providing the essential backbone
of many journeys. Increasing integration between station access modes and the railway will lead to reduced
overall environmental impacts, for example, having electric bus services, or tram systems sensibly connected
to terminal stations, and providing electric vehicle charging points at parkway stations could be a realistic
solution given the current eVorts to electrify road transport.
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Memorandum submitted by InterGen

Executive Summary

1. InterGen welcomes the opportunity to respond to the Energy and Climate Change Select Committee’s
enquiry into low carbon technologies in a green economy. As a leading UK developer and operator of
modern high eYciency thermal generation InterGen supports the Government’s long-term vision for a low
carbon economy and eVorts to position the UK as a market leader in the development of renewable
technologies.

2. InterGen believes that whilst it is important that the current economic climate should not diminish
these objectives, the UK’s energy security—both in the short and long term—should also be at the heart of
Government policy.

3. Renewable generation will undoubtedly play a large part in meeting Britain’s climate change
objectives, however, the Government must ensure that new thermal generation development receives
continued support. Currently, the operating characteristics of renewable generation are diYcult to predict
and a wide geographical spread means that it lacks the certainty and flexibility of modern thermal
generation. Where high eYciency gas generation replaces old coal plants on a like for like output basis the
carbon savings are significant and ultimately more dependable.

4. Consequently, the construction of new thermal generation is essential to maintain a stable electricity
network, ensuring reliable domestic and industrial supplies. Modern, clean thermal generation can deliver
carbon savings with respect to older, less eYcient coal plants in the UK. In particular a modern CCGT would
reduce the carbon emitted per unit of electricity by 60% through displacing an older coal plant. InterGen
sees diversity of fuel source as a critical factor in ensuring security of supply in Britain for the next decade
and beyond.

5. Clarity from the Government on long-term energy policies for both new thermal and renewable
generation technologies is essential. This will help secure much needed, continued, longterm investment in
the power generation sector. A stable regulatory environment that supports development of low carbon
technologies with minimum market distortion is paramount in order to secure a low carbon future and
alleviate security of supply concerns.

About InterGen

6. InterGen is the UK’s largest independent gas-fired power producer—providing 6% of the UK’s average
electricity demand (2.4GW of eYcient CCGT). Our three UK power stations (Coryton, Rocksavage,
Spalding) are amongst the cleanest and most eYcient gas fired plants in the world. InterGen has developed
one third of the UK’s newly installed electricity generating capacity in the last 10 years, investing £1.4 billion,
and supplies enough power for over three million UK households.

How realistic are the Committee on Climate Change’s projections for the use of diVerent types of new
technologies? What is needed to achieve the development and deployment of them?

7. Uncertainty about the future of Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) is currently an obstacle for
investors and power plant developers. Planning requirements for new gas and coal fired generation specify
a requirement to be “ready” for CCS technology at new generation sites; however this technology is as yet
untested and unproven. It is therefore particularly diYcult to plan for CCS and more importantly, to secure
finance for CCS.

8. InterGen are supportive of the possible merits of CCS in the long term, but remain concerned that this
technology is as yet unproven on a large scale. Full scale environmental and economic testing of CCS will
be required, which InterGen forecasts as being long way oV. Government needs to ensure that investment
in new renewable and clean thermal generation receives continued support in order to reduce carbon
emissions in the near term and secure energy supply into the coming decade.
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9. InterGen believes that it is essential that the Government’s current energy objectives—security of
supply, competitive prices and a reduction in carbon emissions—are cohesive and not at odds with each
other. Government and Parliament need to develop a clearer strategy with obvious priorities for each of the
UK’s energy objectives. Security of supply in the near term could be threatened if the investment
environment for new renewable and thermal generation is not attractive enough.

How important is it to the UK economy that it becomes a leading developer and exporter of low carbon
technologies? What Government policy needs to be in place to do this?

10. InterGen believes that the Government’s vision should be the development of an integrated
programme to reduce carbon emissions across the board; one that includes electricity generation and
transmission, industry, transport and energy eYciency savings right down to domestic level.

11. The recent Budget announcements that the Government will implement a new funding mechanism
to fund at least two, and potentially four, CCS demonstration projects is vitally important to securing the
UK’s future success in this area. It is therefore essential to have cross-party political consensus on this issue.

12. InterGen is concerned that the large investment in CCS demonstration projects does not indicate that
the Government has a safety net if CCS technology does not prove to be the solution for long-term reduction
of carbon emissions. Any policy developed to support new CCS technology needs also to continue to
support development of renewable and thermal generation if security of supply concerns are to be addressed.

13. InterGen believes that a stable, regulatory framework in the UK is paramount. This will help preserve
the value of current generating projects and networks, and ensure that future investment is secured.
Uncertainty around future CCS requirements and the nature of ongoing. renewable generation support will
make investors more cautious. The UK has a real opportunity to champion the development of certain types
of low carbon technologies, and the Government should ensure that the investment environment remains
attractive enough to permit this to happen.

14. InterGen is aware of the sizeable level of funding that is required to develop CCS technology and is
mindful that whilst the UK should strive to be a champion of this technology, this is achieved with minimum
distortion to the power markets. Demonstration projects will already be fully funded and any further
subsidies to companies developing these projects should be kept to a minimum. This will help ensure that
there is continued investment in thermal generation and safeguard security of supply.

Are we seeing impacts of a downturn on demand and investment in low carbon technologies? If so, how can this
be addressed given the need to meet long term targets? What obstacles to investment are there?

15. InterGen believes that, given the current economic climate, greater clarity and guidance from the
Government on its long term energy priorities is essential in order to ensure that both its ambitious carbon
reduction targets and the UK’s energy needs are met. The current tight credit situation will undoubtedly
impact upon investment in low carbon generation, future technologies, and traditional thermal
generation projects.

16. Delivering a low carbon future will require significant investment in renewable generation. Alongside
this, thermal plants will need to be built to provide the flexibility needed to back up more intermittent
generation such as wind. Encouraging investment in both types of generation should be a priority for the
Government, assisted by the creation of a stable regulatory environment, Government should ensure that
those technologies already receiving direct support (eg through the renewable obligation) are not further
subsidised to the detriment of investment in reliable thermal generation.

17. Current proposals sitting with the European Commission to help reduce carbon emissions across the
EU will have a substantial impact on existing thermal generating assets in the UK. The proposed Integrated
Pollution Prevention and Control Directive (IPPC) could result in limitations on the NOx emissions from
both coal and gas fired power plants. This is in addition to the restrictions already imposed under the LCPD
which will result in the closure of an estimated 12GW of UK coal plant capacity before 2015. The EU is still
unclear on its long-term plans for pricing C02 emissions from power stations. These will be critical to secure
new investment in cleaner, thermal technologies (gas and coal with CCS) and also for nuclear power.

18. In addition, the Planning Act 2008 will bring into force a number of National Policy Statements
(NPSs) which will inform the decision-making of large new power stations in the UK. Failure to produce
NPS’s in line with delivering the objectives of security of supply and a low carbon future could threaten
investment in specific generation types-ultimately jeopardising both policy aims.

19. Current policies and consultations concerning transmission access, the Community Energy Savings
Programme (CESP), Carbon Emissions Reduction Target (CERT) and the Carbon Reduction Commitment
are placing increasing financial and administrative burdens on generators. Long term uncertainty on the
above policies will reinforce concerns and reduce generators’ confidence about investing in the UK.
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Conclusion

20. InterGen acknowledges that many challenges exist for both the Government and the industry in order
to secure a low carbon future and meet security of supply targets. It is essential that these issues are not
viewed as mutually exclusive-any change to the regulatory framework must be flexible enough to support
both objectives. InterGen would be happy to provide further written evidence or oral evidence to support
the views expressed here.

May 2009

Memorandum submitted by the Micropower Council

Executive Summary

The Micropower Council welcomes the Energy and Climate Change Committee’s inquiry into low carbon
technologies in a green economy. The Council represents the full range of low and zero carbon technologies
in the microgeneration sector many of which are particularly important for the greening of the UK building
stock which is responsible for almost half of UK CO2 emissions. Insulation work, though a vital step, will
not by itself be enough to achieve the Government’s target of all homes being “near zero carbon” by 2050 .44

The diYculty of reducing emissions from some other sectors of the economy means that building emissions
will probably have to fall by more than 80 per cent to comply with the obligation to reduce GHG emissions
by 80% by 2050.

Microgeneration technologies can contribute to the two key areas of interest to the Committee’s inquiry;
stimulating the economy and achieving the UK’s emissions reduction targets.

The Role of Microgeneration in Stimulating the Economy

The Government’s budget announced very little in terms of strategic investment in establishing a mass
market microgeneration sector. The main obstacle to a wider roll out of microgeneration is the high capital
costs of the equipment. This capital barrier is too great a hurdle for many even though the technology will
often provide substantial savings over its lifetime. Whilst the microgeneration sector remains only a fraction
of the UK’s home heating and power sector, companies are still investing in installation training centres and
product development with the anticipation that the sector has the potential to expand substantially.

Whilst a number of forward thinking companies are showing leadership, one barrier to their success
remains the lack of certainty provided by Government policies. Government documents and statements
contain many laudable ambitions but the actual implementation of definitive policies remains slow. For
example, the Government first announced its intention for all new homes to be zero carbon by 2016 in
2006 but industry still has not final definition of what “zero carbon” is and the latest consultation proposes
a review of some of the policy in 2012. In eVect, there will be an absence of certainty over the zero carbon
homes policy among the microgeneration sector until any review is completed. Companies are far less likely
to invest and will struggle to raise external capital if there is a lack of certainty in policies. Simply stating
that homes will be zero carbon is inadequate for investor confidence for a given technology. Companies
waiting to launch expansion plans in anticipation of the 2016 market are being frustrated, to the extent that
British based companies and workers may miss out on the opportunity to capitalise on the change in
regulations.

For the UK to be a centre of excellence in the microgeneration sector policies must convert consumer
desire for such equipment into tangible sustained demand. When this happens companies will invest more
in research and development and develop as leaders in their field leading to a healthy export market. If the
policy framework and financial support mechanisms are less competitive than other countries the UK,
despite having a long tradition of being a centre of innovation, will not become centre of ongoing
manufacture and export. With 25 million homes and the potential market is massive; Government
leadership is required to see that market opportunity exploited.

The key financial drivers for the sector are the Feed-in-TariV and Renewable Heat Incentive due to be
implemented in April 2010 and April 2011 respectively. If appropriately formulated and adequately funded,
these could remove the capital cost barrier to uptake and drive the market. These policies must be easily
accessible to the consumer with a minimal bureaucratic burden. The industry is capable of delivering a major
shift in the number of installations providing skilled manufacturing, installer and servicing jobs but are
reliant on the Government implementing well designed policies giving long term certainty and adequate

44 Heat and Energy Savings Strategy Consultation, Departments of Energy and Climate Change and Communities and Local
Government February 2009.
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capital cost support. The Micropower Council have produced a paper on how these policies should be run
to ensure that all stakeholders derive the maximum benefit. The Council can send the report on its policy
recommendations to the committee if required.

The dramatic rise in oil and gas prices in 2008 led to a substantial increase in enquiries about
microgeneration products but the current economic downturn has aVected the sector as discretionary spend
has been cut by consumers across the board.

Microgeneration and Reducing Emissions

To decarbonise the UK economy a wide range of technologies and installation sizes will be required.
EVective and widespread deployment of microgeneration could reduce demand from many millions of
homes and businesses freeing up the larger generation stations to supply other parts of the economy such
as industry and transport. The key to rolling out a mass market is clear, certain support through both fiscal
and non-fiscal policies. The need for fiscal support is highlighted earlier in this paper. Two principal policies
to drive the uptake of microgeneration technologies are the zero carbon homes and buildings agenda and
the intention to dramatically reduce the emissions of the existing housing stock.

Zero Carbon Homes

The Micropower Council has produced a report on zero carbon homes setting out how the policy could
be developed to ensure zero carbon homes are truly zero carbon and generate support for the industry.
Achieving zero carbon is possible and has been demonstrated several times, yet the recent Government
consultation appeared to weaken the definition to the point where homes are unlikely to merit being called
zero carbon. As already mentioned, the proposal of a review of the allowable solutions list in 2012 will only
stall investment and innovation in the UK market. The Micropower Council recommends that a clear
direction is set out in the Zero Carbon Homes and Buildings definition and that this be written in such a
way that technological innovation and improvement can be readily incorporated into the definition without
a need for any review. This will encourage investment in both new and existing technologies. Retrofitting
properties with energy eYciency and microgeneration measures is more costly and disruptive than building
them to a high standard initially. The Government acknowledges this fact but seems reluctant to implement
policies that will lead to such benefits.

Existing Housing

It is estimated that at least 70 per cent of the existing housing stock will be in place in 2050 and, therefore,
emissions from these homes must be tackled as part of any commitment to reduce emissions. Tackling
retrofit is very challenging due to the wide range of diVerent house types, available heating sources and
planning restrictions such as conservation areas and listing. The appropriate solution for each house is
diVerent and, therefore, formulating policy is diYcult as, if highly prescriptive, it will probably be very
inappropriate for some, if not most, dwelling types. The wide range of microgeneration technologies,
however, facilitates an appropriate low carbon solution for a given house type.

Retrofitting has other key advantages such as reduced fuel bills, insulation from fossil fuel and electricity
price volatility and more comfortable homes with more even temperatures (minimising cold spots, dampness
and mould). Again, the key to roll out of these technologies along with vital energy eYciency measures, is
business confidence and appropriate levels of Government support. A key example where government has
failed to give clear direction to industry is over permitted development rights for micro wind turbines and air
source heat pumps. The Government announced over a year ago the intention to move ahead with permitted
development45 for these technologies. The parliamentary under secretary of state Iain Wright announced
in a written statement to parliament that the only remaining issue to be resolved, that of noise levels, was
now resolved and was to be set at 45 dB(A).46 This announcement was made on 13th March 2008 and yet
there has been no progress since then and British manufacturers and struggling as a result. A study
commissioned for the Scottish Government revealed that air source heat pumps were the most cost eVective
of a range of technologies47 at removing oV gas-grid households from fuel poverty.48 AVordability is a key
strand of energy policy and this technology can help many of the UK’s 5 million fuel poor households but
the lack of permitted development represents a huge hassle barrier to many. Work by National Energy
Action has shown that as well as bill reductions of up to 70%, emissions savings of up to 60% were also seen.
Such simple but substantial barriers are completely at odds with government targets on fuel poverty and
emissions reductions. The Micropower Council has written report, “Retrofitting for the future—reducing the
UK’s housing energy demand” which we would be happy to send through to the committee.

45 Permitted development rights would grant householders to carry out prescribed work set out in legislation without the need
to seek planning permission. The legislation contains restrictions which, in the case of microgeneration, will ensure that
products are appropriate and correctly installed.

46 Hansard 13 March 2008, column 21WS.
47 Measured as number of homes removed from fuel poverty per £1 million of Government grant.
48 The Scottish renewables heating pilot, Scottish Government 2008.
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The Micropower council aims to provide constructive policy advice to enable the promotion of
microgeneration technologies within the context of the Government’s emissions and fuel poverty
obligations. We would be willing to submit any of our report to the committee and provide further evidence
to help the committee in its inquiry.

May 2009

Memorandum submitted by the Mineral Products Association—Cement

Executive Summary

— Early action has been taken by the cement industry to tackle climate change. Between 1990 and
2008, the MPA Cement member companies have reduced direct CO2 by 38.8%. 2008 emissions were
5.18MtCO2 lower than 1990.

— This substantial reduction is partly due to rationalisation and investment in new kiln technology
and partly due to reduced output. In 2008 the aVect of the recession meant that GB cement
production was 15% lower than in 2007. 2008 production levels were the lowest since 1954.

— The current carbon reduction policy mix is complex and additional regulation and taxation are not
necessary. Further step change emissions reductions will be delivered by support rather than
regulatory mechanisms.

— Emission trading is needed on a global scale to avoid imbalance in the market bought about by the
asymmetric carbon tax from emissions trading otherwise investment in new low carbon
technologies will be diverted elsewhere.

— Best practice should be encouraged by using benchmarking because positive measures are more
likely to be accepted in a globally linked trading system.

— Benchmarking, leading directly to the setting of standards, would provide the least cost optimal
method for promoting technological change and development of cleaner technologies within
manufacturing industry.

— Carbon capture and storage is a primary candidate for step change emissions reduction in the
cement sector, however, the technology is in its infancy, even in the power generation sector, and
a great deal of research needs to be carried out.

— Government-funded demonstration projects in the power generation sector should be designed to
deliver widespread benefits including in industrial sectors such as cement eg proving links to
pipeline transport hubs.

— Government support will also be needed for CCS projects in the industrial sector. Sectors such as
cement will provide the second wave of CCS deployment but only with the right support.

The Mineral Products Association

1. MPA Cement is part of the Mineral Products Association (MPA), the trade association for the
aggregates, asphalt, cement, concrete, lime, mortar and silica sand industries. MPA was formed in March
2009 by the amalgamation of the British Cement Association, (BCA), Quarry Products Association, (QPA),
and The Concrete Centre, (TCC).

2. The cement manufacturing members of the MPA (Hanson Cement, Lafarge Cement UK, CEMEX
UK and Tarmac Buxton Lime and Cement), are the major domestic manufacturers. Services related to
climate change issues are also supplied to Quinn Cement.

3. The comments below reflect the collective views of the above companies whose production accounts
for over 90% of the Portland Cement sold in the UK.

Inquiry Questions

4. What opportunities exist for the creation of a green new deal whilst pursuing a low carbon economy? Which
technologies have the biggest potential? Has the Government done enough in its stimulus package?

4.1 Climate change and CO2 emissions reduction are vitally important subjects for the cement and
concrete industry for two prime reasons; firstly because cement manufacture leads to the emission of CO2

directly from the process; and secondly, because concrete, when used in properly designed buildings and
structures can help to reduce building energy related emissions far exceeding those generated in production
of the constituent materials. Furthermore, concrete is an essential material which will be needed to adapt
to climate change and the consequential weather events that may result from a shift in the earth’s climate.

4.2 In the cement industry a great deal of early action has already taken place. Over the last 10–15 years
there has been widespread rationalisation and investment in lower carbon technology. Between 1990 and
2008, the MPA Cement member companies have reduced direct CO2 by 38.8% and 2008 emissions were
5.18MtCO2 lower than 1990.
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4.3 Only 40% of the CO2 emission from the clinker (cement intermediate) process results from the
combustion of fuel, the remainder evolves from the “calcination process” where limestone is heated and
drives oV 60% of the CO2 emitted from the process. This means that even if 100% biomass fuel supply could
be sourced, then there would still remain a significant emission of CO2 from cement production.

4.4 Cement is an essential material for the construction and maintenance of a modern society and as such,
low carbon technologies will be needed to further address emissions in the industry. The most significant of
the candidate technologies is carbon capture and storage (CCS). CCS is in its infancy in the power
generation sector and considerable research is needed to develop the technologies and expand their
applicability beyond power and into industrial processes such as cement.

4.5 Industrial scale CCS in the UK cement industry will not take place until there is a fully developed
transport and storage network and the development of this will depend upon the level of interest that HM
Government places in CCS and the extent to which broader infrastructure requirements are included in the
power generation demonstration projects.

5. How realistic are the Committee on Climate Change’s projections for the use of diVerent types of new
technologies? What is needed to achieve the development and deployment of them?

5.1 MPA Cement believes that the Committee on Climate Change is overly optimistic in its view on when
certain low carbon technologies will be deployed in industry. The Committee’s first report49 stated that
carbon capture and storage is clearly feasible and no fundamental research breakthrough required for the
cement industry. Whilst there is a theoretical opportunity to deploy CCS in the cement sector, there is a great
deal of research needed to ensure that the product (which is very carefully regulated by European Standards)
is unaVected by the changes to the kiln system.

5.2 There are two prospective technologies; post combustion and oxy-combustion. Whilst the “end of
pipe” post-combustion technology is less intrusive in the process, according to the latest research50 it is
predicted to be more expensive than oxy- combustion. However, oxy-combustion is at an earlier stage of
development than post-combustion and its use would require the fundamental re-design of a cement plant.
Many technical issues centre on burning the raw materials in an oxygen rich environment either in the
precalciner or potentially in the kiln itself. Research on this and how product formation may be aVected by
high CO2 concentrations is also needed. However, the predicted cost per tonne of CO2 emissions avoided is
about 40% of that for post-combustion capture. Retrofitting this technology is not really an option unless
the plant is undergoing a major re-fit.

5.3 The Committee on Climate Change first report51 also suggests that large savings (12%) can be made
from switching from wet process to dry process kiln technology in the cement industry. Following the recent
mothballing of two wet kilns and the permanent closure of a wet kiln at the end of 2008, at August 2009
there are no fully wet kilns operational in the UK. This would indicate that the projected saving quoted by
the C on CC is a significant overestimate.

6. What are the most important drivers, nationally and internationally, for a low carbon economy in the UK?
To what extent do the outcomes of the international negotiations at Copenhagen matter?

6.1 International emissions trading will play a significant role in driving down greenhouse gas emissions.
However, whilst there remains an unequal global price for carbon, sectors such as cement will be vulnerable
to carbon leakage whereby production, jobs, emissions and opportunities for low carbon investment are lost
to overseas competitors in non-carbon constrained economies.

6.2 The outcome of COP-15 will be significant for cement companies in the UK. The details of the
international agreement will determine the parameters by which the EU ETS Directive52 carbon leakage
assessment is revisited and thereby the amount of free allocation these installations will receive for EU ETS
Phase III. If the Copenhagen deal does not lead to equivalent carbon dioxide regulation in countries that
have the ability and capacity to supply cement to the UK then the consequences could be catastrophic for
UK cement production and the security of supply of an essential building material will be under threat. The
latest research53 confirms that at a carbon price of ƒ25/tCO2, the use of auctioning to distribute Phase III
allowances could leave 100% of the domestic UK cement manufacture vulnerable to carbon leakage.

6.3 Whilst auctioning potentially damages the competitiveness of the UK cement industry, benchmarking
has the ability to provide a marker for improvement. Internationally agreed clinker benchmarks for CO2

emissions will represent a comment language for the global cement industry. COP 15 is an ideal opportunity
to introduce globally applicable industry benchmarks that could provide a level playing field in the
market place.

49 9 Page 47
50 IEA GHG (2008) IEA Greenhouse Gas R&D Programme (IEA GHG), “CO2 Capture in the Cement Industry”, 2008/3

July 2008.
51 Page 68
52 Directive 2009/29/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 April 2009 amending Directive 2003/87/EC so as

to improve and extend the greenhouse gas emission allowance trading scheme of the Community.
53 Assessment of the impact of the 2013-2020 ETS proposal on the European cement industry. Final Report, November 2008.

Boston Consulting Group.
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7. How important is it to the UK economy that it becomes a leading developer and exporter of low carbon
technologies? What Government policy needs to be in place to do this?

7.1 The UK will not become a leader or an exporter of low carbon technologies in the cement industry
unless significant funds and research commitments are made.

7.2 In terms of CCS, the determination of what constitutes a “capture ready” cement plant will not be
possible until there is a proven technological route, ie until there is clarity on what technology is required.
Until then it is not possible to specify how a new plant could be designed, what size of scrubbing equipment
is required &c.

7.3 Grant and funding availability for industrial CCS will help to promote the construction of pilot plant.
Pilot plants will be crucial to further the knowledge in the cement sector and ultimately provide evidence for
the speed at which CCS can be universally deployed, if proven to be technically and economically possible.

7.4 The European Commission non-paper54 aimed at the co-financing of 12 CCS demonstration projects
has missed an opportunity in the cement industry. It states in its eligibility criteria that a cement CCS
demonstration project should be 500kt/y avoided CO2 at 85% capture. This is not demonstration scale but
full scale for many of the UK plants and the UK Government should aim to approach CCS in the industrial
sectors at a more achievable and realistic level.

8. Are we seeing impacts of a downturn on demand and investment in low carbon technologies? If so, how can
this be addressed given the need to meet long term targets? What obstacles to investment are there?

8.1 Exhaust gas from a cement kiln contains about 25% CO2—appreciably higher than in coal fired power
generation (about 14%). Although the concentration of CO2 in the exhaust gas makes cement CO2 capture
an attractive proposition when compared to power generation, economies of scale make it more expensive.
A single 2GW coal fired power station emits approximately the same amount of CO2 as the whole of the
UK cement industry.

8.2 IEA GHG (2008) have estimated that a post-combustion capture fitted cement plant could cost
around ƒ558 million (more that twice the cost of a non-CCS equivalent) but providing a potential emissions
avoided eYciency55 of 77%. An equivalent output oxy-combustion plant, however, could cost ƒ327 million
(25% more expensive than the non-CCS plant) but at an emissions avoided rate of 52%.

8.3 Operational costs are potentially considerable too; they double for the post-combustion option and
increase by 25% for oxy-combustion compared to non-CCS plant.

8.4 Although these costs make the oxy-combustion plant comparatively attractive it must be noted that
oxy-combustion is at a much earlier stage of development compared to post combustion and for cement
making it would radically change the design and operation of the kiln.

9. What is the potential role for public procurement and policies such as the 2016 zero carbon homes target in
driving investment, development and job creation?

9.1 Public funding is vital in a period of recession where in 2008 cement production in the UK reached
its lowest level since 1954. Funding for low carbon technologies is diYcult to source in profitable times as
the UK competes against international business units within the same multinational cement companies and
where investment decisions are made outside of the UK. Significant funding is needed in both technologies
to further low carbon production in the cement industry and ensure the cement and concrete products are
used in low carbon thermally eYciency structures.

9.2 There is a significant opportunity for public sector procurement to stimulate low carbon investment
whilst maintaining jobs in material supply sectors such as the mineral product industry. Sustainable
consumption and production strategies should be aligned so that locally produced and locally sourced
material can be used to develop renewable (eg tidal) and low carbon energy (eg nuclear) supply
infrastructure. The same policies can be used to develop road and rail networks, where construction
products from the mineral products industry will be essential materials. Early commitment from
Government regarding public funding for energy, transport, and public buildings will help to retain vital
jobs in the UK many of which are in vulnerable rural areas.

September 2009

54 Modalities for co-financing of CCS and innovative renewables demonstration projects under Article 10a paragraph 8 of
Directive 2003/87/EC (Emissions Trading Directive) (“NER 300”)

55 Based on emissions avoided including power import and exports
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Memorandum submitted by National Energy Action (NEA)

Executive Summary

— The transition to a low-carbon economy is necessary and challenging but policy must be designed
to maximise the social benefits from eradicating fuel poverty.

— Delivery of energy eYciency on a greater magnitude than is the current ambition of the government
is necessary and possible.

Background

National Energy Action (NEA) is the major campaigning organisation on fuel poverty issues in the
United Kingdom. NEA views the causes of fuel poverty as a combination of poor energy eYciency
standards, low household incomes and unaVordable energy prices.

NEA develops and promotes energy eYciency services to tackle the heating and insulation problems of
low-income households. Working in partnership with central and local government; with fuel utilities,
housing providers and health services; and with consumer organisations, NEA aims to eradicate fuel poverty
and campaigns for greater investment in energy eYciency to help those who are poor or vulnerable.

Introduction

1. The UK faces significant challenges in meeting commitments to reduce carbon emissions to comply
with the 2050 target. However, NEA believes that the target can be met whilst ensuring that associated social
and economic benefits are maximised.

2. Considering the environmental aspects of the “green economy” in isolation from the social and
economic impacts and benefits may lead to policy measures that appear advantageous, but in reality result
in unintended adverse consequences for the social welfare agenda. There must not be a narrow focus from
the Government that excludes the potential impact on equally valid social and economic agendas.

3. A comprehensive overview of the issues will demonstrate that it is possible to devise policy to meet the
2050 target whilst simultaneously eradicating fuel poverty and creating jobs to boost local economies across
the country.

4. NEA policy proposal for energy eYciency have been designed to ensure social, environmental, and
economic benefits.

Green New Deal

What opportunities exist for the creation of a green new deal whilst pursuing a low carbon economy? Which
technologies have the biggest potential? Has the Government done enough in its stimulus package?

5. The transition to a low-carbon economy requires a long-term restructuring, with early action on the
easy-wins that are still available. For the low carbon energy system to be viable and to enable the
decentralisation of energy generation there must be immediate action in reducing energy demand. NEA has
submitted a proposal to the Government as part of the Heat & Energy Saving Strategy consultation calling
for a new approach to retrofit of the existing housing stock.

6. The scheme proposed goes further than the suggested pathway outlined in the Heat & Energy Saving
Strategy consultation which is intended to enable the Government to meet emission reduction targets
through energy eYciency.

7. The NEA energy eYciency programme proposes that every household should receive a whole-house
assessment and retrofit works thereby improving the dwelling to a minimum standard equivalent to an EPC
Band C. Social housing would be brought to the higher standard of Band B in the same timeframe.

8. Individual technologies will not be identified. It is important that the means of delivery is thoroughly
planned and is suYciently well resourced to deliver on the objectives. It is NEA’s view that the proposed
delivery mechanism for energy eYciency would involve a considerable requirement for installation of low
and zero carbon technologies to ensure the retrofit target can be met. The whole-house retrofit programme
will identify the basic measures required by the household such as draughtproofing; double glazing; and
cavity and loft insulation. Beyond this, more costly measures will be assessed including solid wall insulation,
the requirement for renewable/low carbon generation in/on the property and the potential for connection
to district heating.

9. The proposal sketches out a pathway to be followed by all local authorities to ensure a strategic
approach at the local level in the delivery of energy eYciency and community-scale low carbon generation,
such as district heating and combined heat and power.

10. Every local authority should be required to produce heat and energy maps of demand in their locality
and identify the opportunities to improve the eYciency of the existing buildings and community-scale
interventions. From this, and other data sources, they should produce a timetabled delivery plan for the
retrofit of all homes in their area by 2020 and the development of community-scale schemes for the provision
of heat and electricity.
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11. Analysis carried out by Impetus Consulting on behalf of Greenpeace UK56 indicated that the annual
expenditure levels of at least £5 billion proposed by NEA to improve the energy eYciency of the existing
housing stock will create, or sustain, 55,000 direct jobs with hundreds of thousands of indirect jobs.

Public Procurement and Policy

What is the potential role for public procurement and policies such as the 2016 zero carbon homes target in
driving investment, development and job creation?

12. The role of the public sector is significant in the NEA proposal. The local authority acts as the driver
for development of a local strategic approach to retrofit of the housing stock and assessing the energy use
and generation in the area they cover. Local authorities will be able to identify the need in their community
for developing skills to deliver on the NEA proposal which will create a significant number of jobs within
local communities as part of the low-carbon transition. It will be possible for local authorities to take the
lead on local delivery of demand reduction and local generation.

13. A policy requiring all households to be improved to a level of a Band C, with the introduction of
legislation making this a mandatory minimum standard after 2020, would drive investment prior to 2020 in
energy eYciency that would reduce energy demand as part of meeting the first three carbon budgets. NEA
proposes that pre-2020 retrofit be incentivised to encourage early take-up of measures. The incentives then
cease post-2020 when the mandatory minimum standard comes into force.

14. Appended to this memorandum is the NEA policy proposal for a National Energy EYciency Scheme.

May 2009

APPENDIX

NATIONAL ENERGY EFFICIENCY SCHEME

Introduction

In 2008–09, Government-mandated expenditure on domestic energy eYciency and fuel poverty
programmes will total some £5.3 billion. Warm Front and the Priority Group element of CERT should result
in some £850 million being spent on heating and insulation improvements with a further £2.7 billion being
expended on Winter Fuel Payments.

Historically, NEA has advocated practical heating and insulation improvements as the most rational and
sustainable approach to aVordable warmth, whilst recognising the need for supplementary action on
household incomes and energy prices.

This paper concentrates on the energy eYciency dimension and attempts to devise a means by which
expenditure in this area can be both maximised and optimised.

There is a strong correlation between energy eYciency standards and fuel poverty. The average SAP56

rating of an existing home in England is 50; the average rating for a property occupied by a fuel-poor
household is 37;56 whilst the average house built to current Building Regulations is around 80.56

The pattern of increased domestic fuel prices began in 2003 and, with rare interruptions, continued to rise
until the winter of 2008–09. As a consequence, fuel poverty in England rose from around 1.2 million
households in 2004 to 4.0 million households in 2009.

The convergence of high energy prices and the dismal quality of the UK housing stock, compounded by
a lack of consistency, clear direction and boldness in policy setting, has brought about an appalling crisis in
fuel poverty last winter.

The current desperate circumstances will continue, and may deteriorate, without a major review of
domestic energy eYciency policy.

The Government has placed considerable emphasis on income measures and low fuel prices as the means
to secure fuel poverty alleviation, but has also invested significant sums on energy eYciency programmes.
However, despite expending £20 billion on fuel poverty schemes there has not been a significant
improvement in the energy eYciency of the housing stock and certainly not enough to ensure households
are removed from the risk of fuel poverty.

The current energy eYciency programmes are failing the taxpayer, consumer, and especially the fuel poor.
They have created a fragmented approach to tackling fuel poverty reinforced by inconsistency and
incoherence across the many initiatives. The existing array of competing schemes makes for a slow, expensive
and overcomplicated process; whilst the up-front cost of measures has dissuaded millions of non-fuel-poor
households from improving the energy eYciency of their homes. This represents a major failure in policy.

56 http://www.greenpeace.org.uk/media/reports/case-including-energy-eYciency-investment-fiscal-stimulus-package
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In the context of rising fuel poverty and the need for urgent action to reduce carbon emissions, the UK
needs a systematic roll-out of conventional energy eYciency measures to the general housing stock,
supplemented by deployment of low carbon/renewable technologies targeted at those households or
communities where traditional energy eYciency measures and heating improvements are not enough to
ensure aVordable warmth.

The Proposal

It is time for a radical departure from the current piecemeal approach to delivering energy eYciency,
tackling fuel poverty and reducing carbon emissions. An integrated and coherent approach that will tackle
fuel poverty and domestic carbon emissions is essential. The actions needed in this National Energy
EYciency Scheme are outlined below.

The Government must have a clear vision and a co-ordinated, cross-departmental approach to energy
eYciency, carbon reduction and fuel poverty. The fuel poverty strategy needs to be integrated with the
Energy and Climate Change Strategy as an equal priority with tackling climate change. This should enable
the delivery of resources and commitment that can only emanate from Westminster.

This National Energy EYciency Scheme should apply to England and run from 2009 until 2020. There
should be clear milestones for achievement with interim targets. The Strategy should be backed up with a
costed and implementable Business Plan and full Impact Assessment. There should be a thorough review in
line with the timetable for the carbon budgets that will assess progress, achievement, costs and benefits of
the scheme. Annual reporting on progress by the Government should also be required. The final review stage
should set in place a revised Strategy and Business Plan to run from 2020 until 2050 toward an ambition of
near zero carbon homes and decarbonised energy generation.

The territorial extent of this National Energy EYciency Scheme is limited to England. The devolved
administrations should be asked to consider and adopt a Scheme of similar ambition and magnitude.

The Benefits

— Compliance with Government targets to eradicate fuel poverty.

— Community approaches lead to a better take-up of measures.

— Local authorities have the flexibility to tailor schemes to meet need in their area and use local
knowledge to introduce not only individual house solutions but also community solutions where
appropriate.

— Ensures that no area, is a “no-go” area for energy eYciency help, no matter how remote or hard
to treat.

— Addresses the problem of communities and household types that are over-represented amongst the
fuel poor but under-represented in take-up of energy eYciency assistance eg rural areas, ethnic
minorities.

— Uses local employees and businesses to deliver the service where possible, meaning money is
reinvested in the community and local jobs created. In turn, this improves take-up of services
through trusted local organisations.

— Develops a more consistent and stable market for insulation installers and new technologies rather
than the current stop/start approach and funding uncertainty which have led some companies to
cease trading.

— EYciencies achieved by competition at a tendering level for the contract, and in competition
between local companies for jobs, and ring-fenced budgets. Local authorities can link up to bulk-
buy micro-generation or other technologies to achieve economies of scale.

— Ensures every home, wherever possible, meets common minimum energy eYciency standards.

— Provides simplicity for consumers and uses the brand of trusted local councils.

— Overcomes issues surrounding data sharing and stigma as all homes are targeted in a systematic
door-to-door approach, though sharing data at a local level can help target the most deprived
areas first.

— Schemes could be reliably monitored and verified, using a common method, ensuring consistently
high standards.

— Does away with the notion of a maximum grant—and satisfies equity criteria being based on ability
to pay.

— Overcomes current problems with eligibility. Currently around 33% of fuel-poor households are
not eligible for assistance under Warm Front (eg households marginally over the income threshold
and the 30% of older households who fail to claim their entitlement to Pension Credit).
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Delivery

One of the key aspects of the Scheme is the proposed means of delivering energy eYciency retrofit. The
current approach of individual applications, individual processing of applications and individual
installation of remedial measures by diVerent funders/scheme managers is sub-optimal and leads to higher
costs and a lack of coherent delivery. The current system loses all the potential benefit of economy of scale
and lacks a strategic approach to energy eYciency.

The model for delivery under the Scheme should be an area-based scheme led by local partnerships
involving local authorities. The local authority can choose whether to deliver the scheme in-house or
through a partnership with a managing agent; but it needs to be locally led, with local accountability. There
should also be scope for groups of local authorities on a regional or sub-regional basis to administer and
deliver a scheme.

The onus and obligation for delivery should be placed on the local authority as the key point of delivery
with a local community partnership to shape the delivery of the scheme to suit the local situation. The
council-led approach is key to the Scheme to improve strategic delivery and foster local partnership and
community involvement.

Councils have an unequalled, in-depth knowledge of their locality and the needs of householders enabling
them to be best placed to deliver a national housing retrofit programme. Local authority involvement also
enables the integration of other public services such as fire safety, crime prevention, income maximisation
and water eYciency. Local authorities are also more trusted by householders than energy suppliers.

Local authority involvement provides a line of accountability currently absent from existing schemes such
as Warm Front.

The involvement of local authorities will ensure a strategic approach to energy use, generation and
eYciency. Local authorities currently produce AVordable Warmth Strategy, Climate Change Strategies and
Action Plans and a whole raft of other documents intended in their design to deliver a degree of the ambition
that underlies this Scheme. There is a need for an integrated, strategic approach from local authorities to
develop an ”Energy and Climate Change Strategy” with an accompanying Delivery Plan that will form the
basis for the delivery of this Scheme in their area.

Many local authorities have signed up to NI186 in their Local Area Agreements to reduce per capita
carbon emissions in the local authority area. This could be utilised as the basis for developing a strategy that
will address energy use and energy eYciency in the context of reducing emissions. It should be noted that
NEA places equal weighting on reducing carbon emissions and tackling fuel poverty in this Scheme and this
would need to be reflected in the national strategy and in each local authority plan.

The delivery would incorporate multiple phases in line with the following. Some of these may run
concurrently, but are identified in a sequential manner. This list is purely representative of some of the stages
involved and is not exhaustive.

1. Local authority assessment of their area using heat and energy use mapping to:

(a) identify areas where there is potential for community scale low carbon/renewable generation
or community heating

(b) identify areas of high use for further investigation

2. Pre-survey a representative sample of the housing stock to identify the archetypes and potential
suite of measures that could be required to ensure the local supply chains and industry can be
prepared for the delivery phase.

3. Identify the potential partners in the community who are key stakeholders in the Scheme

4. Using DWP benefits data, EPC data, identifiers of deprivation, local knowledge and the pre-
sample data and mapping to develop targeting for the roll-out of delivery

These preparation stages would be followed by delivery of a full whole-house energy audit of the property
and the householder energy use. The householder would receive a pre-EPC check and full SAP assessment
(or equivalent depending on further development of the whole-house assessment required) that would
identify a list of measures that would outline the percentage improvement measures would make, the impact
on the SAP/EPC rating, the CO2 savings and the cost of the measure. This is purely indicative of the
information on the retrofit that could be provided.

Alongside the audit for energy eYciency the householder will receive advice on how to use their current
heating system and an assessment of their current expenditure on energy. Along with an indication of the
income level of the household it will be possible to determine if there is potential for fuel poverty.

An assessment of benefit entitlement would be carried out to determine if the household is eligible for
grant funding under the scheme. If the householder is eligible they will be oVered the income maximisation
service, which would guide their application through the DWP to ensure the householder is claiming and
receiving the benefits they are entitled to.

Other community initiatives that can be delivered at this time include assessing under HHSRS for
Category 1 hazards and referring to the appropriate local authority department and the local Home
Improvement Agency to rectify these.
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The householder would also be oVered (if the local authority decides to deliver these alongside the energy
eYciency scheme):

— fire safety measures such as smoke alarms and fire blankets or extinguishers;

— crime prevention measures such as better door and window locks, spy holds, door chains and other
such measures; and

— water eYciency measures

These measures would be installed at the same point at the energy eYciency measures are installed.

Delivery of the scheme, where appropriate, will follow the principles of area-based, zonal schemes such
as Warm Zones. Systematic assessment of identified, targeted areas would take place, progressing ward-by-
ward, street-by-street, door-to-door. Every household in the area would be visited. This will require return
visits and timing the visits to fit with the lifestyle and work patterns of the residents.

The aim is to deliver a whole-house solution to the householder whilst taking into account the wider
requirements and needs of energy at a community level rather than the current focus on individual
households being treated in isolation. This is where a council-wide energy use and heat mapping study to
identify the potential for local generation of heat and electricity is key. A wide suite of measures will be
considered and not just the easy wins of cavity wall insulation and light-bulbs.

The delivery of energy eYciency measures will be coordinated locally so the contractors are able to benefit
from the economies of scale of retrofitting multiple properties in the same street These savings come into
there own when considering installing solid wall insulation on a series of terraced properties or retrofitting
a block of flats.

The Scheme will aim to cluster delivery of measures to households to ensure that economies of scale can
be realised. To encourage economies of scale, reduce costs, and provide certainty to the industry there can
be an element of pooled purchasing of measures through the Scheme or regional/sub-regional groupings.

Social housing should adopt a stock-based approach and work with the local authority to improve the
energy eYciency of the entire stock, with priority being given in the targeted areas.

The delivery of the Scheme in the local authority will be a one-stop-shop. This will become the access point
to the energy audit and advice; impartial help and advice on energy tariVs, payment methods, switching
supplier; income maximisation; and other community services; whilst being the means to access grant
funding and the financing mechanisms proposed to fund up-front costs for landlords and owner occupiers.
The one-stop-shop also provides a means to promote and ensure take up of other incentives such as Feed-
in TariVs and Renewable Heat Incentives.

There is a requirement for a central coordinating and reporting body that reports to government. This
body will be responsible for:

— delivering the national communication campaign and ensuring coordinated launch,
communication, and working across the regional and local partnerships that will develop under
the NEA proposal;

— sharing of best practice and producing guidance for local delivery partnerships

— ensuring appropriate use of data on the housing stock in line with data protection legislation; and

— acting as a body local authorities report to on their progress under the national programme;

Financial Measures

The current funding landscape in this area is complicated and confused. There needs to be a simplification
and reassessment of the current myriad of schemes. This Scheme advocates a single funding for tackling fuel
poverty, reducing carbon emissions and improving energy eYciency that can be accessed fairly by all regions
and devolved nations.

There are several funding streams incorporated into this Scheme, but importantly they are all accessed
through one point, the local delivery scheme which will be a one-stop-shop and will identify the eligibility
for grant funding and provide access to the appropriate stream of funding for upfront costs.

This Scheme makes the current programmes under Warm Front, CERT and the future Supplier
Obligation obsolete. These would be disbanded in their current form.

NEA estimates the Treasury would need to commit at least £5 billion of central government money per
year up to 2020. A full assessment of the impact of this scheme is required from the government. This funding
would be directed to the following:

— grant funding whole-house installations in those households deemed eligible under the Scheme;

— enforcement and compliance costs for Building Regulations and the new Code for Sustainable
Existing Homes;

— funding other fiscal incentives proposed such as the Landlord Energy Saving Allowance and
VAT cuts;
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— regulatory costs associated with the Energy Performance Certificate Scheme;

— the delivery of the national communications plan; and

— additional funding to local authorities to enable proper enforcement of HHSRS and funding to
ensure the scheme can be properly resourced in the set up years before becoming self-sustaining
during the delivery phase.

The government grant/subsidies should be eVectively targeted at those who are the most in need due to
being vulnerable or on low incomes. A proportion of this funding will need to be directed to social housing,
especially local authority owned, so they are able to fund the works required. Households below an EPC
Band E should be automatically assessed for government grants. Those on low incomes and certain benefits
should be eligible for grant funding.

The private rented sector should be treated as a collection of businesses, large and small, by government
and have a separate means of securing financing through interest free loans similar to the Energy EYciency
Loans oVered by the Carbon Trust. There is a need for the private rented sector to professionalise and act
as the businesses they are. They should be funded through similar financing mechanisms oVered to other
businesses and be incentivised through the tax system.

The owner occupier segment should have access to a “pay as you save” type scheme to finance the up-
front costs of the retrofit. This should be linked to the household and careful consideration needs to be made
of which route for payment is decided by government. There are two options: repay through the DNO; or
repay through a payment to the local authority. Due to the nature of the involvement of the local authority
in this scheme it seems sensible that local authorities be the route of repayment, collecting alongside the
council tax and using the same systems already in place in town halls across the country.

This funding should be financed through green bonds. NEA advocates the establishment of a Green
Infrastructure Bank which would raise funds for the delivery of the scheme from the private sector. This
financing would fund the “pay as you save” scheme for owner occupiers, the Energy EYciency Loans for
the private rented sector, housing associations to source capital for their retrofit programme on top of money
from government; whilst providing a source of financing for local authority to develop community heating
and low carbon/renewable generation.

Targeting

Whilst it will be recognised that improving the energy eYciency of the housing stock is essential to meet
carbon reduction targets and ease the burden of meeting national renewable targets, the Scheme should
provide a focus on the poorest households and those communities who are most likely to be fuel poor.

The scheme should prioritise those communities where reducing energy bills through energy eYciency
measures will alleviate fuel poverty. They should be identified using the pre-sampling, data sourcing and
mapping referred to under the delivery section.

There will be clusters of housing stock that will be of poor quality and have a low SAP rating. These can
be identified by the local authority carrying out pre-assessment by property archetype and enable the local
authority to determine which areas to assess first.

The scheme will be open to all households from the outset in the local authority area, but will initial audit
and assess the areas where those on low incomes and who would benefit more from earlier intervention.
There will still be a means for the able-to-pay outside of the areas being assessed in the systematic way
advocated in this scheme so those “early adopters” who wish to have works done sooner are able.

Standards and Regulation

The Scheme has an ambitious target that all homes will be near zero carbon by 2050. There is a need for
interim targets that have some relation to the carbon, fuel poverty and renewable targets the government
has signed up to meet in the years approaching 2020. This proposal lays out the scheme until 2020 and does
not assess the requirement of the scheme from 2020 to 2050.

The Scheme requires the establishment of a Code for Sustainable Existing Homes with the standard tied
to the bandings of Energy Performance Certificates. All existing homes should reach at least an equivalent
to an EPC Band C by 2020.

Supplementing this standard, social housing should achieve a higher standard by 2020—equivalent to an
EPC Band B. Since social housing is both a public good and likely to house those on the lowest incomes or
at the greatest disadvantage this policy would deliver major social and environmental benefits and could
serve as a model for subsequent developments in the private sector.

To create other access points to work, other than sale or void of a property, Building Regulations should
be amended to demand consequential works to improve the energy eYciency of the entire property to reach
the appropriate level in the Code for Sustainable Existing Buildings when renovation, refurbishment or
extension takes place.
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Local authorities should be required under planning laws to consider the energy eYciency level of the
whole house and to require the owner of the dwelling to meet the specific standard as a condition of receiving
planning consent to extend, refurbish or renovate a domestic property.

At 2020 it is proposed the EPC Band C minimum on the Code for Sustainable Existing Homes becomes
a mandatory requirement to be met prior to the sale or rental of the property. In the preceding years up to
2020 the energy eYciency works should be incentivised by the government to encourage uptake at the high
levels required. Beyond 2020 the incentives should be removed. With an early indication on regulation from
the government and ensuring householders and landlords will be incentivized to reach the standard before
2020, this should encourage take-up. If they fail to participate pre-2020 and their property remains below
the standard they will not be able to sell or rent after 2020 until the property is brought up to the required
standard. This should provide one of the necessary motivations for households to take up a whole-house
retrofit. Announcing this intention early on in the scheme (2010), so there is adequate notice to householders
will give further encouragement.

Prior to 2020 there should be enforcement of the minimum standards in the HHSRS to ensure there are
no homes with a Category 1 hazard failing on the thermal comfort element. No property that falls below
an EPC Band E should be allowed to be rented and those in the owner occupier segment should be prioritised
for retrofit pre—or post-sale depending on the view of the owner and prospective owner.

Incentives

There needs to be appropriate incentives for householders to take up the scheme to ensure widespread
delivery and enable economies-of-scale and clusters of work in an area. Incentives are particularly important
for the private rented sector where a split-incentive is currently resulting in poor uptake of energy eYciency
measures.

The Landlords’ Energy Saving Allowance uptake of the £1500 tax allowance up to 2015 should be
extended to 2020 and be extended to cover low-carbon and renewable technologies. The Allowance should
be conditional on a pre-EPC check and an EPC produced post-installation. The level of the Allowance
should also be increased to a level that will make it more of an incentive for landlords to take up whole-
house measures. The Allowance should be promoted among private landlords further by disseminating
information via letting agencies and the Landlord Tenancy Deposit Scheme. As part of delivery of the
scheme the Allowance should be included in documentation sent to private landlords after the assessment
of the property along with information on the proposed loan scheme for private landlords.

The government should considered if central government funded council tax rebates for taking up a
whole-house retrofit is appropriate and not an undue burden on the Treasury. Other incentives to consider
include stamp duty rebate on properties being sold that have been retrofitted under the Scheme.

Feed in TariVs and Renewable Heat Incentives should be promoted by as part of the assessment for
financing and incentives the householder/landlord can apply for. Householders should be assisted in
claiming these after retrofit of appropriate measures by local authorities delivering the scheme.

All incentives for the Scheme (excluding FIT and RHI) should run until 2020 to act as an incentive for
early take up prior to regulation.

Enforcement

To ensure eVective delivery of the strategy there will need to be enforcement of the standards to ensure
local authorities, social housing providers, private landlords and owner occupiers are delivering on their
obligations and that householders are bringing their properties up to the required standard.

HHSRS—there should be amendments to the Housing Health & Safety Rating System. A referral process
from delivery agents to the relevant local authority team needs to be put in place in each local authority as
part of the scheme to deliver the strategy on a local basis. As part of the enforcement of a minimum standared
in the scheme up to 2020 local authorities should seek to identify Category 1 hazards and prosecute private
landlords who fail to bring their properties up to the minimum standard of a Band E. HHSRS should be
amended to take into account the requirement for all households to have an EPC rating. Those households
falling below a Band E (SAP 38 or lower) should be deemed to be at risk of Excess Cold and be classed as
a Category 1 hazard. There should be further reassessment of the relevance of HHSRS in the longer term.

A Home MOT should be established where all homes should require an energy eYciency MOT which
incorporates a full audit every 10 years to ensure they continue to meet the current standard laid down by
the CfSEH and regulations. This would act to update the EPC and provide a point to intervene with further
energy advice. If a property fails a pre-EPC check in its Home MOT the owner should be required to bring
the property up to the required standard and issued the EPC after completion of works. This should be
applicable across all tenures. The results of the Home MOT (and updated EPC data) should feed into the
energy eYciency database.

The onus should fall on local authorities to ensure compliance with the CfSEH as part of their planning,
building control and environmental health functions.
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Obligation and Competition

The current approach of a supplier obligation is not an appropriate mechanism for delivering this
National Energy EYciency Scheme. The obligation for delivery should rest with local authorities rather than
energy supply companies.

With 130 out of 150 Local Area Agreements including carbon reduction targets the majority of local
authorities are taking action to reduce emissions. Local authorities are the central point of delivery through
partnerships in their community with a key role in reducing carbon emissions, tackling fuel poverty, and
providing a strategic approach to local energy planning. Local authorities should be the bodies obligated to
deliver the scheme.

The need to ensure the majority of the housing stock is retrofitted to a higher energy eYciency standard
warrants an expanded programme. This is best delivered through local led partnerships where the local
authority should have the responsibility for reducing the carbon emissions in their locality. This would also
provide independence from energy suppliers which may enable other means of generation such as CHP and
community heating to gain more traction. Local and community renewable and low carbon generation, such
as CHP, are currently mostly local authority owned and could be considered a threat to the centralised
provision of gas for heat. This is essentially undermining the business model of the energy companies so they
may not necessarily be enamoured with delivering these options.

The new obligation on all local authorities to reduce carbon emissions in their locality through working
in partnership under the banner of a national programme for a conversion to a low carbon economy
should include

— energy and heat mapping to identify areas where provision of community heat or electricity
generation is preferable;

— the systematic retrofit of the entire housing stock in all sectors within their locality;

— the delivery of energy advice, income maximisation by ensuring maximum take-up of benefits
entitlement, and delivery of other community measures; and

— access to retrofit grants for those eligible and to financing mechanisms for landlords and owner
occupiers

The current obligation and other schemes delivering have limited competition and in some case it is
arguably a monopoly position enjoyed by the contracted managing agent also owning the contractors that
are delivering the measures.

This proposal seeks to enhance competition by altering the point in the market where competition occurs.
Under present schemes competition is limited with the only access being for large businesses tendering for
the contract to deliver the energy suppliers obligations and the government national scheme. This scheme
would move competition to the local level and enable smaller, accredited local businesses and installers to
tender for contracts for, amongst others

— managing agents;

— provision of energy audits and advice;

— installation of measures;

— data management and infrastructure to enable delivery;

— heat and energy mapping;

— provision of energy infrastructure; and

— billing and management services of district heating.

This approach will enable new entrants into the market to deliver on energy eYciency and low carbon/
renewable generation.

This local authority obligation would not separate the social and environmental objectives. The delivery
mechanism through a one-stop-shop approach of whole-house retrofit available to all under the one scheme
with access to the appropriate financing mechanism for their segment of the market will address both
objectives. The onus for delivery of the government social and environmental objectives is taken oV the
energy supply companies and private sector and the reliance on a flawed principle that the market can
deliver, and it is placed firmly in the public sector through local authorities.

Reporting

Progress against delivery should be monitored at a local level and collated nationally to enable proper
assessment of progress to inform the need for any amendments to the scheme in future years to ensure all
homes are retrofitted by 2020. The Government should require local authorities to report on progress in
delivering energy eYciency improvements in their area in terms of raised standards in the housing stock and
reduction of carbon emissions.
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Government should be required to report to Parliament on progress towards improving the housing stock
and feed into the reporting process for the carbon budgets and the reduced carbon emissions achieved from
the housing stock.

A housing stock energy eYciency database should be established that will enable local authorities to
report back to central government on progress towards meeting the target. The database should include the
SAP/EPC rating pre-measures and details of improvements installed and a post-measure SAP/EPC rating
with expected reductions in carbon emission and energy use. It should be a requirement that householders
should have a full EPC assessment and post-measures update (see delivery) and be obliged to report the
improvements to their local authority.

Local authorities should be required to report back (through a housing stock database) on the
improvements within their area based on the number of households where measures have been installed, the
numbers removed from fuel poverty and the average EPC band (and SAP rating) by tenure, ward etc.

The local authority will be required to report on the number of homes with Category 1 hazards under
HHSRS and failures of the Home MOT.

Communications

The scheme requires a comprehensive national communications strategy to create a recognisable brand
that will be used by local authorities to co-brand their scheme. This will tie in the national oVering with the
local delivery and will ensure that householders are aware that every household will be receiving the same
oVering and measures up to 2020.

The national coordination body will be responsible for rolling out the communications strategy and
ensuring that the local delivery across the country is communicating the same messages and oVerings in a
coordinated fashion. Combining a national launch and programme with local strands that are timetabled
to ensure households are receiving messaging and motivation from numerous sources that will encourage
them to participate in the scheme.

Each local delivery scheme will require its own communications plan for marketing the oVering locally
and ensuring uptake.

The central national body could provide templates of materials and advice to local authorities to ensure
there is no duplication of eVort and a coherent brand is maintain across the country.

The communication strategy should aim to engender trust in the scheme and drive take up of installations.

Memorandum submitted by National Grid

Introduction

1. National Grid owns and operates the high voltage electricity transmission system in England and
Wales and, as Great Britain System Operator (GBSO), we operate the Scottish high voltage transmission
system. National Grid also owns and operates the gas transmission system throughout Great Britain and
through our low pressure gas distribution business we distribute gas in the heart of England to
approximately eleven million oYces, schools and homes. In addition National Grid owns and operates
significant electricity and gas assets in the US, operating in the states of New England and New York.

2. In the UK, our primary duties under the Electricity and Gas Acts are to develop and maintain eYcient
networks and also facilitate competition in the generation and supply of electricity and the supply of gas.
Our activities include the residual balancing in close to real time of the electricity and gas markets.

3. Through our subsidiaries, National Grid also own and maintain around 18 million domestic and
commercial meters, the electricity Interconnector between England and France, and a Liquid Natural Gas
importation terminal at the Isle of Grain.

Executive Summary

4. National Grid believes there are low carbon technologies with direct relevance to our operations. Such
technologies have potential not only in helping the UK reach its 2020 carbon emissions targets, but also in
securing the supply of energy within the UK and providing an economic opportunity to expand the UK’s
green economy.

5. Carbon capture and storage (CCS), smart metering, smart grids and renewable gas are technologies
which National Grid believes will make a significant contribution, not only to our future operations but also
the UK’s green economy as a whole.

6. However for all the potential of these low carbon technologies we also recognise that there are barriers
to deployment and specific requirements which need to be addressed as a matter of priority.
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7. We welcome the Government announcements and support for advancements in technologies such as
smart metering and carbon capture and storage (CCS), however we also believe that more work needs to be
done in creating the optimum commercial, legislative and regulatory environments for which the associated
stakeholders can have confidence and clarity to operate.

8. Key specific requirements include the need for a clean coal policy to facilitate the application of CCS,
consumer engagement and education to realise the potential benefits within smart technologies, and the
clarification of regulatory regimes for low carbon technologies to be implemented. Co-ordination of new
technologies and their application is a vital part of the UK achieving a status as the world leader in low
carbon technologies.

9. Finally on the opportunities of a new green deal, National Grid already recognises the potential of low
carbon technologies in generating and sustaining new industries and the jobs within them. Through
evaluations of potential projects in CCS and smart grid trials we can already estimate the likely immediate
and indirect economic impacts of large scale deployment of low carbon technologies.

10. We also recognise the need for the correct skills to implement such innovative technologies. We have
already started to take the necessary actions in order to foster the future home-grown skills we require.
Looking towards the future will continue to work with schools and young people to share information and
encourage young people to pursue careers in engineering.

What are the most important drivers, nationally and internationally, for a low carbon economy in the UK?

11. National Grid is committed to playing its part in addressing climate change. In addition to our own
targets to reduce carbon emissions, we are conscious of the role that our networks play in facilitating the
UK’s climate change objectives. In order to reach the Government targets of 80% emissions reduction by
2050, and 15% renewable energy sources by 2020 we will need Government, industry and consumer
collaboration to determine a route-map or masterplan for meeting these targets.

12. A joined-up approach is essential to get the right legislative and regulatory frameworks in place and
ensure necessary infrastructure investment is available in a timely manner. This will facilitate the connection
of new renewable sources of electricity generation, and development of technologies such as biogas
production, the deployment of CCS and integrating smart meters and smart grids.

Which low carbon technologies have the biggest potential and what is needed to achieve the development and
deployment of new technologies?

13. National Grid recognises that a number of key low-carbon technologies will play a major role in our
current and future operations. In particular we believe that carbon capture and storage will contribute to
the decarbonisation of electricity; smart meters will help achieve greater energy eYciency; and the role of
renewable gas will be important as we seek to reduce the carbon content of gas and ensure security of supply.

Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS)

14. CCS represents an opportunity to significantly reduce CO2 emissions from fossil fuelled power
stations, and could be the largest contributor to meeting global emission reduction targets. The technology
is proven for each stage of the capture and storage process at varying scales, and there are no major technical
issues to scaling up to full scale generation levels. Pipeline transport of CO2 is already carried out onshore
in the US for oil recovery and oVshore in Norway for CO2 sequestration, both without significant issues.

15. Large scale CO2 output from a number of power stations is best transported from a local gathering
system and then piped via a “trunkline” to an oVshore distribution hub. This has a number of advantages.
It spreads the risk and cost of individual shipping and storage projects. It allows the system to be more
eVectively operated through managing the compression of the CO2 in the trunkline and allows more eYcient
use of the fields used to sink the CO2. With oVshore pipeline costs around 40–70% higher than onshore
pipeline technology, it makes sense to marshal as many CCS inputs down a single oVshore route.

16. Clusters could, in time, capture CO2 from coal and gas-fired power stations and large industrial users.
There is the potential to create clusters in the Humber, Firth of Forth, Teeside and the Thames Estuary.
Creating a cluster in the Humber region looks to be the most significant, in terms of initial benefits to Britain,
as 40% of UK power stations would be within reach of a CCS network.

17. We envisage that the Humber region could capture up to 60Mt of CO2 per annum, additional sites in
Scotland could capture up to 18Mt of CO2, while the Teeside based cluster could capture 19Mt of CO2 per
annum. In addition to this the installation of CCS technology in the Thames Estuary area could add a
further 30Mt of CO2 being captured and stored p.a. In total with CCS operational at all four locations the
total CO2 captured would equate to around 15% of annual total UK emissions, a significant proportion of
the CO2 reductions needed to made by 2020.

18. Investment in the network element of a CCS cluster in the Humber region would cost around £600
million. The additional investment required to bring on line the capture and storage elements of the cluster
would increase investment in the region to around £4 billion enabling the envisaged cluster to capture around
10–15Mt per annum of CO2 per year. With subsequent investments of around £10 billion, the cluster would
be expected to potentially capture 60Mt per annum.
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19. When considering additional onshore and oVshore network elements in the UK we estimate that £700
million would be required to establish a network cluster in the Thames region, while the Tees and Forth
would cost around £450 million and £300 million respectively, these estimated costs vary according to
physical infrastructure cost and locational factors.

Requirements for UK deployment

20. With the right vision, incentives, and implementation plan, a cluster could be achieved in the Humber
area by 2020. In our view, we think Government should bring forward a coherent, strategic clean coal policy,
central to which is a strategic ambition that will enable the investment in carbon capture and storage.

21. Such a strategy will need to include the following:

— Government clean coal policy that will underpin its climate change and security of supply
responsibilities and give clear guidance of frameworks for permissible investments in new coal fired
power generation within the UK.

— Incentives for commercial generators, and both onshore and oVshore infrastructure providers to
invest in CCS until it becomes evidently economic.

— A stable regulatory regime to licence onshore and oVshore activities.

— A clear licensing regime for onshore and oVshore activities.

— Health and safety and planning polices.

22. National Grid therefore welcomes the Government’s 2009 Budget announcement that it intends to
put in place levy a mechanism which will assist the implementation of up to four CCS demonstration
projects.

23. With coal consumption forecasted to increase by 65% between 2005 and 2030, we recognise a major
an opportunity for UK to develop intellectual and manufacturing expertise in a leading edge technology in
a truly global market. Such an advantage would allow the UK to retain a manufacturing base which is a
major user of energy

24. As a first mover of scale on CCS, the UK would continue to demonstrate its position as a global leader
in the fight against climate change. It would also provide a model for, as yet unmitigated carbon-intensive
generation in parts of Eastern Europe, China, India and other developing economies.

Smart Meters

25. National Grid welcomes the Government’s commitment to the roll-out of domestic smart meters
across the UK by 2020 and its recognition of the importance of smart metering in the creation of “smart
grids”.

26. We believe that smart meters (and the associated technology) can provide consumers with insight into
their energy consumption behaviour and also provide them with the associated cost. Their greater
involvement in their energy purchase decisions is likely to result in both energy eYciency savings and
reductions in peak demand.

27. It may also be possible to deliver greater energy savings than those achieved by manual consumer
intervention, by automating appliances’ response to price signals. For example, by integrating price
sensitivity into the appliance’s control system, clothes washing, air conditioning and heating could be set to
avoid peak hours in a day dependent upon the consumer’s preference for “economy over immediacy”.

Smart Grids

28. National Grid, in co-operation with our customers, already balances supply and demand in real time.
In short, the Transmission System is already relatively “smart”, that said the advancement of smart grid
technology will provide potential for demand side management methods which could enable electric vehicles
and new balancing services from distributed generation.

29. Looking ahead, we believe there could be increasing pressure for distribution network operators to
move away from their historically passive roles and take an increasingly sophisticated “operator role”. This
would allow DNOs to optimise capacity on their networks, particularly against the expected demand growth
from electric vehicles and heat pumps.

30. We share Government’s view that electric vehicles may play a significant role in mitigating transport
emissions. However, for electric vehicles to succeed to mass-market levels and enjoy the greatest
environmental and economic benefits, the charging process must be concentrated overnight. Conversely, if
charging is conducted during times of peak demand, the vehicle will generally be charged from the least fuel
eYcient and most marginal (and expensive) plant. Mass-charging at peak will drive the need for additional
generation and network infrastructure. Fortunately, overnight charging is likely generally to be appropriate
to consumers’ needs if supplemented with other daytime and/or rapid charging options.
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31. Moreover, we believe that smart metering and smart grids will play an essential role in facilitating
overnight charging behaviour with customers. In the short term, via the smart meter, consumers will be able
to access time of use tariVs. These are likely to reflect the diVerential economic and environmental costs of
overnight charging when compared with a daytime alternative

32. In the longer term, mass charging of many hundreds of thousands of vehicles will require co-ordinated
charging, almost certainly via a smart grid. This will maximise environmental benefits whilst minimising
network costs. Moreover, the smart grid will also help facilitate the operation of public charging facilities
which, in future, may provide fast and rapid charging services. These in turn permit electric vehicles to
explore an extended range.

33. In our US business, where we do own and operate electricity distribution networks we plan to run a
number of smart grid pilots—in both Massachusetts and New York.

34. The pilot in Massachusetts will cover 1% of our customer base. It will include a variety of customers
from urban, suburban and rural settings with varied electricity usage patterns. The pilot will test the addition
of distributed generation and will build in options for adding renewables and plug-in hybrid vehicles
(PHEV) to the system.

35. In New York, we have recently applied to build and operate two 40,000 customer smart grid
demonstration projects in the Syracuse area and the Capital District. Under the programmes, all customers
will receive a smart meter. As an option, customers can have additional equipment installed in their homes
that include special programmable thermostats and other devices that provide data and support energy
management. Participating customers will be asked how they prefer to receive their energy information—
via text message, from the Internet, or on a PDA—and arrangements will be made for them to view and
monitor energy consumption on a real-time basis. Additionally, customers will have the option to receive
a new rate plan that allows them to save money during periods when electricity use is at its highest across
the region.

36. Our findings from these two trials in our US business will provide valuable data and experience which
we will readily share with UK policy makers and parliament.

Requirements for UK Deployment

37. Within the UK, to realise the benefits of smart-enabled demand-side services we need to move quickly
and eVectively to provide:

— Consumer education: A coordinated and consistent communication campaign to achieve early
education of consumers in how to exploit the potential from smart meters and appliances.

— Smart metering with the correct universal functionality: Smart metering and its infrastructure that
is rolled out with appropriate functionality to provide two way metering for distributed generation
and price signals to consumers, appliances and later on electric vehicles.

— Smart appliances: appropriate encouragement of the consumer and white goods manufacturers to
produce appliances which are capable of acting on price signals from smart meters and incorporate
frequency response technologies. Earlier adoption of these technologies will automate the
economic benefits to the consumer and carbon benefits to the country, which is likely to happen
only if manufacturers see a market for this type of product.

— A high degree of confidence that the roll-out will be complete by 2020 would help to provide a
period for the demand response eVectiveness to embed and to ensure that the majority of benefits
are in place against the changing generation mix.

Renewable Gas

38. Renewable gas has the potential to make a significant contribution to the UK’s renewable energy and
carbon reduction targets for 2020. Injecting renewable gas such as biomethane into the grid represents a
unique large scale solution. Unlike other options, such as district heating and heat pumps, renewable gas
utilises the existing heat infrastructure (ie gas grids) which are already largely paid for by the consumer.

39. In the longer term, with the right Government policies in place, renewable gas could supply a
significant proportion of UK residential gas demand. Renewable gas will potentially not only contribute to
the UK renewable energy and climate change targets by 2020, but also address issues around security of
supply. Renewable gas production in the UK would mean that this country would continue to have an
indigenous supply of gas on which it could rely as North Sea reserves run down. Furthermore, the renewable
gas solution creates the possibility of importing biomass for gasification, increasing diversity and thus
security of supply.

40. Produced mainly via a process of anaerobic digestion (AD) or thermal gasification of the UK’s
biodegradable waste, renewable gas represents a readily implementable solution for delivering renewable
heat to homes in the UK. Renewable gas can also deliver greater security of energy supply for the country,
as well as a solution for waste management as UK landfill capacity declines.
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41. In terms of the cost to the UK of delivering renewable gas, it is estimated that the marginal cost (ie
that over and above the cost of the waste infrastructure which must be built anyway in the UK to deal with
reducing landfill capacity) would be in the region of £10bn. This cost compares well with the likely cost of
delivering other large scale renewables such as wind. The unit cost of renewable gas would be of a similar
level to the cost of other sources of renewable energy which are currently supported with subsidies.

Requirements for UK Deployment

There are no insurmountable technical or safety barriers to delivering this solution (the technology is
already being deployed in many other countries). In order to deliver renewable gas injection into the grid
the following policy developments are urgently required:

— A commercial incentive for renewable gas producers to upgrade and grid-inject their gas rather
than generate electricity. The generation of electricity is currently incentivised under the
Renewables Obligation (RO) scheme despite being generally a much less eYcient use of the
valuable waste stream.

— A comprehensive waste management policy for the UK to ensure that each waste stream is directed
to the most appropriate technology to maximise energy recovery and recycling.

— A regulatory framework to provide incentives and to clarify the roles and responsibilities of the gas
transporters with respect to renewable gas connections.

— Continued support for R&D in renewable gas production and upgrade technologies.

43. Importantly, the use of renewable gas does not require consumers to find the money for new heating
installations in the home. This technology also avoids the disruptive road works that would be required to
build more network infrastructure.

44. We strongly support the proposal for the Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) which Government will be
consulting on this summer. It is important that the level of support should vary by technology, particularly to
ensure that production and grid injection of biomethane is incentivised to a level which makes it competitive
with other sources of renewable heat.

What opportunities exist for the creation of a green new deal whilst pursuing a low carbon economy?

45. When looking at individual low carbon technologies, it is apparent that their application can have a
wide impact on the economy—both through direct employment and throughout various supply chains and
their associated multiplier eVects.

46. For example over the construction period of the previously mentioned National Grid supported CCS
cluster, “Yorkshire Forward” estimate that 55,000 new jobs in the region could be created with the cluster
network underpinning several thousand more key jobs in the power generation, heavy manufacturing and
coal industries in the region.

47. In the case of National Grid’s proposed smart grids trials in the USA, we estimate that the two New
York projects could create 200 jobs. Some will be directly related to the pilot’s implementation and others
will be indirectly related. While our Massachusetts smart grid trial will directly create more than
100 National Grid vacancies; opportunities will also be created for participating contractors and vendors,
all can be considered “green” jobs. We will share findings from our US experience of smart grid trials with
UK policy makers.

48. National Grid believes strongly that the low carbon economy cannot be achieved if we do not get the
right skills, in the right places, at the right time and in the right quantities to enable business to take
advantage of the growing markets in this area. Engineering expertise is also critical to maintain security of
supply through the operation of the electricity and gas systems.

49. Consequently, looking ahead to 2020 and beyond there is a both a challenge and an opportunity in
ensuring we can recruit and retain staV with the skills and expertise to manage our future networks. National
Grid is going to need to recruit at least 1,000 new engineers solely in UK electricity transmission within the
next 12 years. These people will be vital to run the gas and electricity networks and therefore to deliver a
low carbon energy future.

50. There is a real concern about the steep decline in young people taking up Science, Technology,
Engineering and Maths (STEM) subjects. At present only 6% of UK undergraduates are studying
Engineering and Technology subjects and only one in six students reading Engineering and Technology
subjects are female. This current shortage therefore conflicts with the energy industries need to recruit the
necessary skilled staV to develop low carbon technologies.

51. National Grid has recently carried out a research project with schoolchildren, parents, teachers and
our own young engineers to look at attitudes to engineering as a career. It is clear that perceptions about
engineering will have to change in order to attract a wide range of people to the profession. There is now an
opportunity for us to ensure that we have the future home-grown skills we require, and as such will be
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working with schools and young people to share information and encourage young people to think about
careers in engineering. We are sharing the results of our research project shortly with Government,
professional bodies and the engineering community.

May 2009

Memorandum submitted by the National Physical Laboratory

A CENTRE FOR CARBON METROLOGY

Summary

In response to the challenge of climate change and the opportunity for the UK of the “low-carbon
economy”, NPL proposes the establishment of a “Centre for Carbon Metrology”, to continue to
demonstrate the UK’s leadership in this area, to contribute to making the UK the best place the world to
locate or build a low carbon business and the obvious centre for the global carbon market. The Centre would
seek to work with government, business and academia to develop the scientific and technical tools and
standards necessary to ensure that the public sector, business and individuals can have confidence in the data
on which decisions are based and the market relies, and that these are internationally recognised It would
also create knowledge and skills in an area of critical importance for the UK. The Centre would focus its
eVorts in three areas:

1. Assessing and validating low-carbon technologies.

2. Establishing a robust measurement and standards infrastructure for carbon pricing/trading.

3. Providing confidence in environmental data.

As part of the proposal there is the opportunity for a flagship project to demonstrate a UK lead in this
area and showcase UK space technology. All of the work of the proposed centre will benefit from NPL’s
world-class multi-disciplinary capability, and demonstrated expertise in formulating and delivering
programmes which give a very high economic impact and rate of return on investment.

Introduction

Responding to the threat of global climate change is clearly a national and international priority and
requires a range of coordinated activities. These include establishing an explicit price for carbon,
accelerating the development and deployment of low-carbon technologies, changing individual behaviour
and adaptation to the unavoidable eVects of climate change. In each case it is vital that activities are rooted
in sound science and that government and business have confidence in the quantitative data on which their
decisions are to be based. In addition, the drive for development and implementation of low carbon
technology oVers real opportunities for the UK economy. The stated ambition of BIS is that the UK be a
world leader in manufacturing solutions for a low carbon economy, with at least a million jobs in the green
economy by 2030.

In response to this NPL proposes the establishment of a “Centre for Carbon Metrology” to develop the
scientific and technical tools necessary to ensure confidence in environmental data and carbon market prices,
and the credibility and quality assurance of low carbon technologies. The Centre will also create knowledge
and skills, which would be transferred to government and business for greater economic and social impact.
The centre will focus its work in three areas:

Supporting, Assessing and Validating Low-Carbon Technology

The UK government has clearly stated that it sees the shift to a “low-carbon economy” as a “huge
economic opportunity” for the UK and has placed a low carbon industrial strategy at the heart of its
manufacturing strategy launched in 2008. The 2009 budget confirmed the government’s commitment in this
area. The aim is for the UK to be the best place in the world to locate or build a low carbon business. This
will need investment in technology, technology-pull through public procurement and the establishment of
a suitable economic and technical infrastructure.
We propose a programme of work, built on our existing capability, to provide comprehensive support for
low-carbon technology. This would harness and make available our multidisciplinary capability to enable
UK industry to stay at the forefront of this emerging sector through:

— R&D to provide novel measurement science and technology critical for development of low-
carbon technology;

— providing solutions to measurement issues that could otherwise hamper development;

— carrying out calibration of components or systems; and

— enabling independent assessment or demonstration of performance.
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Such activities are critical for ensuring that the best technology is demonstrated, accepted and adopted
quickly. Measurement issues, specifications and standards can easily present barriers to market if there is not
scientifically sound advice and support available at all stages of development from initial research through to
manufacture. The capability described above would provide confidence for public and private sector
procurement and enable innovators and ultimately vendors to overcome such barriers to market.

This programme would need to be integrated with the work of other public sector players in this field such
as TSB, Carbon Trust, BSI, and BIS, in order to ensure focus on areas of importance for the UK economy.
It would also benefit from NPL’s extensive network of industrial contacts. Access to existing and developing
capability could be managed eVectively using tools for industrial engagement already in operation in a small
scale in the “Measurement for Innovators” programme, which has demonstrated real and measureable
scientific, technical and economic impact. Short-term ROI for projects in the existing programme have been
independently assessed to deliver short-term returns of 1:10–1:30 and beyond.

Establishing a Measurement Infrastructure for Carbon Pricing/Trading

Establishing a consistent “carbon price” was identified by the Stern review as key to any international
eVort to mitigate climate change and is viewed by the UK government as the single most important policy
instrument for this purpose. Global activity of this nature has always required the development of
internationally accepted standards and regulations based on robust, scientifically sound, consistent and
internationally accepted frameworks for measurement. The world is, at present, a long way from having
such a framework for GHG emissions.

As more sectors and countries seek to price carbon, the risks surrounding poorly quantified emission data
grow. Poor data regarding emissions are distortionary and presents serious financial risks to industry, to
investors, and to governments. The initial round of EU Emissions Trading Scheme Allocations
demonstrated the pernicious eVects of this sort of risk. The impact on business of the lack of an integrated
and consistent framework has been recognised by the CBI in their recent call for a common business
approach for GHG emissions reporting. Richard Lambert, director-general of the CBI, warned that a clear
and more consistent carbon reporting standard for all businesses is essential if UK businesses are going to
successfully reduce emissions. “Transparent measurement and reporting of corporate emissions data is likely
to become an important factor in driving corporate change and creating corporate advantage, so it’s vital we
get it right.”

The development of a systematic, high quality measurement system and the associated technical standards
and regulatory framework would reduce the scope for market volatility and reduce investment risk.
Ultimately, such an open, transparent and cost-eVective carbon metrology system is essential to well-
functioning carbon policy instruments and the operation of an international carbon market.

We therefore propose a programme, working with academia (eg the Smith School in Oxford), standards
organisations (eg BSI), business and government, to develop the measurement science, technology,
standards, best practice and protocols to provide a firm basis for carbon trading/pricing. The programme
will identify and prioritise those sectors in which reduction of uncertainty in carbon emissions is most
pressing, and will be coupled to on-going monitoring/auditing programmes and standards development.
Work would cover:

— Technical services, support and advice for business to facilitate consistent, compliant and cost-
eVective reporting.

— R&D to provide underpinning science and measurement technology to ensure GHG measurement
and reporting is fit for purpose and based on sound scientific and technical footing.

— Independent technical advice and policy support to government.

— International representation and coordination for technical standards on GHG measurement and
reporting.

Establishing a UK lead in this area would not only benefit UK industry and cement the UK’s reputation
as a leader in the fight against climate change, but would also lend support to the UK’s ambition to remain
the centre of the global carbon market.

Providing Confidence in Environmental Data

A key driver shaping UK environmental science strategy (eg NERC’s Next Generation Science for Planet
Earth) is the requirement to generate scientific data of suYcient quality to provide the unequivocal evidence
needed to allow policy makers to embark with confidence on potentially high cost infrastructural and
socially challenging projects (eg for climate change adaptation) on timescales commensurate with perceived
risk and impact.

One of the biggest challenges facing the research community when striving to provide this information
stems from the diYculty of measuring key parameters in the natural environment with uncertainties often
close to those achievable within the best equipped laboratories. This is compounded by the need to extend
localised sampling to larger geographical scales and ultimately global information. This often requires
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sophisticated but validated models and analysis to ensure data sets collected by diVerent instruments,
methods, and research teams can be appropriately weighted and integrated to allow eVectively seamless data
sets to be established to test/support the theories developed by the science community.

At present the level of metrology expertise in the UK (and wider international community) applied to this
issue is severely limited. Indeed it is in recognition of this that NERC have approached NPL to explore
mechanisms for building such expertise based on our existing capability. We propose a programme of work
focussed initially in three areas; Earth Observation; Global Climate and composition variables;
Atmospheric Science and air quality. Work in these areas would cover:

— R&D in metrology-driven applications aimed at improving the knowledge base of measurement
science and technology for environmental applications.

— Building an enduring capability in environmental metrology (including coordination of existing
capability) to encompass—facilities for calibration/validation available to the research
community; metrology expertise to provide advice and review; data and model assessment
capability.

— Knowledge transfer aimed at; attracting talent to the field; increasing skills in metrology and
related areas; changing culture; disseminating knowledge.

As part of this strand there is the opportunity for a flagship project that would underpin satellite-based
observations and measurements of the Earth in the optical domain. The project would also increase
awareness of the importance of data assurance and enable the UK to take a significant global lead.
TRUTHS (Traceable Radiometry Underpinning Terrestrial- and Helio- Studies) is a low-cost small satellite
mission to measure incoming and Earth reflected solar radiation (integrated and spectrally resolved) with
more than a factor ten improvement in uncertainty over any other sensor. This mission would facilitate for
the first time the prospect of making truly “climate quality” measurements in the solar spectral domain. It
would also improve the accuracy of all other satellite sensors by providing them with access to traceable
calibrations in space in eVect becoming an orbital standards laboratory. The need for such a mission is widely
recognised by organisations such as the World Meteorological Organisation (WMO) the Committee on
Earth Observation Satellites (CEOS) and NASA. A UK lead would not only provide significant scientific
kudos but also a platform to showcase UK technological innovation, providing a stimulus to the British
space industry.

Ensuring Value for Money

All three of the above areas of work for the proposed centre would benefit from NPL expertise in
formulating and delivering programmes to world-class scientific and technical standards in a way designed
to maximise the economic and social impact. NPL’s existing science and knowledge transfer programmes,
together with its unique relationships with business, government and academia, have been proven (through
macro-economic studies, industry surveys, qualitative and quantitative case studies) to facilitate business
innovation, increase productivity and improve international competitiveness. A recent DIUS study
indicated that an increase in funding for the National Measurement System of £6 million/annum could add
as much as £400 million to GDP. Government can have a high level of confidence that an investment in this
area would show a real return in both short and long term.

The cost of the first three-year programme for the centre is estimated as £52 million. This includes £13
million for the TRUTHS project, (excluding a launch platform for the mission). NPL has the technical
infrastructure and governance in place to enable the work to start quickly and with minimal start-up costs,
ensuring this investment would be directed to deliver maximum impact.

July 2009

Memorandum submitted by Network Rail

Summary

— Rail is key to delivering a green economy for the UK. It is a mode that allows people and goods
to travel en masse quickly, sustainably, easily and aVordably.

— It carries a record 3.5 million passengers (a 6.1% market share) and 1.4 million tonnes of freight a
day while contributing just 0.4% to the UK’s domestic carbon dioxide emissions (with road travel
contributing nearly 20%).

— The average carbon dioxide emissions for a passenger rail journey is about half that of an
equivalent car journey and about one-quarter of an equivalent journey by air. Rail freight produces
a 74% reduction in carbon emissions over road freight.

— The amount of passengers and freight carried on Britain railways is at record levels. Passenger
numbers have grown by 40% and freight levels by 50% in the last decade alone.
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— The drivers behind this growth will continue in future with 30% growth in passenger numbers
anticipated over the next 10 years. Passenger and freight could possibly double over the next 30
years and even triple in the longer term.

— With the introduction of new lower carbon technologies, rail will become even faster, greener and
more sustainable. Network Rail, in partnership with rest of the industry, is committed to range of
measures to reduce our energy usage and improve environmental performance further still.

— Government should actively favour rail over other modes of transport where rail provides the best
transport solution. It should act now to introduce a low carbon transport strategy which promotes
sustainable economic growth based on a commitment to long term investment in rail, including
additional capacity on the existing network, new high speed lines and further electrification; the
introduction of fair transport pricing structures at a UK and EU level that reflect the climate
impact of various modes; and an integrated, whole journey approach that better integrates rail with
other low carbon modes.

Rail’s Low Carbon Credentials

1. Man made greenhouse gas emissions, particularly carbon dioxide, are leading to a damaging warming
of the Earth.

2. Government faces the twin challenge of reducing carbon dioxide emissions, culminating in an 80% cut
by 2050, while also supporting economic growth.

3. Rail can play a key role in delivering a growing, green economy as a mode that allows people and goods
to travel en masse quickly, sustainably, easily and aVordably. Rail is the most sustainable mode of transport
for long-distance travel, for mass commuting and for freight.

4. The rail network carries 3.5 million passengers a day, the highest ever (representing a 6.1% share of the
passenger market), while contributing less than half a percent to the UK’s domestic carbon dioxide
emissions (with road contributing just under 20%). Total rail CO2 emissions are estimated at 3.3 million
tonnes for 2006–07 of which 2.7 million tonnes is from passenger rail and 0.6 million from freight rail57.

5. Rail emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2), the principal greenhouse gas contributing to climate change,
are also considerably less than aviation, car and road freight. The average carbon dioxide emissions for a
passenger rail journey is about half that of an equivalent car journey and about one-quarter of an equivalent
journey by air (see below).

Figure 1

NORMALISED OPERATIONAL CARBON EMISSIONS BY DIFFERENT MODES (UK)58

gCO2 per gCO2 per
Passenger Mode passenger km Freight mode tonne km

National Rail 61 Rail 32
Underground 79 HGVs 120

Light rail / tram 84
Cars 140
Bus & Coach 69
Air 173

6. Therefore, rail provides a lower carbon alternative to road and air travel in many markets by providing
quick, high volume travel over short and long-distances on a dedicated network.

7. Shifting more existing and new journeys on to trains from roads and the air in future will reduce the
need for road and air travel, thereby relieving traYc and airport congestion and reducing pollution from
these less sustainable transport modes.

Further Investment in Rail

8. Passenger numbers have increased by 40% and the amount of freight carried has increased by 50% in
the last decade alone.

9. As the drivers behind this growth continue in future—particularly climate change, a growing economy
and increasing road congestion—this demand is set to carry on increasing.

10. Growth of 30% in passenger numbers is anticipated over the next 10 years and passenger and freight
demand could double over the next 30 years and even triple in the longer term.

57 Passenger statistics from Association of Train Operating Companies and carbon dioxide contribution figures from the rail
industry submission to the Climate Change Committee from May 2008.

58 From DEFRA conversion factors 2009. Car statistic converted to passenger km using Transport Statistic GB 2008 data
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11. With the introduction of new lower carbon technology, rail will become even faster, greener and more
reliable and eYcient. Network Rail, in partnership with rest of the industry, is also committed to range of
measures to reduce our energy usage and improve our environmental performance further still.

12. However, the rail industry will only be able to meet this increasing passenger and freight demand while
also further reducing its impact on the climate if Government actively favours rail over other modes as part
of a transport strategy which promotes sustainable economic growth.

13. We believe that Government should act now to implement such a strategy based on:

— a long term commitment to invest in rail, including new high speed lines and further electrification;

— the introduction of fair transport pricing structures at a UK and EU level that reflect the climate
impact of various modes; and

— an integrated, whole journey approach that better integrates rail with other low carbon modes.

14. On investment, Network Rail would like to see specific government commitments to fund new high
speed lines and further electrification, which will deliver considerable carbon benefits (as set out below).
While railway projects require significant levels of upfront funding, recent Network Rail reports on new lines
and electrification show that these investments more than pay for themselves over time. But investment in
these projects must not be at the expense of sustaining the existing network, as this is also critical to the
economy and its sustainable development.

15. As a shorter term measure to move towards a fairer carbon taxation system for transport we hope
that the UK in particular, and EU member states in general, will support reform of the EU Emissions
Trading Scheme (ETS) on CO2 emissions. Reform is necessary to ensure that all transport modes contribute
fairly and equally to a reduction CO2 emissions based on the polluter pays principle.

16. This is not currently the case since railways are unfairly aVected by ETS compared to other transport
modes, which emit the majority of CO2, because the emissions trading by the energy sector is passed on to
the rail industry, which relies so much on electricity to power its trains.

17. Electricity powers 80% of Europe’s rail network and 40% of Britain’s (and this is set to increase
significantly with the new £1.1 billion electrification programme and, hopefully, further electrification in
future).

18. While rail is burdened with a huge additional cost (which could amount to an extra 500 million euros
per year from 201359), emissions from the road and water sectors are not even included in the ETS scheme
while air receives a higher allocation of trading certificates for free.

19. In the run up to the Copenhagen summit, we very much hope that the UK Government will work
with other member states to compensate our sector for the consequences of the current design of the ETS,
in the short term, and address it through structural reform of ETS in the longer term. This would help avoid
unintended consequences of encouraging uneconomic modal shift.

Specific Low Carbon Rail Investments

New high speed lines

20. Network Rail very much welcomes the growing political consensus on the need for more high speed
rail in this country and we hope this will lead to firm Government commitments and timetables for
delivering it.

21. In August this year, Network Rail published a new lines study setting out options for a new high speed
line. It recommended a new high speed line connecting London with Birmingham, Manchester, Liverpool,
Glasgow and Edinburgh and highlighted the substantial environmental as well as economic and social
benefits of doing so.

22. Network Rail found that this new line would reduce road vehicle journeys 3.8m a year and flights by
2.8m (see page 58 of new lines strategic business case) a year by 2030, reducing CO2 emissions annually by
39,000 tonnes and 250,000 tonnes respectively.

23. The study also found that this high speed line would also generate revenue and benefits worth almost
£55 billion, paying for itself 1.8 times over.

A rolling programme of electrification

24. About 40% of the UK rail network (measured in track miles) is currently electrified accounting for
approximately 60% of train miles (two thirds of the electrified network is equipped with overhead lines,
whilst the remainder of the system is predominantly third rail). Of the total current carbon emissions from
rail, around 43% is electric and 57% is diesel60.

25. This presents an opportunity for any extension of the electrified network to convert more services to
electric traction than may have been expected.

59 Study by Infras Zurich cited in a Joint Decleration by the Chairmen of the European Railways on the EVects of the EU ETS
on Railways, September 2009

60 Rail industry submission to the Climate Change Committee (May 2008)
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26. This year the DfT announced a £1.1 billion programme for Network Rail to electrify the Great
Western Mainline and Chat Moss line connecting Liverpool and Manchester.

27. Network Rail very much welcomes this announcement but we believe it should mark the start of a
rolling programme of electrification, given the clear environmental benefits it brings. In Particular, Network
Rail would like to see the Government commit to the electrification of the Midland Mainline.

28. Network Rail’s recently published Electrification Route Utilisation Strategy concludes that the
electrification of the Midland main line—the main route from London St Pancras to Derby, Nottingham
and SheYeld—has an extremely attractive business case and could, over the course of 60 years, pay for itself
with the savings made from cheaper running costs and maintenance outweighing the initial investment to
electrify the route.

29. Electrification will also allow rail to become the only transport mode currently able to use renewable
energy on a large scale if the electricity can be generated from renewable sources. In its Low Carbon
Transition Plan, government has set out plans to for the decarbonisation of power generation in the UK.
Thus in the foreseeable future the environmental benefits of electrification will grow rapidly.

Manchester Hub

30. Manchester Hub is the collective name given to a variety of schemes that, in the long term, could
provide much quicker, more reliable journeys with more capacity right across the north of England. The step
change in rail services this would achieve would bring significant benefits including: a boost to the economy
of up to £16 billion and continued growth in the number of people choosing to travel by rail.

31. Network Rail is working with industry partners and stakeholders to identify the schemes that would
deliver the benefits. Each option will be assessed for the scale of benefits delivered and whether they represent
value for money. Network Rail will then look to undertake schemes that meet these thresholds from 2014
and beyond.

32. Network Rail is looking at schemes on all the lines that go through or to Manchester from across the
North, including:

— Leeds and SheYeld across the Pennines, as well as to the East Midlands.

— Liverpool and Preston to the west.

— Connections to cities elsewhere and to Manchester Airport.

33. The objectives of the Manchester Hub project are:

— to make rail the preferable alternative to road for passengers on key intercity and commuter routes
across and around the North; and

— to use the railways as a catalyst for sustainable economic growth across the North by investing in
existing network capacity and reducing journey times.

34. Network Rail’s study into how this can be achieved in the medium to long terms will be complete in
January 2010.

December 2009

Memorandum submitted by the Regional Development Agencies (RDA)

England’s Regional Development Agencies (RDAs) welcome the opportunity to submit evidence to this
important Inquiry. This submission represents the joint views, agreed by all nine RDAs in England. Each
RDA may also respond individually on matters considered to be of particular regional significance where
necessary.

RDAs are business-led organisations established by the Government to promote sustainable economic
development, including low carbon and resource eYcient regional economies. We work with key public and
private sector partners to increase the economic performance of the regions and reduce social and economic
disparities within and between regions.

RDAs see developing a low carbon economy as oVering significant economic and environmental benefits
to the UK, both as we recover from the economic downturn and in terms of achieving a long term sustainable
future; RDAs have an important role in maximising the opportunities it presents for UK businesses.

In response to the Committee’s specific questions:

1. What opportunities exist for the creation of a green new deal whilst pursuing a low carbon economy? Which
technologies have the biggest potential? Has the Government done enough in its stimulus package?

The publication in March of the Government’s Vision for the Low Carbon Industrial Strategy,61 the
funding announced in the Budget to support “Investing in a Low Carbon Britain” and the forthcoming Low
Carbon Industrial Strategy itself oVers a once in a lifetime opportunity to transform the way we do business
and position the UK to take full advantage of the global opportunities presented by the rapidly expanding

61 www.berr.gov.uk/files/file50373.pdf
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low carbon/environmental goods and services sector. It is essential that we do not revert to old ways as we
move out of recession and that future economic growth is both low carbon and promotes more sustainable
patterns of production and consumption.

The recent report commissioned by BERR (Low Carbon and Environmental Goods and Services: an
industry analysis, March 200962) highlighted that the UK the market for renewable energy (and other
environmental technologies) is estimated at £106 billion/year and globally this figure is over £3 billion/year
with an annual growth rate of 4% which represents a tremendous opportunity for UK businesses.63 In
employment terms this translates to some 881,000 jobs in the UK. Renewable energy and low carbon
technologies account for about 80% of the environmental technologies sector.

In our view, there are several technologies which oVer great potential, and clearly both oV and onshore
wind will continue to be an important component of the low-carbon energy mix. Wind is the most mature
and best established renewable energy technology and to deliver on the UK’s 2020 15% renewable energy
target a major increase in wind energy generation capacity will be required. Given the diYculties of
introducing renewable energy to the transport and for heat supply, electrical generation may well carry the
greatest burden in achieving this target with perhaps upwards of 50GW of additional wind generation
capacity required. In this context the RDAs welcome the Government’s aspirations for major growth in
oVshore wind (an additional 25GW by 2020) and were pleased to see the additional incentives provided in
the budget (which appear to have enabled the London Array Consortium to commit £2 billion to building
the first 630MW phase of the 1 GW wind farm).

There has been significant progress in the oVshore sector (with the UK now having overtaken Denmark
as the largest oVshore wind generator) which demonstrates how new markets can be created relatively
quickly. There is scope for further expansion in onshore wind provided planning barriers and other obstacles
such as grid connection are addressed. We also see significant opportunities in the shorter term to develop
biomass, energy from waste, solar/PV, biogas and micro-regeneration technologies. In the longer term, we
see major potential for wave and tidal energy and RDAs are actively investing in the development of these
and other innovative technologies such as hydrogen fuel and electric vehicles.

RDAs agree that improved energy eYciency in homes and businesses has a key role to play in moving to
a low carbon economy. Energy saving can yield significant cost savings for householders and businesses and
can deliver carbon savings far more cheaply that investing in renewable and other low carbon forms of
energy production. The increased penetration of loft and cavity wall insulation, as well as the development
of markets for solid wall insulation and other measures for “harder to treat” properties, implied by the
Government’s targets in the draft Heat and Energy Saving Strategy presents substantial new business
opportunities for less technologically advanced but nevertheless necessary low carbon investment.

Overall, the Government has made a very good start but more will be needed to meet the renewable energy
targets. RDAs welcome the package of Government fiscal and regulatory incentives, including the
£405 millionm allocated to support low carbon and green technologies announced in the Budget which
marks a significant commitment to this agenda at a time of significant pressure on public spending. RDAs
are committed to working closely with BERR, DECC and other interested departments, to ensure that this
injection of funding is used to maximum eVect. RDAs have been driving forward the development of low
carbon, resource eYcient regional economies for some time now and we have a good deal of learning and
good practice that we are willing to share with the Committee.

2. How realistic are the Committee on Climate Change’s projections for the use of diVerent types of new
technologies? What is needed to achieve the development and deployment of them?

RDAs support the view of the Committee on Climate Change that a range of technologies exist that could
deliver the carbon emissions targets. In particular, the RDAs strongly support the central tenet that
decarbonisation of electricity generation is the key to achieving emission reduction goals, combined with the
deployment of low carbon vehicle technologies. There is no debate that the required renewable technologies
already exist and combined with an increased deployment of nuclear power, would result in a major
reduction in the carbon intensity of power generation. However, power generation is very capital intensive
and without the required fiscal incentives the private sector will not invest. The challenge for Government
is to create an attractive long term investment framework as a counterbalance the prevailing weak economic
climate and current low prices for fossil fuels and traded carbon.

However, one important lesson from the development of the wind sector that RDAs would wish to share
is the importance of focussing on the development of supply chains and skills if maximum benefits are to be
realised for the UK economy. There is no primary manufacture of large wind turbines in the UK and
currently there are only an estimated 4,000 people directly employed in the sector in the UK, compared to
23,500 in Denmark and over 38,000 in Germany;64 the vast majority of the high value added manufacturing
takes place outside the UK. A good deal of work is in hand involving RDAs to ensure that businesses,
particularly SMEs, are aware of the opportunities for supplying goods and services and are supported in
developing the capacity and skills to access new opportunities.

62 www.berr.gov.uk/files/file50253.pdf
63 text missing
64 www.ewea.org/fileadmin/ewea documents/documents/publications/Wind at work FINAL.pdf
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Given the diYculties associated with attracting a major manufacturer to the UK the engagement of UK
ports in oVshore wind development provides is important in maximising the value oV oVshore wind
developments to the UK. This is an important conduit for the involvement of UK supply chain companies.
OVshore wind farms can be constructed without the involvement of a UK port the RDAs welcome DECC’s
initiative in bringing together port owners/operators and the wind industry. RDAs clearly have an important
role to promote and support dialogue and engagement between suitable ports and the oVshore renewable
energy industry.

Support for low-carbon innovation clearly has a key role in driving forward the “green economy”, and
we welcome the work of the Energy Research Partnership and the initiative of the Energy Technologies
Institute, Technology Strategy Board and Carbon Trust to produce a joint innovation strategy to clarify and
improve the targeting of their support.

We would also like to highlight the recommendations of the Commission on Environmental Markets and
Economic Performance (CEMEP),65 which identified what was needed for the UK to maximise benefits
from the growing global market opportunities for low/zero carbon products and services (as identified by
Stern) resulting from the imperative to tackle global warming. CEMEP highlighted the need for more urgent
Government support and incentives for low-carbon innovation and market development in order to gain
first-mover advantages in the face of global competition.

RDAs work with a wide range of partners to support research and demonstration of innovative
technologies, products and services. We would, however, highlight the diYculties companies have in securing
investment to take new technologies from demonstration to full-scale commercial application. It will be
important for the Energy Technologies Institute, Technology Strategy Board and Carbon Trust continue to
work with RDAs to develop programmes such as the TSB’s call for research on carbon abatement
technologies, to improve collaboration between business and academia.

Closely allied to innovation is the need to support skills development at all levels. Although work is
ongoing to address vocational skills through the formation of sector specific skills academies the long term
decline in interest in STEM subjects is a worrying trend. These subjects provide the basic grounding for many
of the engineering, scientific and technical occupations that are required to support a low carbon economy.

3. What are the most important drivers, nationally and internationally, for a low carbon economy in the UK?
To what extent do the outcomes of the international negotiations at Copenhagen matter?

Decisions at Copenhagen need to be backed up by multilateral policy actions to create the frameworks
for investment in low carbon technologies and create global markets for these technologies. The fiscal and
regulatory measures that are translated from policy have already been described but the essential drivers
are that:

— low carbon technologies must be cost competitive with the fossil fuel alternative; and/or

— regulation demands the deployment of low carbon technology.

Decisions at Copenhagen will therefore be critical in committing the international community to make
substantial cuts in carbon emissions, thereby driving the development of global markets in low carbon
technologies that UK companies are well placed to exploit. In the short term, however, the substantial fall
in the price of carbon under the EU Emissions Trading Scheme is having a detrimental impact on low carbon
investment and needs to be addressed.

4. How important is it to the UK economy that it becomes a leading developer and exporter of low carbon
technologies? What Government policy needs to be in place to do this?

The recent HMG publication “New Industry, New Jobs”66 highlighted the fact that the UK can only
maintain its global economic position through the growth of knowledge-based high added value industries.
Innovative, low carbon technology falls squarely within this category and it is a large and growing market
as outlined in our response to Question 1. With its strong science and engineering base, the UK is well placed
to exploit this growing market.

The RDA view is that a “green revolution” needs to be driven from the regions as well as nationally,
building on distinct regional advantages and opportunities. For example, Yorkshire &Humber as a
relatively high user of fossil fuels has a strong interest in carbon abatement technologies; the South West has
a strong focus on marine energy, while the North West has a strong nuclear agenda. The RDAs are well
placed to work with Government and its agencies, providing in depth regional knowledge and market
intelligence.

65 www.berr.gov.uk/whatwedo/sectors/lowcarbon/cemep/page50109.html
66 www.dius.gov.uk/x/media/publications/N/new industry new jobs
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5. Are we seeing impacts of a downturn on demand and investment in low carbon technologies? If so, how can
this be addressed given the need to meet long term targets? What obstacles to investment are there?

Energy generation is very capital-intensive and there is strong evidence that, where developers are reliant
upon bank finance, investments are being deferred. However[SEEDA1], utility companies are often the
prime developers for renewable energy projects and are willing to make long term investments. The recent
Budget announcement of an additional £525 million of support for oVshore wind development and the
ROCs for developing renewable technologies are clear signal that Government recognises the threats to
investment as a result of the recent economic crisis.

6. What is the potential role for public procurement and policies such as the 2016 zero carbon homes target in
driving investment, development and job creation?

Public procurement and policy plays a critical role in driving investment, development and job creation.
One example of this is the implementation of the NWDA’s Sustainable Buildings Policy which sets standards
in 10 key policy areas for commercial developments in the region seeking NWDA funding with the aim of
meeting the challenges of climate change.

The policy applies to all new major refurbishment projects over £500,000 and is supported by a series of
mandatory primary and secondary key performance indicators, which are applied depending on the total
cost of the development. These include a progressive pathway to zero net carbon, waste and water by
2020 and a mandatory target of “BREEAM excellent” for new build and “very good” for refurbishment
projects.

One particular investment in a regional town centre upgrade has focussed on environmental sustainability
as the key driver in order to:

— Recycle or reuse 90% of all existing materials being removed from site.

— Recycle 90% of all packaging materials and source its reused.

— Reduce waste factor from the construction process.

— Create incentives for employees to reduce waste.

— Promote good practices and be recognised within the industry.

— Engage a high proportion of local businesses.

— Employ local people and participate in local apprenticeships.

The partnership between the client and developer has been a success in realising the benefits of sustainable
procurement. The partnerships collectively made significant headway in both social and community benefit,
in local employment and local suppliers through to local community projects. Following the success of the
sustainable construction initiative the developer has utilised the knowledge and experience gained during
the project to implement a company wide environmental initiative, incorporating the benefits of sustainable
construction and reinforcing the existing environmental policy and practices.

Public procurement has a key role in stimulating market development for low-carbon products and
services. Several RDAs are working with other public sector bodies in their regions to improve the alignment
of their specification and procurement policies to deliver low-carbon market stimulus. CEMEP highlighted
the importance of “forward procurement” (ie committing, at some future date, to purchase a product which
does not yet exist) in generating “innovation pull”.

May 2009

Memorandum submitted by the Renewable Energy Association

THE ENERGY DIMENSION TO
A SUSTAINABLE RECOVERY PATHWAY

Overview—A Green New Energy Deal

The pathway to recovery from this economic downturn must take us in a new direction, not return to the
unsustainable model of the late 20th century. Extreme energy price volatility, climatic disasters and an
unsustainable financial system have led to the present crisis and shown what we need to avoid in future.

That is why experts like Professor Lord Stern have called67 for at least 20% of the economic stimulus
packages now being put forward to be deployed on “green” initiatives. Analysis68 shows that President
Obama’s recent package delivers about 12%, the Asia Pacific region led by China achieves 23% while France
and Germany average 15%.

67 An outline of the case for a “green” stimulus; Alex Bowen, Nicholas Stern et al.; February 2009
68 A Climate of Recovery? The Green Dimension to Economic Stimulus Plans; HSBC; February 2009
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To match these aspirations, the emerging UK package requires a green stimulus component around
£10 billion. A major part should be deployed in the energy sector, led by energy eYciency. We can improve
competitiveness, jobs and prospects for a sustainable recovery by investing a modest amount in renewable
energy. Our immediate proposals total £695 million in the four areas summarised below.

Decentralised energy

— Rebalance, refinance and extend the Low Carbon Buildings Programme to 2011 with an additional
£230 million, creating some 10,000 jobs and establishing a trajectory to make DECC’s 2020 target
of seven million sustainable homes realistic.

— Provide an additional £130 million in Bioenergy Capital Grants to stimulate new biomass heat
projects and anaerobic digestion facilities.

Bulk energy supply and transport energy

— Interim increase of the multiple for oVshore wind in the Renewables Obligation to 2 ROC’s per
MWh, with a corresponding adjustment to the buy-out price.

— A £60 million package for demonstration heat networks, biogas injection into the grid and
bioenergy fuels and vehicles. Supplemented by policy and regulatory reform to accelerate
consenting and strategic investment.

Energy infrastructure

— Systematic smart metering roll-out trials, initial development of intelligent distribution networks
and related services, supported by regulatory reform to permit strategic investment and funded
with £165 million.

Skills, training and awareness

— A total of £110 million to provide skills training and jobs for workers in the energy, building services
and bio-energy sectors.

Further details mapping these proposals into a longer term recovery plan follow.

Access to Capital

We support the proposal of a Green Bond issue to fund this public investment, which should leverage a
further £2 billion in private capital. However, this sector faces the same credit squeeze as other industries,
so it is crucial for government to:

— Ensure that the credit being made available to industry actually flows rapidly to companies in this
strategically important sector.

— Provide guarantees on finance for renewables and energy eYciency projects.

Policy Context

The following outline puts the immediate investment proposals in the context of a longer term recovery
and growth plan, against timeframes described as follows:

— Short term: The next two years or so, in the depth of the recession, while additional stimulus is
required. A prime opportunity to make important strategic quantum changes while economic
progress is slowed.

— Medium term: The period to 2020 exemplified hopefully by economic recovery along a new and
more sustainable pathway.

— Long term: The period after 2020.

Energy policy needs to recognise that the long term objective is a sustainable energy production and
interconnection system. In this context energy eYciency is paramount, measures like carbon capture and
storage may be interim solutions, but the long-run trend will be to an ever more renewable energy mix.

Centralised power and fuel production and distribution will continue to provide a substantial
contribution, but this system will also involve a much higher proportion of decentralised energy. Policy
measures need to evolve rapidly to accommodate energy users as well as suppliers, and to achieve a coherent
balance between the two. These twin approaches are reviewed individually below.
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Decentralised energy

The Energy Act has created for the first time a platform which enables decentralised energy to be
addressed, by introducing innovative tariVs for heat and biomethane, and by stimulating energy users to
adopt renewable electricity alongside the incentive the RO gives to energy suppliers.

Long term objectives

To fully decarbonise the energy use of the nation’s building stock by 2035.

Medium term goals

Recent government strategy announcements plan for energy upgrades in seven million homes by 2020—
and we would propose that be increased to 12 million. We must also ensure that the zero carbon standards
to which new buildings will be constructed are robust and make full use of renewable energy incident on the
site. Similar measures are needed in the non-residential building stock.

The introduction of eVective renewable heat and electricity tariVs in 2010 and strong legislative measures
supporting energy eYciency will enable the bulk of the required investment to come from building owners
and occupiers, with funding from the financial sector. Government support will be needed as a market
catalyst and for the social and rented sector and fuel poverty alleviation.

Short term opportunities

The electricity and heat tariVs will be the primary driver towards the target above and ideally both should
be introduced together by the start of 2010. Alternatively, there is an opportunity to prepare the market for
their introduction through extending and refinancing the Low Carbon Buildings Programme until 2011.

Expanding the LCBP to deliver 70,000 systems in 2010 would put us on course for the cumulative
2020 target of seven million upgraded homes. The non-domestic phase of the programme should be extended
too. The following adjustments will enable the programme to achieve this growth:

— Open up Phase 2 to competition from all suppliers and to new products.

— Reverse the funding limits imposed on Phase 1 in Nov 2006 and March 2007.

— Remove the 45kW cap on heat projects (to match the future tariVs).

The additional funding required for this extension would be £230 million. Indicatively this would
safeguard and create a total of nearly 10,000 jobs,69 many of them in the building services industry. Failure
to prepare for the introduction of the tariVs will suck in imports and undermine UK competitiveness.

— To prevent hiatus, the government must make an immediate announcement that new installations
installed before the tariVs start will be eligible.

Government should also facilitate, as described below, EIB funding for a national roll-out of the Re-
Charge scheme pioneered in Kirklees.

It should lift restrictions in the CERT to enable rapid replacement of the four million band G boilers still
in service, supported by additional £100 million funding annually.70

Decentralised energy also oVers strong job creation opportunities in the rural economy, which should be
pump-primed too. We propose that the Bioenergy Capital Grant Scheme is expanded with a further
£130 million for biomass heat installations, advanced biofuels, biogas plants and biomethane injection.

Centralised and Transport Energy

Long term objectives

The government can provide more certainty by setting firm dates for secure, zero carbon electricity, gas
and liquid fuels supplies. We support the 2030 date proposed by the Committee on Climate Change for
decarbonising electricity.

Medium term goals

These 2020 milestones towards a sustainable energy infrastructure should be set:

— An internal target for 20% contribution of renewables to total energy (this would safeguard the
probability of meeting the legally binding 15% EU goal).

— Investment in the UK supply chain especially advanced technologies like wind turbines,
photovoltaics and marine renewables.

— A coherent framework linking policies on waste management and energy.

69 A recent survey of members by the REA shows that companies in the decentralised renewables market employ on average
10 people for every £1 million of turnover. They project incremental employment of seven for every £1 million of new turnover.
Based on analysis elsewhere in the economy these figures can be multiplied by between 2 and 3 to account for employment
up the supply chain.

70 Not included in the totals on page 1, as this is primarily an energy eYciency measure.
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— RD&D on complementary storage approaches including load management and interactions with
the future vehicle fleet.

— Active support for R&D and commercialisation of second generation biofuels technology to
enable a significant contribution to existing EU targets.

— The capture and distribution of heat used in existing power plant, where feasible, and the
requirement that any new traditional generating capacity is able to productively use its surplus heat
and fit CCS (assuming it is proven).

The majority of the investment for these developments will come from traditional sources, provided that
the regulatory regime is appropriate, clear and stable.

OVshore wind is expected to show the highest growth in contributing to the centralised renewable
electricity contribution for 2020. The targets will be at risk if early acceleration in this sub-sector were unduly
hampered by the recession. The recommendations on investment and project finance in the final section
below will be crucial for many such sub-sectors.

Short term opportunities in bulk heat and power

Immediate short term actions to accelerate activity in this area are:

— Extend guarantee of support for RO-eligible plant from 17 to at least 20 years.

— Interim increase in the ROC multiple71 for oVshore wind projects commissioned after April
2009 to 2 ROCs per MWh until the first timetabled review of ROC banding in 2013 (when the
multiple would be expected to revert to 1.5), combined with:

— An interim (for the same period) increase in the ROC buy-out price or quotas,71 if required, to
neutralise the impact of the above change on the ROC market price and so ensure that other
technologies are not disadvantaged.

— Streamlined consenting both for generation projects and related infrastructure.

— Review of the terms of the Marine Renewables Deployment fund and other measures required to
bridge tidal and wave energy generation from “proof of concept” to commercial deployment.

— Installing at least five demonstrator heat networks, one supplied by a suitable existing (biomass
co-firing) power station.

— Part-funding the installation of one demonstration large scale advanced waste gasification plant.

Short term opportunities in transport

— Reverse the decision to slow down the annual quotas in the Renewable Transport Fuels Obligation.

— Implement the Renewable Energy and Fuel Quality Directives so as to maximise GHG savings by
introducing “carbon linkage”, in a way that also stimulates high quality biofuels unsuitable for
blending (such as pure plant oil) and UK development of “second generation” biofuels.

— Convert 500 buses to operate on biomethane and biofuels for use at the 2012 Olympics.72

— Plan a nationwide infrastructure for future proven low carbon transport options, including fuel
chains for high blend biofuels (and in due course hydrogen) and renewable electricity charging
stations.

Many of these are policy actions rather than tangible investments, as bulk energy is inherently less
susceptible to short-term measures. The combined new cost to the government stimulus package would
therefore be £60 million.

Energy Infrastructure

Long term objectives

Our aging energy infrastructure needs upgrading, to accommodate more decentralised energy and
changes to the bulk energy market including the potential development of a hydrogen network. These should
be strategically planned and implemented to coincide with advances in the overall energy system.

Medium term goals

Some of the major medium term requirements are:

— The development of a strategic on—and oV-shore transmission grid to ensure capacity for new
generation capacity and improve international connectivity.

71 The REA has always called for stability in the Renewables Obligation and discouraged “tinkering”. We support this BWEA
proposal now as an expressly defined interim measure in exceptional circumstances (under the “emergency review”
provisions). We would not advocate future changes of this type as a matter of routine.

72 At present there is a risk that London will reverse the trend towards sustainability established by previous Olympic Games
and revert to fossil fuel powered transport
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— To enable rapid development of the decentralised energy sector the distribution infrastructure also
needs upgrading from passive to intelligent networks.

— Future-proofing the user interfaces through the use of smart meters and interactive load
management.

Short term opportunities

These early actions will accelerate activity and create employment:

— Provisions for the gas network to accept biomethane from renewable sources and early injection
system demonstrators in four diVerent regions.

— Representations to the European Union to increase the funding for oVshore transmission
infrastructure or the proportion of the existing package73 accessible by the UK.

— Intensive targeted smart metering roll-out trials in four local areas, potentially in conjunction with
CESP projects.

— Revision to the transmission regulation regime to enable strategic planning and investment in
coordinated electricity networks both on—and oV-shore.

— Revision to the distribution regulation regime to permit strategic network reinforcement in
advance of proven consumer need.

— Upgrades to low rated switchgear and urban substations and reinforcement of distribution
networks to enable connection of more decentralised systems.

— Trials of “intelligent grid” approaches: Active Voltage Management, autonomous control,
demand-side management, dynamic ratings and associated controls.

— Full funding of the Centre for Sustainable Electricity and Distributed Generation and the
Electricity Networks Strategy Group so they can meet their objectives.

The combined investment in these activities is estimated at £165 million.

Skills, Training and Awareness

Long term objectives

This new industry sector is expected to be the major energy provider in the long term and to contribute
more in 2020 to the UK mix than either coal or nuclear energy. It is also a sector where the opportunity still
exists to establish an early mover advantage and become a significant player on the world stage.

Medium term goals

Some medium term requirements are:

— A major increase to the training and educational facilities reflecting the modern sustainable energy
technologies, which will be adopted.

— Research and development programmes co-ordinated between industry, academia and the various
government departments and agencies involved.

— A far higher level of awareness of the requirements for a sustainable economy including the
implications of a sustainable energy system.

Short term opportunities

Action here will support employment through re-skilling, especially in the hard-hit construction sector.
We propose that government provides £110 million for:

— Sustainable energy skills development in the energy sector.

— Training programmes in energy eYciency and renewables installation skills for 10,000, including
10% of the 60,000 heating engineers.

— Installation of advanced sustainable energy equipment on oYces and homes (perhaps unsold show
homes) in all regions to provide on-the-job training and demonstrators of retrofit technologies (and
to enhance their saleability).

— Create 5,000 bio-energy jobs linked to environmentally sound agriculture and or environmental
conservation through a 33% two-year grant for each post.

73 Of the package of ƒ3.5 billion for energy projects proposed in January 2009, ƒ500 million is for oVshore wind infrastructure,
of which just ƒ150 million relates to the North Sea grid.
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Access to Capital and Fiscal Measures

This sector of the new economy is not immune to the present credit squeeze, and it is vital that this
situation is rectified to safeguard existing plans and to leverage the additional £2 billion of private sector
expenditure these proposals would attract.

— The government must ensure that the steps it has taken to free up credit actually feed through to
manufacturing and other companies in the sector, perhaps based on the Irish model.

— It should provide 100% guarantees on renewable energy project finance and backing for leases and
mortgage for sustainable energy installations.

— It should ensure that a UK bank is prepared to manage European Investment Bank funding for
the proposed nationwide Re-Charge scheme.

The sector could also benefit from new sustainable financing approaches, such as those recently proposed
by others. In particular we support:

— Establishing a Green Infrastructure Bank to catalyse private sector investment through the
eVective and eYcient use of public finance to implement low carbon infrastructure investment.

— Raising new finance through “Green Bonds” for both institutional and retail investors to fund low
carbon infrastructure and energy eYciency programmes.

Finally the fiscal system should be used to support the sustainable energy infrastructure through such
measures as:

— Reinstating 100% capital allowances for leased renewable energy infrastructure and generation
assets.

— Application of Enhanced Capital Allowances for all renewable energy equipment.

— Adjustments to the commercial rating calculation methodology to ensure that energy users are not
penalised for installing renewable energy systems.

June 2009

Memorandum submitted by the South East England Development Agency (SEEDA)

Summary Points

1. SEEDA fully endorses the joint memorandum already submitted on behalf of England’s Regional
development Agencies. We do however have a few additional issues that we believe the Committee should
consider, and in particular would propose the following key areas for the Committee to explore and make
recommendations on:

(a) Major economic opportunities for the UK will come from the supply chain associated with the
major expansion of oVshore wind. These will be lost if the critical link with UK Ports is not made
and if the UK’s “oVer” to international wind technology companies is not suYciently attractive
and supportive.

(b) We are concerned that the recommendations of the Commission on Environmental Markets and
Economic Performance (CEMEP), while fully accepted by Government, are not being fully
implemented. In particular, we remain concerned that Government measures will have a medium
term benefit but greater urgency is needed on measures and incentives that will impact now to bring
low-carbon innovation and market development; such as forward-looking public procurement.

(c) In addition, the urgent need to avoid dangerous climate change as well as achieve economic benefit
for the UK demands a more enlightened approach to payback and rates of return. Companies,
especially SMEs, need to secure financial support to progress innovation from successful R&D and
demonstration to full commercialisation to bridge the so-called “valley of death”; there is a need
for more substantive support and for new ways of generating it.

(d) We propose a possible solution—a “Green Bond”—which, for innovative, pre-commercial
companies, most of which are likely to be in an early, loss-making phase, would monetise all
unutilised accumulated corporation tax losses and give an immediate cash payment which would
substantially increase short-term cash flow and provide bridge financing through to
commercialisation.

Introduction

2. SEEDA welcomes the opportunity to submit evidence to the Committee on this important topic.
SEEDA fully supports and endorses the joint memorandum submitted by the North West Development
Agency on behalf of England’s nine Regional Development Agencies (RDAs); however, we wish to
emphasise a number of key issues, as follows:
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Ports and Renewable Energy Supply Chain Opportunities

3. We welcome the Government’s recognition of the importance of UK Ports in the context of marine
renewable energy, particularly oVshore wind, and DECC’s initiative in producing a UK Ports Prospectus
and in March, bringing together port operators and energy developers.

4. However, given the major UK supply chain opportunities associated with the major expansion of
oVshore wind envisaged by Government (an additional 25GW by 2020), suitable UK Port facilities,
especially for concrete construction and turbine assembly, are both a critical anchor and conduit for the
involvement of the UK supply chain.

5. With no indigenous UK-based manufacturer of large-scale wind turbines, economic benefit to the UK
from oVshore wind expansion will derive largely from maximising supply chain involvement. Construction
of an additional 25GW of oVshore wind turbines could cost of the order of £75bn. A study74 of the Scroby
Sands windfarm found that over 40% of the value of the scheme accrued to the UK. Even if, by 2020 only
20% of the value of the additional 25GW was available to UK supply chain companies, this would represent
a highly significant £15 billion market opportunity.

6. However, since it is perfectly possible (and indeed, there are direct examples) to construct and maintain
a UK oVshore wind farm without setting foot in the UK, much, if not all, of this supply chain opportunity
could be lost if the critical link with UK ports is not made and if the UK “oVer” to international wind
technology companies is not suYciently attractive and supportive. While Government is in dialogue with
interested Ports, we would wish to see suitable incentives in place (EIB energy infrastructure support loans,
for example) to encourage Port engagement with oVshore renewable energy opportunities and suitable
enhancement of facilities where required; Government might also require Port owners to address and
respond positively to oVshore renewable energy opportunities in their Port Development plans.

Low-Carbon Innovation and Procurement

7. Support for low-carbon innovation clearly has a key role in driving forward the “green economy”, and
we welcome the work of the Energy Research Partnership and the initiative of the Energy Technologies
Institute, Technology Strategy Board and Carbon Trust to produce a joint innovation strategy to clarify and
improve the targeting of their support. We are however concerned that the recommendations of the
Commission on Environmental Markets and Economic Performance (CEMEP), while fully accepted by
Government in 2008, are not being fully implemented, nor, it seems, have they fully informed the
Government’s Low Carbon Industrial “Vision”. The Commission, set up by Gordon Brown, when
Chancellor, sought to identify what was needed for the UK to maximise benefits from the growing global
market opportunities for low/zero carbon products and services associated with the imperative to tackle
global warming.

8. CEMEP identified four key themes to take forward: setting a long term policy framework to encourage
confidence for business to invest; creating the conditions to allow innovation to flourish; ensuring the
economy has the skills needed to be successful; and delivering this agenda through collaboration between
government, business, trade unions, educational institutions and others. Public procurement has a key role
in stimulating market development for low-carbon products and services, and CEMEP highlighted the
importance of “forward procurement” (ie committing, at some future date, to purchase a product which
does not yet exist) in generating ‘innovation pull’. Wider application of forward procurement across the
public sector would help to accelerate progress towards the low-carbon economy.

9. In our view, that acceleration is critical to securing the economic benefits from a low-carbon economy.
CEMEP was particularly concerned at the Government’s lack of urgency in supporting and delivering
measures and incentives for low-carbon innovation and market development. The Commission drew
attention to the risks involved, in terms of losing benefit of first-mover advantage, along with opportunities
lost to faster-moving competitors in global markets. We remain concerned at the apparent lack of urgency
and the real risk of missed opportunities, taken up instead by the UK’s foreign competitors.

Commercialisation of Low-Carbon Solutions: Bridging the “Valley of Death”

10. Progressive regulation governing performance and technology clearly has a key role in stimulating
product/process innovation; the rapid adoption of condensing boilers in the UK is a recent case in point. In
our view, Government could do more through regulation to accelerate innovation to achieve low or zero-
carbon solutions; the urgent need to avoid dangerous climate change demands a greater focus on outcomes,
with a correspondingly more enlightened approach to payback and rates of return.

11. SEEDA works with a range of partners to support research and demonstration of innovative
technologies, products and services. Drawing on our direct experience, we would wish to draw the
Committee’s attention to the important need, particularly acute in the economic downturn, for companies,
especially SMEs, to secure financial support to progress innovation from successful R&D and
demonstration to full commercialisation, to bridge what has been termed the “valley of death”, where many

74 A Report to Renewables East by Douglas-Westwood Limited and ODE Limited. Commissioned by the DTI. DWL Report
Number 334–04. July 2005.
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worthwhile innovations perish. This is clearly another significant contributor—notwithstanding a wealth of
innovative ideas—to the UK potentially losing out to international competition in growing global markets
for low-carbon goods and services.

12. There is a clear need, therefore, for more substantive support for commercialisation of low-carbon
technologies and a corresponding need to explore new ways of generating that support. We wish to bring
to the Committee’s attention a novel approach—a tradeable “Green Bond”—proposed by a key low-carbon
technology company in the South East region. In our view, this initiative, if adopted, would oVer the
potential to generate up-front capital to support the commercialisation phase for the company’s micro-
CHP product.

13. The Green Bond would be designed to assist innovative, pre-commercial companies, most of which
are likely to be loss-making, simply because of their position in the both the business and product
development cycles. As a result of their loss-making performance, these companies will have accumulated
unutilised corporation tax losses. These losses can be carried forward by the company and used to reduce
corporation tax liabilities arising from future profits generated (when their product is in the market). The
accumulated tax losses have a future cash value.

14. While the current R&D tax credit system allows companies to claim a tax repayment in cash based
upon a percentage of losses incurred due to “approved” R&D expenditure, these tax losses would normally
only be recoverable as a reduction in taxes payable on future profits generated by the firm. While useful to
increase cash inflow from losses, the amount that can be recovered is restricted to only a small percentage
of the total losses incurred by companies involved in new product development—typically 5% of losses
incurred.

15. However, the “Green Bond” would involve an immediate cash payment based on 100% of the
unutilised accumulated tax losses, which would substantially increase the short term cash flow of the
business and serve as a bridge financing through to commercialisation.

— The Bond is secured on accumulated tax losses and the repayment term is based on the future
expected profitability of the company (a maximum of five years, say).

— The Bond is a liability on the company’s balance sheet.

— The Bond pays an annual coupon at a level in line with long term yields of UK Government gilts.

— The company would receive cash in exchange for Bonds by selling them to the Bank of England or
possibly to the Treasury. The Bond could also be guaranteed by the government and sold to private
investors.

— The bond is repaid by the company, either by refinancing through the debt/equity markets or using
payments it would have made by way of tax on future taxable profits.

16. The key aspect of this scheme is that it monetises an existing deferred tax asset of the company, but
at a much earlier stage than the company would have achieved through the reduction of taxes payable on
future profits generated by the company. The downside is that the government would have to accept “equity
type” risk (as it does currently with the R&D tax credit system) by lending against current tax losses which
could only be recovered against taxable profits to be earned in the future. This “equity type” risk could be
reduced by requiring the company to raise some money from shareholders at the same time as the bond is
issued.

June 2009

Memorandum submitted by SheYeld City Region

1. Sheffield City Region

1.1 Geographically, the SheYeld City Region (SCR) covers the four Metropolitan Borough Council areas
of Barnsley, Doncaster, Rotherham and SheYeld, and the District Council areas of Bassetlaw, Bolsover,
Chesterfield, Derbyshire Dales, and North East Derbyshire that are within Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire
County Councils; and part of the Peak District National Park Authority.

1.2 With a population of 1.75 million and a workforce of 770,000, the SCR has seen significant economic
growth and regeneration in recent years. The SCR Development Programme—published in September
2006—aims to increase GVA and generate an additional 75,000 full time equivalent jobs in the City Region.

1.3 One of the components of the SCR Development programme is the Dearne Valley, seen as a
distinctive area in the city region with its combination of challenges, having been one of the most heavily
polluted areas in North West Europe, and of opportunities for the Dearne Valley to maximise its potential
as a green eco-valley.
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1.4 From 1995 to 2005, there was significant employment growth (10,000 jobs) in the Dearne Valley,
through the Enterprise Zone. There have been wider economic, environmental and social gains as a result
of the regeneration activity in the Dearne over the past twenty years. There is now a strong ambition to build
on the achievements in the Dearne Valley, and develop its role in a way that complements the focus on
economic growth in the main urban centres. It has been agreed by the SheYeld City Region local authority
Leaders to develop a new vision for the Dearne Valley, setting out its distinctive contribution to the success
of the wider city region.

2. The Dearne Valley Eco-vision

2.1 Following the creation of a Dearne Valley Special Board over a year ago, the three local authorities
of Barnsley, Doncaster and Rotherham have collaborated to work up an eco-vision for the Dearne. This
sees the transformation of the Dearne Valley by driving forward the next stage of regeneration through a
package of measures and a framework of policies to accelerate the move to a high quality, low carbon
environment. This will attract businesses specialising in leading technologies and techniques to tackle
climate change and bring new jobs.

2.2 For the communities of the Dearne, the vision will mean the delivery of more energy eYcient homes,
cutting fuel bills for residents. Better public transport links will improve access and reduce reliance on the
car. More training opportunities will be available in skills to address climate change, improving people’s job
prospects and equipping them for the new jobs created in the Dearne as more businesses, specialising in
environmental technologies, are attracted to the area. An enhanced natural environment will create a place
where people want to live and work and bring up their families, as well as attracting visitors from across the
City Region.

2.3 At the heart of the vision will be a new economic model. The model will be forward looking, shaped
by the key opportunities and threats that face the local and city-regional economy over the coming decades.
It will be about investing not just to meet today’s needs, but with the next generation in mind, investment
not just in the low carbon infrastructure to bring together the Dearne’s towns, but in awareness, skills and
the know-how to do things diVerently.

2.4 The eco-vision will see the move to a high quality, low carbon environment bringing new jobs and
leading technologies and techniques to tackle climate change. It will develop the broad range of skills and
know-how required to deliver the eco-vision, protecting and expanding employment by gearing up people
and businesses for the future. Above all it will be about creating added value from growing and managing
the assets of the Dearne Valley—its people, the places that define its character, and the landscape and natural
resources. This value will be used to create a spectrum of economic activity serving not just the Dearne, but
the city region as a whole.

3. Low Carbon Technologies in the Dearne Valley

3.1 Partners in the Dearne Valley envisage that new and existing communities will be supported by zero
carbon energy infrastructure, using local resources and creating a strong diVerentiation for new housing by
applying A! rating. Working with Transform South Yorkshire (originally set up as a housing market
renewal pathfinder scheme) we plan to meet the challenge of delivering zero carbon homes ahead of the
Government’s 2016 target by working with the house building industry to plan zero carbon infrastructure
for new development sites, and by establishing a new investment vehicle—an energy service company
(ESCo)—to ensure that the costs and benefits are shared.

3.2 Higher standards of insulation and air tightness would be required as well as the installation of low
carbon energy technologies—either on individual homes, or for whole streets or communities. The
programme would require a significant number of skilled trades and a range of modern building products
and technologies. Working with installers and suppliers a “kit of parts” would be developed, adapted to the
diVerent house types of the Dearne Valley in order to meet the standard. The economies of scale from
working across the Dearne Valley would be used to capture the economic benefits by seeking to attract
investment from manufacturers, and to create apprenticeships and training so that people from the Dearne
Valley develop the skills and know how to provide services to city region. Low carbon product
manufacturing is already well developed in pioneering countries such as Germany and Japan. This early
advantage makes it diYcult to compete with them, but one possibility could be to “franchise” manufacturing
for SheYeld City Region. “OV the shelf’ production lines for products such as insulation and photovoltaic
modules could be licensed if there was sustained and committed demand.

3.3 We are also exploring more eVective energy planning such as the use of waste heat from a local mine
gas plant; the incorporation of biomass heating using local wood chip; the development of a wind farm and
the generation of biogas heating power from organic waste collected from households and fermented to
produce methane. Innovative new energy sources are to be explored including the use of minewater for
heating and cooling; the insitu use of remaining coal seams as a source of coalbed methane and following
on from a hydrogen project elsewhere in Rotherham, a second hydrogen “mini-grid” is being examined to
supply the Dearne’s employment hub
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4. Conclusion

4.1 We are on the cusp of turning many aspects of the eco-vision into reality and the next few months will
see proposals for exemplar schemes and initiatives being developed in order to realise the Dearne’s
ambitions. We will be interested in the Energy and Climate Change Committee’s work and the outcomes of
this inquiry into low carbon technologies in a green economy. We look forward to contributing in the future
to this debate as our ideas turn into practical schemes in the Dearne Valley.

May 2009

Memorandum submitted by the Small Hydro Company

1. Introduction

1.1 The small hydro company (SHC) received a request from Dr Gregory OVer, the Committee Specialist
on 22 October 2009 to provide evidence to the Select Committee on Energy and Climate Change on Low
Carbon Technologies in a Green Economy, with particular emphasis on hydroelectric power.

1.2 On 23 October 2009, SHC confirmed to Dr Gregory its intention to submit such evidence as
requested. This memorandum and its attachments constitute that evidence.

2. Company Background

2.1 The SHC is a business, which is actively operating the UK renewable energy sector designed to
develop the low head75 hydroelectric generation market. It currently enjoys the financial support of Climate
Change Capital, through its Ventus Funds, having arrangements in place to provide the financial capacity
to underpin the SHC’s investment plans. In addition it has established an experienced supply chain of JN
Bentley (Civil Engineering Contractors), Mott MacDonald (Engineering Consultants), Jacobs Engineering
(Environmental Consultants) and Ossberger (Turbine Suppliers and Manufacturers).

2.2 There are three important aspects that emerge from the SHC’s business model:

— Firstly, SHC acts as a developer of hydroelectric installations and generator of electricity. It expects
to take normal developer risk in obtaining statutory consents and providing capital investment,
and generation risk in terms of electrical output and revenue.

— Secondly, its business model relies on the ability to invest in a portfolio of installations at any one
time in order to realise the economies of scale SHC has developed with its supply chain, and to
make eVective use of the limited natural resource of head and flow to maximise electrical output.
This serves to make our business proposition both economically and commercially viable.

— Thirdly, SHC requires no direct grant funding to support its investment plans.

2.3 SHC has recently announced a partnership arrangement with British Waterways, which has created
the platform for the Company to deliver (with its supply chain) suYcient renewable electrical supply to
45,000 households (equivalent to 2.5 eco-towns). This level of investment will meet most if not all of the
Government 2010 Renewable Targets for hydro as defined in the various Regional Spatial Strategy
statements.

2.4 SHC has 25 sites in the development stage, which when completed will represent the single largest
investment in run of the river low head hydro seen in this country to date.

2.5 The founding Directors of the SHC (of which the witness is one) have recently embarked on the
commercialisation of a Tidal Turbine developed by Oxford University.

3. The Development of Hydropower within the Context of a Green Economy

3.1 In comparison with the rest of Europe, hydropower in the UK is underdeveloped as a source of
renewable energy; infact perversely when studies demonstrate that the UK has probably the greatest hydro
power potential in Europe.

3.2 The main reasons for this underdevelopment are economic and the fact that the UK had suYcient
natural fossil fuel resource to stimulate and underpin its economic growth in the past. This clearly is not the
case going forward.

3.3 In providing the evidence, its conclusions and recommendations, SHC has concentrated on those
issues that serve, as barriers to delivering the renewable energy assets the UK economy will require. Not all
the questions asked are relevant to the company’s experience and I have indicated where I believe this to be
the case.

75 To generate hydroelectric power there are two required components, a diVerential head of water and a flow of water. The
power output relationship between these components is: power % diVerential head times flow times a factor; thus, the lower
the head the more flow through the turbine is required for the same power output. Low head is defined as 1m to 5m of
diVerential head of water between the inlet and outlet of the turbine. It is typically found in “run of the river” and tidal
schemes.
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4. Energy and Climate Change Select Committee Specific Questions

4.1 What opportunities exist for the creation of a green new deal whilst pursuing a low carbon economy?

4.1.1 The concept of a “Green New Deal” relies, we believe, upon three fundamental issues:

— How to transfer the energy usage of the UK economy from a fossil fuel and unsustainable base to
a renewable and sustainable base?

— How to finance the transfer without creating economic and/or social instability and/or energy
poverty?

— How to encourage wider economic benefits for the UK through encouraging establishment of
supply chains within the UK and reducing reliance on imported skills, equipment and technology?

4.1.2 Part of the answer to the first question relies on the creation of assets, which provide renewable
energy and would be the foundation of any “Green New Deal”. Without the conditions in place to support
asset creation it is diYcult to envisage any form of “Green New Deal” being successful. Against the
background of the Stern Review that concluded the later interventions are made, to reverse the eVects of
Climate Change, the more expensive those interventions become; the conditions required to invest now are
economically priced capital,76 and a simple, unambiguous and consistently administered framework for
obtaining Statutory Consents. There is no doubt that there are numerous opportunities in the hydro sector
to construct viable generating plants and develop new technology which will have a net economic benefit to
the UK. However the current regulatory attitude and administrative barriers to the developer are disjointed,
inconsistent, unhelpful and unreasonably high, requiring significant “at risk” investment that is unnecessary
and drives up the risk cost of capital. I shall return to this theme in more detail later in this evidence.

4.1.3 At present there is without question a problem with the financial sector. There is a shortage of
available capital and the cost of it is high, even though interest rates are low, as the Banks are being required
to recapitalise. This is not supportive of economic growth. Although this may well be a short-term issue in
relation to the 30-year investment cycle in renewable energy, it does highlight a very practical problem:

— If the cost of capital is too high (as it is presently) then the financiers take too much of the available
revenue and this will dissuade existing companies and entrepreneurs from investing time and
money in the process of asset creation because their returns are insuYcient for the eVort and risk
involved.

— If the market price for electricity is allowed to absorb the high financial costs then energy poverty
will be a real social issue.

4.1.4 A solution to the provision of economically priced finance could be provided by the State on agreed
senior debt commercial terms (not grant funding so the taxpayer is not burdened) directly to renewable
owner/operator companies such as the small hydro company.

4.2 Which technologies have the biggest potential?

4.2.1 In terms of hydroelectric power the technological development is limited to tidal turbines and
improvements in generator eYciencies, both of which have obvious potential but SHC is not in a position
to compare hydro technology against other emerging renewable technology, which appears to be the context
of this question

4.3 Has the Government done enough in its stimulus package?

4.3.1 The Government is in a very diYcult position because it has to balance the need for investment to
take place in renewable assets, most of which are capitally intensive,77 at a time when the market conditions
have yet to stimulate the need because the price of oil is still relatively too low. The need for investment is
driven by immediate environmental concerns and in the longer term the requirement for the UK to be energy
self sustainable, rather than purely economic necessity, although given that fossil fuel resources are finite,
this may be simply a question of time.

4.3.2 The problem with the stimulus package is that the Government is undermining its eVorts by
increasing the administrative burden78 in terms of both cost and time. The significance of this can only be
understood when it is realised that the electrical output from any proposed renewable asset is finite, equally
in a regulated environment, so in turn is the expected revenue. That revenue will only support a fixed amount
of capital investment. If the capital costs increase (through non-productive administrative burdens) the risk
is the revenue will not support the required debt arrangements and no investment will be made. The focus
should therefore be on ensuring capital costs are driven down by reducing regulatory burden and
development risk and by encouraging the establishment of domestic supply chains.

4.3.3 A couple of examples will illustrate the issue:

76 Economically priced finance means in this context a price of capital which of itself does not inhibit investment and growth.
77 High initial capital outlay with relatively long pay back periods
78 The process by which a developer obtains the necessary Statutory Consents. In the case of Hydropower this is usually

concerned with Planning Consent and various Licences under the Water Resources Act.
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— SHC has proposed a modest Hydro Electric Plant (HEP) at Linton-on-Ouse. We approached the
Designated Network Operator (DNO), Central Electric, for a cost of connection, which has been
estimated at £800,000. Our contractors (who are qualified to carry out such works on behalf of a
network provider) have costed the required work at £400,000. This is significant on a scheme where
the total capital investment is £4 million. In terms of site viability there was an HEP Installation
operating from 1920 to the late 1950’s. The reason that the original HEP Installation ceased to
operate was that turbines became obsolete and could not economically be replaced.

— SHC submitted a planning application to construct an HEP Installation at Gunthorpe on the River
Trent. The Environment Agency and SHC asked for an extension of time during the determination
period to complete some detailed hydraulic analysis as part of the Flood Risk Assessment. Both
parties considered that the outstanding issues were able to be resolved and time estimates were
given to the Local Planning Authority (LPA) for their resolution.79 The LPAs refused the
extension, the reason given being that determination targets had to be met (although these targets
are, of themselves, not mandatory) and refused the application because the Environment Agency’s
assessment on Flood Risk could not be completed in time. SHC is left with the appeal process but
the application costs increase from £60,000 to £200,000 as a consequence, for the sake of a four
weeks extension. Even if the additional costs do not make the proposed scheme now unviable, the
implementation will be delayed by at least 12 months, for no good reason.

In addition, Natural England withdrew their objection to the proposed development after SHC
had addressed their concerns, however their letter withdrawing the objection arrived after the
determination, because the LPA had brought forward the date without notifying any of the parties
concerned.

4.3.4 The first example is a demonstration of regulatory inconsistency, which has the eVect of increasing
the cost burden to developers of renewable assets, particularly at the 1MW to 5MW electrical rating level.

4.3.5 There is a regulatory argument to support the premise that all providers of renewable energy should
have free connection access to the existing electrical grid and not be burdened with the cost of reinforcement
or accelerated renewals. At present the cost or price paid by the developer for input and output electrical
connections to the electrical grid are not regulated. Given that the generating price for renewable energy is
to be regulated, not regulating the charging regime for input connections will only serve to either prevent
investment in small-scale renewable schemes (because of disproportionate cost of connection), or delay
implementation because of the disproportionate weight of commercial negotiation in favour of the network
provider without eVective recourse to arbitration and thus allow DNOs to profiteer from Government
backed electricity pricing contracts.

4.3.6 A more economically sustainable approach may be to allow the DNOs to recoup the costs through
the normal tariV regime (DUoS) over time, spreading any additional capital investment from the DNOs
across all generators.

4.3.7 The second example is simple unreasonable administration and inconsistency in the application of
the existing Planning Regulations serving only to burden the developer with unnecessary cost. I shall come
back to this point later in the evidence.

4.4 How realistic are the Committee on Climate Change’s projections for the use of diVerent types of new
technologies?

4.4.1 This is not a subject that SHC is in a position to respond to or provide evidence on.

4.5 What is needed to achieve the development and deployment of them?

4.5.1 There are two principle issues that hinder the development and deployment of Renewable Assets
apart from the issue of cost of capital referred to in Section 4.1:

— In terms of deployment, there is currently an endemic failure by statutory bodies to administer
regulations correctly and consistently, exercise their duty and operate within the law, which is
leading both to a significant time delay and cost burden to developers. This risk is becoming one
which developers cannot reasonably be expected to take, because the assessment of consent
applications is becoming subjectively based and irrational, rather than objectively based and
reasoned.

— In terms of development, the stimulus the Government has oVered in the form of the Carbon Trust
programmes has not considered appropriately the equity risks in the development process, and
how to structure a commercial proposition to the market to significantly reduce these risks and
encourage investment from the markets.

79 The proposed HEP Installation crosses the boundary between adjacent LPAs and therefore requires two separate but
simultaneous applications.
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Issues with Deployment

4.5.2 In dealing with the first point SHC has made Planning Applications to the appropriate LPA and
associated Licence Applications to the Environment Agency (EA) for five sites. The evidence I am
submitting is mainly concerned with the Planning Applications, but it is worth noting that the Licence
Applications were made at the same time, and in four months the EA has yet to acknowledge these
applications. The issues that will be discussed are technical in nature and I am not asking the Committee to
comment on or consider any of these technical aspects, as this would be inappropriate. However, how these
technical issues are being dealt with does highlight the administrative deficiencies that are having such a
negative impact on deployment.

4.5.3 Taking our proposal at Gunthorpe as a working example (“Items” are attached to this
memorandum) although the issues are consistent across the five separate application made to date80

4.5.3.1 Item 1 is the first letter of objection by the EA dated 15 July 2009 and Item 2 is SHC response dated
16 July 2009. The first issue is that it is clear that the EA simply had not read the documentation
presented to them. This was confirmed by the EA at our meeting of 8 September 2009 to discuss
the issues raised by them where the Agency explained that it did not have the time to fully consider
the application. The second issue is that the EA is clearly actively promoting an alternative scheme
it wishes to see (the Archimedean Screw) rather than acting as a Regulator, and evaluating the
proposed scheme before it. This is significant because Government Targets cannot be met with the
sole use of this technology at the weir sites along the length of the River Trent. The first is a failure
in duty and the second is an example of a Regulator operating outside of its legal jurisdiction.

4.5.3.2 Taking some of the technical issues by raised by the EA illustrating the lack of reasoned assessment
and inconsistency of approach:

4.5.3.2.1 Weir Pool Morphology: Item 3 is an extract from DEFRA recent consultation on the
Modernisation of the Salmon and Fresh Water Fisheries Legislation associated with the Water
Framework Directive. DEFRA is quite clear that although Weir Pools can make a
contribution to the diversity of fish within a river, the impact on river ecology and biodiversity
of prohibiting fish access to breeding, feeding and nursery grounds caused by the Weir
structure is far greater than the loss of a Weir Pool habitat caused by the removal of the Weir.
In arguing the significance of Weir Pool Morphology in their response to the proposed scheme,
the EA have ignored SHC’s proposed mitigation to provide an all species fish pass, which,
taking account of DEFRA’s position, will have a greater beneficial contribution to the overall
ecology and biodiversity of the river than the existing Weir Pool is capable of. This is a clear
example of the EA not assessing properly the proposals before them in terms of impact and
mitigation, and of the Government having inconsistent views on the significance of ecological
impacts, given that this issue is oVered as a reason for objection.

4.5.3.2.2 Fish Screening: Item 4 is SHC letter dated 20 September 2009 addressed to DEFRA and
copied to DECC. There are three important issues arising from this:

4.5.3.2.2.1 Firstly, if the EA is issuing guidelines, then it should have reasonable data and evidence
to support those guidelines; it is not the role of a developer to underpin the cost of
providing that data, which is in eVect what SHC, has to do. This particular debate on
screen design and guidelines has been on going for at least five years between DEFRA, the
British Hydro Association and DECC (DTI), although SHC has not been a part of these
discussions. It took SHC two weeks to organise the tests and is costing the company
£50,000. In the context of the government resource and support for the EA and the length
of time these issues have been in debate, the intransigence of the EA in not supporting the
necessary research can only be described as wilful.

4.5.3.2.2.2 Secondly, the EA has a duty to define the desired outcome of any screen design, not to
specify how this is to be achieved. In not defining the Scheme Passage Rate,81 the EA is
leaving the developer in a position where the required eVectiveness cannot be
demonstrated. One cannot pass a test if a test is not set.

4.5.3.2.2.3 Thirdly, in giving itself consent at Romney Weir on the River Thames for a HEP
Installation, the EA is clearly acting in a prejudicial manner, because it is not asking the
SHC to meet similar standards. This is an abuse of a statutory position for commercial
gain (the EA is the Landlord owning both the existing flood gates at Romney and the land
upon which the HEP Installation is to be built). Interestingly at sites where SHC has
proposed to use Archimedean Screw Turbines, as the EA are proposing to do at Romney
Weir, the issues of Scheme Passage Rates and Weir Pool Morphology have never been the
raised as issues of objection, even though weir crest heights are being raised, and the
Scheme Passage Rates and percentage exceedance flows through these turbines are
comparable with those sites where SHC is proposing Kaplan Turbines.

80 Further evidence can be provided on specific site locations, should the committee request it.
81 The measure of impact an HEP Installation will potentially have on fisheries is known as the Scheme Passage Rate (SPR),

and is an assessment of the potential for fish to pass undamaged through a stretch of river with an HEP Installation operating.
It is expressed as a percentage value, the higher that value the less impact the HEP Installation can be said to have.
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4.5.3.3 One of the reasons for refusal at Gunthorpe was that an EIA (Environmental Impact Assessment)
was required. This is relevant because, firstly, SHC did submit an Environmental Statement;
secondly, no screening was carried out by the LPAs nor was any additional information requested
by the LPAs; and thirdly, if the need arises for an EIA after the planning application has been
submitted, consideration of the application should be suspended pending submission of an
Environmental Statement (regulation 32(2)(b) of the Town and Country Planning (Environment
Impact Assessment)(England and Wales) Regulations 1999) and this was not done.

4.5.4 One additional example arises from the SHC Planning application for a proposed HEP Installation
at Linton-On-Ouse:

4.5.4.1 Item 5 is the EA second Letter of Objection dated 3 September 2009 and Item 6 is SHC response
dated 17 September 2009. This second letter (which raised new concerns) was issued by the EA very
late in the process and followed their first letter dated 31 July 2009 where the original concerns had
been dealt with, SHC having responded on the 14 August 2009. There are two issues (besides the
tardiness of the Agency’s response) that arise out of this exchange. The first is: why the EA is asking
SHC to conduct surveys on habitat that the proposals do not aVect and on species that the habitat
will not support? The second is: Why is the EA misrepresenting known and well-recorded
behavioural aspects of migrating fish? They suggest that it is flow which acts as a stimulus to
behaviour when it is well understood in fish pass design that it is the diVerential velocity of flow that
is the prime stimulus. This suggests that there is a lack of experience and expertise being applied to
the assessment of SHC’s application, which only has the eVect of prolonging the determination
periods unnecessarily. SHC and the LPA still are awaiting a response from the EA to our letter of
17 September 2009.

4.5.5 Item 7 is a copy of a response by the EA to a request for information by SHC under the
Environmental Information Regulations 2004, in which SHC requested the data and supporting evidence
that underpin the guidelines mentioned above. It is self evident that this response does not address the
request. After two months SHC is still awaiting the requested information.

4.5.6 SHC has concluded that the various Planning Laws and Regulations of themselves are not
unreasonable and would not over burden developers if the relevant Statutory Authorities administered them
eVectively with consistency. To the detriment of our economy this is not the case:

4.5.6.1.1 Statutory bodies on occasion have little or no understanding of their duties under Law and what
a reasonable person may expect of them. (Reference should be made to Sections 4.5.3.3,
4.5.3.2.2, 4.5.3.1)

4.5.6.1.2 Statutory bodies are not adequately assessing applications, by in particular not taking mitigations
into account when reviewing local impacts. (Reference should be made to Section 4.5.3.2.1)

4.5.6.1.3 There is a lack of experience and knowledge (and in some cases adequate numbers of qualified staV)
in dealing with the technical aspects of renewable applications. (Reference should be made to
Sections 4.3.3, 4.5.4)

4.5.6.1.4 The EA is not performing its duties or functioning correctly. It has a propensity for stating the
inadequacy of mitigation without stating what is adequate, and for acting without giving due
quantifiable justification. (Reference should be made to Section 4.5.3). The EA default position is
to try and preserve the status quo.

4.5.7 One observation that SHC would oVer is that relevant Authorities (in particular the EA although
this is not exclusive in our experience) appear to work in silos and as a consequence have no perspective on
their overall Authority objectives or can oVer a reasoned “integrated” response taking account of both the
impacts and mitigations of a proposal. The “experts” in fisheries provide a fisheries view, those in flooding
provide a drainage view and the ecologists do the same, while the Planning Liaison OYcer merely collates
the views and produces an often fragmented and disjointed response leaving the developer in confusion over
the importance and sometimes relevance of the issues being raised with respect to the proposed scheme. If
a judgement or impact and mitigation analysis is required evolving more than one technical discipline this
simply produces paralysis within the Authority or between Authorities, as the problem is too complex to be
solved by them. At this point the developer is simply left with an Appeal to an Inspector who is required to
make such judgements. The cost and time of this cannot be justified.

4.5.8 SHC would like the Energy and Climate Change Select Committee to consider the following simple
recommendations to better facilitate the deployment of Renewal developments through the Statutory
Consent process:

4.5.8.1 The establishment of “informed advisors” from DECC, DEFRA and DCLG that can act as
mentors and quasi arbitrators between the renewable developer and the LPAs and other Statutory
Consultees, with a view to transfer knowledge, to guide both parties through due process fairly and
eYciently.

4.5.8.2 Changing the burden of proof on renewable planning applications where local planning
committees, if a refusal is to be the determination, have to provide written evidence to the Regional
Assemblies (which are responsible for defining the renewal targets within a Regional Spatial
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Strategy) as to why the local interest must prevail over the national interest. A Planning Inspector
appointed by the Regional Assembly could make a recommendation that would be considered
material in any Appeal by the developer.

4.5.8.3 Removing the LPA determination period targets for renewable energy schemes as this is clearly
becoming counter productive.

4.5.8.4 Mechanisms for compensating developers for additional costs of appeal where it is demonstrated
that the original LPA decision to refuse was legally incorrect.

Issues with Development

4.5.9 In dealing with the second issue of development the government needs to be more flexible to the
approaches made by the Private Sector. To illustrate this issue, the founding directors of SHC recently
approached Crown Estates to enquire about obtaining a land option for a commercial tidal electric
generating installation. To develop a tidal turbine will require £10 to £15 million for full sea trials. This is a
relatively small sum compared with the investment levels of a commercial field. However the Crown Estates’
position was that once the turbine had completed its sea trials this would then allow SHC to compete for
designated areas. There are two issues with this:

— There is no legal requirement (Procurement Law) to instigate a competitive tender for bare lease
agreements and Crown Estates is not a Contracting Authority, therefore strictly Procurement Law
does not apply.

— The risk profile to the investor is now significantly higher because even if the tidal turbine proves
it can deliver the right capital cost per KWh output, the investor may not get a return because there
is no certainty on deployment.

4.5.10 This is particularly nonsensical because the “tender process” described by Crown Estates was in
fact a risk on revenue analysis which the developer would be required to perform as part of its funding
arrangements. In other words the commercial position of Crown Estates is exactly the same as the developer
would be. Simple conditions precedent82 on an Option for Lease arrangement could provide for certainty
for both sides and allow a flow of investment from the market to occur.

4.5.11 A change of emphasis by Government from treating investment in Renewables as a procurement
to a collaboration with the Private Sector may better reap the results Government is seeking and deliver the
most electrical output for the least capital investment over time while reducing investment risk for both
parties in doing so.

4.6 What are the most important drivers, nationally and internationally, for a low carbon economy in the UK?
To what extent does the outcomes of the international negotiations at Copenhagen matter?

4.6.1 SHC is not in a position to really comment on this. However it is fair to say that the majority of
people we speak to at public consultations do not understand the implications of Climate Change and
cannot relate to the need to act now. Sadly they are generally more interested in what they can receive from
any renewable scheme rather than any benefits it has to oVer to our children.

4.7 How important is it to the UK economy that it becomes a leading developer and exporter of low carbon
technologies? What Government policy needs to be in place to do this?

4.7.1 This is not strictly a SHC area of expertise; however based on SHC experience and our evidence I
would oVer the following observation. To export anything you need to have developed a product or service
and at present funding by Government is limited (Carbon Trust) and Government facilitation of the
conditions required for investment in development and deployment, within the UK which would always be
the proving ground, is at present ineVective (refer to Section 4.5). It is not policy we need but concerted
action.

4.8 Are we seeing impacts of a downturn on demand and investment in low carbon technologies? If so, how can
this be addressed given the need to meet long-term targets? What obstacles to investment are there?

4.8.1 The contribution of hydropower to meet the overall power demands of the UK could be significant.
The technology to achieve this cannot be regarded as strictly new, in terms of the application of new
engineering principles, but it is applying existing well understood engineering principles and creating new
engineered forms. This means that there is more certainty of the output from an investment in hydropower
than with a lot of new technologies.

4.8.2 The issue is not whether there is a downturn or not but are there suYcient investment levels being
maintained to meet existing targets?

82 A Condition Precedent is an agreed set of conditions, which have to be satisfied before an Option can be called. In eVect these
would represent the quantifiable requirements of Crown Estates to satisfy their perceived risk on revenue.
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4.8.3 SHC’s investment plan will meet existing Government targets in hydropower defined in the various
Regional Spatial Strategies, to date SHC has invested approximately £1 million in trying to develop
hydropower. This investment is not achieving the desired outcome not because the engineering does not
deliver the required output, but because Statutory Authorities under Central Government control, cannot
define an acceptable level of local ecological impact against the threat of Climate Change (with all the
potential for serious economic instability) and administer its own regulations correctly. While this persists
there is an abundance of other more profitable investments that can be made in preference to Renewables.
This position has to fundamentally change and quickly (by that I mean today not next month or after an
election) if Government wishes to maintain and encourage investor confidence.

4.9 What is the potential role for public procurement and policies such as the 2016 zero carbon homes target
in driving investment, development and job creation?

4.9.1 SHC is not in a position to comment.

November 2009

Memorandum submitted by Solarcentury on behalf of the UK Photovoltaic Manufacturing Association

Summary

1. The UK is barely scratching the surface of the immense potential of solar Photovoltaic (PV), a proven,
robust, tried and tested technology. Last year, Belgium installed 10 times as much solar PV as the UK, with
Germany installing 250 times the UK total. The Government’s proposals in both the Renewable Energy
Strategy and feed-in tariV consultation will do nothing to help the UK to “catch up” with Germany, Japan
and other leading solar PV nations.

2. “Catching up” with Germany and Japan in terms of solar PV deployment used to be Government
policy in the period up to 2002. In 2001, the then Energy Minister Peter Hain MP said “This Government
is serious about solar energy. I want to see thousands, rising to tens of thousands of roofs covered by solar
panels every year over the next ten year, rivaling the large programmes in Germany and Japan.”

3. But last year, Germany installed 1,500 MWp of PV. The UK installed around 6MWp or 0.4% of the
German total. In the eight years since the 2001 General Election, the sector has seen a series of stop start
and under-funded grant programmes and perhaps more importantly, no proper or coherent strategy in place
to help enable the industry to realise it’s potential in the UK. This is surprising given the scale of the 2020
challenge and the significant contribution that solar PV can make towards delivering the renewable energy
target and beyond.

4. Absolute resource potential for solar PV in the UK is 460 TWh per annum for building mounted PV
ie more than current total UK electricity demand, of which 140 TWh per annum is optimally orientated
towards the south. Ground mounted PV would add to these figures further. But to date, this massive
potential has been routinely overlooked by policy makers.

5. Solar PV is literally the forgotten technology of the Renewable Energy Strategy and the Government’s
feed-in tariV proposals are designed to restrict uptake of the technology to no more than a half% of all UK
electricity by 2020 or around 2 TWh. But the Government’s own consultants have calculated that setting
the forthcoming feed-in tariVs to deliver a return on investment of 10% ie consistent with European best
practice, would deliver 14 TWh from solar PV by 2020. The European PV Industry Association (EPIA)
calculates that the right feed-in tariV and regulatory regime in the UK would deliver over 20 TWh or around
5% of UK electricity by 2020.

6. The Federation of Master Builders, Electrical Contractors Association and National Federation of
Roofing Contractors have jointly called for an increase of at least 10p in the proposed solar PV tariVs. Such
a modest addition, increasing the return on investment for solar PV from '1%–4% under the current
proposals to 3%–7% post tax at current proposals plus 10p would deliver 30,000 construction sector jobs
and 400,000 domestic PV installations alone by 2014. The additional cost of this increase to domestic FIT
levy payers by 2014 would be approximately £2.50 per annum, less than a penny per day.

7. We believe that this is a small investment to make to drive rapid uptake of the technology, to unlock
third party funding for housing association and other public sector projects, to allow the banks to provide
specialist low interest solar packages for householders and to deliver significant construction sector
employment all within four years.

The Potential of Solar PV Manufacturing in the UK

8. Assuming an eVective feed-in tariV from April 2010, the UK is potentially an extremely attractive
market for both manufacturing and project investment. We do not share the widely held view in Government
that the UK has already “missed the boat” as far as solar PV manufacturing is concerned.
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9. The UK already has the beginnings of a serious UK manufacturing base. Sharp for example has it’s
European manufacturing headquarters in Wrexham employing up to 600 staV, Solarcentury’s own solar PV
tiles and slates are made at the Sony Pencoed plant near Bridgend, and there are further PV manufacturing
centres in south Wales and County Durham. “Upstream,” PV Crystalox Solar PLC based in Oxfordshire,
are global leaders in solar ingot manufacturing.

10. In total, the solar PV sector currently employs around one in ten staV working in the entire renewables
sector. But the UK has to date barely scratched the surface of the enormous investment and employment
opportunities of this technology.

Renewable Energy Strategy and Solar PV

11. The Renewable Energy Strategy approaches Solar PV almost entirely in the context of domestic
micro-generation. We are told that the 2020 target means that the UK needs significant contributions from
all proven renewable energy technologies. But for solar PV, that welcome starting point is not reflected in
the Renewable Energy Strategy. Solar PV is the only main renewable energy technology not mentioned in
the department’s indicative mix of renewables by 2020, and there is a generally dismissive approach to the
technology throughout both the main strategy document itself and the supporting papers.

12. This approach does not appear to be based on any proper consideration of the technology in the UK
context, nor indeed on any detailed research into its potential. The UK for example, is at the forefront of
developing new building integrated PV solutions such as solar tiles, slates and glass laminates, which we are
now exporting very successfully into Continental markets. Solar PV, uniquely of all the renewable energy
technologies, is also a building material in its own right. As such it has an important value adding role to
play in urban Britain, in engaging individuals and communities in the fight against climate change, and in
driving many tens of thousands of jobs in the solar PV manufacturing and services, but crucially also in the
mainstream construction sector.

13. Instead, the original RES consultation supporting documents deliberately excluded any
consideration of the technology including the three detailed studies by Sinclair Knight Merz and Douglas
Westwood. The study of “quantification of constraints on the growth of UK renewable energy generating
capacity” for example, considered no less than 14 renewable energy technologies including technologies still
in their experimental infancy in the UK such as tidal stream, and other “onsite” technologies such as small
wind, but bizarrely overlooked PV altogether.

14. This is surprising given the scale of the 2020 challenge, the need for contributions from all renewable
energy technologies, and the very rapid growth forecast for solar PV throughout the rest of Europe over this
timeframe. The Douglas Westwood report into Supply chain constraints for the RES simply asserts that:

“Whilst solar PV is a small UK contributor, Europe-wide potential is high and growth is fast
spurred by improving technology and reducing costs.”

Given such “high” Europe-wide potential, there is no discussion at all as to why solar PV is
considered to be a “small UK contributor.”

Level Playing Field Policies Drive Demand for Solar PV

15. The exclusion of any proper consideration of solar PV in the RES is also surprising given the evidence
of the Government’s own policies to date. The Low Carbon Buildings Programme Phase 2 for example has
demonstrated that solar PV is very clearly the technology of choice for schools, housing associations and
other community scale installations accounting for over 60% of committed projects and over 70% of
completed projects to date.

16. “Level playing field” policies such as the Merton planning rule typically requiring a 10% carbon
reduction from onsite renewables “where feasible,” have also demonstrated the practicability and popularity
of the technology in larger scale commercial and public sector developments in urban settings.

17. Even the Code for Sustainable Homes level 3, which is often assumed to have no bearing on onsite
renewable energy technologies is delivering PV uptake particularly in flat developments in the social housing
sector. Opponents of the Government’s zero carbon homes policy have routinely expressed alarm at what
they perceive to be the “high cost” of achieving high carbon compliance levels through onsite renewable
energy technologies. But our practical commercial experience suggests to the contrary that at lower levels
of the Code the most cost eVective solution is often a combination of energy eYciency measures and a small
solar PV installation rather than simply energy eYciency measures themselves.

18. This commercial experience was reinforced by the independent modelling carried out for the DCLG
Zero Carbon Homes consultation in 2008 which suggests that at Code levels 3 and 4, a combination of best
practice energy eYciency measures and solar PV is a cheaper way of delivering carbon emission reductions
than relying for example on advanced energy eYciency measures alone. And that is achieved using an
assumption of 0.43 kg CO2 saved per kWh of PV generation in the “long term” not the current building
regulations PV CO2 factor which is 0.568 kg CO2 saved per kWh.
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19. We welcome the Government’s decision that from 2016 a minimum standard of carbon compliance
of 70% should be achieved through a combination of energy eYciency, onsite Low and Zero Carbon energy
supply technologies and directly connected heat and that “allowable solutions,” including oVsite renewable
energy generation, will only be used for dealing with the residual emissions once those carbon compliance
standards have been achieved.

20. Solar PV is a universally applicable technology in the UK’s urban areas which can be rolled out
quickly, and which, uniquely of all of the renewable energy technologies can deliver a very rapid increase
in UK construction employment within the lifetime of the next Parliament. Integrated products have the
additional advantage of providing an aesthetically appealing, secure and silent built environment solution
and enormous employment opportunities in the “conventional” building sector.

Solar PV and the Government’s Proposed Feed-in Tariff Scheme

21. The Government’s feed-in tariV scheme to be introduced in April 2010 has the potential to drive a
significant uptake in solar PV and other “small-scale” renewable electricity technologies. The UK PV
Manufacturers Association submission to DECC “2020 A UK Vision for UK PV,” emphasised that an
eVective tariV had the potential to deliver over 100,000 UK solar PV jobs by 2020 and a significant solar PV
contribution of 21 TWh per annum to the UK 2020 renewable energy target ie. more than the proposed
Severn Barrage and to a quicker timescale. But a significant solar PV contribution can only be delivered if
the tariV returns on investment are set high enough to encourage third party investors into the UK market.

22. The Government’s proposed scheme includes no premium at all for job rich building integrated solar
PV (BIPV). If this oversight is confirmed in the final scheme, it would mean the UK, almost uniquely of all
successful European tariV regimes, having no specific encouragement for a sector which has massive UK
export potential, as well as a major role to play in delivering customer acceptable renewable energy solutions
in the built environment eg house builders and housing associations opting for the aesthetic and user friendly
appeal of integrated solar PV roofing products.

23. We are very concerned that the Government has not brought forward a Feed-in tariV scheme to
maximise the potential contribution from the entire small-scale renewable electricity '5MWp sector to the
2020 target. Solar PV in particular has been singled out for particularly harsh treatment. For PV, the
investment rate of return at the 26p level for large commercial installations is less than 1%.

24. There is scant explanation in the Government’s consultation document as to why the Government
chose to limit the scope of its “small-scale renewable electricity” ambition to no more than 2% of UK
electricity by 2020. The Government’s alternative scenario of delivering 3.5% of UK electricity is dismissed,
almost out of hand. But even 3.5% of UK electricity or around 14 TWh is still 11 TWh below the
contribution that could be delivered on the basis of a FIT regime with 10% ROI levels across all technologies
by 2020, and less than a quarter of the 60 TWh “technical potential” from solar PV alone identified by the
Government’s own consultants in the Impact Assessment.

25. Ministers have said publicly that they would be delighted if the FIT scheme delivers more than 2%
of UK electricity by 2020 and the 2% number is not an upper limit cap. The problem with this approach is
that the tariV levels proposed from 2010 clearly reflect the very modest 2% target for the overall scheme and
have been calculated to ensure that growth in demand for solar PV and other small-scale technologies is
restricted to this level. So for example, the proposed PV tariVs are set deliberately to discourage investors in
large-scale (100-5MW commercial projects and to ensure that uptake is restricted to owner occupiers only.

26. The projected contribution from PV by 2020 is just 0.5% of all UK electricity, with most of this uptake
modelled to take place post 2014 ie. after the Government’s first review of the FIT scheme set for 2013 at
which tariV rates may be cut further. This is barely 10% of the 21TWh that the European PV Industry
Association (EPIA) has projected could be delivered in the UK by 2020 under its SET for 2020 plan. EPIA
project that solar PV alone could deliver 5% of UK electricity by 2020 with the right FIT and regulatory
framework.

27. The main explanation for the low projected contribution from PV by 2020 relates to the
Government’s treatment of rates of return for the technology. The Feed-in tariV Consultation Document
Impact Assessment makes it clear that the starting point for the Government’s preferred “lead scenario”
was an 8% ROI ie.

Impact Assessment para 26: “The approach taken uses the 8% ROI scenario as a starting point, with
adjustments then being made to ease administration of the tariVs, reflect technology-specific risk and ease
of deployment and ensure consistency with existing tariV mechanisms (the RO).”

28. It is unclear from the consultation document whether the 8% ROI “target” is pre or post tax. We think
that 8% ROI is probably a sensible target if it’s a real post-tax rate of return (but the Government should
recognise that it is by no means a generous one). The European PV Industry Association for example, argues
that investment rates of return of 8–12% are needed to ensure “sustainable growth” through a feed-in tariV
scheme. Anything less than 8% risks market “standstill, while anything above 12% can lead to
“unsustainable growth.”
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29. The potential of the new FIT policy to deliver a far greater contribution than the target 6 TWh in
this consultation is recognised in the Impact Assessment with a 10% ROI across all technologies capable of
delivering 25 TWh by 2020 including 14 TWh from PV alone.

30. For solar PV however, the proposed tariV rates and structure will deliver at most, just over 2 TWh
per annum by 2020, with the bulk of that growth coming post 2014. The helpful consultation document
starting point of trying to deliver an 8% ROI is then undermined by a deliberate cutting of the PV tariV rates
on the grounds that it is a “tried and tested technology” and easy to deploy ie.

Impact Assessment para 27: “The key diVerence between tariV levels in the lead and 8% scenario is that
PV tariVs have been reduced to reflect the fact that PV is easier to deploy than other technologies (eg it has
permitted development rights at the domestic scale) and carries less risk for the investor given that it is a
tried and tested technology.”

31. We are struggling to understand the logic of this argument and the very severe cuts to the proposed
PV tariV rates which flow from it (ie about 10p/kWh on the generation tariV or the equivalent of 30,000
skilled solar PV UK services and installation jobs to 2014). There is no attempt to actually quantify the value
to a potential household PV customer of eg having domestic permitted development rights, or what
percentage precisely is taken oV the PV ROI on the grounds that it is a “tried and tested technology.” The
Government’s current “finger in the air” ROI reductions penalise unfairly consumers opting for PV and
needs to be rethought.

32. As a result, UK PV Manufacturers Association modelling (which we believe mirrors that of the
DECC consultants and which we are happy to share with the committee) indicates a modest increase in
uptake in 2010 on the 8 MWp or so we forecast for the UK in 2009, but crucially for us, zero interest from
commercial investors. That is confirmed in discussions with real investors post publication of the con doc.
It is important that the final scheme recognises that the cost of capital in UK has traditionally been much
higher than the Euro zone, and will continue to be unless we join Euro. So UK FIT payment rates must
reflect the UK interest rates premium rather than the current assumption that the target ROI that is relevant
in eg Germany can be assumed to be applicable in the UK. This is essential if DECC wants to design a
scheme to encourage third party funders to get involved.

33. PV industry modelling suggests that adding just 10p to the starting tariV numbers from April 2010
(ie increasing them from the proposed 26–36.5p per unit to 36–46.5p per unit) and doing nothing else to
the proposed scheme would deliver well over 12 TWh per annum by the same date, more than six times the
Government’s target. Crucially, adding 10p to the starting tariV numbers would achieve rapid take-up of
the technology in the early years of the tariV scheme delivering:

— 30,000 UK skilled solar power jobs by 2014;

— over 400,000 new solar photovoltaic installations on homes by 2014;

— additional investment in UK solar PV manufacturing building on established centres in Wrexham,
South Wales and County Durham;

— new private sector financial packages for the domestic sector removing the need for Government
grants or other public sector subsidy to address capital costs; and

— far greater uptake of solar power by housing associations and public sector organisations.

34. 10p is a very modest ask. Even a 10p increase for non domestic PV would still not deliver the
Government’s target 5–8% return on investment for the scheme for non domestic installations, nor interest
commercial investors in large-scale PV projects, and is well short of the potential 21 TWh per annum feed-
in tariV contribution from PV or 5% of UK electricity demand identified by the European PV Industry
Association earlier this year. We are not asking for “special treatment” for PV. An additional 10p on the
proposed solar PV tariVs simply moves the ROI numbers for PV closer to the 5–8% range promoted by
Ministers since publication of the consultation document, but for large-scale projects is still below the lower
end “target” of 5%.

35. By contrast, Alan Simpson MP (Secretary of State Ed Miliband’s Parliamentary adviser on feed-in
tariVs) has called publicly for tariVs to be set to deliver 12% returns across all technologies, precisely because
the UK renewable energy sector is so far beyond the rest of Europe and the urgency of getting on with
delivering the 2020 target. According to the Government’s own consultants, for solar PV, a fixed tariV
delivering a 12% return on investment would need to be set at 78.5p per unit for domestic installations (or
approximately 70p under a premium tariV) and 57p per unit for large-scale installations. It is vital that the
Government reconsiders the current low generation tariVs proposed for solar PV if it is serious about its
publicly stated 5–8% return on investment target, and we hope that the committee will endorse that view.

Our 13 partners in UK PV Manufacturing Association, all of whom have endorsed this submission are
as follows:

Sharp UK

Romag Ltd

Southern Electric Contracting

Schott UK
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Yingli

Mark Group

IT Power

Ardenham Energy

Chelsfield Solar

Northern Solar

Natural Watt

Solarsense

Energi PLC

October 2009

Supplementary memorandum submitted by Solarcentury and UK PV Manufacturers Association

Dear Committee members,

Thank you for inviting us to give evidence last week and for the opportunity to set out our thoughts on
the future of the solar PV sector in the UK.

As the committee knows, we have a number of serious concerns relating to the Government’s starting
assumptions on the potential of solar PV to contribute to 2020 targets. In finalising the report, we hope that
the committee will take into consideration the following important points:

1. PV R&D and Manufacturing

Mr Whitehead asked us about R&D. We reject totally the Carbon Trust’s view that policy makers must
wait for a breakthrough in PV R&D before it can be taken seriously as an important technology in the UK.
It is on this basis that the Trust has argued in its evidence to the committee that solar PV cannot make a
contribution to the 2020 target.

This argument was first developed by the Trust in the 2003–04 Renewables Innovation review, a document
which undermined the Government’s 2001 and 2003 White paper commitments to a ten year solar PV
programme to catch up with our major competitors, and did enormous damage to the relationship between
the then DTI and the PV industry.

But while the Carbon Trust and others have spent at least the last six years urging Ministers to wait for
an as yet undefined PV technological breakthrough and to a very uncertain timescale, other countries have
simply got on with putting in place eVective policy mechanisms to drive forward a range of technologies
including “current generation” solar PV.

The “let’s wait and see” approach appears to be based in part on the mistaken view that the UK has
already “missed the boat” as far as conventional solar PV manufacturing is concerned. But the UK already
has a serious UK PV manufacturing base, despite the tiny size of the current domestic market. To date, this
has been based on serving growing feed-in tariV markets in the rest of Europe with 99% of product from the
UKs two largest PV manufacturing plants being exported to FIT markets.

Sharp for example has it’s European manufacturing headquarters in Wrexham employing up to 600 staV,
Solarcentury’s own solar PV tiles and slates are made at the Sony Pencoed plant near Bridgend, and there
are further PV manufacturing centres in south Wales and County Durham. The Sharp plant at Wrexham is
the biggest single employer of small scale renewable electricity manufacturing jobs in the country.
“Upstream,” PV Crystalox Solar PLC based in Oxfordshire, are global leaders in solar ingot manufacturing.

In total, the solar PV sector currently employs around one in ten staV working in the entire renewables
sector. But the UK has to date barely scratched the surface of the enormous investment and employment
opportunities of this technology, and this important starting base is barely even acknowledged in
conventional Government thinking, with for example the Low Carbon Industrial Strategy baZingly silent
on solar PV and UK manufacturing.

2. Proposed Feed-in Tariff Scheme

Mr Turner asked us about the proposed rates. We are very encouraged by the Government’s proposal to
design a feed-in tariV “to achieve a level of public engagement that will engender widespread behavioural
change.” In our view, this won’t come from simply supporting remote large-scale renewable electricity
developments alone. So it’s essential that that policy goal is reflected in the final details and tariV rates of
the scheme.
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We are of course aware of the great fear within Whitehall around elements of the media accusing
Government of introducing a new stealth tax. But we think that these concerns are massively overstated.
The reality is that the proposed UK FIT scheme is projected to add £6 per year to domestic household bills
for all small-scale renewable electricity technologies by 2015. But of course this does not mean that overall
bills will actually rise by that amount, because of the net eVect of the Government’s wider package of
measures.

The Low Carbon Transition Plan projects that the overall impact of the Government’s policies (including
FITs) will reduce annual household bills by £5 per year in 2015 and £7 per year in 2020.

We do think that the £6 per year per household levy payment on the basis of the proposed tariV levels for
all small-scale renewable electricity technologies up to 5MW is an over-estimate. The Government has based
all of its cost assumptions on a prediction that the price of fossil fuels will be moderate. So the price of oil
for example is assumed to stay at $70-80 per barrel for the entire period 2010-2020 and with the retail price
of electricity rising to no more than 16p by 2020. This is an extremely optimistic forecast. The price of oil is
already at $80 in what remains a very deep global recession. Clearly, the higher the cost of the fossil-fuelled
alternatives, the lower the cost of the feed-in tariV scheme to 2020 and beyond, a fact which is acknowledged
in the feed-in tariV proposal supporting documents.

3. Likely Costs of PV Element of Feed-in Tariff to 2013 ie the Government’s First Planned Review
of the Scheme

Using the Government’s own modeling assumptions including eg a maximum year on year market growth
rate of 70%, we project a total cumulative installation rate for PV in the UK from 2010 of around 150 MWp
to end 2013 at the rates proposed. The total cumulative installed capacity of solar PV to date is 28 MWp.

We think it is important for the committee to focus on the period to 2013, because that is when the
Government proposes to review all feed-in tariV rates, potentially cutting them still further if they think the
market is overheating or there is political pressure to cut the costs of the scheme.

The cost of 150 MWp of PV to all FIT levy payers over four years to 2013 would be £77 million, adding
less than 40p to domestic levy payer annual electricity bills in 2013.

150 MWp is what was delivered in year 4 of the first German feed-in tariV scheme in 2003.

Cumulative installations in the first four years of the German scheme from 2000 were 350 MWp. So
measured against even that historic 2000–2003 German performance, the proposed UK scheme from 2010
is an extremely modest one.

4. Improvements to the Feed-in Tariff Scheme

Mr Challen suggested that if departmental oYcials were present at the session they would argue that PV
is already receiving the “highest” level of support. There are two answers to this. First, the rates proposed
for PV systems (10 kWp are 2.5p and 4.5p/kWh lower than that proposed for domestic micro wind, by far
the most generous wind tariV anywhere in the World.

More importantly, the Government has emphasised repeatedly that it is trying to establish a level playing
field of tariV levels delivering a 5-8% ROI for each individual technology. But the ROIs for PV all fall below
that 5-8% “target.” For PV, the investment rate of return at the 26p level for large commercial installations
for example is actually less than 1%.

It is also worth emphasising that even a 5-8% ROI is very modest when measured against successful
European tariV schemes. The Government’s own Impact Assessment spells out that “an 8% ROI is assumed
to be insuYcient incentive for utilities and developers.”

The Quantative Analysis of the design of feed-in tariVs published by DECC emphasises the point. It says
that utilities, ESCOs and developers have post tax hurdle rates for solar PV of between 8 and 12%. PV is
not unique in this respect. The post tax hurdle range for all renewable electricity technologies is 8-14%.

So right from the start, the Government is choosing deliberately to exclude commercial investors from
the scheme, with inevitable consequences in terms of the projected TWh contribution to the 2020 target.

We are very concerned therefore that the Government has not brought forward a Feed-in tariV scheme
to maximise the potential contribution from the entire small-scale renewable electricity '5MWp sector to
the 2020 target. There is scant explanation in the Government’s consultation document as to why the
Government chose to limit the scope of its “small-scale renewable electricity” ambition to no more than 2%
of UK electricity by 2020.

The Government’s alternative scenario of delivering 3.5% of UK electricity is dismissed, almost out of
hand. But even 3.5% of UK electricity or around 14 TWh is still 11 TWh below the contribution that could
be delivered on the basis of a FIT regime with 10% ROI levels across all technologies by 2020, and less than
a quarter of the 60 TWh “technical potential” from solar PV alone identified by the Government’s own
consultants in the Impact Assessment.
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25 TWh per year from FIT small-scale renewables, including 14 TWh from PV, is more than 6% of our
electricity needs and more than the 24 TWh combined output in 2008 of the 5 British Energy nuclear power
stations facing decommissioning between now and 2018 ie.

Dungeness B— 6.4 TWh
Hartlepool—4.6 TWh
Heysham 1—3.7 TWh
Hinkley Point B—5.3 TWh
Hunterston B—4 TWh

So we do not understand why the Government is choosing to be so timid in its proposals for the scheme.
When Jeremy was interviewed on Radio 4 alongside Lord Hunt on the day the feed-in tariV proposals were
published, the Minister said that he would be delighted if the FIT scheme delivered more than 2% of UK
electricity by 2020 and that the 2% number was not an upper limit cap.

That was a very welcome statement which we have subsequently discussed privately. But the problem with
this approach is that the tariV levels proposed from 2010 clearly reflect the very modest 2% target for the
overall scheme and have been calculated to ensure that growth in demand for solar PV and other small-scale
technologies is restricted to this level.

We hope that the committee will be able to explore this issue (which impacts on all Feed-in tariV
technologies not simply solar PV) in detail with the Secretary of State at a subsequent oral evidence session.

In closing, we would like to repeat our oVers of a briefing for committee members on the sophisticated
feed-in tariV model we have developed and shared with DECC oYcials, and a visit to a UK PV
manufacturing facility.

Please also let us know if you require any further information or input.

November 2009

Memorandum submitted by Sustainable Aviation

1. Introduction

1.1 Sustainable Aviation (SA) is a long term strategy which sets out the collective approach of UK
aviation to tackling the challenge of ensuring a sustainable future for our industry. A world-first, Sustainable
Aviation was launched in 2005 and brings together the UK’s leading airlines, airports, aerospace
manufacturers and air navigation service providers.

1.2 Signatories to the SA Strategy are committed to delivering significant reductions in the UK aviation
industry’s carbon dioxide emissions, nitrogen oxide emissions and aircraft noise over the next 40 years
and beyond.

1.3 SA establishes mechanisms for monitoring and regular reporting of progress towards a range of
specific objectives. Our Strategy sets out the industry’s vision for a sustainable future through a series of
seven goals and 30 commitments, relating to economic, environmental and social aspects of aviation.
Specifically in relation to climate change, these include:

— Limiting climate change impact by improving fuel eYciency and CO2 emissions for new aircraft
by 50% per seat kilometre by 2020 compared with 2000 levels.

— Reducing nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions by 80% over the same period.

— Establishing a common system for the reporting of total CO2 emissions and fleet fuel eYciency, and
pressing for aviation’s inclusion in the EU emissions trading scheme at the earliest possible date.

1.5 We have established a governance structure to ensure implementation and communication of the
Strategy. This comprises a pan-industry, high-level Sustainable Aviation Council and a Working Group,
supported by a series of sub-groups.

1.6 Signatories to Sustainable Aviation include:

Airlines: British Air Transport Association (BATA); British Airways; bmi; Virgin Atlantic; FlyBe;
Monarch; easyJet; Thomas Cook; Thomson Airways

Airports: Airport Operators Association (AOA); BAA; Manchester Airports Group (MAG),
Newcastle, Birmingham International, Peel Group, Belfast City, Leeds Bradford, London City,
Infratil Airports, Bristol International

Manufacturers: Society of British Aerospace Companies (SBAC); Airbus; BAe Systems; Cobham;
Doncasters; FAC; GKN; Marshall Aerospace; Messier Dowty; QinetiQ; Rolls-Royce;
Bombardier

Air Navigation Service Provider: NATS
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1.7 We published our first Progress Report in 2006, and a second in 2009 (the Executive Summary is
attached at Section 9) and will continue to deliver on the goals and commitments identified in the strategy,
as well as promoting our work both within the UK and internationally.

1.8 Sustainable Aviation supports the initiatives being taken at a global level by the aviation industry,
most recently illustrated by the proposals at the UN Climate Change Summit in New York on 22 September.

1.9 We also include at Section 9 a copy of the letter we have written to the Secretaries of State for
Transport, and Energy & Climate Change, in response to the Committee on Climate Change’s letter of 9
September 2009. We believe our response forms the basis for a pragmatic manifesto for real progress to be
made at the Copenhagen climate summit in December.

2. Summary

2.1 SA’s submission to the Committee responds to the specific questions posed. We then explore more
fully the developments to which the UK aviation industry is committed and we are happy to have the
opportunity to provide further explanation to the Committee in October. In brief, we would like to highlight
the following points:

— Aviation is a global industry and solutions to the industry’s environmental impact must be secured
at international/global level.

— CO2 emissions from international aviation should be included in a post-Kyoto global climate
change agreement through a global sectoral approach, or deal, under which they would be treated
as an indivisible sector total and not apportioned to individual States.

— Emerging technologies will achieve significant longterm reductions in the environmental impact
of flying.

— SA’s Roadmap illustrates our confidence that CO2 emissions can be curbed to 2000 levels by 2050
notwithstanding growth as forecast in passenger (and therefore flight) numbers.

— SA manufacturing signatories continue to invest heavily in research and development to improve
fuel-eYciency of new aircraft, and to reduce noise and emissions; SA airline signatories continue
to upgrade their fleets and streamline their operations; SA airports are working collaboratively
with the airline and air traYc communities to develop and deliver ground-based operational
improvements to reduce emissions; and NATS, the UK’s air navigation service provider, is the first
in the world to have set targets to reduce air traYc management-related CO2.

— Collectively, the industry has committed to meeting challenging targets for CO2, NOx and noise
set by ACARE. These targets are shared between improvements in engine (15–20%), airframe
(20–25%), operations and air traYc management (5–10%). Putting a price on carbon within a cap
and trade system would ensure net emissions will not rise. However, current levels of R&D
investment by industry and government are inconsistent with having suYcient, mature technology
to deliver against these demanding targets.

— Aviation is a great success story for the UK and requires no funding from the public purse. The
industry is investing significantly in researching solutions to its environmental impact, which
should be both recognised and encouraged by Government.

3. Responses to the Committee’s Questions

3.1 What opportunities exist for the creation of a green new deal whilst pursuing a low carbon economy? Which
technologies have the greatest potential? Has the Government done enough in its stimulus package?

3.1.1 Engine and airframe developments, together with second-generation biofuels, oVer the greatest
long-term potential for reducing aviation-related CO2. In the shorter term, air traYc management oVers
environmental eYciencies through new tools enabling improved procedures and more eYcient use of
airspace. Airports are working with airlines, on-airport businesses, and passengers to influence further
carbon reductions; for instance, on-site renewable energy, and fixed electrical ground power (FEGP) to
aircraft, which removes the need to run aircraft power units whilst on the ground.

3.1.2 The Government’s stimulus package must recognise the importance of R&D in identifying
opportunities for a “green new deal” and provide incentives for long term investment in R&D programmes.

3.2 How realistic are the Committee on Climate Change’s projections for the use of diVerent types of new
technologies? What is needed to achieve the development and deployment of them?

3.2.1 The Committee’s report on Aviation is due to be published in December 2009. It will consider UK
aviation demand and emissions, improving the carbon eYciency of aircraft, use of biofuels and hydrogen,
and elements of a global deal.

3.2.2 We welcome the Committee’s recognition of the importance of carbon trading and the need for a
global sectoral deal for aviation. That global deal must encompass emissions from all international aviation,
to avoid competitive distortion, avoid creating a patchwork of conflicting and potentially overlapping
national and regional policies, and avoid “carbon leakage”.
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3.2.3 The global deal should cover only the CO2 emissions from aircraft, consistent with ICAO’s
recommendation, recognising both the uncertainty in scientific knowledge and the diYculties in
characterising the non-CO2 climate eVects of aircraft at altitude. Policy to address non-CO2 climate eVects
should be developed and implemented, separately, when there is a clear scientific basis for doing so.

3.2.4 We also welcome the committees recognition that a significant increase in investment in R&D will
be required if the targets are to be met.

3.3 What are the most important drivers, nationally and internationally, for a low carbon economy in the UK?
To what extent do the outcomes of the international negotiations at Copenhagen matter?

3.3.1 Aviation is a global industry with operating standards set and coordinated internationally, through
the International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO). The UK is part of a global network, contributing a
significant percentage of aircraft into the core of Europe, not only through local European traYc, but also
because of its unique position as Europe’s primary North Atlantic gateway. The eYcient transfer of aircraft
from one country to another can fundamentally aVect the capacity of the system so it is vitally important
that we work cross-border if we are to achieve the synergies which will deliver environmental benefit. The
sustainable growth of aviation underpins the future growth of the UK economy; maintaining our
competitiveness is why a global deal on aviation is so important.

3.3.2 It is fundamentally important to have a globally agreed deal on aviation emissions; the current
patchwork of regionally based emissions schemes will lead to inappropriate outcomes, notably carbon
leakage.

3.3.3 The global deal should be based on global targets, and full and open emissions trading; incentivise
airlines to purchase low-carbon aviation fuels that oVer net carbon reductions over their full life cycle; and
require Governments to establish the right legal and fiscal frameworks to facilitate and increase investment
in the research and development of new technology designs for aircraft and aircraft engines, development
of low carbon sustainable alternative fuels, and longer term options such as improvements in airspace
management.

3.3.4 Under the global deal Governments should ensure that any revenues from economic measures
should be clearly earmarked for environmental purposes. UNFCCC countries meeting in Copenhagen
should give ICAO a clear mandate and timetable for developing and implementing the detail of such an
approach

3.4 How important is it to the UK economy that it becomes a leading developer and exporter of low carbon
technologies? What Government policy needs to be in place to do this?

3.4.1 The CBI’s report Pulling Ahead: Innovating for Low-Carbon Leadership, published in early
September, calls for the Government to maintain and improve the research and development tax credit
scheme, which encourages investment, to help Britain lead the way in low-carbon innovation. It identifies
various sectors where the UK already leads in low-carbon technology, including Rolls-Royce’s
Environmentally Friendly Engine initiative (see Section 7 below).

3.4.2 The UK model for reducing CO2 emissions related to air traYc management is the first of its kind
in the world and NATS is looking to export its methodologies in order to spread the benefit.

3.4.3 The UK already derives significant export income from aerospace products and components. If the
UK technology base does not keep these products competitive against increased pressure for carbon
reduction, the major airframers will be forced to procure such products elsewhere, or else UK industry will
locate elsewhere to maintain competitive advantage.

3.5 Are we seeing impacts of a downturn in demand on investment in low carbon technologies? If so, how can
this be addressed given the need to meet long term targets? What obstacles to investment are there?

3.5.1 Reducing fuel burn also reduces costs significantly so the long-term incentive to find solutions
remains high and commitment to long term solutions remains embedded. However, there is no doubt that
the current recession is straining business models and investment will increasingly be under scrutiny
regarding its ability to deliver.

3.5.2 Even with the recession, airlines are still investing in new technology and SA member airlines have
between them placed orders for more than 80 A380 and Boeing 787 aircraft. These aircraft represent the next
generation in their category of aircraft. Recession will drive a reduction in capacity, but many airlines are
choosing to achieve this by retiring older aircraft, rather than cancelling orders for new aircraft.

4. The SA Roadmap

4.1 In 2008 SA undertook an exercise to develop a projection to 2050 for emissions of CO2 from UK
aviation, taking into account improvements in operational eYciency, new technology, and a partial fuel
substitution from sustainable sources.
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4.2 SA has projected that emissions of CO2 from UK aviation will rise until 2020 but will then level oV
and fall to current levels or below by 2050. Importantly the projection does not take into account the wider
CO2 reductions in other sectors that will be achieved through airlines’ participation in Emissions Trading.
The projection relies critically on the current and forward investments by both industry and government,
on the success of the various technology programmes and their incorporation into aircraft fleets.
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Note: This emissions forecast is based on DfT forecast of demand published in November 2007 and actuals
up to 2005. UK aviation CO2 emissions actually fell in 2007 and 2008 and are expected to decline further
in 2009.

5. Biofuel Technology

5.1 SA’s Strategy contains a commitment to “review periodically the potential and practicalities of
alternative fuels to aviation kerosene”. Since that was published in 2005 considerable progress has been
made in evaluating and testing alternatives to traditional crude-oil derived kerosene, to the extent that this
commitment is currently being reviewed and will be made more challenging going forward.

5.2 Sustainably produced, lower carbon fuels must oVer aviation a “drop in” alternative to conventional
fossil-fuel based kerosene. They are not without their challenges—new fuels must meet stringent
international standards for commercial jet fuel, production of feedstocks and refining capacity must be
scaled up, and globally-recognised sustainability standards must be adhered to—but the potential
environmental and energy security benefits are considerable.

5.3 SA members including Virgin Atlantic, British Airways, Airbus and Rolls-Royce have already
participated in several programmes to test the potential of lower carbon alternative fuels including the first
“proof of concept” flight in 2008 which was the culmination of months of detailed laboratory and engine
rig testing.

5.4 It is generally recognised that viable mass alternatives to a liquid hydrocarbon fuel for commercial
aviation are still some years away. However, their technical certification is proceeding rapidly, and it is
expected that “drop in” biofuel/kerosene blends will enter the normal jet fuel supply chain within the next
few years. The SA Roadmap oVers a conservative assessment that 20% of fuel for UK departing flights
would come from sustainable alternative sources by 2030, contributing to a 10% cut in absolute CO2

emissions.

5.5 Through internationally recognised bodies such as the Roundtable on Sustainable Biofuels (RSB),
which includes expert NGOs, academics, fuel suppliers and customers, common sustainability standards can
be developed at a global level. SA members are also committed to supporting only the development of fuels
which meet a set of strict sustainability criteria.

5.6 International mechanisms will need to be developed to account for their usage and to allow for
flexibility within the aviation biofuel supply chain. Revenues from EU ETS and other environmental
economic instruments could go into sustainable biofuel feedstock cultivation and developing processing or
refining capacity, to provide a lower carbon alternative for aviation and other transportation sectors. As
there are limited, if any, technology alternatives to fuel-powered jet engines in the 2050 timeframe, priority
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should be given to providing the appropriate regulatory and economic frameworks and incentives to allow
rapid implementation of sustainable biofuels in the aviation sector. We would be concerned, however, about
negative unintended consequences associated with mandatory targets on UK or EU-departing airlines.

5.7 SA recognises that biofuels do not represent a “silver bullet” for aviation’s contribution to climate
change. We do believe they can oVer an opportunity for significant reduction in the carbon intensity of air
travel for our passengers.

6. Airframe Developments

6.1 The Airbus A380 entered service in 2007 and is redefining the environmental performance of large
civil aircraft. The UK industry has an important role in the design and manufacture of this aircraft, including
production of the wings and landing gear.

6.2 The A380 produces 10% less NOx per seat and burns 12% less fuel per seat than other large aircraft
currently in operation, requiring less than 3 litres of fuel per seat per 100km in a standard cabin
configuration. The A380 has an eYcient structure that incorporates more new material than any other
jetliner currently in service, with composite and other lightweight materials accounting for more than 25%
of its structure. The A380 also benefits from the latest innovations in aerodynamics, reducing drag to the
minimum and improving fuel eYciency further.

6.3 The A350 XWB (Xtra Wide-Body) is Airbus’ response to market demand for a medium capacity long
range wide-body family and is planned to enter service within the next five years. The A350 XWB confronts
the challenges of fuel economy, rising passenger expectations and increasing environmental concerns.

6.4 The A350 XWB has the most eYcient structure in terms of design concept, with an airframe made of
more than 60% new materials, chosen for their superior weight and strength properties. This design also
allows weight savings via optimum fibre lay-up and skin thickness tailored to the requirements of the
location. Excellent aerodynamics, together with advanced high lift devices and advanced systems contribute
to greater fuel economy.

7. Engine Technology

7.1 Rolls-Royce has made significant progress towards meeting the challenging fuel-eYciency and NOx
reduction targets set by ACARE and endorsed by SA. This progress, coupled with a commitment to current
and planned research and technology programmes (such as the Environmentally Friendly Engine
programme, EFE), provides visibility of the industry’s commitment to meeting the reduction levels specified
in the ACARE targets. Options being considered for future narrow bodied aircraft carry diVerent noise and
fuel eYciency benefits

7.2 EFE is a five year, £95 million UK-funded programme, started in 2006, aimed at delivering significant
reductions in CO2 and NOx emissions. Rolls-Royce is leading the consortium of five UK aerospace
companies and six universities.

7.3 EFE will produce and run a gas turbine core that will be tested in a new, specially modified test-bed
at Bristol. The test programme, consisting of four diVerent engine builds, will allow the technology to be
progressively developed, tested and validated. This approach enables advanced technologies to be
incorporated into new commercial products in a short time frame with reduced risk.

7.4 More recently, Rolls-Royce has been awarded the 4-year, low-carbon research package SILOET
(Strategic Investment in LOw-carbon Engine Technologies), with £45 million of Government funding,
which will develop, low weight, low carbon and low emissions technologies for future engines.

8. Air Traffic Management

8.1 Air traYc control relies heavily on advanced communication, surveillance and navigation technology
to ensure the safe and eYcient movement of aircraft. It requires significant ongoing investment in research
and development of tools, systems and procedures to improve service, and to improve environmental
eYciency by enabling aircraft to fly closer to their optimum profile, minimise interaction with other traYc
flows and regulate speeds and level changes.

8.2 Innovations recently introduced or due on stream in the short-term include Precision Area
Navigation (P-RNAV); arrivals and departure management tools; iFACTS (including 4D trajectory
management); Oceanic airspace management tools; airport ground operations information tools (A-CDM);

8.3 Overall, NATS believes that 2% of its 10% target to reduce ATM-related CO2 by 2020 will be delivered
by new tools and technologies. On conservative estimates, this could equate to some 520,000 tonnes of
ATM CO2.

8.4 Based on today’s fleet composition and today’s fuel prices this would equate to an approximate £50
million saving in fuel so there is a long-term cost incentive, as well as environmental incentive, to continue
investment and this is supported by the airlines. The Arrivals Manager tool alone has the potential to save
as much as 300,000 tonnes of CO2 per annum—equivalent to 2,000 B747 transatlantic flights.
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8.5 NATS has already achieved significant fuel savings by enabling shorter routes through military
airspace when this is not in use. The close cooperation to achieve this “flexible use of airspace” is now
established and will increase in the future. Wider airspace design and re-design is also critical to maximum
eYciency and therefore environmental improvement; NATS has an ongoing programme to achieve route
systems which accommodate the optimum flight profile of diVerent aircraft and to reduce noise over the
ground.

September 2009

Memorandum submitted by the Sustainable Development Commission

Who We Are

1. The Sustainable Development Commission (SDC) is the Government’s independent adviser on
sustainable development, reporting to the Prime Minister, the First Ministers of Scotland and Wales and the
First Minister and Deputy First Minister of Northern Ireland. Through advocacy, advice and appraisal, the
Commission helps put sustainable development at the heart of Government policy.

Our Work in this Area

1. Below is the SDC’s perspective on the broader topics which the Energy and Climate Change Select
Committee has sought comment, focused in particular on the scope for a green new deal and the investments
required as part of our transition to a low carbon economy.

2. The note draws explicitly on the work of the Sustainable Development Commission in this area, most
notably our April 2009 publication “A Sustainable New Deal—a stimulus package for economic, social and
ecological recovery”. The full publication is available on the web at:

— http://www.sd-commission.org.uk/presslist.php/96/sustainable-new-deal-essential-forlow-
carbon-recovery

3. In this the SDC advised UK Government on both the scale and the scope of a proposed recovery
package and emphasised that the 2009 budget provided the obvious opportunity to stake out that critical
strategic territory. It is instructive to set out our six key recommendations from this report and where relevant
see how they compare with the outcome of the most recent budget.

Recommendations

1. The Government should be prepared to commit up to £30 billion a year for the next three years on its
green recovery package, over and above the expected outturn of £50 billion for low carbon investment from
the CSR 07 (Comprehensive Spending Review). This would represent around 50% of a total recovery
package amounting to 4% of the UK’s annual GDP.

By contrast the 2009 budget only provided £1.4 billion of extra, targeted support in the low-carbon sector.

2. We need to do this now to narrow the gap between ourselves and other OECD competitors. Before the
most recent budget, the total current commitment on green measures here in the UK amounted to 0.1% of
annual GDP spread over three years.

Even with the additional 2009 budget support this rises to a little over 0.2% spread over three years, still
small compared to many other countries. For example, South Korea’s green recovery package is 30 times
larger, at 3% of GDP over the same time frame.

3. Without a commitment on this scale, there is every likelihood that the Government’s low-carbon,
sustainable measures will be totally overwhelmed by “mainstream” (ie high-carbon and unsustainable)
measures. Together with commitments made in the 2007 CSR, an investment strategy of the kind proposed
would put the Government on track to achieving the extremely ambitious targets in the Climate Change Act.

4. The priority areas that should make up this package comprise:

(a) Upgrading the existing housing stock. The SDC believe there is scope for an ambitious £11
billion per year domestic retrofit programme, which would reach an average of one million
households a year over and above those reached by existing and currently envisaged policy
measures.

By contrast, the 2009 budget provided an additional £375 million to support energy and
resource eYciency in businesses, public buildings and households over the next two years.

(b) Scaling up renewable energy supply. In SDC’s opinion, we should be aiming to make available
a sum of at least £2 billion a year for the next three years—over and above the expected outturn
from private investment through the Renewables Obligation—to ensure that we have at least
a reasonable prospect of meeting our targets. The returns to the nation in terms of carbon
savings, improved energy security, and meeting the UK renewable energy targets will be
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invaluable. It is clear that this is one of the areas where a complete step-change in activity is
required as illustrated by the figure below—taken from the Government’s recent Low Carbon
Transition Plan.
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Source: Department for Energy and Climate Change (2009), Low Carbon Transition Plan, Analytical
Annex

By contrast, the 2009 budget provided £70 million for decentralised small-scale and community low-
carbon energy, saving households and businesses money on bills; £405 million to support low-carbon
industries and advanced green manufacturing, such as wind energy.83 However, the budget did provide
scope for a new funding mechanism to support at least two carbon capture and storage demonstration
projects for fossil fuel plant, and £90 million to fund detailed preparatory studies.

(c) Redesigning the national grid. To help make this happen, without further delays of the kind
that will make it totally impossible to achieve our 2020 targets, we believe the Government
should be prepared to commit up to £5 billion a year on grid improvements of one kind or
another, over and above the £7.6 billion expected to be delivered through CSR 07.

Additional support in this area was not outlined as part of the 2009 budget.

(d) Promoting sustainable mobility. As stated in our Sustainable New Deal document, we believe
the Department for Transport should commit to an integrated programme of Sustainable
Mobility measures of at least £1.5 billion a year for the next three years. This funding should
be used to: further promote cycling and walking for shorter journeys, building on the findings
from the cycling demonstration towns; and continue and expand the current sustainable travel
towns and sustainable travel city programmes. We see no reason why the lion’s share of this
funding should not come via redirection of current commitments on road building.

The SDC also recommends an announcement of a significantly larger fund in the future to
replace government and public sector fleet vehicles (after proper consideration of all relevant
life cycle factors) with ultra-low carbon vehicles which would help government meet its carbon
reduction commitments as well as stimulate innovation in the industry. To achieve real results
in this area, the Government should consider a substantial increase in investment in addition
to the £30 million already earmarked for a subsequent phase of LCVPP (Low Carbon Vehicle
Procurement Programme), but this must also be undertaken in conjunction with other
measures, such as replacing pool cars with car clubs where possible.

We also welcome the recent announcement of a major programme of rail electrification and
believe there is potential scope for further investment in wider rail transport of up to £5 billion
per year over and above the £23 billion out-turn expected from the CSR 07 (which is
dominated by the funding for Crossrail). However, we now believe a detailed analysis should
be undertaken to identify investments for the most sustainable solutions to the further issues of
passenger overcrowding, the lack of capacity for rail freight and the potential for rail to replace
journeys currently made by less sustainable modes. In accordance with Eddington’s advice to
examine the full range of policy options, we believe the potential role of high speed rail should
be examined alongside a range of other alternative measures. Analysis should assess full life
cycle impacts of all options.

83 £250 million of this investment will come from the new Strategic Investment Fund.
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It should be noted that in relation to transport, the 2009 budget included an increase in road
fuel duty of 2 pence per litre on 1 September 2009, and of 1 pence per litre in real terms each
year from 2010 to 2013. However, this is aimed at supporting the public finances as opposed
to being used for targeted low carbon investment.

(e) Low-carbon investments in the public sector. Initial findings by SDC suggest an appropriate
level of investment of at least £3 billion a year. We see no reason why these investments (in
both eYciency and self-generation) should not be made via an extension of the existing SALIX
revolving loan fund.

Additional support in this area was not outlined as part of the 2009 budget.

(f) Skills for a low-carbon, sustainable economy. This requires a whole series of enabling
interventions by government rather than central planning. The Department for Business,
Innovation and Skills cannot and should not be issuing edicts about how many courses in what
are conducted where—but it should be ensuring that information flows quickly to the right
people, and that central government funding flows appropriately. At the very least, the
Government should be significantly ramping up its investment in business support to help
SMEs meet new expectations around resource eYciency and low carbon.

5. Work in all these areas can start immediately, but over the next few years there will still need to be a
major investment (by Government and employers) in skills for a sustainable, low-carbon economy. As both
the TUC and employers have pointed out, it is foolish to go on willing the ends without willing the means.

6. More work will be needed on this, but provisional calculations suggest that a green recovery package
of up to £30 billion a year for three years could create at least 800,000 jobs. More than 50% of the investments
incurred under a programme of this kind would generate significant financial returns within a couple of
years, particularly in relation to energy eYciency improvements.

Conclusions

1. We have argued and continue to argue that it is crucial for the UK to commit to a substantial recovery
and longer-term investment package for the UK economy, for the reasons spelled out many times by
Government Ministers.

2. At least 50% of that package needs to be focused on low-carbon and sustainable investments; this is
vital to avoid pitching us straight back into wholly unsustainable, consumption-driven, high-carbon growth.

3. There is indeed no “high-carbon future”. The central premise of our fight against climate change is that
the costs of inaction will heavily outweigh the costs of action. Recent developments in our understanding
of the impacts of climate change since the IPCC’s (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change) 4th
Assessment Report in 200784 are now highlighting the need to reduce our emissions faster and more rapidly
than previously thought. This only reinforces our earlier recommendations.

4. Technological development and innovation is absolutely crucial to our response to climate change. A
dramatic step change in activity is required, but this has unfortunately not yet been matched by the
corresponding step change in Government support.

5. The SDC is obviously aware of the fact that a “Sustainable New Deal” of this scale and scope has
significant implications for the Public Sector Borrowing Requirement in the short-term. The Commission
has therefore argued that although there is now no alternative other than to fund such a package primarily
through deficit funding in the first instance, it is crucial that the Government sets in place as speedily as
possible a combination of alternative funding mechanisms including green taxation, green bonds and other
“invest to save” mechanisms.

September 2009

Memorandum submitted by Tesco

Summary

1. Tesco is committed to taking a leadership role on tackling climate change, in particular by innovating
and investing in sustainable technologies and buildings, and by using our relationship with customers to
empower them to take part in a revolution in green consumption. As part of our climate change strategy,
we are making significant investments in developing low-carbon stores and distribution centres. This
submission sets out our views on what more is needed to support the revolution essential to creating a low
carbon economy.

84 In particular, see the Synthesis Report from—Climate Change Global Risks, Challenges and Decisions, Copenhagen 2009,
10-12 March http://climatecongress.ku.dk/ AND Abstracts and scientific papers presented are available here http://
www.iop.org/EJ/volume/1755-1315/6
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2. Low carbon technologies could provide a huge opportunity for UK plc, creating jobs and helping us
to show leadership globally. We know that the potential is there, but a number of barriers need urgent
attention by Government if this potential is to be fulfilled. As well as addressing barriers, there are also some
important incentives that should urgently be brought forward to reinforce the existing set of policies.

3. In particular, we propose the following:

(i) Greening of taxation—particularly by creating business rate incentives for the most energy-
eYcient buildings.

(ii) Support for consumers in making lower-carbon choices (eg through VAT reductions on energy-
eYcient electrical/electronic goods).

(iii) EVective implementation of current planning reform, plus further simplification of the planning
system.

(iv) Amendment of CRC policy to provide recognition for the carbon benefits of on-site renewable
energy generation.

(v) Resolution of specific practical barriers to deployment of biofuels, energy from waste and ground
source heat pumps.

4. By implementing these few carefully-targeted measures, Government could release businesses and
individuals to make the fundamental changes that are needed to drive down emissions while boosting the
economy.

Introduction

5. A successful negotiation at Copenhagen will be a key part of achieving a low carbon global economy.
Clear targets agreed for all countries will give Governments confidence to put in place ambitious policies
without the fear of impacting on competitiveness. This is broadly true for the UK as for others, except that
the UK policy framework is strengthened both by the EU Climate and Energy package and by the statutory
carbon budgets under the Climate Change Act 2008. The combination of these statutory targets with the
economic benefits of investing in low carbon technologies should mean that Government and the business
community have confidence in the short and long-term economic benefits of making those investments now.
The UK has also traditionally been a hub of innovation and technological research, which means that we
have the practical resources to support deployment.

6. The potential exists, therefore, for the UK to become a leader in low carbon technology. However, this
potential is not yet being realised, and the deployment of energy eYciency and renewable technologies in
the UK is making slow progress. This is not due to lack of enthusiasm or interest among businesses, many of
whom now understand the need to drive down emissions and the business benefits of doing so—the picture is
more complex.

7. Tesco has challenging targets for emissions reductions, from a 2006 baseline:

— Reduce CO2 emissions from existing stores and distribution centres by at least 50% by 2020.

— Reduce CO2 emissions from new stores by 50% by 2020.

— Reduce by 50% the amount of CO2 used in our distribution network to deliver a case of goods
by 2012.

8. We are making good progress towards achieving these: for instance, in 2008 our UK energy use per
square foot was just half of its 2000 levels. To achieve our goals we have explored a range of diVerent
practical and technological approaches, and this submission builds on the experience we have gained so far.

9. We have found that some existing policies work. In particular, the Renewables Obligation is the most
eVective incentive in the existing policy mix, and in many cases its existence tips the balance of whether an
individual project is economically viable. However, the fact that the UK’s climate and energy policy
approach has developed over time means that the current patchwork of measures is often confusing for those
on the receiving end, in terms of what is required and where the most significant opportunities can be found.

10. The ideal solution would be a serious rethink of climate and energy policy so that it is streamlined,
understandable and fair, and reflects up-to-date priorities and scientific understanding. Having said that,
we recognise the practical implications of root-and-branch reform, so this submission instead makes some
observations about the existing system and proposes ways in which it might be improved. The exception to
this is on planning, where we have proposed a major simplification of the existing situation.

11. A helpful point of reference is our environmental flagship store at Cheetham Hill in Manchester,
which opened in January 2009 and has 70% lower emissions than existing stores of the same size. Many of
the materials we used in building that store were manufactured in the UK, including the majority of the
fixtures and fittings, 50% of the refrigeration cases, terrazzo flooring, a natural ventilation system, and wind
turbine parts.

12. Our aim is to replicate the Cheetham Hill principles in other new stores, as well as retrofitting
improvements to existing sites. This helps both to reduce emissions and to create UK jobs through local
sourcing. In practice, with every site and planning application we come across barriers which mean that
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often—for reasons outside our control—we are unable to be as ambitious as we would like. If this experience
is reproduced across the economy, the implication is that there is a huge amount of potential waiting to be
released but currently being held back.

Policy Conflicts and Practical Barriers

13. This section sets out a number of specific barriers we have come across in implementing low carbon
solutions, and proposes ways in which these barriers could be overcome.

Planning

14. At present, the planning system is not geared to tackling climate change. This is partly because the
system operates too slowly. But, more importantly, the planning system establishes many competing
priorities, and those making decisions often fail to prioritise climate change (eg noise as a reason for turning
down a wind turbine).

15. Crucially, the system fails to recognise that climate change is unlike other aspects of environmental
protection. By and large, environmental protection has historically been achieved by restricting
development. However, the level of emissions reductions required to tackle climate change can only be
achieved by permitting low carbon development, rather than by operating conservationist principles.
Rather than simply following the principle that new development should “be planned to limit carbon
dioxide emissions” (Planning Policy Statement: Planning and Climate Change. Supplement to Planning
Policy Statement 1), planning authorities should be incentivised and empowered to approve low-carbon
development. Climate change considerations should not only “be integrated into all spatial planning
concerns”; it should be primary to them.

16. We propose that the planning framework should be simplified to focus on a few key principles,
replacing hundreds of pages of overlapping (and often competing) policy guidance:

(i) National Parks, SSSIs and other special areas should be protected. These areas should be strictly
defined, and subject to a high level of protection.

(ii) Outside these areas there should be a presumption in favour of development for proposals which
contribute to achieving climate change objectives, including renewable energy generation, low
carbon businesses and zero carbon homes. This presumption could be adjusted to reflect a small
number of other key policy objectives such as housing and reducing regional and social disparity
to enhance productivity.

(iii) Planning decisions should be taken at the lowest appropriate level of government, avoiding the
delays, distortions and disempowerment that flow from excessive referrals upwards. This would
mean far fewer cases being dealt with at inappropriate levels of government and should deliver
greater speed and transparency.

(iv) Planning authorities should be incentivised for approving proposals which deliver policy
objectives, eg allowing local authorities to keep some of the increase in business rates generated by
low-carbon developments.

(v) Businesses and households should be incentivised to come forward with proposals that deliver
carbon reductions, eg through tax incentives or through the Carbon Reduction Commitment.

(vi) The planning system should be motivated by evidence, including developing evidence on the shape
of a low-carbon economy, eg incentivising shops closer to residential areas (not just in town centres)
if the emerging evidence suggests this is more carbon-eYcient.

Grid connections

17. At present, several of our wind and biomass projects are stalled until 2018 because of the need for
grid upgrades. There are two main problems: first, with slowness in establishing large-scale connections
(National Grid); and secondly, with local distribution companies, who are unable to cope with local
balancing of embedded generation and levy unreasonable charges to allow on-site generation. We are aware
that work is under way to tackle these problems, but it is important that this happens very quickly, otherwise
failures to connect will undermine good progress made in developing the technologies themselves.

18. We would also like to see a consistent process among Distribution Network Operators across diVerent
regions, as well as a simple appeals process for dealing with DNOs who attempt to ask us to pay for their
infrastructure upgrades.

On-site renewables, Carbon Reduction Commitment and zero carbon buildings

19. Companies may claim Renewable Obligation Certificates (ROCs) for renewable energy generated on
site, and this is a very eVective incentive for installing renewables. However, under current proposals, the
new Carbon Reduction Commitment (CRC) will require that companies claiming ROCs for on-site
generation have to account for those units of electricity at grid average levels, ie they cannot claim any
carbon reduction even though the energy has come from a low carbon source. The eVect is that the CRC
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provides no incentive for end-users to invest in their own generation as a way of contributing to emissions
reductions. We understand that the CRC is specifically designed as an energy eYciency measure, but this fact
in itself emphasises the need for the Government to consider how its business-facing policies work together.

20. The disconnect between CRC and ROC policies will be compounded if wider mandatory carbon
reporting is introduced which is consistent with the approach taken under CRC. One way to resolve this
would be that CRC reporting policy could use REGOs (Renewable Energy Guarantees of Origin) and
possibly other restrictions instead of ROCs as the basis for attributing zero carbon rating to renewable
power generated on site. This would avoid double-counting between CRC reporting and grid emissions
factors, while still allowing businesses to claim carbon benefits.

21. The same rationale applies in relation to the Government’s proposed approach to “zero carbon
buildings”: any renewable energy generation developed, irrespective of the location of that supply, must be
allowed to count towards achieving the zero carbon standard. If necessary, there could be a cut oV date so
that only renewables built after a certain year can count towards the standards to drive additional renewable
generation.

Biofuels for distribution

22. At the moment, 50% of the fuel used in the Tesco distribution fleet is biofuel. We are aware of the
sustainability concerns about biofuel and are keeping our policy under review. However, from 2010, the
phasing out of the existing tax incentive on biofuels means that their use will become financially unattractive
in any case. As the policy currently stands, it is unlikely that we will be able to maintain the 50% mix beyond
2010 even if that does continue to be the most environmentally beneficial option. We propose that the duty
incentive should be retained for fuels with a 50%! biofuels mix, as long as those biofuels meet approved
sustainability standards.

Biofuels for energy generation

23. Biofuels not for transport have to meet stringent standards, and are not allowed to include any
element of fossil fuels. This complexity means that there is no significant market in biofuels not for transport,
and therefore no reliable supplier, leading to ongoing uncertainty about viability. We are keen to use these
fuels in our CHP plants, but have struggled to source them.

24. This problem could be solved by making energy generation rules consistent with the RTFO rules on
methanol transesterified biofuel, ie allowing a minimal component of fossil fuel in the mix. Alternatively,
the Government could intervene actively to support the development of non-transport biofuels and the
creation of an active market.

Classification of waste as “fuel”

25. At present, mechanically heat-treated waste cannot be classified as “fuel” on a standard basis: each
application has to be considered individually by OFGEM. This creates a significant obstruction to creating
a programme of energy from waste plants across a number of sites. To overcome this barrier, the
Government should work with the EU to create a more sophisticated policy that allows certain kinds of
heat-treated waste to be declassified as waste and reclassified as a renewable fuel, on a clear and
standardised basis.

Sourcing waste to supply anaerobic digestion plants

26. Tesco is keen to explore anaerobic digestion as an eYcient “closed loop” waste to energy system for
the business. However, our individual sites—or even clusters of sites—generally do not produce enough
waste to supply a plant. An ideal supplement would be municipal waste, but EU procurement regulations
require that a PFI-like process be undertaken in order to obtain this, and negotiations with local authorities
can take up to five years. A review of procurement regulations is needed if this is to be overcome.

Ground source heat pumps

27. We have struggled to get abstraction licences from the Environment Agency; this has made it diYcult
to install any ground source heat pumps, and means that a lot of potential on our sites is lost. We have also
suVered from changes in advice. A specific example is at our store in Shrewsbury, where in 2007 we installed
an open loop geothermal system exchanging heat with the local water table, on the basis of our
understanding of the rules in place at the time of installation. However, the geothermal heat load generated
by the store was greater than expected, and so the system is now unable to meet the operating criteria set by
the Environment Agency. As a result, the geothermal system is not currently operating and we are amending
the store heating/cooling system to run on more traditional lines. This is obviously a great disappointment:
we are left with an expensive stranded asset and have not made the ambitious emissions reductions planned
at the site. With clearer guidelines at the outset we could have avoided this outcome.
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Incentives

28. In addition to removing practical barriers, Government should consider introducing additional
policies to incentivise the uptake of low carbon technologies.

Energy eYciency of buildings

29. The incentive of reduced energy bills is not proving suYcient in itself to drive the level and speed of
action we need to improve the energy eYciency of buildings in all sectors. In many cases—especially where
“easy wins” have already been achieved—eYciency could be improved through the uptake of specific low
carbon technologies.

30. One way of bridging the gap would be to oVer reduced business rates for those properties that achieve
low emissions, based on an existing measurement system such as that used for Display Energy Certificates.
This would oVer a real incentive for investment: for instance, a 10p tax cut in the multiplier for achieving a
particular energy rating would finance £100,000 of energy savings at a typical Tesco superstore and would
significantly influence investment decisions. This could be made cost-neutral, either within the business rates
system (with commensurate penalties for the worse performing buildings), or more widely within the tax
system.

Supporting consumers

31. Individual behaviours and consumption patterns have a huge impact on the uptake of green
technology, either directly or down the supply chain. Tesco is working hard to support green consumption
decisions, such as by permanently halving the price of energy eYcient lightbulbs. However, there is only so
far that retailers can go without Government support. For instance, VAT reductions could be oVered for
the most energy eYcient goods in sectors where price is reasonably elastic and a range of options available:
electrical and electronic household goods are an obvious opportunity.

32. Consumers also need further incentives to make low-carbon transport choices. We welcome the
Government’s stated ambition to provide greater support for electric cars, and are keen to see more detail
on implementation of that ambition. The challenge of making electric vehicles work in practice exemplifies
the cooperative approach needed to deliver a low carbon revolution: Government provides the initial
incentive, businesses work in partnership to facilitate delivery, and consumers are attracted to the new
technology and provide pull-through. We are keen to be part of this revolution.

May 2009

Memorandum submitted by Water UK

1. Water UK is the industry association that represents regulated UK statutory water supply and
wastewater companies at national and European level. We are a policy-based organisation and represent the
industry’s interests with Government, regulators and stakeholders in the UK and in Europe. Our core
objective is sustainable water policy—actions and solutions that create lasting benefit by integrating
economic, environmental and social objectives.

2. The water industry is energy-intensive and contributes around five million tones CO2e per year, around
1% of national greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. The industry recognises the eVects of its activities and the
need to quantify, manage and reduce this impact.

3. Carbon mitigation activities across the industry include:

(a) Reducing energy use (electricity and other fuels) through eYciency measures.

(b) Water eYciency and leakage control.

(c) Research and development:

(i) Research into alternative low-carbon technologies.

(ii) Studies into “soft” engineering solutions to achieving water quality standards.

(d) Embedded renewable power generation.

(e) Purchase of green power and good quality Combined Heat and Power (CHP).

(f) Investment plans that include whole-life carbon impacts and costs.

(g) Work with the supply chain to encourage low-carbon behaviour.

4. Opportunities to reduce water eYciency emissions in the water industry are partly related to
technological changes, eg more energy eYcient pumps, low-carbon water and wastewater treatment
solutions.

5. However, they are also related to the way the industry is regulated and to policies which impact the
industry.
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Energy Efficiency

6. The water industry requires significant amounts of energy to pump and treat water and wastewater.
Significant eVort continues to be made across the sector to reduce this contribution through improvements
in energy eYciency and investment in renewable energy generation. This is illustrated by the number of
companies achieving accreditation under the Carbon Trust’s Energy EYciency Accreditation Scheme and
Carbon Trust Standard.

7. Achieving continued eYciencies becomes increasingly diYcult over time. In the water sector, energy is
essential to the provision of our core service, and investment in schemes funded by our customers must
typically provide a payback within five years (four years in Scotland) to be cost eVective, as eYciencies
cannot be retained by companies past this point. As such, although the industry will retain a focus on
eYciency, there is limited remaining potential to make emission reductions through energy eYciency alone.
We are therefore committed to continued investment in renewable generation and in R&D into innovative
new technologies that may provide future opportunities for carbon reduction.

8. Rising fuel prices provide further impetus to reduce energy consumption in order to minimize financial
impacts on companies and customers. Increasing resilience to fluctuations in global energy prices is essential
for the UK, and we are committed to the government’s approach to energy eYciency and diversification of
supply, with a focus on renewable energy generation. This will help to increase security of energy supply,
mitigate future price increases and meet our national and international GHG reduction commitments.

Water Quality Legislation

9. Since 1990 the water industry’s carbon footprint has increased significantly due to growth (water
companies have a statutory duty to provide services to new development) and through meeting EU
legislative standards, which have required increasingly energy-intensive water and wastewater treatment.

10. Depending on how the Water Framework Directive (WFD) and Urban Waste Water Treatment
Directive (UWWTD) are implemented, this trend is set to continue. This highlights the importance of
innovation and investigations over the next investment period, from 2010–15—Asset Management Planning
5 (AMP5), and beyond, such as the identification of new, cost-beneficial solutions and technology to reduce
energy consumption.

11. We are pleased that the European Commission has recently revised its guidelines on understanding
Regulatory Impact Assessments (RIAs) to take explicit account of the impacts of new legislation on GHG
emissions. We expect this guidance to be followed in implementing the WFD and other legislation.

12. We are also planning investigatory work to establish the viability of “softer” engineering solutions to
water quality standards during AMP5. This relies on support for the view that abstraction and discharge
should be regulated on the basis of local environmental need rather than generalised standards.

Water Conservation

13. The water industry recognises the role of water eYciency in reducing the carbon footprint of both
water companies and consumers. We are committed to the promotion of water conservation and raising
awareness of the link between domestic water heating and carbon emissions, and are pursuing schemes to
promote this as well as wider collaborative work in order to maximize customer exposure to key messages.
However, the majority of carbon reduction benefits associated with demand management measures are not
currently captured. As a result, demand led solutions, although important, are not anticipated to result in
significant emission reductions over the next asset management planning (AMP) period (2010–15).

14. All water companies aim to achieve the Economic Level of Leakage—the point at which it becomes
more economic to leave the leak rather than to fix it. This means that the volume of lost water is reduced as
far as is economically viable taking all environmental and social costs, including GHG emissions, into
account. All companies have met or have plans in place to meet leakage targets, demonstrating the
importance ascribed to this issue.

Renewable Energy

15. We view renewable energy generation as integral to eVorts to reduce our carbon footprint. Current
installed capacity across the sector amounts to 530 GWh (2007–08), comprising around 79% Combined
Heat and Power (CHP), 14% hydro-electric and 7% wind. Water industry commitment to renewable energy
is demonstrated by our aspiration for at least 20% of all energy used by the industry to come from renewable
sources by 2020. This reflects the UK government goal to meet our share of the EU target, to source 20%
of EU energy from renewables by 2020. Although we understand that there are a number of regulatory
mechanisms and incentives in place to work towards this target, such as the Renewables Obligation (RO)
and the Energy and Planning Act (2008), we remain some distance from the target, with the concern that
action is not happening suYciently fast.

16. We believe that there is therefore a clear need for a step-change in approach, involving full sectoral
contribution towards targets, in order for us to progress towards this level of renewable energy generation.
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17. The water industry has considerable scope for further cost-eVective investment in renewable energy
generation. There is also potential for collaborative, large-scale investment in energy from waste. The water
industry’s expertise and existing anaerobic digestion capacity could be harnessed to increase biogas
production through the mixing of waste streams. Working in partnership on such schemes would facilitate
knowledge sharing and maximise eYciency whilst simultaneously delivering significant contributions to
targets for landfill reduction and renewable energy generation.

18. There are, however, a number of factors aVecting our ability to participate in this kind of project and
invest in renewable energy generation. For example, although Ofwat has expressed general support for the
use of renewable energy for carbon mitigation, guidance tends to be somewhat ambiguous and, on occasion,
conflicting:

(a) “Company’s mitigation strategies could include the use of renewable energy” (Preparing for the
future,climate change policy statement, Ofwat, July 2008, p19)

(b) “Mitigation strategies should include the development of renewable energy sources” (Setting Price
Limits for 2010–15: Framework and Approach, Ofwat, March 2008, p17)

(c) “We expect each company to play a full part in mitigating climate change by reducing greenhouse
gas emissions” (Setting Price Limits for 2010–15: Framework and Approach, Ofwat March 2008,
p17)

(d) “It is important that each company…. take responsibility for its fair share of the UK carbon
burden” (Preparing for the future, climate change policy statement, Ofwat, July 2008, p15)

(e) “Renewable energy is a separate and competitive market with its own regulatory and market
support. We do not believe that it is appropriate to provide further support through higher bills
for water and sewerage customers.” (Setting Price Limits for 2010–15: Framework and Approach,
Ofwat, March 2008, p17)

19. Whilst Ofwat has expressed general support for the principle of carbon mitigation and the use of
renewable energy generation, other aspects of the regulatory stance severely restrict our ability to reduce
carbon emissions through renewable energy generation. As a result there is an increasing divide between the
UK government aspirations for carbon reduction and renewable generation and our ability as a regulated
industry to meet the level of emissions reductions set out in the Climate Change Act (2008).

20. Ofwat’s latest guidance, “PR09 Treatment of Renewable Energy”, states that to obtain funding for
renewable energy generation companies must demonstrate that the chosen technology has “natural
synergies with the functions of the appointed business”. Wind energy falls outside this definition and cannot
therefore be funded through the regulated business, even where 100% power is used onsite to power the
treatment process and no losses occur via the grid.

21. Wind energy generation is an established technology oVering proven returns within a relatively short
time. Existing turbines and studies of future proposed investment have proved that wind is cost-beneficial,
reducing price volatility, saving costs and reducing customer bills in the medium and long term.

22. We believe that generation should be part of the regulated business where:

(a) The aim is to utilise the power generated on site.

(b) Installations are on or adjacent to water industry sites ie land that is integral to the appointed
business activities.

23. The reform of the Renewables Obligation (RO) introduces a banding system for diVerentiating
support for diVerent types of renewable technology based on perceived commercial viability. This may not
provide adequate incentive for investment in existing technologies that may deliver the greatest carbon
benefit.

24. Reform of the RO also diVerentiates levels of support for “sewage gas” from anaerobic digestion, and
“anaerobic digestion”, awarding 0.5 Renewable Obligation Certificates (ROCs) and 2 ROCs respectively.
This represents an arbitrary division of identical technologies.

25. We believe that the government should consider options for improving incentives for renewable
generation in order to achieve national targets. Options could include strengthening the RO through raising
the level of the Obligation past 35% (increasing the price of ROCs in return), or proposals outlined in the
Renewable Energy Strategy such as feed-in tariVs. “Sewage gas” from anaerobic digestion should be
awarded the same level of ROC and feed-in-tariV support as “anaerobic digestion”.

Carbon Sequestration

26. A number of water companies have the potential to make a significant diVerence to the UK’s capacity
for carbon sequestration, particularly through upland peat management. At present there is no carbon
incentive to promote sustainable land management practices, as sequestered carbon cannot be included with
carbon accounting, according to Defra guidelines. We think the government should establish an eVective
accounting framework to incentivise land management for carbon sequestration.
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Carbon Accounting

27. Purchase of levy-exempt electricity potentially provides an opportunity to reduce our carbon
footprint. Energy that has been awarded exemption from the Climate Change Levy is generated by a low-
carbon source. LECs are traded with electricity, and as such the end user is the only beneficiary and should
be able to claim the carbon benefit. This is not currently recognised, and is not an allowable mechanism for
reduction under the CRC.

28. We think that levy exempt energy should be treated as low-carbon under Defra company accounting
guidelines and be an allowable carbon reduction mechanism under the CRC.

29. In addition, the use of a “grid average” emissions factor does not provide electricity customers with
the incentive to drive the renewables market. The water industry supports the view that the “grid average”
emissions factor should be replaced with a series of product specific factors.

30. The water industry invests significant amounts of money in renewable energy generation (primarily
onsite CHP, wind and hydro), which we use to generate renewable energy to power onsite processes.
Investment relies on a ROC income to be cost eVective. ROCs represent an economic incentive, with banding
reflecting perceived commercial viability rather than magnitude or carbon reduction, and as such should not
be viewed as carbon credits. Defra guidelines do not allow companies to claim emissions reductions where
ROCs are sold. This reduces the incentive for making this investment and fails to acknowledge our
contribution to UK emissions reductions.

31. We believe that carbon accounting should recognise the carbon benefit derived from onsite renewable
energy generation, providing greater incentive for companies to invest in renewable energy.

June 2009

Memorandum submitted by Willmott Dixon

Further to our meeting on 26 January, I am writing to set out Willmott Dixon’s key recommendations for
inclusion in the DECC Committee’s forthcoming report into Low Carbon Technologies in a Green Economy.

Our position paper, A Low Carbon Built Environment, tackles what we believe needs to be done by our
industry and Government to create the step change needed to meet this challenge. It follows the UK Low
Carbon Transition Plan and accompanying UK Low Carbon Industrial Strategy launched by DECC in the
summer, and Lord Mandelson’s review of the construction sector’s ability to deliver a low carbon built
environment.

The Government has rightly focused the construction industry’s role in the transition to a low carbon
economy, with the Low Carbon Industrial Strategy identifying low carbon buildings and construction as
one of the 11 priority sectors presenting the greatest economic opportunity for the UK.

The skills available to deliver low and zero carbon buildings are in our view limited; this goes right through
the industry from investors, project managers, designers, the workforce and facility managers to those who
use buildings.

Willmott Dixon wants to help develop ideas and recommendations that will achieve a lower carbon,
sustainable future. This includes setting our own tough targets, and we aim to be carbon neutral by 2012
and make smarter use of resources in order to send zero waste to landfill by 2012.

In Willmott Dixon’s opinion there is much that can be done to ensure the industry is ready for a low
carbon future, both in how it does business, and the product it creates.

Our paper recommends key measures that can be taken. They are as follows:

Recommendation 1

Government can use its buying power to lead by example and should commit to three exemplar low
carbon new build and three low carbon refits of non-housing developments each year, spread across
Regional Development Agencies.

These exemplars would be used to measure performance and develop knowledge for wider industry use.
This could be led by either the Department for Business, Innovation and Skills or the Department for Energy
and Climate Change.

Companies that show real initiative by investing in their own skill-set to build, refit and maintain low
carbon buildings should be included in a “low carbon” framework that can bid for such work.
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Recommendation 2

Government must set legislation for non-domestic buildings to achieve carbon targets by 2020 (rather
than ambitions), backed up with suYcient enforcement and with meaningful penalties for non-compliance.
It must support this with a robust definition for both low and zero carbon buildings where there is absolutely
no ambiguity of what is included and what is not. The same definition must also apply for energy from
renewable sources.

Recommendation 3

Defining and creating a role of Carbon Manager as a position with “clout” with responsibility for the
energy and carbon performance during a building’s design, construction and occupancy will give added
focus to achieving the necessary carbon targets.

Recommendation 4

Create an “Innovation Fund” where any company from the materials and construction sector can bid for
a grant for an audited R&D programme. This could be coordinated by an organisation like the UK Green
Building Council.

Recommendation 5

Public procurement models should be subjected to a route and branch review as they need to move away
from making decisions purely on capital cost to whole life cost, merging budgets for Cap Ex with Op X. The
UK will only deliver zero carbon buildings where the procurement is on the basis of Whole Life Cost/Life
Cycle Cost.

Recommendation 6

The Government needs to develop new procurement models that go beyond PFI. These would allow
companies to provide a whole life service with responsibility for carbon management of that building. This
would encourage early involvement of the carbon manager at the inception and design stages.

Recommendation 7

Post Occupancy Evaluation at one, three and five years after handover must be routine for public sector
buildings, with its findings (including what worked, what did not and life cycle costs) made publicly available
to help the learning the industry needs to deliver a low carbon built environment.

Recommendation 8

Government must extend the threshold for Display Energy Certificates (DEC) beyond public buildings
of more than 1,000m2 to all private sector buildings of similar size thereby ensuring that hotels, supermarkets
and privately owned buildings visited frequently by the public tell the truth every year about their actual
energy performance. We would further suggest that there is a need to ensure that Energy Performance
Certificates (EPCs) and DECs are compatible so that the performance of a building in design can be
compared to its performance in use.

We hope you will be able to work these recommendations into the DECC report, as it is crucial that the
concerns of the construction industry are recognised, given the sector’s importance in helping the
Government to achieve its vision of a low carbon economy.

However, much work needs to be done by the Government, not least in terms of a definition for a Zero
Carbon Building, including “allowable solutions”.

I hope you find these recommendations useful, and if you would like any additional information then
please do not hesitate to contact me.

February 2010

Memorandum submitted by Wormser Energy Solutions

Wormser Energy Solutions

Wormser Energy Solutions (WES) is an international energy technology company comprised of energy
specialists from around the world. WES focus, at present, is upon developing and commercializing the
gasification technology—Mild Airblown Gasification Integrated Combined Cycle (MaGIC)—in the UK,
EU and internationally.

MaGIC is a third generation, coal-fuelled IGCC85 (Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle) technology.
MaGIC delivers eYciencies of over 50% (LHV)—the highest for any IGCC. Because of its higher eYciency,
MaGIC significantly reduces CO2 emissions—even before Carbon Capture and Sequestration (CCS) is

85 The system is a hybrid; at its heart is a carbonizer, where pyrolysis and gasification occur, producing not only syngas for use
in a gas turbine, but also char for combustion in a boiler.
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taken into account; the estimated levelised cost of electricity from the system is only 70–80% of that for
traditional Pulverised Coal (PC) or natural gas plants. The system is fully carbon capture ready, and the
higher heating value eYciency of MaGIC can absorb the dip in eYciency brought about as a result of CCS.

Until now, the capital cost of IGCC’s has been far too high to make them a practical alternative to coal-
burning power stations. Due to the small size of its equipment, MaGIC’s low build costs break that cost
barrier, and result in a dramatically faster payback (seven years vs. 15! years). The technology is designed
to be retrofitted to existing coal (and gas) power stations, or to be built as a new stand alone power station;
it can also be used with biomass and/or Municipal Solid Waste. MaGIC is currently in the development stage
in the US and the UK, and WES estimates that a power plant could be developed by 2013.

Executive Summary

WES welcomes the opportunity to provide evidence to the Energy and Climate Change Select Committee.
Our submission is aimed at highlighting, via our responses to the committee, the view of a small, energy-
technology development company. As a niche technology company developing gasification technologies,
WES believes that the UK Government’s recent activity, recommendations and stimulus support are
quantifiable drivers for energy investment into the UK.

Strong, clear signals to the market regarding the direction of policy are vital if large-scale low-carbon
technologies are to develop. In particular, we are interested in carbon reduction and capture technologies.
We believe these can play a vital role in both reducing UK emissions to meet the Government’s ambitious
targets, and reviving the economy. There is a risk for policymakers that the full and varied opportunities
from all aspects of the CCS sector could fail to be exploited suYciently if “research” and “Government
support” are too narrowly defined.

WES considers that support and assistance should be given to a variety of diVerent technologies focused
not only on the “storage” aspect of CCS, but on the mechanisms, economics and eYciencies of the power-
plant-design process for the electricity-generating system within which the coal is used. Additionally, the
wide-spread adoption of new low-carbon technology is facilitated by providing a profit motive to business
for its use.

What opportunities exist for the creation of a green new deal whilst pursuing a low carbon economy? Which
technologies have the biggest potential? Has the Government done enough in its stimulus package?

1. WES believes that a green new deal is possible in the UK, and that the Government’s commitment to
this as an area for growth is commendable—especially the recently announced additional levels of support
for CCS development in the UK budget.

2. One of the single most eVective ways to boost GDP is to increase eYciency. Conveniently enough,
increasing eYciency is also a very straightforward way to tackle carbon emissions. It is proper and useful
for the Government to encourage the development of new, more eYcient technologies; and to support
environmental targets by requiring the most eYcient new technology be installed for new power generation.

3. The Government can and should encourage the development of advanced technology which can
change the carbon footprint of significant, already-existing carbon-producers (such as power stations). If
this can be accomplished cheaply enough, the economy will benefit from the eYciency gains to business—
and society will benefit from the reduction in carbon. We agree that these technologies must provide a
mechanism for the capture of carbon, so that as storage capacity is brought online, the older coal fired power
plants are able to erase their carbon footprint along with newly-built plants.

4. WES believes that such technologies urgently need development and pilot plant testing. The recent
stimulus package was welcome, and hopefully should help to assist research and development into all aspects
of increasing plant eYciency and capturing and storing carbon—including, crucially, power plant design.

5. More eYcient power plant designs, such as IGCC’s have previously been constrained by very high
capital costs. Although Government once recognized the potential of this technology (for example, when it
funded the British Coal Topping Cycle development work through the then DTI), this work was never
completed, and capital costs remain prohibitive. As a result, internationally, most new coal plants built are
still a form of pulverized coal plant—a technology which has remained static (with small modifications) from
the 1950s.

6. WES’ recent design developments in IGCC’s have broken through the economic barriers. WES has
made gasification of coal a key technology, with the potential not just for cleaner coal, but also for use with
biomass and municipal solid waste.

7. In order for a Green New Deal to become a reality in support of a low-carbon economy, solid
economics have to be at the root of its design. Retrofitting existing, depreciated assets with advanced carbon-
eYcient and capturing technology—at a project cost that actually makes money for the generators—is the
kind of win: win solution the UK needs to remain competitive and responsible in a carbon constrained
world.
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How realistic are the Committee on Climate Change’s projections for the use of diVerent types of new
technologies? What is needed to achieve the development and deployment of them?

8. WES believes that technology developments in energy generation should be supported—from early
stage development though to pilot plant—in order to harness the widest range of possible options for the
UK economy. Challenging existing industry norms is a key part of the development of CCS technology if
it is to come online within the Governments anticipated timeframes.

9. The capital cost barriers-to-entry in the energy marketplace can be significant; and all too often
promising ideas can languish at the fringes of the industry. Emerging technology and new ideas should be
actively encouraged by Government. The Government can bring large and small companies together—
enabling innovative ideas from small and nimble companies to get a rapid jump-start in development with
large industry partners.

10. In particular, the opportunities for gasification are considerable, and can be applied to municipal solid
waste and biomass, as well as with coal. At present, the UK relies on a fleet of ageing coal and nuclear power
stations. Although the retrofit of more-eYcient equipment is becoming common in homes, we still have
dated generating equipment in the power stations which supply those homes. Primarily due to the Large
Combustion Plant Directive, a number of these fully-depreciated coal stations are scheduled to be fully shut
down in the next six years. This represents a potential loss of 15% of the UK’s existing power generation
capacity. Increasingly, the UK also relies on natural gas power stations.

11. The addition of IGCC technologies to the existing fleet of coal power stations would not only reduce
emissions, but could enable the same power stations to generate more electricity than they currently
generate—without adding more CO2 to the atmosphere. Adding generating capacity by adding WES
technology to an existing power station generates less net CO2 than adding the new power via a new Natural
Gas station. In addition, retrofitting to the existing PC fleet helps with protecting assets of national strategic
interest, assets which would otherwise on closure become liabilities. Retrofitting to an existing PC station
takes significantly less time and cost than dismantling and rebuilding a new station from scratch.

What are the most important drivers, nationally and internationally, for a low carbon economy in the UK? To
what extent do the outcomes of the international negotiations at Copenhagen matter?

12. Demonstrating responsible international citizenship and providing world wide leadership in this
critical arena are key drivers of a low-carbon-economy. Nationally, security of supply, emissions reduction
and price stability, are amongst the most significant challenges for the UK.

13. The outcome of Copenhagen matters considerably for low carbon and energy businesses, especially
smaller scale technology companies such as our own. Global agreement (including all major economies) to
binding emissions limits is a huge signal to business. It encourages business to invest for the long term in
innovative new technology which can reduce emissions. Emissions limits also “level the playing field” across
developed countries for the cost of doing business.

14. It is not enough for the UK to simply clean up its own carbon. Each technology investment should
be evaluated with an eye towards its potential multiplier eVect in other high-carbon societies worldwide. This
‘multiplier’ criterion encourages two desirable secondary outcomes for each pound spent in development:
it creates an export opportunity and lowers the carbon footprint of any country using it.

15. Regulatory measures are enormously helpful in driving a low carbon economy, and cap and trade
schemes—when developed alongside strict emissions limits—can create real pressure to reduce carbon and
increase eYciencies. The WES business strategy is focused on the UK and EU for this particular reason.

How important is it to the UK economy that it becomes a leading developer and exporter of low carbon
technologies? What Government policy needs to be in place to do this?

16. It is vital for the UK economy and for future growth that the UK becomes a developer and “hub”
for low carbon technologies. In coal gasification, the area of technology development in which WES
specialises, the UK was previously a world leader due to work begun in the 1970s. Given the large reserves
of coal available world wide, there is significant potential for any country which develops low-carbon coal
technologies.

17. The Central Electricity Generating Board (CEGB) and The British Coal Corporation invested
heavily in research and development in developing gasification-based and other advanced-combustion-
based power generation technologies. The CEGB and British Coal had a key role in the development of
pressurised fluidised bed combustion (“PFBC”) technology, with much of the preliminary development
work undertaken using the PFBC facilities at Grimethorpe in Yorkshire.

18. We believe that this development was halted due to a wide number of factors, including the “dash for
gas”. However, as an example it illustrates that the UK has a rich heritage and skill base in carbon
technologies from which to draw.

19. Mandating CCS by 2020 is a very clear steer to the market; however business-focused, practical
research into the whole area of CCS—including power plant design and eYciencies—is absolutely vital.
Such research should be prioritised, supported and encouraged by all the various government bodies.
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20. The economics and specifications of Carbon Capture Readiness (CCR) are a key component of
developing this growth area. The cost of certifying a potential site as CCR are large, and potentially time
consuming. Whilst WES recognises that this is vital, and will hasten the development of CCS, consideration
should also be given to analysing the economics of CCS to the market and ultimately to society. The eVect
of these cost pressures should not prevent development of such a technology. They do, however, illustrate
how the costs and eYciencies of the building blocks of the CCS ‘picture’ are vital in developing a realistic
view of CCS and its deployment.

21. Developing UK capacity is diYcult, and the people with the necessary skills in chemical, mechanical
and process engineering need to be nurtured and developed from an early stage via support for those
Universities and organizations that are conducting high level work in this area.

Are we seeing impacts of a downturn on demand and investment in low carbon technologies? If so, how can this
be addressed given the need to meet long term targets? What obstacles to investment are there?

22. The downturn in the export market is making business more cost-conscious than ever. This places
pressure on carbon-restrictions due to the increased costs-to-business they impose. Therefore, it is even more
critical that the cost of reducing carbon make business sense, not just environmental sense. Dual purpose
investments, which lower carbon while increasing profit, are the least likely to suVer during the downturn. In
fact economic downturns are often when wise companies invest, so that they are prepared when the economy
rebounds.

23. Undoubtedly the economic situation is aVecting access to credit for large capital projects, and funding
for businesses of all types. Additionally, investment has often been slow in new energy technologies due to
a lack of regulatory signals; although recent EU action in areas such as the Large Combustion Plant
Directive—which stimulated investment in Flue Gas Desulphisation technologies through clear mandatory
actions—has had a real eVect.

24. WES believes that the work done previously by the CEGB and British coal in the area of coal
gasification demonstrates that large scale Government support for research is absolutely vital if new
technologies are to develop in the current climate.

25. The EU ETS in phase 3 should stimulate more investment in carbon reducing technology due to
increased auctioning of permits. It is important that Government and the EU encourage and maintain a
regime in which CO2 emissions pricing, in and after Phase III, is stabilized and volatility reduced.

What is the potential role for public procurement and policies such as the 2016 zero carbon homes target in
driving investment, development and job creation?

26. WES believes that public procurement can play a strong supportive role for low carbon technologies,
especially in investment in new technologies such as waste to energy and biomass power generation. Public
procurement provides visible early-adopters for new low-carbon technologies, and signals strong support
for emerging technologies. In an industry such as power generation, public projects can be the foundation
of innovation—paving the way for industry to follow.

May 2009

Memorandum submitted by Mr James Page

I attended your recent meeting where one member asked Andrew Simms about solar water heating, noting
that there are only a few thousand installations each year, when the overall target is for some millions.

Notwithstanding incentive schemes in the pipeline, and that in some boroughs new houses are required
to provide renewable energy, the fact is that the vast majority of developments in this part of London are
loft extensions: every other house is rapidly being extended. This will often make it more diYcult to add
solar later (and sooner or later it will be needed.) It is also a lost renewables opportunity: if there were an
obligation on extensions incorporating solar thermal, where possible, we would rapidly see an increase in
numbers, as well as the training which will be needed. It would require no public money and the householder
would be only too pleased to oblige if it gets them the planning permission for the extension.

June 2009
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Memorandum submitted by the New Economics Foundation (NEF)

A Green New Deal

“Too important to fail” is the message heard repeatedly from governments stepping in and spending
billions to prop up failing financial markets. But all the time, another system—an atmosphere convivial to
human civilisation, that really is too important to fail—is being wrecked by political complacency and
unrealistic economics.

Now, a unique new group of specialists in finance, energy and the environment are arguing for a Green
New Deal that will deliver a comprehensive solution to the triple crunches of the credit crisis, high energy
prices and climate change. But time is short, very short.

New and cautious calculations by the New Economics Foundation’s (nef) climate change programme
suggest that we may have as little as 100 months starting from August 2008 to avert uncontrollable global
warming.

Nothing short of the rapid and wide-scale re-engineering of the economy will be suYcient. Radical
change, though, is needed anyway because of the credit and energy crises; the latter driven significantly by
the imminent peak and decline of global oil production.

No simple techno-fix exists that can reduce greenhouse gas emissions fast or far enough to solve the
problem. The answers are going to be economic, political and behavioural. Many countries, not just the UK,
are going to need to learn the art of rapid transition.

Lessons from history

The Green New Deal group formed in the summer of 2007 against this background, but before the current
full-blown economic crisis. It took inspiration from President Roosevelt’s response to the 1929 Wall Street
financial crash.

Back then, his plan was divided into an initial 100 days spent rapidly passing measures on poverty relief,
financial reform and economic recovery, including the creation of the Civilian Conservation Corps. A later
wave of law-making sought to deliver broader redistribution of power and resources.

Our modernised Green New Deal, published on the 75th anniversary of Roosevelt’s plan, is tailored to
the threats and opportunities of today, but also designed to happen in two waves.

First, we outline a structural transformation of the regulation of the financial system, including major
changes to taxation systems.

Secondly, we call for a sustained programme to invest in, and deploy, energy conservation and renewable
energies, coupled with eVective demand management.

In place of Roosevelt’s politically clever 100 day programme—in which all of his measures were passed—
we find ourselves with the very real timeframe of 100 months, imposed by the unthinkable prospect of
runaway climate change.

The outcomes of our plan, though, are not to be feared. They will create countless green collar jobs,
introduce greater economic stability, bring huge benefits to the real economy and establish prudent
environmental policy.

Three interlocking elements make up the Green New Deal:

1. Stabilising the financial system

A financial system built on speculation and the reckless accumulation of debt needs saving from itself with
a thorough overhaul of regulation. This would include breaking up discredited financial institutions that
have only survived through the injection of vast sums of public money.

Instead of institutions that are “too big to fail”, we need institutions that are small enough to fail without
creating problems for depositors and the wider public.

We also need to minimise corporate tax evasion by clamping down on tax havens and obfuscatory
corporate financial reporting.

2. Raise the resources to invest in change

The Green New Deal needs resourcing. As part of the financial reform described above, cheaper money
is needed to invest in the environmental transformation of our energy, transport and building infrastructure.

In parallel, to prevent inflation, we want to see much tighter regulation of the wider financial
environment.

There are plenty of other ways of urgently freeing-up necessary finance.

As just one part of a wide-ranging package of financial innovations, the Deal calls for the establishment
of an Oil Legacy Fund, similar to a highly successful Norwegian government initiative, paid for by a windfall
tax on the profits of oil and gas companies.
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More realistic fossil fuel prices, raised to include their cost to the environment, will generate further
revenue and create economic incentives that drive eYciency and bring alternative fuels to market.

Importantly, this multiple approach will help pay for the safety nets needed for those vulnerable to higher
food and fuel prices.

3. Environmental transformation

The end game of the Green New Deal is to bring about a low-carbon, high well-being economy.

There are numerous benefits in shifting to a more eYcient, decentralised energy system that uses a wide
range of renewable energy technologies applied at diVerent scales, and in which demand is actively managed.

With the right economic incentives, the foundations of a new energy system could be laid tomorrow.

Increasing our energy security and independence by making every building a power station and eYciency
centre will create a “carbon army” of countless green collar workers.

But that is only the beginning; re-engineering our food and transport systems would cut out unnecessary
fossil-fuel use and increase our resilience and security.

Rethinking reality

The project requires vision, boldness and a commitment to learning the art of rapid transition. The Green
New Deal calls on us to learn from history—not just what Roosevelt achieved from 1933 onwards, but from
how Britain prepared for, fought and recovered from the Second World War.

Back then, in a few short years, we successfully re-tooled the economy for a new purpose, and achieved
massive, supportive changes in behaviour.

Also, many of those initiatives had unanticipated benefits for health and well-being, such as the growth
of urban gardening.

More recently, there were the responses to the oil crises of the 1970s, and Cuba’s astonishing avoidance
of widespread starvation post-Cold War, when it lost access to aVordable oil supplies and was placed in near
total economic isolation.

Reckless and ultimately expensive lending, coupled with speculation, has brought the financial system to
the brink of collapse and has funded environmentally damaging over-consumption.

That has also brought that more important system—the climate—literally to the edge.

Politicians’ faith in markets’ ability to manage themselves now looks childishly naive.

Failure not an option

Our challenge now is to make available the low-cost capital needed to fund the UK’s green economic shift
whilst having controls in place to prevent inflation. To deliver the Green New Deal, we need a new alliance
between environmentalists, industry, agriculture, government and the unions to put the interests of the real
economy ahead of those of footloose finance.

As an even earlier US President, Thomas JeVerson, said: “I sincerely believe that banking establishments
are more dangerous than standing armies, and that the principle of spending money to be paid by posterity,
under the name of funding, is but swindling futurity on a larger scale.”

The UK and the global economies are entering uncharted waters, and the weather forecast is not just bad,
but appalling.

The triple crisis of credit collapse, oil prices and climate change is conjuring a perfect storm. Instead of
desperate baling out, and in the absence of a joined-up plan from government, the Green New Deal is the
first attempt to outline a comprehensive plan and a new course to navigate each obstacle in our path.

If successful, we also believe that emerging on the other side of the storm, we will find the world to be a
better place. It is, at the very least, too important to fail.

June 2009

Memorandum submitted by Ceres Power

Summary

Ceres Power welcomes this inquiry by the Energy and Climate Change Committee. The UK faces a
number of energy and economic policy challenges over the next few decades, including energy security, job
creation, industrial competitiveness and carbon emissions reduction targets. Fuel cell micro-CHP, as a low
carbon microgeneration technology, should play an important role in helping Government rise to these
challenges but, in order for this to happen, policy conditions must be right.
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Policies, such as CERT (Carbon Emissions Reduction Target), must take care not to stifle innovation and
the transition to feed-in tariVs must be in parallel with any future supplier obligation programmes. The
Government must follow up on high level announcements with detailed measures that provide industry and
investors with reassurance. Budget 2009 promised £1.4 billion of extra, targeted support in the low-carbon
sector but lacks suYcient information on how it will be spent. Greater reassurance could help to fill the
investment gap resulting from the economic downturn although fiscal support will be needed as well. This
could be achieved through the existing R&D tax credit system or by allowing loss-making low-carbon
companies to claim immediate cash funding against accumulated tax losses.

Ceres Power hopes that Government will provide the necessary policy support to products currently in
the product development phase to help them reach the mass market, enabling UK plc to benefit from the
resulting jobs and economic growth whilst remaining at the forefront of technological development. We
would be more than happy to provide further evidence to the Committee on the potential of fuel cell
micro-CHP.

Who We Are

Ceres Power is a UK-based AIM-quoted alternative energy company that is developing a small scale
combined heat and power unit for residential applications. This “micro-CHP” product uses fuel cells rather
than engine technology such as a Stirling Engine and therefore has very diVerent and beneficial
characteristics. Ceres Power has secured major distribution agreements with British Gas and Calor which
will enable their residential customers to enjoy convenient, low carbon, cost-competitive energy using
environmentally friendly products. It is also developing a low-carbon energy security product for EDF
Energy Networks.

We are proud of our place amongst world-leading alternative energy companies able to support UK
competitiveness. Following our signaled investment commitment to building a high-value mass
manufacturing plant located in the UK, Ceres Power wishes to avoid UK companies losing their competitive
advantage or relocating to more supportive countries. Our group will then be able to provide the material
benefits to UK energy policy goals of reduced customer energy bills, major carbon savings and more secure
energy supplies.

The contribution of Microgeneration to Carbon Reduction Targets and Energy Saving

Microgeneration products, such as fuel cell micro-CHP, could provide 30–40% of the UK’s electricity
needs according to a study commissioned by the Government from the Energy Saving Trust and could
therefore make a vital contribution to reaching the Government’s target of an 80% reduction in carbon
emissions by 2050.

The energy saving benefits of Ceres Power products include:

— Reduction in the home’s total energy costs (gas ! electricity) of around 25% to help aVordability
and address fuel poverty

— Carbon emissions reduction of up to 2.5 tCO2 when replacing today’s boilers or 40–50% of a
typical UK home’s footprint

— A cost eVective, mass market way to reduce emissions in as-built and new-build homes

— Capable of significant impact on the UK’s carbon reduction targets, even by 2020 via linkage to
boiler replacement cycle with 1.5 million units per year (ie 1Gw/yr potential for micro CHP
deployment).

Ceres Power believes that large scale infrastructure projects such as nuclear, renewables and successfully
demonstrated Carbon Capture and Storage technology are only part of the solution, and only part of the
opportunity in building a low carbon economy. Micro-CHP powered by fossil fuels will reduce carbon
emissions into the long-term as a result of it displacing peaking plant which will be high carbon for decades
to come. Its value is reinforced by the costs and diYculties of decarbonising the grid. It should also be born
in mind that micro-CHP’s fuel type can also decarbonise (ie to biogas, H2) on the same sort of timeframe
as the electricity grid can decarbonise, therefore it has a role to play for decades to come (easily to 2030–50).

We now hope that Government will create the conditions, as outlined below, under which microgeneration
companies such as Ceres Power can continue to lead in new low carbon products and services.
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Delivering Microgeneration Policy

In order to allow fuel cell micro-CHP to fulfil its potential in terms of contributing to carbon reduction
targets, energy security and economic recovery, Ceres Power believes that the following policy
considerations are necessary.

1. Feed in TariVs

The Government’s outlined plans for a feed in tariV in the Energy Act 2008 and rested its commitment
to introduce them in its Heat and Energy Saving Strategy (DECC, 2009): “The new financial incentives
planned to promote renewable heat generation (the RHI) and small-scale low carbon electricity generation
(feed-in tariVs, or FITs) will help households who wish to generate their own low carbon energy to overcome
some of the upfront costs of installations.” FIT for micro-CHP will help deliver the country’s energy policy
goals through accelerating these products uptake in mass market volumes and should be designed with this
objective in mind and aim deliver cost-eVective CO2 saving. Micro-CHP oVers the potential for excellent
value for money in terms of £ per tonne of carbon saved and technology cost assumptions rightly form a
key input into the FIT model when determining its level of support for individual technologies.

2. Design of CESP and extended CERT must not stifle innovation

It is imperative that the design of the extended CERT (Carbon Emissions Reduction Target) and CESP
(Community Energy Saving Programme) does not prohibit or discourage the introduction of new and
innovative products which may come on line before December 2012. CERT and CESP must plan to actively
support and incentivise product innovations that are highly likely to become available during the lifetime
of these policies. A Government framework should not stifle deployment of new technologies simply
because the policy has not caught up.

3. Greater uplift needed for microgeneration technologies

Greater uplifts for microgeneration technologies are needed to incentivise uptake in CERT and CESP.
Failure to increase the uplifts, or at the very least provide a more accurate comparison of the carbon benefits
of microgeneration with respect to more traditional CERT measures, will extend the poor uptake of
microgeneration technologies under the current CERT arrangements.

4. Coordinated policy support

Should the Government decide to introduce FIT reward for micro-CHP, it is imperative that this is
integrated and works in tandem with any obligation on suppliers through CERT and CESP or its successors.
Promotion of an integrated approach will ensure that fuel cell micro-CHP is eVectively supported across a
range of policies.

Supporting Low Carbon Industry

Government investment and fiscal support is required to support technologies in their “product
development” phase such as fuel cell micro-CHP. A significant proportion of the investment required during
this phase is normally provided as investment from supply chain partners. The credit crunch has eliminated
the availability of such investment-in-kind due to a collapse in funding for their core operating businesses
starving the new technologies of resources. Equity funding is also not available to finance the product
development phase of new technologies.

5. Budget stimulus package detail

The 2009 Budget built on existing Government policies by promising £1.4 billion of extra, targeted
support in the low carbon sector, including £70 million for decentralised small-scale and community low
carbon energy and £405 million to support low carbon industries and advanced green manufacturing. Little
detail on the stimulus package has been provided on this however, giving little reassurance to industry and
investors.

6. Corporation tax funding

We recommend that Government uses the existing corporation tax system to bridge the funding gap
created by the credit crunch and to assist in making available the necessary funding to support the product
development phase through to market launch. The following are examples of how this could be achieved:

— Extend the existing R&D tax credit system to enable claims to be made against a much broader
range of expenditure and against part-funded development programmes.

— Allow loss-making low carbon companies to claim immediate cash funding against accumulated
tax losses rather than oVset these tax losses against future taxable profits. This could be achieved
by the companies issuing a “green bond” secured on the accumulated tax losses and to sell these
green bonds to the Bank of England as part of the current quantitative easing programme. The
bond could be repaid by the company at any time (eg through an equity/debt refinancing when
markets recover) or out of the future taxable profits of the business.
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7. A Green New Deal

As unemployment in the UK rises, the economy is desperate for the new jobs that low carbon technologies
can provide. For example, Ceres Power has already created nearly 100 jobs in the UK and plans to create
further employment in high-value R&D manufacturing and engineering. Conditions in the UK need to be
right in order that UK plc should benefit from a Green New Deal rather than other countries with a more
attractive economic climate and approach to regional development funding.

May 2009

Additional memorandum submitted by Calor Gas

Summary

1. The cost of the renewables policy is unsustainable. The net benefit of the policy as estimated by HMG
is "£56 billion over twenty years after allowing for costed climate change benefits. The RHI levies
underpinning the policy will require massive increases in fossil fuel prices and could drive millions more into
fuel poverty.

2. Reliance on wind and biomass to fill the energy gap is questioned. Wind targets are unlikely to be met.
Biomass will cause a significant air quality problem with impacts on death and disease.

3. For both urban and rural areas, micro-CHP has the potential to meet and exceed the 2020 target of a
34% reduction in carbon emissions, while reducing household bills for heating and providing protection
against electricity shortages and blackouts. Combined with solar technology and insulation measures a fuel
cell boiler should be able to achieve the 2050 80% emission reduction target. Since the technology is close
to market it does not require massive subsidies derived from taxing consumers.

Who We Are

1.1 Calor Gas has been distributing LPG as a fuel for homes and businesses since 1935. It is mainly used
as a fuel in rural areas; for urban areas natural gas would normally be the cheaper alternative. LPG is a low
carbon emitting fuel available in rural areas, emitting 12% less CO2 per kWh than oil, 34% less than
anthracite and 58% less than electricity.86

Our Central Proposition

2.1 Moving to a greener economy will not, and should not mean shutting down the coal, gas and oil
industry overnight. The UK Continental Shelf produced 30% of the corporation tax receipts in 2008, and
will provide two thirds of our energy needs in 2009. The 2009 Budget contained a package of measures
designed to stimulate investment—not choke it oV—in the North Sea. We believe that the Government has
over-emphasised the contribution that renewables can make to reducing our carbon emissions by the target
dates set, and that as a result the policy is far too costly. There are other aVordable solutions that are close
to market. Ironically, fossil fuels by oVering a bridging technology can be part of the answer to moving
towards a greener economy.

Problems with Present Plans

3.1 The Impact Assessment of the UK Renewables Strategy87 puts the net benefit of the policy as minus
£56 billion over 20 years. The total value of carbon saved over the same period is £5 billion. The cost of the
policy is 12 times its benefit.

3.2 The policy will put up electricity bills by 15% and gas prices by 30% by 202088 and “increases in bills
will impact more on [poorer households]”,89 For industry, the picture is worse with gas prices rising up to
49%.90 The Assessment expects, “Negative impacts on business, especially in energy intensive sectors, due
to increased energy prices, driving up costs and reducing competitiveness”.91

3.3 The key problem with the strategy is that it requires “very substantial”92 taxes on fossil fuels to drive
the take-up of otherwise inviable renewables. Fuel poverty was meant to be abolished by 2016. But, between
2005 and 2008, fuel poverty grew from aVecting 2.5 million households to 4.7 million.93 Substantial future
upward pressure on fuel prices will condemn many more to fuel poverty. This is avoidable.

3.4 Government relies too heavily on the contribution from renewables—wind and biomass. Wind is
likely to disappoint. Wind farms need 90% back-up to allow for windless days;94 large increases in wind
capacity exacerbate the problem of its unpredictable contribution. The Low Carbon Transition P1an95

86 Table 12, Draft SAP, 2008.
87 Impact Assessment of the UK Renewables Strategy published by HMG, July 2009.
88 Tables 7 and 10 ibid.
89 Paragraph 54, ibid.
90 Paragraph 74, ibid.
91 Paragraph 63, ibid.
92 Para 4.5.20 of the UK Renewables Strategy 2008.
93 The UK Fuel Poverty Strategy, Sixth Annual Progress Report (October 2008), paras 2.2–2.4.
94 A Pragmatic Energy Policy for the UK a Fells Associates Report (17 September 2008).
95 Analytical Annex, Low Carbon Transition Plan (15 July 2009), Executive Summary, p 7.
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acknowledges the intermittency of wind and identifies the crunch time in electricity supply. In 2017, 3GWh
of electricity demand goes unsupplied rising to 7GWh in 2027.96 This means blackouts. Even these figures
depend on the delivery of the wind capacity being on target to reach 26.4GW by 2020. Very few people think
these targets are attainable. The total installed UK capacity of wind farms, according to the British Wind
Energy Association, is 3,233MW—8.2% towards target. The Association admits: “England’s regions are set
to comprehensively miss their targets on generating electricity from renewables”.

3.5 Governments do not have a good record of picking winning technologies. It is now generally accepted
that the emphasis on “first generation” biofuels was misguided—misspent subsidies encouraged the
cultivation of non-sustainable biofuels, drove deforestation, and caused rises in food prices and starvation.
The danger is that biomass will follow biofuels’ walk of shame.

3.6 The Environment Agency’s Biomass carbon sink or carbon sinner?97 finds that using biomass for
generating electricity and heat could help meet the UK’s renewable targets but “only if good practice is
followed . . . worst practice can result in more greenhouse gas emissions overall than using gas.” Tony
Grayling, Head of Climate Change and Sustainable Development, at the Agency said: “We want to ensure
that the sector’s growth is environmentally sustainable and that the mistakes made with biofuels are
avoided, where unsustainable growth has had to be curbed.98 Biomass operators have a responsibility to
ensure that biomass comes from sustainable sources, and is used eYciently to deliver the greatest greenhouse
gas savings and the most renewable energy. The Government should ensure that good practice is rewarded
and that biomass production and use that does more harm than good to the environment does not benefit
from public support.”

3.7 The UK Biomass Strategy99 made a convenient—but dangerous—assumption: “For all biomass
resources no net emissions during production assumed”. All the emissions produced during planting,
harvesting, sawing up and delivery of these bulky and heavy items are ignored. The Environment Agency
points out, “How a fuel is produced has a major impact on emissions: transporting fuels over long distances
and excessive use of nitrogen fertilisers can reduce the emissions savings made by the same fuel by between
15 and 50% compared to best practice”. By equating all biomass with zero carbon, the error blights other
policies—the definitions of zero carbon homes, eco-towns, sustainable homes and zero carbon hubs become
suspect if biomass is invariably seen as zero carbon. Such unsound definitions could have the perverse eVect
of significant and continuing depletion of carbon stocks. The climate change impact of preserving a forest
is not the same as burning the same forest.

3.8 In response to looming gaps in energy supply, Professor David MacKay, Special Adviser in DECC
has called for “industrialising really large tranches of the countryside”100 to supply biomass. The renewables
strategy depends on doubling the land devoted to energy cropping in every year from 2010 to 2017. This
looks as heroic a target as for wind. The Impact Assessment predicts that, “Prices for biomass and food [will]
rise due to the increased demand for agricultural products”.101 Our need to supply feedstock for furnaces
will fetter our food supply.

3.9 Some of the problems of biomass are discussed in the 2008 UK Renewable Energy Strategy in (paras.
4.6.14-4.6.25). Biomass boilers without stringent controls will cause significant pollution in urban areas. So,
the resulting pollution is being directed to rural areas because of lower existing levels of pollution in the
countryside. We do “not yet well” understand the eVect of particulates and NOx from biomass boilers—
and, as the boilers age they will pollute more. Government admits that if biomass displaces gas there will
be, “Increases in emissions of all major pollutants.102 An AEA study on biomass boilers103 tells us that a
typical domestic wood burning boiler emit over 30kg of particulates per year per household. The emission
of particulates causes 8,100 early deaths a year in Great Britain and an additional 10,500 respiratory
admissions to hospital.104 Government also admits that the biomass policy would carry an extra health
burden of £557m105—current policies will damage air quality, lungs and hearts. The current climate change
strategy clashes with the air quality strategy.

3.10 On 2 November 2009 the Government admitted, “The use of biomass for heat and power can pose
a significant air quality problem.”106 It also admitted that it had not undertaken any evaluation of the
climate change eVects of the black carbon emitted through biomass combustion. Black carbon is the second
largest contributor to global warming after CO2. Therefore, biomass could be part of the problem rather
than its solution.

96 Chart 25, p 86, ibid.
97 Biomass—carbon sink or carbon sinner? published by the Environment Agency, April, 2009.
98 Press Release, Environment Agency, 16 April, 2009.
99 UK Biomass Strategy, DTI, DfT, DEFRA, May 2007, p 41.
100 11 September 2009 Times Online.
101 Impact Assessment of the UK Renewables Strategy published by HMG, July 2009, para 170.
102 UK Biomass Strategy, DTI, DfT, DEFRA, May 2007, para 5.17.
103 Technical Guidance: Screening Assessment for Biomass Boilers AEA, July 2008, table 4.1.
104 Quantification of the EVects of Air Pollution on Health in the United Kingdom, DoH, 1998.
105 Written Answer, 26 March 2009 (col 695/6W).
106 Written Answer 2 November 2009 (col 671W).
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The Solution

4.1 “The real solution lies in reducing household electricity consumption while encouraging citizens to
produce their own energy,” Philip Selwood, Chief Executive, Energy Saving Trust, Total Politics, October
2009.

4.2 The solution we advance has the potential to deliver 50% reductions in carbon emissions in existing
homes. It does not require great subsidies and will not place a burden on the economy. It will reduce rather
than increase fuel bills, placing downward pressure on fuel poverty. The technology is practical and
commercially viable—it does not carry the risks of Government picking winners. It is based on clean
technology cleaner than oil, coal, and biomass—and it will not worsen air quality or harm human health.
It will also provide greater stability to the power supply, providing protection against power cuts. In both
urban and rural areas, gas or LPG powered micro-CHP fuel cell boilers allow us to reach the carbon output
targets by low-cost, close to market solutions without the need for punitive levies.

4.3 LPG is the lowest carbon-emitting fossil fuel available in rural areas and LPG technology continues
to develop quickly in response to the UK’s low carbon requirements. Calor is investing with the UK
company, Ceres Power to bring the next generation of boilers to market by 2012. This high eYciency
condensing boiler will heat the property and also generate up to 80% of the electricity required in the
property. Generating electricity locally avoids the wasted energy associated with power stations and
transmission systems. It will provide a measure of black-out protection since the system can keep the power
running during the predicted power cuts. This fuel cell boiler will cut carbon emissions on an average
property using oil by up to 50% through an investment of only approximately £2,000 more than a modern
condensing boiler. Combined with solar technology and insulation measures a fuel cell boiler should be able
to achieve the 80% emission targets that government is seeking by 2050. These boilers will be able to be
serviced by engineers with existing skills. Micro-CHP units can reduce total household energy bills by 25%.
This fossil-fuel powered mCHP can use the current electricity and fuel supply infrastructure and will be very
cost-eVective per tonne of carbon saved. For urban areas on the gas mains, an equivalent technology is being
developed by British Gas/Ceres that carries the same advantages as the LPG fuel cell boiler and will be
available in 2011.

4.4 urthermore, mCHP units based on Stirling Engine technology will be available in the UK market
from early 2010—just in time to benefit from the Government’s feed-in tariVs.

4.5 To deliver the headlined policy benefits we need to revise the renewables policy. Renewables are part
of the answer, but they are not THE only answer and the subsidy required to deliver the heroic targets for
wind and biomass will be crippling. The International Energy Agency recently emphasized the central role
in fighting climate change of reducing carbon emissions from the power sector using best available
technologies.

A Common-Sense Policy

5.1 Government does not need to tax householders with fossil fuel levies—and can avoid the pain and
unpopularity that will accompany them. Common-sense solutions to climate change are far more palatable,
and we propose the following common-sense principles (all of which are breached by current policy).

A Climate Change Strategy should not:

— Impose massive burdens on the UK economy.

— Cost more than the value of the carbon it saves.

— Impose steep rises in fuel bills and worsen fuel poverty.

— Let Government cherry-pick winning solutions and fuels.

— Perversely drive up rather than reduce emissions of carbon.

— Damage air quality causing excess disease and death.

November 2009
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